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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
Tuesday, 21 February 2017

ASSEMBLY

Tuesday, 21 February 2017
The SPEAKER (Hon. Telmo Languiller) took the
chair at 12.04 p.m. and read the prayer.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
The SPEAKER — Order! We acknowledge the
traditional owners of the land on which we are meeting.
We pay our respects to them, their culture, their elders
past, present and future, and elders from other
communities who may be here today.

CONDOLENCES
Peter Stewart McArthur
The SPEAKER — Order! I advise the house of the
death of Peter Stewart McArthur, member of the
Legislative Assembly for the electoral district of
Ringwood from 1976 to 1982.
I ask members to rise in their places as a mark of
respect to the memory of the deceased.
Honourable members stood in their places.

203

Given the Premier and a number of ministers have
responsibilities that they are required to immediately
attend to, the government, along with, I understand, the
representatives of the Greens and the Independent
member for Shepparton, felt it appropriate to adjust the
regular business of the house, and it is for these reasons
I seek to move, by leave:
That so much of standing and sessional orders be suspended
to allow:
(1) the sitting of the house to be immediately suspended
until 1.00 p.m today; and
(2) there to be no questions without notice, ministers
statements or constituency questions today.

Leave refused.

ABSENCE OF MINISTERS
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport) —
The Premier, Deputy Premier, Minister for Police,
Minister for Roads and Road Safety, and Minister for
Industry and Employment will all be absent from
question time today in line with the previous statement
I have just made to the house. I will answer questions
on their behalf.

The SPEAKER — Order! I shall convey a message
of sympathy from the house to the relatives of the late
Peter Stewart McArthur.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE

Youth justice centres

Standing and sessional orders

Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is to the Treasurer. Seven thousand Wyndham
residents turned up to a public meeting to oppose your
government’s Werribee youth jail proposal. Labor
mayor Henry Barlow was there. Federal Labor MP
Joanne Ryan was there. Local community leaders were
present. Treasurer, what was more important in your
day for you to refuse to be there?

Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport) — If I
may, by leave, it appears we have tragically lost five
people today, and clearly there is still a lot we do not
know. The Premier, the Deputy Premier, the Minister
for Police, the Minister for Roads and Road Safety, and
the Minister for Industry and Employment are right
now being briefed at the state control centre. On behalf
of the Premier and the government, the Parliament and
the people of this state, I want to offer my condolences
to their family and loved ones.
On days like this we also have to spare a thought for
our first responders: the paramedics, police, firefighters
and even ordinary civilians who, without a moment’s
hesitation, have all launched into action. We thank
them for everything they do. The images we have seen
this morning are harrowing. I, like many others in this
place, have driven that stretch of the Tullamarine
Freeway. It is all far too real and far too close for many
of us. We will know more during the course of the day.

Mr Pakula — On a point of order, Speaker, it was
not immediately apparent to me how the question in
any way related to the minister’s portfolio
responsibilities — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Dandenong is warned. The Chair is on his feet. The
Attorney-General is entitled to silence when attempting
to make a point of order.
Mr Pakula — As the house is aware, it is not
permissible to ask a question only in the guise of a
minister’s electorate responsibilities, so I would ask you

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and MINISTERS STATEMENTS
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to offer the Leader of the Opposition an opportunity to
rephrase his question and direct it to the Treasurer in his
capacity as Treasurer.
Mr Clark — On the point of order, Speaker, the
question related to what the Treasurer was doing that
day. The Treasurer presumably had duties as Treasurer
that day. It is asking him to respond, to account to this
house and to the community for how he conducted
himself in his capacities, including his capacity as
Treasurer of this state, on that day, and he should
account to the community for what he was doing as a
minister of the Crown on that day.
Ms Allan — On the point of order, Speaker, there
are well-established practices of the house under
Rulings from the Chair advising that matters that are
not related to a minister’s portfolio should be ruled out
of order. The Attorney-General has made a very
reasonable offer to the opposition through you,
Speaker, that rather than reject the question outright, it
perhaps should have the opportunity to rephrase the
question to at least make an attempt to have it relevant
to the Treasurer’s portfolio, and I suggest the
opposition should embrace that offer wholeheartedly.
Mr Hodgett — On the point of order, Speaker, the
Treasurer was at the press conference that actually
announced that this youth facility be built in Werribee, so
I think that would be part of his duties of appropriating
money. I ask you to rule the question in order.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair accepts the
question strictly within the boundaries of the
Treasurer’s responsibilities. The Treasurer, as
Treasurer, will respond to the question.
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — Might I say that I take
this opportunity to express my condolences and
disappointment that the opposition have not allowed a
break in these proceedings.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Warrandyte will come to order. The Treasurer is
entitled to silence when attempting to answer a
substantive question as put by the Leader of the
Opposition. Members of the opposition will allow the
Treasurer to respond.
Mr PALLAS — If you fall a little short on integrity,
you will fall a long way short on leadership.
Honourable members interjecting.
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The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair must be able
to hear the Treasurer. A question was put and was heard
in silence. Conversely, the Chair expects the Treasurer
to be extended the same courtesy and be able to
respond to the substantive question as put by the Leader
of the Opposition.
Mr PALLAS — I take great pride in the community
that I represent, and I do that because, unlike those
opposite, we have made investment after investment in
the community. There was nothing from those opposite
for four long, wasted years. My community languished
while you essentially went around parading a
misdirection of state resources away from those who
needed it most. When it comes to consultation, let me
tell you this: when a community seeks to be engaged, I
am more than willing to discuss these issues with my
community. Already I was present when a decision was
made by the government and announced by the
government that some 16 sites had been considered and
one was now identified as the preferred location. That
being the case — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Treasurer to be
heard in silence when responding to the question as put
by the Leader of the Opposition.
Mr PALLAS — Of course if you consult with the
world, you are consulting with nobody. It was our view
that it is important to consult directly with the
community. It is also important that those people who
want to raise a legitimate concern by way of protest
have the right to do it. Let me say that a provocative act
would be to have attended that meeting in
circumstances — —
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, the
Treasurer has had plenty of opportunity to set a context
to his answer, but I remind you that it was a very
specific question about what he was doing on that day
that prevented him from attending the public meeting in
his constituency. I ask you to bring him back to
answering that question.
Mr Pakula — On the point of order, Speaker, as I
understood the Treasurer’s remarks, he was literally
halfway through a sentence where he was about to
explain why he was not there.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Treasurer was being
responsive to the question. I remind the opposition that
preambles and other commentary made when putting a
question are part of the question.
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Mr PALLAS — Of course, as Treasurer of the
state, I must necessarily look after the whole interests of
the state. That is a necessary requirement, but it is also
necessary, and might I say something that I place great
value upon, that I engage with my community around
issues of concern to them, and I intend to do it. But I do
not intend to do it in circumstances where it would be
seen as a provocative act in what was a protest meeting.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — The Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee (PAEC) was given
evidence last week that your government has been
considering a new youth jail since October, with one of
the possible locations being in your own electorate.
Treasurer, when did you first know that Werribee was
being considered for this new prison, and why did you
keep this hidden from your own constituents?
Ms Allan — On a point of order, Speaker, I renew
the point of order that was made earlier by the
Attorney-General.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair cannot hear
the Leader of the House. The house will come to order
and allow the Leader of the House to contribute on a
point of order, in silence.
Ms Allan — There are clear requirements in Rulings
from the Chair that require the opposition to make their
questions relevant to the relevant minister’s portfolio.
This question does not comply with that ruling.
However, rather than have it ruled out of order, the
government would like to offer the opportunity for the
Leader of the Opposition to rephrase his question. The
reference to PAEC, I believe, goes to the Secretary of
the Department of Health and Human Services’
appearance at PAEC, which was not related to the
Treasurer’s portfolio, and the opposition should
rephrase their question.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Malvern is entitled to silence when attempting to make
a point of order.
Mr M. O’Brien — On the point of order, Speaker,
the Treasurer has been part of the decision-making
process over the location of this new youth supermax
jail. I asked the Treasurer about this very issue in the
last question time in terms of when he knew about what
the other options were for its location. The Treasurer
answered — at least the Treasurer purported to
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answer — the question. The Treasurer did not seek to
avoid the question, nor did any of his colleagues. If it
was in order last week, it is in order today.
The SPEAKER — Order! The question is in order.
The Treasurer will respond to the supplementary
question as put by the Leader of the Opposition.
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — I became aware of this
matter only a matter of weeks ago. In fact — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of the
Opposition asked a supplementary question and should
extend the courtesy to the Treasurer and allow him to
respond to that supplementary question. The Treasurer
will be heard, in silence.
The Treasurer has concluded his answer.

Ministers statements: level crossings
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport) — I am
delighted to provide an update to the house on the
substantial progress that the Andrews Labor
government is making on removing the 50 most
dangerous and congested level crossings across
Melbourne. Ten of these congested deathtraps have
already gone and 10 are under construction, with
another seven due to start during the course of this year.
We have removed level crossings in the north-west of
the city and in the east and the south of Melbourne and,
as I said, construction is underway of course on the
Dandenong corridor to remove all nine level crossings
between Dandenong and the city.
Yesterday we announced the removal of two level
crossings at Charman Road in Cheltenham and Park
Road. The Park Road level crossing removal is in
addition to what we had already committed to for that
community, and of course there is the removal of the
level crossing at Balcombe Road in Mentone. As we
announced yesterday, the removal of these level
crossings will lead to a lowered rail line and include
two brand-new stations at both Mentone and
Cheltenham. We will reinstate the third track at
Cheltenham, which means we can run more trains
along the Frankston corridor.
Of course this comes hot on the heels of the
announcement we made a couple of weeks ago at
Lower Plenty Road at Rosanna, which also involves
removing that level crossing with a rail bridge
construction and building a brand-new station as well
at Rosanna.
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This work is going on right across the state and is
creating hundreds and hundreds of jobs in the
construction industry. That is also having wider benefits
in those local communities as the local tradies go in and
have a coffee and a sandwich and shop at the local
businesses. We will not be deterred from pursuing this
agenda in getting rid of these 50 dangerous and
congested level crossings, working as hard as we can to
remove them as quickly as possible.

Youth justice centres
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is again to the Treasurer. Local federal Labor
MP Joanne Ryan, the only Wyndham Labor MP who
actually lives in her seat, has said:
I think this site is the wrong site for a youth detention centre.

Treasurer, will you tell your constituents today in the
gallery and the people of Wyndham: do you back Bill
Shorten’s Labor MP and local resident, Joanne Ryan,
on this issue or, Treasurer, as Treasurer do you back
your Premier, who could not care less about your
constituents?
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — Can I answer the
question this way: I support the decision of the
government and the decision of the government to meet
its obligations around a preferred location and, might I
say, the decision of the government to have genuine
consultation with the community.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Gembrook will not be warned again. The Chair is on
his feet. The Treasurer has concluded his answer.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — It was so
brief, I thought there was more to come. My
supplementary is obviously to the Treasurer. Treasurer,
last week you told ABC Radio that:
We have to consult with the community of Wyndham. We
said we would at the time that we identified our preferred
location.

You have also just told the house that you have
engaged in genuine consultation. Treasurer, will you
detail to the house and to your constituents in the
gallery exactly what consultation did you as local
member and Treasurer with the council and community
engage in before you chose Werribee as the site for this
new youth prison?
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Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — ‘He thought he had
more time’. That is what they said four years ago in
government: ‘We thought we would have more
time’ — to do nothing. I have been asked to outline
what consultation we have had. Could I make it very
clear: the consultation will be around the preferred
location. The government has been very — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Treasurer was asked
a question in his capacity as Treasurer. The Treasurer is
endeavouring to respond to that question and should be
allowed to do so in silence. The Treasurer, to respond.
Mr PALLAS — The government takes its
obligations around consultation seriously. We are
meeting with representatives of Wyndham City Council
and key local community representatives. I have had
numerous conversations and I do not intend identifying
who those people are.
Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, on
relevance, the supplementary question clearly stated
‘before the government had chosen Werribee as the site
for the new youth prison’. The Treasurer is answering
the question with the consultation he engaged in after
the government had chosen that site. I ask you to bring
him back to answering the question that was asked of
him, which was about the consultation before the
decision, not once it had been made.
Ms Allan — On the point of order, Speaker, as is
required under Rulings from the Chair and standing
orders, the Treasurer needs to respond to this question
within his capacity as Treasurer. He was outlining
exactly to the house the consultation processes and
conversations that he has had on this issue. I understand
that those opposite may not have heard that. In their
desperation to shout and scream over the top of the
Treasurer they may not have heard him give that
information to the house and I ask you to allow the
Treasurer to continue to answer the question.
The SPEAKER — Order! There is no point of
order. The Treasurer was being responsive. The
Treasurer will continue.
Mr PALLAS — As I indicated, there were
16 locations considered by the government. It would be
foolish — indeed it would be patronising — to suggest
that you could consult with the world at large. What the
government has done is to make a decision around its
preferred location and we are entering into genuine
consultation around those issues.
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Ministers statements: ambulance services
Ms HENNESSY (Minister for Health) — I rise to
update the house in respect of the Andrews Labor
government’s recent achievements regarding
ambulance response times. I am very pleased to advise
the house that, with the quarter 2 of 2016–17 data that
this government released on 1 February, we continued
the trend, unlike the previous government. In each and
every single quarter our ambulance response times have
improved. Unlike the previous government when there
were the worst ambulance response times on the
mainland, we are finally seeing some good and
sustainable change.
This is a really significant improvement because this
was the quarter, of course, when there was an
incredible demand on our ambulance services
including the Christmas period and thunderstorm
asthma. To see an improvement in that context is
indeed a very pleasing result.
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The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of the
Opposition is entitled to silence when endeavouring to
conclude his question to the Treasurer.
Mr GUY — Treasurer, will you tell the many
residents of Wyndham and some who have come to the
Parliament today why your government chose the
Werribee site — the announcement of which you were
at — a site — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair has heard the
totality of the question. The Leader of the
Opposition — —
Mr Guy interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair does
understand that the Leader of the Opposition has not
concluded his question, but the point the Chair tries to
make, if members will allow, is that the Chair has heard
the Leader of the Opposition up to the references that
he made.

I also would like to update the house on the fact that the
January results provide very good news. For the first
time since 2010 our ambulance response times have hit
80 per cent. That is the highest rate of ambulance
response times hitting towards target since 2010. This is
indeed a terrific achievement. I pay tribute to our
wonderful paramedics, who work so hard each and
every single day. It was a delight during the last
parliamentary session to hear the members of this place
reflecting upon the paramedics contribution during the
Bourke Street tragedy. It is important that we continue
to support our paramedics. Of course, as the Leader of
the House foreshadowed in her contribution at the start
of question time, we are all very deeply upset about the
incident that has occurred in Essendon this morning.
Certainly our first responders have yet again made a
sensational contribution.

Mr PALLAS — Do you want to hear the answer
or not?

The SPEAKER — Order! I remind the Leader of
the Opposition that referring to people in the gallery is
disorderly. I request that that not be done.

The SPEAKER — Order! The Treasurer is entitled
to silence when endeavouring to respond to the
question.

Youth justice centres
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is again to the Treasurer. Treasurer, you
admitted this morning that your government had
considered 16 sites across Victoria for its new youth
jail. Will you tell the many residents of Wyndham why
your government chose the Werribee site, the
announcement of which you attended, with this location
just 400 metres from many of their homes?
Honourable members interjecting.

Mr GUY — Treasurer, a site 400 metres from many
of your constituents’ homes, the announcement of
which you were at — why did you choose that site
above more than a dozen others across Victoria?
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — A total of 16 sites were
considered by the government, including four regional
sites. The Hoppers Lane south site was preferred
because of its distance from residential communities, its
accessibility for staff — —
Honourable members interjecting.

Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, the
Treasurer is reading from a list of 16 sites, and I ask you
to have him table that list, given he has been reading
from it copiously while answering this question.
The SPEAKER — Order! Was the Treasurer
reading from the document?
Mr PALLAS — I was referring to notes.
The SPEAKER — Order! There is no point of
order. The Treasurer will continue.
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Mr PALLAS — You can see just how opportunistic
they are. They get an answer and they do not like it, so
they complain about it. To be very clear, I am not
referring to 16 sites, nor do I consider it appropriate that
those 16 locations be identified because this
government is about genuine consultation with the
residents and community affected in the preferred
location. But I was asked why this site was chosen
above others. The Hoppers Lane site is preferred
because of its distance from residential communities,
the accessibility for staff — —
Mr T. Smith interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Kew is
warned. The Treasurer is entitled to continue in silence.
Mr PALLAS — The accessibility for visitors — —
Honourable members interjecting.
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Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — Treasurer,
is it not simply a fact that you live 20 kilometres away
from your own constituents and therefore you could not
care less about selling them out or building this prison
next to their houses?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Ovens
Valley and the member for Broadmeadows are both
warned.
Ms Allan — On a point of order, Speaker, this
supplementary question is flagrantly out of order. There
has not even been an attempt by the Leader of the
Opposition to cloak this question in relation to
government business to do with the Treasurer’s
portfolio, and I ask you to rule it out of order.

The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Bentleigh is warned. The member for Warrandyte is
also entitled to silence when making a point of order.

The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair gives the
Leader of the Opposition the opportunity of rephrasing
the question. That question was out of order.

Mr R. Smith — On a point of order, Speaker, just
for clarity, does he mean the distance from Werribee
residents or his own residence?

Mr GUY — Treasurer, given it is a fact you live
20 kilometres from your own electorate and your own
constituents — frankly you could not care less about
them — is it your government’s policy that you should
live within your own electorate?

The SPEAKER — Order! There is no point of
order. The Treasurer will continue.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! A question was put, the
Treasurer is answering an important question. Respect
should be extended to the Treasurer.

Ms Allan — On a point of order, Speaker, we have
seen this on many occasions before where the Leader of
the Opposition is playing to the gallery rather than
being interested — —
Honourable members interjecting.

Mr PALLAS — Until today they thought
Wyndham was a hotel chain. You never once put your
hand in your pocket for this. They ripped them off and
they sold them out at every opportunity they could.

The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of the
House, in silence, to continue. Members of the
opposition will allow the Leader of the House to make
her point of order.

The Hoppers Lane south site is government land so that
does allow the state to get on with the production and to
commence construction quickly. Because of the
inaction of the previous government in doing anything
in this space, this government is getting on with the job
of providing protection for our communities and also
making sure that the economic opportunities that this
facility will provide to the Wyndham community are
delivered as quickly and effectively as possible.

Ms Allan — Rephrasing the question and adding the
words ‘is it government policy’ does not mean that
where members of Parliament live is a matter of
government business. I suggest that this supplementary
supplementary question be also ruled out of order and
be seen for what it is.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Ringwood will allow the Leader of the Opposition to
ask a supplementary question.

The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair rules that
question out of order.

Ministers statements: economy
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — It gives me great
pleasure to update the house about the enduring
strength of the Victorian economy. The ANZ
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Stateometer recently rated Victoria as the only
jurisdiction with both above trend growth and
improving momentum. This is not just idle
commentary; this has been confirmed by the CommSec
State of the States report and it is actually reflected in a
number of key economic indicators.
Our jobs performance remains the envy of the nation.
In fact we are the job-creating centre of the nation. We
have now created more jobs in the last year than the rest
of Australia combined — more than 188 000 jobs since
taking office, with employment growing at 3.8 per cent
per annum. This is what happens when you have a
government that is getting on with it, getting out of bed
and getting on with delivering for people.
It is no surprise that the energetic approach of our
government is giving confidence to our business sector
as well. NAB now rates Victoria as having the highest
business confidence of all the states.
Just last week we progressed out tenders for the western
outer suburban arterial roads package. That is $1.8
billion for — get it — Wyndham. This is an innovative
approach to procurement that will deliver massive
benefits for Melbourne’s west, upgrading roads that are
not fit for purpose.
At the same time we are also ensuring that Victoria’s
finances remain strong. Earlier this year
Standard & Poor’s wrote to me saying that ‘the finances
of the state of Victoria are in strong shape’. Indeed let
me be clear that we will continue to keep Victoria’s
finances strong. We will continue to deliver the
infrastructure that Victorians need, and we will not take
a backwards step in delivering our commitments to the
people of Victoria.

Pill testing
Mr HIBBINS (Prahran) — My question is to
Minister for Mental Health. Before Christmas the
Greens asked the Premier about pill testing and
reporting, which the Premier declined to support. Since
then, over one weekend there were a number of
hospitalisations as result of people taking recreational
drugs, some in nightclubs in the Prahran electorate.
Three people died. There was a drug-related death at
the Rainbow Serpent music festival, and just this
weekend there were over 20 hospitalisations at the
Sidney Myer Music Bowl. Minister, in light of these
deaths and hospitalisations and the risk of further
incidents, will the government now implement a
pill-testing and reporting regime in Victoria to reduce
harm and help prevent deaths?
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Mr FOLEY (Minister for Mental Health) — I thank
the honourable member for Prahran for his question. I
also join with him, I am sure, and the Minister for
Health in particularly thanking our paramedics on
Saturday who, through eight different ambulances,
intervened and really did an outstanding job in making
sure that the 20 — or 21, I think it was — patients who
were taken from that dance festival at the Myer music
bowl to three hospitals were saved. I think they did an
outstanding job. Can I also join with the Chief
Commissioner of Police in ensuring that the operators
of that particular festival are held to account for what
would seem to be a fairly flagrant breach of their
responsibilities.
In terms of the honourable member’s question about a
harm minimisation focus, particularly in his electorate
where this is a substantial issue, only last week I met
with a number of providers — Inner South
Community Health Service and a whole range of
others — that the government is funding $192 million
through its harm minimisation project in its most
recent budget. We are funding in six hotspots, one of
which is in the honourable member’s electorate, a
program whereby street-based workers are going out
and talking to people on the street about how best to
handle through a health prism a very significant health
issue where far too many people are taking
unnecessary risks. In terms of that particular project I
can assure the honourable member that workers in his
electorate also engage with a number of the venue
operators. We are making sure that safe practice, safe
management and a health focus first — a harm
minimisation focus first — are delivered.
In regard to the broader issue of pill testing at festivals
more generally, I stand shoulder to shoulder with the
Chief Commissioner of Police on this issue. There is a
lot of talk around how effective or otherwise this
mobile pill-testing technology is. I am convinced by the
views of Victoria Police that, despite some of the
rhetoric that goes with how effective this material is,
that Victoria Police is concerned the effectiveness of
such technology leaves a lot to be desired. Indeed there
might well be some harm and health risks associated
with providing false information off the back of such
technology. In that respect, whilst I share the views of
many in this place, including the honourable member,
that this is first and foremost a health issue and a harm
minimisation framework, I also share the view of
Victoria Police that a temporary pill-testing facility is
not the way to go.
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Supplementary question
Mr HIBBINS (Prahran) — On a supplementary
question, in regard to the deaths that occurred over the
weekend of 14 January, the drugs in question were
seized by police, they were tested by the police and
information was distributed internally that these drugs
were being sold as MDMA but actually contained a
much more dangerous substance. Why was this
information — potentially lifesaving information — not
made public and not released to the public at large, and
will the government ensure that such information is
released in the future?
Mr FOLEY (Minister for Mental Health) — Again,
to the honourable member, you are correct as I
understand it from media reports, but your question
theoretically is best directed to the minister responsible
for Victoria Police. But allowing for the fact that she is
not here — she is attending to, can I say, the very tragic
circumstances at Essendon Airport this morning — as I
understand the proposition, the honourable member’s
question actually goes to Victoria Police, and indeed in
the other place as I understand it, this question is the
matter of a question on notice to the Minister for Police.
I will certainly undertake on the honourable member’s
behalf and liaise with Victoria Police and the Minister
for Police and respond to his question on notice,
understanding that it is given in good faith but is more
appropriately directed to the Minister for Police.
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Mr R. Smith — On a point of order, Speaker, the
minister, as everyone in the house can see, is clearly
reading from a document complete with highlighted
bits. I would ask you to ask her to please table what she
is reading rather than slavishly reading it.
The SPEAKER — Order! Is the minister reading
from a document? There is no point of order. The
minister will continue and comply with the practices of
the house.
Ms HUTCHINS — This code has been updated
from an original version from 2006. During the time
between 2006 and this year there has been an enormous
amount of change in the Fair Work Act 2009, which
was not considered during the time that the code was
previously operating. We have amended that to make
sure that it is modern and applicable and able to be
utilised across call centres in this state.
Those opposite may not know that 85 per cent of the
work conducted by Victorian call centres is
government work — all levels of government. It is a
very significant industry for employment in this state
and one that this government supports. We support
Victorian jobs, and what this code does is underpin
those Victorian jobs with a great standard for the
industry to ensure that jobs are not contracted out to
overseas — unlike those opposite, who looked at
doing that during their term of government.

Ministers statements: call centre code

Youth justice centres

Ms HUTCHINS (Minister for Industrial
Relations) — I rise to inform the house of a new
initiative in my portfolio of industrial relations. Last
Friday I announced a new call centre code to now apply
to government-operated call centres and private sector
organisations that have been contracted to do
government work and provide call centre services. We
launched this updated code at VicRoads, and I had the
pleasure of meeting many of the call centre workers
there. My thoughts go out to them today and to the call
centre workers at the Emergency Services
Telecommunications Authority, who would have had to
handle some of the calls out of this morning’s tragedy. I
thank them for their service, as well as our emergency
services workers.

Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is to the Treasurer. Treasurer, you have
admitted that there were 16 sites your government
considered for a new youth jail and that you have
known about them behind your community’s back for
weeks, if not months. Treasurer, will you tell your
local Werribee residents: did you sell them out? Did
you do that because your advocacy was not strong
enough or because you are a weak Treasurer who
frankly does not have the guts to stand up to the
Premier for your constituents?

This revised call centre code will operate as a benchmark
for the call centre industry, and I urge all call centre
industry participants to adopt and adhere to the code. It
has been designed to encourage best practice in call
centre management and employee relations.

Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — I will tell you what
selling out looks like. It looks like a — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! A question was put. The
Treasurer is entitled to silence. The Chair should be
able to hear the response as put by the Treasurer, so
should the media and everybody else in this house. That
level of disruption does not allow that to happen.
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Mr PALLAS — Nothing for Wyndham’s roads,
nothing for Wyndham’s hospitals, nothing for the
Wyndham community at all. They were so
contemptuous of Wyndham they did not even man
electoral booths. They did not make them a promise in
the last election, and now he has the audacity to come
into this place and suggest that we do not stand up for a
community that has been deserted by those opposite.
I will tell you when I knew the preferred location was
Wyndham: when the government made a decision that
the preferred location was Wyndham. I can tell you
when that actually was made public: it was only a
matter of days after the decision had been made, a
preferred location.
Now I want to be very clear. When the government
says it is serious about consultation, you do not consult
with the world at large. That is the sort of nonsense that
those opposite got on with. We are talking — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Treasurer must be
heard. Members should allow the Treasurer to continue
making his contribution and give him the courtesy of
being heard.
Mr PALLAS — As a government we remain
committed to a genuine process of engagement around
the preferred location, a decision that was made only a
matter of days before being publicly announced, and of
course our commitment, our continuing commitment, is
to genuinely engage with the affected community, the
one that has been identified as the preferred location —
Wyndham — and we will do that.
Mr Guy — Treasurer — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair has not called
on the Leader of the Opposition.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Government members
will come to order.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — Treasurer,
you have run back to Williamstown and sold out your
electorate!
Interjections from gallery.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of the
Opposition is also entitled to silence. The Chair will not
tolerate disruptions. I respectfully suggest to members
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of the gallery that they do not disrupt. This is the
practice in this house and has been for many years. The
Leader of the Opposition to continue, in silence. He is
entitled to silence when advancing a supplementary
question. Equally, the Treasurer is entitled to silence
when advancing a response.
Mr GUY — Speaker, if the Treasurer has any
integrity, will he now give up the white car, give up the
chauffeur, resign from the ministry, shift into his
electorate and finally stand up for the people of
Werribee?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair is on his feet.
All members should come to order.
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — For 10 years I have
proudly represented the people of Werribee, and I will
continue to do so while ever they want me to. Let me be
very clear: the only time you would ever see a Liberal
member of Parliament in Werribee is if they were lost.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Sandringham is warned. The Treasurer to continue, in
silence.
Mr PALLAS — As a government we remain
committed to a genuine process of engagement, unlike
of course the Leader of the Opposition, who indicated
he had no problem with Werribee until Bernie Finn in
the Legislative Council told him he should have a
problem. If you fall short on integrity — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Treasurer has
concluded his answer.

Ministers statements: Racing Victoria Limited
Mr PAKULA (Minister for Racing) — I rise to
provide the house with an update on the process for
reforming the governance of Racing Victoria Limited
(RVL). As I stated in January when I announced this, it
is in my view no longer appropriate for those that are
regulated by RVL to select the board of RVL.
Notwithstanding that, the government is not proposing
to convert RVL into a statutory entity, and as such the
role of stakeholders, who are indeed shareholders in
RVL, remains important.
There has been an approach made to government to
progress a change to the appointment process by
amendments to the Racing Victoria constitution in
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advance of legislation to allow that change to occur
more expeditiously. I have agreed in good faith to
explore that particular approach with shareholders,
and to that end I have so far met with the metropolitan
clubs, Country Racing Victoria, the Victorian Jockeys
Association, the Australian Trainers Association,
Thoroughbred Breeders Victoria and the
Thoroughbred Racehorse Owners Association. Those
discussions are ongoing.
I am optimistic that a change to the appointments
process can be progressed in the first instance via that
constitutional change approach. But I do say to the
house, which I have made clear to all of the
shareholders during the conversations that we have had,
that should that approach not be successful — and, as I
say, I am optimistic that it can be — the government of
course reserves the right to pursue this matter via
legislative change, as was the initial intention of the
government. That, of course, remains an option should
the other approach not be successful.

CONSTITUENCY QUESTIONS
The SPEAKER — Order! Before commencing
constituency questions, the Deputy Speaker has asked
me to consider the constituency question asked by the
member for Carrum on the last sitting Thursday. I rule
that the question is in order as it requested information
about what the minister is doing in response to a
particular issue. This is different to calling on the
minister to take action, which is not permitted in
constituency questions.

Brighton electorate
Ms ASHER (Brighton) — (12 250) My
constituency question is to the Minister for Education,
and my question is: when will the minister provide
funding to non-government schools, specifically to
St Columba’s Primary School in Elwood in my
electorate, to compensate for the government’s
requirements on compulsory swimming and water
safety education? The background to this is that
St Columba’s school in Elwood wrote to me on
1 December 2016 worried about funding this program
and deeply concerned about the government simply
foisting a program on non-government schools. I
referred this correspondence to the minister on
9 December, and the minister replied to me on
24 January this year. Whilst I thank the minister for his
response, his response does not address the school’s
key issue, so therefore my question is: when will he
provide funding for this announcement foisted on the
school by the government?
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Yan Yean electorate
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) — (12 251) My
constituency question is to the Minister for Public
Transport, and I ask: what communications will be
made to Hurstbridge line commuters regarding train
replacement services which will operate during the
very welcome Hurstbridge line upgrade? The upgrade
includes the removal of dangerous and congested level
crossings in Rosanna and at Grange Road, Fairfield.
This welcome upgrade, together with the Mernda rail
line extension, the north-east link, the Yan Yean Road
and Plenty Road upgrades and the new bus
interchange at Diamond Creek station, are not only
going to massively improve public transport and
reduce congestion in the north but are creating tens of
thousands of jobs. They show that the Andrews Labor
Party, unlike the Liberal Party, cares about
Melbourne’s north.

Gippsland East electorate
Mr T. BULL (Gippsland East) — (12 252) My
constituency question is to the Minister for Police,
and the information I seek is whether the minister has
yet decided to support provision of more police to
Lakes Entrance over the Easter holiday period. As I
have stated in this place numerous times, there have
been police shortages over the holiday periods dating
back from Christmas 2015, and it got no better over
the holiday season just past. There was a strong
police presence in Lakes Entrance on New Year’s
Eve, but they were all gone by 2 January, when the
crowds were still rising. We had the police station
closed every weekend in the January holiday
period — a situation that is not acceptable. As the
minister may know, I had the chief commissioner in
Lakes Entrance over the holiday period to hear my
concerns, and we had a very productive chat where
Mr Ashton agreed to look at the situation. Given this
and the level of angst that still exists in the
community, I ask the minister to advise whether a
solution to this problem has yet been advanced.

Broadmeadows electorate
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) — (12 253) My
question is to the Minister for Families and Children.
The first 1000 days are critical for the development of
every child. Gowrie Victoria’s Broadmeadows Valley
Children’s Program is vital for teaching and caring for
the preschool children of my constituents, so my
constituency question is: what information is available
concerning funding for a kitchen upgrade for this
preschool centre? Gowrie Broadmeadows is a
not-for-profit organisation and has applied to the
Victorian Building Authority for the upgrade. A lack of
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facilities is hampering the operations and capacity of
Gowrie Broadmeadows to care for and educate more
children, which has an impact on the ability of parents
to find jobs where they are needed most. Gowrie
Broadmeadows only operates at a capacity of
40 children, while their licence is for 128 children. The
upgrade is therefore vital for children, families and
social cohesion.
Broadmeadows is the designated capital of
Melbourne’s north, which is undergoing a population
boom to the extent that 1 in 20 Australians is predicted
to live in this region within two decades, where the
increase of half a million people means the population,
already four times the size of Victoria’s second-largest
city, Geelong, will match the size of Adelaide. Gowrie
Broadmeadows has delivered quality care and
education — —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member’s time has expired.

Rowville electorate
Mr WELLS (Rowville) — (12 254) The
constituency question I wish to raise is for the Minister
for Police on behalf of concerned residents in my
electorate of Rowville. Minister, can you please advise
my concerned constituents, who are constantly living in
fear that they might be the next victim of car theft:
when will measures be taken to address the car theft
crisis within the Rowville electorate? Within my
electorate the suburb of Rowville experienced a 29 per
cent increase in car theft in 2016; Scoresby, a 28 per
cent increase; Knoxfield, a 77 per cent increase; and
Lysterfield saw a 200 per cent increase.
Against the background of a statewide crime tsunami
under the Andrews government, there is currently a car
theft crisis across Victoria. The latest car theft stats for
the year to September 2016, as compiled by the
National Motor Vehicle Theft Reduction Council,
reveal that Victoria has the highest number of car thefts
of any state.

Bendigo West electorate
Ms EDWARDS (Bendigo West) — (12 255) My
question is to the Minister for Energy, Environment and
Climate Change. On behalf of the community of
Chewton, I ask the Minister for Energy, Environment
and Climate Change to advise what action the
government is taking to preserve the monster meeting
site at Chewton as a heritage and culturally significant
location. On 15 December 1851 at the Forest Creek
diggings in central Victoria, 15 000 gold-diggers
attended the first protest meeting, the monster meeting.
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This was the first mass anti-government protest in
Australia, and preceded both the Red Ribbon Rebellion
in Bendigo and the Eureka Stockade of 1854 in
Ballarat. It also set a path for democracy in Australia.
The Forest Creek goldfields are now within the towns
of Chewton and Castlemaine but, unlike other locations
of the 1850s gold rushes such as Bendigo and Ballarat,
the diggings are still in the landscape for all to see,
including the monster meeting site at Chewton. The site
is of historical and cultural significance, and the
Chewton community is very keen to see it preserved.

Shepparton electorate
Ms SHEED (Shepparton) — (12 256) My question
is for the Minister for Education. When can schools in
my electorate expect infrastructure works to be
undertaken to provide new buildings and upgrades to
replace many old and decrepit buildings no longer
suitable for the purpose? I visited five primary schools
in my electorate last week; many are in serious need of
attention from the government. I understand that
historically schools in the Shepparton district electorate
have been significantly underfunded for infrastructure
spending. Many of our school communities have to
raise thousands of dollars for their own needs, having
been overlooked by successive governments. So many
schools in my electorate are in need of infrastructure
investment; schools such as Orrvale, Zeerust and
Bourchier Street are just a few in my electorate that
need new buildings. They often battle on, teaching in
poor-quality facilities. Our students must be our
priority, and to achieve good educational outcomes
there should be investment in suitable buildings in
many of the schools in my electorate.

Sunbury electorate
Mr J. BULL (Sunbury) — (12 257) My question is
for the Minister for Small Business, Innovation and
Trade in the other place, and I ask: how many small
businesses in the Sunbury electorate have accessed the
support services offered by Small Business Victoria in
2016, including the small business bus, and what
opportunities will my local small businesses have to
access support from Small Business Victoria in 2017
and beyond?

Ripon electorate
Ms STALEY (Ripon) — (12 258) My constituency
question is to the Minister for Health. Minister, why,
having visited the Maryborough District Health Service
and seen plans for a proposed multidisciplinary student
accommodation centre in October last year, have you not
made any progress in announcing the needed funding of
$3.8 million to get this centre built? I have a particular
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interest in getting this centre built, having been the
president of the East Grampians Health Service, which
has similar student accommodation across a large group
of health services — medical students and nursing —
and I have seen the difference this makes in enabling a
rural health service to attract workforce, to train
workforce and to progress in a really positive way in
having all of these students in their town. The
Maryborough District Health Service needs this
$3.8 million, and I query why it has not been announced.

Macedon electorate
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) — (12 259) My
constituency question is for the Minister for Police. The
Andrews Labor government is investing around
$2 billion in Victoria Police, and as a result of this is
creating an additional 3135 new police officers to be
recruited over the next five years — that is 3135 jobs in
Victoria for Victorians. It is great news. Minister, my
question is: what will this investment mean for the
people of my electorate? On the weekend I had the
opportunity to meet with constituents in my electorate
in the township of Romsey, both at a listening post and
doorknocking. This announcement was very well
received, not only because it represents a significant
boost in community safety but, as we know, policing is
a fine career, and I would like to see many of my
constituents take up that opportunity.

JURY DIRECTIONS AND OTHER ACTS
AMENDMENT BILL 2017
Introduction and first reading
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) — I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill for an act to amend the
Jury Directions Act 2015, the Criminal Procedure Act 2009,
the Evidence Act 2008, the Evidence (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act 1958 and the Juries Act 2000 and for other
purposes.

Mr PESUTTO (Hawthorn) — I seek a brief
explanation of the bill.
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EDUCATION AND CARE SERVICES
NATIONAL LAW AMENDMENT BILL 2017
Introduction and first reading
Mr FOLEY (Minister for Housing, Disability and
Ageing) — I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill for an act to amend the
Education and Care Services National Law set out in the
schedule to the Education and Care Services National Law
Act 2010, the Children’s Services Act 1996 and for other
purposes.

Mr T. BULL (Gippsland East) — May I ask the
minister for a brief explanation of the bill?
Mr FOLEY (Minister for Housing, Disability and
Ageing) — This is a bill that proposes to amend the
Education and Care Services National Law Act 2010
(Victoria), and these amendments were recommended
as part of a recent Coalition of Australian
Governments’ review of the national partnership
agreement on the national quality agenda for early
childhood education and care.
Read first time.

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND REGULATIONS
COMMITTEE
Alert Digest No. 2
Ms BLANDTHORN (Pascoe Vale) presented Alert
Digest No. 2 of 2017 on:
Building Amendment (Enforcement and Other
Measures) Bill 2016
Country Fire Authority Amendment (Protecting
Volunteer Firefighters) Bill 2016
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances
Amendment (Pilot Medically Supervised
Injecting Centre) Bill 2017
Electricity Safety Amendment (Bushfire
Mitigation Civil Penalties Scheme) Bill 2017
Fair Work (Commonwealth Powers)
Amendment Bill 2017
Justice Legislation Amendment (Parole Reform
and Other Matters) Act 2016
Statute Law Revision Bill 2017
Victorian Planning Authority Bill 2016

Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) — I can say to
the member for Hawthorn that this bill implements the
third tranche of jury direction reforms that commenced
under a previous government. It also will seek to clarify
the question of the requirements of identification of
prospective jurors by the accused and clarify the fact
that a jury parade is not an essential requirement for an
accused person’s rights to have been properly acquitted.

together with appendices.

Read first time.

Tabled.
Ordered to be published.
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DOCUMENTS
Tabled by Clerk:
Crimes (Assumed Identities) Act 2004 — Report 2015–16
under s 31
Duties Act 2000 — Report 1 June 2016 to 31 December 2016
of Foreign Purchaser Additional Duty Exemptions under s 3E
Land Tax Act 2005 — Report 1 June 2016 to 31 December
2016 of Land Tax Absentee Owner Surcharge Exemptions
under s 3B
Major Sporting Events Act 2009 — Major Sporting Event
Orders under s 22 (Gazette G51, 22 December 2016) (three
orders)
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ROYAL ASSENT
Message read advising royal assent on 14 February
to:
Energy Legislation Amendment (Feed-in Tariffs
and Improving Safety and Markets) Bill 2016
Food Amendment (Kilojoule Labelling Scheme
and Other Matters) Bill 2016
Transport Integration Amendment (Head,
Transport for Victoria and Other Governance
Reforms) Bill 2016.

ELECTORAL MATTERS COMMITTEE

Murray-Darling Basin Authority — Report 2015–16
Planning and Environment Act 1987 — Notices of approval
of amendments to the following Planning Schemes:
Bass Coast — C140
Casey — C220, C250
Darebin — C153
Greater Bendigo — C212
Greater Geelong — C325
Hume — C196, C213
Indigo — C68
Kingston — C147
Knox — C158
Macedon Ranges — C102
Maroondah — C102
Mornington Peninsula — C197, C230
Port Phillip — C136
Wangaratta — C69

Reference
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport) — By
leave, I move:
That, under section 33 of the Parliamentary Committees
Act 2003, an inquiry into civics and electoral participation in
Victorian state parliamentary elections be referred to the
Electoral Matters Committee for consideration and report no
later than 31 August 2018 and the committee should
specifically examine:
(1) electoral and civics education, the Victorian Electoral
Commission’s (VEC’s) community engagement
programs and other best practice approaches used by the
VEC, other Australian electoral commissions, the
United Kingdom and New Zealand, to ensure that
Victorian citizens are adequately informed and able to
participate effectively in elections;
(2) strategies to reduce informal voting at Victorian state
elections which are not related to the voting system;
(3) how the VEC employs and trains casual staff for
Victorian state elections, this should involve discussion
about methods to attract people to join the VEC’s casual
staffing roster for Victorian elections, the committee
should also examine the roles and responsibilities of the
VEC’s casual election staff in light of changing
technological and societal demands; and

Warrnambool — C101
Wodonga — C120
Wyndham — C186, C209 Part 1
Yarra — C146
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 — Documents under s 16B
in relation to:

(4) strategies to increase electoral participation amongst
community groups that traditionally experience barriers
to electoral participation, such as Victorians aged 18 to
24, Victorians from multicultural backgrounds, as well
as Victorians who have recently become Australian
citizens and are not familiar with Australia’s electoral
system.

Motion agreed to.
Geographic Place Names Act 1998 — Naming rules for
places in Victoria: Statutory requirements for naming
roads, features and localities
Kardinia Park Stadium Act 2016 — Event management
declaration for Kardinia Park events
Surveillance Devices Act 1999 — Report of the Victorian
Inspectorate under s 30Q.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Program
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Major Projects) — I
move:
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That, under standing order 94(2), the orders of the day,
government business, relating to the following bills be
considered and completed by 5.00 p.m. on Thursday,
23 February 2017:
Consumer Acts Amendment Bill 2016
Crimes (Mental Impairment and Unfitness to be Tried)
Amendment Bill 2016
Electricity Safety Amendment (Bushfire Mitigation
Civil Penalties Scheme) Bill 2017
Fair Work (Commonwealth Powers) Amendment
Bill 2017
Victorian Planning Authority Bill 2016.

I will only make a few brief remarks in regard to the
program that has been outlined to the house today and
is consistent with the advice that was previously given
to members of the house late last week. There are those
five bills that are there to be considered and completed
by the end of the week and, if time permits, the
government would like to address the motion on the
notice paper in regard to the attendance of a minister
before the Legislative Council. However, as I said, we
will endeavour to do that should time permit.
The only other issue I will note in regard to the
government business program is that there has been a
request from the manager of opposition business
regarding the Crimes (Mental Impairment and
Unfitness to be Tried) Amendment Bill 2016. There
was a request from the manager of opposition business
that that be a bill that goes into consideration in detail. I
have indicated to the member, who I think might be the
shadow minister — no, the member for Hawthorn is the
shadow minister, my apologies — that the
Attorney-General has agreed that that is a bill he is
happy to take into the consideration-in-detail stage.
Again allowing for the structure of the week and for
bills to be considered appropriately, it will be the
government’s endeavour to do that on Thursday
afternoon and to allow for an appropriate period of time
for that. With those few comments, I commend the
motion optimistically to the house.
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — This is a reasonable
workload for the house, and the opposition certainly
appreciates the fact that the Leader of the Government
has agreed to the proposal that the Crimes (Mental
Impairment and Unfitness to be Tried) Amendment
Bill 2016 be considered in detail in accordance with our
proposal. We do believe it is the single most important
bill that deserves consideration in detail. We have made
the point on other occasions that just about every bill
would benefit from consideration in detail, and we are
still quite a long way from the government’s election
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undertaking that consideration in detail would be the
norm rather than the exception. Nonetheless, we are
making some progress in that regard. I think the
government will see, and indeed hopefully the
community will see, that this does in fact contribute to
better handling of legislation in this house.
It is, however, still disappointing and concerning that
we have seen no sign of legislation from the
government that would address the crime wave that we
are currently suffering in Victoria. We made this point
last sitting week. We live in hope that the government
might heed the cry that is coming loud and clear from
across Victoria for urgent action in this regard and to
respond either by introducing legislation or by bringing
forward some other item of business that would enable
the issue of community safety to be advanced in this
house as part of the government’s legislative or other
program for the week, but unfortunately we are still to
see that.
The Attorney-General has given notice of a jury
directions bill, which he referred to as the third tranche
of jury directions reform. We certainly hope that bill
will make valuable reforms after the then opposition’s
disgraceful defeat of the jury directions amendment bill
that was brought to the Parliament under the previous
government. Of course we will also look to see exactly
what the measures are that he referred to in relation to
jury parades.
As important as no doubt the jury directions reforms
are, they go nowhere near addressing the key issues of
bail, of sentencing and of the soft-on-crime approach
that seems to now be pervading our justice system. We
on this side of the house believe that there should be
measures before this house to be dealt with this week in
that regard. So, as I say, it is very disappointing that
those measures are not there. We are going to continue
to call on the government to recognise the urgency of
acting on those matters. By all means have a review,
but the government should bring to the house now
measures to deal with those problems that we already
know need to be dealt with and where solutions are
available, and then if a review comes up with further
recommendations, it can bring further legislation to the
house at that point. That is certainly what the previous
government did in relation to parole, and that is what
the current government should be doing in relation to
bail and other aspects of the law and order crisis that we
are currently facing.
Nonetheless, despite those deficiencies in the
government’s program, unfortunately on this side of the
house we can do nothing more than draw attention to
them and call on the government to act and, where they
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have failed to, put forward our own measures in this
place or in another place. I have to say that we have
been repeatedly doing that, indeed even from
opposition, in setting the law and order agenda far more
than even the government is. But in this house, with this
government business program before us, unfortunately
we are not in a position to do any more than draw the
government’s attention to these shortcomings. We do
not oppose the government business program, but we
do believe there is a lot more that could and should be
on it. We certainly hope that the penny will finally drop
with the government and that perhaps next sitting week
we will actually, at last, see some of the action that is
now long overdue to help keep our community safer.
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) — At the outset, firstly,
as the member for Essendon I do want to place on the
record my deep sadness about the events that happened
earlier today. I do not know whether any people on the
plane who lost their lives today were constituents, but I
do know that this is going to cause an enormous amount
of concern, stress and anxiety in my community. I, along
with the member for Niddrie and the member for Pascoe
Vale, will work with the affected communities over the
coming weeks and months.
I am delighted to make a contribution in relation to the
government business program. As you know, Deputy
Speaker, I am a new member to this place, and I have got
to say that whenever I rise to my feet to speak on the
government business program it feels that everything is
as fresh as a bright blue sky when being afforded this
opportunity. We have got five bills on the program,
which enables us to deliver good government. I think it is
fair to say that we on this side of the house are
demonstrating that every day we are out the door before
those opposite wake, but that is nothing new to them.
There are five bills on the program, as the Leader of the
House has said. I do appreciate the fact that the
manager of opposition business has indicated that the
opposition will be supporting the government business
program. I note that the member for Box Hill has asked
the Leader of the House to allow the opposition to
pursue the Crimes (Mental Impairment and Unfitness to
be Tried) Amendment Bill 2016 in detail, and that
request has been agreed to. I would like to highlight and
point out the fact that when the opposition does
communicate with the government and does express
these desires or interests at the outset and early, then we
maximise the chances of being able to accommodate
those requests.
It is a solid program. I do note the position of the
manager of opposition business about wanting again for
us to introduce bail laws this week. I suspect that he
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will continue to raise this matter week in, week out until
we do introduce those proposed laws. I suppose what I
would say to the manager of opposition business is we
are going to get it right. When we do, it will be done —
it will be done once, it will be done properly and it will
be done right — and we will not be badgered or bullied
into bringing something forward that is ill conceived,
not thought through and not properly measured and
considered. That is the way you do things: you do
things once, you do it right, you do it properly and you
make sure that you get the balance right. That is what
we will do.
As I said, it is a great joy to be on this side of the house
and pursuing this legislation. I think when you go from
opposition into government it is a bit like going from
rags to riches, you could say, but you have just got to
keep pushing for the fortune and fame. It is an absolute
joy to be here to be doing this. I am so excited that I
could be going off like a frog in a sock. I am that
excited. I commend the government business program
to the house.
Mr KATOS (South Barwon) — I rise this afternoon
to make a contribution to the government business
program debate. There are five bills before the house
this week on the government business program. There
is the Victorian Planning Authority Bill 2016, the
Consumer Acts Amendment Bill 2016, the Crimes
(Mental Impairment and Unfitness to be Tried)
Amendment Bill 2016, the Electricity Safety
Amendment (Bushfire Mitigation Civil Penalties
Scheme) Bill 2017 and the Fair Work (Commonwealth
Powers) Amendment Bill 2017. I am looking forward
to making a contribution on the planning bill, which has
really been a policy-free zone from this government.
It was interesting that the member for Essendon said in
his contribution that this government was delivering
good government for the people of Victoria. I think
there were a few people in the gallery today that did not
seem to think they were delivering good government
for the people of Victoria with the disdain and disgust
they have shown towards the people of Werribee.
The government has agreed to go into consideration in
detail on the Crimes (Mental Impairment and Unfitness
to be Tried) Amendment Bill 2016, which is a good
thing in that it is finally starting to honour an election
commitment, although making that standard practice
was what was originally promised, which would mean
you would expect that on a consistent basis, but the
number of times we have gone into consideration in
detail on bills has been very erratic.
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The really pressing issue before this house should be
the law and order crisis in this state. Recent polls have
shown that 52 per cent of people in the state list that as
their number one issue, but instead of debating laws
that would strengthen our bail system and our parole
system and correct the lenient sentencing that is being
handed out in this state, we are debating bills which are
not addressing those issues. As I said, the government
has agreed to go into consideration in detail, and we
will not be opposing the government business program.
Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) — I certainly concur
with the statements from the member for Essendon
earlier in relation to today’s happenings, which of
course have also constrained and led to perhaps a
different rollout of our program here in the house this
morning. Can I just add to the commentary and
contributions from both the member for Essendon and
the Leader of the House in relation to the bills this
week, in particular the fact that we are going into
consideration in detail on the Crimes (Mental
Impairment and Unfitness to be Tried) Amendment Bill
2016, which of course is picking up on an affirmation
and a commitment from the government to provide
more opportunities to go into consideration in detail and
deal with the detail of bills. That of course is something
that has happened on several occasions, in fact many
occasions, in this place under the Andrews government.
I can certainly recall in relation to the National Parks
Amendment (Prohibiting Cattle Grazing) Bill 2015 that
we went into consideration in detail on that bill, a very
important piece of legislation that was an election
commitment from the Andrews Labor government. We
went into consideration in detail on that bill just
recently. We also considered in detail a bill before this
house by the Minister for Energy, Environment and
Climate Change, so there have been a couple of
opportunities, certainly in my time here in this term,
where we have met that commitment to go into
consideration in detail.
The opposition has sought on several occasions the
opportunity to go into detail on bills, and I certainly
commend the government for providing those
opportunities previously. The manager of opposition
business has been consistent in his concerns that the
government has not always gone down that path, but I
think what is important to note is that there are at least a
few examples just off the top of my head that I would be
able to list to people today. The fact that we are going
into consideration in detail on the Crimes (Mental
Impairment and Unfitness to be Tried) Amendment Bill
2016 is further evidence of the government providing
opportunities for the opposition, if they choose to take up
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that opportunity, to debate in detail, clause by clause,
aspects of bills before this place.
I think that is to be commended, and I am looking
forward to further discussion on some key matters,
particularly the Victorian Planning Authority Bill 2016,
so I certainly commend the program and the orders of
the day to the house and to you, Deputy Speaker, and I
am sure we will see more from you in your role in
consideration in detail on the Crimes (Mental
Impairment and Unfitness to be Tried) Amendment Bill
2016. I commend the government business program to
the house.
Mr HIBBINS (Prahran) — The Greens will not be
opposing the government business program in this
instance. There are five bills on the agenda, and the
Greens have not foreshadowed any amendments or
requested to go into consideration in detail, but we note
that the opposition’s request to do so has been granted,
and we welcome the Crimes (Mental Impairment and
Unfitness to be Tried) Amendment Bill 2016 being
considered in detail. It was a commitment by the
government that that would be a standard feature of
bills, so in this instance we will not be opposing the
government business program.
Motion agreed to.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Mr WELLS (Rowville) — This statement
condemns the Andrews government’s continuing war
against Country Fire Authority (CFA) volunteers in
favour of its United Firefighters Union (UFU) mates.
The Premier boasted last year that he had to step in and
intervene to fix the CFA enterprise bargaining
agreement (EBA) dispute, yet here we are, two-thirds
of our way through summer — the very time of the
year, the very month that Black Saturday occurred eight
years ago — and the dispute is still not resolved. To
make matters worse the Premier’s and his
government’s failure to appropriately support CFA
volunteers and to ensure that the CFA EBA
negotiations did not impinge on their rights has seen
volunteers giving up in disgust and walking away from
the CFA.
The fall in the number of CFA volunteers, the very
backbone and lifeblood of the CFA, has been reflected
in the latest Productivity Commission Report on
Government Services, released some time ago, which
reveals that the number of CFA volunteers in Victoria
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has declined significantly under the Andrews
government. Since the Premier and the UFU began
their war against CFA volunteers the number of
operational volunteer firefighters has fallen by 6.9 per
cent, from 38 048 in June 2014 to 35 585 in June 2016.
That is 2463 volunteers walking away from frontline
firefighting, more than 1200 during each fire season
under the Andrews government.
Instead of looking after his UFU mates, whom he
obviously owes big time for their deceitful and
appalling behaviour in supporting Labor at the last
election — —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
member’s time has expired.

Koori maternity service program
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change) — Last Friday, on
behalf of the Minister for Health, I had the pleasure of
officially opening the first Koori maternity birthing
room at the Northern Hospital in Epping. The Koori
maternity service is an initiative that has been
developed in partnership with the Victorian Aboriginal
Community Controlled Health Organisation and the
Koori maternity services workforce. This important
partnership has given voice to their wisdom and
expertise regarding the provision of culturally safe and
high-quality maternity care. It is an important initiative
that delivers culturally appropriate services to
Aboriginal women and their families.
In 2015–16 Koori maternity service program data
indicated that approximately 75 per cent of Aboriginal
women who gave birth in public hospitals had accessed
antenatal care through the program. This is a great
outcome. This addition to the Northern Hospital is a
fantastic service for families in my community, and I
thank and congratulate the minister for her great work.

Mernda rail extension
Ms D’AMBROSIO — I also had the pleasure of
visiting Mernda last Friday with my friend and member
for Yan Yean, Danielle Green, where crews are
conducting geotechnical drilling works along the rail
reserve as we continue to deliver the extension of rail
from South Morang to Mernda. This $588 million
project is an excellent example of how this government
is providing for Melbourne’s booming outer north. It
was a former Labor government that extended the rail
to South Morang, and it is our government now that is
extending it to Mernda, one of Melbourne’s fastest
growing suburbs. I congratulate and thank the Minister
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for Public Transport for her terrific work in delivering
this program. I know that suburbs like those in my
community will never be forgotten by this government.

Timber industry
Mr T. BULL (Gippsland East) — It was pleasing to
see the Minister for Agriculture finally visit Australian
Sustainable Hardwoods recently after many
unanswered requests; however, it was disappointing
there were not any answers derived from the visit. I
look forward to the outcome of the working party’s
review. It is due to report back later this week after
being given a four-week deadline to determine the
future of 250 direct jobs and thousands of indirect jobs.
The working party must return lost resource areas to the
sector and ensure that the native timber industry has a
strong future and commit to a no-net-loss resource
policy.

Regional and rural roads
Mr T. BULL — On Friday in Lakes Entrance I
spoke to industry leaders and members from the South
East Australian Transport Strategy group, or SEATS,
about the need for increased investment in country
roads infrastructure. I explained to members that the
road and asset management budget is down
$113 million over the past two years and that the road
operations and network improvement budget is down
$307 million over two years. On top of this the country
roads and bridges program has been scrapped, which
equates to about half a billion dollars out of these areas
in two years that should have been spent on our roads.

Deirdre Relph, OAM
Mr T. BULL — Congratulations are in order to
Maffra’s Deirdre Relph, who was honoured with a
Medal of the Order of Australia on Australia Day.
Mrs Relph has lived in Maffra for 50 years and has
spent her life volunteering for the cancer council,
North Gippsland bowls division and many other
community organisations and events. She is indeed a
great East Gippslander.

East Gippsland and Wellington shire citizen
awards
Mr T. BULL — I also congratulate winners of the
East Gippsland and Wellington shire citizen awards
across the East Gippsland region from Heyfield,
Maffra, Stratford, Bairnsdale, Omeo, Paynesville,
Lakes Entrance, Orbost and Mallacoota.
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Geelong Girls Gala
Mr EREN (Minister for Tourism and Major
Events) — On Saturday I was honoured to attend the
inaugural Geelong Girls Gala. The gala was held by the
Geelong Regional Football Committee’s women’s task
force to help promote football to females in the region.
This gala showcased the tremendous strides our
community has made in relation to female participation
in sport, especially in relation to soccer. Melissa
Barbieri, the former Matildas captain and player, said
some inspiring words to the 150-plus players and their
families and friends. The strong crowds supported all of
the teams, which included girls under-12s, under-15s
and open women’s age categories. Special thanks to
Rebecca Horrocks and her team for the amazing effort
they put into hosting such a great day, including all of
the sponsors.

Geelong Community Cup
Mr EREN — Sunday also saw another fantastic
local event, which was the Geelong Community Cup.
The Geelong Community Cup is a preseason soccer
competition comprising eight local Geelong and Surf
Coast-based football clubs which was first held in 1981.
It was this year hosted by the Geelong Rangers. It is the
longest running community cup in the nation. After
some sponsorship issues this year, I am proud to say
our government has contributed $8000 from our
programs and initiatives fund. Congratulations to all
who made the cup such a wonderful showcase of
community sport, especially the host club, Geelong
Rangers, and the winners, Corio.

Geelong international cricket match
Mr EREN — Sunday also showcased Geelong’s
famous Kardinia Park, as I have always called it, with
the first international cricket T20 match between
Australia and Sri Lanka. Despite the grizzly weather,
fans came from all over Australia for this event, which
was great for cricket and for the local and state
economy. It is just part of the huge program that has
been developed for this great stadium and regional city.

Don Bigham
Mrs FYFFE (Evelyn) — It was a great shock to
the Yarra Valley community to hear the heartbreaking
news of the passing of Don Bigham, a devoted family
man, a farmer and a true local who always extended a
helping hand to anyone in need. He was highly
regarded within the Yarra Valley community and a
generous friend to many, including me. Don was a
second-generation ex-captain and 55-year member of
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the Gruyere brigade of the Country Fire Authority
(CFA). The high regard and respect in which Don was
held in both the local and much wider CFA
community was so very evident by the numbers who
attended his funeral service and formed an
extraordinary guard of honour.
Don’s knowledge of the local area of Warramate and
Gruyere Valley was second to none. This knowledge
was freely shared, often delivered in Don’s
straight-talking, no-nonsense way. He was one of the
most genuine people I have ever known — never afraid
to speak his mind or stand up for what he believed in. I
extend my deepest sympathies to Pat and his family. I
will miss his dropping into my office, his freely given
advice and his humour and friendship.

Timber industry
Mrs FYFFE — I have been appalled at what has
been happening within the timber industry in Victoria.
For many years I have been closely associated with the
Upper Yarra Valley timber industry, and to think we
are going to have devastating cutbacks to the supply of
timber that is going to affect our furniture industry and
the people who work the mills at Heyfield — I can see
this spreading.

Broadmeadows jobs
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) — I have written
to Australia’s new Minister for Industry, Innovation
and Science — the fourth in as many years — asking
how much from the unspent $1.324 billion I have
identified from the automotive transformation scheme
will be reinvested for the Turnbull government to
honour its election priority of jobs and growth where
they are needed most in Melbourne’s north.
I am also campaigning for Broadmeadows to be a
centre to help deliver the Land 400 project, which we
will be campaigning to bring to Victoria with the
assistance of the Minister for Industry and
Employment. Victoria has a long and proven record
with military land vehicles, with expertise in
engineering, design and technology. Leading research
and development sectors are bolstered by a world-class
tertiary education system, and Broadmeadows provides
Victoria’s most appropriate sites, internationally
acclaimed innovation, leading technology and a skilled
workforce to develop this project of national
significance. This would obviously be a project for
Victoria, but I think there needs to be a specific
carve-out for Broadmeadows, given that it remains a
world leader in innovation and that Ford has recently
reinvested in research and development. That will
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increase by 50 per cent to $450 million, with
white-collar engineering design jobs in Melbourne’s
north forecast to increase by 400 to 1500.

Narracan electorate roads
Mr BLACKWOOD (Narracan) — I have received
a number of complaints recently regarding the
reduction in speed limits on country roads. Many of our
country arterial roads are having their speed limits
reduced from 100 kilometres per hour to 80 kilometres
per hour. Local residents and businesses are concerned
about the impact on their lives and livelihoods with this
further restriction on their ability to move about their
community in a timely manner. The reduction in speed
limits has had a serious impact on productivity and the
cost of moving freight. It appears that the main reason
VicRoads is implementing these changes is that the
condition of sections of the roads has deteriorated to the
point that safety is a concern and they do not have the
funds to undertake repairs.
These roads have been used for many years by light and
heavy vehicles with a speed limit of 100 kilometres per
hour. Unfortunately the VicRoads maintenance budget
has been reduced by such an extent by the Andrews
government that road surface damage has driven this
decision. This is road surface damage that cannot be
repaired because of budget cuts, and VicRoads has
been forced to implement a management decision that
is all about reducing the risk of litigation.
Once again the Andrews government is showing
complete disregard for the wellbeing of country people
and no regard for the impact of its budget cuts and the
subsequent reduction in speed limits. With the
upcoming budget the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety must increase the maintenance budget for
country roads in Gippsland and get these arterial roads
back to a standard that allows the safe movement of
vehicles at a speed that does not add cost and
inconvenience to country road users.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! Can I also
congratulate the honourable member for Narracan on
his preselection win.

Somali community
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) — I rise today to
condemn the actions of the President of the United
States of America, Donald Trump, and I do so in my
capacity as the member for Essendon and the co-chair
of the parliamentary friendship group for the United
States of America. In a single act of capriciousness and
a fit of pique President Trump signed an executive
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order that prevented persons who hold citizenship in
Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Yemen and Sudan from
entering the United States of America. My electorate is
home to many people who were born in these countries,
and you must appreciate that given the size of the
Somali community in my electorate I probably have
more to do with members of this proud and great
community than the President of the United States.
Unlike President Trump, I am proud to have the Somali
community in my electorate.
It is worth asking the question: how many Somali
hijackers were on American Airlines flight 11 that
crashed into the north tower of the World Trade
Center? None. How many Somali hijackers were on
United Airlines flight 175 that crashed into the south
tower of the World Trade Center? None. How many
Somali hijackers were on American Airlines flight 77
that crashed into the Pentagon? None. How many
Somali hijackers were on United Airlines flight 93 that
crashed into a field in Pennsylvania? None. How many
Somali bombers were involved in the Boston Marathon
bombing? None.
The President of the United States of America has
defamed the Somali community with his cruel
executive order. To the Somali community I say: you
are welcome in our great state and you are welcome in
my state district of Essendon. Under the Andrews
Labor government equality is not negotiable and we
embrace you, as we do all multicultural communities.

Clontarf Academy
Mr CRISP (Mildura) — I was privileged to join
Clontarf Academy’s year 12 camp held in Mildura
recently. Young men from all over Victoria and Broken
Hill who are doing year 12 gathered together for team
building aimed at enhancing their confidence for
year 12. I joined them for a meal and a trivia night. I
learned a great deal about Clontarf and sport during the
trivia quiz, as it was the focus of the questions. Thank
goodness I was in a team of young men who are
attuned to sport. I wish them well in 2017.

Bombing of Darwin anniversary
Mr CRISP — The RSL conducted a service for the
75th bombing of Darwin. It was well attended on a very
pleasant Sunday morning. Well done to the RSL and
particularly to Laurie Andriske, who was stationed in
Darwin during the bombing and had been telling his
story on ABC during the week prior to the service. I am
sure many of those who listened to Laurie’s account
were touched and inspired to attend the service.
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Mildura Young Professionals Network
Mr CRISP — The Mildura Young Professionals
Network invited local business owners Mark O’Donnell,
Steve Timmis, James Slorach and me to participate in
their recent evening get-together. It was great to hear the
stories of our leading sports store owner, a businessman
with a passion for gin who has established a
microbrewery, and a young entrepreneur who has
recently opened a coffee shop. I would like to thank the
young professionals network for inviting me to gain
what I gained from listening to the presentations by the
businessmen and the questions from those present.

Georgia Lee and Jemma Searle
Mr CRISP — Two outstanding young people
have had their efforts rewarded recently. Georgia Lee
from Birchip won a prestigious Macpherson Smith
Rural Foundation scholarship to assist her with her
university studies, and Jemma Searle won the
Queen’s Scout award.

Sergeant Grant Mitchell
Ms WARD (Eltham) — Thursday night was lovely
and warm, not least because of the kindness of Eltham
Rotary in recognising the service of our favourite local
cop, Mitch. Grant ‘Mitch’ Mitchell received the 2017
Rotary district 9790 Community Police Officer of the
Year award at the weekly gathering of Eltham Rotary at
the delicious The Common in Eltham.
I have known Mitch for decades, not because I have
been naughty but because he is a fantastic local cop. It
would be hard to find anyone in our community who
has not come across Mitch. He cares about our
community, he cares about our people and his actions
clearly show the depth of his commitment to all of us.
Mitch is never too busy to stop for a chat — in fact he
loves a chat — to find out what is going on with people.
Because of this, in his 27 years of service to our
community he has come to know us inside and out. He
knows who is doing it tough, who the ratbags are and
he also knows who has just made one bad choice.
Thank you, Eltham Rotary, for acknowledging how
important Mitch is to our community. Every
community should have a cop like Mitch, and I thank
him wholeheartedly for his service.

Heidelberg Golf Club and Community and
Volunteers Eltham
Ms WARD — Friday was a fantastic day for the
Heidelberg Golf Club and Community and Volunteers
Eltham (CAVE). CAVE is an important local
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community organisation which helps Banyule and
Nillumbik students who may be doing it tough in
affording the start of high school. It is entirely run by
volunteers who ensure that all money raised goes
directly where it is needed. Throughout a gorgeous day
204 golfers, including 54 professionals, had a
wonderful time — some indeed a challenging time —
playing the 18 immaculate holes of the Heidelberg Golf
Course in Lower Plenty for the Get Wines Direct 2017
Heidelberg Pro Am Draw.
Thanks to the hardworking general manager, Lindsay
Bell, the groundskeeper extraordinaire, Clinton Raven,
and the woman who pulled it all together, assistant
manager Katie Grosdanis, it was a very successful
event. It was won by Simon Hawkes, who smashed the
course record by four shots with eight under par. The
event raised over $2500 to be generously donated to the
good people of CAVE, and I congratulate Jan Aitken,
Diana Warrell and crew for their important work.

Midsumma Festival
Mr HIBBINS (Prahran) — As the Victorian Greens
LGBTI spokesperson I attended a number of events of
the 2017 Midsumma Festival. I joined Greens federal
and state MPs, local government councillors and
members and supporters at the Queer Greens stall on
festival day, chatting to the public about our efforts to
progress equality in Victoria. I also attended another
uplifting Pride March in St Kilda.
Thanks to Dolly Diamond for having me as a panellist
on her fantastic Blankety Blanks show, along with
Anthony Callea, Callum Francis and Toby Francis from
Kinky Boots, The Sparrow Men and Super Girly, at
Chapel Off Chapel. Well done to all contestants; it was
a really ‘blank’ night.
A particular highlight was hosting the Queer Greens
Victoria Many Colours of the Rainbow panel event at
Chapel Off Chapel, where I was joined by Dr Maria
Pallotta-Chiarolli, Budi Sudarto, Dr Judy Tang and
Imam Nur Warsame to discuss how to better support
LGBTI people from multicultural and multifaith
backgrounds to ensure their voice is heard in the
equality debate. Attendees gained so much insight from
this informative and lively discussion, and it was a
pleasure to host the event.
I attended Temple Beth Israel’s (TBI) annual pride
Shabbat service in St Kilda East, which welcomed,
celebrated and affirmed Jewish LGBTI members of the
community. TBI also marched in the Pride March for
the first time this year, along with a number of other
Jewish groups.
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Multiculturalism
Mr BROOKS (Bundoora) — Victoria is a diverse
and multicultural society which has been built and
enriched by our first peoples and successive waves of
migrants. As the Premier has often said, Victorians do
not just tolerate diversity, they proudly embrace it.
They know it makes us stronger. So I commend the
Minister for Multicultural Affairs for the launch on
Sunday of the multicultural policy Victorian. And
Proud of it. In particular this policy is underpinned by
the following values: ‘One law for all’, ‘Freedom to be
yourself’, ‘Discrimination is never acceptable’, ‘A fair
go for all’ and ‘It is up to all of us to contribute’.
Nothing presents more of a threat to these values and to
the Victorian way of life than the racist One Nation
party. Ever since the rise of Pauline Hanson, the major
political parties and their leaders have rejected the fear
and racism peddled by One Nation. This has included
premiers Kennett, Bracks, Brumby, Baillieu, Napthine
and Andrews. Whether in opposition or government,
Victoria’s major political parties and their leaders,
regardless of their differing political outlooks and, I
should add, regardless of their political prospects, have
denounced the threat of One Nation to our community.
But now it is reported that the Liberal Party is open to
doing deals with One Nation — dirty deals with a
racist, bigoted political party. I call on the Leader of the
Opposition to show leadership, to stand up to the
Liberal Party’s state president, Michael Kroger, and to
demand that no deals be done with One Nation. Tell
him he should not sell out Victoria’s multicultural
communities and our cultural harmony for a fistful of
preference votes.

Australia Day awards
Mr RIORDAN (Polwarth) — I would like to
acknowledge the two most recent recipients of Order of
Australia medals, presented in my electorate on
Australia Day 2017. Firstly, Geoff Beilby, someone I
have worked with from time to time, received an award
for his great work in the environment. Geoff has been a
great source of knowledge and history for people
reclaiming land, watersides and repairing vegetation.
His award was in recognition of the many hours of
community work he has done in that area.
There was also former councillor Geoff Smith, a
long-time mentor of mine, who always has many a wise
word and thought on dealing with country
communities. Geoff spent over 35 years on the
Corangamite shire and its pre-amalgamation in various
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forms. He has been a great contributor, only resigning
at the most recent council elections.
I would also like to put in Hansard the local Citizen
of the Year awards that were handed out on that day
across my electorate. I know all the recipients and
can speak very highly from personal experience of
their contributions. For Colac Otway shire there was
Mr John Blane who was awarded for his many years
in Rotary and his contribution to the local Catholic
Church and community; Mr James Green from
Cobden in the Corangamite shire, a civic leader in
both sporting and business areas; and Mr Peter
Spring from Lorne was recognised for his
contribution to the Surf Coast shire, particularly for
his efforts in raising money and coordinating
community groups after the Wye River fires.

Willow Ware
Mr J. BULL (Sunbury) — Last week I had the great
pleasure to meet Willow Ware CEO Richard Simiane
to discuss the challenges of local manufacturing and the
ways the Andrews Labor government can assist Willow
in continuing to operate in a competitive environment.
The family-run business started 130 years ago from the
humblest of beginnings but has grown to be a leading
manufacturer and employer of over 200 people,
operating locally in Tullamarine. Buying
Australian-made products like Willow directly supports
local jobs and fair and decent working conditions. I
want to take this opportunity to thank all the staff at
Willow for their excellent work.

Sunbury BMX Club
Mr J. BULL — On Saturday morning I joined
Cr Leigh Johnson, the Sunbury BMX Club Committee,
local riders of all ages and abilities and their incredibly
supportive parents at the Sunbury BMX track for the
national sign-on day and a ride around the track. It is
fair to say that my BMX riding skills are not what they
used to be and the youngsters well and truly showed me
how it was done. BMX riding is a fantastic way to stay
active, meet new people and participate in competitive
sport. Thank you for having me along, and keep up the
great work.

Northern Community Legal Centre
Mr J. BULL — Community legal centres play an
integral role in our community. Last week I joined the
Attorney-General and a number of state colleagues at
the launch of the Northern Community Legal Centre in
Gladstone Park. They provide legal work, case work
and duty lawyer services, court representation and
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community legal education to thousands of clients who
desperately need help navigating the justice system
each and every year. This is a fantastic service, and I
thank all staff and volunteers for their time and efforts
in ensuring equal justice for all.

Ararat correctional facility
Ms STALEY (Ripon) — I rise to raise the concerns
of many Ararat residents who were not consulted by the
Andrews Labor government before it announced the
building of a new secure facility at Ararat to house
violent and sex offenders deemed too dangerous to be
allowed back into the community after their sentence
has been completed. The origin of this facility was the
Harper review into the multiple failings of the bail and
justice system that led to the murder of Masa Vukotic
by Sean Price. Sean Price had been a resident at
Ararat’s Corella Place before he reoffended, was jailed
and then was released straight back into the community.
Ripon already houses all serious sex offenders in
residential facilities in Victoria. We do not need to be
the dumping ground for even more. The government
must listen to the community and abandon their plans
to build a new facility here. As the member for Ripon
and a resident of Ararat, I know we are doing more than
our fair share to keep these offenders away from other
communities. We must not have more of these sex and
violent offenders put here.
Imposing a facility for people convicted of the worst,
most heinous sex crimes without consulting the
community of Ararat or their elected parliamentary
representative is a complete betrayal and demonstrates
the utter contempt the Andrews Labor government has
for my community. It is entirely insufficient to hold
secret meetings behind closed doors yet refuse to
engage openly with the wider community and ask them
if they want more sex and violent offenders housed
here. Ripon is doing much more than our fair share to
keep all Victorians safe from dangerous and convicted
violent sexual predators.

Geelong electorate major events
Ms COUZENS (Geelong) — Over the summer
break Geelong was alive with major events that I
attended and acted at on behalf of the Minister for
Sport. The government supported these major events,
as it promised it would. The Geelong Yacht Club’s
Festival of Sails, which is Australia’s oldest and largest
keelboat event and which started in 1844, was a huge
success. I congratulate the club.
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We staged the 2017 National Cricket Inclusion
Championship over 10 days, featuring 15 teams and
over 230 players. The three divisions included blind,
deaf and intellectually disabled cricketers, and it was a
great success. The soccer match at Simmons Stadium
between Melbourne Victory and Newcastle Jets
attracted 16 000 fans. The Cadel Evans Great Ocean
Road Race was a major drawcard to our region,
attracting visitors from all over the world. I would like
to congratulate Cadel Evans on the work that he puts
into that event.
I congratulate the Surf Coast shire on the amazing
welcome ceremony that it put on for the elite women’s
cyclists. I want to acknowledge Mayor Brian
McKiterick for making the women feel so welcome and
for highlighting the issue of equity in sport. The
people’s ride and the elite women’s and men’s races
were embraced by the Geelong region.

Portland cruise ship visits
Ms BRITNELL (South-West Coast) — It was great
to be in Portland last Sunday to welcome the fourth
cruise ship for the season into the port. The Pacific
Jewel arrived in port early Sunday morning and her
passengers were treated to a day exploring all of what
the south-west coast has to offer. The visits provide a
significant boost to the local economy. On each visit
Portland has been rated as one of the favourite stops
among passengers, with many vowing to return to the
south-west. The Portland community does a terrific job
welcoming the ships, creating a festive atmosphere on
the foreshore with live music, market stalls and plenty
to see and do. Congratulations to everyone involved.

Tyrendarra Agricultural Show
Ms BRITNELL — Last weekend I also had the
honour of officially opening the 100th Tyrendarra
Agricultural Show. When the show started in the midst
of the First World War, the community came together
to create an event to support each other. That is what
makes communities strong and that is what was
reflected in Tyrendarra last weekend — a strong
community. Thanks and congratulations to the show
president, Peter Malseed, and the organising committee
on another great event.

Relay for Life
Ms BRITNELL — Over the past two weeks I have
been lucky enough to take part in Relay for Life events
in Warrnambool and Portland. It was a great honour to
stand with other cancer survivors and carers to
commemorate the journeys we have been on while
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remembering those we have lost. Cancer research is
vital, and both events raised significant amounts of
money to help the cause. Well done and thank you to
the organisers and to everyone who participated.

Portland Lions Club
Ms BRITNELL — It was also a pleasure to be in
Portland to attend the Portland Lions Club 50-year
anniversary celebrations. Congratulations on half a
century of community contribution to a wonderful club.

Clayton Road, Clayton South
Mr LIM (Clarinda) — I rise to congratulate and
thank the Minister for Roads and Road Safety for
listening to the school community at Clayton South
Primary School and acting to facilitate the placement of
variable flashing speed lights on Clayton Road, Clayton
South, on either side of the school. This section of
Clayton Road is extremely busy, and it is particularly
busy during the morning and afternoon peak periods. It
has around 20 000 vehicle movements each weekday,
almost 10 per cent of which are heavy vehicles moving
throughout the Clayton South industrial precinct and to
and from locations throughout Melbourne.
The location also had two dangerous areas which
caused distraction to motorists: the road dips just before
the school when travelling south towards Mordialloc
and for vehicles travelling towards Clayton, and the bus
stop outside the school forces traffic to merge lanes to
the right just at the point when right-turning traffic at
the nearest intersection is banking up. During the
five-year period ending 30 June 2016 there were seven
casualty crashes. Local residents have been concerned
about drivers running red lights and speeding along this
stretch of road. The $105 000 upgrade between Cleary
Court and Bodley Street includes four new electronic
flashing speed signs, which will remind drivers of the
40-kilometre-per-hour speed limit during school
drop-off times.

Essendon Airport tragedy
Mr CARROLL (Niddrie) — Today is a desperately
sad day in my community, with the confirmation that a
plane with five passengers did crash at Essendon Fields
shortly after take-off before 9.00 a.m. I very much
remember back in 1993 when a plane crashed in
Gilbertson Street, Essendon, not far from where you
lived, Acting Speaker Thomson — miraculously that
had 10 survivors — but today’s events will really
resonate with the local community. My condolences to
the families who have lost loved ones. Only last
Saturday I and my wife were shopping at the DFO not
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far from where the plane crashed at JB Hi-Fi. Even last
Thursday I was also there at the Australian Events
Centre for an event to thank the wonderful staff at
VicRoads for the work they had done working with
Lendlease to build a new English Street Bridge with
three lanes on either side going into Essendon Fields.
I want to put on record that my thoughts are with the
family members of the deceased and their loved ones. I
also want to put on record my thoughts and prayers for
the emergency workers who are there on the scene right
now, as we speak, and also my thoughts for the first
emergency responders and the whole community out in
the north-west. I will work very closely with the
member for Essendon, the member for Pascoe Vale and
also the federal member for Maribyrnong to do what
we can as a state government to ensure the safety of our
local community.

Highlands Community Residents Group
Ms SPENCE (Yuroke) — On Saturday,
11 February, the Highlands Community Residents
Group (HCRG) held yet another successful outdoor
movie night, with the screening of award-winning
family favourite Snoopy and Charlie Brown: the
Peanuts Movie. Congratulations to all HCRG members,
including president Stuart Hodgson, the 1st Craigieburn
Scout Group and all involved in this evening of fun,
food and family entertainment. No doubt the
450 residents who came to the screening will be back
again next year.

Northern Community Legal Centre
Ms SPENCE — I would also like to acknowledge
the Northern Community Legal Centre (NCLC). I was
recently pleased to attend the launch of the
amalgamated service — formerly the Broadmeadows
Community Legal Service and the Moreland
Community Legal Centre — along with a number of
parliamentary colleagues, including the
Attorney-General and the members for Broadmeadows,
Sunbury and Pascoe Vale. As a volunteer solicitor for a
predecessor to the NCLC, the Broadmeadows
Community Legal Service, I know the importance of
the vital work that these services do in our community,
and I have no doubt that the NCLC will continue to
provide high-quality, accessible legal advice to
residents in the north-west for many years to come.
The NCLC has dedicated significant resources to the
issue of family violence in our community and will
continue to do so through its new pathways program
that will link with the Broadmeadows Magistrates
Court and the Broadmeadows Family Relationship
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Centre. Through the identification of low-risk cases this
project will aim to assist families to resolve disputes
that may otherwise escalate. Congratulations to the
NCLC CEO, Jenni Smith, and all involved with the
recent launch.

Essendon Airport tragedy
Mr EDBROOKE (Frankston) — I would just like
to add my thoughts to a few previous members
statements regarding the tragedy this morning at
Essendon Fields. My thoughts go out to the families but
also to the emergency workers who were the first
responders on the scene to the bystanders and who
obviously did such an incredible job in dire
circumstances.

VICTORIAN PLANNING AUTHORITY
BILL 2016
Second reading
Debate resumed from 7 December 2016; motion of
Mr WYNNE (Minister for Planning).
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — This is a bill that in
effect abolishes the Growth Areas Authority and
replaces it with the Victorian Planning Authority
(VPA), a body that is intended to have functions similar
to those of the Growth Areas Authority but operating
more widely across the state. As the second-reading
speech says, and I quote:
These functions and powers enable the Victorian Planning
Authority to work anywhere in Victoria that is designated by
me as Minister for Planning rather than be limited to growth
areas. This will enable the creation of plans that respond to
the opportunities and challenges faced by communities across
Victoria and allow for economic opportunities to be shared.

The Victorian Planning Authority is intended to be an
advisory body for the Minister for Planning, as is
indicated in the statement of compatibility and the
second-reading speech, and I quote the statement of
compatibility:
The primary object of the VPA will be to provide advice and
assistance to the minister that is in accordance with ‘the
objectives of planning in Victoria’ set out in section 4(1) of
the Planning and Environment Act 1987.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Thomson) —
Order! The member for Kew needs to acknowledge the
Chair as he comes in. Go back to the spot.
Mr CLARK — As the statement of compatibility
goes on to indicate:
The bill will also abolish the existing Growth Areas Authority
(GAA) established under the Planning and Environment Act
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1987. The GAA currently uses ‘Victorian Planning
Authority’ as its trading name. The functions of the GAA
under that act in relation to the administration of development
contributions, infrastructure contributions and growth areas
infrastructure contributions will be transferred to the VPA.

That, in essence, is what the bill is on about. The
primary concern of the opposition is that the bill does
not go anywhere near addressing one of the crucial
issues that is facing Victoria at present — namely, the
consequences of steadily increasing population
numbers. Indeed the bill’s second-reading speech goes
to some length to talk about those problems and issues,
but then regrettably what is actually provided for in the
bill is in no way an adequate response to the needs that
are identified.
For example, the second-reading speech rightly points
out that Victoria is experiencing a period of what it
refers to as ‘unprecedented growth’. ‘Unprecedented’
may be a slight exaggeration if one looks back over the
entire course of Victoria’s history, but I think it is true
to say that it is currently a very rapid rate of growth and
certainly well above that of past recent decades. The
second-reading speech rightly refers to the need for
integrated land use planning to meet that growth. It
goes on to refer to Melbourne being predicted to grow
from 4.6 million people today to 8 million by 2051 and
the rest of Victoria’s population being expected to
almost double to around 2.1 million people over the
same period, and the minister said:
We must ensure we are able to meet this challenge and
preserve the inclusive and prosperous state we so value.

The speech goes on to extol what the minister considers
to be the virtues of the Victorian Planning Authority to
meet those objectives, and he talks about planning for
our growth and livability with the establishment of the
Victorian Planning Authority and its ability to lead
planning in various designated areas. He then claimed
that the authority will work with local government,
utility providers, developers and across government to,
and I quote:
… ensure that the infrastructure and services our communities
require are planned for and delivered.

The trouble is that this is an incredibly overstated piece
of hype about what the role and indeed the capacity of
the Victorian Planning Authority are going to be. It is
essentially an expert advisory body for the Minister for
Planning doing, across a broader range of parts of the
state, the sorts of work that the Growth Areas Authority
has been doing to date. The minister talks about an
expanded focus on regional areas and strategic
development sites and looking for new ways to
maximise growth in regional and rural Victoria, and
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then he says, as if this is a solution to the problem, ‘the
Victorian Planning Authority will provide this advice to
government’.
The problem is that the government has not grasped the
magnitude of the task that is in front of it in responding
to Victoria’s population challenge. It is simply not
going to be able to deal with the population challenges
that we face through an expanded advisory authority
reporting to the Minister for Planning. It will no doubt
be staffed with very worthy officers who will do their
best to exercise their professional skills as planners and
the other skills that they will bring to the task, but that
does not go anywhere near what is needed to ensure
that we have an effective, whole-of-government
response to the challenges of rising population. You can
look at just about every area of government activity and
see the impact that rising population will have on it and
see the deficiencies that are now emerging.
Take the topic of crime, for example, probably the
pre-eminent issue facing the Victorian community at
the moment. Now, there are a lot more issues than
population that need to be dealt with in responding to
the law and order crisis that we face in terms of the
soft-on-crime attitudes, inadequate sentences et cetera,
but one of the very significant contributing factors to
the problems that we are facing in relation to
community safety at present is the fact that the
government has allowed the number of police per
capita to fall significantly since it came to office in
2014. That means that with a rising population, the
police resources are being stretched thinner and thinner,
and the community is paying the price for that.
Look at public transport and the crowding on
metropolitan and country train services. Look at roads
and the ever-growing congestion on roads right across
Melbourne and indeed now increasingly across parts of
Victoria other than Melbourne. It was not helped of
course by the Andrews government’s scrapping of the
east–west link and its inadequate policy for the delivery
of new roads. One of the background contexts to that is
that with steadily rising population, unless the
government is responding effectively with the roads
that we need, Victorians and Melburnians are going to
be stuck in traffic for longer and longer.
A body like the Victorian Planning Authority — an
advisory body to the Minister for Planning — is no
form of comprehensive solution to those problems.
How is this body effectively going to be solving the
challenges of jobs and the location of jobs, the
industries in which Victoria is going to have a
competitive advantage and a capacity to create and
attract jobs to the state? How is this body reporting to
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the Minister for Planning going to ensure proper
delivery of the new schools, the new hospitals and the
new community health facilities that we need? How is
it going to ensure that Victoria has an adequate energy
supply? How is it going to, through advice to the
Minister for Planning, tackle the range of housing
affordability problems that we are facing? How is it, as
an advisory body to the Minister for Planning, going to
ensure that Victorians continue to have the water
supplies that we need, not only in Melbourne but across
Victoria, to supply the needs of a growing population?
The government has come along and has in effect said,
‘We recognise we face many challenges from rising
population. We recognise that something needs to be
done about it if Victorians are going to continue to
enjoy the quality of life that we have been fortunate to
enjoy to date. We recognise all of those problems. And
behold, here is our solution: our solution is to establish
the Victorian Planning Authority’, which is effectively
taking the existing Growth Areas Authority and giving
it a mandate, where the Minister for Planning so
chooses, to go off and do some strategic planning in
other areas that are designated by the Minister for
Planning.
It is in no way an adequate solution to the problem.
There is no sign that there is the whole-of-government
commitment to the task of tackling population growth
that is needed. There is no sign of buy-in from the
Premier. There is no indication of the status that the
Victorian Planning Authority is going to have in the
scheme of government bureaucracy to even deliver —
certainly not directly, because it is not going to have the
authority to do so, but even through persuasion, through
advocacy and through the quality of its work and the
regard that the government is going to have to its
work — in any significant way a solution to these
problems or indeed to play a clear and designated role
within a broader strategy to solve these challenges of
population. The fact of the matter is the government
does not have such a broader strategy into which the
work of the Victorian Planning Authority can fit.
That of course is in stark contrast to this side of the
house, where the Leader of the Opposition has
recognised the importance of population as a long-term
issue for our state and recognised that it requires a
whole-of-government response — one led from the top,
one backed by the leader and one that engages with
communities right across Victoria to understand the
challenges that they face and to work with them on the
solutions that are needed. That is why the Leader of the
Opposition has established a population task force and
given a mandate to the member for Kew and others to
work on that task force. I have to say they have been
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putting a tremendous amount of energy, brainpower
and engagement into that process.
Indeed I commend to the Minister for Planning, if he
has not already read it, the discussion paper that has
been issued by the Victorian opposition’s population
task force. I am sure it will give the Minister for
Planning a bit of guidance in terms of the opportunities
that will be available to him and perhaps to take it to the
cabinet table and to urge the Premier to similarly
recognise the importance of whole-of-government
planning and to give whole-of-government planning the
attention that it deserves. Because without that
commitment, without that engagement, without
bringing outside experts to the table in the way that the
opposition has been doing, this bill is going to go
nowhere near responding to the needs that our state
faces with our rapidly rising level of population.
To add to those concerns and to elaborate on one of the
points that I made earlier, the Victorian Planning
Authority is going to be one of a plethora of bodies that
are going to be operating in the planning and
development space. I touched on this problem in this
Parliament not long ago in relation to the Development
Victoria legislation. We have got a wide range of
bodies that each have different roles in this space. We
have got Land Use Victoria, which is answering to the
Minister for Planning. We have got the Office of
Projects Victoria, which is answering to the Treasurer.
We have got Development Victoria, which is
answering to the Minister for Major Projects. We have
got now this proposed Victorian Planning Authority
answering to the Minister for Planning.
Then, as the second-reading speech refers to, we have
got other bodies as well. We have got the office for
suburban development, we have got Regional
Development Victoria and we have got the
Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning. Then on top of that we have got Regional
Partnerships and Metropolitan Partnerships, which are
nominated as two other bodies that the VPA is going
to work with. So we have got a lot of bodies out there,
no doubt all focused on doing good work in their own
particular areas, but exactly how they are going to fit
together to provide a coordinated and effective
government response to the needs of a rapidly rising
population is very difficult to see.
I referred in the previous debate to Barry Jones and
Noodle Nation, which will be familiar, I am sure, to
some members opposite: the spaghetti mess of
connected entities, of who reports to whom and how,
and of how different bodies relate to one another.
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Honourable members interjecting.
Mr CLARK — I see it has stirred the memory
banks of some of the comrades opposite. I hoped it
might resonate and help them get the point: that they
need to do a lot more than is currently being proposed
with this bill and with the Victorian Planning Authority
that is going to be created.
Of course it will be even worse if this bureaucracy is
not simply one statutory entity amongst many but is in
fact not going to be working effectively with other
bodies and if in fact it is potentially going to be
counterproductive. If it is going to be getting in the way
of local government, getting in the way of other entities
that are doing their jobs and creating uncertainty,
confusion and a lack of accountability, it will be the sort
of morass that drives people to despair when they are
actually trying to get on with doing a project but do not
know which government entity they need to relate to.
They deal with one and it says, ‘Okay, you’ve now
satisfied us, but you’ve got to go and deal with this
other one and get some tick-offs over there as well’.
We do run the risk, if this is not properly thought
through, that not only will it not be as effective as it
ought to be but it could actually prove to be
counterproductive and obstruct clear and effective
planning. Of course there is also the cost if we are
going to have a lot of additional people on the payroll
who are in fact proving to be a handbrake on the system
rather than making a valuable contribution to a
planning regime and indeed better delivery of services
across the whole of government.
In short, the opposition does not oppose this bill but we
do have these reservations. We do very much hope that
the minister and others on the government side who are
taking part in this debate will respond to the concerns
that we have raised and will attempt to give us and the
community some explanation of how these bodies will
fit together and how the Victorian Planning Authority
fits into the government’s overall policy in responding
to population growth. We will certainly look closely at
those responses and how the Victorian Planning
Authority might operate in future.
I conclude by reiterating the point that it seems to us to
fall a long, long way short of what is needed. We do
need a whole-of-government commitment to an
integrated population strategy that can deal with all the
different aspects of government service delivery, land
use, planning and quality of life that flow from a rising
population, the sort of whole-of-government
commitment that has been made by the
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Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) — I am pleased to
contribute to the Victorian Planning Authority Bill
2016. I just want to start by outlining a bit of context
around our plan for new communities and jobs across
Victoria with the population of Victoria set to double
by 2050. I also want to note that the inaugural chair of
the Victorian Planning Authority (VPA), Jude Monro,
AO, who certainly has a residential history back in
Ivanhoe, my electorate, is a very well-regarded
administrator and policymaker. There is no better
choice the government could have made than to appoint
Jude Monro, AO, to that role, and her leadership will
stand the government and the people of Victoria in
good stead.

turning back boats on the Murray River and stopping
those from interstate coming to our shores and making
a contribution here in metropolitan Melbourne and the
surrounding suburbs. Can I say in relation to the
Victorian Planning Authority that when the opposition
talk about building capacity in regional cities, if we go
back in our recent Victorian history, what has driven
growth and opportunities for people in regional
communities is, for example, under the Bracks
government, investment in regional rail. That has
provided opportunities for people to settle in those
communities and commute to Melbourne for work
opportunities. What we also saw, certainly under a
previous member for Melbourne, in the Bracks
government’s time, was investment in regional
hospitals and radiotherapy services across Geelong,
Ballarat, Bendigo and the Latrobe Valley.

Can I touch also on a number of these urban renewal
areas, including places such as Arden and
Broadmeadows. I know the member for
Broadmeadows will speak in an in-depth and articulate
manner in relation to some priorities in his neck of the
woods that are important to his community and how the
VPA can play a role there. Also, I think this debate
touches on things like the Growth Areas Authority and
the Metropolitan Planning Authority, previously
operating of course under legislation that allowed it to
operate in growth areas only, which meant an
increasingly important role in urban renewal areas in
regional cities was not formalised under legislation.

People who live in those communities have access to
the same services that are available in Melbourne, and
there are great opportunities for housing growth and
ensuring housing affordability. Government must invest
in those regional communities to ensure access to
hospitals, university opportunities and growth in TAFE
and education. Regional communities need to be viable
so that people do not need to leave to further their work
and family opportunities. We must grow and add value
to those communities so that ultimately those regional
hubs can sustain significant parts of the expected
growth in Victoria’s population, because the services
are there.

I also think that in inner-city electorates, such as
Ivanhoe, these infill dwelling developments need to be
managed too. I did touch want to touch on some of the
other organisations, such as Places Victoria. We are
dealing with a Yarra Valley Water tank site in Ivanhoe
and working through a lot of the challenges we have in
inner-city communities where there is a demand and a
desire to provide greater infill growth and development
opportunities. People in communities like Ivanhoe who
have lived there all their lives, very often in large
homes, and who want to continue to live in that
community are very limited in housing choice and
opportunities because of the mix of housing types. So
part of the challenge for inner-city electorates such as
Ivanhoe is to make sure that we are providing a
diversity of housing to provide for people who want to
downsize but remain living in and connected to the
communities where they have grown up and raised
their own families and contributed.

That is the role for government to play and to lead in.
We have not heard much at all from the opposition
about how it intends to invest in regional communities
to cater for the expansion and the growth of Victoria’s
population. Until we hear more from the opposition
about that, we can only go on its previous record in
regional communities. Former Premier Jeff Kennett
referred to those places as the toenails of the state, so a
lot of work needs to be done before those opposite can
talk about government investment in health, education,
transport and services. I can remember when I worked
at the Geelong Advertiser and we would get Premier
Kennett on the phone telling us that the road to Geelong
was not too bad. A four-lane undivided road — can you
believe it, Acting Speaker? — is what we had under
that government. We now have of course the Geelong
Ring Road, and that has opened up access to coastal
communities and opportunities for people to commute
from Melbourne to Geelong and vice versa.

Also it is important to make some mention of what the
opposition are keen to do, particularly around their
population policy. They are pushing this view that
Melbourne is full and that somehow we should be

Can I say also that as I listened to the lead speaker for
the opposition it sounded as if somehow these
processes that have been put in place were undesirable,
whether that be the Growth Areas Authority in the past

Liberal-Nationals coalition and which to date has not
been made by the government.
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or what was VicUrban, which became Places Victoria
after some meddling from those opposite when they
were in government. There was the absolute crookery
that occurred when those opposite reformed Places
Victoria. It sounded to me a lot like those opposite
seemed to be critical of the processes when it came to
land development and opportunities for land
development in terms of the watchdog processes, the
transparent processes of land management and land
development that the people of Victoria should be
entitled to. Rather, the thinking has been that you can
deal with these processes on kitchen tables in Ventnor
and you can keep secret the deals made on the steps of
the Supreme Court and the use of taxpayers money for
confidential deals. People on the other side seem to
think that that is the way you do property development
here in Victoria.
That is not what this government is about. We will be
making it very clear that the crookery that went on at
Places Victoria in the past will not continue. We expect
those organisations to be accountable to the
government, to be led appropriately. The Victorian
Planning Authority under this legislation will have a
greater authority to make sure there is coordination
amongst those different organisations.
I have a desire to see VicTrack held to greater account
by the Victorian Planning Authority for the way in
which it conducts its business and the way in which it
manages its public land. In particular, if you have a
good look at the rail corridors around metropolitan
Melbourne and you compare them to the rail corridors
in metropolitan Sydney, there is a very significant
difference in the quality of the rail corridors.
Metropolitan Sydney spends something like $1 billion
on their rail corridors to make sure that they are at a
standard that people have come to expect. In Victoria,
through VicTrack, it is something of the order of
$250 million a year, with a very significant injection
of billions of dollars that will be invested by this
government in a long-term rail transport future that
opens up communities, provides lots of jobs for
people, adds value to communities not just in a
property sense but in the capacity for communities to
move around our city.
What I think will be interesting is when the livability of
Melbourne is actually also accounted for in terms of
what our rail corridor infrastructure looks like. The
significant investment from this government to upgrade
rail corridors by duplicating tracks — as we are doing
in my electorate of Ivanhoe between Heidelberg and
Rosanna with a $140 million project — improving train
stations and building new stations, and removing level
crossings will provide great opportunities to improve
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those rail corridors. But there will be of course quite a
mix in terms of the standards that people have come to
expect in level crossing removals and new stations and
in other aspects of our rail corridors that frankly look
pretty atrocious.
The Victorian Planning Authority also has a role in
making sure that enterprises such as VicTrack and other
organisations are held to account for the standards that
Victorians expect of that land. If we start getting
marked down on livability in relation to our rail
corridors, then I am sure we will start to see that
change. That is another aspect that I think the Victorian
Planning Authority has the capacity to show some
leadership on as well.
I note that the Municipal Association of Victoria
(MAV) has highlighted the need for the Victorian
Planning Authority to work closely with councils, and
that is something that we would welcome. We would
also make the point that the Municipal Association of
Victoria is perhaps not the force that it once was, and it
has got a little bit of work to do in terms of its
governance and its capacity to make sure that its
management reforms reflect its membership base and
the role that it can play in the community. It certainly
has more work to do, but we are keen to work with it
and its members to make sure that there is an integral
relationship between the MAV and the Victorian
Planning Authority.
The government’s role and the consistency of the
planning ministers, both in this government and in past
Labor governments, have played an important role in
making sure that it is Labor that works towards a
transparent and long-term future for people in planning
and land development here in Victoria. I commend the
bill to the house.
Ms RYAN (Euroa) — It is a pleasure to rise today to
speak on the Victorian Planning Authority Bill 2016
and to follow the member for Ivanhoe, although I must
say that I disagree with a number of the viewpoints that
he put forth. It is interesting to hear the member for
Ivanhoe talk at great length about the wonderful
investments that his government is making in
metropolitan Melbourne, but I can tell the member for
Ivanhoe that that is not being reflected throughout rural
and regional Victoria. On his particular point around
the Liberal and Nationals parties population task force,
he alleged that we say Melbourne is full. That is not the
case. What we do say is that there is immense
opportunity for this government to actually invest in
rural and regional Victoria — invest in the
infrastructure that rural and regional Victoria needs —
in order to rebalance the state’s population growth and
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ensure that there is a more even spread across the state
than what is currently occurring.
The purpose of the bill before the house is essentially to
formalise a name change which occurred last year for
the Metropolitan Planning Authority to the Victorian
Planning Authority (VPA). The bill aims to define the
objects and functions of the VPA. It sets out its powers
and defines the rules and procedures within which the
VPA will operate.
Whilst I certainly welcome the government’s
recognition — a long overdue recognition, some might
say — that there is more to Victoria than just
Melbourne, I think, as the coalition’s lead speaker, the
member for Box Hill, pointed out, bills like this
actually need to be backed by some real action, and we
have seen very little of that in this bill. For a bill of
some 65 pages it is somewhat disappointing that it does
not have more substance within it.
I also noted that in the minister’s second-reading speech
he made mention several times of the Victorian
Planning Authority’s role in regional centres like
Bendigo, Ballarat, Geelong, Wodonga and the Latrobe
Valley, but rural and regional Victoria are more than
just those bigger regional centres. I find it somewhat
concerning that places like Seymour, Benalla, Kilmore
and Shepparton did not rate a mention, although I do
understand the VPA is currently undertaking a
Shepparton structure plan. Each of those communities
is quite different from the others, and those subtleties
need to be recognised by the VPA.
To give you a bit of an example, at the southern end of
my electorate — the electorate of Euroa — there is
rapid change occurring as the interface areas of
Melbourne start to push out. Mitchell is the fastest
growing shire in regional Victoria and is expected to
average a 4.3 per cent increase per year in population
between now and 2031. That is an additional
46 000 residents that that shire is required to plan for,
and council are struggling to keep up with that
planning. Not only does it impact on the new
developments that they have to undertake, but also at
the northern end of Mitchell shire in places around
Seymour residents can be forgiven for feeling that they
get somewhat ignored and somewhat left out of the
picture because of the pressure that council is under.
The average wait time for a planning decision to be
made in Mitchell shire is now 84 days.
I was at the train stations along the Seymour line last
week. One resident in Broadford came up to me and
expressed his concern that a lot of that long-term
planning is not taking place and that, despite the rapid
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growth that communities like Broadford are beginning
to see, the long-term strategic decisions are not being
made. New subdivisions are occurring without proper
precinct structure planning in place, so I think it is very
important that we look at that and consider in
Broadford, for example, where provision for a second
rail crossing might need to be. But at the moment we
are finding that in rural and regional councils in
particular those decisions are being held up. Precinct
structure plans are being held up, and that is largely due
to the lack of resources that council currently has. So
while it is all very well to change the name of a
statutory authority, that authority needs to be
empowered to do a bit more than just say it is about all
of Victoria; it needs to actually have resources behind it
to make sure councils like Mitchell, at the southern end
of my electorate, are adequately resourced to be able to
make those decisions and eliminate those barriers that
the community is currently facing.
On the flip side of the major growth that places like
Mitchell are experiencing, at the northern end of my
electorate, I have got, as I mentioned, communities like
Seymour, whose growth has virtually stagnated in the
last 10 years and who would welcome more population
but are not seeing it. It has got a range of great
resources, but it is held back by planning and it is held
back by, again, the failure of this government to
adequately financially resource councils to get those
precinct structure plans done.
Even further north I have communities which are
actually seeing a decline in population, and that is
greatly concerning to me. It means that there are small
schools that at times become destaffed which, as we
know, is basically another word for ‘closed’.
Communities which were once vibrant, blossoming
little communities are struggling in many cases to keep
the doors open of their businesses and the like open
because they do not have the population to support it.
To come back to the points that the member for
Ivanhoe was making, we do not believe that Melbourne
is necessarily full, but we certainly believe that there are
communities in regional Victoria that have the capacity,
and not just the capacity but the willingness and the
desire, to see more people come to their communities.
The Nationals and the Liberals have established a
population task force, which is being very ably chaired
by the member for Kew and also the member for
Gippsland South, on how to tackle this challenge of
population growth. Planning is a very critical part of
that, but it also relies on much more than just planning.
It is about how we improve transport and infrastructure
links, and I have to say that this government has not
invested in trying to solve those problems.
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In my part of the world, along the north-east railway
line, whilst the Minister for Public Transport stands up
almost every week and gives us an update on level
crossings in Melbourne, on my line in the north-east we
have had $15 million invested for one single carriage.
That is all that entire corridor has received in the way of
public transport improvements under this government.
Again, it is all very well and good to change the name
of an authority, but you have to do a bit more than that,
and that is not currently happening.
There is one other point I would like to make, and that
is around the rural planning flying squad. It was a
fantastic initiative, which the coalition put in place in
November 2011 that actually provided planners with a
workforce to go into rural councils that were struggling
to meet their statutory 60-day time frames for planning
approvals and to help them iron out their problems, to
help speed things up and to help them when there were
major projects that they were dealing with. This
government has scrapped that initiative, and I think that
rural councils are now really struggling with the burden
of trying to do that. I think you have to do more than
just talk about something; you have got to put some real
and tangible thought and action behind it.
In the consultation on this bill that I undertook with
some of my local planners, not only did they make
those points that I referred to earlier about the
differences between regional communities and the fact
that, for example, Kilmore is vastly different to Benalla
and that the VPA needs to recognise those subtleties,
but they also expressed a desire that the VPA actually
undertakes more community education and more work
around population growth.
I think that if we are going to have more growth, then
the government needs to change its thinking. At the
moment the constituents of country Victoria that I
represent feel like they are an afterthought to this
government. I am afraid whilst in this bill it is great to
see a recognition that the state extends beyond
Melbourne, it does not do much to change my opinion
on the government’s lack of investment in regional
Victoria or the fact that it needs to actually back things
up with more than just words.
Ms KNIGHT (Wendouree) — I am very pleased to
rise today to speak on the Victorian Planning Authority
Amendment Bill 2016. This bill sets up the Victorian
Planning Authority, an authority that will be really
important to urban renewal and growth areas in
Melbourne. But most importantly for me, the Victorian
Planning Authority will be relevant to regional Victoria
and most particularly to our growing regional
centres — centres like Bendigo, Geelong, Wodonga,
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the Latrobe Valley and of course the best regional
centre of them all, Ballarat.
Ballarat has seen terrific growth, and that trend is set to
continue. The Ballarat Courier recently printed a very
positive article about projected population growth in
our city. According to this article our population is
expected to grow by 70 per cent over the next
23 years — that is, an additional 66 000 people by
2040 — and most of that growth will be in the west of
the city. That is a huge amount of growth and is on top
of the growth that we have already seen out in the west.
For example, the suburb of Lucas is a thriving suburb
with a town centre that has a major supermarket and
specialty shops, as well as providing services right
where our city is growing. Services like the
award-winning Ballarat Community Health Centre
have made their new home in Lucas, which is
becoming a disability and health precinct, which is
great. There is a similar story in Delacombe. The
Delacombe town centre is currently under construction.
Once it is completed, which will be pretty soon, there
will be a Woolworths, a Kmart, smaller retailers and a
cinema all in an area of major growth in our city.
When you talk about a growing population, you have to
consider jobs as well; you cannot talk about a growing
population without talking about jobs. While some
people will travel to Melbourne for work, it is important
to me that Ballarat is more than a dormitory satellite of
our capital city. We need, as I have said again and
again, local jobs for local people, and that is exactly
what the Andrews Labor government focus is. That is
why I am particularly excited about the recent
announcement of land purchases in the Ballarat West
employment zone, or BWEZ as we call it.
BWEZ is a joint initiative between local government —
the City of Ballarat — and the Victorian government.
The most recent of these purchases, announced on
Friday, which was great, were by two companies: Broo
and Athlegen. I want to congratulate both of these
businesses for their investment in our city. I am
particularly excited about Broo — not because it is
beer, although that is a very good reason to be excited
about it — but because that brewery is going to create
more than 100 ongoing jobs. That is really terrific news
for our city. These jobs are on top of approximately
160 new jobs that will come from previous land
purchases at the Ballarat West employment zone, so
that is the first stage completely filled, and expressions
of interest are now open for stage 2 of BWEZ.
There are three great examples of work by the City of
Ballarat and the Victorian government to plan for future
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population and jobs growth. This is the kind of
coordination that is central to the creation of the
Victorian Planning Authority.
The authority will, as the minister’s second-reading
speech outlines, have a focus on planning new housing in
places that are not just affordable but accessible to local
jobs, hospitals and services. It will do this by working
with local councils, with government departments and
authorities and with developers to make sure that
services and infrastructure are planned and, most
importantly, delivered. This is central to making new
developments to accommodate the growth we will see
across Victoria and, as I said, in Ballarat and will really
affirm places like Ballarat as great places to live.
The Victorian Planning Authority will, as its primary
objective, provide advice and assistance consistent with
the objectives of planning in Victoria. It is also going to
work with other government departments, including the
office of suburban development, Regional Development
Victoria, the Department of Environment, Land, Water
and Planning, Land Use Victoria and local councils as
well. They will be working with all of those departments
for a number of reasons: to support productivity,
livability, housing affordability and environmental
quality for Victorian communities; to facilitate the timely
and coordinated delivery of infrastructure and services;
to promote the alignment of decisions made by
government about infrastructure with land use planning;
to promote the supply of housing; and to encourage land
development that is sustainable and that takes into
account natural and other hazards.
But this bill is not just relevant to Melbourne and our
thriving regional centres. Regional Victoria is growing,
and this growth is being seen not only in large regional
centres but also in some of those smaller shires as well.
Just a couple of weeks ago there was another article in
the Courier about the challenges faced by a shire in the
Ballarat region in how to manage growth in one of its
largest towns. There was a councillor talking about that
and saying that infrastructure was lagging behind
because the council did not previously have a plan to
manage and accommodate growth. I was pleased to
read that they are developing a plan to guide that
growth and infrastructure development.
But this issue is not one for smaller shires alone. The
legacy of housing construction without adequate
planning and coordination can be seen in parts of our
state, including in Ballarat. I have previously spoken
about the Delacombe town centre that is currently
under construction. As I have said, this is great news for
those who will live in new developments in that suburb
of Ballarat, but it is also really good news for the people
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who are currently living there and have lived in
Delacombe for a long time and have had to go to Redan
or Sebastopol to get their groceries or for their
recreation. It means that they have got access to that
right at their fingertips.
Of course what that also means is that there will be jobs
there. If you are building a Kmart, a whole lot of retail
outlets and a cinema, that means part-time jobs for
young people who will not have to travel into Ballarat
for those jobs. It is also full-time jobs as well, and the
Minister for Industry and Employment is nodding and
affirming. The other great thing about the new
Delacombe centre is that there is now a bus that goes
right to the Delacombe town centre. That has not
happened previously, but that has started to happen
now. That will provide access to that new facility from
the very first day that it is open. It is a great outcome for
the people of Delacombe, and it is a great example of
the benefits that come from new growth and new
development in regional cities like Ballarat.
New growth and development, if properly planned, can
provide tangible benefits to existing suburbs as well as
to those that are being developed. The collaborative
nature of the Victorian Planning Authority will be
really important to maintaining and building on the
livability of Victoria, and of course the livability of
regional Victoria is part of that picture. Working with
local councils and regional partnerships will make sure
the issues that are most important to local
communities — the issues that local communities
experience every day that are unique to them — are
considered in the strategic development of our state and
our regions.
Another example of great planning in what is adjacent
to my area but provides a lot of employment for people
in my area is of course the racing precinct. I have to
congratulate the City of Ballarat for rezoning that
precinct. It is now really open to trainers, which of
course again means jobs, jobs, jobs in Ballarat and in
the surrounding areas. This is a really important bill. I
congratulate the minister and all who worked on this
bill and I commend the bill to the house.
Mr T. SMITH (Kew) — I, too, rise to speak on the
Victorian Planning Authority Bill 2016. In so doing it
has become obvious to me and my colleague the
member for Box Hill how glaringly obvious it is that
this government has no holistic or
whole-of-government approach to population policy.
They are intellectually bereft when it comes to the
big-picture issues facing our state going forwards as we
are inundated with 100 000-plus people every year and
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looking at a state population of 8 million in Melbourne
by 2050 — —
Mr Pearson interjected.
Mr T. SMITH — The member for Essendon is
trying to get himself involved. He is up the back with a
bag over his head as per usual, but that is what we
expect. The key point is this: unplanned growth is bad.
Growth is good but unplanned growth is bad and
currently we have a state government that is all at sea
with itself and indeed with the big issues that are facing
our state. At no point in the minister’s second-reading
speech — —
Mr Pearson interjected.
Mr T. SMITH — I will quote from the
second-reading speech, member for Essendon:
The Victorian Planning Authority will ensure that our
planning is holistic and aligned, this will include working
with the Office for Suburban Development, Regional
Development Victoria, the Department of Environment,
Land, Water and Planning, Land Use Victoria, Development
Victoria and importantly local government.

What about the department of transport, planning and
local infrastructure? Why would you not think to
combine a discussion about where people are going and
where people are living through this new quango that is
meant to fix all of our great ills?
This government’s record when it comes to moving
people around the state is a disgrace. You started off by
paying $1.2 billion not to build a road. Here is a really
interesting fact. In this city there are 400 000 less
people than there are in Sydney, yet 112 000 more
people in this city commute to work by car than they do
in Sydney. This is one of the most car-dependent cities
in the world and you do not have a major new road
project to change Melbourne — not one, not a jot. You
have this western thing that is miles away from
beginning. Not a thing! You have got no idea. You are
the anti-motorist party, that is what you are. Not a
single new big road project to change our city. We are
growing by 100 000 people a year. Everyone has a car
here. Note to self: everyone has a car. They want to
drive to work, so why do you not build a road instead of
spending billions not to do it? What a disgrace. What a
disgrace you all are, sitting there.
‘Let’s get the tradies onto the train’. There is a great
idea. We think public transport is a wonderful idea and
adding capacity to the city loop is indeed bipartisan but
you are not going to improve the livability of our
state — particularly in the west, Geelong and
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Ballarat — without a second Maribyrnong River
crossing and you are miles away from achieving that.
The other issue that this government has failed to grasp
with regards to population growth is around South
Yarra, in my old stomping ground of Stonnington. How
you can not attach the South Yarra station to this new
Metro rail tunnel is beyond me. It is the key infill
development area in our city and you are completely
ignoring it. Are you people insane? Quite possibly. The
number of people moving into that area of South Yarra
over the next five to 10 years will be intense. The
corner of Toorak Road and Chapel Street at the
moment is a perfect example with the LK Group
building a 50-storey building and yet you are not
including South Yarra station in the Metro rail tunnel.
That just beggars belief.
The other issue is in regard to the performance of
V/Line. V/Line’s patronage has increased by 138 per
cent in the last 20 years.
Mr Richardson interjected.
Mr T. SMITH — When did I last catch V/Line? I
caught V/Line to Nagambie last Saturday week,
member for Mordialloc, and I have to say that the
service could be greatly improved. Oh, I lie, I caught
V/Line to Geelong on Sunday to watch the cricket
and was that not a ripper because the last train left
before the cricket finished. The wonderful service
that is V/Line is living in a bygone age. We cannot
take the pressure off Melbourne and grow country
Victoria, as is the wont of a good number of my
colleagues, including my good friend the member for
Gippsland South who is in the house, without
improving the performance of V/Line.
Going on to police, a key state service is law
enforcement. I had the pleasure last week at the Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee of speaking to the
Chief Commissioner of Police and I asked the chief
commissioner about 2015–16 and the number of new
police that had come on that year. We had population
growth that year of 2 per cent. That would mean about
380 new police. We did not get anything like that —
not a jot. In 2015–16 police numbers did not keep up
with population growth so we had a per capita cut in
police numbers. The chief commissioner said it would
be perfectly logical to suggest that when it came to a
13 per cent rise in crime and a reduction in police
numbers per head of population there might be a
correlation between those two stats.
Who would have thought? Less police, more human
beings, more crime. Wow! That is rocket science. On
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our side of the house we do not think there is too
much rocket science in that. We think that is utter
negligence by you people. That is what we think —
utter negligence.
Mr Pearson interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Thomas) — Order!
The members for Essendon and Kew, through the
Chair. I would suggest you have a drink of water at this
point in time to save your throat.
Mr T. SMITH — Thank you, Acting Speaker.
There has been complete and utter negligence. They
have made our city less safe because in their first two
years there were no new police — none. So the
population grows, police numbers drop and crime goes
up. That is what happens when you have a Socialist
Left Labor government that does not care about
people’s safety and is more interested in victims’ rights
than locking up perpetrators. We are sick of the
excuses. The public is sick of the excuses. You saw the
Ipsos poll that recently said that 52 per cent of
Victorians feel less safe now than they did two years
ago. Get used it, because it is going to get worse and
worse for you lot, I promise you.
V/Line is a mess. There is no east–west link. There is
no South Yarra station. There is no grand vision. There
is no idea how to take the pressure off Melbourne and
grow country Victoria. You are constantly trying to
blame the previous government for everything, yet you
people have been in office for 17 years, give or take a
year. It is disgraceful. You have been in government for
basically most of the last 17 years.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Thomas) — Order!
The member for Kew will direct his comments through
the Chair.
Mr T. SMITH — You were first elected in 1999.
All of our state’s systemic problems are yours. They are
yours. You created them. The Labor Party is the cause
of great systemic problems that our state faces, from
1999 to 2010 and now. I implore the government to do
something on the big issues that are facing our state.
Stop blaming us. Stop blaming the feds. Stop blaming
everyone else and show some leadership on the issues
that Victorians are concerned about: law and order,
road congestion, the economy. But you do not care,
because it is not on Mr McLindon’s grid, is it? If it is
not on Mr McLindon’s grid, you do not talk about it.
Therefore you do not care about it, and therefore you do
not do anything about it.
Mr Pearson interjected.
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Mr T. SMITH — Where is your light blue suit,
member for Essendon? The intellectual heavyweight
over there, the member for Essendon.
You are not going to fix the great systemic problems in
our state with a quango called the Victorian Planning
Authority. To put it simply, this is just another
discussion group that is going to sit around the table,
have a cup of tea and talk about these big issues. It has
no teeth. It has no real powers. It has no real ability to
fix the problems that we all know are based around an
integration of planning and transport.
My task force is doing the work on this. We are going
to be preparing a significant document throughout this
year, and I am very pleased with the work that we are
doing. We are travelling around Victoria. We are
listening to people, which is something you are not
doing. We will come up with a document that provides
a vision to manage our state’s population growth over
the years to come.
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) — Victoria is
Australia’s only jurisdiction with both above-trend
growth and improving economic momentum. That is
why people want to come to Victoria. Here are the
critical facts that back this up. We do not need a rant
and a rave about this, we just need to analyse what is
happening. If you listened to the Treasurer’s
statement on our economic development during
question time, he outlined that CommSec’s State of
the States report details and echoes this proposition
on key economic indicators: the Victorian
government — the Andrews government — has
created more jobs in the last year than the rest of
Australia combined. That is the killer statistic. That
is what it is about. That is what people want.
Do you know what happened? I was watching what
happened when the Treasurer actually outlined that the
National Australia Bank now rates Victoria as having
the highest business confidence of all the states. The
Leader of the Opposition turned his back. He did not
want to hear this, because we know that business
confidence helps drive economic activity and attracts
population growth, and we are creating the jobs to
deliver on that as well.
This is the inconvenient truth that the opposition does
not want to address and that it turns its back on. The
Treasurer also outlined that earlier this year
Standard & Poor’s wrote to him saying, ‘The finances
of the state of Victoria are in strong shape’. These are
the key settings that we look at under the Andrews
Labor government. Let us take all the hyperbole out of
it, analyse the facts and address the critical issues.
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The manager of opposition business failed to
understand a critical point here. This is not an advisory
role to the Minister for Planning; this is a planning
authority in its own right. He failed to understand the
key proposition. The opposition can try to aggravate
anxiety and fear, which is their key proposition, but the
rest of the business community are realising that the
Andrews Labor government is getting on with
delivering, and that is the proposition.
We are now in a time when Victoria is experiencing
exceptional growth, and to meet this we need to look at
what is an integrated plan for our land use. Melbourne
is predicted to expand from 4.6 million people today to
8 million people by 2051. The rest of Victoria’s
population is expected to almost double to around
2.1 million people during this time. What the Victorian
Planning Authority will do is ensure that we are able to
meet this challenge and preserve the inclusive and
prosperous state that we value.
I have long argued, even before I had the privilege of
being elected to represent the people of Broadmeadows,
that we needed better coordination and collaboration in
planning. I note the rewriting of history from the
member for Kew about what the causes and reasons
are. He is trying to say it is all Labor’s issue.
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current size of Adelaide. Just think of what is happening,
where the population is going and how we need to get
better coordination and collaboration through these areas.
It is one of the key propositions of this authority to look
at the growth areas.
Melbourne’s north also features the highest proportion
of undeveloped industrial land in Melbourne — about
60 per cent — defining it as the most sustainable and
affordable region to cope with population growth.
Proximity to the heart of the world’s most livable city,
affordable land, blue-chip infrastructure and the
booming population provide the opportunity capital
craves to help create a 21st-century vision, which I have
been advocating for through the publication Creating
Opportunity: Postcodes of Hope.
I welcome this as an important evolution in how we
actually address these significant issues and how we
make the most of our opportunities. If you look at what
the planning authority will do, it will lead planning in
designated areas, including the urban renewal sites, the
growth areas and regional cities and towns. It will work
with local government, with utility providers, with
developers and across government to ensure that the
infrastructure and services our communities require are
planned and delivered. The planning will be based on
the extensive strategic planning already done by state
and local government and other stakeholders, so it will
avoid repetition and duplication. It will have an
important focus on planning new housing in places that
are not just affordable but accessible to local jobs,
hospitals and services.

Let me just go to some more inconvenient facts.
Coalition governments have relegated Melbourne’s
north to the status of managed decline. That is what has
been going on. Such a fate proved disastrous for
England’s north under the Thatcher government, and
unemployment in Broadmeadows rose to 26.4 per
cent — higher than Spain and equal to Greece,
countries suffering the worst jobless rates among
developed nations in 2014 — during the convergence
of state and federal coalition governments. Youth
unemployment was more than 40 per cent. Australia’s
department of employment could not tell me the rate of
disengagement of 16 to 24-year-olds who were neither
working nor learning. Such an unemployment rate was
worse than Detroit’s peak of 24.9 per cent during the
decline of America’s auto industry in 2009.

This goes to another key criterion that I have been
arguing for, highlighting that Broadmeadows represents
the most affordable housing within 20 kilometres of the
centre of the world’s most livable city. It has got the
infrastructure, it has got two train lines, it has got the
spur into the Ford site, it has got the now widened
Tullamarine Freeway — widened by the Andrews
government — it has got the ring road and it has got the
curfew-free international airport at its backdoor, so here
is a major opportunity.

I have argued that the political system must change to
address impending social catastrophe and make the most
of opportunities. Melbourne’s north is one of the areas
that has great opportunities. This new Victorian Planning
Authority goes to this proposition of getting the
coordination and the collaboration right. Particularly I
want to outline the facts here that one in 20 Australians is
predicted to live in Melbourne’s north within two
decades, where the increase of 500 000 people means the
population, already more than four times the size of
Victoria’s second-largest city, Geelong, will match the

In this area we also have 2000 old housing commission
homes that were built in the 1950s — they are about
13-square concrete homes on almost quarter-acre
blocks. It is important for us to look at how we unlock
the value of those old homes for affordable housing and
how we change the mix in the community because, I
think, it would really help if we had a public, private
and social housing mix. It would also change the
proposition because one of the issues is that poor
people remain poor because they only know other poor
people. If you look at the old housing commission
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estates, one of the best things we could do for social
development and better community cohesion would be
to go around all those estates and change the mix into
public, private and social housing and to do that in a
way that would also mean we avoided the proposition
of having enclaves of disadvantage. That is what we
need to do.
This is an important authority that will address these
issues, and this is an opportunity to look at the different
ways we can do this. To go to the politics of this, I want
to just highlight that in the past we have had the
managed decline proposition, towards Melbourne’s
north, from the federal government. Then we had the
reverse Robin Hood strategy from the one-term state
coalition government. I want to remind the house that it
was the now opposition leader who claimed to
represent the people of Broadmeadows as a Liberal in
the upper house, and yet he did the reverse Robin
Hood. We talk about local representation. He dudded
his own constituents and it was for a lot of money —
the redevelopment of the Broadmeadows railway
station. That got shunted down the line to buy the vote
of Geoff Shaw, the then member for Frankston. So let
us not have any more hypocrisy about who actually
represents communities and does things for them. This
is the proposition of what you actually deliver, and we
have him on the record on that.
Mr CRISP (Mildura) — I rise to speak on the
Victorian Planning Authority Bill 2016, and The
Nationals in coalition are not opposing this bill. The
purpose of the bill is to establish the function and
powers of the Victorian Planning Authority and to
provide for the composition and operating
arrangements of the board; the appointment of the chief
executive officer and the employment of staff; the
managing of conflicts of interest; general transitional
directions, including enabling delegation of powers;
and the usual consequential amendments.
It is claimed that the Victorian Planning Authority Bill
has as its primary objective for the authority to
provide advice and assistance that is in accordance
with the objectives of planning in Victoria, and the bill
requires the Victorian Planning Authority to do so in
collaboration with government and councils. These
functions and powers enable the Victorian Planning
Authority to work anywhere in Victoria that is
designated by the Minister for Planning rather than
being limited to the growth areas, and it is claimed
that this will enable the creation of plans that respond
to the opportunities and challenges faced by
communities across Victoria and allow for economic
opportunities to be shared. The authority will be
governed by a board that brings a range of skills,
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including areas of knowledge and expertise that were
not previously provided for such as governance,
management of business or commercial ventures and
infrastructure planning.
Boy, do I have a job for these guys first off. What I
want to talk about is Mildura and some of the planning
issues around Mildura, in particular amendments C89
and C92, which are planning amendments that have
recently come off the planning minister’s desk. But we
have got to start at the start, and this all started a very
long time ago. In the history of Mildura, back in the
1880s, there were 10-acre blocks — I am using old
units here. As time went on the blocks needed to be
bigger to support families and with various world wars
and soldier settlement those blocks have become bigger
and bigger over time.
Mildura has been a growing regional city and will
continue to grow in the future. Also, Mildura is
surrounded by abundant prime horticultural land. You
just need to add water. The new horticultural land has
been developed over the years, and in my lifetime I
have seen Nangiloc and Colignan, a band of very good
soils just upstream of Mildura, come on board. Wemen,
Boundary Bend and even Lake Cullulleraine have all
helped our horticultural industry expand. That
wonderful Mallee sandy soil is suited to citrus,
almonds, grapes, stone fruit, vegetables, asparagus —
you name it, it can grow in those soils.
During the 2000s there was a dramatic change in how
farming was undertaken in the Mildura region. Some of
that was due to drought, some of it was due to the
Murray-Darling Basin plan, some of it was due to
economics, but they all came at once and large amounts
of land ceased to be farmed, and they were all those
small properties particularly close to Mildura. As a
regional city it was continuing to grow across these
properties with high-density residential housing, but
there was also a demand for rural residential land. I
have one, and I enjoy the lifestyle.
A study called the Mildura Older Irrigation Areas was
done and finally, after a lot of work, amendments C89
and C92 came along. To get to this, the Mildura Rural
City Council went through extensive community
consultation. One way or another this has been going
for a decade. An amendment was developed. It was
passed by council. It went to a planning panel, was
approved by the planning panel and then this year, after
months with the department, the minister rejected it.
This has caused great hardship for the people of
Mildura and has cost a number of individuals a great
deal of money.
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What the minister has done is stop the small lot
developments, but I think there is a better way forward
here. The minister could stop the creation of new lots
within the farming zone but recognise those that
already existed and allow them to be built on. I know
the minister used the term proliferation of lots, but in
reality if you followed my advice and what I think the
intent of C89 was, it was only to look at those existing
lots, not create new ones. I am informed that there are
less than 200 of them. The demand is for 20 or 30 a
year. In 10 years they would have all been used up and
everybody would have been happy, but instead lives
have been ruined. In the Sunraysia Daily of 4 February
the Mildura Rural City Council mayor was particularly
scathing of this decision, saying, and I quote:
I’ve spoken to a lot of people in the community and what I’m
hearing is that’s not really good enough.

That pretty much sums it up. A lot of people have bought
these blocks of land believing and hoping they could
build on them and that their value reflected that. Now
they are worth just a handful of dollars as unwanted
prime horticultural land. It is extremely unlikely that they
will be absorbed back into our horticultural properties
because it is simply too expensive to plant up
0.2 hectares, or even 2 hectares. So those lots are just
going to sit there, and that is not good for Mildura and it
is not good for those who own them.
There is a preference particularly in horticulture for
greenfield sites. In order to be economic you have to
have scale, and the old, tired land is expensive to
develop. It is going to come under residential pressure
in the next 10 or 20 years anyhow so it is just going to
sit there. But for those people who have paid tens of
thousands of dollars for something that is worth just a
handful of dollars, it is not worth it.
There is a little bit of activity in this area within the
table grape industry, but this is an agricultural industry
that is incredibly labour intensive and which requires
really high levels of management. What is required
with that industry is for people to live on the
properties. Much of the table grape industry in
Mildura is still family farming. However, if a son
wants to come and work on the property, he often
cannot live on the property, or if they buy some more
land, he cannot build a house. So table grapes are very
high value, very high risk and very hard work. You
need to have eyes on the orchard and footprints in the
orchard to do the job properly.
So what do we do next? I think this is where the
planning authority that we are discussing needs to be
right on the ball. The Mildura council needs to prepare
another amendment. They need to do this and they need
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help to do it, but they also need the assurance that after
all the work they do in the community, which expects
to be involved, that what they produce will be
considered. The prime land issue may be an issue on
the coastal plains of Australia, but it is not an issue in
the inland. I have said this before: you have just got to
add water. So there is work to be done, the work should
be done and the work needs to be considered with
Mildura at the centre of it and the knowledge that it is
an inland centre, not a coastal plain.
The Mildura Rural City Council and the people of
Mildura need the ministers’, the department’s and the
authorities’ help to get this through. It has to be sorted
and it is not going to be over until it is sorted, and that is
important. There are people’s lives that are in ruins.
They have paid $80 000 or $100 000 for a block of land
that is now worth $2000. You do not recover from that
sort of disaster very easily. They are not going to have
0.2 hectares absorbed into the neighbouring table grape
property; they are going to go down the road or go out
of town or whatever and do what they have to do. This
land is not going anywhere. It needs a solution and
there is a steady demand for it. The authority needs to
work with Mildura and the minister’s office and get this
sorted. We will not be opposing the bill.
Mr BROOKS (Bundoora) — I am delighted to be
able to speak on the Victorian Planning Authority Bill
2016. This is a very important piece of legislation that
implements another election commitment. We can tick
off yet another one completed by the Andrews
government. The bill establishes the Victorian Planning
Authority (VPA), which is effectively a merger of the
old Growth Areas Authority and the Metropolitan
Planning Authority. This is an approach to planning
that we on this side of the house are very proud of. It is
a careful, strategic approach to planning Victoria’s
future, in contrast with those opposite, where we
saw — —
Mr Wynne — The wild west!
Mr BROOKS — The wild west, as the minister at
the table correctly points out. It was interesting to listen
to some of the contributions from members opposite.
The member for Kew came in here heading up the
opposition’s population task force, which any
reasonable observer would know is just an exercise in
spin. The now Leader of the Opposition as the then
Minister for Planning oversaw the debacle that was
Fishermans Bend — an absolute debacle. Then straight
after the election as Leader of the Opposition he set up
this carnival that he is trying to pass off as a serious
policy process. I think the Victorian people can see
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through that. They see that actions speak much louder
than words and they remember the mess that he created.
It was interesting also in relation to planning during
question time today to see a number of questions put by
the opposition about representation of their
communities by local members of Parliament. I
remember very well 600 people objecting in my
electorate to a development on the edge of Bundoora
Park, which is valued parkland. The now opposition
leader was the Minister for Planning at the time. He
was also a member for Northern Metropolitan Region,
so he was these people’s local member of Parliament.
They could not get in contact with him. They could not
get boo out of him, or have him even meet or
correspond with them to say, ‘I note your concerns’ or
‘I understand as your local member of Parliament that
there is a process to go through’ — zip, zero from their
local member of Parliament, the now Leader of the
Opposition. So I thought today in question time that it
was pretty rich of him to ask those questions. The place
was rank with hypocrisy. The member for Bulleen, the
Leader of the Opposition, did himself no credit by
going down that path today.
As I said, this bill represents a careful, strategic
approach to planning. It builds upon the work this
government has done in creating bodies like
Infrastructure Victoria (IV) to as much as possible
take the politics out of the provision of infrastructure
and the planning for infrastructure in the state and, on
top of that, getting on and delivering the infrastructure
that Victoria needs. It is not just talking about it, like
those opposite did. It is not talking about building
schools while actually reducing the amount of capital
in those schools. It is getting on with the job and
building schools.
We are building Melbourne Metro. We are getting on
with the job of building an important rail tunnel that
will take two of our busiest rail lines out of the city loop
and provide all the other train lines that run into the
loop with much greater accessibility. There is the very
popular and important level crossing removal program,
which was in some cases opposed by those opposite.
The fantastic upgrade to the Hurstbridge line is well
underway. My colleague the member for Ivanhoe is
closely involved in ensuring that the community is well
briefed and consulted on the changes there.
Then, of course, there is the north-east link, a fantastic
project, one that is extremely popular with my
community. This is a piece of infrastructure linking up
the Metropolitan Ring Road with the Eastern Freeway
or EastLink. It is a vital connection that has been
missing for so long. Those opposite, in the political
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paradigms they operated in, pushed ahead with that dud
tunnel — the east–west tunnel. That could not stand in
starker contrast to the approach that this government
has taken in getting Infrastructure Victoria to do the
careful work by waiting for its recommendations. The
government waited until IV came back with the
research that said, ‘The priority is the north-east link’
before it started to get on with the job of doing it.
I note that the North East Link Authority has already
been established. I want to congratulate Duncan Elliott,
the recently announced CEO for north-east link. I am
sure all members of Parliament look forward to
working with him and his team to deliver that vital
piece of infrastructure not just for Melbourne’s
north-east but for all of Victoria.
We are getting on with the job of providing more police
so that we can make our community even safer and of
building facilities that those opposite failed to build in
their time in government. It was interesting to listen to
the rant from the member for Kew today. I do not think
he had had a really serious crack at doing any work
before he made his contribution.
One of the important pieces of work that the VPA has
been working on and will continue to work on is the
La Trobe national employment cluster, which is a
cluster that affects my electorate of Bundoora and also
Ivanhoe and Preston. This is a cluster that includes
precincts such as the Austin medical precinct, the
Northland area, the Northland urban renewal precinct,
the Heidelberg West industrial precinct and of course
the La Trobe University precinct. This is a plan to
leverage the facilities and the expertise that are already
located in that jobs cluster and to build on the
capabilities in those areas — the technology and the
research that exists in those areas — to drive even more
jobs in that local area.
It is about driving jobs in areas like medical and health
technology, in high-tech manufacturing and in
international education obviously with La Trobe
University and its important approach to attracting
international students and with the work that we have
done in supporting La Trobe University through
things like transport connections. The shuttle bus —
an important transport link between La Trobe
University and Reservoir station at regular intervals —
was another election commitment this government
made. That service has been not only funded but
delivered by this government in partnership with
La Trobe University.
The professional services in the area make an obviously
nice fit with that area, as do food and fibre
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technologies, which I have spoken about in this place
before, in a broader sense in the northern suburbs but
certainly in this La Trobe national employment cluster,
with La Trobe University being seen as a leader in
pre-farmgate food technology. I have mentioned here
before the important role that RMIT plays further up
the road in Bundoora in its post-farmgate food
technology work. The VPA is doing some really
important work, and this is just one small part of the
state. Members opposite and on this side of the house
have highlighted areas that are important to their local
areas; the La Trobe employment cluster is one that is
significantly important to me.
I should put on record in the house the great working
relationship that I have with La Trobe University. I do
wish to raise concerns, and I think I have done so in this
place before, about the future of a golf course that
La Trobe University owns. It is currently public open
space, and I will work very hard to ensure that golf
course remains public open space for use by the
Strathallan Golf Club and is not disposed of by
La Trobe University. But on every other measure I am
keen to support La Trobe University in the work that
they do, the research that they do and the jobs that they
provide for my local community.
Just in conclusion I want to talk about the importance
of planning in the broader sense to my local
community and the work that the VPA can help do
with structure plans. In my local community, like in
most middle to outer suburban communities, there is a
general level of concern about the impact of
development on amenity but also an understanding
that the community is changing and that there needs to
be a more diverse range of housing options for people,
particularly as our population ages. There is a level of
acceptance of high-density development around
transport hubs where people might not necessarily
need to have a car, but some more neighbourhood
areas — areas with more neighbourhood character —
want to be protected from some of the harsher impacts
of neighbourhood development.
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and increasing densities around transport hubs. My very
strong view is that the way you do that is to give people
a sense of surety that there is a level of protection for
the things that they hold very dear in terms of the places
that they live, so we protect the open spaces and we
protect the character of the streets where people live,
including trees. We ensure that they are protected from
increasing traffic. That goes to the investments that we
have made in the areas that I spoke about earlier in my
contribution — around schools, around roads, around
transport. I think that sets us apart from those on the
other side of the house. We understand that Melbourne
will keep growing and that Victoria will keep growing
and that that provides prosperity for our state and jobs
for our state, but we understand that we must do it in a
way that is supported by the Victorian people.
Mr KATOS (South Barwon) — I rise this afternoon
to make a contribution on the Victorian Planning
Authority Bill 2016. The bill’s stated purpose is to
establish the Victorian Planning Authority, and it
details its powers and composition, its governance
structures, how the CEO and staff are employed
et cetera, which is fairly basic stuff. One thing the
second-reading speech does say is:
The authority will plan for regional Victoria, and particularly
places such as Ballarat, Bendigo, Geelong, Wodonga and the
Latrobe Valley, to at least match Melbourne’s growth and
attract their fair share of population and development.

That is a quote directly from the second-reading speech.
The issue that I see is that we already have a version of
this in Geelong. It is called the Geelong Authority,
which was established for this very purpose in
Geelong — to speed up development. In fact the media
release from the Premier of 12 August 2015 says:
The Andrews Labor government will break the deadlock that
has delayed and hindered the major projects that Geelong
needs.
Premier Daniel Andrews today announced the creation of the
Geelong Authority, which will push ahead with major
planning decisions, creating jobs and driving growth in
Geelong.

I think the role that the VPA can play is to ensure that
there is a more consistent approach across all of
Melbourne. I know this is a Victorian body, but I am
talking as a representative of a Melbourne electorate at
the moment. There is a role for the VPA to play in
making sure there is a more consistent approach to
residential development, multi-use development and
medium to high-density development across
Melbourne suburbs.

That was a year and a half ago. I am yet to see one
thing that the Geelong Authority has approved or
anything that it has done in a year and a half, seeing as
it was going to smash this deadlock and impasse and
get things going and create jobs. To be quite honest, it
has done nothing in Geelong. It is my fear that the
Victorian Planning Authority will be the same story,
just with a different name.

I think it is important that we keep the Victorian
community supportive of that change of housing mix

There are problems that we see in planning. Planning is
a very subjective matter, but when you look at planning
and the issues that are faced, which a lot of speakers
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have spoken about — particularly in Melbourne’s north
and west — that was really due to swathes of farmland
being opened up in Melbourne’s west and north for
development under the Bracks government, but without
putting infrastructure in. Where was the job creation
that should have come with that? Nothing was done. So
we ended up with these unlivable suburbs that have no
local infrastructure, have very poor transport
connections back into the CBD and have very few job
opportunities locally, apart from retail. This is exactly
why the opposition — and the member for Kew
certainly elucidated on it earlier — has established the
Geelong population task force, which I am co-chairing
with the member for Kew.
That is what we want to look at. We realise that
Melbourne’s population is growing at a very
unsustainable rate and that we cannot just keep growing
Melbourne as it is growing. We have to take the
pressure off Melbourne with cities such as Geelong,
which is Victoria’s second city and indeed Victoria’s
second CBD. We can grow Geelong, we can grow
Ballarat further, and Bendigo, Wodonga and
Shepparton. They can all take additional growth. But
that growth needs investment in infrastructure, and the
relevant towns’ and cities’ connections to Melbourne
need to be seriously looked at.
As I said, look at cities such as Sydney, which has a
western CBD and a northern CBD. Well, quite
frankly, Geelong can be Melbourne’s second CBD.
Geelong has huge opportunities for growth, and that is
something that we as an opposition are certainly
looking at. But you cannot just do as Labor did in the
early 2000s and open up all these areas without
providing the proper infrastructure. We need to look at
how we can improve our connections to Melbourne,
particularly with roads. Obviously the east–west link
contract has now been torn up at a cost of
$1.2 billion — actually the member for Ivanhoe
should stay, I am about to mention him — and also
V/Line has really been quite a joke. With its
connections to Geelong it has gone backwards,
particularly under this government.
That was highlighted last night. The member for Kew
joined me at the Australia–Sri Lanka cricket game. The
member for Ivanhoe is an expert train critic, and I know
that on Twitter he has certainly been very informative
about the true state of the Metro train system and also
probably the V/Line system. But the amazing thing was
that the last train back to Melbourne from South
Geelong station was scheduled to leave before the game
finished. V/Line cannot even get that right. We had a
game that was won on the last ball by Sri Lanka, and
people who had come from Melbourne had to actually
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leave the stadium where they were seeing a magnificent
match because V/Line had scheduled the train to leave
before the cricket finished.
This is something you would expect in the Third
World, not in Australia. People in countries like
Germany or somewhere like that would laugh at us. It
was absolutely absurd. It just highlights the poor
connections we have and the shambolic way that
V/Line is running. It was quite absurd. It was actually
embarrassing to watch. I was sitting there and watching
these people starting to slowly leave the stadium. It was
quite amazing. Anyway, that is V/Line for you.
We really do need to look at fixing these issues.
Geelong’s prosperity is linked to Melbourne, and we
need to get those connections to Melbourne right and a
decent rail service between Geelong and Melbourne
that is a modern, 21st century rail service. Quite
frankly, the regional rail link has not delivered. We
have actually seen the times blow out, and we are
starting to see congestion, particularly with Tarneit and
Wyndham Vale, which is actually slowing down the
train service. We do need to re-look at these things.
As I said, to grow Geelong, Ballarat and the other cities
we need to not only provide those good connections to
Melbourne, but local infrastructure. You cannot simply
plonk people somewhere without infrastructure. We do
not want to make the mistakes — certainly we do not as
an opposition — that Labor made in the early 2000s,
particularly in the opening up of Melbourne’s western
suburbs and northern suburbs. That is what we need to
do: get local infrastructure right. Also, areas such as the
Geelong CBD are very prime job-creating areas; I
always say Heales Road, but the Geelong Ring Road
employment precinct out north, and the employment
precinct at Armstrong Creek too. These are very
important for local job creation. We also must
recognise that not everyone who wants to live in the
beautiful city of Geelong will work there, and they will
need the connections to Melbourne.
As I said earlier, we will have this Victorian Planning
Authority, but the Geelong authority has done nothing.
With all respect to the members who are on that, they
can only deal with the hand they have been dealt, and
they have been dealt a very poor hand by this
government. They are an advisory committee, they
have no power and, quite frankly, after what the
authority was touted to do, they have delivered nothing,
in that sense. The authority has not brought one major
project or created one job so far, except perhaps for the
secretarial staff who work at the authority. They are
about the only jobs it has created.
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Also while on planning I might touch on local planning,
particularly in the Torquay area. We have had the
Spring Creek structure plan panel hearing
recommendations come back. There were a couple of
things that I thought were really striking with that
panel. Basically, the panel has recommended that in the
area 1 kilometre west of Duffields Road — which in
my view is now the firm boundary of Torquay —
growth should be investigated all the way to Bellbrae,
which is what upset the community in the first place.
The panel has effectively said, ‘No, we should
investigate all the way to Bellbrae’, which I completely
disagree with.
Quite extraordinarily, given the mess that has occurred
over the years in education in Torquay — which the
Liberal Party did fix — there was a school site touted
for Spring Creek. The Department of Education and
Training has actually written and said they do not
require a school site. Again, there is a short-sightedness
about education. This is the same education department
that said we would not need a secondary college in
Torquay. Yet if you go and see the Surf Coast
Secondary College, which was only built because of a
Liberal government, and see how popular that school is
in the community, it just beggars belief that the
education department would, as part of the panel
process, actually say it does not want land in the
structure plan for a school. I just find that incredible,
particularly with Bellbrae Primary School, which the
minister refuses to come and visit, being at full
capacity. With that, as I said, the opposition is not
opposing this bill.
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) — I am delighted to
make a contribution on the Victorian Planning
Authority Bill 2016. I do appreciate the comments
made by the member for South Barwon that the
opposition will be supporting this bill. I have to admit
that it was rather a curious experience to have to sit in
this chamber and have the member for Kew’s speech
inflicted upon me and my colleagues. It was not clear to
me at the end of the member for Kew’s contribution
whether the member for Kew is advocating that we
close our borders — that is a possible assumption,
implied in his contribution; or that we encourage people
to have fewer children — that might be another implied
conclusion; or that we look at trying to shift people to
the regions. It is not clear how the member for Kew
would do this, and it is not clear whether the member
for Kew is advocating that we embark upon a major
capital works program to have significant transport
linkages to enable that.
Despite the 10-minute outrage and ramble and
hyperbole which the member for Kew is often wont to
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engage in, I am still none the wiser as to what exactly
those opposite would propose to do differently to what
the government is doing. It was rather a curious and
strange contribution, and I think it is probably
indicative of a member who rarely makes a contribution
in this place on a substantive piece of legislation that
we have this sort of somewhat confused contribution.
I think back to the day that Steve Bracks resigned as
Premier. I remember getting a call from a former
colleague — both of us had worked in the opposition
rooms in the late 1990s — who said, ‘Look, have you
heard the whisper? It looks like Bracksy is going to tap
the mat’. I remember being quite surprised and closely
watching the press conference. When Steve was asked
what he thought his greatest contribution was as
Premier he said regional rail — the investment of
significant funds into the regional rail network in order
to improve transport linkages to the regions.
I think if you look at the way in which economic
growth and development has occurred across those
regional centres since that investment was made, it has
been a huge success. A major level of economic growth
has occurred. These provincial centres had previously
operated almost under the Soviet passport control
system. You could live in Melbourne, but if you sold up
and you went to live in Ballarat, Geelong, Bendigo or
the Latrobe Valley, you could never afford to buy back
into Melbourne.
Now the reality is that because of the investments made
by the Bracks government at the time, all of a sudden
those centres became viable economic units. People
could live in those regional centres and have a safe,
reliable service to come to Melbourne. If you look at
inner Melbourne with each postcode being like a
sovereign nation, the reality is that you have got
probably half a dozen, or a dozen tops, very, very
wealthy postcodes which create a lot of that economic
wealth, and that wealth is then repatriated when those
workers go home to their families in those regional
centres. So you are transferring that level of economic
growth and prosperity to those regional centres, and
that happens by having those strong investments in
regional rail.
Again, listening to the member for Kew’s contribution,
there did not seem to be any acknowledgement of
regional rail and the success of regional rail, nor was
there any acknowledgement of the fact that the regional
rail link has also been a very successful project. It was
originally announced by the Bracks government in its
dying days, went through the Brumby and
Baillieu-Napthine governments and then was opened
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under the Andrews Labor government. So effectively
you had five governments which oversaw that project.

of course they would be running a newspaper in any
event?’. It was a waste of taxpayers funds.

In relation to where I think we are going as a state, the
reality is that population growth is driving so much of
our economic growth and development. I would have
thought given the fact that the member for Kew sits on
the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee — I
assume he would read the budget papers, as I do and
the member for Mornington does — that he would
understand, appreciate and acknowledge the fact that so
much of the economic wealth that has been created by
this state is a consequence of population growth.

It was a very confused contribution from the member
for Kew. I note the member for Mornington is in the
house. I think the member for Mornington might rise to
the challenge and outline more coherently and
succinctly perhaps than the member for Kew what the
opposition’s position is. I know that at least the member
for Mornington is capable of mounting an argument.
He is capable of being succinct and delivering his point
clearly so you absolutely understand it, which is more
than can be said for the member for Kew.

So if the member for Kew is saying, ‘We want to shut
the borders and we don’t want population growth’, and
that we want people to stop procreating, then I suppose
the question must be asked of the member for Kew:
have you thought about the impact that it is going to
have on the budget bottom line? Have you thought
about the impact that is going to have on the state’s
AAA credit rating? Have you thought about the impact
that it is going to have on the state budget? Because I
do not think I heard the member for Kew mention any
of that. It was just this rambling diatribe against the
current Labor government and past Labor governments.

Having said that, this is an important piece of
legislation before the house. I note that one of the
projects of the Victorian Planning Authority will be the
Arden-Macaulay precinct. This is a really exciting
project. Evan Walker had Southbank, but I suspect the
Minister for Planning will have Arden-Macaulay. I
have driven past that precinct for probably 15 years; I
regularly go through that area. You are looking at land
that is badly degraded. It is a public sector asset that is
ripe for redevelopment, which can bring about a
significant material uplift in value. It will have that
effect because of the fact that we are building the
Melbourne Metro rail tunnel and because of its
proximity to the Parkville precinct. So it is a very, very
valuable, under-utilised, under-resourced piece of land
and, like Southbank, it has got enormous potential. I
have no doubt that with the Victorian Planning
Authority being given responsibility for this important
asset that we will see a level of wealth creation occur.
We will see it become quite a lucrative asset for the
state because of the focus and attention the Victorian
Planning Authority will have with it.

Again, if you are going to make those criticisms, you
need to then follow them through logically. If the
member for Kew is saying, ‘Look, we don’t want
population growth and we want to try and prevent
population growth, and we recognise the fact that it is
going to have a downward pressure on state final
demand’ — and bear in mind that the most recent state
final demand figures were, I think, about 4.2 per cent
for Victoria, and we are leading the nation — then you
need to be able to come into this place and say that you
are going to offset it by, for argument’s sake, becoming
more productive as a workforce. That would be a
reasonable, cogent argument you could bring to this
place. But the member for Kew did not do that. The
member for Kew just talked about the fact that
‘Population growth is bad and we don’t really like
population growth; the government has failed to deal
with that, and that is all bad’.
Similarly, is the member for Kew arguing, for example,
that we should re-establish the decentralisation grants
which were a hallmark, I think from memory, of the
Hamer government? I recall John Brumby, when he was
the federal member for Bendigo, being quite scathing of
decentralisation grants because one of the recipients of a
decentralisation grant was the Bendigo Advertiser. It was
running a newspaper in Bendigo, to which I think John
Brumby would have said, ‘Why on earth are you paying
a business to run a newspaper in a regional centre, when

I am in favour of population growth. I recognise the
contribution it makes to the state. I recognise the fact
that if we want a progressive, civilised society, we must
keep our borders open; we cannot hide behind a tariff
wall. We have got to work together constructively and
collaboratively. Yes, we need to make sure that we
have got appropriate transport infrastructure in place,
which is why we are taking on a moderate level of debt,
and that is what will drive a civil society. That is what
will create the progressive society that most of us,
certainly all of us on this side of the house, want. It is
about being honest and up-front with the voters. I
commend the bill to the house.
Mr TILLEY (Benambra) — Today I rise to make a
contribution to the Victorian Planning Authority Bill
2016. I have been listening to the contributions since
we started debating this bill. We are throwing rocks at
each other from each side. We are listening to Labor’s
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way of building their utopia through the planning
schemes and schedules, but what I am hearing is the
noise of investors and those who create the jobs and
prosperity in Victoria zipping up their pockets and
whipping up the horses to get away; it is absolutely
deafening. To those that understand the frustrations and
complexities of the planning system in Victoria, the
title of this bill says it all. Not only will we have a
Planning and Environment Act 1987 but we now have
a bill proposing an additional layer — a layer upon a
layer, like a marble cake — of bureaucracy and red tape
with the Victorian Planning Authority (VPA).
In effect this bill proposes to extend the current Growth
Areas Authority’s responsibilities and functions from
the presently designated and limited areas of Victoria to
all areas of our state and add a whole lot more powers.
This bill also takes up many, if not most, of the present
roles, responsibilities and functions of those parts of the
Minister for Planning’s department involved in
planning activities and effectively hands them to the
new VPA. This bill provides the minister with
far-reaching powers to control the Victorian Planning
Authority to a considerably greater extent than exists
over current council planning powers under the
Planning and Environment Act 1987.
There are a significant number of unanswered
questions. What I find troubling is: does this mean that
the minister’s department is the responsible party for
planning matters, and all those public servant jobs will
be made redundant? Does it mean their jobs will be
rolled over into the new VPA, or does it mean it will
simply add another layer of bureaucracy to the
planning processes? While the proposed VPA under
this bill and the Planning and Environment Act both
remain in place, the only conclusion can be the latter:
it will simply add another layer of bureaucracy to the
planning process.
This bill establishes very wideranging powers, which
are very similar to, if not identical or possibly even
greater than, those of municipal councils in their
planning and responsible authority roles. Why would
the state of Victoria need another authority doing the
same job as councils? Does the Andrews Labor
government think that councils are inadequately
undertaking their planning functions and roles? If this is
the case, the government should come clean and just
say it. Does this mean that the planning roles of
municipal councils will be withdrawn as the VPA
progressively takes up the planning and responsible
authority roles currently held by councils? If this is the
case, just come clean and say it.
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I note that the bill does require the VPA to collaborate
with local government. Clearly, given that the VPA
has potential jurisdiction over the entire state and is
charged with advising the minister, in times of
difference of opinion or dispute, say between a council
and the VPA, the VPA position would be expected to
prevail. Where would that leave council planning
roles? The writing would seem to be clearly on the
wall for local government.
It is very widely recognised that the planning system in
Victoria is in a horrible state of affairs. As a
consequence of systemic meddling by the Andrews
government, we have some very ill thought through and
poorly coordinated state planning policies which skew
the planning agenda, and a good number of council
planning departments and decision-making processes
are in a mess. There is substantial system breakdown
and failure. The current planning system under the
Andrews government is broken and has largely become
dysfunctional. It is a deterrent to economic
development, particularly in rural and regional Victoria.
More red tape will only add to the malaise.
This sort of dysfunction and uncertainty within the
system has enabled, and under this bill increasingly will
enable, poor and corrupt decision-making. Indeed it
will make it much easier for councils in the short term
to consider state legislation, regulation and particularly
planning scheme provisions as optional in their
decision-making. Ultimately perhaps this will justify
the VPA taking over all planning roles and
functionality. But this is all about waiting, and in time
we will see what comes from it.
It is time for a root and branch review, no doubt, and I
think successive governments have recognised this.
Like I say, we need a root and branch review of
planning in Victoria, and perhaps clandestinely and
with stealth this bill is the start. Perhaps the real agenda
is to entrench statutory and strategic planning as a state
function dictated by the minister and to progressively
withdraw the powers and influence of local
government. This would be consistent with other
regionalisation and dilution of local government
influences established under the Andrews government.
Mr Foley interjected.
Mr TILLEY — See, I am hitting a bit of a sore
point here. Obviously you have got something else to
tell us. I say this is not the way to deal with the planning
malaise in Victoria. What is needed is an open and
honest process that clearly sets out the real agenda and
the desired end result. This bill smacks of
uncoordinated, incremental, political and bureaucratic
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meddling with no clearly revealed agenda or overall
structural plan.
Perhaps this bill is another example of the
bureaucracy tail wagging the Andrews Labor
government dog. A learned person with very wide
experience inside the public service once said that all
one needs to remember is that the purpose and
function of the bureaucracy is to enhance and expand
the bureaucracy; absolutely everything else is
incidental. No offence to the bureaucrats and many
others — and no doubt we have a significant number
of those listening in today to this debate — as they
do their job exceedingly well in most cases, but the
ideologically compliant Andrews government once
again will have the tail wagging the dog.
Given the track record of this far-left Labor government
and the proposal under this bill to hand extensive
powers to the minister and to increase the layers of
bureaucracy and red tape in the planning system, those
people with their own hard-earned funds to invest could
be forgiven for looking beyond Victoria.
Unless there is a further and subsequent agenda that has
not been revealed, this bill establishes another layer in
the land use and development process. Under this bill it
is not only conceivable but also very likely that
approvals will need to be obtained from the VPA and
the local council, and although the bill requires the
VPA to collaborate with council, local policies and
interpretations are very likely to be divergent at times,
leading to gridlock and unnecessary greater expense for
all parties.
This bill is vague in respect to how the VPA will be
funded. The VPA is to be a corporate entity in its own
right, but there is no clear ability for it to make an
income to sustain itself. The VPA is to be charged
with the role of administering the growth areas
infrastructure contribution fund and would seem to
have powers to levy other developer contributions. It
presumably has the power to charge the minister for
advice provided on request or for functions
undertaken at the minister’s direction, as well as to
charge other agencies and organisations — again
presumably including councils it assists or for which it
undertakes projects or roles, either as requested by
councils or as directed by the minister.
Going on, this smacks of the Andrews Labor
government putting its hand in private citizens’ and
developers’ pockets again and potentially causing more
cost shifting to local government ratepayers.
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I certainly recognise that some councils are struggling
in both their planning and responsible authority roles.
Indeed I have a rather constant flow of complaints and
a number of people pay visits to my office regarding
council planning in my electoral district of Benambra,
but this bill only serves to further complicate the system
and processes, and I say fundamental change in the way
planning legislative control is structured and undertaken
in Victoria is overdue. However, if this bill is any
indication, I would be very concerned should that
change be undertaken by this inept, far-left Andrews
Labor government.
Certainly there are a number of points that need
clarification, including how this new beast — this new
layer cake — will be funded, who is paying who, who
is doing what. That is not to say that there is no place
for a proper statutory authority — I agree with that —
with arms-length character and purpose, because there
is a role for such a body. However, this bill does not
create a true statutory authority in that manner. On that
note, I certainly look forward to hearing the outcomes
and answers to some of the questions I have raised in
the last 10 minutes, and let us see what happens in the
future towards what is hopefully prosperity and the
future growth of our great state of Victoria.
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) — It is with great delight
that I stand up and join the debate on the Victorian
Planning Authority Bill 2016, which is before the
house. The member for Benambra — I actually quite
like him; his name is Bill and he is a good bloke —
could not even manage to do a full 10 minutes on this
bill, such was his outrage at the so-called great
left-leaning Andrews government. If you listened to the
member for Benambra, it would seem that businesses
have packed up and left the state. Nothing could be
further from the truth.
We have had all sorts of myths and doublespeak
perpetuated in this debate, but one of the things that we
have not heard one word about from the other side is
housing affordability. We have had a completely
confused and in no way cogent narrative from those
opposite. We began with the bounding labrador for
Kew bouncing around. The member for Essendon gave
quite a critique of the member for Kew’s contribution,
which was that we should either close the borders or
stop breeding, or something along those lines. We keep
hearing that the bounding labrador for Kew is the heir
apparent and the great white hope and that he is doing
the growth task force — be afraid, be very afraid. What
would the member for Kew know about growth? The
Kew electorate is more like the size of a postage stamp
when compared to the Yan Yean electorate. We know a
lot about growth in Yan Yean, and I suggest that what
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the member for Kew knows about growth could
actually fit on the back of a postage stamp.
Then we learned from the member for South Barwon’s
contribution to the debate that he is actually the co-chair
of the opposition’s growth committee. They have been
hiding that one, have they not?
It is not surprising that we have not had any heavy
hitters in this debate. We have not heard from any of
the former ministers from the previous government,
those who sat around the cabinet table with the now
Leader of the Opposition, then the Minister for
Planning, and who had no cogent vision for planning in
this state. It was chaos. It was just whoever came along
with the biggest bag to the most tucked away kitchen
table. He was not able to plan for the whole state. When
he changed the governance around the planning
authority in this state he said, ‘No, we are not doing
greenfields anymore; we are just going to do infill’.
Then, with the stroke of a pen he introduced the
fisherman’s friend, Fishermans Bend, but he did not do
any forward planning for schools or any of the things
that that community would need, and of course it
jacked up all the prices. The government then had to try
to buy that land later at highly inflated prices. This was
all down to the work of the previous Minister for
Planning, the current Leader of the Opposition.
At the time he threatened he would sue me because I
said that his action in indicating that they were all about
infill would mean that they would not complete projects
like Aurora in the outer suburbs. He actually threatened
to sue me. I should probably go to see a lawyer,
because I reckon I might get a swimming pool out of it.
What happened in Aurora, in Epping North, was that
the VicUrban authority was closed up and boarded
over, and there were tumbleweeds rolling down the
street. There were bus stops there but no buses. Those
opposite have been lecturing us about not funding
public transport. We are always going to need more
public transport and more road funding, but what we
saw under those opposite is just, ‘Do as I say, not as I
do’. It is not this side of the house that has closed
regional rail lines. It is not this side of the house that cut
1000 bus services per week in the Yan Yean electorate
just at the time when the population in Mernda and
Doreen was doubling. That is not what you do when the
population is doubling. They made not one election
commitment to that electorate.
I refer to the wisdom of the member for South Barwon
in critiquing the previous Labor government’s planning
approach. He said that in the Bracks era they just
extended growth into the northern and western suburbs
and paid no attention to jobs and public transport. I
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think that is quite insulting to the people who live in the
northern suburbs, because they are not empty, soulless
suburbs, as he seemed to indicate. They are actually
vibrant places that did plan for economic nodes and for
jobs growth, which those opposite never did. It was this
side of the house that invested in moving the wholesale
fruit and vegetable market to Epping, and we have
expanded the Epping line not once but twice. That is
now the South Morang line and will become the
Mernda rail line. Those opposite never did that. They
only cut public transport.
On roads and infrastructure, I do not want to hear
another member opposite talk about the lack of road
funding and criticise our government while staying
completely mute when it comes to the abandonment of
Victoria by the conservative government in Canberra,
which cannot even spell Victoria. Not even 10 per cent
of the federal government’s infrastructure funding is
spent in this state. The member for Benambra seemed
to think it was some socialist plot in which we were
going to usurp councils, and he talked about putting in
layers like those of a marble cake. I think he is in the
dining room now enjoying a slice of marble cake, but I
think that is about as close to the truth as his claim was.
You need an overall planning framework for councils
to operate in. Councils have cried out for this. They
have cried out for support to actually deal with the
growth that is occurring in the regions. When the
Leader of the Opposition was the planning minister it
was, ‘Oh no, we’re not doing the outer suburbs
anymore. We are doing the inner suburbs’. Then he
shifted the urban growth boundary a huge amount.
Although he collected the growth areas infrastructure
contribution, he did not spend a cent of it in those areas
where it was needed, where it was collected from.
These people are trying to say that they understand
growth. Whether it is in the regions, whether it is in the
outer suburbs or the inner city, they have never planned
for it properly. It was just whichever mate came along.
For the member for Benambra to say that is what our
planning schemes and planning projects are evocative
of is completely wrong. Regional areas are benefiting
from the planning support for councils’ initiative, which
provides supports and capacity building for councils in
regional Victoria.
The Victorian Planning Authority has commenced
supporting 15 councils and has received applications
from a further 23 councils. Seven regional councils
have been funded, including Greater Bendigo and
Colac Otway, and a further 18 councils have
applications that are being progressed. That does not
sound to me like a local government sector that is
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quaking in fear about this regime. It says to me that
they are embracing it and they are loving the fact that
we are supporting them to develop proper plans and we
are actually supporting them in growing infrastructure.
We are actually looking at their sewerage and
reticulated water needs. It is what we have always done.
The only side of politics that has ever developed and
worked on a water grid for the state is this side of
politics. It is the same with the extension of natural gas
into outer suburban communities and into rural
communities. That would have never happened without
action from our government following the way the
Kennett government sold off the Gas and Fuel
Corporation with absolutely no plans at all for natural
gas extension.
Ms Ryan interjected.
Ms GREEN — We have looked to the future and
we will look to the future. The member for Euroa will
get her chance. Maybe she will not get a chance on this
side, but she will get a chance to speak. We will stand
up for every part of the state. We have a good planning
regime proposed in this bill, we are supporting
infrastructure, our economy is growing, we are going to
grow jobs in every part of the state and we are going to
support people wherever they live. We will not cut
education, like those opposite did. We will not cut
TAFE. We will invest in the services that Victorians
need in a well-planned and cooperative way, unlike
what those opposite did.
Ms BRITNELL (South-West Coast) — I rise to
make a contribution to the Victorian Planning Authority
Bill 2016, a bill which may seem procedural but which
has important implications for the future of this state.
The bill establishes the Victorian Planning Authority,
which has grown out of the Growth Areas Authority,
and sets out the authority’s functions and powers. It
does feel a little, though, like we are creating another
level of bureaucracy — another body to discuss the
problems, another body to create master plans — but I
hope that will not be the case.
I am, however, disappointed that the bill only makes
one mention of regional Victoria, and that is in the brief
overview of the functions of the authority, saying board
members should have an understanding of land use in
metropolitan or regional areas. Ideally a requirement
that at least one board member must have a regional
planning background should have been included. As
the minister points out in his second-reading speech, we
must plan for growth across all of Victoria, not just
metropolitan Melbourne. Land use in regional areas is
quite different to land use in the city and it brings a set
of unique challenges. Not having a requirement that a
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member of the board must have relevant experience
working in rural and regional planning means we run
the risk of having a city-centric authority that is not
equipped to deal with the challenges of regional areas.
As the minister rightly points out in his second-reading
speech, Melbourne is going through an unprecedented
growth phase and land use planning is needed so we
can meet that challenge. This is where regional Victoria
can step in, but not just Ballarat, Bendigo, Geelong,
Wodonga and the Latrobe Valley and the growth areas
in between, which the minister highlights. Focusing all
efforts on those areas will create commuter cities that
will feed into the capital, where congestion will still be
a problem, as will access to public transport, health care
and education. There needs to be focus on population
decentralisation, creating a state of cities rather than a
city state.
My electorate of South-West Coast stands ready to play
an even bigger role than it already does, but there needs
to be a concentrated effort to help attract people beyond
the metropolitan boundary. There are challenges that
need to be addressed, but the opportunities in the
south-west of the state are in abundance. There are such
challenges as access to three-phase power, transport
and efficient routes to market. But there are also huge
opportunities in food production, manufacturing,
forestry, health care and education, as well as the
unquestionable lifestyle benefits. A 10-minute
commute in my part of the world results in fishing,
surfing and hiking just 10 minutes after work with clean
air surrounding you.
Portland, for example, sits on one of the deepest
seaports in the country. It is the largest exporter of
woodchips in the world and is situated within easy
reach of the largest plantation forestry area in Australia,
where six globally significant plantation companies
operate. When combined with the associated transport
industry, more than 18 000 jobs are created, and the
industries have a combined output exceeding
$790 million each year. The port is also the leading
exporter of mineral sands and grains, industries which
are expected to grow significantly over the next
10 years. Then of course there is the aluminium
smelter, which employs around 600 people directly,
supports 2000 jobs in the region and is the state’s
largest exporter.
But there are challenges, some of which we have
recently seen with the smelter, but they go beyond that.
Roads leading into the port of Portland are failing,
putting at risk millions of dollars in economic activity.
The rail line into the port also needs upgrading to
ensure a seamless route from the grain-growing regions
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in the north. The Murray Basin rail project will go some
way to solving that, but the overarching problem
remains attracting new business to the far south-west. If
the smelter had closed, there would have been no way
the people who work there would have been able to
stay. That is why we now need to be looking at
workforce diversification and trying to attract new
major employers to South-West Coast.
The Glenelg shire has done an amazing amount of work
in this area over the past three years. Among that work
is the industrial land strategy, which worked to rectify
the planning failings of years gone by. Last week the
council launched its industrial land prospectus. Despite
what the member for Yan Yean said in her press release
when she swept into town last week, that project was
funded by the previous Liberal-Nationals government,
not the current government, as the member tried to fool
and hoodwink the people into believing.
The Great South Coast Group has also been active in
planning for the region’s future. Its food and fibre plan
looks at all the issues hampering economic growth and
what can be done to strengthen the region’s many
positives. It sits waiting for government funding so this
project can be sustainable. The group has also worked
on fantastic programs, like Beyond the Bell, which
aims to increase education attainment rates, and it has
been active in lobbying for improvements to road and
rail infrastructure. I sincerely hope this new authority
will look at the work that has already been done and
build on that, not just scrap it and start all over again.
South-West Coast and the neighbouring electorate of
Polwarth form the state’s largest dairy production areas,
but many farmers do not have access to three-phase
power, meaning they are relying on unreliable power
sources, creating inefficiencies in their businesses. In
my electorate there are three dairy processors. One is on
the cusp of expansion but because of insufficient
power, gas and wastewater infrastructure, the costs
associated with these infrastructure upgrades may mean
that the project will not go ahead and instead will be
built in the western suburbs, meaning more trucks on
the road adding to an already congested area and taking
jobs away from regional Victoria and further
congesting Melbourne.
It is infrastructure upgrades like this that will lower the
costs of businesses looking to expand or set up in the
regional areas. At the moment it is just too easy to do it
in the city, which worsens the problem this authority is
trying to solve. If we are to encourage population
decentralisation, jobs are the centrepiece, but people
need to be encouraged to genuinely look at living in
regional areas. Good public transport which lowers the
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travel time to Melbourne is a good starting point. Right
now trains on the Warrnambool line often take well
over 4 hours to get to Melbourne. It is easier to travel
by car, if you can put up with the terrible state of the
roads. If the city is brought closer to the regions through
reduced travel times, then people do not feel isolated
from everything Melbourne has to offer.
The Warrnambool Base Hospital is still waiting for its
stage 2 upgrade. It needs a new emergency department
and its operating theatre expanded, but there has been
no commitment from the minister, who is busy
announcing exactly what Warrnambool wants and
needs in Ballarat.
The Warrnambool Special Development School is still
waiting on money to complete its new school. Money
was given to buy the land, but not enough to build on it.
Meanwhile the students are left in cramped areas and in
overcrowded classrooms with minimal outside space to
play in. These are simple projects which increase
livability in regional areas such as the South-West
Coast electorate and help encourage industry expansion
and create jobs while taking pressure off metropolitan
Melbourne and looking beyond the commuter cities.
It is a commonsense approach and one that I doubt we
need a specific authority for; we already have the
planning department, regional partnerships and local
government working in this field. I sincerely hope the
authority takes the advice of the minister and plans for
growth across all of Victoria because there is so much
more to this great state than Melbourne and the
metropolitan area, and the opportunities to help ease
pressure on the city in the regions and rural areas are
too good to let pass by.
Clearly, the role of government is to assist the
regions, to put a framework around ideas that the
regions have and to take those ideas and turn them
into actions and outcomes. What we need is a
department that looks at customer focus, outcomes
and results, not just more bureaucracy.
Mr J. BULL (Sunbury) — I am very pleased to
be able to contribute to debate on the Victorian
Planning Authority Bill 2016. I listened very intently
to the member for Kew’s comments — the
population Pythagoras over there. You can see him
wandering around with his spreadsheet, his Gantt
chart and an abacus, trying to calculate all these
various population projections, and all they end up
being are political points.
How short is his memory? The member for Kew
talked about a growing population but not once did he
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address a critical fact: why, with this considerable
population growth and these projections that we have
all heard about this afternoon, did those opposite do
absolutely nothing — not a single thing — for four
years? And why, at a time of this exceptional growth,
did they vanish?
This government has done more in two years than those
opposite did in four, and you do not have to look far to
find out what went so horribly wrong. In conversations
with constituents, with business, with the private sector,
with the education sector and with the construction
sector you hear the same thing. That is, they simply
vanished: you could not meet with them, you could not
see them. Two years in, this government is getting on
with putting people first.
This is a very important bill and one that comes at a
time of considerable population growth in the state.
Victoria is experiencing a period of unprecedented
growth and to meet this growth we need integrated
land-use planning. Melbourne is predicted to grow from
4.6 million people today to 8 million by 2051.
Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) data shows that
Australia’s population grew by 1.4 per cent during the
year ended 30 June 2016. All states and territories
recorded positive population growth until 30 June 2016
but it was Victoria that recorded the highest growth rate
of all states and territories, which was 2.1 per cent.
What these figures and many figures like them show is
that, more than ever, people are choosing Victoria as
their place to live. We must be able to meet this
challenge and preserve the inclusive and prosperous
way of life that we in this great state value so much.
Victoria needs a government that will invest in jobs and
a government that will invest in infrastructure, and that
is exactly what the Andrews Labor government is
getting on with doing. It is a government that will
invest in people and a government that will build
projects to ensure our future population can enjoy the
way of life we all value so much. These are projects
like the removal of the 50 most dangerous and
congested level crossings; the Tullamarine freeway
widening project; the Melbourne Metro of course, the
most important public transport project in the nation;
the western distributor; the Monash upgrade; the
Western Ring Road upgrade and so many more like
these. Compare this to those four wasted long, lonely,
dark years under those opposite.
This is a very important bill, as I have mentioned. The
bill provides certainty in planning with the creation of
the Victorian Planning Authority (VPA). The
provisions within the act encompass the establishment,
function and powers of the Victorian Planning
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Authority; the composition and operating arrangements
of the board; the appointment of a chief executive
officer and employment of staff; the managing of
conflicts of interest; general and transitional directions
including enabling delegation powers; and the
necessary consequential amendments to the Planning
and Environment Act 1987.
Members have mentioned and know of the Growth
Areas Authority and the Metropolitan Planning
Authority, which previously operated under legislation
that only allowed these bodies to operate in growth areas.
We certainly know that planning is a whole lot more
important than that. It is important in our urban renewal
areas and it is important in our regional communities and
I certainly will reflect on the importance of local
planning matters in my contribution.
This bill formalises the VPA’s role in coordinating land
use and infrastructure planning in designated areas
across Victoria. The legislation will see the VPA
continue to operate as an independent statutory body
reporting of course to the minister.
We know that the VPA has now released its forward
plan, which covers an additional 19 new suburbs to be
planned by December 2018. This will deliver zoned
land for another 100 000 lots and ensure that our
pipeline of available land remains strong, and it is very
much a supply-and-demand model. The VPA’s precinct
structure plan has successfully delivered a zoned land
supply sufficient for over 262 000 new lots in growth
areas. That equates to about 15 years supply.
I want to take this opportunity to thank all the staff at
the VPA, formally the MPA, that I have worked with
since coming into government. In particular I would
like to thank Peter Seamer, who has been a driving
force behind the Growth Areas Authority, the
Metropolitan Planning Authority and now the VPA.
Peter has certainly been instrumental in planning
60 new well-designed and livable suburbs and
employment areas in Melbourne’s growth areas. Peter
recently announced he will be leaving the VPA in April
and I wish him and his family all the very best.
My interactions with the VPA have predominantly
surrounded growth plans for Sunbury. As a result of
urban growth boundary extensions in 2009 and then in
2012 Sunbury is projected to grow considerably. It was
first identified as a growth area way back in 1969 and
the vision was for it to be a contained, sustainable
satellite city with strong internal connections, high-level
services and local employment opportunities. It is
certainly true to say that through a sustainable increase
in population the town centre will be able to have a
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greater range of services, a greater range of jobs, a
greater level of services and a greater range of access to
such services.
The VPA is putting together precinct structure plans
1074 and 1075 for future growth after two very
comprehensive community consultations. They were
consultations I attended and they were certainly of great
value both to me and to my community.
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This site is of great importance to the community, as I
have mentioned, and I am optimistic about its future.
I want to take the time that I have remaining to
congratulate the minister on his vision for good
planning in this state. Can I also take the opportunity to
thank his hardworking staff, who have been terrific in
supporting me, in particular Evan and Glen from the
minister’s office. They have done an outstanding job in
assisting me locally.

Mr Richardson interjected.
Mr J. BULL — I certainly know the member for
Mordialloc is very keen on community consultation,
which is terrific to see.
Key features of these plans are the provision of an
additional 20 000 new homes over 30 years,
6000 new jobs, the completion of the Sunbury ring
road — the extension of Elizabeth Drive — two new
road crossings, new community shops and
entertainment facilities, two new train stations with
additional parking, a network of recreational trails
and of course new primary schools and secondary
schools to cater for the growing population. These
are very important in terms of local movements and
catering for those additional residents that are going
to call Sunbury home.
As I have expressed to the VPA on many occasions,
Sunbury is a blessed place with a unique natural
landscape, great heritage and history, and certainly
some striking corridors along Jacksons and Emu creeks
as well as views to the Macedon Ranges in the north. It
is critical at this point in time to get these plans right,
and it is critical to get the infrastructure delivered to a
growing community. I am extremely pleased with what
the Andrews Labor government has been able to do
over the past two years. I am certainly very optimistic
about what is to come. In my dealings with the VPA I
have certainly been thoroughly impressed by their level
of knowledge, their professionalism and their work
ethic, and I would certainly like Hansard to reflect that.
On top of future growth plans that I have already
mentioned, last year I asked the minister to direct the
VPA to carry out another wholly important task for the
Sunbury community, and that is the master plan for the
Jacksons Hill site. This is a matter of great importance
to me. It is certainly one that I have spoken about at
great length in the house. I am very excited that on
Tuesday night at Sunbury Bowling Club I will be
joining the VPA and many local residents for further
community consultation at a community ideas forum
for the future of the site. It is something that I think can
only be delivered by an Andrews Labor government.

Through a thoughtful approach to planning, and
through an approach that recognises the environmental,
the social and the historic elements of good, detailed,
structured planning, I am certainly of the view that the
VPA will have the resources, the expertise and the
vision to deliver high-quality planning in this state. I am
very much looking forward to working with the VPA
over the next two years and hopefully beyond to ensure
that our planning is good for the community, good for
the environment and delivers on all those things that
this government stands so proudly for. I commend the
bill to the house.
Mr GIDLEY (Mount Waverley) — I rise to make a
contribution to the Victorian Planning Authority Bill
2016. This is just another example of this government
not delivering clear outcomes for the people of Victoria
but really just engaging in exercises that waste time,
waste resources and, most importantly, will not
improve the lives of ordinary Victorians.
What we have got here today is a new authority, a
new public sector agency which is going to do, in the
main, many of the functions that the previous
authority has done. I would love to know the level of
consultants, for example, that have been hired by this
government to go through the process of creating this
new authority. No doubt we have got shiny new
logos to come in that have been designed and paid
for by the people of Victoria. We have got new
offices, no doubt. We have got training and, as I said,
no doubt we have had consultants.
All for what? All for the purpose of creating just
another bureaucratic authority that is going to subsume
many of the functions that other authorities have
undertaken in the past. That has been provided as the
clear vision, the call of action, by those opposite. If that
is the definition of a clear vision and of action —
creating another public sector authority paid for by
taxpayers that does in many cases many of the same
functions — then they can certainly have that
definition, and they can tell the people of Victoria, who
are paying record high state government taxes and
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charges, what their money is worth and what their
money is being used for.
It is important to look at planning and the history of
planning and what the current government has
delivered on planning outside of just another
bureaucratic authority paid for by taxpayers. Of course
nobody will forget the planning and consultation that
went on with the Windsor Hotel — or the lack of it —
and the fraud that was perpetrated on the people of
Victoria when the then-planning minister said he was
going to undertake genuine consultation then did
anything but. That is the hallmark of Labor with
consultation and planning.
Melbourne 2030: Planning for Sustainable Growth, the
metropolitan planning document that was abolished by
the previous Liberal-Nationals government, thankfully,
was aimed to destroy suburbs. It did not take into
account neighbourhood character and protection. It was
just about wrecking suburbs. As I said, that is just
another legacy of planning under the Victorian branch
of the Labor Party.
Then more recently, both in my neighbourhood and
close to my neighbourhood, you have got the Markham
estate redevelopment, a gigantic, completely
inappropriate development which the member for
Burwood has eloquently outlined to the house and
which this planning minister seems determined to put
on the people of Burwood and the neighbouring Mount
Waverley district.
The Waverley Park powerlines debacle is another
major planning issue that this government has got
wrong. Many, many residents are furious at the
government and in particular the member for Mulgrave,
the Premier of this state, and want him to stand up for
their interests in this planning matter. This Premier, the
member for Mulgrave, is on the record indicating he
will not even meet with some of these residents. It is
fine that they pay their taxes. It is fine that they work
hard. It is fine that they give the Premier the authority
and the financial resources to be able to create just
another bureaucratic organisation, but for the Premier,
the member for Mulgrave, to actually take the time to
meet with local residents — no, he could not do that.
I quote a resident from Waverley Park:
Our local MP is Premier Daniel Andrews and he’s done
nothing for Waverley Park residents.

If you are a member of the Labor party, it does not
seem to matter whether you live in your district or not
because, on that basis, even if you are one of the few
Labor Party members who does live in their district,
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you still will not meet with your local residents. You
still will not advocate for them. You still will treat them
with utter contempt. I just cannot believe that we have a
Premier, the member for Mulgrave, who refuses to
meet with local residents on a local planning issue.
That is the background. That is the context of this bill,
a bill that creates another bureaucratic agency that has
cost tens of thousands of dollars of taxpayers money
on everything, no doubt, from new logos and new
names to shiny new offices, consultants and training.
For what? For what action? For what tangible
improvement to the lives of working Victorians? We
have got the Windsor Hotel, Melbourne 2030, the
Markham estate redevelopment and Waverley Park
powerlines. That is the context in which this
government comes to planning.
But one of the things that must be mentioned today,
which is so interlinked with planning and a government’s
ability to understand planning and get it right for the
people of Victoria — it not only touches on planning but
also on some of the things that other members have
mentioned — is housing affordability and a record level
of state government taxes and charges that this
government is obsessed with using to punish ordinary
Victorians. It flows through to the planning system and
the types of development that we get.
There are a few figures that clearly jump out. Firstly,
land tax. Under this government land tax in the last
budget is up 28 per cent. What that means is that, if you
own property in Victoria and you are seeking to
develop or use that for other purposes, the imposition of
land tax is likely to increase substantially. As I said, the
revenue has increased by 28 per cent in itself. Stamp
duty has now increased and is over $6 billion for the
first time in our state’s history.
Who pays for these state government taxes and
charges — the record level of state government taxes and
charges — that have been put on ordinary Victorians by
the Victorian Labor Party? It is ordinary Victorians who
might own some property. They might have an
investment property that is related to the planning
system. They are being whacked yet again. I have
countless residents come and see me and say, ‘What
have we done to have our land tax shoot up as much as it
has under this government? We haven’t earned extra
income. It’s an unrealised gain. We’ve worked hard.
We’ve saved, and yet this government just seems intent
on punishing us’. I say to those residents, ‘You make a
perfectly valid point. This government’s problem is that
it’s addicted to making life harder for Victorians with a
higher cost of living and higher state government taxes,
and you are paying for it’.
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It is the same when people come to me and say they
want to buy another property but are being forced out
of the market because of this government’s record tax
take on stamp duty. You just do not have to look much
further, whether it is land tax, whether it is stamp duty
or whether it is their clear plan to increase and
introduce yet more state government taxes on property
that have a relationship to the planning scheme
through their value capture. Goodness knows how
many more new government taxes and charges we
will see on so many projects that involve property
under the guise of value capture — another tax,
another charge hitting Victorians and making it harder
for them with their household family budget to live the
life they want to, to live the life they are working for
and to meet the aspirations for them, their children and
their children’s children.
As I said, when you look at a bill like this that is before
the house you think, ‘What is that money going to be
used for that is being paid for by hardworking
Victorians? What is that money going to be used for
when it is harder for Victorians to make ends meet?’. It
is being used for shiny new logos for a bureaucratic
agency. It is being used for new offices and no doubt
for consultants training for yet another public sector
agency that is just undertaking many of the same tasks
as a previous agency.
Mr Thompson interjected.
Mr GIDLEY — That is exactly right, member for
Sandringham. That is the really, really disappointing
thing about this bill. Planning is always going to be a
contestable concept, and I can see that there will always
be some differences with people’s views on planning.
You accept that because that is the nature of it. What I
cannot accept on behalf of my residents that I have the
privilege of representing is how hard this government is
making their lives with the increase in taxes and charges
related to property — stamp duty, land tax, new
value-capture taxes that are going to be put forward by
this government. And for what? For new bureaucratic
agencies, for more consultants and for new logos,
coming to the table with the planning legacies that I have
outlined from a Premier who will not even meet with his
own constituencies. This bill certainly represents exactly
what the Victorian Labor Party is about.
Ms KILKENNY (Carrum) — I am delighted to rise
to contribute to the debate on the Victorian Planning
Authority Bill 2016. I sat here and listened to the
member for Mount Waverley. Can I remind the
member and those opposite that under this Labor
government we have seen record investments in
infrastructure, public transport, roads investment,
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schools and education, health, ambulance services,
police and community safety. It is under this
government that we are seeing landmark reforms and
initiatives in family violence and gender equality.
In this bill we are seeing the delivery of yet another
election commitment by the Andrews Labor
government. The government has already delivered on
its election commitment to create the Victorian
Planning Authority (VPA). Last year the Victorian
Planning Authority was launched, taking over from the
Growth Areas Authority. As we have heard, this was an
interim measure only, and the plan has always been to
abolish the Growth Areas Authority and to introduce
legislation that gives a strong legislative basis for the
VPA to operate for Victoria’s growing needs.
As we have heard on this side of the house, it is the
Andrews Labor government which recognises the
pressing and important need to plan for growth for this
state, and that means to properly plan for new
communities not just in Melbourne but across all of
Victoria. We know that, importantly, this means
planning for significant infrastructure investment and of
course for jobs. The bill we are debating today is the
final stage in this important transition. It will be a new
principal act that will give the VPA the powers it needs
to manage Victoria’s growth and to make sure that our
wonderful communities continue to thrive with access
to infrastructure, transport and employment
opportunities. We know how important it is to plan for
growth in this state. What that means today is that we
need to take a new approach to planning and
infrastructure right across Victoria.
We heard from the member for Kew earlier, who put
forward his views on the problems in this state. He
seemed to level those problems squarely at population
growth. The problem is not population growth; the
problem is a failure to plan. The problem has stemmed
from four years under the coalition with no proper
planning for the future, no investment infrastructure
and no investment in new schools. Unfortunately that
is the legacy of the former coalition government. It is
wholly inappropriate and frankly unacceptable to
members of the community in Victoria that members
like the member for Kew would level the problems in
the community on population growth. It is
irresponsible and frankly unfitting to be making those
kinds of comments.
In Victoria planned growth is about getting the right
mix of housing and jobs in the right locations. It is
about establishing and maintaining partnerships with
local communities and local governments to make sure
that our new suburbs reflect the values and needs of the
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place, and it is about establishing and maintaining
partnerships with infrastructure and other service
providers so that services are planned for, rolled out and
delivered where they are needed.
The Growth Areas Authority, which has been in
operation, operates under legislation which allows it to
operate in growth areas only. What that meant in
practice is that what was clearly becoming an
increasingly important role — namely, all the work
done in urban renewal areas and regional cities — was
not formalised under legislation. This bill is going to
address that deficiency.
Under this bill the VPA will be able to coordinate and
undertake integrated land use and infrastructure
planning in what are known as ‘designated areas’
across Victoria. These areas will include urban renewal
sites such as Arden near Melbourne’s CBD and the
Monash employment cluster, growth areas such as
Wyndham, Casey and Hume, and regional cities and
towns such as Bendigo, Ballarat, Geelong, Wodonga
and the Latrobe Valley. It will continue to operate as a
statutory body with the board of course reporting to the
Minister for Planning. As we have heard, in its role the
VPA will work with local councils and other state
bodies and agencies to complement and support the
work of those organisations in a coordinated approach
to statewide planning for Victoria’s future.
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diversity; securing a pleasant, efficient and safe
working, living and recreational environment for all
Victorians and visitors to Victoria; conserving and
enhancing those buildings, areas or other places which
are of scientific, aesthetic, architectural or historical
interest or otherwise of special cultural value;
protecting public utilities and other assets and enabling
the orderly provision and coordination of public utilities
and other facilities for the benefit of the community;
facilitating development in accordance with these
objectives; and balancing the present and future
interests of all Victorians.
As I said, these are significant objectives, and they go
to show the need to introduce a complementary and
supportive planning regime in Victoria. As we have
heard and as comes through from these objectives,
planning is core to our way of life, to our livability and
to the quality of life in Victoria. It goes to the make-up
of our suburbs. It goes to the access to jobs, to transport
and to infrastructure and to environmental qualities and
sustainability. It is hard to overstate the magnitude of
planning and the way that it impacts us in our everyday
lives. I am certainly always encouraging my local
communities to have their say and get involved in
planning matters, whether it is about bus services,
infrastructure, train timetables, road improvements or
open space.

This bill will establish the Victorian Planning
Authority, it will amend the Planning and Environment
Act 1987 to finally abolish the Growth Areas Authority
and it will make a number of other consequential
amendments to other acts. It will set out and define the
objects and functions of the VPA, its powers and the
rules and procedures within which the VPA will
operate. As we have heard, the primary objective of the
VPA is to provide advice and assistance in accordance
with the objectives of planning in Victoria as set out in
section 4(1) of the Planning and Environment Act
1987. These objectives are actually extremely
significant and important for all of us to consider. They
actually go to and highlight the complexities associated
with planning and the overriding and prevailing need to
get planning as right as we possibly can for Victorians
today and obviously for Victorians in the future.

Of course it is not up to governments to tell people
where to live; we need to support choice for all
Victorians. It is not appropriate to tell Victorians that
Melbourne is full and that they must look to the regions
and then to move. The coalition might want to suggest
to people that Melbourne is full, but this will certainly
not help solve housing affordability or infrastructure,
jobs, employment, education or health issues in this
state. We must obviously protect our livability through
integrated land use and infrastructure planning. This
work cannot be done in silos. This highlights the
importance of the Victorian Planning Authority. It will
complement existing and proposed reforms across
many portfolios in Victoria. I would like to
acknowledge the Minister for Planning for all of his
work in establishing the Victorian Planning Authority.
It is smart planning for the future of all Victorians, and I
commend the bill.

I would like to read into my contribution today those
objectives. They are significant, and I think they do
underpin the vital need for a coordinated approach to
planning in Victoria. The objectives are: providing for
the fair, orderly, economic and sustainable use and
development of land; providing for the protection of
natural and human-made resources and the
maintenance of ecological processes and genetic

Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) — A decade ago
Bayside City Council, in helping to develop its
structure plans for areas in the municipality, engaged
Dr Roz Hansen, a leading Melbourne planner, to come
down and take a group of people who had responded to
a newspaper advertisement through a local shopping
centre. As 20 people gathered on a Saturday morning in
the neighbourhood she posed a question to them. They
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were just a wideranging aggregation of keen-minded
local citizens who cared about the community, and she
asked them what their view of low, medium and
high-rise development was.
She drew out of the crowd that the collective view of
low-rise was one storey, medium-rise was two storeys
and high-rise was three storeys. She then put it to the
group that, from her perspective as a planner, within a
number of international cities low-rise was 20 storeys,
medium-rise was 50 storeys and high-rise was
100 storeys. She said, ‘Now that we have got that
straight, let’s have a look at a few examples of
architecture within the Hampton shopping precinct’.
We looked at a six-storey building that was at the back
of the shops, and the collective view of the group of 20
was that that fitted in quite well. We looked at another
building of four or five storeys that was built to the
boundary line, with little setback and little vegetation,
and the collective view was that did not enhance the
built form in the City of Bayside. Then we looked at
another property that was set back, tiered back, with a
number of architectural finishes and some vegetation at
each level, and the collective view was that that was a
successful outcome.
In my time as local member I have attended multiple
meetings where the community have gathered
together to raise their concerns as we saw the
unfolding of dual occupancy development, Viccode,
Viccode 2 and the Good Design Guide. In more recent
years the former Minister for Planning, now the
Leader of the Opposition, empowered councils to
define their neighbourhood areas to a great degree.
The City of Bayside has the highest classification
applied to the greatest area, being the neighbourhood
residential zone classification which is applied to over
80 per cent of the municipality, protecting the
residential amenity of Bayside, limiting development
to not more than two dwellings and those dwellings to
be not more than two storeys.
I think it is important to appreciate that one size of
planning policy does not fit all across Melbourne. There
was a concern raised by a number of conservation
groups in my electorate, keen-minded people like the
Beaumaris Conservation Society members who were
perturbed by what was described by one of their
respected members as the ‘Elwoodisation’ of
Beaumaris: the unregulated, unfettered approval being
given to a range of designs and densities of
development — the six-pack developments, the
12-pack unit developments — that did not really
enhance the ambience of the neighbourhood.
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Much of Bayside is defined by the coast. It is defined
by vegetation and in applying a planning regime that
may be suitable for an inner suburb area of Fitzroy,
Richmond or St Kilda to a suburb that has maintained
use of open space and vegetation and is close to the
coast, there should be a differentiated design. The City
of Bayside has worked the planning structures forward
wisely, and as it has applied them the neighbourhood
residential zones have been one of the great
achievements that I have seen for planning within the
municipal district of Bayside and certainly within the
Sandringham electorate.
A public meeting was held in Hampton last week at
which concern was raised in relation to the structure
plan for the Hampton Street activity centre. The
structure plan was developed by the Bayside council
together with the council staff and under state planning
policy. There was an interest in ensuring that there was
a high application of mandatory height limits. The
context of the meeting arose where there had been a
preferred height limit of four storeys in the activity
centre, and an application had been put forward for a
building of eight storeys. That tests the boundaries of
good planning in the minds of the planners. I do not
propose to comment on individual cases, but there is
major concern in relation to the grasp for height.
Good planning, I might add, however, has multiple
elements, including the quality of design, the breadth of
street frontage setback, and appropriate provision for
on-site car parking, landscaping and site context. In
relation to setback, sometimes you can achieve a better
outcome by going up a little bit higher if it allows a
generous setback from the road. There are great
examples around the world of planned cities where
there are excellent setbacks. Canberra, the national
capital city, provides an example of where there are
good setbacks and some limitations on the breadth of
advertising that takes place; it is more subdued and has
a different tone and character.
In numbers of planning debates in my area I have posed
the question to gatherings about what represents the
paragon or optimum of the built form and, using a
Shakespearean line, ‘O, call back yesterday, bid time
return’: would we return to the market gardens of the
19th century or the seaside cottages of the 1920s and
1930s, the quarter-acre blocks developed in the
post-war period or the advent of increased density of
development through unit development and, in more
recent days, multi-unit development, where over an
urban block in an activity centre you may get 28 units
with limited car parking being applied?
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In the Bayside context and the recent meeting that took
place last week in Sandringham, the shadow Minister for
Planning, David Davis, noted subsequently that he
supported mandatory height limits for the Hampton
Street activity centre and would be pleased to meet with
members of the Hampton Neighbourhood Association
community representatives to advocate for greater
amenity protection in Hampton. I wish to place very
strongly on record that it is my view that the greatest
threat to orderly planning within Bayside would be if the
current government deconstructs the neighbourhood
residential zone which protects over 80 per cent of the
residential streets of Bayside. That represents an
extraordinary planning protection, and there must be
differentiation between the different parts of Melbourne.

now the Leader of the Opposition and the member for
Bulleen. We on this side of the house will never forget
his ignominious reign as the Minister for Planning. No
more was this more evident than in my own electorate.
I must tell you, Acting Speaker Carbines, that I can
only describe what the former Minister for Planning did
as lying to the people of my electorate. Going into the
2010 election the then minister made a commitment to
the people of my electorate that he would protect the
unique values and the environment of the Macedon
Ranges. I can assure you, Acting Speaker, that he
maintained throughout the period he was the minister
that he was going to deliver on this commitment.

There is scope within greenfield sites or even some
brownfield sites to allow a greater density of
development, where people have that opportunity but
where there is the capacity. On Bay Road in
Sandringham there are examples of where there have
been some developments — and we have debated this
in the house before — and where there can be a higher
density of development providing you have got
appropriate access to public transport, schools, health
services and drainage services.

Ms THOMAS — Absolutely; the member for
Footscray is right. Those on the other side of this
chamber have no convictions, no values, no beliefs.
They will say and do whatever it takes to get elected,
and once they are in power they will do whatever they
like. But the good people of Victoria can see straight
through this, and that is why they kicked them out after
only one term in government.

Mr Richardson — What about Mentone?
Mr THOMPSON — Mentone is a fantastic
example, where the former government imposed a
height limit of four storeys on the Mentone activity
centre, in consultation with the local council and in
consultation with the local community, and the current
Minister for Planning removed that height limit,
contrary to the wishes of the local community. We
have an obligation to provide for a variety of housing
stock and cheaper housing, but it must be done
astutely, on a differentiated approach so that we can
protect the livability of Melbourne and also protect the
amenity of local districts in accord with the wishes of
local communities.
Planning is a complex debate, but some of the great
achievements within the electorate of Sandringham
over the last 20 years have been the 80 per cent
neighbourhood residential protection zones and the
courage of the former minister to impose a mandatory
height limit in Mentone to preserve the residential
amenity of that district, a position strongly supported by
the Kingston City Council.
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) — I note the member for
Sandringham’s contribution. He is one of the few
members on his side of the house today who have dared
to speak the name of the former Minister for Planning,

Ms Thomson — He will say anything to anybody.

The Macedon Ranges Residents Association had this
to say about the period of the Leader of the
Opposition’s reign as the Minister for Planning in
this state, and I quote:
When elected in 2010, the state government promised to
protect Macedon Ranges by reconfirming the 40-year
policy — Statement of Planning Policy No 8 (Macedon
Ranges and Surrounds) — as state planning policy.
Before, and many times since that election, the Minister for
Planning has repeatedly publicly stated the government
would deliver its promise and protect Macedon Ranges.

Was this promise acquitted? I can assure you it was not,
and indeed back on 28 October 2014, one short month
out from the state election, on the Jon Faine program,
the former Minister for Planning was forced to admit
that the state government would not keep the promise
that it had made to the people of my electorate. Shame!
They had four years to deliver protection to the
Macedon Ranges, and instead of that the former
government messed around the people of my electorate.
They promised them one thing and did the exact
opposite. At the 2014 election the people of my
electorate definitely showed those on the other side
what they thought of them when it came to delivering
on planning, and they elected me. They elected me on
the back of two very significant and important election
commitments, which I am delighted to say, two years
in, have been delivered in full. The first was that we
would build the framework necessary to provide the
protection that the Macedon Ranges required — we are
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very well aware of this — against the pressure on those
landscapes for housing and against the pressure for
development at all costs. The Macedon Ranges — and I
have said it many, many times — is very significant not
just to the people of my own electorate, the people that
live there, but to the whole of Victoria and indeed to
Australia. It is an iconic region within our nation and
particularly within our state. It is a really important
place to protect so that the people of Melbourne can
enjoy this beautiful part of Victoria.
The now Minister for Planning — and what a fantastic
job he is doing — —
Mr Edbrooke — He cleaned up the mess.
Ms THOMAS — He is cleaning up the
extraordinary and, might I say, corrupt mess that he was
left with. It is a strong word but I am going to use it. He
has had a great challenge in doing that, but he has
worked assiduously to clean up the mess that he was
left and to deliver to the people of my electorate the
protection of the iconic Macedon Ranges.
The way the minister did this was to establish an
independent panel. The panel developed a discussion
paper, which went out to my community. Submissions
were taken, open hearings were held and, finally, a
report was delivered. It was fantastic last Tuesday, a
week ago today, to be in my electorate, in Gisborne,
where more than 200 people were jam-packed into the
Gisborne Golf Club, to hear that the minister had
accepted all 12 of the recommendations of this
independent planning panel to provide the protection
that the Macedon Ranges needs, including legislated
protection. So look forward, members of this house, to
a bill coming forward to this place to ensure that the
values of my electorate are protected.
I did want to touch on those matters. This is what the
Macedon Ranges Protection Advisory Committee
found in its final report:
The committee finds that the present and long-term interests
of Victorians require the preservation of the following
significant values of the area:
productive agricultural land which supports local
economy;
historic townships which provide a vibrant lifestyle for
residents and a reason for tourists to visit and stay;
significant landscapes across the region, and significant
viewpoints and view sheds including those to and from
Hanging Rock and the Macedon Ranges, which attract
visitors from near and far;
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significant water supply catchments, which provide
water to both the Macedon Ranges and the broader
region;
extensive native vegetation and rich biodiversity present
in woodlands, such as Black Forest, Wombat State
Forest, Bald and Black Hill reserves, Mount William
and the Cobaw Ranges.

The committee finds —

I might say something that we in the Macedon Ranges
already knew —
that these values and attributes make the shire unique, in that
protection of these values and attributes is warranted.

I, along with all my constituents, am so thrilled that the
minister has delivered what is a very significant piece
of work, one that will shape my electorate for centuries
to come. It will ensure that here in Victoria we will
always have the beautiful and iconic Macedon Ranges
as a place of refuge for those of you that represent inner
city electorates; you will always be welcome to come
and visit. We will ensure that we are keeping our
significant Aboriginal heritage, which was completely
ignored by the previous government, and
environmental values. All of these will be protected in
the future.
In conclusion, I might also say that the other significant
failure by those on the other side — there were so
many — in relation to planning in my electorate was
that they led my community along in relation to their
so-called commitment to protect Hanging Rock. What
they did at the death knell, moments before the last state
election, was they threw some money at the local shire
to assist with the maintenance of Hanging Rock. What
they did not do was the hard work that was necessary to
review the governance and the management of Hanging
Rock. That is what this government did.
Once again we engaged and worked with our
community, developed discussion papers, received
submissions, had the listening post and worked to
deliver a report that recommended a way forward for
Hanging Rock that would protect it and treat Hanging
Rock and the East Paddock as one precinct. We will
highlight its environmental and Aboriginal values,
which had been trashed and ignored by those on the
other side. I am a great fan of the current Minister for
Planning. He has really delivered in my electorate after
the lies, untruths and disappointments that my
constituents had to put up with under the previous
government. I commend the bill to the house.
Ms THOMSON (Footscray) — I rise to support the
Victorian Planning Authority Bill 2016, which will see
the strengthening of the work that this authority will do
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in urban renewal areas, including places such as Arden
in North Melbourne, Broadmeadows and the Monash
employment cluster. It will also include Footscray and
Sunshine, growth areas in the cities of Wyndham,
Casey, Hume and Whittlesea and designated areas
within regional cities such as Bendigo, Ballarat and
Geelong and the Latrobe Valley. I think these are good
strengthening measures to put in place to make sure that
we are planning the development for the future.
I have listened to some of the contributions in the house
today, and I have got to say how astounding it is to hear
members opposite talk about the need for planning and
the need to take into account the growth of our
population, which is growing rapidly; 100 000 new
Victorians are coming in each year. They want to live
in Victoria because it is a great place to live, a great
place to work and a great place to raise a family.
But I have got to tell you, the hypocrisy is astounding.
For four years they did absolutely nothing — not a
thing — to make a difference. In my area we wanted
protections on the Maribyrnong River and we wanted
planned development which the community and the
council were ready for, but what did we get from the
then planning minister, now the Leader of the
Opposition?
Mr Edbrooke — Nothing!
Ms THOMSON — No, we got worse than nothing.
We got two 32-storey towers that now shadow the
Maribyrnong River. It is already hard to get in and out
of the Joseph Road precinct and we are going to see
apartment buildings of unprecedented height going up.
The community inside that precinct will not be able to
move, whether on foot or by road or bicycle. They will
not be able to move because of the outrageous decisions
that were made by the then planning minister. It is just
atrocious. Put the trash in the western suburbs, that was
his plan. Just put it there, do not worry about livability,
do not worry about sustainability and do not worry
about building communities. Build it as high as you
like, for his development mates. That is what it was all
about in the Joseph Road precinct, and that
community — my community — will feel it for years
to come because of those decisions that could not be
undone when we won government.
I am proud that we are really genuinely committed to
planning for Victoria’s future. We are not just talking
about it; we are actually doing it. Let us go back a little
bit. Let us go back to the period of the Bracks and
Brumby governments. Let us talk a little bit about what
they did to make sure that we were planning for the
expansion of Victoria not just in Melbourne but also in
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the regions, whether it was the campaign, which some
of you may remember, about living in rural
communities and the benefits of living in rural
communities, or it was actually putting departments out
into the regional areas. We moved the Transport
Accident Commission to Geelong. This was based on
the notion of ensuring that there were jobs in regional
Victoria for people to undertake and do and of growing
sectors in those regions that were about their futures so
that they could develop and they could grow.
That is what was done, and this government is taking
it a step further, such as with the regional rail project,
which the Liberals like to claim. I hasten to note that it
was the Bracks and Brumby governments that put the
regional rail into place. But it is more than that, it is
building the schools that were not built for four years
in our growth communities, in regional communities.
Schools that were needed in my area are now being
built and are being undertaken. It is also about
building community capacity and how important that
is, so it is not just a bricks and mortar infrastructure
procedure. It is about preparing communities for
growth and development, and it is making these
attractive communities.
In my own area the western distributor is a chance for a
second river crossing that the people opposite, when in
government, talked about but never did, and they never
had a real heart for it at all. They only talked about it
because they thought was in their political best interest
to talk about it, never intending to actually meet the
needs of the people in Geelong, in Wyndham or in my
own area in the inner west, where we desperately need
to get the trucks out of our streets. It is this government,
the Andrews Labor government, that is doing the work
to ensure that that occurs.
Let us talk about the metro rail tunnel and the
importance of the metro rail tunnel, because it is
important to the people of my electorate. For the first
time ever they will have direct access to Parkville, to
the hospital precinct, to the university precinct. My
constituents who need to undertake cancer treatment
will be able to go to the cancer centre, which by the
way was also another Labor government initiative, in
one train trip — they will not have to change but will be
able to get there easily — and will get access to the
Royal Children’s Hospital. And if you do not have a
car, that is a difficult thing to do from my electorate.
These are precious and important pieces of
infrastructure to develop. More importantly than just
my electorate, it is going to unlock the city loop. It is
going to mean that we can run more trains more often
with higher capacity and make sure that we are able to
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provide the transport needs of the future through bigger,
faster trains which are able to get through the network
more often. It also means for those country trains that
are coming through that we are putting in the orders for
the rolling stock to enable them to be able to take more
passengers through the regional rail and actually get
them into city quicker.
This government is about planning Victoria’s future.
We are not just talking the talk. The Minister for
Planning, who I am pleased to see is sitting at the table
here, has made a commitment to protect the
Maribyrnong River, something that the other side
talked about and did not do for four long years. The
minister is ensuring that the planning processes that are
put in place across the state meet the future needs of
Victorians while respecting the needs of the people of
Victoria now.
We want Melbourne to be the most livable city in the
world for years to come. In order to do that and to
ensure that Victoria is the most livable state in
Australia, you do need to plan. You need to plan across
the board, not just in transport, which is very important;
not just in the planning areas about what kind of
developments are appropriate but making sure that you
have all the links — the links to schools, the links to
supports the community needs, community facilities
and community assets. This is what this government is
all about: making sure that the community assets are
where they need to be when they need to be there. That
is part of the work that will be undertaken by the
Victorian Planning Authority.
The other thing that we need to be doing, which is
important, is making sure that we are taking jobs where
they need to be. That is not just about people
commuting into Melbourne to undertake jobs but that
the jobs are there where communities live. That is part
of the planning work that needs to occur and that the
authority is looking at.
So I think this is a very important bill before the house. It
is not trivial; it is important work that is being done. This
government is across the board and in every department
looking at how to grow Victoria and plan for that growth
and ensuring that we do meet the needs of future
Victorians. We are not just talking about it; we are
getting on and doing the job that needs to be done. We
are not pretending and saying, ‘Let’s have a policy about
population’, because we all know that the population is
growing, and it is important that we actually do the
detailed work and that we are actually working with
communities about the plan for growth. That is the work
that is being undertaken now to ensure that we are still
the most livable city in the world in 10 and 15 years and,
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more importantly, that we are the best state in Australia
to live in. I commend the bill to the house.
Mr HOWARD (Buninyong) — I am pleased to
also add my comments in regard to the Victorian
Planning Authority Bill 2016. We know why this bill
is so important, and we see that the predictions for
growth in this state for the next 35 to 40 years, up
until 2051, mean that the population of Melbourne is
likely to double, or nearly double, from the
4.6 million people that we have now to about the
8 million people predicted by 2051. Likewise for the
whole state we see that the population is likely to
nearly double in that time.
In the area that I represent — the electorate of
Buninyong, which includes the City of Ballarat and the
shires of Moorabool and Golden Plains — we would
expect substantial growth, and probably more than
double in our cases, ahead of the year 2051, so it is
vitally important we plan to allow for that because,
when we look at those centres, we see Ballarat clearly
is identified as a growth centre. We have seen how it
has been developing, with an over 2 per cent growth
rate for a period of time now — all the more reason
why it should develop. Likewise other centres within
Moorabool shire like Bacchus Marsh are growing at an
astounding rate. There are growth pressures also on
smaller towns like Ballan, and when I look at Golden
Plains and the growth they are experiencing in
Bannockburn, I see it really gives them significant
challenges but at the same time significant
opportunities. But what is important is that we get that
growth right.
The Victorian Planning Authority, now being
established, can work with the councils, which for the
most part are doing a good job in following through on
appropriate planning guidelines and ensuring that we do
have appropriate service provision where we have new
housing developments. But it is important that there is
coordination not just with local government but with
other authorities that are responsible for providing of
course water and a whole range of other services like
VicRoads do — the road authorities — and of course
we must link various councils with the bigger picture
across the state to ensure that planning does work well.
When I look at the centres that I represent, there is all the
more reason why they will grow at a substantial rate,
because as Melbourne develops we know that people
will continue to experience all of those challenges that a
large city like Melbourne presents. Being caught in
traffic in the morning and in the peak periods in
Melbourne is certainly pretty horrendous from my point
of view, which I see from a distance, so it is great for me
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and for others to be able to live in places like Ballarat,
where we know that we can easily get to work in 10 or
15 minutes, even if that means going across town. You
can get across towns like Ballarat pretty quickly in that
time. We know there is a good country feel to Ballarat,
where you are close to country areas, and there is a good
feel to the city overall.
I can think of another great development in the last
year. We have established the Canadian Regional Park,
which means that there is that lovely sense of parkland
on the eastern side of Ballarat now to be protected
under this government, again providing great access to
open spaces and natural bushland close to people’s
homes. So places like Ballarat have great opportunities.
On top of that we have built great schools, and this
government continues to provide fantastic support to
our schools in Ballarat. I am pleased to see that Mount
Clear College in my electorate, Ballarat Secondary
College and Phoenix P–12 are all gaining good support
from this government to see their next stages of
development occurring. Likewise our hospitals are of a
fantastic standard. I was pleased to be at Ballarat Health
Services — Ballarat hospital — just yesterday when the
Minister for Health was there to open the next
development for Ballarat Health Services, which is the
new entrance area and rooms for 32 patients. It is a
fantastic new development. We continue to commit
funding to our major hospitals and particularly to
Ballarat hospital, with the minister making more
funding announcements when she was there yesterday
to see further development on both the Ballarat hospital
site and the Queen Elizabeth Centre site so that we
continue to develop our health facilities.
It is going to be great in a couple of weeks to have
White Night happening in Ballarat — the first regional
centre to hold the event. We know that there was a very
successful White Night held in Melbourne this
weekend, but it is great that this government is
supporting the flow of great arts events like White
Night to Ballarat. So there is more and more reason for
people to consider living in Ballarat and to not just see
it as a commute opportunity, although of course we do
have a great road between Ballarat and Melbourne. It is
a high-standard road, and we know that under Labor we
have really upgraded the rail services fantastically.
We know how back when I was elected the standard of
our rail in 1999 had really subsided under the former
Kennett government, and we know how regional rail
has improved so significantly that there are huge
numbers of people who see great opportunities of
travelling from Ballarat, Ballan and Bacchus Marsh to
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Melbourne by train. Of course this government
continues to invest.
I was pleased to be in Ballan again only last Friday
when the start of the geotechnical works took place.
This is in regard to the nearly half-a-billion-dollar
funding that was announced recently by the Andrews
government to further upgrade the Ballarat rail line to
meet the needs of the future and to be planning ahead in
recognising that when you have something great, like a
rail service between Ballarat and Melbourne, people
will want to use it. Therefore you need to plan and you
need to order the new rail carriages of the wonderful
new VLocity trains. I am pleased to see that the
Andrews government has taken the step of planning for
and ordering more VLocity carriages and upgrading the
rail links. These are great reasons why you need to plan
the services ahead, and the new Victorian Planning
Authority will help to do that.
When we see new housing estates developing in
Ballarat, Bacchus Marsh, Ballan and Bannockburn and
other centres, we want to see that they have the right
facilities with them — that they have schools, not just
road connections, and a range of other services. They
have bike paths in my part of the world, and it is great
to see that they can connect and that people can move
around in an environment of great livability. It is vitally
important that we have an authority like the Victorian
Planning Authority — not a gimmick, but something
that is important — to see we are linking together the
appropriate authorities and the councils and looking at
the big picture.
The last speaker, the member for Footscray, spoke
about the western distributor and the importance of the
Metro Tunnel development under the Andrews
government. Of course they do not just benefit the
people of Melbourne; they benefit the people of my
region of Ballarat and people to the west of Melbourne.
It is important that we plan those projects that are not of
significance just to neighbourhoods but are significant
across the whole state. I am really pleased to see that
this government, the Andrews government, is making
sound planning decisions.
We know that under the former government some
dreadful planning decisions were made. I was assisted
perhaps ahead of the last election by a disastrous
planning decision made by the former planning
minister, the now opposition leader. Despite councils’
advice about the residential zoning system — they had
recommended that Buninyong be of a lower density
residential standard — the minister ignored that advice
so that there was a risk of all Buninyong housing lots
being as small as 300 square metres. That was not
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something the Buninyong people wanted, and it was
something they were very concerned about. Labor said
we did not support it, and there was a backflip from the
then government at the last minute ahead of the
election, but certainly people saw that the former
government under the former Minister for Planning,
now Leader of the Opposition, was not listening to
local government, was not working on sound planning
guidelines and was doing things that were not in the
interests of people.
We know this is going to be great for the people. I
commend this bill.
Mr STAIKOS (Bentleigh) — It is a real pleasure to
rise to speak on the Victorian Planning Authority Bill
2016, a bill that is desperately needed because we have
the fastest growing capital city in Australia. We really
cannot blame anyone for wanting to live here, because
we have a fast-growing economy, we have low
unemployment and we have so much opportunity
because we have such a great state Labor government.
We are also the second largest city for outer suburban
growth in Australia, and of course alongside that we are
the most livable city in the world, and if we want to
keep it that way, proper planning will be needed. That
is why the Victorian Planning Authority (VPA) is so
important, because we have seen in recent history the
consequences of bad planning. I am going to come to
that in a moment. It is not just the size of Melbourne
that is changing; it is also the shape and face of
Melbourne. As our economy changes, Melbourne itself
is changing, and I will also come to that in a moment.
But if I can give some practical application to what the
VPA will actually mean for planning in Victoria, it is in
my electorate. One of the roles of the VPA will be to
assist local councils in structure planning and in
ensuring that councils have the resources to properly
plan for growth. In fact the VPA has commenced
supporting 15 councils and has received applications
from a further 23 councils. One of those councils is in
my electorate — the City of Glen Eira.
The City of Glen Eira made contact with the VPA to
work in partnership with the authority on the issue of
Virginia Park. Virginia Park, which today is being
referred to as East Village, is made up of the Virginia
Park business park as well as the Chassis Brakes
manufacturer next door. Unfortunately the
manufacturer is closing its doors at the end of the year
due to the downturn in auto manufacturing.
Collectively this site is 24 hectares, and the reason why
council working in partnership with the VPA is so
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important is that for our community we are not going to
see a planning issue as big as this. There is not another
24-hectare brownfield site in the City of Glen Eira, so it
is important that we have proper planning. My
predecessor in the seat of Bentleigh was lobbying the
then Minister for Planning, now Leader of the
Opposition, to just rezone the land, but to rezone the
land without proper planning. When we are looking at
the future of 24 hectares of land in Bentleigh East —
and 24 hectares in Bentleigh East is hard to come by —
we also have to look at what the community benefit
will be, look at what the contribution will be to the
community and look at what health services, education
services and open space will be contributed as part of
any future development of the East Village site. In
partnering with the VPA, I think that is what our local
community will achieve.
A letter from the VPA to the local council, which I will
quote from, really does go through exactly what the
VPA will be doing to assist council in terms of
planning for the future of this site. I am going to quote
from the letter now, which is already publicly available
on the council’s website. It states:
The role to be taken by the VPA involves:
Convening working group meetings involving key staff
from City of Glen Eira, landowners and their
representatives.
Project management, including commissioning of
background technical reports needed to support the
planning scheme amendment (e.g. transport, community
infrastructure, drainage and utilities, infrastructure
costings, etc.) in close cooperation with the council and
landowners.
Coordination of state agencies and utility service
providers.
Preparation of structure plan (comprehensive
development plan), zone provisions, development
contributions plan, and planning scheme amendment
documents, in close cooperation with council.
Assistance and support with community consultation,
exhibition of amendment, negotiation of outcomes,
support at planning panel, updating and finalisation of
plans and documents.

Obviously that is very important work, and I am
looking forward to seeing what council and the VPA
come up with.
I should also mention that throughout this process
council is maintaining decision-making authority over
it. They will be getting the assistance of the VPA in
making that decision, and that is very, very important.
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I listened closely to some of the opposition speakers
earlier, and you really just cannot go past the member
for Kew, who I do not mind, but today he was behaving
like yet another obnoxious young Liberal. He was
going on about all sorts of things, but we remember the
member for Kew. Shortly after being elected he was
lamenting in the Age that this poor little Aussie battler
could not afford his first home in Kew. I mean, talk
about where these people’s heads are!
Mr Burgess — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
it is very difficult to see any relationship to the bill at
the moment that the speaker has, so can you bring him
back to the bill?
Mr Wynne — On the point of order, Acting
Speaker, it is clear that the broad remit of the VPA is of
course to encourage orderly planning and to ensure that
we have an adequate supply of lots of land, which
absolutely goes to the question of housing affordability,
so I would put to you, Acting Speaker, that my
colleague is entirely in order.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Pearson) —
Order! There is no point of order. The member for
Bentleigh, to continue.
Mr STAIKOS — The member for Kew
commenced his contribution by declaring that
‘unplanned growth’ is bad. Of course that is right;
nobody can argue with that. But if we want to learn
about what unplanned growth looks like, think back to
Fishermans Bend. I have this article from the Age in
2015 headed ‘Report slams Matthew Guy on rezoning
of Fishermans Bend’. It starts:
The former Victorian coalition government’s signature urban
renewal project delivered windfall profits to landholders but
was unmatched worldwide for its failure to plan for transport
and other key services, a scathing confidential report has
found.

There were Liberals on this committee who actually put
this report together and they called the plan ‘misguided’
and said it would result in ‘poor urban outcomes’. It
was something that did benefit a few people with
certain allegiances but certainly not the people of
Victoria.
The member for Kew went on about police numbers.
That is obviously a very important issue, but it is a real
shame that those opposite did not fund any additional
police during their time in government. In fact in their
final year in government police numbers did not even
meet attrition levels. This government in its first budget
funded 400 police custody officers, in its second budget
400 frontline police officers, and it is now embarking
on the biggest single police numbers investment that
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this state has ever seen: 3135 additional police, the first
of whom will actually hit the streets in March. We are
all very happy about that.
Then today the opposition walked into this chamber
with faux outrage about the people of Wyndham. I
doubt that many of them have actually been to
Wyndham, but in the City of Wyndham a primary
school is born every single month. How many new
schools did those opposite fund in their four years in
government? Zero. By contrast, this government has
42 new schools in the pipeline. We are four years
behind in planning for the increase in population here in
Melbourne because there was nothing done for four
years. Over the next five years this government will
have to accommodate an additional 90 000 students.
That is why we are seeing the biggest investment in
school capital in this state’s history.
In relation to public transport, the member for Box Hill
started crowing about overcrowding in trains but they
spent four years not building the Metro rail tunnel
which is the one infrastructure investment that will
address that issue: it will mean a train on the Frankston
line every 4 minutes. Instead, at the last minute just
before the election, they came up with this dog of a
project called the Melbourne rail link that nobody had
ever heard of, so I say this to those opposite: the only
people who mourn for the loss of the former
government are you.
Mr DIMOPOULOS (Oakleigh) — It gives me
great pleasure to speak on this bill. I think it is
important to set a bit of context for Melbourne’s
growth. Melbourne, as we have heard, is scheduled to
grow from 4.6 million people today to 8 million people
by 2051. Eight million people is about equivalent to
New York City’s population today, perhaps just under,
and where Nanjing in China is. They are big cities. That
is the projection of growth for Melbourne by 2051.
Victoria will grow to just over 10 million in the same
time frame, so we really do not have much of a choice.
We are a great place to live and people come here. This
is an obvious point but it is important to note that this
growth is not distributed evenly across Victoria. I will
talk a bit later about the opposition’s approach in
thinking they can tell people where to live.
Greater Melbourne attracts the bulk of Victoria’s
overseas migrants. Due to its large share of the state’s
population, 76 per cent in 2015, and its younger
demographic, it also accounts for the majority of natural
population increase through childbirth. These trends are
likely to continue, and greater Melbourne is projected to
have almost 85 per cent of the state’s growth by the time
I mentioned, 2051. Within greater Melbourne the areas
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with the greatest capacity for dwelling growth are the
outer growth areas and the inner city. This is reflected in
projected population growth.

growth areas such as Wyndham and East Werribee and
regional cities and towns such as Bendigo, Ballarat,
Geelong, Wodonga and the Latrobe Valley.

While the middle suburbs are expected to regenerate
and increase steadily in population, the designated
growth areas, effectively 49 per cent, and the five inner
local government areas, 16 per cent, are expected to
account for the majority — two-thirds — of population
growth to 2031. Of course the regions play a role, and
they are clustered around the three largest population
centres of Greater Geelong, Greater Bendigo and
Ballarat. This is not a situation where you can just put
up a ‘We are full’ sign, nor can you really direct people
to live where you want them to. You cannot do that in a
civil democracy. Of course you can encourage; you can
put programs and infrastructure in place.

The Victorian Planning Authority will be empowered
to work with local government, utility providers,
developers and a whole range of others across
government to ensure that the infrastructure and
services that are required for our communities to live in
those population centres actually come to fruition. This
planning will be based on the extensive strategic
planning already done by other levels of government,
including local government. It will have an important
focus on planning new housing, which is also
important, but not just any type of housing: housing that
actually adds to your quality of life; housing close to
service centres, shops, schools, medical practitioners
and a whole range of other important life services
required for any community.

We are growing by more than 100 000 people a year
because people want to live here, and we have seen that
in international rankings time and time again. The
Andrews government is planning for that growth with a
massive infrastructure program that we have heard a lot
about in this chamber over the last two years. Just as a
quick refresh, we are investing $10.9 billion in the
Melbourne Metro rail project that my good friend the
member for Bentleigh just talked about in his
contribution. We are spending $5.5 billion on the
western distributor project over the Yarra, providing a
vital second river crossing and an alternative to the
congested West Gate Bridge. We are spending
$2.4 billion to remove 20 dangerous level crossings by
2018. Four of those are in my community and nine are
on the line that I call my line. This is something that the
previous government did not do.
We want to distribute growth evenly and get the
planning right so we can see better growth for Victoria
in four main areas. That is the government’s vision for
the inner city and urban renewal areas, through activity
centres in our suburbs and in greenfield outer suburban
areas and regional Victoria. That is as much planning as
is appropriate before you enter Stalinist territory by
telling people where to live.
Talking specifically about this bill as others have done
and why it is important in managing for growth in that
context I have described, this bill will enable the
Victorian Planning Authority (VPA) to lead planning in
designated areas, moving away from the model where it
began with the Growth Areas Authority and then the
Melbourne Planning Authority, to have a broader
sweep of authority over larger areas of Victoria or
wherever the minister directs, and provide advice more
generally, including urban renewal sites such as Arden
near Melbourne’s CBD, as others have mentioned, in

As others have said, the bill details the function and
powers of the VPA, the composition of the board and
its operating arrangements and provisions for the
appointment of a chief executive officer and staff. It
talks about conflicts of interest, which is obviously
important within this context of public policy, other
technical provisions and necessary updates related to
other acts to ensure this act is appropriately constituted.
This is a very important piece of legislation because it
essentially fulfils a vision of the frameworks and
instrumentalities that we need to manage growth in a
way that is effective and contributes to our amenity
rather than mitigating it in what we call our most
livable city in the most livable state.
I want to pick up on some of the small mindedness of
the opposition. I find this extraordinary. They say they
support the bill — well, they do not oppose the bill, I
suppose. It is tricky language. You have first got the
member for Kew, who is all puff and no pastry. He is
the Dickie Knee of Victorian politics who just gets up
and makes a little contribution. What has the member
for Kew achieved since he was announced by the
Leader of the Opposition as having some role
regarding population policy? What he has achieved —
I have read some of the documents — is that he has
talked about regionalising our growth. He said, ‘Let’s
get the population growth into the regions’. It is a
good sentiment, but it does not constitute anything
new. Gough Whitlam provided grants to attract people
to regional Australia 43 years ago. This is what the
great member for Kew has to offer in the population
debate: ‘Don’t come to Melbourne. We don’t want
you in Melbourne’.
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Then you have got the member for Benambra. There is
a milk bar politician, if you have ever seen one. I ask
the Minister for Planning, who is in the chamber: do
you remember the milk bar where you used to go when
you were a kid and you would ask for 20 cents worth of
lollies in a bag? That is the level of politics — —
Ms Kealy — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
perhaps rather than giving his critique of the members
of the opposition and their contributions, the member
would like to go back to debating the bill at hand.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Pearson) — Order!
It has been a wideranging debate covering a number of
issues, and I note the member does not have long to
conclude his contribution. I would encourage the
member to continue.
Mr DIMOPOULOS — To explain for the record,
the reference to the milk bar was that the focus of the
milk bar owner is on the little things, like a bag of
lollies, rather than the big, strategic things. The
member for Benambra said, ‘You’re introducing the
VPA bill because you do not trust local government to
deal with population planning and decisions’. That is
not it at all. How on earth could you replace a strategic
approach, like the VPA and everything else we have
debated in this chamber — relying on 79 councils to
make individual decisions, albeit with an oversight
planning role through the state government, and
catering for Melbourne’s New York City approaching
day — with a VPA authoritative organisation and
some strategic planning?
Then you have got the member for Mount Waverley,
who drew some ridiculous longbow between
Waverley Park — something that his leader, the then
minister for planning, monumentally stuffed up, not
this side of politics — and this bill. I still do not
understand that context.
This is a very important bill. I commend the Minister
for Planning. I commend the existing staff of the
organisation and the outgoing CEO. This is the kind of
stuff that people will look back on in 20 years and say,
‘That was foresight. That was architectonic stuff that
actually led to a better quality of life and better and
more sustainable population growth for Victoria and
Melbourne’. I support the bill.
Mr WATT (Burwood) — I rise to speak on the
Victorian Planning Authority Bill 2016. I note that the
overview talks about how the primary objective of the
Victorian Planning Authority (VPA) will be to provide
assistance and advice that is in accordance with the
objectives of planning in Victoria, as set out in
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section 4(1) of the Planning and Environment Act
1987 — namely, providing for the fair use and
development of land. I will come back to what is fair,
but what I will say is ‘fair suck of the sauce bottle’.
It also says that the VPA’s objectives will include
collaborating with government agencies, such as
departments and statutory authorities, and with
councils. That is the bit I want to get on to: ‘and with
councils’. I was at an urban planning special committee
meeting last night for the City of Boroondara. It was
quite interesting. I know that this particular proposal I
am about to talk about has already been discussed in
previous contributions, and I am pleased that the joke of
a planning minister is actually here to listen to this
contribution. It is a disgrace what this government is
doing to my community. It is an absolute disgrace. The
fact that the planning minister — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Pearson) — Order!
I advise the member for Burwood that members have to
use parliamentary language at all times. You cannot
refer to the Minister for Planning as a joke.
Mr WATT — If the minister wants to say
something — —
Mr Wynne — Withdraw!
Mr WATT — I withdraw. Let me just get to the
point. The particular development that I am talking
about is 2–18 Markham Avenue, Ashburton. I refer to
the council agenda of yesterday where the council
makes it very clear that the government is taking over a
development site for no good reason other than the fact
that it could not possibly get approval for it through the
council because the council would never allow such a
poor development as that which the government is
trying to ram through. The government is trying to ram
through 250 units. They have actually changed the
proposal; it is not as dense. There were 252, but now
there are only 250 units.
The minister is about to approve 250 units in Ashburton
when 85 per cent of them do not actually meet the
government’s high-density residential development
guidelines. The council says:
viii The development fails to comply with the requirements
and objectives of clause 15 and the guidelines for higher
density residential development with regard to the
following matters:
The extent and duration of shadows cast over Markham
Reserve, the Ashburton Community Garden and
Gardiners Creek Reserve;
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significant trees and space for replacement tree planting and
the scale of buildings around the perimeter of the site.
…

standard Bl — neighbourhood character;

standard B7 — building height;

The development is inconsistent with the objectives of the
general residential zone, because it seeks to achieve an
outcome that delivers dwellings at a density that exceeds what
could reasonably be considered ‘moderate growth’ having
regard to the specific context of the land and the adopted
preferred character for the precinct.

standard B8 — site coverage;

…

standard B9 — permeability;
standard B21 — overshadowing; and

The inclusion of the market value of the land in the cost of the
development is fundamentally flawed and results in an
overdevelopment of the site.

standard B22 — overlooking;

…

The development fails to comply with the better
apartments design standards with regard to the following
matters:
functional layout;

The objective of achieving a ‘cost neutral’ delivery of public
housing is not necessary, and the consequential provision of
190 private dwellings in the form proposed will cause an
unreasonable detrimental impact on the site, the local area and
nearby residents.

energy efficiency;

…

solar access to communal open space;

landscaping;

The development would cause unreasonable detrimental
social effects, as it would entrench the isolation, stigma and
disadvantage attached to public housing, through the failure to
propose a genuine ‘tenure blind’ proposal.

accessibility; and

…

integrated water and stormwater management.

The failure to carry out formal public notice to abutting and
nearby property owners and occupiers and the removal of
third-party appeal rights is unwarranted and is a denial of
natural justice.

standard B2 — residential policy;
standard B6 — front setback;

x

private open space;

And as I said, 85 per cent of the units do not comply.
This is a government development with government
design standards. What a joke! The report says:
The development fails to provide sufficient on-site car
parking or bicycle facilities for residents and visitors.
…
The development fails to incorporate sufficient traffic
management strategies to mitigate the amenity impacts that
would be caused by post-development increases in traffic
volumes.
…
The development would have an unreasonable impact on the
amenity and function of Markham Reserve and the Ashburton
community garden due to visual bulk and overshadowing.

…
Council is qualified, capable and experienced in assessing and
determining planning applications of equal or greater
complexity than is currently proposed, within the time frames
allowed for by the Planning and Environment Act 1987 and
should be maintained as the responsible authority for the site
and the planning authority for the development application …

It is an absolute disgrace. The report says:
The design concerns raised by the Office of the Victorian
Government Architect and the Victorian Design Review
Panel have not been adequately addressed with regard to the
following matters:
Achieving a landscape-led design;

…

Retention of established on-site trees;

The development fails to achieve a net increase in public
housing within the City of Boroondara, having regard to the
net loss of public housing at this site and within Bills Street,
Hawthorn, in recent years.

Impact of the development on the sensitive public realm
interfaces to the east and south with regard to the extent
and duration of shadows and visual bulk …

…
The development fails to comply with council’s adopted
neighbourhood character policy with regard to the retention of

Here is a good one. The council is supposed to make
comment, but:
Council has not been provided with a complete copy of the
planning scheme amendment application, as the proposed
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incorporated document, revised ordinances and draft
conditions have not been supplied.

How is the council supposed to make a comment on
this, Minister for Planning, when you will not give
them all the information?
Another thing that I found interesting that was
discussed at this particular meeting was the fallacy that
the development is going to be of lesser height. The
report says:
In the absence of architectural plans for the public to view or
a detailed explanation of all changes that have actually been
made to the plans, the summary by Places Victoria of the
amendments made is considered to be superficial and in many
instances, officers disagree with how the amendments have
been described. For example:
It is stated that the sixth storey has been removed from
building F, which implies a significant decrease in the
height of that building. In fact, the central part of the
building that faces towards Markham Reserve (the east
elevation) has been increased in height by 900 mm
(from RL 47.8m to RL 48.7m).
It is stated that the levels of the basement have been
lowered to follow the natural fall of the land. According
to the basement level 2 floor plan, the finished floor
levels of the basement have not been altered from (north
to south) RL 32.5m, RL 32.2m, RL 31.5m, RL 29.5m
and RL 29.0m. The lowest floor of apartments within
building F (located on basement level 1) have a finished
floor level of RL 32.8m, as they did in the plans
considered by council in December.

This whole process has been an absolute sham.
Somebody made a comment at the council meeting last
night that the only thing this government understands
about consultation is the first three letters: con. This is
an absolute con. It is disgraceful that this government
tries to ram this sort of crap through in my area. It is a
disgrace. Hang your head in shame. You have not seen
the last of it yet.
Ms GRALEY (Narre Warren South) — Following
that performance, it is a pleasure to rise and speak
sensibly about the Victorian Planning Authority Bill
2016. It is also a pleasure to have the Minister for
Planning with us in the house. I do commend him on
providing us with this bill and delivering again on
another Andrews Labor government election
commitment. In this case it is a commitment to create
the Victorian Planning Authority (VPA), a body that
has the role of planning for new communities and jobs
across Victoria.
We really do need this bill, because there was quite a
bit of confusion and, shall I say, tardiness and slowness
out there in the planning area under the previous
government. It is very encouraging for those on our
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side of the chamber, for those people in the
development industry, for those people who work in
councils and for those people who are trying to buy a
new home that this government is providing some
clarity and direction around planning for Melbourne
and indeed Victoria. We all know that if you plan well,
if you do the best planning — and indeed that is
essential — then it will allow for the best possible
livability to be provided for all Victorians, but it will
also allow us to best accommodate the growth that
Victoria is currently experiencing.
I was listening to the member for Kew before, who I
think led off on this bill. In fact I heard him on the radio
on Friday as well. I think Jon Faine was quoting from
an article in the paper about him being an energetic
labrador who needed a bigger playground or
something. I think he was referring to him leaping
down from the back bench maybe to a frontbench
position. I thought that was an interesting way of
looking at the member for Kew, and I thought: what do
labradors look like? So I went to the Bondi Vet site and
had a bit of a look. It says:
Labradors are thick set, large dogs with a strong body and big
head.

I wondered, ‘How do labradors behave?’. The website
says:
Labradors are loyal, loving and affectionate dogs that thrive in
close family life.

I thought, ‘You know what? The member for Kew got
up and spoke a little bit about growth’. He actually said
he did not oppose growth — I am glad to hear that,
because growth means jobs for everyone — but he did
nevertheless tell another tale about how, you know, we
do not want too many people coming here to
Melbourne. I was trying to work it out, because I have
always thought him to be somewhat of an advocate for
freedom of movement, the free market and all that sort
of stuff we hear from those advocates from the Institute
of Public Affairs.
Mr Wynne interjected.
Ms GRALEY — Let a thousand flowers bloom and
all that sort of stuff, as the Minister for Planning says.
But you know what? You know what the member for
Kew was actually on about with all of this sort of stuff?
Mr Edbrooke — Himself!
Ms GRALEY — Well, ‘big head’ — maybe. But I
reckon the energetic labrador is actually dog whistling
here. I am going to call it out for what it is. He is
actually dog whistling. He is actually saying, ‘We will
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choose who will come into this state and where they are
going to live’. You must be very careful, I say to those
opposite, just to make sure that this inclusive state, this
welcoming state, this prosperous state, is a place for
everyone and that those values are shared by everyone.
I will move on to discuss the bill in fuller detail on the
basis of that gentle warning.
It is very important that we get planning right. I have
witnessed, as I said, good planning and poor planning. I
have seen it in my own electorate in the City of Casey
and I have seen it elsewhere. I am very impressed by
the fact that this new authority will in fact have a
forward plan. It will have direction. It will provide
strategy. We will not have incidents like — what was
it? Guygrad, I remember calling it — Fishermans Bend,
a development developed in the image of the former
Minister for Planning, now Leader of the Opposition,
and his friends.
In fact what the VPA will be doing is releasing a
forward plan which will cover an additional 17 new
suburbs to be planned by December 2018. It will
deliver zoned land for another 100 000 lots and ensure
our pipeline of available land remains strong.
Mr Wynne — Which goes to the question of
affordability.
Ms GRALEY — And, as the Minister for Planning
has quite correctly pointed out, the provision of land is
intrinsically linked to the affordability of housing for
everyone.
The VPA is planning for jobs and business growth in
Melbourne’s six national employment and innovation
clusters. One of the big issues that faces people moving
to the outer suburbs is that councils — for example,
Casey — have not provided for any job provision, any
business hubs or any manufacturing possibilities in the
local area. People spend most of their day on roads
going out of the area and then coming back to their
homes. Frankly, a lot of them are looking for local
employment just for this very reason, but the council
has failed to provide sufficiently well zoned or
appropriately zoned land such that those businesses and
companies can locate in the City of Casey.
I am glad to see that there is a bit of retrofitting going
on on behalf of the City of Casey, but I have got to say
that there are a lot of residents a bit concerned about
that too. If you do not get your planning right in the first
place, you get people who buy into boutique housing in
residential areas, and they feel pretty peeved when you
decide to put something at the back of them that is not
another house that looks like theirs. The VPA will
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provide guidance on development and forward
planning such that councils can get these things right.
The fact of the matter is, as we know, that while there
have been precinct structure plans recently approved in
Rockbank, Craigieburn North and in my own area of
Casey Central, these have taken far too long. I am very
pleased to see that as part of this bill there is new
funding accompanying it. It is not talk, it is about action
as well, because as well as introducing the bill the
government recently announced that the VPA will
receive $16.4 million over four years for its
Streamlining for Growth program. This is both for
regional and for metropolitan communities, and as my
parliamentary colleagues from regional areas have
pointed out, for the first time they are getting some
really strong input into planning in their regional areas.
We would like to see people go to live in regional
areas; it is a great lifestyle. My husband and I started
our married life living in Bendigo, and it was a great
place to live, work and raise a family. I would
commend that country lifestyle to many people who are
thinking about living in a country area but also for the
affordability of the housing in those regional areas.
What is important about this funding — it is a criticism
I have heard in the past, and I have heard it from all
sorts of stakeholders in the planning industry — is that
there have been delays in the strategic planning system,
and this funding and this bill will allow for the delivery
of projects that provide employment growth and
increased housing choice, diversity and affordability. I
am very pleased to say that in most cases the planning
authorities work really well with councils, and I hope
that this funding and this bill will further facilitate that.
I would like to finish by saying that this bill is very,
very important. We want to make sure that Melbourne
does retain its reputation as a very, very livable city.
We also want to make sure that Victoria continues to be
an inclusive, welcoming community. Getting planning
right means that when people come to live in
Melbourne and Victoria they can afford a house — they
can live in a nice suburb or they can go and live in the
regions if they choose to and contribute to the growth of
those regional areas — but it really is a very important
step in making sure that Victoria continues to be a great
place to live, work and raise a family. I commend the
minister for bringing this bill to the house and I
commend this bill to the Parliament.
Mr WYNNE (Minister for Planning) — I am
pleased to sum up on what I think has been a very good
debate on what is a very important bill. The Victorian
Planning Authority Bill 2016 fulfils another election
commitment by the Andrews government. It is
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important that we consider this bill in the context of
what our state is experiencing in terms of record growth
and indeed prosperity right across Victoria.
By 2051 our population is projected to be in the order
of 8 million people. Growth of this magnitude does
present significant challenges, but it also requires, I
would argue, a new approach to planning and
infrastructure delivery right across the state. It clearly
calls for planned growth, the right housing and jobs in
the right locations, partnerships with local communities
so that new suburbs reflect the special values of a place
and partnerships with infrastructure providers so
services are rolled out where and when they are needed.
That is why it is so important that the Victorian
Planning Authority (VPA) will continue to play this
incredibly important strategic role on behalf of
government — informed of course by the important
forward work that Infrastructure Victoria is undertaking
in looking to the next 10, 20, 30 years in terms of the
big infrastructure that is going to be required to sustain
our position in Victoria and indeed Melbourne, the
world’s most livable city.
The VPA was officially launched in August of 2016,
growing out of the existing Metropolitan Planning
Authority (MPA) and its predecessor, the Growth
Areas Authority. In December last year, I am delighted
to say, we were able to secure a new chair for the VPA,
one of I think Victoria’s, if not Australia’s, most
distinguished public servants in Jude Munro, who
would be known to many people in the house here. She
is a person with extensive experience in local
government but was also of course the CEO of the
biggest municipality in Australia, the City of Brisbane.
She brings to this role very, very extensive experience,
and we were delighted that she accepted our invitation
to take up the chairmanship of this new body.
I should also pause at this point to also indicate that, as
has now been made public, the CEO of the VPA, Peter
Seamer — who would be known to both sides of the
house and is a person with extraordinary respect and a
person with long local government experience but also
a person who has really steered the direction of the
Growth Areas Authority to become the MPA and now
the VPA; Peter has been talking to me since late last
year — has indicated that now he has contributed
10 years to the functioning of the organisation he feels
it is time for him to move on to other opportunities. I
am pleased to advise the house that we will shortly be
announcing a further strategic role for Peter within
government. I want to acknowledge the extraordinary
work that he has undertaken over those 10 years to
really shape the way that the Growth Areas Authority
and indeed the MPA have functioned. He has been very
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much a part of the architecture of the further
development of the MPA to become the VPA. We very
much look forward to Peter’s continuing involvement
with government activity. We see a very broad and
expanded role for the VPA going forward.
I was interested particularly in the initial contribution
by the member for Box Hill, who opened the debate on
behalf of the opposition. He framed his contribution
essentially around the question of population. In that
respect he was absolutely correct, because one of the
principal roles of the VPA is not just as an advisor to
government — that is in fact only part of its work —
but is actually to do the work of a planning authority. It
is a planning authority in its own right. I want to assure
the house and indeed assure the member for Box Hill
that that is one of its principal roles. It will play a really
crucial role and an ambitious role right across the state
by assisting the government in the planning for
inner-city sites like Arden-Macaulay. What an
extraordinary opportunity that we have there. It is a site
virtually on the doorstep of the city. For those members
who are not absolutely clear where it is, it is just to the
south of the North Melbourne football ground.
Essentially it is a parcel of land, primarily in state
government ownership and some local government
ownership as well, that is virtually contiguous to
E-gate — again, a parcel of land right on the doorstep
of the city centre.
No other capital city in Australia has got this
extraordinary opportunity to develop land so close to
the centre of the city. That there will be a Melbourne
Metro rail stop underneath Arden is really a gift,
because we have the opportunity to now plan this
precinct in a way that is absolutely connected to this
most extraordinary investment by this government of
close to $10 billion in the Metro Tunnel, which at its
peak is going to be moving 30 000 people an hour.
Ms Knight interjected.
Mr WYNNE — And my good colleague says,
‘And opening up extraordinary opportunities for
access from regional Victoria as well’. It will
completely change the shape of our city. That is why
you want organisations like the VPA to be playing a
crucial and strategic role, to ensure that we actually
get the planning and infrastructure in place to get these
sorts of such rare precincts right for the long-term
future of our city. We know that we are going to have
to house this additional 100 000 people every year,
year on year on year, and this government is up for the
challenge because we want to ensure that the VPA,
through the strategic work that it will undertake, will
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paint the vision but also practically plan for how we
are going to house this population.
What does that mean? It means that we are going to be
in a partnership. When members like the member for
Benambra essentially accuse us of saying, ‘Well, we’re
going to usurp the role of local government’, this is
completely false. We will be working alongside local
governments, as the MPA has done for years and years
on end. Can I point you to some of the collaborations
that are occurring already? I have already spoken about
Arden-Macaulay. Let us look to where the MPA was
doing much of its work and now the VPA is. The VPA
is working closely with the Moorabool Shire Council to
assist in the preparation of the Bacchus Marsh urban
growth framework plan. The VPA, with the City of
Wodonga, is preparing a plan for Leneva-Baranduda
with the capacity to accommodate a significant
proportion of Wodonga’s forecast future growth. The
VPA is working with the City of Greater Bendigo on
Plan Bendigo. The VPA is working with the Greater
Shepparton City Council to assist in the preparation of
the Shepparton north-east precinct structure plan, and
on it goes.
So we are looking for a much broader scope for the
VPA, and they are out on a number of fronts in regional
Victoria. But in every instance they are working in a
collaborative way alongside local government — not
seeking to usurp local government but to work
alongside them. This is why this is such an important
initiative for this government.
To the member for Euroa, just dealing with flying
squads, flying squads in the past were available to,
again, assist particularly some of our smaller regional
councils that did not necessarily have the full planning
expertise available to them. I can inform the member
for Euroa that the government recently announced that
the VPA will receive $16.4 million over the four years
for its Streamlining for Growth program, benefiting
regional and metropolitan communities. The program
will help to unlock delays in the strategic planning
system and speed up the delivery of projects to provide
for employment growth, increased housing choice,
diversity and affordability. The VPA will continue to
partner with regional and metropolitan councils. That is
the enhanced role for a flying squad. So the member for
Euroa can be very comforted by the fact that we will
practically ensure we continue the partnership we have
with many of our regional councils.
The member for Narre Warren South most importantly
talked about the critically important role that the VPA is
planning for jobs and business growth in Melbourne’s
six national employment and innovation clusters,
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including the established clusters of Parkville — what
an extraordinary success story this has been with the
investment of our government in that precinct —
Monash and Dandenong South and the emerging
clusters of Latrobe, Sunshine and East Werribee. What
we want to ensure is that people can live and work
within their own locale as far as they possibly can so
that everyone does not necessarily have to commute
into the city for work and spend a significant amount of
time away from their families.
Obviously we have a significant program that we have
committed to, with the release of an additional
100 000 lots to ensure there is a pipeline of available
land that remains a strong pipeline for development.
We know there is significant demand in our growth
corridors, and there is an important role to play on
strategic sites in our established suburbs as well.
If you think about this in a broader framework, we are
talking about enhanced capacity in regional Victoria.
Bendigo, Ballarat, Geelong, Latrobe Valley — all great
opportunities there. We have our growth corridors with
100 000 lots in the pipeline. Our established
middle-rung suburbs as well have a crucial role to
continue to play and of course we have these inner-city
sites, which are so unique that we simply have to ensure
that we get the planning for these right.
A couple of other things just to wrap up. The member
for Mount Waverley claimed that the taxes of
hardworking Victorians will go to waste with the
establishment of the VPA. He argued that consultants
will raid the public purse through design fees, such as
for new logos and new stationery. Luckily I am able to
assure the member for Mount Waverley that the VPA’s
new look, its new logo — I am pretty much colour
blind, so I am not sure exactly what the colour is — —
Mr R. Smith — It was Liberal blue.
Mr WYNNE — Was it? Is that right? Well, there
you go. It was developed in-house by the authority’s
more than capable staff. Not one dollar was spent in
the establishment of the VPA’s new logo or its new
branding.
I do not know if I want to finish with this, but I guess I
have to. I understand that the member for Kew
commented on what he saw as the lack of a
requirement for the VPA to consult or integrate its work
with transport agencies. The bill does in fact deal with
this issue in a number of ways. First, clause 10 requires
the VPA, in performing its functions, to have regard to
the functions of other agencies, including transport
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agencies. The example in clause 10, page 9 of the bill
requires the VPA to:
… have regard to the functions of agencies under the
Transport Integration Act 2010.

Secondly, the bill at clause 103 will amend the Transport
Integration Act 2010 to make the VPA an ‘interface
body’ under the act. Section 25 of the act states:
(2) An interface body must have regard to the decision
making principles …

Thirdly, clause 35 of the bill states that the VPA must
establish systems for cooperation with other agencies
generally. So can I assure that firebrand, the member
for Kew, that there is a full integration of planning and
transport because we know just how important it is to
ensure that we have a coordinated approach to planning
in the state, and planning has a fundamental role to play
in that.
This is an important bill. I think this is the bill that
people will look back on in time and say, ‘This was a
bill that was far-reaching in terms of the Andrews
government’.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time; by leave, proceeded to third
reading.
Third reading
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

CONSUMER ACTS AMENDMENT
BILL 2016
Second reading
Debate resumed from 23 November 2016; motion of
Ms KAIROUZ (Minister for Consumer Affairs,
Gaming and Liquor Regulation).
Ms KEALY (Lowan) — It is a great privilege to
rise today to add my contribution to the Consumer Acts
Amendment Bill 2016. This is a wideranging bill,
which seeks to make minor technical amendments to
six acts: the Associations Incorporation Reform Act
2012, the Conveyancers Act 2006, the Motor Car
Traders Act 1986, the Sale of Land Act 1962, the
Second-Hand Dealers and Pawnbrokers Act 1989 and
the Veterans Act 2005.
Of course it is essential that we do have a robust
legislative framework to protect consumers. It is
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important that we have that level of protection so that
people are not misled, deceived or taken advantage of,
and we need to make sure that we have got appropriate
investigative bodies to ensure compliance with the acts
and legislation. The bill makes minor technical changes
that act to improve and close off some of the loopholes
that are available. However, I do have concerns that
while we might be covering a great number of acts in
the amendments contained in the bill, we do not
actually perhaps go to the level of improvements and
amendments that we need to see. It may actually be a
missed opportunity in some regards with the elements
of the changes that have been put forward.
Firstly, I would like to address the amendments in
relation to the Sale of Land Act 1962. The main
purpose of this element of the amendment is to clarify
that a person wishing to exercise their right to withdraw
from a contract to purchase land may serve the
termination notice on the estate agent engaged by the
vendor to sell the land. This is in relation to an
interesting case that was heard just last year,
Tan v. Russell [2016] VSC 93, whereby somebody had
put forward an offer to purchase a residential property.
However, they gave notice, as is their legal right to do
so, to pull out of that sale during the three-day
cooling-off period. Of course this right to call off a
residential contract is a statutory right, which was
created in 1982.
However, as has been outlined and covered very well
by the Law Institute of Victoria (LIV), there are
elements of the Sale of Land Act, specifically in
relation to section 31, whereby the notice of the
cooling-off period or notice to service a cooling-off
period is to be provided on the vendor or his agent.
Interestingly the agent, in terms of the common-law
sense of agency, does not include a real estate agent. So
of course what has happened in this case is that
somebody has given notice that they wish to exercise
their right to withdraw from their offer of sale during
this cooling-off period. It was given to the real estate
agent, as is a longstanding practice within the real estate
framework. Then what happened was the sale fell
through and the vendor took legal action to say that that
was not actually the appropriate mechanism to notify
that you were going to withdraw from the sale during
the cooling-off period.
A legal case did eventuate from that, and the finding
was in favour of the vendor. I refer to a paper that was
written by the Law Institute of Victoria, which was
published in May 2016, entitled Property: Cooling
Off. It is very clear in here that while the purchaser
had three days to act, there was no address for the
vendor in the contract to provide notice of the
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cooling-off period. There was a conveyancer listed,
but perhaps the same argument would apply to the
conveyancer, in that notice could not be given because
of their lack of address.
This makes a nonsense of this section. With respect, the
decision is wrong. This is sound advice. It was
appealed, and I do note that there has been a further
appeal to the initial ruling, whereby the decision was
overturned. However, the first case as it was heard did
result in a financial penalty to the individual who did
try to exert their cooling-off rights. They were given a
legal charge of the difference of cost between what they
had offered and what the vendor eventually sold the
house for. It is very, very good to see that this element
of the legislation appears to have been closed — in that
there is greater security and understanding around
cooling-off periods — that there is specific terminology
around how you can give notice during the cooling-off
period and that it does specifically include a real estate
agent. However, I have got concerns about other
elements of this amendment.
Something that I have raised is around the notification
of the interest of the purchaser to activate their
withdrawal from sale during the cooling-off period. It
does specify within the legislation that this notice must
be given to an address. It does not specify what this
address might be, and in modern practice we all know
that an address can take many different forms. It may
be a residential address, an address of the agent or an
address of the vendor, which may or may not be
known. Of course we have also got web addresses and
other electronic addresses, so I think that in some ways
there is a missed opportunity to further look at the
definitions that are outlined within this legislation to
ensure it does reflect modern practices and to further
take steps to ensure that loopholes that may occur
within legislation cannot be exploited and removed
from the intent of the legislation, which is of course
around protection for consumers to give them that
opportunity to have some thinking time after they have
made a major purchase, to ensure that it is the right
thing for them, to ensure that they have put all of their
checks and balances in place and to give them the right
to withdraw from that, relating back to that statutory
right to cool off from a residential contract which was
created back in 1982.
It is interesting to note that this recommendation, on the
back of the Tan v. Russell case, was made via the Law
Institute of Victoria Consumer Property Acts Review
Issues Paper No. 3 on the back of a general review of
Victoria’s real estate and related legislation initiated by
the former Minister for Consumer Affairs, Gaming and
Liquor Regulation. There are a number of
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recommendations which are made by the Law Institute
of Victoria in their submission. Of course it is very
positive to see that there has been this amendment to
the legislation to close the loophole around cooling-off
periods and the definition of an agent to include real
estate agents specifically within the legislation.
However, there are other recommendations contained
within this paper that have not been addressed which
are specifically related to the Sale of Land Act.
I would put to the minister: why have not all
recommendations that have been put forward by the
Law Institute of Victoria been incorporated into the
Sale of Land Act amendment? Some of these
recommendations seem to be quite non-controversial;
they seem to be related to things such as definitions. I
refer to part E of the issues paper, ‘Modernisation of the
Sale of Land Act’, and to question 65, which asks:
‘How can the current definitions be improved’. LIV
recommends:
… the definitions of ‘land’ and ‘mortgage’ need to be updated
to reflect a more contemporary meaning; and
… the term ‘prescribed contract of sale’ should be revisited
because it does not describe the type of contract to be entered
into. Consideration should be given to using the term
‘off-the-plan contract’ which is now a recognised term in
practice.

So perhaps rather than focusing on seven different acts
and updating them to reflect modern practices, it may
have been an opportunity for the government to look at
other amendments, more technical amendments, that
could be made so that we could look at updating all of
the legislation at once.
Another recommendation made by LIV that I would
ask the minister to provide input as to why it has not
been incorporated into this review of the Sale of Land
Act is around recognition of the fact that different
concepts are required for different types of land
subdivision, so we could look at that concept of
greenfield subdivisions, for example, small building or
townhouse subdivisions and larger building or tower
subdivisions. This is also in response to question 65 of
the document. I would ask that the minister look at
considering those before the bill passes to the other
house, which I assume that it will. It is an opportunity
to make all of these minor technical amendments.
If we are going to look at one element of the legislation,
then surely we should take this opportunity to get it
right. My father would always say to me, ‘Do it once
and do it right’. It would be good to see that the
government did a thorough job of this, rather than just
amending small sections.
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Another main provision of this bill is around changes to
the Associations Incorporation Reform Act 2012 and
the Australian Consumer Law and Fair Trading Act
2012. This is really based around trying to remove
some red tape for organisations, specifically charity and
not-for-profit organisations in Victoria. I note that I
have got a number of charity not-for-profit
organisations or incorporated associations in my
electorate of Lowan in western Victoria. Whether it is
the Apex and Lions clubs, the sporting clubs or the
RSLs, they all do an absolutely fantastic job. They are
manned largely by volunteers, whether it be for
fundraising, whether it be in support of people or
whether it be for the provision of activities, such as
sport and recreation activities or other social events to
keep people engaged and interested in our area. I would
like to make note of the people who are involved in
these organisations, because they do an absolutely
fantastic job and probably do not get as much
recognition as they should. We have had some
challenges around this element of the legislation, and I
will go to that in greater detail in a moment.
This part of the legislation will basically mean that the
minister has an opportunity to exempt an organisation
or a group of organisations from submitting multiple
annual reports. For example, the 6000 charities and
not-for-profit organisations in Victoria have annual
reporting requirements to both Consumer Affairs
Victoria (CAV) and the Australian Charities and
Not-for-profits Commission. There is no point in
having that duplication. This amendment to legislation
will mean that the minister can exempt that body from
providing two annual reports. In that example there
might be a memorandum of understanding with CAV
to provide an annual report just to the Australian
Charities and Not-for-profits Commission, so that
agreement will remove duplication but ensure those
reporting requirements are still delivered upon.
We do need to make sure through this change that no
reporting requirements are eroded. We have all heard of
instances where there may have been some
mismanagement within an organisation, and we need to
ensure, particularly when finances are involved, that
there is a level of transparency for the general
community around that. If the minister provides or
authorises an exemption from meeting reporting
requirements to one regulatory body, and if there is a
difference in the level of reporting that is required, then
either that exemption should not be authorised or
provided by the minister or the higher level of reporting
requirements is the one that is defaulted to. We do not
want to water down our regulatory system; we want to
make sure that our organisations and particularly our
not-for-profit charity organisations still have that level
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of requirement so that we have a clean and transparent
system. This will save a lot of time and money in some
instances for some of our most important bodies.
There are also amendments within this part of the
legislation which will allow electronic transfer of
information between regulatory bodies to enable
sharing of annual reporting information and access to
information submitted to CAV via the myCAV
system. Essentially this will meet the requirement for
public inspection of annual reporting of documents.
You will be able to print out a copy from myCAV in a
format that looks like a printable document and a final
document, rather than a straight copy or print of the
submission template with the boxes included. It will
be a cleaner version that will be available to the public
for inspection.
I would like to refer to some issues that have been
raised through my electorate office regarding myCAV.
They continue to come in, even though the government
has been trying to push towards electronic submission
of annual reporting requirements for two years now. I
refer to two constituents in particular. One is James
Parker, who is linked to the Balmoral and District Lions
Club. They do a fantastic job in Balmoral, and you see
them at absolutely every event, often raising money
through sausage sizzles. They always have a lucky
chocolate spinning wheel. They do a lot to support the
local community and donate a lot of money to the
region. The other one is Jeff Pay of Natimuk
Agricultural and Pastoral Society. This is a fantastic
group that runs a great annual show every year. It
seems to just go from strength to strength. They make a
real difference to making sure that we celebrate our
agricultural and pastoral strengths in our region and
bring people together at a really fun event over and over
again. It is great to be able to get along and support that
organisation and the great work that they do.
These organisations have very, very similar concerns
around accessing myCAV in that often in rural areas
there is an inability to access the internet, and there is
an older demographic. It is not unusual to hear that an
organisation has had the same secretary for 20 or
30 years. We have people who are very, very good at
their role as secretary, are very proud of what they do
and are volunteers within their organisation and their
community, but they might not have access to the
internet. They may have never used a computer before.
They might not have the computer skills. There is that
fear of change, and there is not a lot of training
available from the government to get them to be able to
use myCAV, or they may just not have a computer. We
have people who take a lot of pride and joy in their
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volunteer roles, but they cannot perform that duty if
there is a mandatory requirement to submit online.
I note that there has been some response from the
government in saying that these organisations would be
able to provide a hard-copy submission of their annual
reporting requirements on a one-off basis for their first
year. I call on the minister to extend that. I think that
year on year we are going to have fewer and fewer
organisations that will wish to submit something in
hard copy. It is not going to be onerous to provide this
support for these organisations, so I would ask that
permitting hard-copy submissions of these
organisations annual reporting requirements be
continued for at least another five years until we have
intergenerational change and better access to the
internet and computers. We need to ensure that these
very small volunteer organisations, which make a big
difference to our local community, continue to be
supported into the future so they can support our
communities in return.
I would like to move on to the Motor Car Traders Act
1986. This is another significant element of the bill
which will close a loophole. The amendments will
enable a motor car trader to dispose of a motor car
vehicle for the sheriff of Victoria subject to a security
interest. At the moment infringement management and
enforcement services — that is, the sheriff — can seize
a vehicle for unpaid fines. Then the vehicle is sold to a
licensed motor car trader to assist to raise funds to pay
for those fines. Currently a motor car trader cannot
dispose of a vehicle that has a security interest
registered against it on the national Personal Property
Securities Register (PPSR). Unfortunately there have
been a few cases where the sheriff has seized a vehicle
for disposal by a licensed motor car trader. However,
prior to sale individuals linked to the vehicle owner —
it might be a partner, a business associate or a
colleague — have registered a security interest on that
vehicle, which essentially prevents the motor car trader
from selling the vehicle. The amendment contained
within this bill will exempt the licensed motor car trader
from the requirement to procure the cancellation of a
security interest prior to the sale of vehicles they are
disposing of on behalf of the sheriff.
It is important to note the sheriff’s office in Victoria can
continue to execute a warrant despite a Personal
Property Securities Register security interest, but it is a
loophole that needs to be closed off and this
amendment will seek to do that. We are not quite sure
how many instances of abuse of this loophole have
occurred. We do know that 421 vehicles were seized by
the sheriff’s office last year and 208 were sold at
auction. There are a couple of examples that have been
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disclosed of people who have exploited this loophole,
including one where the sheriff’s office was left unable
to sell a seized vehicle after seizing a truck owned by a
company and valued by RedBook at $15 800 in relation
to warrants totalling $21 000. The following day the
wife of the company director registered an interest on
the Personal Property Securities Register. Despite a
number of applications, the registrar of the PPSR
refused to remove the interest, so of course the motor
car trader was left in a period of limbo where they
could not dispose of the vehicle and the sheriff’s office
warrant was still there.
There are other examples. There is a second example of
the sheriff’s office seizing a vehicle in walking
possession. When the officers returned to remove the
seized vehicle they identified a new interest on the
PPSR. This amendment will seek to remove that
loophole and to ensure that we do have a system where
the sheriff’s office can seize a vehicle and dispose of it
in order to pay off any outstanding fines.
There is a minor amendment within this bill in relation
to the Conveyancers Act 2006 which will generally
bring the act into alignment with other acts in the
consumer affairs portfolio in relation to inspectorate
powers and penalties.
There is also an amendment to the Second-Hand
Dealers and Pawnbrokers Act 1989 to enable the
registrar of second-hand dealers and pawnbrokers to
waive, refund or reduce fees. This is where they might
apply to set up in a certain area, they have paid their
fees and for whatever reason — it may be a council
rejection — they cannot set up their business in that
area, perhaps because there is another nearby business.
This will enable the registrar to waive that fee so that
they can apply to set up in another area.
The final area of amendment is around the Veterans
Act 2005. This is to update some of the changes that
were made recently, in 2015. It is also just to update the
patriotic funds, which were established nearly
100 years ago. The act does need minor modifications
so that smaller RSLs or inactive sub-branches can be
restructured and operate under the umbrella of a larger,
more central RSL sub-branch to facilitate ongoing fund
management arrangements. That is something that
particularly hits rural Victoria, where we have an older
demographic and membership of RSLs is diminishing
over time.
Currently there is a requirement for proof and
agreement by the Veterans Council for this to occur, for
RSLs to go under a larger sub-branch. This amendment
essentially makes the allocation of funds more flexible
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and transparent and will enable the RSL and Legacy to
do their work effectively. They do outstanding work
and it is fantastic to see the fundraising efforts by the
RSL to support war widows and returned servicemen
and women and their partners and families. I think that
this amendment will do well to support these people.
There is an amendment to remove the wording of the
2015 amendment. It does not alter the express purpose
of the original fund because sometimes the express
purpose was not stated. There is also an amendment to
provide that financial support is not limited to injury or
death related to time of service. This better reflects
where the current needs are for partners of servicemen
and women. For example, I recently met an elderly
widow whose husband had died of old age, but he had
been a serviceman. She was not able to access support
through the RSL because her husband had died of old
age rather than injuries related to his time of service or
on the field of battle. These changes were requested by
the Returned and Services League, and both the RSL
and the Victorian Veterans Council have been
consulted and recommended this. We obviously
support that in terms of ensuring we have appropriate
support and access to funds that our returned
servicemen and women deserve.
Mr EREN (Minister for Veterans) — I am delighted
to be speaking on the Consumer Acts Amendment Bill
2016. The objective of this bill is to amend a number of
acts in the consumer affairs portfolio to improve their
operation, clarify their requirements and update
outdated references.
The bill amends the Associations Incorporation Reform
Act 2012. It also amends the Conveyancers Act 2006,
the Motor Car Traders Act 1986, the Sale of Land Act
1962, the Second-Hand Dealers and Pawnbrokers Act
1989 and of course — importantly for me as the
Minister for Veterans — the Veterans Act 2005. To that
end, as the minister, I have said on many occasions that
I am very proud that, out of all of my portfolios —
sport, tourism and major events — veterans is the one
that I am very passionate about. It is clearly bills like
the one before the house that make veterans’ lives a lot
easier. I thank the minister involved for her efforts in
bringing this bill to the house.
I would also like to thank a previous Premier of this
state — a wonderful Premier — Steve Bracks for being
the first state premier to have a portfolio dedicated to
veterans. That happened over a decade ago, in 2005. Of
course we saw the first minister in 2006, and then other
states and territories followed suit. Obviously it is great
to see that a lot of the other states and territories have
now taken up what we had done right here in Victoria.
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It is predominantly a federal jurisdiction — there is no
question of that — but what we do is at the grassroots
end of the veterans community that we are in touch
with, and assisting them in all that we can.
The amendments to the Veterans Act 2005 will enable
the director of Consumer Affairs Victoria to approve
the amendment or adoption of a new trust deed for a
patriotic fund where the purpose of a new deed or
amendment deed is consistent with the purpose of a
patriotic fund as specified in section 23 of the Veterans
Act. This amendment will alter the current
section 23(2), which states that the director must not
approve the amendment of a trust deed or the adoption
of a new trust deed unless the amendment or the new
trust deed is consistent with and does not alter the
objects and purposes of the patriotic fund.
As members may know, many patriotic funds were
established following World War I, and there are
currently approximately 596 funds in Victoria. Funds
were raised by Victorian communities to assist returned
soldiers and their families in many different ways.
Since the time when the patriotic funds were first set up
we have seen many changes to our ex-service
organisations community, such as the merging of RSL
sub-branches, particularly in rural and regional areas,
and therefore the objects and purposes of the patriotic
funds have shifted accordingly.
The amendments to the patriotic funds trust deeds will
ensure that patriotic funds can continue to be used for
the purposes specified in the act. The amendments will
also see the expansion of the purposes for which
patriotic funds can be applied under the act. This will
enable patriotic funds to be applied for the assistance of
a greater number of service personnel, ex-service
personnel and dependents of both.
An example of what this means for our valuable
servicemen and women is that a requirement that
veterans and serving members of the Australian
Defence Force prove their need for assistance is a
direct result of their service will be removed. This
obviously means that more veterans can access these
very important funds. Currently a literal reading of the
act means that a veteran must prove this before they
are eligible for assistance even if they are in urgent
need of assistance.
The amendments will also remove the requirement that
any relief, assistance or support of dependents of
servicemen and women is contingent upon that
serviceman or woman having died as a result of their
service or duty. This means that patriotic funds can
provide support to a wider range of dependents in the
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veterans community. This is exactly what the RSL and
other organisations of veterans have been asking of
government — that is, to make it more streamlined and
to make it more accessible for the veterans community.
These amendments have been requested, as I have
indicated, by the RSL. It is good to see that they have
been so engaged with the government in relation to
making sure that these sorts of funds are accessible to
as wide a range of veterans as needed.
The Veterans Act 2005 replaced the Patriotic Funds Act
1958 and since then the regulatory powers of the
Patriotic Funds Council of Victoria have been
transferred to the director of Consumer Affairs Victoria.
Victoria is the only state in Australia to have regulated
patriotic funds under a specific statutory framework.
This ensures that there are appropriate reporting
obligations to ensure there is prevention and detection
of maladministration. There is nothing worse than
hardworking veterans selling badges day in and day out
and trying to raise these funds and then, because of
maladministration, those funds dwindle away and the
veterans do not have access to them.
Today, patriotic funds are used in providing welfare
services and clubrooms for former and serving defence
personnel. They are also used to support
commemorative and educational activities. The value
of trust funds is in excess of $640 million with about
two-thirds of that figure in land and building assets.
Funds are collected in numerous ways, as many of us
would be aware and many have no doubt taken part
themselves, from the annual Legacy appeal to the sale
of badges and poppies on Anzac Day, Remembrance
Day, Vietnam Veterans Day and other significant
military milestones. These appeals continue to support
the welfare of veterans families.
Our role in the house is to ensure we support our
veterans community in any way we can. One of the
significant ways in which we are undertaking to assist
the veterans community, on top of the great work this
bill will do, is a new strategy that the Premier
announced last year to help 250 veterans who are
transitioning back into civilian life to find jobs in the
public sector. That is such an important part of looking
after our veterans in a way that actually helps them, by
transitioning them to jobs that are meaningful and pay
really well. The public service is obviously an area that
is a new venture, and this government has taken that on
to make sure that veterans are placed in jobs that are
meaningful and valuable.
This strategy will be a key component of our
government’s response to the Veterans Sector Study
Report 2015, which gave us a better understanding of
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our ex-servicemen and women’s needs. There were
14 recommendations made arising out of that report,
and they will go a long way in assisting us to safeguard
the welfare of our veterans. We have accepted each of
these recommendations and will be responsible for
ensuring they are all acted upon.
The employment strategy will be developed over the
next 12 months and will help veterans apply for public
sector jobs with advice and interview tips. We are also
proud that we are already giving support to our local
RSLs to deliver a program to address social isolation.
We have allocated $400 000 over four years to the RSL
Victorian branch to provide welfare services to veterans
facing social isolation. We are also proud of the
$1.3 million investment that we have made in the
Richmond veterans housing project, which we funded
so that young veterans facing crisis can find their feet
again with short to medium-term accommodation. In
our 2015–16 budget we also allocated $1.2 million over
four years to extend free public transport to all totally
and permanently incapacitated and extremely disabled
ex-servicemen and women. To date, about 138 veterans
have benefited from the extended free travel passes.
Every year we continually, on a bipartisan basis, need
to do what we can for those who have served in the past
and continue to serve our state and our nation. It is
incumbent on us to come up with pieces of legislation
like this that make their lives a lot easier. That is the
least we can do. This is a great bill, and I wish it a
speedy passage.
Ms VICTORIA (Bayswater) — I rise to speak on
the Consumer Acts Amendment Bill 2016. The object
of this bill is to make miscellaneous amendments to a
number of consumer acts to improve their operation. Of
course this is something that we did constantly when I
was Minister for Consumer Affairs. Obviously as time
moves on it is really important that we move with the
times, and some of the amendments in the bill are
catch-ups and bug fixes, if you like, for the system.
These sorts of bills come through the house quite often.
What will hopefully be achieved is that the acts that are
being amended will operate better, the requirements in
them will be clarified and any outdated references will
be updated. As I said, this is a bit of a catch-up bill that
fixes up some bugs in six acts.
The main provisions include an amendment to the
Associations Incorporation Reform Act 2012, which
enables the minister to make an order exempting either
one or a class of incorporated associations from
reporting requirements and enables the Registrar of
Incorporated Associations to enter into
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information-sharing arrangements. This is incredibly
important, and I will talk about it in a minute.
The bill amends the Associations Incorporation Reform
Act 2012 to align provisions concerning investigations
in that act with relevant provisions in the Australian
Consumer Law and Fair Trading Act 2012. The bill
also enables the inspection and provision of electronic
records under that act. The bill also amends the
Conveyancers Act 2006. I might go into a bit more
detail later on the bill’s amendments to the Motor Car
Traders Act 1986, the Sale of Land Act 1962, the
Second-Hand Dealers and Pawnbrokers Act 1989 and,
as we have heard about at length, the Veterans
Act 2005 to clarify the ability of the director of
Consumer Affairs Victoria to consent to the
amendment of an existing trust deed or the adoption of
a new trust deed, provided that the purposes of the
amended or adopted trust deed are consistent with the
purposes of a patriotic fund set out in section 23 of the
Veterans Act 2005. The bill also expands the class of
persons who can benefit from patriotic funds.
If we have a look at some of the provisions that are
coming up, the idea is to remove the duplication of
annual reporting if we are looking at the Associations
Incorporation Reform Act 2012, because sometimes
there is a single entity or a group of like organisations
that are having to report at a state level. Then of course
charitable and not-for-profit organisations are quite
often not only reporting to Consumer Affairs Victoria
but also reporting to the Australian Charities and
Not-for-profits Commission. This affects about 6000 of
those not-for-profit organisations here in Victoria, so it
certainly is a good step forward for them.
Business interrupted under sessional orders.

ADJOURNMENT
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The question
is:
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Australia’s only local vehicle manufacturers. Their
all-terrain vehicle has prompted rave reviews from all
those who have seen it and has been taken up for use by
the mining and agricultural sector as well as the military
from a variety of jurisdictions at home and abroad. In
addition, Tomcar’s new electric vehicle stands as
Australia’s first-production electric car and has opened
up a whole new world of opportunities for this
innovative manufacturer. A wide range of politicians
over the years have seen the vehicle’s range of
capabilities demonstrated and have been struck by the
passion of its producers. This family-owned business
epitomises the can-do spirit of Victoria, a spirit that
needs to be assisted so that they and their product can
reach their full potential.
At present the vehicle stands outside of VicRoads
criteria for classification. Because of this bureaucratic
red tape, the vehicle cannot be driven on Victoria’s
roads. The removal of this small hurdle will open up
Tomcar’s vehicle to a broader market: farmers whose
properties do not abut will be able to move the vehicle
between those properties, country vehicle owners will
be able to make the short drive to their local town and
the mining sector will be able to use the vehicle with far
greater flexibility.
Staff from the minister’s office have met with Tomcar.
They were presented with a demonstration of the
vehicle and the details of the barriers were explained in
detail. My understanding is that the family was very
appreciative of the visit and of the discussion that took
place. It has been some months since that visit,
however, and the family is no closer to knowing
whether there is a commitment to classification of their
vehicle or not. So, on behalf of these amazing
innovators and in the spirit of wanting to promote these
contributions to Victoria’s manufacturing community, I
ask: will the minister confirm whether or not a
classification for Tomcar’s vehicle will be finalised?

Residential planning zones
That the house now adjourns.

Tomcar Australia
Mr R. SMITH (Warrandyte) — (12 260) My
contribution to the adjournment debate is for the
attention of the Minister for Roads and Road Safety.
My request of the minister is for him to make a
statement one way or the other as to whether he will
classify the vehicle manufactured by Tomcar Australia
so that it may be driven on our state’s roads.
With the closing of major brand car manufacture and
assembly across Victoria, Tomcar will stand as one of

Mr STAIKOS (Bentleigh) — (12 261) My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Planning.
The action I seek is for the minister to review the site
coverage and permeability standards that control
development in residential zones and consider ways
that they can be improved moving forward.
There has been some concern for some time in my
electorate around what increased apartment
development means for drainage. There are certainly
significant parts of my electorate that are located on
flood plains, so this is a real issue. Since the
introduction of the former government’s residential
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zones in the City of Glen Eira there has been increased
apartment development in Melbourne. Of course we
have to acknowledge that that is also a result of the
significant growth in Melbourne, but what that has
meant is that people are concerned about more concrete
structures, resulting in less permeable surfaces.
Currently in the City of Glen Eira in the neighbourhood
residential zone, which is the majority area, the
permeability standard is 25 per cent, and in the general
residential zones and the residential growth zone it is
20 per cent. So my request is that the minister consider
ways that we can improve on that.

Port Welshpool livestock transport
Mr D. O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) — (12 262) My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Ports, and the
action I seek is an explanation of what happened around
this time last year, 31 January 2016, when 59 animals
sadly died as a result of a crossing from Tasmania to Port
Welshpool, in my electorate of Gippsland South. The
explanation I am after is regarding a range of things:
what the government knows, what action it has taken in
relation to this unfortunate event, and in particular what
happened. The minister will be aware that there has been
a fair bit of media coverage of this over the past
12 months, particularly through the Weekly Times, where
the state political reporter, Kath Sullivan, has been
following this story and recently wrote an op-ed headed
‘Livestock transport: silence over cattle deaths is
startling’.
As I said, there were 59 cattle involved. They were
dairy cattle headed for Greenham and Sons abattoir in
Tongala from Tasmania, and it appears that there was
some freak weather that was not anticipated which
knocked a number of cattle over. Unfortunately there
were eight dead on arrival. What happened after arrival,
though, is the question we are seeking more
information on. It is alleged by the operator that they
were barred by Gippsland Ports from unloading any
cattle for about 6 or 7 hours. I understand that there are
not unloading facilities there are other than onto trucks,
so that may well be understandable, but there is a bit of
a shroud of secrecy, it appears, around this issue. I
appreciate that the Minister for Ports may need to seek
advice from the Minister for Agriculture, because there
will be potentially a role for the agriculture department
and also questions over why it took so long for a vet to
get to Port Welshpool — accepting, of course, that this
was a Sunday, so there may have been issues. But I
think it took 6 or 7 hours.
I strongly support the livestock sector. I want to make
that very clear here. I reject the calls that were made at
the time — a kneejerk reaction — for such shipping to
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be banned or suspended, because we saw what a
disaster it was for the northern cattle industry when the
then Labor government cut the live export trade to
Indonesia, and there are still people recovering from
that. I am not suggesting any kneejerk reaction with
respect to this matter. I just call on the minister to
provide an explanation of what the government knows
about the event, what action it took, what action it is
taking and how we will do our best to ensure that the
welfare of animals is protected and that events such as
this do not happen again in future.

Daylesford rail bridge
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) — (12 263) The matter I
wish to raise is for the attention of the Minister for
Regional Development in the other place, and the
action I seek is that the minister brief me on what is
being done to lower the road that runs under the East
Street rail bridge in Daylesford. Currently the height of
the heritage bridge is too low. It restricts access to
business and industry, forcing tall trucks along
residential roads which have their own weight and size
restrictions. Of course some trucks do try to go through
and have in the past damaged the bridge, which in turn
disrupts the Daylesford Spa Country Railway, one of
the region’s most popular tourist attractions.
The last Liberal government said that lowering the road
was ‘an economic and employment responsibility’, yet
they did nothing about it. They were right in one
respect, however. This is an important issue to the
community of Daylesford and one that needs to be
rectified urgently, not only for the businesses of
Daylesford but also for those who live and work in the
area. By lowering the bridge we will see more business,
more jobs and safer roads. This is something that this
government does so well, and I want to see it happen in
Daylesford. The matter has been lingering for too long.
It needs to be fixed. I call on the minister to brief me
with possible solutions as soon as she can. I look
forward to hearing from the minister.

Leadbeater’s possum management
Mr BLACKWOOD (Narracan) — (12 264) I
wish to raise a matter for the Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change, and the action I
seek is for the minister to immediately conduct a
review of the current Leadbeater’s possum
management plan. The current Leadbeater’s possum
management plan included the agreement to conduct
an extensive survey of potential possum habitat to
improve or update the information around possum
numbers. It also mandated that a timber harvesting
exclusion zone of 12.5 hectares would be placed
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around every colony found. It was also agreed that
once the number of colonies reached 200, the setting
aside of areas from timber production would be
reviewed. The number of colonies found in the
survey work and third-party reporting has now
reached 423. This indicates that the possum is far
more resilient than once thought. It is certainly not
critically endangered, and more importantly the
management plans that have been implemented are
certainly effective.

Kangaroo Flat Football Netball Club in its grant
application for two new acrylic multipurpose netball
and tennis courts and lighting at the Dower Park
complex in Kangaroo Flat. Dower Park and indeed the
Kangaroo Flat Football Netball Club, which was
founded in 1862, have a long and proud history. Indeed
the George Edwards Stand, named after Uncle George
Edwards, reveals the community connection that the
park has to local families from the Kangaroo Flat
region, like the Edwards family itself.

In 1996 the first Leadbeater’s possum management
plan was introduced with the support and agreement of
the timber industry. It is very obvious that this plan has
worked, given that the increase in surveys has led to a
significant increase in possum numbers found. The
timber industry was comfortable with the 1996
Leadbeater’s possum management plan and able to
work with it with minimal long-term impact on
resource availability. Over the past two years more than
4000 hectares of production forest has been removed
from timber harvesting plans because of the decision to
declare a 200-metre buffer around each colony.

Dower Park is a popular recreation reserve located off
Station Street in Kangaroo Flat. Of course the
Kangaroo Flat netball A-grade team were the 2016
champions. The Dower Park master plan reinforces the
need for improvement of all sporting facilities and
particularly facilities that service the informal
recreational needs of the community. The park and the
sports club are utilised by many different sports. I was
recently pleased to announce our $100 000 grant to the
Kangaroo Flat Cricket Club for new nets. The bowling
club is also located on the site. The master plan
identifies the need for new netball and tennis courts,
which will enhance Dower Park and provide fabulous
new facilities for the many netballers and tennis players
who call Dower Park their home ground. I ask the
minister to support this funding application.

This has had a direct and potentially disastrous impact
on the Victorian native forest industry, in particular
Australian Sustainable Hardwoods (ASH) in Heyfield.
ASH has no supply contract beyond June this year. Due
to the reduction in available harvesting area because of
the current Leadbeater’s possum management plan,
ASH is only being offered a supply contract of
80 000 cubic metres, some 70 000 cubic metres less
than a viable volume. It will be forced to close if
something is not done about providing immediate
access to the resource.
The survey work for the possum is currently being
conducted primarily in areas of native forest earmarked
for timber production. The possum numbers being
found by the surveys are most likely to continue to
increase, especially if the 94 per cent of public native
forest that is already set aside in reserves and parks is
surveyed more extensively. The minister must
commission a review of the Leadbeater’s possum
management plan immediately and return those areas
excluded from harvesting back to industry. There must
be a return to managing the Leadbeater’s possum on a
landscape-wide basis rather than on an individual
colony basis. This could save the Heyfield mill and put
the broader industry back on a viable footing.

Dower Park, Kangaroo Flat
Ms EDWARDS (Bendigo West) — (12 265) My
adjournment matter tonight is for the Minister for Sport,
and the action I seek is for the minister to support the

Western Highway duplication
Ms STALEY (Ripon) — (12 266) My adjournment
matter is for the Minister for Planning, and the action I
seek is that he intervene tomorrow in the planning
scheme using his ministerial powers under
section 20(4) of the Planning and Environment Act
1987 to issue a planning extension for section 2b of the
Western Highway duplication project to ensure it
retains valid planning approval to keep going. I note the
minister holds the power to get the Western Highway
duplication project moving again. This power to
intervene in the planning scheme should always be used
judiciously, and keeping the Western Highway project
moving is an ideal use of this power.
VicRoads has released a statement confirming that
works have stopped on this project. The VicRoads
statement says:
VicRoads has suspended construction of the Western
Highway duplication between Buangor and Ararat due to an
administrative issue with the planning permission for the
duplication.
We are working to find a solution and will keep the public
informed as we progress.

The solution is clear: the Minister for Planning must
intervene. This road-widening project is the single
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largest rural roads project in Victoria, duplicating the
Western Highway from Ballarat to Stawell. It has been
going on for some years and has some years to run.
Unfortunately it became clear yesterday that the
planning permission for section 2b, which is the section
that is currently being progressed, lapsed in 2015. This
is a terrible, terrible administrative error and shows the
incompetence of this government in letting these
planning permits expire. This project, which is a major
employer across the region and is a very big employer
of the earthmoving works and other businesses in the
area, has now come to a stop. Members would be aware
that you build roads in dry conditions, and as the
famous saying goes, winter is coming.
There is no reason for the planning minister to sit on
his hands and not get this project going again. It is an
administrative failure by this government that has
driven this project to stop, and it is important to my
electorate and the people of western Victoria and to
the many, many jobs that are supported by this
project that it get going again. The minister can act.
The minister clearly has the power under
section 20(4) of the Planning and Environment Act
to issue a planning extension to get this going. He
should act. He should act tomorrow so we have no
further delays on this project.

EpiPens
Ms WARD (Eltham) — (12 267) My adjournment
matter is for the Minister for Health, and the action I
seek is for the minister to write to the federal Minister
for Health seeking action regarding EpiPens and their
availability. Last week I was contacted by a local parent
concerned that she could not purchase an EpiPen with
an expiry date beyond 1 November 2017. Her child,
who has severe allergies, has begun kindergarten this
year and is required to provide an EpiPen for their
attendance. They also need to have an EpiPen at home.
As you know, Minister, the state government subsidises
two EpiPens per year. As the only EpiPen she can
purchase — and she has contacted numerous
pharmacies — expires in November, she will be forced
to purchase another EpiPen for December for the
kindergarten at full cost. Given that EpiPens are
supposed to remain valid and safe to use for 18 months
from the date of manufacture, can the minister please
write to the federal health minister to seek action to
ensure parents can purchase EpiPens that reflect the
expected longevity of these essential items from the
date of manufacture rather than less than 12 months.
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Mansfield Secondary College
Ms McLEISH (Eildon) — (12 268) My
adjournment matter is to the Minister for Education,
and the action I seek is for him to make funds available
in the 2017–18 budget for stage 2 of the Mansfield
Secondary College redevelopment. In May last year
Mansfield Secondary College was allocated $3 million
in the 2016–17 state budget to upgrade ageing facilities.
That was pretty amazing; I think it was the only
investment made in my electorate in the budget papers.
It was just 12 months ago that I requested the minister
to provide the capital for that redevelopment. What was
allocated in the budget was approximately half of what
is required. Now I call for the other half to be delivered.
I visited the secondary school last week. I had the
pleasure of attending the first assembly of the year for
the senior students and then for the junior students,
where I was able to present an award to a particularly
deserving student, Britney Allen. I have also had the
opportunity to view the plans for stage 1 of the
development. This is exciting and it will be good, and I
am pleased that it can be completed in two stages.
However, I am very worried that this means the current
government will fund stage 1 and then park stage 2.
Mansfield Secondary College is the only secondary
school in the Mansfield Shire. Mansfield itself is a
wonderful community, and that would have been
evident to you when you visited in October 2016.
Minister, I know you will have seen the old building to
be replaced and you will have understood that part of
this building will remain until funding for stage 2 is
received. You will have also noticed that there is no
gymnasium on the site. Stage 2 includes building a
gymnasium, among other things, which is very much
needed. There is a basketball stadium in town, but it is
not close to the school. The school assemblies are held
at the Mansfield Performing Arts Centre adjoining the
school, and two assemblies are required as there is no
facility to accommodate all the students at once.
Mansfield is in a growth phase. It has many young
families. The council is considering long-term planning
to accommodate this growth. Obviously an increase in
growth will require a corresponding increase in services
and facilities. The numbers at the primary school are
growing, and it will not be long before these students
are at the secondary school. It is so important that
stage 2 does not get left behind. It makes complete
sense to be able to dovetail it straight into the
completion of stage 1 so that disruptions to the students
and the staff at that school are minimised.
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Carrum Downs Recreation Reserve
Ms KILKENNY (Carrum) — (12 269) My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Sport, and
the action I seek is for the minister to support
Frankston City Council’s application for $100 000
from the Country Football and Netball Program to
complete the $1.055 million redevelopment of oval 2
at the Carrum Downs Recreation Reserve. The
reserve is located in Carrum Downs in my electorate
of Carrum. This is a tremendous community full of
young families, and it is growing. A current lack of
open spaces and playing fields is putting significant
pressure on the existing facilities.
The proposed redevelopment of oval 2 will include a
new surface, irrigation, fencing, interchange benches
and coaches’ boxes. It will complement the new sports
and community pavilion due to commence building
soon, and it will support the growth of Carrum Downs
Junior Football Club, Carrum Downs Auskick and
Skye Football and Netball Club as well as create a
regional hub for cricket, football and soccer. This
redevelopment will lift local sports participation,
particularly for women and girls, and encourage more
members of my local community to become active and
to participate in and enjoy the benefits of grassroots
sport. My community and I look forward to the
minister’s support.

Responses
Ms HENNESSY (Minister for Health) — I would
like to thank the member for Eltham for her
adjournment question and her very passionate
commitment to her local constituency. I am more than
happy to look into the matter that she has raised. All
pharmacists have a professional and legislative
responsibility to make sure their medicines are supplied
in a way that is lawful and complies with their code of
practice. The commonwealth government is responsible
for the regulation of medicines. Somewhere between
those two responsibilities I am sure we can find
someone to look into the issue that she has raised on
behalf of her constituent. I thank her for her ongoing
interest in the health and wellbeing of the people of the
community of Eltham.
Ms NEVILLE (Minister for Police) — A range of
members have raised a number of issues, and I will pass
those issues on to the relevant ministers.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The house is
now adjourned.
House adjourned 7.21 p.m.
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Wednesday, 22 February 2017
The SPEAKER (Hon. Telmo Languiller) took the
chair at 9.32 a.m. and read the prayer.

COMMERCIAL PASSENGER VEHICLE
INDUSTRY BILL 2017
Introduction and first reading

approach, where we understand that, as government is
making a range of changes and reforms that are about
providing more passenger services, more jobs, stripping
away red tape from the industry, creating a level — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair is on his feet.
The minister will continue, in silence.

Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport) — I
move:

Mr Hodgett — On a point of order, Speaker, I
asked for a short explanation of the bill, not the
second-reading speech.

That I have leave to bring in a bill for an act to impose a levy
on the provision of commercial passenger vehicle services, to
amend the Transport (Compliance and Miscellaneous) Act
1983, the Transport Integration Act 2010, the Bus Safety
Act 2009, the Road Safety Act 1986 and the Taxation
Administration Act 1997 and for other purposes.

The SPEAKER — Order! There is no point of
order. The Leader of the House to continue and to
conclude.

Mr HODGETT (Croydon) — I ask the minister for
a short explanation of the bill and the new tax.
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport) — I am
pleased to provide a short explanation of this bill. In
August of last year the Andrews Labor government
announced its significant package of changes and
reforms to the taxi — —
Honourable members interjecting.
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Ms ALLAN — It is about creating a level playing
field, and we recognise that that transition causes
challenges for the existing industry. Unlike those
opposite, who did not provide one single cent of
compensation to the industry, we take a different
approach. We take a fair approach, recognising that an
industry that is going to vastly benefit from these
changes will have the capacity to make a contribution
to the compensation arrangements that are in place.
Honourable members interjecting.

Ms ALLAN — You are a bit chirpy this morning.
You might want to chill out a bit up there.

The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Ringwood is warned.

The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Kew
will come to order.

Ms ALLAN — It is clear from the catcalling of
those opposite that the Liberal Party in opposition
intend to take the approach they took in government,
throwing taxi owners to the wind and not giving them a
cent in support.

Ms ALLAN — We announced significant changes
to an industry — the taxi, hire car and ridesharing
industry — that has gone through significant changes in
recent times. Of course during the period 2010 to 2014
when the former Liberal government was in office, and
we saw that government make sweeping changes to
the — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Warrandyte will come to order. The Deputy Premier!
The minister is providing an explanation to the house in
relation to this important bill. Silence ought to be
afforded to the minister.
Ms ALLAN — As I was saying, during the period
of the former Liberal government, they made sweeping
changes to the taxi industry and we saw licence values
during that period plummet. There was not one single
cent of compensation provided to that industry during
that period of time. We are taking a very different
approach with this legislation. We are taking a different

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister is on her
feet and entitled to silence when providing a somewhat
brief explanation.
Ms ALLAN — It is a big and complex package of
changes, and I look forward to the debate on this
legislation. We appreciate the base politics of those
opposite and we recognise it for what it is, but we are
looking at putting in place the best framework that
supports all Victorians, making sure we are creating
jobs, providing additional passenger services, stripping
away red tape, creating a level playing field and putting
in place a package of compensation to support those
who need it the most.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.
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PETITIONS
Following petitions presented to house:

Main Street, Mornington, pedestrian crossing
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of residents of the electorate of Mornington
draws to the attention of the house the lack of suitable
pedestrian crossing on Main Street, Mornington, between
Nepean Highway and Cromwell Street.
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria authorise VicRoads to remedy this
situation by installing a proper crosswalk within this section.

By Mr MORRIS (Mornington) (523 signatures).
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Ordered that petition presented by honourable
member for South-West Coast be considered next
day on motion of Ms BRITNELL (South-West
Coast).

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND REGULATIONS
COMMITTEE
Statute Law Revision Bill 2017
Ms BLANDTHORN (Pascoe Vale) presented
report, including appendix.
Laid on table.
Ordered to be published.

State Emergency Service Wangaratta unit
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of certain citizens of the state of Victoria draws
to the attention of the Legislative Assembly the need for
funding to be provided to build new Wangaratta SES
headquarters.
The petitioners therefore respectfully request that the
Legislative Assembly calls on the Andrews Labor
government to provide this funding so the Wangaratta SES
unit can operate from a modern, purpose-built facility which
will enable its effective and efficient operation.

By Mr McCURDY (Ovens Valley) (85 signatures).

Crown land leases
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of residents of Victoria draws to the attention of
the house and calls on the state government to ensure a
correct and fair process for the future management of Crown
land leases after the Anglesea Beachfront Family Caravan
Park was taken over by a government-appointed committee.
The program to dismantle the democratic process that
currently encourages local committees of management to run
a fair tender process is at risk as this state government looks
to take back family-operated businesses like Narrawong
family caravan park. We call on the government to stop
taking over Crown leases currently used for the benefit of
affordable family holidays and to the local community.

By Ms BRITNELL (South-West Coast)
(290 signatures).
Tabled.
Ordered that petition presented by honourable
member for Ovens Valley be considered next day on
motion of Mr McCURDY (Ovens Valley).
Ordered that petition presented by honourable
member for Mornington be considered next day on
motion of Mr MORRIS (Mornington).

DOCUMENTS
Tabled by Clerk:
Statutory Rule under the Fisheries Act 1995 — SR 1.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Youth justice system
Ms KAIROUZ (Minister for Consumer Affairs,
Gaming and Liquor Regulation) — I was dismayed by
the events which occurred at the Summersault Festival
in Caroline Springs just over a week ago. What was
supposed to be a family-friendly community event was
wrecked by a group of young thugs who created fear
and havoc. Their behaviour was disgusting and
unacceptable. It makes you want to ask where the kids’
parents are.
Police are actively investigating the offences that were
reported that night. As the member for Kororoit and a
resident of Caroline Springs, I know there has been
pressure on our local police. That is why the Caroline
Springs community will be a priority when our
3135 new police begin graduating from the police
academy in the coming weeks. I have been lobbying
the police minister to make sure Caroline Springs
receives an immediate boost to police numbers.
In addition to giving police the resources they need to
keep the community safe, we are introducing reforms
so we can monitor youth offenders more closely. We
are introducing tough new measures such as longer
maximum sentences in the Children’s Court for serious
and violent offenders, making it an offence to
encourage a minor to commit a crime and increasing
the consequences for assaulting a youth justice staff
member. We are providing guidance to the Children’s
Court regarding when a young person should be tried in
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an adult court, requiring the Youth Parole Board to
notify Victoria Police when a violent young offender is
on parole and building a new high-security youth
justice centre. Corrections Victoria will now be
responsible for keeping our youth justice centres
secure — permanently.
Our community deserves to feel safe, and what we saw
last weekend at the Summersault Festival was
unacceptable. I would like to thank the community and
particularly the police at the Caroline Springs police
station for working so hard and for keeping our
community safe.

Freedom of information
Mr PESUTTO (Hawthorn) — We begin today by
awarding the first of the FOI awards for 2017 to a
government that promised transparency but is
delivering secrecy. Today’s winner is a previous
winner, someone with a notorious record of blocking
very reasonable and sensible FOI requests.
On 29 September Georgie Crozier in the other place
made a very standard FOI request to the Department of
Health and Human Services for a simple matter of staff
injury reports at both Parkville and Malmsbury — a
very stock standard FOI request. But we got a response
from the department, from the FOI officer handling the
matter. Stephanie Hamilton — who I have mentioned
before, I might say, in previous FOI awards — has
come back saying that the request is to be denied
because of confidentiality, because of internal working
documents, because of secrecy and other very flimsy
excuses. This is a very reasonable request, and we
demand the information be provided.
Ms Crozier made another FOI request in October for
the very simple matter of the number of times clients
and staff have been hospitalised in these facilities. This
is important information which we are entitled to get.
Astoundingly, the same department — Health and
Human Services — has said that the information does
not exist. We find that very difficult to believe. This
government needs to live up to its promises and deliver
the transparency it promised.

Housing affordability
Mr FOLEY (Minister for Housing, Disability and
Ageing) — There is no topic in Australian public policy
of more community interest than that of housing
affordability, so we were certainly surprised to see the
federal Assistant Treasurer, Mr Sukkar, add to the sum
knowledge of public contribution here, joining Joe
Hockey and Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull in
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making some absolute zingers when he claimed in
recent days that the first step to getting into the housing
affordability issue was to make sure that you had a
highly paid job. This came days after he had leaked to
the Australian a report that his government was going
to scrap the national agreement on housing
affordability, scrapping $360 million out of the public
and social housing coffers of Victoria and likely impact
56 000 Victorians who would be denied access to
housing support as a result of such a cut.
I would suggest to the self-described very poor
university student — ‘I was a terrible university
student’ — that perhaps he needs to go back to a little
bit of study and figure out that if he rips out
$360 million on top of the $410 million that his mates
opposite here ripped out when they were in charge of
public and social housing in Victoria, that will have
quite an impact on people seeking housing in this state.

Hazelwood power station
Mr NORTHE (Morwell) — Here we are now,
37 days from Hazelwood power station closing and it
appears nothing has changed from a state government
perspective. We have local people who have already
lost their jobs and hundreds more who are about to lose
their jobs and are really at their wit’s end about what
the future holds for them and their families. Whilst
some forms of training are available to employees and
contractors, the reality is that these people and their
families need jobs and they need them now.
To switch off this plant at such short notice is
completely and utterly irresponsible from so many
perspectives. Hundreds, if not thousands, of jobs will be
lost, security of supply will be threatened and there will
be massive cost increases to consumers. What a
shocking outcome on so many levels. Whilst the state
government seems to be in denial that our community
will be impacted by the closure, these views are not
shared by many, and I offer a few comments from some
local residents.
Leigh Ruzicka said:
I want Morwell and surrounding towns to survive. Workers to
have jobs and keep supporting their families.

Molly Love said:
Morwell and the Latrobe Valley residents are sick and tired of
being treated worse than illegal immigrants, all we want is a
fair bloody go.

Roderick Cheatley said:
Duplicity of Andrews government is nauseating. Premier is
pandering to inner-city elites and paying lip-service to
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‘regional renewal’ while families in the Latrobe Valley pay
the price.

This Sunday our community will host a Rally for the
Valley event, in which support will be shown for
workers, contractors and businesses that will be
impacted by Hazelwood’s closure. This is something
completely different from what the state government is
demonstrating right now to Latrobe Valley residents,
workers and our community more broadly.

Sydenham electorate
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My plan is to extend the pipeline through the
Mornington Peninsula hinterland and make it available
to the numerous and diverse range of farms in that area.
This will have three positive effects. Firstly, agricultural
pursuits will become more viable and therefore be able
to expand and support more local jobs. Secondly, it will
provide significant enhanced environmental flows in
our local waterways as that water would no longer be
needed as a source of irrigation water. Thirdly, a viable
agricultural area is a great way of protecting and
enhancing our valuable green wedge land.

Ms HUTCHINS (Minister for Local
Government) — I rise to speak about how this
government is meeting the needs of the growing
population in my area of Sydenham. The investment is
overwhelming. The removal of the Melton Highway
level crossing is now at the preconstruction stage. Its
removal will deliver a six-lane bridge over the
Sunbury–Bendigo railway line. It will include bike
lanes and footpaths in each direction and will be a
major asset to our local area.

Local farmers say that they could double, and in some
cases even triple, the output of their farms with
increased volumes of water and more reliable water. I
am currently working with three levels of government
on this project to identify capital funds for its
construction and more realistic pricing to make it a
viable alternative for the Mornington Peninsula
agricultural industry.

We are also investing in a Taylors Hill West secondary
school for years 7 to 12. The first sod was turned only a
few weeks ago, along with the appointment of the new
principal, Mr John Goodman. That investment has been
something the local community has been lobbying for
for over five years now. I congratulate the parents
leading the charge, including Sally Cefai, who was
there on the day we turned the first sod.

Ms WILLIAMS (Dandenong) — A couple of
weeks ago I had the pleasure of joining the Minister
for Housing, Disability and Ageing on a visit to Aunty
Pam Jackson, a local Yorta Yorta Aboriginal elder.
Aunty Pam recently moved to Dandenong from
Shepparton to be closer to her family. She is one of
many to experience the benefits of this Labor
government’s landmark title transfer of 1448 public
housing properties over three years to Aboriginal
Housing Victoria. Aunty Pam is thrilled with what she
calls her ‘little mansion’ — an immaculately neat unit
in central Dandenong that places her near her daughter
and near the health services she needs for ongoing
medical treatment.

We are also investing in fixing up local congestion by
removing the Taylors–Kings roads roundabout, a
$7.3 million investment which will provide traffic
lights, slip lanes and innovative state-of-the-art safety at
that intersection. The raising of the intersection by
75 millimetres will improve safety in that area, which
has been a major traffic problem with many accidents.
We are also investing in a new ambulance station in
Taylors Lakes.

Mornington Peninsula agricultural water
supply
Mr DIXON (Nepean) — Currently over
300 million litres of class A water is dumped into Bass
Strait every day near Gunnamatta Beach. Ninety per
cent of this water comes from the treatment plant at
Carrum and is suitable for agricultural use. If farmers
wish to access this water they will have to pay for any
pipeline extension as well as being charged $315 per
megalitre for the water itself. Incidentally bore water,
which is currently under stress and finite, costs only
$4 per megalitre.

Aunty Pam Jackson

No-one is more deserving than Pam, a woman who has
spent a lifetime caring for others. You see, Pam has
fostered 72 children over the past 48 years in addition
to raising five of her own, and she has photos of every
single one of them hanging proudly in her new home.
Pam is a lesson for us all. She emphasised to me and
the minister the importance of patience in life and
sharing with us stories of her childhood. There is a lot
to be excited about in her new home, but I think it is the
four external doors that Pam enjoys the most. She is a
woman of great humour and great warmth, and it was a
delight to be in her company and see firsthand the
impact of important government work.
It was also a great pleasure to meet Pam’s daughter
Kim, who works at the Dandenong and District
Aboriginal Cooperative, and the local team of
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Aboriginal Housing Victoria, who clearly take great
pride in their work. I thank them all.

Bangka Island massacre anniversary
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) — In the
narrative of Australian history one of the most poignant
stories would be the Bangka Island massacre and the
execution of 21 Australia nurses on the island of
Bangka following the fall of Singapore. The only
survivor of the tragedy, Vivian Bullwinkel,
subsequently dedicated her life to serving as a nurse
and honouring the memory of her fellow nurses. I pay
tribute to the Nurses Memorial Centre, its office-bearers
and members for marking the anniversary in Melbourne
last week.

Lions Club of Sandringham Youth Quest
Mr THOMPSON — I pay tribute to the Lions Club
of Sandringham for their outstanding work in running
the Lions Youth of the Year quest in Sandringham last
night. A number of students competed for the award,
including Molly Butler from Mentone Girls Grammar,
Katherine Ellison from Sandringham College, Bowen
Hafey from Melbourne High School, Rory Hill from
Sandringham College, Grace Reiter from Kilbreda
College and Ned Wright-Smith from Brighton
Grammar School. The students displayed great prowess
in their orations and in their understanding of literature
and history, and they will go on to be future leaders in
the life of the Australian nation. I pay tribute to the
members of the Lions Club and also to teachers from
Sandringham College Vivienne McElwee and Jenny
Howard for their support of the students.

Neos Kosmos
Mr DIMOPOULOS (Oakleigh) — I rise to wish a
very happy 60th birthday to Neos Kosmos, a
Greek-Australian newspaper that was formed way back
in 1957. This paper has grown with the Greek
community in Australia. For many of those whose first
language is Greek, Neos Kosmos has been their main
connection with news in Australia. It is still relevant
today. In my community, for example, in Eaton Mall
on any given day there will be people slowly enjoying
their coffee while reading the paper front to back. Do
not worry — there is an English edition every weekend
for those who do not read Greek. Neos Kosmos
provides genuine, quality journalism, and I know that it
will continue well into the future. I want to congratulate
all the staff and the owner, Chris Gogos.
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OC Connections
Mr DIMOPOULOS — A couple of weeks ago I
was very pleased to open the official historical
exhibition of OC Connections, formerly the Oakleigh
Centre. This amazing local organisation has been
providing support and accommodation to people from
my community who have an intellectual disability since
1950. It is an organisation formed from the
community — from parents and other local people with
a passion for helping others. I am pleased to say
OC Connections is as strong as it ever was. What a
history it has. It is very inspiring to see how the
Oakleigh Centre, now OC Connections, has
transformed the lives of so many people over nearly
70 years. The exhibition is at the Oakleigh and District
Historical Society at the Monash Federation Centre
until 20 April.

Horsham health services
Ms KEALY (Lowan) — Nine doctors have left
Horsham since late 2016, resulting in patients waiting
for up to a month for a routine medical appointment.
This is putting enormous stress on local people with
chronic disease, who cannot get prescriptions for
medications they need. It is also placing immense
burden on the hospital, with emergency department
presentations increasing by 50 per cent. It is time the
Labor government recognised the importance of rural
health and provide the Horsham region with urgent
support to recruit doctors.

Confederation of Australian Motor Sport race
Ms KEALY — It is fabulous that Rainbow has been
chosen as the location for a Confederation of Australian
Motor Sport desert enduro race. Second only to the
Finke Desert Race, this sporting event will attract
significant visitors to the region and help spread the
word on what a great part of Australia Rainbow is. I
recently toured this area with Ron Ismay, and I would
like to congratulate Ron and other locals who have
helped attract an event of such significance to our
region. The only thing blocking the event from going
ahead is approval by Parks Victoria and the Department
of Environment, Land, Water and Planning. I ask the
Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change
to urgently intervene to deliver these approvals so that
this event can be confirmed.

Hamilton police station
Ms KEALY — The Hamilton police station is in
dire need of renovation, with the current building
significantly restricting the ability of police to manage
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interactions with the community. The Hamilton holding
cells are in an unacceptable condition to hold suspects
under arrest for more than a few hours. Bail justices are
hearing cases in the interview room, being spat on and
putting themselves at risk when dealing with aggressive
drug-affected individuals. Our police and bail justices
are doing a fantastic job under very difficult conditions.
It is essential that the government provide suitable
premises to support our police and bail justices.

Balmoral police station
Ms KEALY — Balmoral police station has now
been closed for nine months, and community
members are feeling vulnerable and concerned about
police response times in the event of an emergency.
While I recognise the difficulties in recruiting suitable
officers to a one-man station, given the lower number
of sworn police officers in Victoria under Labor, it is
essential that this station be reopened as soon as
possible. Local police are doing an amazing job across
the region. The problem is there are simply not
enough police being trained by the Andrews Labor
government, which is hitting country regions the
hardest. The Minister for Police must urgently recruit
more police to rural Victoria.
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the start of geotechnical works in preparation for the
$518 million upgrade to the Ballarat to Melbourne rail
line. This again is a great project which will benefit the
residents of my region, who are using the rail service in
ever-increasing numbers. Our government’s
half-billion-dollar investment will see over
20 kilometres of track duplication, as well as upgrades
to the Ballan and Bacchus Marsh railway stations,
which will increase the capacity of the Ballarat rail line
allowing for more rail services with greater reliability. I
look forward to these geotechnical works progressing,
allowing for construction of this massive project to get
well underway next year.

St James Primary School, Vermont
Mr ANGUS (Forest Hill) — I recently had the great
pleasure of attending St James Primary School morning
assembly to present leadership badges to the school
captains, house captains, school representative council
members and year 6 school leaders. I congratulate all
the school leaders on their important appointments and
wish them, their fellow students, the school principal,
Mr Andrew Mullaly, the school staff and the entire
school community well for the 2017 year.

Forest Hill College
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Crisp) — Order!
The member’s time has expired.

Sovereign Hill
Mr HOWARD (Buninyong) — The Andrews
government is continuing to deliver important
infrastructure projects within my electorate to benefit
residents of the region as well as visitors to the region.
Last Monday I was pleased to join the Minister for
Regional Development at Sovereign Hill for the official
opening of a 32-bed accommodation facility, funded by
our government’s $8 million investment in the new By
Day and By Night experience at this iconic tourist
venue. This project will help to further boost visitor
numbers to Sovereign Hill, with flow-on benefits to
local businesses. The accommodation facility also
houses a coach and saddlery display, further enhancing
the quality of the visit to Sovereign Hill. With more
projects being funded, including a new sound and light
experience, an enhanced play space, an Indigenous
experience and other new attractions, Sovereign Hill is
assured of a healthy future.

Ballarat rail line
Mr HOWARD — Last Friday I was in Ballan with
Evan Tattersall, CEO of the Melbourne Metro Rail
Authority, and Graeme Cameron of V/Line to celebrate

Mr ANGUS — Last week I was pleased to attend
Forest Hill College to address the recently elected
members of the new school parliament. I congratulate
all those involved in this new leadership initiative, led
by teacher Mr Greg Heaton. I look forward to seeing
the parliament in action and hearing about the positive
impact this new leadership structure is having at the
school. I also congratulate the school parliament
members on their election and wish them and their
fellow students, the school principal, Mr David Rogers,
the school staff and school community well for the
2017 year.

Camelot Rise Primary School
Mr ANGUS — I recently had the great pleasure of
attending Camelot Rise Primary School morning
assembly to present the school leadership badges,
including to the school captains, house captains and
other school leaders. I congratulate all the school
leaders on their appointments and wish them and their
fellow students, the acting school principal, Ms Helen
Thomas, the school staff and school community well
for the 2017 year.
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Nunawading Cricket Club
Mr ANGUS — Last week I was pleased to again
visit the Nunawading Cricket Club, located in the
Forest Hill electorate. This is a growing and vibrant
club that is making a significant contribution to our
local community, with many underage and senior teams
playing each week. I congratulate and thank all the club
leaders, including the committee members, coaches and
numerous other volunteers who work hard to keep the
club operating week in and week out. I wish all the
teams well for the remainder of the season and the
finals, where applicable.

Youth justice system
Mr ANGUS — I have been contacted by countless
local residents expressing their grave concerns about
the inaction and mismanagement of the justice system
by the current government and about the appalling state
of lawlessness being experienced throughout Victoria.
In particular the reality that the juvenile justice system
is being run by the inmates not the government is of
grave concern to my community. They are fed up with
excuses and reviews and instead want some action.

Bendigo Hospital
Ms EDWARDS (Bendigo West) — On
Wednesday, 25 January, the new Bendigo Hospital
opened its doors to public patients. After a seamless
move from the old site in Lucan Street the day before,
which saw 170 patients transferred thanks to the work
of many ambulance staff, volunteers, doctors and
nurses, it was business as usual for the staff, but with a
brand-new facility to work in. After more than
160 years at Lucan Street the first patients were
admitted and treated at the new hospital. The new
hospital includes 372 inpatient beds, 72 same-day beds,
11 operating theatres, an integrated cancer centre, a
maternity unit and a mental health unit.
I was grateful to be able to welcome patients to the new
hospital and meet Diane Barnett in the new integrated
cancer centre. Diane has terminal cancer but was upbeat
and determined as she sat in one of the new
chemotherapy chairs to receive her first treatment in the
new hospital. Diane was one of the first patients at the
new hospital. She told me that she did not think she
would make it to her next birthday a year ago, let alone
to the opening of the new hospital. She also told me
that, although it sounds strange, she looked forward to
coming in for her treatments. She said this was because
of the wonderful nurses in the cancer centre who are
always smiling and having a joke with you.
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The new integrated cancer centre has capacity for
26 chemotherapy chairs, more than double that at the
old hospital. It also has state-of-the-art radiotherapy and
medical imaging. This means that cancer patients from
across our region will get the very best medical
treatment and will not have to travel to Melbourne and
leave their families.

Mount Waverley police resources
Mr GIDLEY (Mount Waverley) — Today in the
Parliament I rise to express my concern at the crime
wave that continues to run out of control in our state.
The latest example was the planned brawl by
approximately 50 youths outside Glen Waverley train
station. It is reported youths planning the brawl were
armed with firearms and other weapons to inflict as
much angst and terror on our local community as
possible. With residents and families still reeling from
carjackings in the heart of Glen Waverley, it is no
wonder people simply do not feel safe anymore. What a
tragedy it is that in my local community we have come
to this.
But this out-of-control crime wave did not happen by
accident. It is a direct result of the Andrews Labor
government’s refusal to provide sufficient policing,
implement necessary changes to sentencing and bail
laws as well as their continued attacks on the crucial
role of the family unit. When the government was first
elected the previous Liberal-Nationals government had
finished a $27.8 million upgrade to the Glen Waverley
police academy to ensure sufficient officers could be
recruited and trained and also provide more than
1700 additional police. Under this government police
numbers have been cut, sentencing and bail laws have
remained hopelessly out of kilter with community
expectations, and parents have had their key
responsibility of raising children attacked at every step.
The government has stripped parents of their right to
have any involvement in their child’s medical treatment
at school from age 11, removed parental
decision-making on whether extreme fluid gender
theory is taught to school-age children as well as what
faith-based principles are taught to their children at
school. Is it any wonder crime is running out of control
when this government cuts police numbers, refuses to
make necessary changes to bail and sentencing laws,
and undermines the key role of parents with children?

Kyneton Primary School
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) — Last Wednesday
marked a truly historic day in Kyneton. It was the day
when the Minister for Education joined with me and
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Kyneton Primary School captains Emily Watson, Max
Short, Ben Short and Ivy Morris-Perrott to turn the first
sod on the long-awaited rebuild of Kyneton Primary
School. I say historic because this moment made reality
the hopes and aspirations of a group of committed
parents who ran a six-year campaign to secure the
educational facilities their kids deserve.
The new Kyneton Primary School will deliver the
Kyneton education precinct, a fantastic proposal
devised 10 years ago and supported by the Bracks and
Brumby Labor governments. Despite progressing to a
master plan stage by 2010, the incoming Baillieu
government of 2010 abandoned the plan and proceeded
to neglect entirely the education needs of young people
in Kyneton.
Today I would like to acknowledge the women who
refused to be ignored by a Liberal government that
dismissed their pleas for investment in local schools.
With determination and resourcefulness these women
campaigned to ensure their voices were heard and
fought for access to the education their kids deserve.
This campaign was initiated in 2011 by former
Kyneton Primary School president Fiona Copeland, and
was continued by the school’s parents and friends
president Nialin Waterson as well as Kate Coleman,
Anna Treasure, Sharon Kittson, Amy Cockroft,
Cassandra Eklom, Rosie Torr and Lisa Ohlmus. It gives
me great satisfaction to record these women’s names in
Hansard. That other great parent activist Joan Kirner
would be very proud of each and every one of you.

St Paul’s Special School
Mr T. SMITH (Kew) — On 12 February I attended
the 60th anniversary lunch and mass for St Paul’s
Special School in my electorate of Kew. This really
important local institution has been providing specialist
education for almost 60 years to children aged five to
18 with severe disabilities and specialist needs. It is a
wonderful institution. The lunch was attended by the
local mayor, Phillip Healy, and the chair of Villa Maria
homes, Bill Scales, AO. It was a great opportunity to
bring the community together and celebrate what has
been a wonderful and supportive group in our
community, caring for some of our most needy.

Members of Parliament residences
Mr T. SMITH — On a sadder note, it would be
nice if members of the Labor Party actually lived in
their electorates. It is not that hard — just move there.
The poor old Treasurer is copping a belting at the
moment — and quite rightly so, because he is trying to
stick a jail in an electorate where he does not live. But it
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is not just him. The member for Altona does not live
there. The Minister for Roads and Road Safety does not
live in his seat. The member for Narre Warre South
does not live in her seat. It is the snobbery and
arrogance of the modern Labor Party. The snobs in the
modern Labor Party — the battlers, princes and
princesses of the modern Labor Party — do not even
live in their electorates. It is completely outrageous.

Prime Minister of Israel visit
Mr T. SMITH — In the time I have got left I
welcome the Prime Minister of Israel to Australia, and I
hope he has a wonderful visit.

Hon. Ranil Wickremesinghe
Mr PERERA (Cranbourne) — It was a great
pleasure, together with some of my parliamentary
colleagues, to meet with the Honourable Ranil
Wickremesinghe, Prime Minister of Sri Lanka, during
his visit to Melbourne last week. Since graduating as a
lawyer the Honourable Ranil Wickremesinghe has had
a distinguished political career, including leading a
successful collaboration between two main political
parties in Sri Lanka.
The Minister for Small Business, Innovation and Trade
in the other place hosted and welcomed the Honourable
Ranil Wickremesinghe at a business event held last
week. It was an ideal environment where the Prime
Minister and representatives of the Victorian
government, including the Minister for Small Business,
Innovation and Trade, the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety, and the Speaker, spoke about the great
education opportunities that Victoria offers, the
possibilities for driving our agriculture and tourism
partnerships further and using AFL as a way to
strengthen the relationship between Sri Lanka and
Victoria.
Along with the Speaker, I also had the opportunity to
meet with the Honourable Dayasiri Jayasekara, the Sri
Lankan Minister of Sports, and the Honourable
Thilanga Sumathipala, Sri Lanka’s Deputy Speaker of
the national Parliament and chair of the Sri Lanka
cricket board. Conversations were focused on taking
AFL to Sri Lanka. This is an initiative that I have been
working on since last year.
The Sri Lankan Prime Minister received an honorary
doctorate from Deakin University for his contribution
to law and for his work to unite the divided nation.
During last week I also had the pleasure — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Crisp) — Order!
The speaker’s time has expired.
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Safflower Chinese Medicine Clinic
Mr PAYNTER (Bass) — Last Thursday,
16 February, I opened the Safflower Chinese Medicine
Clinic in Newhaven. The treatment centre includes
several consulting rooms to accommodate the increase
in demand for Chinese medicine and acupuncture
services on Phillip Island and in the Bass Coast shire.
Equally important is that the owners and founders,
Brigitte Linder and Hans Seiwald, are dedicated and
committed to fostering good health and wellbeing
amongst the community by offering community
acupuncture at an affordable price. I congratulate them
on this initiative, and I thank them for the kind
invitation to be part of this special event.

Bass electorate roads
Mr PAYNTER — The Andrews Labor government
is up to its dirty old game of deception again in the
town of Pakenham. Recent announcements, all made
with much fanfare, included funding for works on
McGregor Road and for upgrades along the Pakenham–
Koo Wee Rup road, had very little detail. What the
announcements failed to mention is the complete
disregard this government has for the people of
Pakenham in failing to address the real problems with
both of these roads. My numerous calls to both the
Minister for Public Transport and the Minister for
Roads and Road Safety for the upgrade of the
McGregor Road railway crossing have fallen on deaf
ears, causing thousands of locals massive delays on a
daily basis. The Pakenham–Koo Wee Rup road
continues to be a major risk for the entire community,
including tourists and all road users, including our
businesses. The road needs to be duplicated from the
Pakenham bypass through to the Koo Wee Rup bypass,
and funding should be announced in this year’s budget.

Australia Day
Ms GRALEY (Narre Warren South) — Australia
Day is a time not only to celebrate but to reflect upon
our nation’s history, all that we have achieved and the
challenges we must still confront. We are a diverse
nation and a nation home to an ancient civilisation and
peoples from right across the world. This diversity, this
breadth of experiences, cultures, faiths, languages and
delicious foods, ensures Australia is such a great place
to live. Australia is a place — a home — that is fair,
decent and welcoming to all. We are Victorians, and we
are rightly proud of it. We should be proud of our
diversity and of all of those who contribute so very
much to our unique and beautiful home. Our Prime
Minister recently said:
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Everyone sitting in this chamber and every Australian is a
beneficiary of the diversity that is at the heart of our nation.

Our outstanding Premier said:
Diversity is our richest asset and our most precious of
things — the fact that we come from so many different parts
of the world and are united as one; the fact that we are
respectful and inclusive; the fact that we are the multicultural
capital of our nation, the sports capital of our nation and the
progressive capital of our nation. All of those things should be
a source of great pride.

We must never give in to those who spread fear, hate
and distrust of others. We are better than that.
In Hampton Park I joined with local residents and we
celebrated our diverse community and the centenary of
Hampton Park. Congratulations to Australia Day award
winners Destanee Aiava, Jason Gerdes, Jan Gilchrist,
Lisa Neindorf, Melinda Perry, Sally McCracken, Tania
Sacco and Tim Allan. Georgina Bennett from
St Francis Xavier College and Ciara Smith from
Hillcrest Christian College received the City of Casey’s
Australia Day Study Tour Award. It was great meeting
them yesterday here in the Victorian Parliament.
Welcome to those who took the big step of becoming
citizens — we are all the better for having you and your
families here as part of our diverse Australia, and a very
big welcome to you all. You are now Victorians, and I
hope you are proud of it.

Ailsa Fitzmaurice
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) — On Monday I was
privileged to be invited, along with the glitterati of
Plenty, to celebrate the 100th birthday of the
district’s most loved citizen, Ailsa. As far as we
know, she is the first citizen of Plenty to actually
reach this milestone. I have been privileged to know
Ailsa Fitzmaurice — also known as Ailsa, Mrs Fitz
or Brown Owl — and experience her cheeky but
ladylike smile and her keen wit. I was privileged to
speak in Parliament on Ailsa’s 90th birthday, and I am
now overjoyed to mark her 100th birthday here as well.
Ailsa is petite yet with an inner strength; a lady, but she
is not afraid of hard work. She is also patient and kind,
and a lover of nature and fine things, with a unique
ability to create a world of magic. She has had a
lifetime of community service. She was educated at
Presbyterian Ladies College, where she learned not
only to be a lady but also the values of loyalty and
tradition — values that have stayed with her for her
whole life. She married John, a tall, handsome, athletic
tennis player and exceptional dancer. Unfortunately
their marriage was interrupted by the Second World
War, when John joined the forces. Fortunately for them
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both, he survived. He was missing in action for three
months but returned, healthy, to Australia.
They say life begins at 40, and that was certainly the
case for Ailsa. They moved to Plenty and ran the
general store for decades and decades. This is where
she became one of the most loved citizens of the area. It
has been a life well lived. Fantastic, Ailsa, a century of
life’s adventures.

Celebrate Mooroolbark 2017
Mr HODGETT (Croydon) — I rise to talk about
the Celebrate Mooroolbark festival on 25 March this
year. It is a wonderful festival that celebrates all things
good about Mooroolbark. Our federal member for
Casey, Tony Smith, and our state member for Evelyn
joined me to celebrate all things wonderful about
Mooroolbark.

STATEMENTS ON REPORTS
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee:
budget estimates 2016–17
Mr MORRIS (Mornington) — I rise this morning
to make some comments about the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee report on the 2016–17 budget
estimates. I did speak about this report prior to
Christmas, and in that commentary I certainly
expressed my concerns about the actions of the
government in apparently deliberately seeking to
conceal information from the committee and indeed
preventing the Parliament, as a consequence, from
knowing how the government intends to expend public
funds except at the very highest level — basically at
departmental level. With those actions there is really a
risk that the government will prevent the committee
from fulfilling its obligations to the Parliament.
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virtually; there will be — no coverage of the opposition
response. It is very much a premeditated and, in my
view, deliberate attempt to stifle any adverse
commentary on this year’s budget.
Equally disgraceful is the failure of the government to
fill the vacant seat on the committee. It has been empty
since 6 June last year — a full eight months at this
point, and probably slightly more. I can assure the
government that there are any number of Liberal or
Nationals MPs who would be very happy to take the
vacancy, so I look forward to the Leader of the House
bringing forward a motion and filling that vacant seat as
a matter of urgency.
The decision to schedule the debate on the budget bills
before the committee can complete — or in reality
commence — thorough hearings lays bare the lie that
this government claims constantly of openness and
transparency. It is a government obsessed with secrecy
and obsessed with spin, desperate to conceal — by
manipulation of the parliamentary calendar by deferring
committee hearings for so long that they become
meaningless — the true impact of its actions. That of
course is about the coming year, while this part of the
parliamentary day really is an opportunity to speak
about reports that have been presented.

I do note that as of today, 22 February, we still have not
set dates for the estimates hearings. We are in
discussions, and I am confident that there will be a
resolution, but because of the changes to the sitting
calendar we still do not know when those hearings are
going to be. In saying that I make the point that I am
not in any way being critical of the committee chair,
simply of his government masters in that sense.

Before I address some of the recommendations that
have been made in the report, I do make an
observation that arises from last year’s hearings,
which will be further complicated by recent
machinery of government decisions made by the
Premier. We already have the ridiculous situation of
a portfolio led by the Minister for Families and
Children, which is not within one department. In the
normal course of events you would expect a single
portfolio to be contained within one single
department. But this is a portfolio that stretches
across the Department of Education and Training and
the Department of Health and Human Services
(DHHS). I do not know how any minister, no matter
how talented, can effectively manage their portfolio
when it is split between two departments, two
secretaries and lots of public servants. That is a very
difficult task, even for a very talented minister, and I
do not think in this case anyone is claiming the
minister is talented.

It is clear from the schedule proposed for this year’s
budget, clear from the way the government intends to
run the Parliament this year, that they are intent on
forcing the opposition to respond to their budget on the
same day as the commonwealth brings down their
budget. That really is an absolute disgrace, because we
know what that will mean: there will be virtually — not

With the recent announcement by the Premier that
youth justice will be transferred to the Department of
Justice and Regulation (DJR), a third department is
added. Of the almost $11.7 billion spent on education
and training, the $13.029 billion spent on DHHS and
the $5.962 billion spent on DJR, in each case we simply
do not know how much of that goes to youth justice or
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even to families and children. So it will be very
interesting to see how much time is allocated in the
budget to those matters. Unfortunately I will not be able
to get to the recommendations, but no doubt I will have
a further opportunity.

Public Accounts and Estimates Committee:
budget estimates 2016–17
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) — I refer to the
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee’s inquiry
into the budget estimates for 2016–17, particularly in
relation to the contribution by the Minister for Industry
and Employment, who referred to how working in a
coordinated fashion presents an opportunity to drive
strategic advantage from that collaboration across
economic portfolios within government. I want to
continue raising how this is not just a strategic position
for the Victorian government but also to look at how
this can be employed in direct connection with the
Australian government. This is particularly important
for the community that I represent, because we are
looking at how we drive economic development and
then how we take care of communities that are going
through deindustrialisation.
One of the key propositions is that the Victorian
government is now campaigning to win the Land 400
defence project. This is a really important proposition.
Critically, Victoria has a long and proven record with
military land vehicles, with expertise in engineering,
design and technology. Leading research and
development sectors are bolstered by a world-class
tertiary education system. While we are campaigning as
a state to win this valuable defence force proposition,
Broadmeadows provides one of the key sites — its
internationally acclaimed innovation, leading
technology and skilled workforce — to develop this
project of national significance. I want to commend the
Minister for Industry and Employment for leading the
campaign to deliver this project.
This is an important project for Victoria. I think there
needs to be an assessment, though, of what is actually
happening in postcodes of disadvantage and how we
turn them again into postcodes of hope. We should
realise that what has happened with the demise of
Australia’s automotive industry involves the
manufacturing part. I want to highlight that the Ford
motor company has reinvested in research and
development. That will increase by 50 per cent to
$450 million, with white-collar engineering jobs in
Melbourne’s north forecast to increase by 400 to 1500.
I have written to the new federal Minister for Industry,
Innovation and Science, Arthur Sinodinos — he is the
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fourth in as many years — and I am reaching out to him
to say that we need to actually look at what is
happening in different regions, what the opportunities
are and also what the dangers are during
deindustrialisation in a time of terror. What I am calling
for is responsible government to replace the politics of
ultimate ends. The Australian government announced a
$50 billion investment in submarine manufacturing to
help make up for the demise of the automotive
manufacturing industry in South Australia, so what I
am saying is that here is a tailor-made project that
would be of great significance. I would like to see a
bipartisan approach from this Parliament to pursue this
Land 400 project on behalf of Victoria.
I am also saying, even more significantly,
Broadmeadows has the ideal site. We have the Ford
land, we have the reinvestment in innovation, we have
further land that is available around the Maygar
Barracks and the old Broadmeadows army camp,
which put Broadmeadows on the map all the way back
to the time of the First World War. That is where the
diggers, the light horsemen and the Victoria Cross
winners were trained and dispatched to fight at
Gallipoli, that nation-defining battle. This is a really
important area. Really what we are talking about a
century later — the Land 400 project — is a vehicle
that is the modern-day version of the Light Horse.
Here is the vehicle that can be used in this way. It is a
highly technical vehicle, it has state-of-the-art
technology and we have the resources to drive and to
deliver that project.
The other proposition that I am still seeking is some
funding out of the unspent $1.324 billion from the
automotive transformation scheme. This scheme needs
to be reassessed so that funds are invested where they
are needed most and where they can deliver a multiplier
return on the investment. This could be done in
collaboration with the Victorian government and with
the private sector. The opportunity is there, the money
is there; we just need the political will and the big
picture vision to deliver where it is needed most.

Public Accounts and Estimates Committee:
budget estimates 2016–17
Mr D. O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) — I too rise to
make a few comments on the Report on the 2016–17
Budget Estimates from the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee, of which I am a member. I want
to talk today about some of the evidence we heard in
the hearings last year and also in the last week or so
with respect to the vocational education and training
(VET) sector. When in opposition the now government
made a lot of comments about the VET sector, about a
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TAFE crisis and about how badly it had been handled. I
will stand here and acknowledge that we had some
difficult times, having inherited a deregulated system
that the previous Labor government had not at all
prepared for. We saw massive blowouts in the subsidy
going through the Victorian training guarantee. We
increased that from $800 million to $1.2 billion, and
despite claiming that they were going to fix TAFE
training, the Labor government came forward and
increased it by precisely zero dollars.
What have we seen since then? The government has
failed to increase the Victorian training guarantee.
Indeed we have seen the subsidy to students going
backwards. Why is that the case? Because there has
been a dramatic drop-off in the number of students
involved in vocational education and training. Since
December 2014 — and these are the government’s own
numbers, so they are unquestionable — the number of
students enrolled in training in Victoria has dropped
45.3 per cent, from 443 687 students enrolled at the
time to 243 000 in June 2016. If the Labor Party said
before 2014 that TAFE was in crisis, what have we got
now with 45 per cent fewer students enrolled?
That is not all. Just late last year the Productivity
Commission’s Report on Government Services (ROGS)
showed there had been a $165 million cut to VET in
2015 — —
Ms Staley — A cut!
Mr D. O’BRIEN — A cut. The member for Ripon
is right; there has been a cut. Despite the then
opposition committing to no forced staff redundancies,
TAFE staff numbers have in fact declined 6.5 per cent
in a year, which is probably not surprising given that
there are 45 per cent fewer students involved.
The committee also heard during the hearings last week
that in the first half of 2016 there were 13.6 per cent
fewer VET students, so it is not that the government has
had to spend the first year cleaning things up; it is still
going down. We hear very little now from the
government about the TAFE crisis, despite the fact that
it has actually worsened under this administration. We
also heard last week in the outcomes hearings that there
is a $450 million underspend in the government’s
vocational education and training commitments, and
that is again because we have seen this dramatic
drop-off.
One of the things the government could do in my own
area is actually provide the services that we need at
local campuses. Federation Training is facing some
significant difficulties. We are now into February 2017,
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and we have not seen Federation Training’s annual
report from 2015, so 14 months since the end of that
year we still await that annual report. We have been
campaigning for some time to move the outdated
Fulham campus from Fulham, about 15 kilometres west
of Sale, into the Sale CBD proper, which would enable
better access for local students and people wanting to
retrain, but the government is continuing to refuse
access to available funds for that to occur. There was
$40 million allocated for the merger of Federation
Training in 2014 from the previous coalition
government. Around $20 million of that remains
unspent, but the government says it will not give that
money to Federation Training for upgrades or for the
move of the campus into Sale.
In a response to a recent request from me asking about
this, the minister said that the money was set aside for
the merger with Federation University, which she said
was the previous government’s policy. In fact it was a
decision of the two TAFEs and Federation University,
but it did not go ahead. However, she said that if that
had gone ahead, it would have seen further campus
closures, further TAFE job losses, more course cuts and
a reduction in opportunities. We just had 62 people lose
their jobs at Federation Training before Christmas. We
have seen nursing cut from the Fulham campus and
other campuses faced with closure, so the hypocrisy of
this government on TAFE knows no bounds. It needs to
do much better.

Public Accounts and Estimates Committee:
budget estimates 2016–17
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) — I am delighted to
make a contribution on the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee Report on the 2016–17 Budget
Estimates of November 2016. I would like to draw the
attention of the house to findings 4, 5, 6 and 7 on
page 21 of the report. Finding 4 relates to the Victorian
population growth rate, which has been higher than the
national growth rate since 2013. Finding 5 states:
Victoria’s population increases continue to be driven by high
levels of net overseas migration …

Finding 6:
Melbourne has experienced the highest population growth out
of all Australian capital cities since 2014.

Finding 7:
Most of Victoria’s recent population growth has taken place
across outer metropolitan local government areas, the city
centre of Melbourne and the major regional centres.

Now, clearly you could argue that population was a
theme of last year’s estimates hearings, and indeed I am
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drawn to the fact that on 10 April last year the Leader
of the Opposition announced that a Victorian
population task force would be established, which
would be chaired by the member for Kew, who is also a
member of the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee and the shadow parliamentary secretary for
population policy and housing affordability. Clearly the
member for Kew is the anointed one of those opposite.
Clearly he has been decided on. I do not know what the
member for Ripon may have done and I do not know
why the member for Mount Waverley did not get a
guernsey, but clearly the Leader of the Opposition saw
something in the bright, shining light from Kew to
make him the anointed one and the shadow
parliamentary secretary for population.
Now, you could argue that clearly the member for Kew
has acquitted his responsibility and that clearly he has
returned the trust bestowed upon him by the Leader of
the Opposition because of these findings. When the
member for Kew has all 22 cabinet ministers before
him, he has a wonderful opportunity to explore
population policy. On 6 May the Premier of this great
state appeared before the member for Kew. Bear in
mind this is 36 days after he was tapped on the shoulder
by his leader and made the anointed one and the
shadow parliamentary secretary for population growth.
What did the member for Kew ask the Premier when he
was before him? We had a question on advertising
guidelines. We had a question about legal advice
provided to electorate office staff. We had a question
about a ministerial office in Bendigo. We had a
question about consultancies entered into by the
Department of Premier and Cabinet, and we had a
question in relation to police station operating hours. So
I ask: why would the member for Kew not fulfil the
obligations which were bestowed upon him by his
leader?
But it gets worse. You then have the Minister for
Education appear before the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee on 10 May. Did the member for
Kew ask the Minister for Education, ‘Please tell me,
Minister, can you talk about your forward capital works
program to deal with population growth? What is the
long-term strategy?’? No, we did not have that. We had
discussions about safe schools, about the curriculum
and about doctors in schools. He had 3 hours with the
Minister for Education and there was not one question
about population. Not one.
On 10 May we had the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety come before the committee. Did the member for
Kew ask a question about population and long-term
transport infrastructure required for the state? No. He is
the shadow parliamentary secretary for population, but
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you cannot get him to utter that word. He cannot utter
the word ‘population’.
I refer next to the Minister for Public Transport, who
came before the committee on 12 May. There was not
one question to the Minister for Public Transport in
relation to population. Not one. It gets worse. The
member for Kew had the Minister for Planning come
before the committee on 18 May, and what did we get?
We got repeated questions about Trades Hall and
questions about neighbourhood residential zones. That
was the closest he came to uttering the word
‘population’.
You must ask yourself the question: what sort of person
gets appointed by his leader to discharge a serious piece
of policy work and at the first opportunity of exploring
the topic is incapable of asking a single question of a
single member of this cabinet about population? He is
just a lazy dilettante. He makes the member for Prahran
look like he is a serious person. He is an absolute joke.
Really, the member for Ripon would have done a much
better job.

Public Accounts and Estimates Committee:
budget estimates 2016–17
Ms STALEY (Ripon) — I must say after that rant
from the member for Essendon — look, Danny, I know
it is blue-suit Wednesday, but I am not sure about it
today, especially with the tie.
I would say that the population task force created by the
Leader of the Opposition and chaired by the member for
Kew is the only action any party in this Parliament has
taken on population growth. We are taking that issue
seriously, unlike those opposite. We have just seen the
member for Essendon rant and lose it completely during
statements on reports, which I have got to say is a strange
time to be doing it because we are consulting and we are
taking seriously the issue of population growth. I
understand those opposite do not understand the word
‘consultation’; they just do not get it.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Crisp) — Order!
The member for Ripon, could you inform the house on
which report you are speaking?
Ms STALEY — I can. I am speaking on the Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee (PAEC) Report on
the 2016–17 Budget Estimates. I will be particularly
referring to the hearing in Melbourne on 10 May 2016.
I will in fact turn to that now, and I thank my whip for
this further opportunity to make a statement on reports.
On 10 May we had the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety appear before PAEC. One of the projects that he
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spoke about was the Western Highway duplication
from Ballarat to Stawell. He said:
Work finished in April in relation to the Western Highway
duplication between Beaufort and Buangor …

He noted that he had gone out and cut the ribbon for
that. Then he went on to say:
Expressions of interest for the duplication from Buangor to
Ararat have closed, and tenderers will be shortlisted in June
and invited to submit a request for tender, with the successful
contractor expected to be appointed in October when the
detailed design work begins.

I reiterate that this was a hearing on 10 May 2016, and
what have we found in relation to this project, this
incredibly important project? VicRoads was forced to
put out a statement yesterday which said:
VicRoads has suspended construction of the Western
Highway duplication between Buangor and Ararat due to an
administrative issue with the planning permission for the
duplication.

This government, for the single largest road project in
western Victoria — a massively important project —
has let the planning application lapse, and it did so in
2015. When the minister was before PAEC on 10 May
saying that work was going on, he had not bothered to
make any inquiries, he had no control over his
department’s administrative processes and in fact
planning had lapsed.
At that hearing the minister, on slide 10, noted that the
Western Highway duplication from Ballarat to Stawell
is a major regional freight network upgrade. There are
massive economic benefits in terms of freight, there are
safety benefits in terms of improving the safety of this
road and of course it is a major employer and a local
employer as we go through building the road. Last
night I asked the planning minister to act under
section 20(4) of the Planning and Environment
Act 1987 to reinstate planning permission for this road.
There has been no action on this to date, so we have the
road stalled.
This is a government that bleats on about how it takes
jobs seriously and then has complete administrative
failure that completely stops construction of a major
road through western Victoria in the heart of my
electorate, and this is just not good enough. They
should be acting, and again we are getting nothing —
absolutely nothing. This government does not care
about this road and needs to take some action.
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Public Accounts and Estimates Committee:
budget estimates 2016–17
Ms HALFPENNY (Thomastown) — I rise to speak
on the 2016–17 budget estimates report that was
brought down by the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee. I congratulate members of that committee,
particularly the chair, the member for Essendon; the
members for Eltham and Oakleigh; and Ms Shing, a
member for Eastern Victoria Region in the Council.
In particular I would like to refer to chapter 8 of that
report, regarding the scrutiny of the Labor
government’s 2014 election commitments and the
fulfilment of those commitments as shown through the
funding in the 2016–17 budget. This was the second
budget of this Labor government. While often the
wheels of government turn slowly, it is pleasing to see
that the facts as contained in this report demonstrate
that the Andrews Labor government is getting on with
things, getting things done and delivering on the
commitments that it took to the people of Victoria in
the election.
The report of the 2015–16 budget estimates examines
various output and asset initiatives that were initially
outlined in our government’s election commitments,
together with the level of funding committed to those
projects. I want to talk in particular about the asset
initiatives that were committed to by the Labor
government, and in particular the O’Herns Road
project, an election commitment made to the residents
of Thomastown.
The 2015–16 budget estimates report contains around
25 asset commitments or projects that were deemed to
have been not fully funded or only partially funded, but
in the second budget — and as per this report — it is
demonstrated that now 18 of those projects have been
delivered and others are well on the way to being
delivered. The budget itself really is the area where the
proof — the test — is that the government is actually
delivering, because it is the funding that of course is
needed to deliver the projects.
The O’Herns Road project in Thomastown is a huge
project that is very much needed because of the
congestion on the roads in a growing suburb. This will
allow people to come off the smaller local roads and
onto some of the bigger federal and big arterial roads.
We are really excited in Thomastown that the
government has committed to this project, that the
funding is there and that project preparations are well
on the way. I am very much looking forward to making
major announcements in coming weeks, together with
the Premier and the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety, on the O’Herns Road project so that we can
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start seeing some shovels in the ground and signs being
put up so that people can see in a physical way this
project really moving on.
In addition to the O’Herns Road project, it is also very
important that Edgars Road is completed and connected
between Cooper Street and O’Herns Road. I call on the
Whittlesea council to fulfil its promise to the residents
of Thomastown that it would take up its responsibility
and complete this road, because it is also necessary as
part of this project to get people moving faster along the
roads to reduce congestion.
On top of this we have seen the stark contrast between
the Andrews Labor government in delivering projects
and supporting communities as compared to the former
coalition government that was ditched after just four
years in office because it did absolutely nothing to
support people and their families.
I also look forward to the outer northern roads projects
that will be announced soon. There will be further
major projects across the north that will be further
assisting families and people to get around their area, to
get into work and to support the economic zones and
planning that are also being looked at in terms of the
northern area to create jobs for those living in the north.
We know that all this work is urgent and people get
frustrated at the time it takes, but it is being done. The
budget estimates report shows and provides the proof
that it is being done. This is something that only the
Andrews Labor government can do to support the
people of Victoria.

JURY DIRECTIONS AND OTHER ACTS
AMENDMENT BILL 2017
Statement of compatibility
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) tabled following
statement in accordance with Charter of Human
Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the charter), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Jury Directions
and Other Acts Amendment Bill 2017.
In my opinion, the Jury Directions and Other Acts
Amendment Bill 2017, as introduced to the Legislative
Assembly, is compatible with human rights as set out in the
charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this
statement.
Overview
The bill addresses a number of problematic areas of law to
provide for clear and simple jury directions on:
the giving of evidence by an accused;
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interest in the outcome of the trial;
motive to lie, and
differences in a complainant’s account of an alleged
sexual offence.

The bill also:
abolishes an unhelpful common law direction on the
truthfulness or reliability of a complainant’s evidence;
provides that problematic common law directions on
previous representation evidence are not required;
improves the timing of majority verdict and
perseverance directions and allows for more helpful
directions on jury deliberations;
makes amendments in relation to the exceptions to the
hearsay rule relevant to previous representations, the
giving of evidence by alternative means and accepting
majority verdicts;
provides legislative backing for a general jury guide to
assist jurors during the trial and their deliberations; and
applies relevant aspects of the Jury Directions Act 2015
to criminal proceedings that do not involve a jury.
Finally, the bill amends the Juries Act 2000 in relation to
peremptory challenges in criminal trials.
Human rights issues
Jury directions are the directions a trial judge gives to a jury to
help them to decide whether the accused is guilty or not
guilty. Jury directions aim to ensure that jurors reach their
verdict according to the law, by informing jurors about the
relevant law, and on how they should (or should not) use or
assess the evidence in the trial.
The reforms in the bill are relevant to the right to a fair
hearing (section 25) and rights in criminal proceedings
(section 24) of the charter. In addition to these rights, the bill
also engages the freedom of expression (section 15) and the
protection of children (section 17).
Right to a fair hearing (section 24)
Section 24 of the charter provides that a person charged with
a criminal offence has the right to have the charge decided by
a competent, independent and impartial court or tribunal after
a fair and public hearing.
The bill promotes this right through a number of
improvements to jury directions. The aim of the Jury
Directions Act 2015 is to assist judges in providing simple,
clear and focused directions on the law and the evidence in
the case that jurors are likely to listen to, understand and
apply. This enhances the fairness, competency and integrity
of jury trials. The bill extends this by inserting specific
evidentiary jury directions on problematic areas of law: the
evidence of an accused, interest in the outcome of the trial and
motive to lie (clause 5, new sections 44H–M), and differences
in a complainant’s account (clause 7, new section 54D, which
is relevant only to sexual offence trials). The bill also
prohibits or discourages problematic directions on previous
representations (clause 5, new sections 44B–D) and on the
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truthfulness or reliability of a victim’s evidence (clause 5,
new section 44F).
The bill also promotes the right to a fair hearing by clarifying
when trial judges may and may not give perseverance and
majority verdict directions (clause 9, new sections 64B–C).
By separating the perseverance and majority verdict
directions, each direction will be clearer and more helpful for
the jury in understanding what it may or must do at a relevant
stage of deliberations. The bill also enables trial judges to
accept majority verdicts at any time if they consider that the
jury has had a reasonable time for deliberations, having
regard to the nature and complexity of the trial (clause 22),
rather than having to wait for the arbitrary time period of six
hours to lapse.
In relation to jury deliberations, the bill allows trial judges to
direct juries on the order in which certain matters are
considered during deliberations, such as alternative offences,
elements of offences and defences (clause 9, new sections
64E–F), and facilitates the use of a jury guide (clause 12).
These changes will have a positive impact on jury trials by
providing more guidance to juries in working through
complex issues and will improve the structure and efficiency
of deliberations.
The bill also repeals mandatory directions relating to giving
evidence by alternative means (clauses 13 and 19).
Alternative arrangements such as pre-recording of evidence
or giving of evidence by CCTV are now commonplace.
Research shows that ‘limiting’ directions such as these (e.g.
where the jury is told not to draw adverse inferences from
the use of such arrangements) often have the opposite effect
to what is intended. However, while such directions will no
longer by mandatory, trial judges will be able to continue
giving these directions if the circumstances of the case
require.
By encouraging the use of a general jury guide which will
assist jurors to understand key concepts relevant to all
criminal trials and provide information about how to organise
jury deliberations (clause 12), the bill will promote better
informed jurors. This will increase the likelihood of verdicts
based on the relevant law and evidence, and enhance the
integrity of the trial process.
Finally, the bill sets out the law relating to peremptory
challenges during jury selection in a criminal trial (clause 21).
This amendment promotes fair trial rights by ensuring that an
accused has an adequate opportunity to assess potential jurors
and participate in the process of empanelling the impartial
jury that will determine their innocence or guilt.
In my opinion, the changes contained in the bill promote, and
in no way limit, the right to a fair trial.
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promotes the right of the accused not to be compelled to
testify against themselves (section 25(2)(k) of the charter) by
providing that trial judges must inform the jury that an
accused is not required to give evidence and that their
evidence must be assessed in the same way as the evidence of
any other witness.
The bill also introduces a provision that prohibits certain
generalised statements or suggestions by the trial judge and
counsel about the interest of the accused or a witness in the
outcome of the trial (clause 5, new section 44H). I do not
consider that this provision limits any of the rights in section
25(2), such as the right to defend oneself (section 25(2)(d))
or the right to examine witnesses (section 25(2)(g)). The
prohibition applies equally to both parties, as well as the
trial judge, and relates to general comments about interest in
the outcome of the trial, which does not preclude defence
counsel making an argument as to a particular interest held
by a witness.
Freedom of expression (section 15)
Section 15 of the charter contains the right to freedom of
expression. The bill contains provisions that prohibit certain
statements or suggestions (clause 5, new section 44H —
interest in the outcome of the trial) as well as prohibitions on
trial judges making certain directions (clause 5, new section
44F — regarding truthfulness or reliability of a victim’s
evidence and clause 5, new section 44J — regarding evidence
of an accused). These minor restrictions on the right to
freedom of expression fall within section 15(3)(a) of the
charter, as they are reasonably necessary to protect the rights
of persons in the proceedings, such as the accused and the
alleged victim.
Protection of children (section 17)
Section 17(2) of the charter provides for a child’s right to
protection without discrimination. The bill promotes this right
by extending the current exception to the hearsay rule in
section 377 of the Criminal Procedure Act 2009. The current
exception applies to complainants in sexual offence matters
who are under 18 when the matter reaches court. The
amendments to section 66 of the Evidence Act 2008 will
apply the hearsay exception to alleged victims of any criminal
offence who are under 18 years of age when they make the
representation (clauses 14 and 17). Including representations
made by any person before they turn 18 reflects that there can
be lengthy delays between the alleged offending and the start
of proceedings, and that it is unfair to exclude relevant
evidence from a child just because they turn 18 before the
matter reaches court.
For the reasons outlined above, I consider that the
amendments contained in this Bill are compatible with human
rights as set out in the charter.

Rights in criminal proceedings (section 25)
Section 25 of the charter sets out rights in criminal
proceedings: subsection (1) provides for the right to the
presumption of innocence while subsection (2) sets out
specific minimum guarantees in these proceedings.
Directions on the evidence of the accused and interest in the
outcome of the trial (clause 5, new section 44I) and motive to
lie (clause 5, new section 44L) expressly promote the right to
the presumption of innocence by requiring trial judges to
reiterate the onus of proof on the prosecution when giving
these directions. The direction in new section 44I also

The Hon. Martin Pakula, MP
Attorney-General

Second reading
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Speech as follows incorporated into Hansard under
standing orders:
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Introduction
This bill continues the very important process of jury
directions reforms in Victoria.
Jury directions are the directions a trial judge gives to a jury to
help them to decide whether the accused person before them
is guilty or not guilty. Given the fundamental importance of
trial by jury to Victoria’s criminal justice system, these
directions must be as helpful, relevant and fair as possible.
The jury directions reform process has been underway for
some years. The first Jury Directions Act commenced in
2013. That act created a new framework for determining
which directions are given in a criminal trial and encouraged
a collaborative culture between trial judges and counsel by
requiring discussions about which directions should be given
and the content of those directions. The act also supported
trial judges giving a short and tailored summing up,
encouraged better ways of communicating with juries, and
addressed two problematic jury directions.
The current Jury Directions Act 2015 made improvements to
the 2013 act and added new provisions to clarify and simplify
jury directions on issues such as unreliable evidence, and
delay and credibility. The act has been very well received by
the courts and other stakeholders.
This bill will build on these reforms by amending the Jury
Directions Act 2015, and making related amendments to
other acts including the Criminal Procedure Act 2009 and the
Juries Act 2000. These reforms include clarifying the content
of particular directions, discouraging or abolishing unhelpful
and confusing directions, removing arbitrary time
requirements for jury deliberations and introducing new
directions to address common misconceptions.
The Department of Justice and Regulation (the department)
has prepared a report, Jury Directions: A Jury-Centric
Approach part 2, which sets out in detail the reasons for
these reforms.
Like the previous jury directions reforms, the reforms to the
Jury Directions Act and the related reforms to other acts have
been discussed in detail by the expert advisory group
established by the department to assist in the reform process.
the input of the advisory group has been vital to ensure that
the proposed jury directions reforms are fair, clear and
effective. I thank the members of the advisory group for their
contributions over the last six years.
Amendments to the Jury Directions Act 2015
This bill builds on the current act by addressing a number of
problematic jury directions. The bill will also clarify how the
Jury Directions Act applies to criminal proceedings before
magistrates and appellate judges. For example, the Jury
Directions Act provides that forensic disadvantage to an
accused due to delay may only be taken into account if the
court is satisfied that the accused has actually experienced a
significant forensic disadvantage. It is appropriate that a
magistrate hearing a criminal case involving delay and
forensic disadvantage uses this same reasoning.
Directions on previous representations
A previous representation is a statement made outside of the
court proceeding, such as a witness’s earlier statement to
police. Jury directions on this evidence aim to instruct juries

on how they may use (or not use) the evidence and, where
relevant, its potential unreliability. Directions on use of this
evidence are working well, and do not need specific
legislative intervention, and the Jury Directions Act already
contains directions on unreliable evidence.
However, the common law currently requires trial judges to
give additional directions on previous representations that are
confusing or unhelpful for jurors. For example, judges must
sometimes direct that evidence from a witness who heard a
statement is not independent proof of the facts stated. This
direction could be misunderstood by jurors to mean that a
complainant’s evidence needs to be independently confirmed,
which is not correct.
The bill will clarify and simplify this area of the law by
making it clear that this, and other problematic common law
directions, are not required. While trial judges may still give
such directions if appropriate, these provisions will reassure
trial judges that they do not need to ‘appeal proof’ their trials
by giving these directions in each case.
Directions on the accused giving evidence and interest in the
outcome of the trial
The accused is not required to give evidence in a criminal
trial. However, if an accused decides to give evidence, the
common law may require the trial judge to give certain
directions about that evidence that are confusing, unnecessary
or inaccurate. These include a direction which provides that
the jury should treat the accused’s evidence in the same way
as other witnesses, but that the accused is probably under
more stress than any other witness.
On a related issue, the common law prohibits trial judges
from directing the jury that an interest in the outcome of the
trial is a factor to consider when assessing witnesses,
including the accused. The rationale is that such a direction
would undermine the presumption of innocence, because the
accused always has an interest in the outcome of the trial. The
prosecution is also prohibited from raising this issue.
However, uncertainty as to the scope of this prohibition has
led to appeals and retrials, while juries do not receive
assistance on how to assess interest in the outcome of the trial.
The bill will clarify what can and cannot be said about both
the evidence of an accused and interest in the outcome of a
trial. For example, trial judges and parties will be prohibited
from suggesting that an accused’s evidence is less credible or
requires more scrutiny than the evidence of other witnesses.
However, consistent with other credibility directions in the
Jury Directions Act, trial judges and the parties will continue
to be able to comment on how a witness’s or accused’s
particular interest in the outcome of the trial does or may
affect their credibility.
The bill will allow a trial judge to remind the jury that the
accused is not required to give evidence and that the onus of
proof has not changed because the accused gave evidence.
The judge may also direct the jury to assess the evidence of
the accused in the same way as any other witness. This will
guide the jury on how to assess the accused’s evidence fairly.
The bill will also prohibit trial judges from giving certain
problematic common law directions.
Directions on motive to lie
During a trial, counsel may argue that a prosecution witness,
including the complainant, has a motive to lie about the
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alleged offence, for example, financial gain. The prosecution
may rebut that motive, or it may be suggested that the witness
does not have a motive to lie (for example, the witness may
say ‘Why would I lie about this?’). Trial judges must
currently give lengthy directions on motive to lie that are
unclear in scope and may reinforce outdated notions that
victims, particularly of sexual offences, frequently lie. For
example, trial judges must direct the jury that the absence of a
motive to lie cannot enhance a complainant’s credibility as
there are many reasons people may lie. Confusingly, juries
are then told not to speculate about any motive to lie.
The bill will ensure that directions on motive to lie focus on
the burden of proof and are fair to both the accused and the
alleged victim. The bill sets out what trial judges must include
in a direction (e.g. that the prosecution bears the burden of
proof and the accused does not need to prove a witness had a
motive to lie). Other than this direction, the bill makes it clear
that trial judges are not permitted to direct on motive to lie.
This will ensure that the question of credibility of a witness is
left to the jury to assess, as is appropriate.
Directions on differences in a complainant’s account
Defence counsel often use differences in accounts to discredit
the complainant’s credibility or reliability. Research shows
that people retain and recall memories differently, and that
truthful accounts often contain differences. For example, an
August 2016 report published by the Royal Commission into
Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse found that in
the sample study, defence counsel raised inconsistencies
within the complainant’s own evidence in more than 90 per
cent of cases. Trauma can also exacerbate the normal
variability of memory. However, these issues are not
commonly understood. Instead, it is a common misconception
that a ‘real’ victim would remember all the details of an
offence, and describe that offence consistently each time, to
any person, in any context.
The bill will allow trial judges to address this misconception
in appropriate cases. The direction will include that people
may not remember all the details of a sexual offence or
describe an offence consistently each time, and that it is
common for there to be differences in accounts. However, the
direction will also emphasise that it remains up to the jury to
decide whether any differences are important and whether
they believe some, all or none of the complainant’s evidence.
In line with the current directions on delay and credibility, the
direction would address the risk that a juror will make an
unwarranted assumption about differences in a complainant’s
account. It would encourage jurors to consider the
complainant’s evidence with an open mind, while not
restricting the ability of defence counsel to argue how
differences in the particular complainant’s account may affect
their credibility or reliability.
Directions on perseverance and majority verdicts
Majority verdicts in criminal trials are available for all Victorian
criminal offences, except for murder, treason and certain major
drug offences. This bill will not change these rules.
However, the bill will affect the order and timing of
perseverance and majority verdict directions. If a jury is
having difficulty reaching a unanimous verdict, trial judges
can give a direction encouraging the jury to persevere. If this
direction is given, trial judges can simultaneously explain the
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procedure for returning a majority verdict. For example, a
judge may say ‘in some circumstances, I can allow you to
give a majority verdict instead of a unanimous one. But it is
not yet time for that, and may never be. So I urge you to
return to the jury room and try to resolve your differences’.
While these statements are technically correct, giving them at
the same time is confusing and unhelpful, and may also put
pressure on juries to compromise.
Accordingly, the bill will clarify this area by providing that
trial judges must not give a perseverance direction
immediately before, at the same time as, or immediately after,
a majority verdict direction. In addition, trial judges will no
longer have to direct the jury to persevere before accepting a
majority verdict (as they are in the best position to determine
whether such a direction is appropriate in the particular case).
By separating the perseverance and majority verdict
directions, each direction will be clearer and more helpful for
jurors in understanding what they may or must do.
Directions on jury deliberations
Presently, trial judges can only direct the jury as to the
sequence in which verdicts must be delivered in court, not the
particular order in which it should consider alternative
charges or elements of an offence. For example, a judge
cannot direct the jury to consider the offence of murder before
considering the alternative offence of manslaughter or direct
when the jury must consider self-defence. This distinction is
arbitrary, and gives juries little assistance in structuring their
deliberations. In some trials, there is a logical order in which
to consider offences or elements.
The bill will allow trial judges to direct on the order in which
juries must consider the offences charged, as well as some or
all of the elements of an offence or alternative offence, any
defences and relevant issues in dispute. This will provide
clear guidance to juries about how to structure their
deliberations, which may assist in more complex cases.
Directions on doubts regarding the truthfulness and reliability
of a complainant’s evidence
The New South Wales case of R v. Markuleski [2001] 52
NSWLR 82 requires trial judges, in word against word
cases (commonly sexual offence cases), to direct juries that
if they have a reasonable doubt concerning the truthfulness
or reliability of the complainant’s evidence in relation to
one or more charges, that must be taken into account in
assessing the truthfulness or reliability of the complainant’s
evidence generally.
Victorian courts have criticised the direction for being
confusing, misleading and inconsistent with other directions,
such as the direction to consider each charge separately. It is
also criticised for being overly advantageous to the accused.
While it is unlikely that the direction would often be given
under the Jury Directions Act, there are good reasons for not
giving the direction at all. Accordingly, the bill will
specifically prohibit Markuleski directions.
Jury directions related amendments to other acts
In addition to amending the Jury Directions Act 2015, the bill
will make related reforms to a number of other acts.
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Alternative evidence directions — amendments to the
Criminal Procedure Act 2009 and the Evidence
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1958
The Criminal Procedure Act allows certain witnesses,
including witnesses in sexual offence and family violence
proceedings, to give evidence by alternative means (e.g. by
CCTV). Other witnesses, such as child complainants, may
have their evidence pre-recorded. These provisions
recognise that the conventional way of giving evidence can
be highly traumatic and confronting in such cases, and that
the alternative arrangements do not interfere with an
accused’s right to a fair trial. The use of such arrangements
is now common.
When evidence is given in such a way, provisions in the
Criminal Procedure Act require trial judges to warn jurors not
to draw any adverse inference to the accused, or give the
witness’s evidence any greater or lesser weight, because of
the making of the arrangements. Section 42V of the Evidence
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1958 is an equivalent
provision relating to audiovisual links.
These directions are meant to minimise the risk of prejudice
to the accused. However, as CCTV and video recordings are
now commonplace, the directions are no longer necessary in
each case.
Accordingly, the bill will repeal these provisions.
Exceptions to the hearsay rule — amendments to the
Criminal Procedure Act 2009 and the Evidence Act 2008
The hearsay rule generally prevents a jury from hearing
evidence from an alleged victim of an offence about what he
or she said about the offence out of court. It may also prevent
other people giving evidence about what the alleged victim
told them about the offence.
Exceptions to the rule recognise that there are circumstances
in which hearsay evidence should be admitted (e.g. because it
is particularly relevant or likely to be reliable). There are
currently two exceptions that apply in criminal trials when the
maker of a representation is available to give evidence:
section 66 of the Evidence Act and section 377 of the
Criminal Procedure Act. Section 377 is limited to child
complainants in sexual offence trials who are under 18 years
of age when the trial commences, while section 66 applies to
criminal trials more generally.
Section 377 would be better located in the Evidence Act
alongside the other hearsay provisions. Accordingly, the bill
will consolidate the two provisions in the Evidence Act, and
improve the operation of the hearsay exception currently in
section 377.
The new provision would provide an exception to the hearsay
rule if the occurrence of the asserted fact was fresh in the
memory of the maker of the representation (consistent with
current section 66) or the maker of the representation is an
alleged victim in the proceeding and was under 18 years of
age when he or she made the representation. Children may
often delay in reporting an offence, and are likely to first tell a
parent, teacher or friend. Given this, a child’s initial complaint
or statement about an alleged offence will often be the best
evidence of contested facts. Broadening this exception to all
criminal proceedings, not just sexual offence proceedings,
will ensure that other serious criminal offences are covered,
such as family violence offences. Including representations

made by any person before they turn 18 reflects that there can
be lengthy delays between the alleged offending and the start
of proceedings, and that it is unfair to exclude relevant
evidence from a child just because they turn 18 before the
matter reaches court.
Legislative support for a jury guide — amendments to the
Criminal Procedure Act 2009
Section 222 of the Criminal Procedure Act gives trial judges
broad discretion to address juries on matters that are relevant
to the performance of the jury’s functions. Section 223 of that
act allows judges to give juries a variety of documents to help
them understand the issues and evidence in the trial.
The expert advisory group that was formed to assist with the
jury directions reform process has developed a general jury
guide, which is a written document summarising preliminary
directions given in all criminal trials (covering, for example,
the role of the judge and jury, and fundamental legal concepts
such as the presumption of innocence). The guide also assists
the jury with their deliberations. The guide is currently being
trialled in the County and Supreme courts. Jurors will be
surveyed to see whether the jury guide is effective or could be
improved. If the guide proves to be as useful as is expected,
the bill will enable regulations to be made requiring its use in
every trial.
Time limits for taking majority verdicts — amendments to
the Juries Act 2000
Currently, trial judges may only accept a majority verdict if
the jury has deliberated for at least 6 hours. If the jury
indicates that it has become deadlocked (in an unresolvable
way) early in its deliberations, particularly in simple trials, the
judge must still wait until the 6-hour mark before directing
the jury about returning a majority verdict. This contributes to
unnecessary court delays and does not assist in promoting
effective jury deliberation processes. Accordingly, the bill
will give trial judges the discretion to accept majority verdicts
at any time if they consider that the jury has had a reasonable
time for deliberations, having regard to the nature and
complexity of the trial. Each trial is different, and the trial
judge will be in the best position to determine the most
appropriate course of action.
Amendments relating to peremptory challenges in
criminal trials
During selection of a jury in a criminal trial, an accused may
make a limited number of peremptory challenges to
prospective jurors. Varying practices amongst trial judges has
led to recent appeals where convictions were overturned on
the basis that the accused did not have an adequate
opportunity to view prospective jurors’ faces, which impacted
on their right to challenge jurors. The bill amends the Juries
Act 2000 by codifying the common law to expressly provide
that an accused must have a reasonable opportunity to
exercise a peremptory challenge. This will require the
accused to have an adequate opportunity to view the faces of
prospective jurors, but will not require jurors to ‘parade’ in
front of the dock.
Conclusion
Jurors perform a vital role in our criminal justice system and
should be supported and assisted in performing that role. The
Jury Directions Act 2015 uses a jury-centric approach that
enables and encourages trial judges to give directions that are
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as clear, brief, simple and understandable as possible.
Adopting the same approach, this bill addresses additional
jury directions and related provisions that require reform to
assist jurors.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr PESUTTO
(Hawthorn).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 8 March.

EDUCATION AND CARE SERVICES
NATIONAL LAW AMENDMENT BILL 2017
Statement of compatibility
Mr FOLEY (Minister for Housing, Disability and
Ageing) tabled following statement in accordance
with Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities
Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006, (the charter), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Education and
Care Services National Law Amendment Bill 2017.
In my opinion, the Education and Care Services National Law
Amendment Bill 2017, as introduced to the Legislative
Assembly, is compatible with human rights as set out in the
charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this
statement.
Overview
The bill amends the Education and Care Services National
Law in the schedule to the Education and Care Services
National Law Act 2010 (the national law), which provides a
nationally consistent framework for the delivery of
high-quality outcomes in education and care services in all
states and territories in Australia.
Agreed to by the Education Council, the amendments include
additional requirements to ensure only suitable persons are
engaged in education and care, new powers for authorised
officers and regulatory authorities to ensure compliance with
the national law and clearer powers for the sharing, disclosure
and publication of information.
Human rights issues
The following rights under the charter are potentially relevant
to the bill: the right to freedom of movement (section 12), the
right to privacy (section 13), the protection of children and
families (section 17), property rights (section 20), and the
right to a fair hearing (section 24).
Section 17: Protection of families and children
Section 17(2) of the charter provides that every child has the
right, without discrimination, to such protection as is in his or
her best interests and is needed by him or her by reason of
being a child. Section 17(2) recognises that children are
vulnerable because of their age and entitled to special
protection. In my view, the bill promotes the protection of
children under section 17(2) of the charter. In particular, the
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following clauses of the bill promote protection in the best
interests of children in accordance with section 17(2).
Clause 14(2) of the bill amends the national law to provide
that the maximum number of children stated in a service
approval forms part of the conditions of the service approval.
The prescription of a maximum number of children on a
service approval will ensure that services do not educate and
care for more children than appropriate for the available
infrastructure and staffing, thereby improving the safety
outcomes for children attending the service.
Clause 14(2) further amends the national law to provide that
the condition does not apply where the service exceeds the
maximum number of children where a child is being educated
and cared for by the service in an emergency, such as where
the child is in need of protection under a child protection
order and the approved provider is satisfied on reasonable
grounds that exceeding the maximum number of children will
not affect the health, safety and wellbeing of any other child
attending the service. This clause ensures that particularly
vulnerable children, with immediate care needs, have access
to education and care whilst providing additional protections
to children attending the service as the approved provider
must also have regard to their interests.
Clause 35 of the bill amends the national law to require each
nominated supervisor and each person in day-to-day charge
of an education and care service to have successfully
completed child protection training. The safety, health and
wellbeing of children is a fundamental objective of the
national law and the requirement for child protection training
further protects children by ensuring appropriately trained
persons are responsible for their education and care.
Clause 36 of the bill amends the national law to require
approved providers of family day care services to engage a
minimum number of family day care coordinators based on
the number of family day care educators at the service.
Family day care coordinator are engaged by family day care
services to support, monitor and train family day care
educators of the service. The new requirement will ensure that
family day care educators who are educating and caring for
children as part of an approved family day care service
receive adequate levels of support and meet the standards
required of them by the national law. The new requirement
will also introduce a more transparent system of imposing
minimum family day care coordinator requirements on
services and improve safety and education outcomes for
children attending family day care services.
Clause 46 of the bill amends the national law to empower the
regulatory authority to give a prohibition notice to restrict a
person from being a nominated supervisor of an education
and care service, or to impose conditions on a person’s
nomination as a nominated supervisor, if it considers the
person to be an unacceptable risk of harm to a child or
children if the person were allowed to perform the
supervisory role. It is reasonable to restrict a person’s access
to employment in a supervisory role where they may pose an
unacceptable risk of harm to a child or children.
Section 12: Freedom of movement
Section 12 of the charter provides that every person lawfully
within Victoria has the right to move freely within Victoria
and to enter and leave it and has the freedom to choose where
to live.
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Clause 40 of the bill simplifies, but does not change the effect
of, a number of provisions in the bill which require the
approved provider, nominated supervisor and family day care
educator to ensure that a person does not remain at an
education and care premises while children are being
educated and cared for at the premises unless the person is an
authorised person and under the direct supervision of an
educator or another staff member of the service. Authorised
persons are persons who hold working with children checks, a
parent or family member of a child attending the service, an
authorised nominee of a parent or family member, medical or
emergency personnel and persons permitted under the
Working with Children Act 2005 to remain at the education
and care services premises without holding a working with
children check.
Clause 40 limits the rights of persons (who are not
authorised persons) to freedom of movement within
Victoria. However, in my opinion, the limit is reasonably
justified under section 7(2) of the charter as the provisions
aim to ensure the health, safety and wellbeing of children
while they are being educated and cared for at an education
and care service premises.
Section 13: Privacy
Section 13(a) of the charter provides that a person has the
right not to have his or her privacy or family, home or
correspondence unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with.
Clause 5 of the bill amends the national law to expressly
provide for certain matters to be taken into account by the
regulatory authority in assessing whether an applicant for
provider approval is a fit and proper person. Those matters
include an assessment of the applicant’s management
capability and any relevant action taken by the
commonwealth under the A New Tax System (Family
Assistance) (Administration) Act 1999 (family assistance
law) in relation to a child care service approved under that act.
It is possible that persons will be required to provide personal
information where the regulatory authority is assessing an
applicant’s fitness and propriety. To the extent that
information required under these provisions relates to
individuals, clause 5 may engage the right to privacy under
section 13(a) of the charter. However, in my view, any
interference with the right to privacy is neither unlawful nor
arbitrary. Currently, the regulatory authority may consider a
very broad range of factors when assessing an application for
service approval and has the power to seek further
information and undertake enquiries. Hence, the information
regarding an applicant’s management capability and
compliance with the commonwealth family assistance law
can already be sought under the national law. The provisions
are necessary to protect the rights of children by ensuring
authorities are able to make informed decisions about the
fitness of particular providers to provide an education and
care service and comply with the national law. Further, when
exercising jurisdiction in Victoria, the regulatory authority is a
public authority for the purposes of section 38 of the charter.
When seeking information under the national law, the
regulatory authority and its officers will therefore be required
to act compatibly with and give proper consideration to the
human rights set out in the charter.
Clause 54 of the bill amends the national law to permit an
authorised officer to enter a family day care premises to
investigate the service if the authorised officer reasonably

suspects that an offence may have been committed against the
national law. The power is limited to circumstances where the
authorised officer reasonably believes that the service is
operating at the residence at the time of entry or the register of
family day care educators records that the service operates at
the residence at the time of entry. The entry power is
reasonable in a regulatory scheme in which family day care
educators choose to participate by operating a business from
their residences and which seeks to ensure the safety, health
and wellbeing of children being educated and cared for by
family day care educators. The limits on the entry power
provide family day care educators with some protections as
entry is sought to be restricted to when the business is
operating at the residence thereby ensuring that a person’s
right to their privacy at home is not unlawfully or arbitrarily
interfered with.
Clause 56 of the bill amends the national law to permit an
authorised officer, without a search warrant, to enter any
premises (including residential or business premises) for the
purpose of determining whether an education and care service
is operating without a service approval at or from the
premises, if the authorised officer reasonably believes that a
person is operating a service in contravention of section 103
of the national law and the occupier of the premises consents
to the entry in writing. The power is limited by a number of
protections, including that the occupier must provide fully
informed consent to the entry, which ensures that a person’s
right to their privacy at home is not unlawfully or arbitrarily
interfered with.
Clause 62 of the bill seeks to clarify the type of information
that must be kept by approved providers of family day care
services on the register of family day care educators. The
amendments also seek to improve compliance with the
provision by making it an offence if an approved provider
fails to keep the prescribed information on the register, fails to
keep the information accurately or fails to provide it to the
regulatory authority on request. Although the amendments are
relevant to a person’s right under section 13(a) of the charter
not to have his or her privacy unlawfully or arbitrarily
interfered with, they seek to preserve the provision’s original
intent, namely, that the register is to contain prescribed
information in relation to, in addition to family day care
educators, family day care coordinators and family day care
educator assistants. There are currently no consequences for
non-compliance with the existing register of family day care
educators requirements. Converting the provisions into
offence provisions will improve compliance with the
provisions. Regulatory authorities consider the information on
the register in respect of family day care service staff
members, and having quick access to the information, as vital
to ensuring the safety and wellbeing of children being
educated and cared for in the private residences of family day
care educators. As such, it is my view that clause 62 of the
bill neither arbitrarily nor unlawfully interferes with a
person’s rights under section 13(a) of the charter.
Several clauses of the bill permit the sharing, disclosure and
publication of information that may be private or otherwise
confidential.
Clause 64 of the bill seeks to remedy existing deficiencies in
the current provisions relating to information sharing and
disclosure between authorities to ensure the objectives of the
national law, in particular ensuring the safety, health and
wellbeing of children, can be fulfilled. In addition to
disclosures that are reasonably necessary to promote the
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objectives of the law, the purposes for which information may
be disclosed also include:
to enable or assist the receiving entity to perform its
functions or powers under the national law;
for research or the development of national, state or
territory policy with respect to education and care
services;
for a purpose relating to the funding of education and
care services; and
for a purpose relating to the payment of benefits or
allowances to persons using education and care services,
provided the disclosure is not otherwise prohibited by
any law.
The expansion of the permitted purposes for disclosing and
sharing information is necessary to ensure the regulatory
bodies and government agencies are able to access all
information necessary to effectively regulate the education
and care industry. Any disclosures under the amended
provisions are subject to further protections under the Privacy
Act 1988 (cth) as applied as a law of Victoria. As such,
although not all information dealt with under these provisions
is of a private nature, to the extent that these provisions relate
to private information, any interference with the right to
privacy will be neither unlawful nor arbitrary.
Clause 64 of the bill also amends the national law to permit
the national authority to disclose to an approved provider
whether a person is subject to a prohibition notice or whether
a family day care educator has been suspended from
providing education and care to children. Currently only
regulatory authorities are able to disclose for these purposes.
To reduce the administrative burden associated with an
approved provider having to contact each separate regulatory
authority for the information, it is considered prudent for the
national authority, which already holds the information, to
also be able to disclose the information following application
by an approved provider. In my view, any interference with
the right to privacy is neither unlawful nor arbitrary. The
information that may be disclosed to an approved provider is
clearly specified and is necessary to ensure approved
providers protect the rights and interests of children by
ensuring they are receiving appropriate care and education
from appropriate persons who are not subject to a prohibition
or suspension. Any disclosure under the amended provision is
subject to further protections under the Privacy Act 1988 (cth)
as applied as a law of Victoria.
Clause 67 of the bill provides for a transitional provision
permitting the national authority to publish information about
enforcement actions taken against certified supervisors under
the national law, including about compliance notices,
prosecutions, enforceable undertakings, and suspension or
cancellation of supervisor certificates. The bill removes the
role of certified supervisors from the national law, with most
functions and responsibilities transferring to nominated
supervisors. The national authority can currently publish this
information in relation to certified supervisors, however, this
power will be removed as part of the removal of the
supervisor certificate provisions. The publication of relevant
information about previous certified supervisors is necessary
to assist approved providers to make an informed assessment
of a person’s suitability for the role of nominated supervisor.
Publication is considered necessary to ensure approved
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providers protect the rights and interests of children by
ensuring they are receiving appropriate care and education
from appropriate persons who have not previously been the
subject of compliance action as a certified supervisor. That is,
it is necessary to ensure that approved providers have access
to information regarding the suitability of a person who has
previously been a certified supervisor (even after the removal
of the certified supervisor scheme from the national law).
This clause ensures particulars will only remain published
until 31 December 2021.
Having regard to the circumstances in which information
may be shared, disclosed and published, as outlined above,
and the safeguards included in the bill, I conclude that the
clauses in the bill are compatible with the right to privacy
and will not unlawfully or arbitrarily interfere with the
privacy of individuals.
Section 20: Property rights
Section 20 of the charter provides a person must not be
deprived of his or her property other than in accordance
with law.
As previously mentioned, clauses 54 and 56 provide
additional powers of entry for authorised officers to
investigate family day care services operating from family
day care residences. An authorised officer who exercises
these new powers of entry may also search the premises;
inspect, measure, test, photograph or film, or make audio
recordings of, any part of or anything at the premises; take, or
take a sample of or from, a thing at the premises for analysis,
measurement or testing copy; and/or take an extract from a
document at the premises.
I consider that these powers do not limit property rights under
section 20 as their exercise will be in accordance with law, is
confined to situations where there is a reasonable belief of
contravention of the national law, and the protections on
exercise of that power, including the requirement for officers
to display identity cards and provide information to occupiers,
are reasonable and appropriate.
Section 24: Fair hearing
Section 24(1) of the charter provides that a person charged
with a criminal offence or a party to a civil proceeding has the
right to have the charge or proceeding decided by a
competent, independent and impartial court or tribunal after a
fair and public hearing.
Clause 45 of the bill amends the national law to empower the
regulatory authority to give a prohibition notice to restrict a
person from being a nominated supervisor of an education
and care service, or to impose conditions on a person’s
nomination as a nominated supervisor, if it considers the
person to be an unacceptable risk of harm to a child or
children if the person were allowed to perform the
supervisory role. It is reasonable to restrict a person’s access
to employment in a supervisory role where they may pose an
unacceptable risk of harm to a child or children. In
considering whether to give a prohibition notice, the
regulatory authority must give the person an opportunity to
make written submissions and must have regard to those
submissions in reaching its final decision. The national law
currently provides for the cancellation of prohibition notices
where the regulatory authority is satisfied there is not a
sufficient reason for a prohibition notice to remain in force. A
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decision of the regulatory authority to give a prohibition
notice or to refuse to cancel a prohibition notice may be
subject to external review (in the Victorian jurisdiction by the
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal).
While the right to a fair hearing is relevant to this clause,
for the reasons set out above, it is my view, that the right
is not limited.
The Hon. Martin Foley, MP
Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing

Second reading
Mr FOLEY (Minister for Housing, Disability and
Ageing) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Speech as follows incorporated into Hansard
under standing orders:
The bill proposes amendments to the Education and Care
Services National Law (national law) in schedule 1 to the
Education and Care Services National Law Act 2010
(national law act).
In December 2009, the Council of Australian Governments
(COAG) agreed to the national partnership agreement on the
national quality agenda for early childhood education and
care (NP NQA). The NP NQA established a jointly governed,
unified national quality framework (NQF) for long day care,
family day care, preschool and outside school hours care
services to raise quality and consistency in the education and
care sector and improve outcomes for all Australian children.
Quality early childhood education and care plays a vital role
in supporting the learning and development of Australian
children in the early years and helps to lay the foundation
for better health, education and employment outcomes later
in life.
The establishment of the NQF was a significant milestone in
implementing national standards for the provision of
education and care. It strikes the right balance between quality
and affordability, by focusing on improving the quality of
services, providing access to information about the quality of
services and reducing the regulatory burden on services.
The NQF consists of:
a national applied law scheme consisting of the national
law and the Education and Care Services National
Regulations (national regulations);
a national quality standard (NQS);
a national quality assessment and rating process;
regulatory authorities in each state and territory; and
a national body, the Australian Children’s Education and
Care Quality Authority (ACECQA).
The NQF operates as an applied national law scheme. The
national law is enacted by Victoria, as the host jurisdiction, in
a schedule to the national law act and is applied in other
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jurisdictions as their own law or, in Western Australia,
through corresponding legislation.
The NP NQA requires COAG to conduct a review every five
years with regard to progress made by jurisdictions in
achieving the agreed objectives and outcomes. A review
commenced in 2014 (review) and resulted in a number of
recommendations that were recently agreed to by national
consensus through the Education Council.
Overall, the review found that the NQF is a significant
achievement, and that considerable progress has been made in
what are ambitious and groundbreaking reforms. However,
the review also found that, while the NQF has been largely
effective, after several years of operation it requires some
technical and operational improvements. The nature of the
education and care services sector itself has also created new
challenges, particularly in relation to family day care services.
The review recommended amendments to both the national
law and the national regulations. The bill seeks to implement
the review’s recommendations for changes to the national
law. The key features of the bill include:
strengthening the eligibility criteria for an application for
the ‘Excellent’ rating as part of implementing the
revised NQS;
improving oversight of, and support for educators
engaged by, family day care services;
removing the supervisor certificate requirements and
making approved providers responsible for ensuring that
only fit and proper persons with suitable skills to
perform the role are appointed nominated supervisors;
simplifying administrative and enforcement provisions;
and
making other minor and technical improvements to the
operation of the national law.
Strengthening eligibility requirements for ‘Excellent’
rating
The NQS is a core component of the NQF and sets a
benchmark for assessing and rating the performance of
education and care services. It is critical that ratings provide
accurate and meaningful information about service quality
and that the assessment and rating system is sustainable and
comparable across services.
The review found that the NQS is contributing to an increase
in the quality of service delivery across the sector. The NQS
will be strengthened, streamlined and clarified through
amendments to the national regulations, and operational
improvements will be made to the quality assessment and
rating process. The revised NQS will be complemented by the
proposal in the bill to strengthen the eligibility requirements
for the ‘Excellent’ rating.
The purpose of the ‘Excellent’ rating (the highest possible
rating) is to celebrate highly accomplished practice,
innovation and sector leadership in the delivery of
education and care to children. ACECQA is responsible
for administering the ‘Excellent’ rating under the national
law which includes awarding the rating and determining
the criteria which must be satisfied in order to be awarded
the rating.
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Currently, any service rated as ‘Exceeding the NQS’ is
eligible to apply to ACECQA for the ‘Excellent’ rating. A
service can be rated as ‘Exceeding the NQS’ overall if it has
an ‘Exceeding the NQS’ rating for all seven quality areas, or
if it has a specified combination of ratings of ‘Exceeding the
NQS’ in four or more quality areas and ‘Meeting the NQS’
for the remaining areas.
To ensure that the ‘Excellent’ rating recognises consistent
performance and to further differentiate the ‘Excellent’ rating,
the bill proposes amendments to require a service to be rated
as ‘Exceeding the NQS’ in all seven quality areas to be
eligible to apply for the ‘Excellent’ rating.
Strengthening family day care service provisions
The national law has adopted a co-regulatory model for the
family day care sector whereby approved providers of family
day care services have primary responsibility for ensuring
compliance by family day care educators. Regulatory
authorities of participating jurisdictions work with approved
providers to ensure that they fulfil their responsibilities for
each service they operate.
Since the introduction of the national law, there has been
sustained growth in the number of family day care services.
The review identified areas where the regulatory requirements
can be strengthened to increase compliance with the NQF by
improving the support provided by approved services to
family day care educators and by allowing regulatory
authorities to better monitor family day care services in their
respective jurisdictions.
The key changes to the family day care service provisions in
the national law include:
requiring approved providers of family day care services
to only operate from a jurisdiction where they hold a
service approval and to have a principal office in each
jurisdiction in which they operate;
ensuring approved family day care services engage a
minimum number of family day care coordinators based
on the number of family day care educators at the
service;
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Removal of supervisor certificates
The bill will repeal the supervisor certificate requirements in
the national law.
Supervisor certificates are granted to applicants where the
regulatory authority is satisfied that they have adequate
knowledge, skills and qualifications and are fit and proper to
supervise an education and care service. Supervisor
certificates are a prerequisite for approved providers or other
persons to act in the roles of nominated supervisor or a person
in day to day charge of a service.
Certifying supervisors was intended to ensure that a person
with the appropriate skills, experience and character for
supervising a service is always present while education and
care is being provided to children to ensure their safety and
wellbeing.
The supervisor certificate application process is considered
unnecessarily burdensome on approved providers and to be of
limited benefit to the regulatory authority in ensuring quality
and compliance. The review has identified a more efficient
way of ensuring only suitable persons oversee the operation
of a service.
The bill contains amendments which do this by making
approved providers responsible for assessing the suitability of
the service’s nominated supervisors or persons in day to day
charge when appointing people to those positions.
Simplifying administrative and enforcement provisions
The regulatory authority may accept an ‘enforceable
undertaking’ from a person that has contravened the national
law. An undertaking represents an alternative to the ordinary
disciplinary measures in the national law and provides the
regulatory authority with flexibility to deal with instances of
non-compliance on a case-by-case basis.
In some cases, the regulatory authority is required to suspend
an approval or issue a prohibition notice which prevents a
person from remaining at a service premises or providing
education and care.

clarifying that a family day care service can only operate
from an approved family day care venue in exceptional
circumstances and where the regulatory authority has
given approval;

State and territory regulators have requested some flexibility
in being able to agree to an enforceable undertaking instead of
suspending an approval or issuing a prohibition notice,
particularly where a suspension or prohibition notice may be
disproportionate to the non-compliance.

requiring approved providers of family day care services
to notify the regulatory authority of a change in the
location of its principal office prior to the change and
provide proof of occupancy of the new premises;

The proposed amendments expand the grounds on which the
regulatory authority may accept enforceable undertakings to
include certain grounds which currently force the regulatory
authority to suspend an approval or issue a prohibition notice.

requiring family day care educators to notify approved
providers of changes to the circumstances at the
educator’s residence and of other information such as
serious incidents and complaints alleging serious
incidents or breaches of the national Law;

Other technical amendments in the bill seek to improve and
simplify the administrative provisions in relation to:

clarifying the provisions regarding the role and use of
family day care educator assistants;
allowing authorised officers to enter a family day care
residence to investigate an offence if there is a reasonable
belief that a service is operating at the time of entry.

the approvals processes;
service waivers and temporary waivers;
the operational requirements of education and care
services;
the investigative and enforcement powers of regulatory
authorities; and
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information sharing between regulatory authorities, the
national authority, state and territory governments and
the commonwealth.
In Victoria, we are committed to and have a proud record of
high-quality, safe and affordable education and care services
for children. We are also strongly committed to improving
children’s educational and developmental outcomes.
This bill gives effect to changes agreed by national consensus.
In introducing this bill, as the host jurisdiction for the national
law, we are honouring our shared commitment to ensuring
children and families benefit from this important national
framework.
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acts, victims or family members of accused persons
who are subject to the act. We think those changes are
appropriate to proceed, but we do feel that there are a
range of substantive matters in the bill which will have
significant effects on the ability of persons accused of
crimes — and I use that phrase loosely for the
moment — to be able to access the unfitness to be
tried or unfitness to plead provisions in the bill or to
access earlier unconditional release into the
community as a result of new presumptions which the
bill will introduce. I will address those in some detail
in a few moments.

I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr PESUTTO
(Hawthorn).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 8 March.

CRIMES (MENTAL IMPAIRMENT AND
UNFITNESS TO BE TRIED) AMENDMENT
BILL 2016
Second reading
Debate resumed from 7 December 2016; motion of
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General).
Mr PESUTTO (Hawthorn) — I am pleased to be
able to speak on the Crimes (Mental Impairment and
Unfitness to be Tried) Amendment Bill 2016 this
morning. I wish to notify the house at the outset that I
am moving a reasoned amendment to the bill in the
following terms:
That all the words after ‘That’ be omitted with the view of
inserting in their place the words
‘this bill be withdrawn and redrafted to —
(1) take into account further consultation about the
substantive matters of the bill; and
(2) retain the procedural components of the bill so the
operational improvements identified in the
Victorian Law Reform Commission’s Review of
the Crimes (Mental Impairment and Unfitness to
be Tried) Act 1997 can be achieved’.

I ask that the amendment be circulated. The reason for
the reasoned amendment is that we feel there are some
components of the bill which we are happy to support.
Those are components which will expedite hearings
and other procedural steps that the act requires and
allows. We think there is a good case for making those
procedural changes, which hopefully will lead to
greater efficiencies and shorter delays when people are
subjected to the regime, whether those people are
persons accused of committing otherwise criminal

What we can all agree upon is that this is a necessary
scheme to address the actions of people who are unfit to
be tried or certainly not guilty by reason of mental
impairment. We know that back in 1997 the then
Kennett government introduced this act, which did
away with the Governor’s pleasure system, which I
think everybody can agree was an archaic way of
treating people who were subject to supervision and
other supervisory procedures that had existed under the
Governor’s pleasure system.
The principal act, which has been changed in some
respects but is substantially as it was 1997, introduced
more modern ways of dealing with people who
perpetrated acts that would have attracted culpability
were those accused persons fit to stand trial or plead
guilty without any recourse to the mental impairment
defences under our laws.
The scheme is an important one, but we have a few
concerns at the outset. One I have already mentioned —
that is, that there are substantive changes to the act
which will have far-reaching consequences. I will
address those in a moment.
In terms of the legislative program, we are curious as to
why this bill is coming forward at a time when the
community really is crying out for action to be taken in
a number of other areas. We have mentioned those in
fairly heated debates in this house in recent weeks. The
absence of any comprehensive overhaul of our bail
system is something which I think most Victorians
would concede and agree is a matter of the highest
priority. We think that the government has been
inactive in addressing sentencing concerns.
I think it is true to say that even the government
concedes that the striking down of baseline sentencing
laws by the Court of Appeal in 2015 created an
enormous vacuum, remembering that baseline reforms
passed this house in 2014 without any opposition from
the now government and were intended to increase the
range of sentences available for a fairly small but
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significant group of offences. The result of the decision
in Walters in November 2015 was that that law was
struck down. I have made my party’s and now the
coalition’s position clear on that. Whilst we respect
wholeheartedly the decision of the court, we have made
it plain that we disagree with the court’s decision.
Nevertheless, we have had a vacuum since November
2015 with effectively no change in the sentencing
outcomes for those serious offences.
Nor have we seen any action on victim support. We
know that in 2014 the then Attorney-General, the
honourable member for Box Hill, directed the Victorian
Law Reform Commission to undertake an inquiry into
how we can improve and strengthen the role of victims
in the criminal trial process. That report from the
commission was submitted to the government, if I am
not mistaken, in late August of last year or thereabouts,
so the government has been sitting on that report for a
considerable time.
The Leader of the Opposition and I announced our
response to that report in early January. We indicated
that in government we would be implementing all but a
few of the recommendations of that report. Those
recommendations which were not accepted are still
under consideration, but we have made it clear that we
will act on victims as a matter of the highest priority
should we be returned to government in 2018. The
government, however, has not said anything about it,
and when you look then at the absence of any
legislation coming before this house to overhaul the bail
system, to overhaul sentencing and to deal with
strengthening the position of victims, we are very
concerned about the priorities that the government is
attaching. Here we have a bill which I do not think the
Victorian community is crying out for in terms of the
substantive changes that the bill makes, but the
government saw fit to bring it forward some weeks ago.
As I said at the outset, we do not cavil with those
changes which can improve procedures, but I will now
turn to the substantive components of the bill about
which we do have grave concerns. The nature and tenor
of the bill are to see people access the unfitness to be
tried, unfitness to plead and mental impairment defences,
as well as earlier release, and to make access to those
schemes in the act far easier. That will mean that
potentially we will see more people who have committed
violent offences being able to access those provisions
and return to the community at an earlier stage.
I note that the government would say that there are
safeguards in the scheme about that. I recognise that but
do not believe those safeguards will be nearly strong
enough. At the end of the day, when courts are
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interpreting these provisions and when decision-makers
under the act are making decisions, they will be very
conscious of the tenor of this bill and what it is trying to
do. I trust those decision-makers to take account of the
safeguards, but they will be, I think, directed by the
tenor of what this bill is trying to achieve.
The first thing I wanted to mention was what the
government says is the clarification and modernisation
of the test around unfitness to be tried. Essentially
what the bill will do is broaden the range of
circumstances in which a person can establish that
they are unfit to stand trial. Under the existing act
there are a number of grounds. They are set out in
section 6 of the act. I will not recite them here, but
there are six provisions under section 6 which will
assist a court to determine whether a person is unfit —
or fit, as the case may be — to stand trial.
What the bill does is slightly expand those grounds, and
although the expansion may be slight, the effect is
potentially quite significant. It adds a ground — so
instead of there being six grounds, there are seven
grounds — and that is set out in clause 8 of the bill,
which will substitute a new section 6. But the terms of
the new section 6 which this bill proposes will broaden
the circumstances, as I indicated a moment go. As we
know, with legislative change it does not take a lot to
open up the door to significant change. When courts
and decision-makers are either interpreting legislation
or applying it, they are conscious of what the intention
was. Clearly the intention in clause 8 of the bill is to
broaden those circumstances, and we think that may
have a significant impact.
We know that in South Australia they have a not
dissimilar provision that deals with unfitness, and they
recently had to look into this because they saw an
increase in the number of people being able to access
the unfitness to stand trial provisions. We have a
concern that broadening the range of circumstances in
which a person can establish unfitness to stand trial
will have significant effects and we will see an
increase in the numbers over time. Perhaps not
overnight, but over time we will see more people
being able to establish this.
In terms of the definition of mental impairment we are
a little nervous, I have to confess, about whether that
will broaden the range of circumstances in which a
person will be able to invoke the defence. We know
that this traditionally has been governed not only by
statute but by the common law as well, and we think
that the changes to the meaning of mental impairment
which are dealt with in clause 5 of the bill will broaden
the circumstances. I did want to note in terms of
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clause 5 that an issue that has been raised with me is the
influence of drugs and alcohol. I note the definition of
mental impairment in proposed section 3A of the act
will include mental illness and cognitive impairment,
such as an intellectual disability, but will not include a
temporary disorder or disturbance of an otherwise
healthy mind caused by an external event. It provides
this example:
A person who experiences psychosis as a result of the
consumption of a psychoactive drug does not have a mental
impairment for the purposes of this Act unless the
consumption of the drug has triggered an underlying mental
condition that exists independently of the effects of the drug.

It seems to me quite clear that the government is at
once trying to close the door on defendants who will
attempt to invoke drug use and alcohol use in an effort
to try and raise mental impairment, but it does leave the
door slightly ajar. That example will be interpreted in
fairly broad ways when people try to invoke the
defence of mental impairment. The government will
need to keep a very clear eye on it, but we are
concerned about whether that will broaden the range of
circumstances around mental impairment. I note that
clause 5 of the bill also deals with unacceptable risk,
and that is a concept that will be applied throughout the
act as amended by the bill.
Business interrupted under sessional orders.

ABSENCE OF MINISTER
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I advise the house
that the Minister for Health, who is also the Minister for
Ambulance Services, will be absent from question time
today and that the Minister for Mental Health will
answer questions on her behalf.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Victims of crime financial assistance
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is to the Premier. On 22 November last year
you promised Maria Aylward and Caitlin Dolman,
whose sister and brother-in-law were murdered in
front of their three young children, that you would
have a very close and urgent look at this matter and
provide support for this family. Four months later the
situation remains unresolved and Maria and Caitlin
are yet to receive any further help from you or the
government. Premier, how much more grief must this
family endure before finally, if you ever come good
on your word, you provide the proper support for
these victims as promised?
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Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
the Opposition for his question. He spoke about me
making good on my word. I think, if my memory
serves me correctly, that I had indicated that my
department would be involved and would work through
these issues with other agencies — the Department of
Health and Human Services, for instance. That is
exactly what has occurred here. We, I think, have made
significant progress towards an ex gratia payment to
this family, noting of course that, as important as that
payment might be, it will never deal with the
fundamental pain and grief that they have to live with
every day. But it is in a practical sense a very important
matter for them, and we are giving them the attention
that it absolutely requires.
I am disappointed that we have not been able to reach
an agreement on this point, but we will continue in
good faith to work with this family and to support them
in any way we can through the making of a payment.
The opposition, in characterising this issue the way they
have, are simply wrong. All of those involved in this
matter understand how serious and how important it is,
and we will look to bring this to a satisfactory
conclusion for the family as quickly as we possibly can.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — My
characterisation is also this family’s characterisation. I
ask: with the shocking increase in crime that you are
incapable of controlling, and with more and more
Victorians now being victims of crime, six months after
receiving it, Premier, why have you not strengthened the
rights of victims of crime as recommended by the
Victorian Law Reform Commission report on victims of
crime? Or, like reforming the rest of the justice system,
are victims’ rights just not that important to you?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I completely and
utterly reject the Leader of the Opposition’s assertion
that any member of this Parliament would be anything
other than completely focused on supporting every
victim of crime. It is a shameful submission put
forward by the opposition leader, as is always the case.
You always need to check whatever the Leader of the
Opposition says. You have to check each of his claims.
These recommendations, I understand it, were tabled in
November last year. The government will consider
them and properly deal with them. We will not spend
four years doing nothing, nor will we take the low road
that those opposite are so intent on occupying on every
single issue.
Honourable members interjecting.
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The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Warrandyte will come to order.
Mr ANDREWS — What is more, we will be
checking your facts because you are not interested in
checking your own facts.

Ministers statements: Essendon Airport
tragedy
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I rise to update the
house on the terrible tragedy at Essendon Airport
yesterday. On behalf of the Victorian people I offer my
deepest condolences to the loved ones of the Victorian
pilot and the four US tourists killed in this disaster.
Victoria Police victims services and the US consulate
have been providing support to families of the victims
and will continue to do so. If there is support that we
can provide beyond that, then of course we stand ready
to do just that.
I want, on behalf of all Victorians, to thank the
ambulance paramedics, members of Victoria Police and
of course our firefighters who were on the scene within
moments and who took control of this terrible situation
and ably demonstrated to us their training, their skill
and their commitment to the safety of the community.
The impacts of this tragedy on Essendon Airport, local
businesses and the road network were considerable, and
in some respects they still are. The airport remains
closed and some local roads remain closed, but our
freeway network is back open again. There is
significant disruption as a result of this tragedy.
The most important thing, though, is that we allow the
coroner, Victoria Police and aviation safety authorities
to conduct their investigation. I understand this morning
they have indicated there will be an interim report
provided quite soon. The government — and I am sure
the federal government as well — stands ready, as well
as all other stakeholders, to make whatever changes to
make a safe airport safer. That is the appropriate
response, and we wish all of those investigators all the
best in their important work, noting they have already
started it.
DFO remains closed because of concerns about
structural integrity. The airport remains closed, but I
will make the point that emergency services can get in
and out of Essendon Airport as they need to. To all of
those involved this is a deeply sad and tragic incident,
but we are proud of the work that our emergency
services did.
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Youth justice centres
Mr M. O’BRIEN (Malvern) — My question is to
the Treasurer. Evidence given to the Public Accounts
and Estimates Committee last week confirms that a
$288 million business case for the Werribee youth jail,
also involving the sale of the Parkville youth justice
site, was presented in October last year with a list of
potential sites attached. Yesterday you indicated to this
house that the first you knew of the Werribee plan was
in late January of this year.
Treasurer, why are you treating your Wyndham
residents with contempt by expecting them to believe
that the Treasurer of Victoria had no prior knowledge
of Werribee as a preferred jail site despite the business
case being presented in October last year with input
from your own department?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Treasurer will be
afforded respect and silence when responding to the
member for Malvern on a substantive question.
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — A startling revelation
here today, Speaker: the member for Malvern, who was
in fact the Treasurer of this state, has told us that the
Department of Treasury and Finance have input into the
development and oversight of business cases, perhaps
excepting the ones that are botched up. Perhaps I
should just explain to the member for Malvern that a
minister, were he to use his influence for the purposes
of obtaining information that should not be in the public
domain or indeed information that is not relevant to the
consideration — —
Mr Hodgett — On a point of order, Speaker, the
Treasurer was asked an important question relating to
when he knew, not about whether he was influencing
decision-making, and I would ask you to bring him
back to answering the question.
Ms Allan — On the point of order, Speaker, I ask
that you rule the point of order out of order. The
Treasurer was indeed asked about processes. He was
talking about those directly in answering the question. I
ask that you rule the point of order out of order.
The SPEAKER — Order! There is no point of
order. The Treasurer, to continue.
Mr PALLAS — Once again, just to be very clear
about this, the evidence that was given before the
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee by the
relevant officer was about a preliminary business case,
and might I say that so far as government is concerned
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there will not be ministers on this side of the house
using their position to subvert or inappropriately
influence a due diligence process because the people
of Victoria in every location in Victoria deserve the
right to think that when a criterion for siting or any
other serious decision is made we will not seek to
subvert or influence that to advantage unfairly one
location over another.
Mr M. O’Brien — On a point of order, Speaker, on
relevance, the question was about the distinction
between the Treasurer telling this house yesterday the
first he knew about this was in late January and the fact
that a business case with sites attached was prepared
and presented in October. The Treasurer has ignored
that aspect of the question — the discrepancy in his
own comments yesterday. I ask you to bring him back
to that question.
Ms Allan — On the point of order, Speaker, which
was more like an audition from the shadow Treasurer,
can I ask that you rule it out of order — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair is unable to
hear the Leader of the House. The Leader of the House
will make the point of order, in silence.
Ms Allan — The Treasurer was asked about the
business case, he was asked about his comments
yesterday and he was asked about processes, and in
answering the question he was relating his response to
all of those points. Again I ask you to rule the point of
order out of order.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair does not
uphold the point of order.
Mr PALLAS — Once again, confused. They create
facts to subvert their own inadequacy — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Treasurer to
continue, in silence.
Mr PALLAS — Once again, the advice that I have
is that there was in fact a preliminary business case
only, and that was not the question I was asked
yesterday. Might I be very, very clear: there is a heck of
a big difference between the way this government
produces business cases and the way those
opposite — —
Honourable members interjecting.
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The SPEAKER — Order! The Treasurer will
resume his seat. The Chair is unable to hear the
Treasurer. The Treasurer has concluded his answer.
Supplementary question
Mr M. O’BRIEN (Malvern) — Treasurer,
yesterday you said that consultation has now begun
with Wyndham residents after the government
announced Werribee as the location for a youth jail.
Just so Wyndham residents are clear, if the location of
the site is not up for discussion, exactly what are you
consulting them on?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Deputy Leader of
the Opposition will come to order.
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — Once again, the
member for Malvern gets it wrong. He is a specialist in
this. Firstly, he has verballed me. The answer I gave
him yesterday was that the government had a preferred
location. That is the language we used at the time we
announced the preferred location, and the language that
we use consistently. It was preferred location then, it is
the preferred location now.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Malvern will come to order.
Mr PALLAS — We will continue to have direct
engagement with the community, providing them with
details on the preferred site, and of course the
community will have the opportunity to ask questions
and hear more about it. They will also, might I say, be
able to provide alternative sites for the new facility,
should they so wish.

Ministers statements: Essendon Airport
tragedy
Mr MERLINO (Minister for Emergency
Services) — I rise to inform the house about the actions
taken by our emergency services in response to
yesterday’s tragic incident at Essendon Airport. This
was the worst aviation accident in Victoria in nearly
30 years, and I join the Premier in offering my
condolences to the loved ones of the five people who
were killed.
Our emergency services — fire, police and
ambulance — worked swiftly and bravely to bring
the situation under control and to keep the
surrounding areas safe. Metropolitan Fire Brigade
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(MFB) appliances and ambulances were swiftly on
the scene within 8 minutes of being notified. MFB
had specialist crews — in total 90 firefighters and
23 appliances, including appliances from the fire
investigation unit, air operations unit and the hazmat
unit — and 12 ambulances arrived as well as more
than 80 Victoria Police officers. The resulting fire
completely destroyed the aeroplane and part of the
building.
This was a very complex incident. When firefighters
arrived on the scene the number of people affected,
which is always the first concern, was unknown,
including any who might have been inside DFO.
There was a significant amount of heat, particularly
due to the presence of aviation fuel and the materials
of the plane. There were 20-metre flames and smoke
as well as structural damage to the building itself. All
of this made evaluating, accessing and fighting the fire
extremely challenging.
It is a credit to the MFB that they had this fire under
control by 11.00 a.m. All major roads were reopened
by 4.00 p.m. Today Essendon Airport remains
closed. However, emergency aircraft — the police air
wing, air ambulances and firebombing aircraft — can
continue operating if required. I would like to thank
all the emergency services personnel — fire, police
and ambulance — who attended the scene for their
outstanding work in ensuring this incredibly difficult
situation was brought under control so quickly and
safely.

Youth justice centres
Mr M. O’BRIEN (Malvern) — My question is to
the Treasurer. The Premier has said that the new youth
jail will be located in Werribee, yet yesterday Minister
Mikakos said — —
Ms Thomson interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Footscray will come to order.
Mr M. O’BRIEN — I quote:
… we have said to the council if they can suggest an
alternative location that meets all the selection criteria, then of
course we will consider that.

Treasurer, given that Minister Mikakos has now — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair is unable to
hear the honourable member for Malvern. The member
for Malvern to continue, in silence.
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Mr M. O’BRIEN — Treasurer, given that Minister
Mikakos has now opened the door for an alternative site
for the location of this new jail, will you finally start
fighting for the residents of Werribee, stand up to this
Premier and get this new jail moved from Werribee
altogether?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Government members
will come to order. The Treasurer, on a supplementary
question.
Ms Neville interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! On a substantive
question. The Chair apologises to the member for
Malvern.
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — Fair dinkum. I have
got to congratulate the member for Malvern on his
mental agility. Now I know what rope-a-dope means. I
do not know if the member for Malvern heard my
answer to the last question or whether the member for
Malvern has actually listened to what I have had to say,
but we have a preferred location. Of course we are
continuing our discussions with the community and
with the representatives of the council, and they have
asked for the opportunity to put forward alternative
sites provided they meet the strict siting criteria. We
have said we have got a preferred location but we will
look at it.
Might I, just for the record, confirm that the so-called
preliminary business case that the member for Malvern
brought to our attention — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order!
Mr PALLAS — Can I be very clear about this fact:
it did not include the site proposed in Werribee. It did
not include that site.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order!
Mr Guy interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of the
Opposition is warned — the Chair is on his feet. The
Treasurer, continue to respond to the member for
Malvern. The Chair is particularly interested in his
response. The Treasurer will continue.
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Mr PALLAS — So of course the whole point of a
preliminary business case is it is not a completed
business case.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Hawthorn is warned, and so is the member for
Warrandyte.
Mr PALLAS — And the whole point about this
government is we engage communities in the
development of these matters when we have a preferred
location. We are not going to consult with the world at
large; we are going to consult with the people affected.
That is our commitment as a government. It is our
belief and view: that proper engagement with the
community is about recognising their concerns and
engaging them. But let us be very clear about this: the
member for Malvern got it wrong. The Werribee site
was not included.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of the
Opposition! The member for Malvern will submit a
supplementary question now to the Treasurer.
Supplementary question
Mr M. O’BRIEN (Malvern) — The supplementary
is to the Treasurer. Benalla Rural City Council mayor,
Don Firth, has stated that his community would
welcome a potential youth jail as a source of local
revenue that, unlike Werribee, would not be located just
a few hundred metres from a major residential growth
corridor without consultation. Treasurer, can you
confirm that of the 16 potential sites you claimed
yesterday had been considered, neither you as Treasurer
nor anyone else in your government ever consulted the
Rural City of Benalla or any other council about being
home to this new youth jail?
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — The short answer to the
question is that the government has indicated our
preferred location, and we are having discussions with
the local council. If they want to bring forward
alternatives, we will look at them, provided they meet
the siting criteria.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Warrandyte, in silence, on a point of order.
Mr R. Smith — On a point of order, Speaker, it is
going to be very hard for the council to bring forward
alternative locations when they are still waiting on the
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selection criteria from the government, which has not
even given it to them yet.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Warrandyte will resume his seat. That is not a point of
order. The member for Warrandyte knows well how to
make a point of order. No point of order.
Mr PALLAS — I will simply say this. We have
identified a preferred location. We are entering into
genuine engagement with the community and its
representatives, but we are not going to be distracted by
the proposals that might be floating around, both the
genuine and the disingenuous.

Ministers statements: unconventional gas
Mr NOONAN (Minister for Resources) — Since
the bill to ban fracking passed through this chamber last
sitting week, the government has been absolutely
overwhelmed by relieved and grateful farmers and
communities. Farmers very much understand that the
environment is their livelihood, and the risks of
fracking are clear. Despite the political games being
played by the Prime Minister and others in Canberra to
attack our position, we have backed our farmers and the
growing food and fibre industry. This government is
determined not to waste a single moment when it
comes to giving our regional communities long-term
certainty on this particular issue.
Mr T. Smith — On a point of order, Speaker, the
minister is reading his statement. Can it be tabled,
please?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair is on his feet.
Is the minister reading a statement?
Mr NOONAN — I am referring to it.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister is referring
to notes. The minister will continue. No point of order.
Mr NOONAN — Is that your best contribution on
fracking? Is that the best you can do?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Kew is
warned. The minister has not been given the
opportunity to resume his contribution. The minister
shall be given an opportunity, in silence.
Mr NOONAN — What we do recognise though is
that there are still concerns in relation to onshore
conventional gas and there is still a desire from the
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community, particularly regional communities, to be
given some certainty, and that is why the moratorium
through to 2020 is important as part of that particular bill.
So today I am very pleased to announce that the
Andrews government is committing $10 million to
conduct the necessary geoscientific environmental
surveys and to consult, very importantly, with the
community in relation to this particular issue.
Unlike those opposite, we will do this
comprehensively. This work will be led by the lead
scientist. This work will also involve an advisory group
made up of industry, farmers and of course the
community — and we will stand with the community
every step of the way.

Youth justice centres
Mr WALSH (Murray Plains) — My question is
also to the Treasurer. Treasurer, with one of the key
investors in the new Australian Education City project
at East Werribee now expressing serious concerns to
Wyndham City Council and government about
continuing with their multibillion-dollar investment if
the new Werribee jail is built, is it a fact that your
government never consulted with this consortium
before announcing a new jail just a few hundred metres
away from their proposed multibillion-dollar
investment?
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — I thank the Leader of
the National Party for his question. Can I make the
point that the Australian Education City proposal is
currently working its way through tender assessment
and has been for the better part of two years. Now, I
cannot and I will not make any comment about that
proposal, and I am certainly not going to have any
suggestions about how that proposal should be dealt
with in the public domain in circumstances when it is
being worked through an appropriate process.
But what we have got is an insight into how business
was conducted by the Liberal-National party in the
Office of Living Better than Victorians.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Deputy Premier and
the Leader of the Opposition will come to order and
allow the Leader of The Nationals — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair is on his feet.
The Leader of the Opposition is warned. The Leader of
The Nationals is attempting to make a point of order.
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He should be afforded silence by both sides of the
house.
Mr Walsh — On a point of order, Speaker, on the
issue of relevance, the question was very specifically
about consultation with the investors in the Australian
Education City project, and I ask you to bring the
Treasurer back to answering that question.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair does not
uphold the point of order. The Treasurer has concluded
his answer.
Supplementary question
Mr WALSH (Murray Plains) — Treasurer, it is not
just big business but also small business that will be
suffering under your new jail, such as Taylors Stables
on Hoppers Lane, whose proprietor, Anthony Taylor,
has said that he will lose $100 000 annually from lost
agistment opportunities, mainly due to the intense
lighting in the area from the jail. Treasurer, did anyone
from your government bother to consult with
Mr Taylor or any other business owners in the area
when you announced a new jail down the road from
Taylors Stables?
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — Can I be very clear
about this: we are in the process of engaging the
community because the preferred site has been
identified. That is the point of actually identifying a
preferred site, so that you can engage the community
about the impacts that such a location may have upon
any people proximate to its operation.

Ministers statements: western distributor
Mr DONNELLAN (Minister for Roads and Road
Safety) — It is a privilege today to be able to provide
an update on the Andrews government’s western
distributor project. What a mighty project it is: a second
river crossing, and so absolutely necessary. But we
know there is a pack of ratbags there who do not
support this project. We know what they have been
saying: that it is the wrong project for Melbourne. But
let us be very clear. Let us tell the 5600 people who will
be working on this project that it is no good. Let us tell
the people of Geelong and the outer west that they do
not need to save time getting to the city and home. Let
us tell those people in the steel industry who will be
supplying the steel that they should not be supplying
the steel, and let us talk to those people in the supply
chain who are providing 89 per cent of local content.
What a mighty project it is.
This morning I was also able to announce another
mighty project this government has done, and that is
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the Chandler Highway upgrade. Yes, about time! I
was there with the member for Northcote and the
member for Ivanhoe. Let us be very clear, there was
an oversight — I should have invited the member for
Kew, because I know how much he supports this
project.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! As well as the minister
might have been going, the Chair is unable to hear the
minister. The minister will continue and members will
cooperate.
Mr DONNELLAN — I should have invited the
member for Kew because he would have been, along
with the 560 people working on this project, overjoyed.
He could have seen how real government gets on with
the job of actually delivering a project. Let us compare
that to the transport plan of the last lot. Lots of dancing
with Denis with hard hats on, but not a project in site.
Nothing was happening. Fraud, absolute fraud! Or if
you want to look at Fishermans Bend — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair is on his feet.
The Leader of the Opposition and other members are
disrupting. That is disorderly. The Chair expects both
the Leader of the Opposition and the Premier to stop
disrupting. The member for Ripon, on a point of order.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Ripon
must be given the opportunity to raise that point of
order in silence. The member for Ripon, without
assistance from members of the government or, for that
matter, the opposition.
Ms Staley — On a point of order, Speaker, my point
is in relation to debating the issue. I would note, as the
Leader of the House is so obsessed with this, that the
minister is talking about the western distributor. Could
he get on with building the Western Highway, instead
of having it stopped by the planning minister?
The SPEAKER — Order! There is no point of
order.
Mr DONNELLAN — While we are in the west, I
forgot to actually look at OSAR, the outer suburban
arterial roads package, a $1.8 billion duplication of
roads in the outer suburbs of the west. I know there is a
lot of hankering and hollering, but I have talked with
many people who are very supportive of these projects.
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Youth justice centres
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is to the Treasurer. Yesterday you told the
house that despite not consulting your local residents,
the local council, the local chamber of commerce or
any local business in Werribee about Labor’s youth jail
that you had instead conducted private consultation
before the announcement was made. Treasurer, who are
these lucky few who got private consultations with you,
and what did they have to say?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier will come
to order.
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — This government is
serious about acquitting its obligations to engage the
community. We will do everything that we said we
would do in the sense that we will engage the
community around the decision that the government
has made with regard to a preferred site. We will
continue that process of engagement with the
community. The community will have the right to put
up alternative locations.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Gembrook is warned.
Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, on
relevance, I asked the Treasurer a question about a
comment he made in question time yesterday where he
said that he had consulted people before the
announcement — that he had engaged in private
consultation. I simply asked him: who were those
people, and can he advise the house what they said?
The SPEAKER — Order! There is no point of
order.
Mr PALLAS — I am not really sure I am going to
take the Leader of the Opposition’s word on this,
because he does have a way of contorting the truth. Can
I be very clear that this government is serious about its
obligations to engage the community, and we
intend — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Deputy Premier will
come to order.
Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, by way of
relevance again, in Hansard yesterday the Treasurer
said:
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I have had numerous conversations and I do not intend
identifying who those people are.

The Treasurer said, ‘I have had numerous
conversations’. I ask you to bring him back to the
question asked as to who were those people that he said
he spoke to as reported in Hansard yesterday.
Questions and statements interrupted.

SUSPENSION OF MEMBERS
Member for Kew
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Kew
will withdraw himself from the house for the period of
1 hour.
Honourable member for Kew withdrew from
chamber.

Member for Macedon
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Macedon will also withdraw from the house for the
period of 1 hour.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Premier, the Chair is on
his feet.
Honourable member for Macedon withdrew from
chamber.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Youth justice centres
Questions and statements resumed.
Mr Pakula — On the point of order, Speaker, the
point of order demonstrates exactly why the Treasurer
was right to treat the question with a grain of salt. The
question referred to ‘private consultations’ and the
Hansard quote said nothing of the sort.
The SPEAKER — Order! There is no point of
order.
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — As the local member I
am committed to continuing to engage my community.
I will talk to real people about real stories. I will not
have to go and buy a cropped photo. I will not have to
go and talk to employees of shadow ministers. I will
talk to real people while I am in that process.
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Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Deputy Premier will
come to order.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — Treasurer,
you have now declared that Werribee was not one of
those first 16 sites suggested. Who put Werribee in, and
given your department contributed to the process, can
you tell your constituents, Treasurer, exactly when you
first knew that you had offered up your own electorate
as a location for Labor’s youth jail?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Mordialloc will come to order. The Treasurer should be
given the opportunity to respond to a question as put by
the Leader of the Opposition.
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — Once again the
opposition demonstrate their failure to appreciate
appropriate process. There was a preliminary business
case.
Questions and statements interrupted.

SUSPENSION OF MEMBER
Member for Warrandyte
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Warrandyte has been warned and will withdraw himself
from the house for the period of 1 hour.
Honourable member for Warrandyte withdrew
from chamber.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Youth justice centres
Supplementary question
Questions and statements resumed.
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — If the Leader of the
Opposition actually forms the view that ministers
import their views about what should constitute
appropriate locations, he would be describing a
corruption of process.
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, it was a
very specific question to the Treasurer following up on
his previous answer, in which he indicated that the
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Werribee youth jail site had been added to the process
somewhere subsequent to the preliminary business
case. The house and the people of Victoria are entitled
to an answer to the question about when the jail was
added into the process given, as the Treasurer has said,
it was not in the preliminary business case. I ask you to
bring the Treasurer back to answering that question.
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6 minutes every day, forever. So it does not matter
whether you are a Liberal who stands with the Leader
of the Opposition here in Victoria or with Malcolm
Turnbull up in Sydney, the Liberal Party is united in
trying to stop public transport projects in Victoria. They
will not fund them, and when we do — —
Honourable members interjecting.

The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair does not
uphold the point of order. The Treasurer is being
responsive. The Chair cannot direct the Treasurer to
respond in a particular way.

Ms ALLAN — You can throw all of your insults,
mate, onto this side of the chamber. We are going to get
on and deliver this project.

Mr PALLAS — Of course on the preferred
location, once a determination is made, we are in the
process of engaging the community. We are not in the
business of corrupting processes of engagement like
those opposite would like to see happen.

Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, the
minister’s statement has now well and truly departed
from advising the house about matters and has proceeded
to debate matters. I ask you to bring her back to
complying with sessional orders and advising the house.

Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, the
Treasurer is now beginning to debate the process. If he
is not prepared to answer the question, he should
simply sit down, but he owes it to the people of Victoria
to give a straight answer to a straight question.

Ms ALLAN — On the point of order, Speaker, I am
giving an update to the house on the Metro Tunnel
project. We have seen a significant move in recent
weeks from the federal Liberal government on this
project that I think the house deserves to know about.
We have also seen attempts in the upper house to block
this project that the house also should also be aware of,
so I am being entirely relevant to the sessional and
standing orders that govern this house.

The SPEAKER — Order! The Treasurer had been
responsive. However, the Chair now calls on the
Treasurer to come back to responding to the question.
Mr PALLAS — This question was asked yesterday.
I responded to the question yesterday, and I rely upon
my answer to this question yesterday.

Ministers statements: Metro Tunnel
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport) — I
rise to update the house on the substantial progress that
has been made on the Metro Tunnel project, another
project that is creating 5000 jobs. In recent weeks the
Andrews Labor government has been working
incredibly hard to ensure that this project remains on
track despite some challenges from both state and
federal Liberal Party attempts to block and stop this
project. In Victoria the Liberal Party is trying to delay
this project by proposing to give the Toorak-based
Stonnington council veto power over a $10.9 billion
project that is about benefiting all of Victoria. In the
view of the Liberal Party, Toorak trumps Victoria.
Federally as well the Liberal government is seeking to
delay this project by placing an emergency heritage
listing over the site, despite this same federal
government having previously approved this project.
They are trying to delay it — but it gets worse. With
their actions they are actually going to disadvantage
passengers by trying to move the Domain station. This
will delay passenger trips for 40 000 people by

The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair does not
uphold the point of order. The minister to continue.
Ms ALLAN — I can advise the house though on the
progress of this project. They will not succeed. We
have the approvals we need, work has begun and
5000 jobs are in the process of being created.

CONSTITUENCY QUESTIONS
Hastings electorate
Mr BURGESS (Hastings) — (12 271) My question
is to the Minister for Youth Affairs in another place.
The question I ask on behalf of my constituents is: what
assistance is the Andrews government able to provide
towards an upgrade of the Devon Meadows Scout Hall
at Glover Recreation Reserve?
Back in 2014 the coalition government committed
$110 000 to upgrade the hall. The current hall is in
crucial need of an upgrade and is an important
community facility for our young people. An upgraded
hall with modernised facilities will enable Devon
Meadows scouts to continue their fantastic work in
supporting, training and mentoring local youth. Our
scouts play an important role in helping our young
people to grow into independent, respectful and
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confident young members of our community. I seek
this funding information from the minister for the
Devon Meadows community.

Eltham electorate
Ms WARD (Eltham) — (12 272) My question is for
the Minister for Planning. Given the minister’s recent
decision to refuse Nillumbik’s significant landscape
overlay amendment to planning scheme C81, I ask the
minister, what can be done to protect the leafy green
character of Nillumbik and my suburbs from rogue and
inappropriate development?

Lowan electorate
Ms KEALY (Lowan) — (12 273) My question is to
the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing. The
information I seek is: what inclusion support will be
provided to people living with disability in the
Wimmera over the coming two years?
A rural access worker is currently employed by
Horsham Rural City Council under the Building
Inclusive Communities program. The minister has
notified council that this funding forms part of the
Victorian government’s contribution to the national
disability insurance scheme (NDIS) and will cease in
July 2017. This program will be replaced by
Information, Linkages and Capacity Building due to its
similar remit to build community inclusion and support
people with disability to actively participate in local
community life. However, this replacement program
will not be rolled out to the Wimmera until 2019,
leaving a two-year gap of disability inclusion support,
including when the NDIS is rolled out. Families caring
for loved ones with disability are seeking an assurance
that the state will fund disability inclusion support up to
2019 so they are not abandoned during the critical
NDIS rollout period.

Essendon electorate
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) — (12 274) I direct my
constituency question to the Minister for Water, and I
ask: what is the latest information on the success of the
Living Rivers program that is cleaning up the mighty
Maribyrnong River?

Nepean electorate
Mr DIXON (Nepean) — (12 275) My question is to
the Minister for Public Transport. On what projects will
the $6 million public transport infrastructure funding
announced in the 2014–15 budget be spent within my
electorate of Nepean? I have been finding it very hard
to track down any action on that $6 million project
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which, as I said, was announced in the 2014–15 budget.
There are a number of projects that I think are worthy
of that $6 million to facilitate improvements in public
transport within my electorate. The upgrade of the
intersection of Truemans Road and Point Nepean Road
has been mentioned as one possible project. At this
stage there has been no action on that project and no
announcements about the spending of that $6 million
which is, as I said, actually in that budget.

Dandenong electorate
Ms WILLIAMS (Dandenong) — (12 276) My
constituency question is to the Minister for Roads and
Road Safety. I ask the minister: how will the widening
of the Monash Freeway ease congestion and improve
traffic flows for local residents in Dandenong? Since
my election in 2014 many of my constituents have
raised concerns about growing traffic congestion in the
south-east, and particularly during peak periods. Mums
and dads are frustrated at being stuck in gridlock every
day when they should be spending valuable time with
their families. The Andrews Labor government’s
Monash widening project will see the freeway
expanded from four to five lanes in each direction
between the EastLink interchange and the South
Gippsland Freeway. After four years of inaction by the
previous government, it is great to see much-needed
improvements underway that work to ease congestion
and reduce travel times to and from work. The
Andrews Labor government is delivering for
Victorians, and Dandenong residents are keen to hear
more about the benefits of this project.

Evelyn electorate
Mrs FYFFE (Evelyn) — (12 277) My constituency
question is to the Minister for Tourism and Major
Events, and it is in regard to the operation of Visit
Victoria and concerns that problems within this
much-vaunted new body is affecting the future of
tourism. In a press release of 13 August 2015 it was
announced that Tourism Victoria, the Victorian Major
Events Company and the conventions division would
operate with a single united voice, would be a
world-leading body and would be fully operational in
2016. The three divisions of tourism, major events and
conventions are all operating with individual
familiarisation tours. Staff are stressed and despondent
and leadership is in a vacuum.
My constituents are asking when Visit Victoria will
become more effective. The Yarra Valley is the leading
tourism destination in the state. The number of
familiarisation tours has dropped off. They are finding
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it difficult to work with this new tourism body of Visit
Victoria, and they want the minister to take control.

Yuroke electorate
Ms SPENCE (Yuroke) — (12 278) My constituency
question is to the Minister for Health. How has the
24-hour supercare pharmacy in Craigieburn been
welcomed by and benefited Yuroke residents? In
September last year I was delighted to visit the 24-hour
pharmacy at Craigieburn Central to look at the new
facilities and speak to staff about the exciting new
services that they were able to provide to residents.
Many of us know how scary it can be to have a loved
one fall unwell in the early hours of the morning or the
late hours of the evening. Sometimes having the peace
of mind that the emergency department is not our only
option can make all the difference. That is why I was
thrilled at the announcement that Craigieburn would
be one of the first launch sites for the supercare
pharmacies program. I am sure all residents would
welcome an update from the minister on this
important issue.

Bass electorate
Mr PAYNTER (Bass) — (12 279) My question is
for the Minister for Water. The question I ask is: can
the minister provide the details of the cost of getting the
desalination plant operational and who will ultimately
wear that cost?
Melbourne storages are at a healthy 67.8 per cent, and
our local Candowie Reservoir at a healthy 68.2 per
cent, but Daniel Andrews is determined to pump his
50-gigalitre desalination in just before the winter
spillings season starts.
At a Public Accounts and Estimates Committee hearing
on Tuesday the Department of Environment, Land,
Water and Planning (DELWP) confirmed it would take
up to four months to deliver the desalination order.
DELWP also confirmed on Tuesday that in the last year
Melburnians paid more than $600 million in service
fees for a desalination plant that does not work. The
desalination plant has suffered power faults since
February 2016, and we now know that diesel generators
have been delivered into a holding yard and will be
installed at the plant to supply the power.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I wish to
advise the honourable member for Bass that you do not
refer to honourable members by their name but by their
title. He referred to the Premier by his name, and that is
not the custom and practice of the house, just for future
reference.
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Carrum electorate
Ms KILKENNY (Carrum) — (12 280) My
constituency question is for the Minister for
Multicultural Affairs. As more and more people from
across the world move into Carrum and proudly call
it home, constituents in my electorate want to know
what the government is doing to help them feel part
of a strong, respectful, safe, diverse and harmonious
community.
Victoria has a proud and rich immigrant history, but
unfortunately many people in our community are
feeling ostracised because of the colour of their skin,
their religion or their cultural background. These
feelings are being amplified by the right-wing
fearmongering towards immigrants, including by our
very own federal government with its talk of weakening
section 18C of the federal Racial Discrimination Act
1975 and its cuddling up to One Nation. This needs to
change. I know there are many people in my electorate
looking forward to the minister’s answer on this most
important matter.

CRIMES (MENTAL IMPAIRMENT AND
UNFITNESS TO BE TRIED) AMENDMENT
BILL 2016
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Mr PESUTTO (Hawthorn) — I think when I left off
I was talking about the definition of mental impairment
and the potential expansion of that term under the act. In
our view, it may see the materialisation of a risk that
more people will be able to access those provisions to
avoid full criminal culpability for acts that the Victorian
community would otherwise expect and want to attach to
the relevant wrongdoing in those cases.
Can I move to the fitness to plead guilty component of
the bill. This will be new, and is dealt with in clause 8
of the bill, which will insert a new section 6A. This is
not something that we are wholeheartedly opposed to;
we think potentially it is actually quite useful to have a
mechanism for people who are unfit to stand trial to
nevertheless be in a position to plead guilty.
The only concern I wanted to note to the house on
fitness to plead guilty is about the supposed safeguards
that the government has spoken about in its supporting
materials, namely that a person who is unfit to stand
trial, but who is fit to plead guilty, cannot do so unless
that person is legally represented and the defence has
requested the opportunity to plead guilty. Our view on
this is that those safeguards, rather than enhance the
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benefits that might come from the introduction of a
fitness to plead guilty component, actually might enable
people to avoid its use in circumstances where a court
might be satisfied that the person does have the
capacity to plead guilty.
Let us just think about how this might operate in a
practical situation. If a person, for example through her
or his counsel, has not been able to convince the court at
a special hearing that they are unfit to stand trial, if that is
the aim as a forensic choice that the defendant has made
with her or his counsel, are they going to request the
ability to plead guilty, or is it open to a defendant, for
example, in some situations simply to sack her or his
lawyer so that the provision cannot apply? We are
confident that if this were brought in, subject to the
overriding judicial oversight that the court will exercise,
the interests of the defendant can be protected. It is not
clear to me that you need those safeguards in there,
because I am not sure they will operate as safeguards.
They may well operate more in the nature of obstacles
to fitness to plead guilty, because if a defendant does
not want to plead guilty but has the capacity to do so —
and that is always a difficult thing, I appreciate — then
there is no way the system can elicit that plea of guilty,
even though the court might be quite satisfied that
although the person is unfit to stand trial there is clearly
a capacity to plead guilty. But that will not happen if
either the defendant does not want to or the defendant
sacks the lawyer acting on behalf of the defence. I
would ask the government to think again about that
provision. Whilst, as I said, we welcome it in substance,
this safeguard may do more damage than the good the
government thinks it might do.
I turn quickly to clause 9 of the bill, which transfers the
assessment of fitness from a jury to a judge. We can
understand the government’s reasoning for doing this,
and to the extent that the changes are proposed to
expedite hearings, that would obviously be a beneficial
outcome. The only thing I want to ask here is whether,
firstly, this will result in more general outcomes in
favour of unfitness for trial compared with when juries
undertake this task. The second thing I want to note is
that the government has been quite explicit, saying that
this is about addressing not only cost and delay issues
but also concerns about the stress that might be caused
to the accused.
That is not something I would dismiss, but again in
light of my opening remarks we need a justice system
that does need to be focused more on the interests of
victims than our system presently is. I am not
dismissing the interests of the accused by any means,
but one of the big problems with the levels of public
confidence in our justice system is that the Victorian
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people are continually confronted with changes that
they see quite legitimately as being geared towards
making the trial and post-sentence experience for
defendants better and easier, with no substantive
improvements of the rights and interests of victims.
That is all I wish to note on the jury question.
A very significant concern we have is about the
introduction in this bill of a new right of appeal for a
person who is unsuccessful in a special hearing in
trying to persuade the court that they are unfit to stand
trial. A defendant will be able to appeal a finding from
a special hearing that they are fit to stand trial. For a
long time our system has not afforded defendants the
right to appeal against a finding that they are fit to stand
trial, and once again we have a very substantive change
being made in this bill that is wholly in the interests of
accused persons when there appears to be no real case
for why that ground and right of appeal should be
introduced. It will certainly assist defendants more.
More and more defendants will be able to contest those
findings, and if anything, rather than the scheme
promoting the expedition and prompt disposal of cases,
we might see a proliferation over time in the number of
appeals from the findings of special hearings.
A very significant part of the bill which we partly
support but partly have deep concerns about is progress
reviews. Progress reviews in our view will operate in a
salutary way in that there will be regular reviews of a
person in custody or a person who is serving a
non-custodial supervision order. The matter I did want
to express our concern about, and it is part of the reason
we have moved a reasoned amendment, is that the
system of reviews that the bill will bring in will contain
presumptions, and at the earlier stage of reviews — that
is, the initial progress review and the steps leading up to
that — there will be a presumption in favour of
maintaining the level of supervision. But as you move
over time through different levels of review that
presumption is basically flipped so that the presumption
becomes ultimately one about the person subject to
supervision being entitled to release, more so than is
currently the case, and we are concerned about that.
Again we have a substantive change being made which
is all about returning people back to the community,
and I am not sure these presumptions, to the extent that
they operate with progress reviews after the initial
progress review, are absolutely necessary. This will in
our view run the risk that people will be returned to the
community either at all or before they are in a position
to be returned without constituting an unacceptable risk
to the Victorian community or to themselves.
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In the time remaining I just want to address a few more
matters relating to supervision orders and the
introduction of a record of subsequent offending order.
The government is proposing in this bill that, if you are
subject to a supervision order and you commit what I
will loosely call another offence, then you may not be
faced as an accused person with another supervision
order. What will be recorded, if the court thinks it is
appropriate, is a record of subsequent offending order.
Again this is diminishing the level to which we want to
denounce wrongdoing to the point where it is almost
just a notation, if you like, in terms of a person’s record
of offending. Again, while this is a matter that sits
within the discretion of the court, we think there should
be an overwhelming direction towards further or
concurrent supervision orders. Even though I
understand some of the government’s reasoning, I think
the net effect of this will be that further wrongdoing is
just simply recorded and there is no real consequence
that attaches to that. Again, that is the context of the
Victorian community very much wanting to see this
Parliament produce outcomes that show we want
consequences to follow from wrongdoing.
I note very quickly that the bill is going to require
courts to have regard to available civil orders under the
Mental Health Act 2014 or the Disability Act 2006
again, so we have a situation where potentially criminal
wrongdoing is addressed in a civil manner. I can
understand all of the government’s reasoning at a
superficial level for why it wants to do that, but I am
not sure that that is consistent with where the Victorian
people want this Parliament to be heading in terms of
justice issues.
Clause 16 of the bill introduces a change that we are
very concerned about too. This is the change which
allows courts to excuse accused persons from attending
hearings. We think this is a very significant move, and,
I have to say, we do not support it. If you value
accountability in our system and you want to actually
add substance to your words that you want to recognise
the impact of wrongdoing on victims and people
affected by wrongdoing, we think the worst thing you
can do is say to people who are the subject either of
special hearings or normal criminal hearings where
mental impairment may be raised as a defence that they
do not have to at least appear. I think there is nothing
more alienating for victims and those around them than
to see a process which excuses the person who is the
very reason for that process from having to attend.
Again it is a matter for the court, but it is a change that
will be interpreted in the way it is intended, which is to
see more and more people excused from attending
special hearings or other hearings in certain
circumstances. We think that is not appropriate.
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I note another aspect of the bill which is all about
improving the appeal rights and other avenues available
to people subject to supervision orders to contest
variation applications and the like in terms of
supervision orders. At the moment section 31 does not
allow a person who has lost an application, for
example, to make another application for three years
unless the court otherwise orders. Under this bill that
three-year period will be reduced to 18 months. Our
query is: why do you have to do that? The court has an
overriding power. Why is this signal so important to
send that you are giving people who are subject to these
supervision orders a further right to contest decisions
that have been made potentially against them. That is
something that clause 36 of the bill is introducing and
one that we have deep reservations about.
I note that the bill proposes that the functions of the
Forensic Leave Panel will be transferred to the Mental
Health Tribunal. There may be some very good
logistical reasons for this, as has been pointed out by
the government in its supporting material. However, we
do not want the transfer of those functions to result in
anybody being released back into the community on
leave or in any other circumstances where they may
constitute a threat to community safety. What the
government will say, I can understand, is that that is not
the intention and that they do not believe that will
happen. Fair enough, but when you make these
changes, they come with signals, as I have said. We do
not want to see this change upset the current numbers
over time and the circumstances in which people will
be able to secure approval for leave.
They are some of the main ones I want to raise. The
final one I want to note, which feeds into a broader
concern that I have about a number of changes that
have been made — and they are seen in other bills that
have come before this house — is that this bill proposes
that the ability of the Attorney-General to participate in
applications across a range of matters that the current
Crimes (Mental Impairment and Unfitness to be Tried)
Act 1997 scheme deals with is to be removed, so the
Attorney-General will have no role. The government’s
reasoning for that, consistent with the Victorian Law
Reform Commission’s report, is that the
Attorney-General should have no role in that.
I want to dispute that. I do not think that is appropriate.
Nothing in the current act gives the Attorney-General
the power to do anything, really, other than make
applications to be a party to a proceeding. That does not
mean that the Attorney-General is a decision-maker. I
understand the reason the government wants to invoke
this is that the Attorney-General is a member of the
executive, a member of Parliament and therefore is a
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political figure. So what? The interests of the Director
of Public Prosecutions (DPP) and the interests of the
Attorney-General are consistent, but they are not
identical. There is no reason why we should attach a
stigma to the ability of the Attorney-General to be
involved in this. There is no reason in my view why the
Attorney-General should have his or her current
abilities removed under this scheme.
There may certainly be circumstances, I can imagine,
where an Attorney-General may feel it necessary to
make an application where the DPP will not. It is not
for the Attorney-General to say, ‘DPP, do what I want
you to do’. That is fine. If the DPP does not want to do
it, fine. But the Attorney-General should retain that
power, and he should be fighting to retain that power
because it is only a power to be a party to proceedings
or to make applications. I bet you there will be
circumstances in the future where the DPP will not
want to act for reasons that may well be legitimate but
where an Attorney-General might want to act. At the
end of the day it is for the court to decide. The court
retains that power.
Ms WILLIAMS (Dandenong) — Is my pleasure to
rise in support of the Crimes (Mental Impairment and
Unfitness to be Tried) Amendment Bill 2016. I note
that this bill touches on some challenging and sensitive
matters. Often when we see a bill come to life, if you
like, in a public setting, it is because of great tragedy. I
think that should be noted from the outset.
But before getting into that I would like to touch on
some of the background to this legislation, some of
which we will have learned from the previous speaker.
We know that in 2012 the previous government asked
the Victorian Law Reform Commission (VLRC) to
conduct a review of the Crimes (Mental Impairment
and Unfitness to be Tried) Act 1997 and report on
possible and desirable changes that may be made to
improve its operation. At that time the act had been in
operation for some 15 years. As we know, it is
important that we in this place do what we can to
ensure that laws reflect contemporary practice and
expectations, especially in relation to such an important
issue as this.
The law reform commission consulted widely over a
two-year period. They consulted with victims and their
families, with the community, with police, with the
courts and with people that were subject to the laws as
well as health, disability and legal practitioners. The
law reform commission ultimately made
107 recommendations; 87 of them relate to legislation,
and the bill before us today implements 50 of those.
Those 50 recommendations in particular go to
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improving the operation of the act in the higher courts.
The remaining recommendations relate to extending the
act to the Magistrates Court. These particular
recommendations will be considered down the track
after the changes made through the bill before us today
have been implemented. In summary, changes put
forward in this bill are designed to make the act fairer
for all parties. They are designed to save the courts time
and to better protect the community.
By way of background about the act itself, the Crimes
(Mental Impairment and Unfitness to be Tried) Act
governs how people are treated when they have such a
serious mental impairment that they are not capable of
standing trial or should not be criminally responsible
for their offending. Traditionally we have referred to
this as an insanity defence, but our terminology these
days is somewhat more sophisticated than that.
It is important to note that not everybody with a mental
impairment is covered by the act; it generally relates to
only those with a specific and very serious mental
impairment. One example of the nuance involved in
this assessment which grabbed my attention is that a
person with a temporary mental impairment caused by,
say, drugs or alcohol does not qualify. However, if a
person has an underlying mental impairment that is
triggered by drugs or alcohol, they will not be
disqualified. I will touch on some of those definitional
issues further in a moment.
The act establishes a court procedure to determine
whether a person is capable of standing trial or not. If a
person is deemed unfit to stand trial, then a special
process takes place where the prosecution must prove
that the person undertook the conduct they have been
charged with.
The act also covers situations where a person argues
they are not guilty because of mental impairment. It
outlines that a person can only be found not guilty
because of mental impairment if they did not know
what they were doing when they offended or if they did
not know what they were doing was wrong.
I am told that the proportion of people captured by the
act and subject to its supervision is quite small. It is
about 2.3 per cent of the overall prison population, so it
is a fairly small cohort but one that I think presents
some particular social and policy challenges for us not
just in this place but out in the community.
The new system put forward in this bill is designed to
improve efficiency. I think it is fair to say it does not
make any fundamental changes. I will outline a few of
the key changes made by the bill. Under the new
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system a judge will decide whether a person has the
capacity to be tried for their offending. At the moment
it is a jury that decides this. This change will ultimately
enhance efficiency by streamlining the process.
The court will need to apply a new unacceptable risk
test when deciding whether a person subject to a
supervision order under the act should be released into
the wider community. This test replaces the existing
serious endangerment test and requires a court to
consider if the release of an offender would present an
unacceptable risk of that person causing serious harm to
others, which brings the act into line with other laws.
This bill also rectifies a current gap in the legislation
relating to the fact that there is currently no definition of
mental impairment in the legislation. As it stands,
courts look to case law to work out whether an
impairment qualifies. This bill includes a new statutory
definition that reflects the common-law definition. It
should apply to the same people that have always been
able to access the defence, but the bill will add clarity
by outlining that definition in the legislation.
A new test of fitness to plead guilty is being introduced
The new system will allow people to plead guilty and
be sentenced even if they are not fit to receive a
criminal trial. This recognises that some people might
have the capacity to plead guilty if they understand
what that means and adequately understand the offence
they are charged with and the advice given to them by
their legal representative even if they are not capable of
participating in a trial. These people will receive a
sentence like any other offender under the criminal law,
not supervision under the act. The hope is that this will
ensure courts operate more efficiently and that trauma
for victims is reduced.
The new system will require courts to review the
progress of a supervised person at least every five
years. Under the system as it currently stands a person
subject to a supervision order is not entitled to a review
until the end of their nominal term, which might not be
for 25 years. This change therefore ensures that regular
reviews are a formal part of the supervision process,
which I think adds a level of rigour to the process and
ultimately makes it more robust.
The new system will give judges the power to make
extra optional orders for a person subject to the act.
These might include, for example, orders for the
confiscation of proceeds of crime, compensation and
restitution orders for victims, or orders affecting the
person’s drivers licence.
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The circumstances covered by the Crimes (Mental
Impairment and Unfitness to be Tried) Act 1997 are
challenging and highlight the need to strike a balance
between the rights of victims and the rights of offenders
with serious mental impairments. These offenders will
often be among the most vulnerable in our community,
but this obviously also brings into play considerations
about the safety of the community at large. When we
hear about cases involving offenders with mental
impairments they are often tragic. Certainly in some of
the high-profile cases arguments about mental
impairment have ultimately failed although the debate
in the mainstream media has very much been alive.
I think of cases like that arising from the death of
Darcey Freeman, which most people in this place will
remember as being very shocking. Again we are
reminded that this issue of offenders with substantial
mental issues, whether they qualify under the act or not,
who have committed quite heinous crimes often tests us
and tests the public’s goodwill in terms of how we deal
with these offenders and ensure that we are getting the
fairest outcome not only for those offenders but also for
the victims and for the broader community, who rightly
have expectations about how we deal with things and
how we ensure their safety.
There is no doubt that there is some tension between
the legal constructs and the psychiatric constructs that
are involved in this legislation. It is also an issue that is
not necessarily particularly well understood in the
community more broadly. Often if a person is found not
guilty due to a mental impairment, there is a perception
in the community that the offender has essentially
walked free or gotten away with it. In reality that is not
really the case. While someone may be found not
guilty, they may still be regarded as a serious risk to the
community and deemed appropriate for ongoing
supervision in a secure forensic facility like the Thomas
Embling Hospital. This bill, I believe, goes a significant
way to ensuring the right balance is reached and
appropriate respect is given to victims, the broader
community and vulnerable offenders with serious
mental impairment.
I would like to commend the work of the Victorian
Law Reform Commission. It is not easy work to unpick
some of our existing ways of doing things and work out
whether there are better ways of doing things in what is
a complex area. I think, in reflecting on this bill and
looking at the detail within the bill before us, what is
absolutely obvious is that it is very complex and very
technical. And as I think the previous speaker captured,
there is a lot of substance to it and a lot of detail.
Capturing how this all interacts and how it meets
community expectations is a great challenge, so I would
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like to commend the law reform commission on the
work it has done. I also reinforce my statement that I
believe this bill goes a significant way to redressing the
balance. I commend the bill to the house.
Mr D. O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) — I too am
pleased to rise to speak on the Crimes (Mental
Impairment and Unfitness to be Tried) Amendment Bill
2016. I am equally going to begin my contribution by
thanking the Victorian Law Reform Commission for its
review, because although I have not read all 553 pages
of the report that was produced, I had a bit of a look at
it this morning ahead of the debate.
Mr Pearson interjected.
Mr D. O’BRIEN — I know the member for
Essendon does like to spend a bit of time on these
things. I am sure the member for Essendon has indeed
read all 553 pages, but I have not actually got there.
As previous speakers have noted, this legislation comes
forward as a result of a review that was instituted by the
former Attorney-General, the member for Box Hill, in
2012 and a report that was handed down in 2013.
Certainly some of the material provided by the law
reform commission surrounding that review has been
helpful for me in understanding this issue which, as the
member for Dandenong said, is a difficult one. It is
sensitive and fraught both from a prosecution point of
view and also from a defence point of view.
One of the things I did find useful was a fact sheet that
the Victorian Law Reform Commission produced at the
time it undertook the review. It provides a bit of
information on two of the key issues that are dealt with
in this legislation — that is, whether a person is unfit to
stand trial and also the defence of mental impairment. I
might just refer to that fact sheet a little. The
fundamental test with respect to the defence of mental
impairment is that the person did not know what they
were doing or did not know that what they were doing
was wrong. The fact sheet states that:
An example of a case involving the defence of mental
impairment is a person who committed an offence and who,
because of a lifelong intellectual disability, suffers from
significant frontal lobe dysfunction that affects his —

or her —
capacity to control his —

or her —
behaviour and regulate his —

or her —
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impulses.

It continues:
If a person is found ‘not guilty because of mental
impairment’, this is a finding that they are not criminally
responsible for the offence.

The fact sheet also notes here that a jury usually decides
if someone is not guilty because of mental impairment.
Indeed that is one of the issues that is being amended
by this legislation, where that decision will be
transferred to a judge. That is a defence that has been in
case law for many centuries, and there are absolutely
good and valid reasons for that. We sadly see crimes
committed by people who simply do not understand or
recognise that what they are doing is wrong or for other
reasons simply cannot be held responsible for their
actions. They are, as the member for Dandenong said,
some of the most sensitive cases that we will see before
our courts.
The commission highlighted that mental impairment is
not defined in the act. That is an area that I want to go
to because this bill does put in a definition of mental
impairment. Clause 5 inserts new section 3A, which
defines mental impairment as ‘a mental illness’ or ‘a
cognitive impairment, such as an intellectual disability’,
but provides that new section 3A(1)(b) ‘does not
include a temporary disorder or disturbance of an
otherwise healthy mind caused by an external event’.
In theory that should give us some comfort. One
example that that may well be referring to is someone
who is under the influence of any form of drug that
changes the ability of the mind to understand what is
going on. That in itself makes sense. What gives cause
for pause — and I believe the member for Hawthorn
touched on this as well — is the example that is then
given in the bill, which says:
A person who experiences psychosis as a result of the
consumption of a psychoactive drug does not have a mental
impairment for the purposes of this Act unless the
consumption of the drug has triggered an underlying mental
condition that exists independently of the effects of the drug.

That, I guess, is where we on this side have cause for
pause, because it opens the door a little bit. It allows
someone potentially accused of a crime to say, ‘Yes, I
was on drugs. I was taking ice, and that in itself
triggered a pre-existing condition’. In the community I
think there could be scepticism about the validity of a
condition, particularly if it were diagnosed after the
fact. If it were diagnosed before, it would be more
understandable. But I think there is some concern, and
that particular example highlights why new
section 3A(1)(b) is not as clear-cut as it may well be. It
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also highlights the reason why the coalition parties are
concerned about this legislation and why the member
for Hawthorn has circulated the reasoned amendment
that we will be putting at the conclusion of debate.
I have to say that there is a great deal of concern about
law and order in the community at the moment, and there
is also a great deal of concern about the Andrews Labor
government’s approach and its failures in this particular
area. I would also add that the feedback I get in my
electorate from people is that they are concerned; indeed
many are angry with the court system more generally.
There is blame put on magistrates; there is blame put on
judges. I understand that a lot of that commentary is
perpetrated in ignorance — for example, when people do
not know the circumstances of a case and are only
reading a small media report on it — but there is a
concern that our court system is too lenient.
New section 3A, which includes the definition of
‘mental impairment’, could be seen by some in the
community as another excuse for criminals to get away
with murder — almost literally. That is why we are
raising a concern here. Whilst the intent is well
meaning, I suspect there would be genuine concerns
within the community as to what the actual outcome of
this new section will be. Given the level of concern in
the community, I think it is pertinent that we move our
amendment and that the government goes ahead with
the other aspects of the bill — the areas that will
improve the operation of the Crimes (Mental
Impairment and Unfitness to be Tried) Act 1997 — and
also delivers some improved efficiencies within the
legal system. But it is that area in particular that I
certainly have concerns about.
The main provisions in the bill include clause 5, which
deals with mental impairment, as I have talked about.
Clause 8 introduces a new section regarding fitness to
plead guilty, which means that a person who is unfit to
stand trial may still be able to plead guilty. That is
defined under clause 8. New section 6A outlines a
number of caveats around that and definitions as to how
it may be dealt with. Clause 9 determines that fitness to
stand trial will now be for judges to decide and not
juries. I think I may have unfortunately said earlier that
that related to mental impairment. In fact this is in
relation to fitness to stand trial now being in the hands
of judges and not juries. Part 3 of the bill transfers the
functions of the Forensic Leave Panel to the Mental
Health Tribunal and broadens its membership.
There are also quite a number of miscellaneous clauses
that, as I said, deal with the efficiency of the system and
generally tidy up the legislation with respect to mental
impairment and unfitness to be tried. Those elements of
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the act should and can be dealt with. That was the
original intention of the reference from the former
Attorney-General, the member for Box Hill, to the
Victorian Law Reform Commission. This bill
potentially goes a bit further than what was intended by
the previous government in its terms of reference for
the review. I am pleased that the member for Hawthorn
has circulated the proposed amendment. I hope that the
government goes away and deals with the more minor
and less controversial aspects of this piece of legislation
and revises what it intends to do with respect to the
definition of ‘mental impairment’.
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) — I am pleased to join the
debate on the Crimes (Mental Impairment and Unfitness
to be Tried) Amendment Bill 2016. As previous speakers
have said, the bill before the house comes as a result of
work done by the Victorian Law Reform Commission
(VLRC) after a reference by the previous
Attorney-General, the member for Box Hill, in 2012. As
other speakers have done, I would like to commend the
Victorian Law Reform Commission on their work. They
really are the unsung heroes in our criminal justice
system for the work that they do. It is difficult work in a
difficult area, and I thank them for that.
Often the community is afraid of a so-called crazed
killer or crazed offender, and the headlines can be quite
extreme. Those that are actually genuinely crazed and
not fit to be tried or not capable of being tried are
actually a very, very small proportion of the offender
population; it is only 2.3 per cent in fact. I sometimes
think it is a shame the way reporting is done, saying
‘crazed killers’ and ‘crazed offenders’, because
invariably that is not really the case. It is just someone
who has definitely done the wrong thing and needs to
be tried and, if found guilty, appropriately convicted
and then take responsibility for their actions. But there
of course has got to be in the criminal law a device and
a mechanism and legislation to deal with those who are
definitely criminally mentally impaired.
This bill actually delivers on 45 of the
107 recommendations made by the Victorian Law
Reform Commission. It will streamline processes,
modernise legal tests and make systemic improvements
to the Crimes (Mental Impairment and Unfitness to be
Tried) Act 1997 (CMIA), enhancing the operation of
the act for those subject to it and all the users of the act.
I hope the reporting around this actually does make it
clear that this is a very small proportion of the
population and that it is not, as some might portray,
about those who might take illicit substances and then
try to use that as an excuse for their actions.
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A very high-profile case is the case of Arthur Freeman,
who was charged and convicted of throwing his own
daughter off the West Gate Bridge in a most horrific
and vindictive act directed towards the mother of that
precious little girl. He actually did try to make a claim
of mental impairment, and the community should be
pleased that the judiciary did not accept that and that he
was tried. But there are others who may have been born
with a mental impairment or some other condition that
means that they do not understand the impact of their
actions, and that is who this bill covers.
The reforms will ensure that the CMIA operates
consistently with its underlying principles, which
include protecting the rights of the accused, such as by
ensuring they are afforded a fair trial, are only punished
where they are morally blameworthy and have their
freedom and autonomy restricted only so far as is
necessary. The reforms also recognise the rights of
others, especially victims and family members, and the
need to protect the community from dangerous
individuals. They uphold the therapeutic focus of the
CMIA and encourage the gradual reintroduction of
supervised people back into the community when it is
safe to do so.
The reforms in the bill implementing the VLRC’s
recommendations include the creation of a set of
statutory principles to guide decision-makers, the
introduction of a finding of ‘fit to plead guilty’ and a
transfer of the determination of fitness from the jury to
the judge, the creation of the definition of ‘mental
impairment’ and a reframing of the definition of ‘fitness
to stand trial’, the introduction of a system of
mandatory regular progress reviews of supervision
orders, the introduction of a new test of unacceptable
risk, a change in responsibility for representation of the
public interest under the CMIA from the
Attorney-General to the Director of Public
Prosecutions, and procedural improvements to
hearings, including the provision of expert reports.
The bill enacts some provisions through the CMIA,
which will be amended to improve clarity and enhance
its operation and accessibility. The bill also transfers the
functions of the Forensic Leave Panel to the Mental
Health Tribunal. The reforms are not expected to add to
the number of people that would qualify under the act
that approximate 2.3 per cent of offenders.
Many of the offenders under supervision orders are
housed in the Thomas Embling Hospital in Fairfield,
and I was really pleased to see earlier this week that the
government announced additional funding for that
hospital so there is more mental health support. There is
a further $7 million to build 10 additional beds at the
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Thomas Embling Hospital, and that is in addition to the
new $9.5 million eight-bed secure psychiatric intensive
care unit. The unit will be completed by April 2018 and
will provide mental health services for prisoners on
compulsory treatment orders. The additional funding
will be used to provide additional beds within the
existing Thomas Embling facility, which are expected
to be ready from October this year. This is the first time
the Thomas Embling Hospital has had an increase in
capacity since 2000.
We are giving patients the care and treatment that they
need to get well, stay well and stay out of the criminal
justice system, but having an improvement in facilities
is also a recognition of support for the staff who work
in this most difficult of areas in these secure units —
the medical practitioners and the custodial officers. It is
really important to support them in doing that difficult
work, because we want to ensure that they continue
doing that difficult work to keep our community safe.
Having these improvements in secure facilities at the
Thomas Embling facility can also give the community
reassurance that they are protected from offenders that
are detained there.
This bill is part of a suite of measures that this
government is legislating for in terms of judicial reform
and keeping the community safe. I would hope that the
opposition would see fit to support this bill given it was
their Attorney-General in the previous Parliament, the
member for Box Hill, who actually made the reference
to the Victorian Law Reform Commission to make
these necessary changes. I commend the
Attorney-General on his work in implementing these
requirements and the justice bureaucrats that have
prepared the bill, and I commend the bill to the house.
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) — I am pleased
to make a contribution to the Crimes (Mental
Impairment and Unfitness to be Tried) Amendment Bill
2016. Competence and mental capacity are critical
issues in the criminal justice system, and the opposition
has a number of concerns that are reflected in the
reasoned amendment to the second-reading motion,
where the shadow Attorney-General has moved:
That all the words after ‘That’ be omitted with the view of
inserting in their place the words:
‘this bill be withdrawn and redrafted to —
(1) take into account further consultation about the
substantive matters of the bill; and
(2) retain the procedural components of the bill so the
operational improvements identified in the
Victorian Law Reform Commission’s Review of
the Crimes (Mental Impairment and Unfitness to
be Tried) Act 1997 can be achieved’.
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A number of years ago there was an offence which took
place within my electorate. There was a man who had
been in a group home, and it was alleged that he had
committed an offence within a school precinct. There
was community uproar. His parents had for a long
period of time raised concerns regarding his welfare
and wellbeing and capacity in a number of respects to
live independently and unsupervised. Representations
had been made following deinstitutionalisation for
better community house options for people where there
would be activities and a degree of supervision. That
may have precluded the series of events which
subsequently unfolded and which in many ways
destroyed the wellbeing of the family as a result of
alleged offences that were attributed to this particular
person. In the rolling years thereafter the family lived in
the shadow of a matter that was of massive, massive
concern to them.
On another occasion I had occasion to represent a person
who had been accused of causing criminal damage to a
doctor’s surgery. He came along to my office and sought
the opportunity to be represented in court. I had given
him a guesstimate of what might be required, and he left
the office in something of a hurry. I went out of my
office and brought him back and we had a discussion
about what he would be happy to pay to be represented
in court. We reached a fair agreement — he thought $20
was a fair amount — and I had the privilege of
representing him in a district court.
Two weeks later I had another call from him, from the
custodial area of a police station. Instead of being
charged with criminal damage he had been charged
with threatening to kill and the attempted murder of a
medical practitioner. I visited him at the lockup. He was
not in a good physical condition and he was not in a
good personal condition. Arrangements were made for
another law firm which practised in that area of the law
to make representations for him. Ultimately he spent
time in, I think, Mont Albert, when in that particular
case he was adjudged as not having capacity, and I
believe rightly so. But there are serious issues in
relation to this area of law and its wise management.
In relation to the main provisions of the bill, the
definition of ‘mental impairment’ will broaden the
range of defence to ‘may be able to assert unfitness to
stand trial’. Clause 8 introduces a new fitness to plead
guilty test that provides that a person who is unfit to
stand trial may still be fit to plead guilty. Under clause 9
determining fitness to stand trial will now be for judges
and not juries, and part 3 transfers a function of the
Forensic Leave Panel to the Mental Health Tribunal
and broadens its membership to community members
and psychologists.
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This is a controversial topic because although fitness to
stand trial has long been a feature of the criminal justice
system, the public sees such schemes as allowing
people guilty of crimes to get off lightly. The bill
follows a Victorian Law Reform Commission (VLRC)
report which was commissioned by the current
opposition while in government to look at procedural
improvements and operational efficiencies. The VLRC
report makes many such recommendations but also
extends into potentially contentious substantive matters.
At a time when the public have a concern about public
safety and a concern about sentencing, it is important
that there be transparency and fairness in the process
but also that people are being held to account for
offences that have been committed, based upon an
assessment of competence and capacity.
In terms of the preamble, I have broadly outlined the
purposes of the bill. There are definitions that are being
inserted into the principal act. The meaning of ‘mental
impairment’ is outlined in clause 5, where it states:
After section 3 of the Principal Act insert —
“3A

Meaning of mental impairment

(1) For the purposes of this Act, a mental impairment —
(a) includes —
(i)

a mental illness; and

(ii) a cognitive impairment, such as an intellectual
disability; but
(b) does not include a temporary disorder or
disturbance of an otherwise healthy mind caused
by an external event.

An example is given within the bill itself:
A person who experiences psychosis as a result of the
consumption of a psychoactive drug does not have a mental
impairment for the purposes of this Act unless the
consumption of the drug has triggered an underlying mental
condition that exists independently of the effects of the drug.

We as members are aware of people who have
concerns regarding, or we have constituents who suffer
from, psychosis and a range of psychiatric medically
diagnosed conditions. The criminal justice system often
sees people with a level of impairment before the
courts. One of the great challenges is how we wisely
evaluate their medical wellbeing. In criminal law the
key issue is not only the act or actus reus but,
importantly, the mens rea.
The definition of ‘murder’, as I recall, is when a person
of sound mind and the age of discretion unlawfully kills
any reasonable creature in being with malice
aforethought, either express or implied by the law, with
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the death taking place within a year plus one day. That
was the broad common-law definition back in the
1970s, and there are then sub-elements of how that
might be defined. One key issue is ‘of sound mind’, and
that is where this will become an issue if it is
outworked within the legal process and the legal
system. It is a critical issue in terms of both looking
after people who may lack that mens rea versus those
who may possess the necessary and requisite mens rea.
That is a matter for legal experts. It is a matter for legal
evaluation in concert with the expert evidence that
might be brought into the equation. There are multiple
examples within the criminal law of where people have
repeat offended but have been brought before the courts
and tried and convicted.
There are people currently serving criminal terms who
have been repeat offenders in the criminal justice
system and who have committed horrific murders.
There is the grief that unfolds from that conduct when
people have been discharged rather than detained. So
there are concerns about the way the procedural work
needs to be done, but we need to be very cautious about
the other elements of the bill.
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) — What a delight it is
to see you, Acting Speaker, in the chair this beautiful
afternoon on one of the last sitting days of summer. I
am delighted to make a contribution in relation to the
Crimes (Mental Impairment and Unfitness to be Tried)
Amendment Bill 2016 that is before the house today. At
the outset, like those before me, I would like to
acknowledge the Victorian Law Reform Commission
for the work they have done in terms of advising the
government on this piece of legislation. I do want to
state for the record that I have not done what the
member for Gippsland South said and read all
550 pages. He gave me great credit when he said that I
had, but I need to correct the public record and indicate
that I have not read all 550 pages.
Mr Pesutto interjected.
Mr PEARSON — The member for Hawthorn said,
‘If I had said so, he would believe me’. A couple of
probing questions would clearly show that that would
not be the case.
Mr Katos — Acting Speaker, I draw your attention
to the state of the house.
Quorum formed.
Mr PEARSON — As I said, it is an absolute delight
to be able to speak on this bill on one of the last days of
summer of 2017.
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Mr Donnellan interjected.
Mr PEARSON — Indeed I have got my summer
suit on, Minister for Roads and Road Safety. I do want
to place on the record the sterling work that the
Victorian Law Reform Commission has performed in
relation to advising the government on this particular
issue. It is an important piece of legislation because it
updates and modernises this particular act. It is about
making sure that in some cases the language is
consistent with other changes that have previously been
introduced in relation to issues like the serious sex
offenders legislation. Consistency of language is quite
important. It is important to make sure that we update
and modernise legislation to reflect the times we live in.
That is entirely appropriate.
I note that one of the changes relates to transferring the
assessment of fitness to stand trial from the jury to the
judge. That is a very important measure. Judges are best
placed, given their depth of knowledge and the fact that
they are quite conversant in legal practice and have had
various defendants appear before them, to be able to
make a call as to whether a person is fit to stand trial or
not. That is a very good and welcome initiative.
I note the fact that there is an introduction of
progressive reviews. Obviously when a person is
incarcerated for a significant period of time their
progress will not necessarily be linear; there will be
peaks and troughs. The notion of having these reviews
every 18 months to, at a maximum, two years would
enable medical practitioners to get a clear sense as to
how a person is going with their treatment. It will
make sure that we have got a bit of a time series on the
way in which that person’s rehabilitation or treatment
might be progressing.
It would also enable us to be able to get a better sense
or understanding of how a person’s treatment is
progressing and whether there are certain flashpoints
which might trigger an adverse reaction. When a
person’s term expires and practitioners have to make a
decision about whether a person is ready to be returned
to the community, they have got that real-time data that
has been tracked over time and can make a call and
work out whether it is appropriate for a person to be
released. Obviously these progressive reviews would
feed into the major progress review, which would occur
at the end of a person’s term.
I note the fact that in relation to the process of review
of supervision orders, there will be the enabling of
attendance at hearings via audiovisual link. That is a
really smart initiative. If we are looking at the costs
that are incurred in relation to getting a prisoner ready
for court transportation — bundling them into a
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vehicle, taking them to a judicial facility, holding
them there, bringing them before the courts, making a
legal determination in relation to them and then taking
them back — it is quite labour-intensive and quite
inefficient. The notion of being able to use an
audiovisual link — technology — to more efficiently
discharge public services is important. Where we can
find more efficient ways to do things and do things
better we should embrace that, rather than sticking to
the old-world views.
I note that the bill will also look at transferring the
functions from the Forensic Leave Panel to the Mental
Health Tribunal. The Forensic League Panel will cease
to operate. A Mental Health Tribunal better
encapsulates what would be an appropriate body to
examine these matters in a little more detail. I also note
the fact that in preparing annual reports to the courts, a
person’s progress under a supervision order must be
reported in terms of trying to work out whether a
person is progressing towards attaining independence
and physical, mental, social and vocational ability.
Again we have got to try and get this right because
institutionalisation had its real issues. It was fair and
reasonable to engage in a form of — — Am I getting
the wind-up, Acting Speaker? Are you wanting to bring
this to an end? Say it ain’t so!
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms McLeish) —
Order! I think it is an appropriate time for the house to
break for lunch.
Sitting suspended 1.01 p.m. until 2.02 p.m.
Business interrupted under sessional orders.

MATTERS OF PUBLIC IMPORTANCE
Criminal justice system
The SPEAKER — Order! I have accepted a
statement from the member for Hawthorn proposing the
following matter of public importance for discussion:
That this house:
(l)

notes under the Andrews Labor government:
(a) despite members of the house repeatedly calling on
the Andrews Labor government to fix Victoria’s
weak bail laws for over two years, the government
has not brought any bills forward to adequately
toughen the law so that violent people are not free
to remain on Victorian streets while they await
trial;
(b) no action has been taken in over two years to
address weak sentencing laws and a number of
court decisions that have seen violent offenders
remain in the community and has also seen no
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change to sentence lengths for a number of serious
crimes;
(c) no action has been taken to better support victims
who suffer trauma, anguish and loss as a result of
violent crime; and
(d) despite surging rates of crime, recent Victoria
Police data show that the numbers of police per
capita and police at police stations have been cut
since November 2014;

(2) calls on the Premier to urgently implement the measures
needed to protect the Victorian community, restore
respect for our laws and institutions and send a message
that criminal behaviour will not be tolerated in our
community.

Mr PESUTTO (Hawthorn) — Thank you, Speaker,
for allowing me to speak on this matter of public
importance today. What is it going to take for this
government to realise that community safety and a law
and order system that Victorians can believe in depend
on more than announcements — sporadic and
intermittent announcements — that the government is
gonna do this and gonna do that? Where is the action?
Where are the actual concrete measures that the
government is going to bring forward to assure
Victorians that this government has their back and will
tackle the existential threats for many communities and
many people that they face in this community today?
For two years we have been calling on this government
to take action, and I will elaborate on that in a few
moments, but for two years the Police Association
Victoria, victims advocates, victims groups and
Victorians in their communities in their droves have
been calling on the government to take action across a
range of areas: bail, sentencing, victims, police, gangs.
And what have they seen? Nothing but announcements
and peripheral measures, which the government
believes is enough to quell the concerns from time to
time. They respond to front pages; they do not respond
to the reality that Victorians are facing today.
We are very proud that when we were in office
between 2010 and 2014 we brought in a range of
initiatives that responded to community concerns about
law and order in the state, whether it was baseline
sentencing, community correction orders which were
aimed at toughening up community-based sentencing
or getting rid of home detention and suspended
sentences that no-one believed in. We made changes to
bail to make it an offence to breach your bail and
changes to introduce conduct conditions to make sure
that people who were able to remain free in the
community on bail understood that they must comply
with conditions. We made a number of changes to bail
to toughen up the regime. We invested in nearly
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2000 police and nearly 1000 protective services
officers, which was all about assuring the community
that not only their perception of reality would be
enhanced but the reality itself would be addressed.
I am proud to say that despite my side of the chamber
suffering a loss in 2014, we had more plans for further
changes to toughen up our justice system. Regarding
bail, we signalled that building on the reforms of the
previous coalition government between 2010 and 2014
we would further toughen bail with a major review of
the act. We talked about reviewing sentencing even
further in ways that I will come to. But, alas, we had the
2014 election, and that is history.
What has happened since this government has been in
power? We have been calling on them to build on the
strong record that was established between 2010 and
2014, and what do we get? We get a serious weakening
of our bail laws. This government thought it was
sensible and desirable to change our bail laws to
legalise — let me repeat, legalise — the breaching of
bail by people under 18. Why did it need to be done?
The government said, ‘We have too many kids in
remand’. Well, what do you think is going to happen if
you legalise the breaching of bail? People will breach
their bail, and that is what is happening. We have seen
time and again reported in our community that people
are being assaulted, are seeing assailants in their home
and are driving along the streets and being carjacked by
people who are on bail.
There is no respect for bail at the moment, and that is
why we have been calling on the government for two
years to make community safety a paramount factor in
bail decisions. We have done this from as early as
January 2015, and since then we have repeatedly said
‘Toughen up bail’, because we are seeing people breach
it with impunity. The government failed to respond to
that call to toughen up bail, and we have seen it time
and time again. We saw the case of Stephen Spiteri. We
asked the Attorney-General about this in question time
some months ago and were met with a very indignant
response. We asked him, ‘How is it that a person who
has breached bail four times can be given bail for a fifth
time?’. What did that person do? Well, according to
reports it is alleged he went out and shot someone. A
person who had breached bail four times went out and
breached it a fifth time.
We all know about the events of 20 January. They are,
we all agree, among the most tragic events we have
borne witness to as a state, but it should not have come
to this. We have somebody whose history, it is alleged,
raises questions about whether our bail system is strong
enough and whether people are getting bail too easily.
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Given a person’s very chequered history and very
violent history, are people getting bail too easily with
that sort of violent history? And when they get bail, are
we monitoring them closely enough? That is why we
say that we do not just need a review into the current
act and how the current provisions can be amended;
what we want to see is a major overhaul of not just the
law but the culture around bail.
Historically there have been good reasons we always
remind ourselves that the people who are subject to bail
have not been found guilty of an offence, but this is
about more than the presumption of innocence, this is
about the innocence of the community and their
entitlement to live in a safe and secure community.
When we say that bail needs a major overhaul not just
in the law but in the culture that is precisely what we
mean — that our Bail Act has for too long elevated and
prioritised the interests of the accused person facing
serious allegations of violent behaviour. That has to
change, and that is why we on this side are proud,
through the Leader of the Opposition, to have
announced recently that we will overhaul bail and
subject bail to a new set of principles.
Chief among them are these three things. One, for
violent offences there should be a presumption of
remand. It should not be your ticket to walk straight out
of the courtroom door and back out into the community
when you are facing serious charges of violent
behaviour. That is a big change to our bail system. It is
the cultural change and the legal change we have been
crying out for for nearly two years. Two, we will
change bail further. No more excuses, no more second
chances. We call it a ‘one strike, you’re out’ policy. If
you breach your bail, you are telling the court and you
are telling the community that you do not care about
their safety, that you do not respect the institution of our
courts and that you do not respect the orders of our
courts, and we will send a severe message. Yes, it is
tough and very austere, but it is the only thing that is
going to shake our system up so that we get the change
we need. If you breach your bail, that is it, particularly
if you are facing a serious charge of violence.
The third principle is to reverse the reckless change that
was made in 2016 to legalise the breaching of bail. We
need to reinstate the law as it was because we need a
deterrent that tells young people, ‘We will give you a
chance only if you respect the conditions of your bail’.
This is not about putting anybody on bail who does not
deserve to be. This is about saying to young people, ‘If
you get bail, you have to understand the seriousness of
it. If you breach it, you lose it’. That is the kind of
message we need to send, and who can say that we
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need anything less and that we can get by with anything
less given the crisis we face now?
If the government does not believe me, maybe it will
believe the most recent Galaxy poll that has people to
the tune of around 52 per cent believing that our state is
less safe now than it was two years ago. What greater
evidence do you need that substantial, profound
changes to our justice system are needed now? The
government unfortunately has only committed to a
review of the Bail Act as it is, and there is no indication
the government has the appetite needed to change our
system in the way Victorians want and deserve.
I want to say a few things about sentencing. I did
mention two substantial reforms that the previous
government brought in — community correction orders
and baseline sentencing. Community correction orders
were basically expanded by the Court of Appeal in its
decision in Boulton in December 2014. We have never
accepted that the court’s interpretation was correct, and
I say that with all due respect to the court. I fully respect
the court, but we strongly disagree with that decision. It
was never intended that community correction orders
would lead to violent offenders who are charged with
and found guilty of relatively serious violent offences,
in the court’s own words, being able to remain free in
our community, yet that is what happened. We called
on the government to address that, and it has brought in
changes to deal with that. We do not think those
changes will work in the way we think they need to
work, but we will see how that goes.
The Court of Appeal struck down our baseline
sentencing. Again, I fully respect the court but believe
the basis of that court’s decision was wrong. Not only
did the coalition have an explicit mandate for baseline
sentencing that it took to the 2010 election but there are
serious questions about the doctrinal basis of that
decision. To strike down a law of this Parliament
because you do not think it is clear enough flies in the
face of substantial authority that says it is not the job of
the courts to do that — the job of the courts is to apply
the legislation no matter the degree of uncertainty it
finds. But again we have called on the government to
address that.
Where is the response to the November 2015 Court of
Appeal decision for Walters from this government? We
got nothing. We were told that it would be forthcoming
last year, but nothing. So we would have gone nearly
two years before anything came before this Parliament.
We think these matters are urgent. We recall that the
now government supported the baseline reforms when
they went through this Parliament, yet it has done
nothing to try to achieve the objectives to which it was
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committed two or three years ago. What we are seeing
with no action on baseline sentencing is people
continually getting short and light sentences for very
serious crimes.
This is something we should all agree on. It was agreed
back in 2014. Why is the government not acting with
more dispatch than it has been? The truth is the
government does not really believe in it.
Take victims. I am very proud to say that my
predecessor, the honourable member for Box Hill,
asked the Victorian Law Reform Commission (VLRC)
to report on how victims can be better supported in a
criminal justice system. Victims have for too long been
neglected in our justice system. The VLRC submitted
its report to the government in August last year. The
government has had it for around six months, maybe a
bit less. Nothing.
On behalf of this side of the house, the Leader of the
Opposition made an announcement on victims in early
January that we would adopt the recommendations of
that VLRC report, except for a small handful that we
still have under consideration. We are doing that
because we believe that victims need better support in
our criminal justice system, but where is the
government’s response? The government says it cares
about victims, but there is nothing.
Instead we have the government more focused on
legislation and measures designed to assist the accused
rather than assist victims, people who are vulnerable to
those who will commit criminal wrongdoing in our
community. We see from this week’s government
business program one particular bill that is all about
improving the pre-trial, trial and post-sentence
experience of the accused, when nobody is crying out
for it. Yet people are crying out for bail changes. People
are crying out for changes to sentencing. People are
crying out for better support for victims.
We were very proud to stand on the steps of Parliament
with a number of victims and victim support groups
and talk about how important it is that we support
victims more. Too many victims when they are going
through the trial process feel that they are just a
sideshow — that they are somebody to be consulted
once decisions have been made. What we have
committed to is a series of changes that will put victims
at the front and centre and make sure that they are
consulted before decisions are made. The obligation of
consulting will be just that: an obligation on prosecutors
and on investigators to genuinely consult with victims
before decisions are made to settle deals with the
defence, which often upset victims no end.
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We have talked about how it is important to make sure
that victims have access to compensation in better ways
than they do at the moment. We have signalled an
intention to work with the commonwealth to look at
how we can unlock superannuation assets.
Superannuation is a complex area for sure, but we can,
if we put our minds to it, find ways to allow victims to
better track pathways to compensation. We will have
more to say on victims, I am very proud to say, but
what we announced in early January on the steps of this
house with regard to victims would represent the most
profound change in relation to victims in our justice
system that we have seen in this state.
We on this side of the house understand that it is about
priorities, and that is why we keep saying to the
government: not just your announcements, not just your
media strategy but your actual legislative program, your
resourcing decisions and your upcoming budget have to
prove to the Victorian people that you are actually
committed to them — that you will bring forward the
bills, you will bring forward the measures and you will
deliver a budget that actually puts victims front and
centre and puts community safety front and centre in
our system. Victorians want it, and they sure as hell
deserve it.
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) — I am pleased
to rise to make a contribution on this matter of public
importance (MPI). I have read the text of the MPI, and I
have listened to the contribution of the member for
Hawthorn. If one was to believe it, you would believe
that over four years the former government had been
absolutely flawless on law and order and flawless on
community safety legislation. That is what you could be
led to believe.
Mr Pesutto interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Hawthorn!
Mr PAKULA — You would also be led to believe
that this government had been inactive or somehow
recalcitrant on that front. But moreover you would
believe that therefore the government should simply
abandon all process and just adopt the policy genius of
those opposite — the policy prescriptions of those
opposite — despite the evidence. Let me go to test
those propositions — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Opposition members
will allow the Attorney-General to continue in silence.
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Mr PAKULA — Let me go to test those
propositions against the reality of the things that the
government has been required to do over the last two
years.
The member for Hawthorn raised the question of
community correction orders (CCOs). Indeed the
government has had to legislate for community
correction orders. We have had to legislate to ensure
that courts can no longer impose community correction
orders on the 10 most serious offences, including
murder, rape and sexual penetration of a child, and
therefore the only option for those offences now is a
custodial sentence.
We have been forced to legislate that a CCO can only
be provided where there are special reasons for another
cohort of offences. We have been forced to legislate
that the maximum CCO in the higher courts is five
years et cetera. And why? We had to do that because
the legislation that we were bequeathed was flawed and
inadequate. The opposition, the then government,
legislated not once but twice. The second piece of
legislation in late 2014 expanded the remit of CCOs,
and we had to come in and restrict it. That is the fact.
We had to implement the Royal Commission into
Family Violence — a royal commission, with all of the
recommendations, all of the money and all of the
responses that we have already implemented. And
why? Because for four years those opposite failed to
even detect that family violence was a problem.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Gembrook is warned. The member is not seated in his
allocated place. He will allow the Attorney-General to
continue.
Mr PAKULA — So we committed to a royal
commission. We had the then minister, Minister
Wooldridge, describe it as a waste of time and
money. The former government did not support it.
The biggest law and order issue when we came to
government was one that had been comprehensively
ignored for four years.
Mr Battin interjected.
Debate interrupted.
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SUSPENSION OF MEMBER
Member for Gembrook
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Gembrook will withdraw from the house for a period of
1 hour.
Honourable member for Gembrook withdrew from
chamber.

MATTERS OF PUBLIC IMPORTANCE
Criminal justice system
Debate resumed.
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) — Those
opposite, the member for Hawthorn in particular, talked
about bail. There are a number of things that the
government has been required to do in regard to bail.
We had to tighten bail for those charged with terror
offences. We had to tighten bail for those who had
previously absconded from bail over the last five years.
Everyone recalls the matter of the runaway groom. This
was a person who was given bail, despite having
previously absconded, based on the bail laws that we
were bequeathed in 2014. We had to change those laws
about absconders, double the penalty for absconding
from bail and create a presumption against bail for
those who had done it.
We introduced a presumption against bail for those
with carjacking and home invasion offences on their
dockets. I ask again why we had to do that. We had
to do that because the bail laws that we inherited
were deficient.
I refer to the second-reading speech of the then
Attorney-General, the member for Box Hill, when he
introduced his Bail Amendment Bill 2013. He said:
… the bail system is also susceptible to abuses, such as
unjustified, repeat bail applications by accused people.
The package of reforms in this bill will address these issues.

So we have the member for Hawthorn going on about
how the government should simply adopt the policy
prescription of the opposition, but the fact is that back
in 2013, when the member for Box Hill introduced bail
changes, he told us that that had fixed it, and clearly
that is not the case.
When we talk about community safety — and I know
my friend the Minister for Police will go to this in
20 minutes or so — we cannot escape a conversation
about police resourcing. Despite the claims of those
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opposite, it is a fact that there was not a police officer
budgeted for and implemented by the former
government, and that is why — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr PAKULA — Well, it is true. The member for
Ferntree Gully bells the cat. We can see the protective
services officers but the only police those opposite
introduced were the ones that were paid for in the last
Lenders budget, and that is a fact. As a consequence, on
top of the 400 or so that we did fund in our first budget
there are now another 2729 police that were introduced
and paid for by this government.
On parole, we had to implement the last six
recommendations of the Callinan review into parole.
Why did we have to do that? We had to do that
because, despite the fact that the Jill Meagher murder
occurred in September 2012 and despite the fact that
the Callinan report was delivered to the government in
August 2013, 11 months later, in November 2014,
another 15 months later, there were still six
recommendations that had not been implemented by the
former government. Despite the member for Hawthorn
trying to assert that in the last two years nothing has
been done, we have had to fix their community
correction order debacle, we have had to implement the
Royal Commission into Family Violence, we have had
to make a number of amendments to the Bail Act, we
have had to pay for thousands of new police and we
have had to implement the recommendations of the
Callinan review that they never got around to.
The member for Hawthorn talked about baseline
sentencing and said, ‘Why have you not replaced it
yet?’. I will make two points about baseline. This was
not just a case where the court said they did not think it
was workable; the court said that it was incapable of
being given practical operation. This is not something
that can even be blamed on those opposite legislating in
haste. The fact is that the former government made the
commitment to baseline just before the 2010 election.
And when did they actually introduce the bill? In 2014.
They come in here and say, ‘Why has it taken you a
year to replace it? Why has it taken you a year or a year
and a half to respond?’, but it took them four years to
implement their own election promise and they still got
it wrong.
Beyond that we have also had to rectify their unlawful
association legislation, which was incapable of being
given any operation, and we had to rectify the
confiscation regime, both of which Victoria Police said
were completely unusable. Beyond that, in regard to a
range of other matters, as I have indicated, we have
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doubled the penalty for those who fail to appear on bail,
we have doubled the penalty for possessing child
pornography from 5 years to 10 years, we have
introduced statutory minimum sentences for people
who commit violent offences against custodial
officers — and there is much, much more to come.
In regard to youth justice reform in particular, we
announced — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr PAKULA — The opposition wants to spend all
of its time talking about the location of a youth facility
rather than talking about the reality. They do not want
to talk about the fact that they failed to make any safety
improvements at Malmsbury. They fail to talk about the
fact that when they came to government in 2010 they
had on their table an Ombudsman’s report which
recommended significant changes to the youth justice
system. It recommended security upgrades at
Parkville,’ and they completely ignored it.
Their record on youth justice was to cut 20 youth
justice workers out of the system and to cut
600 workers out of the Department of Health and
Human Services. Their record was to sit on that
Ombudsman’s report, which recommended significant
upgrades at Parkville, and do absolutely nothing about
any of it for four years. All of the things that we are
going to have to do in regard to a new facility, in regard
to youth control orders, in regard to moving
responsibility for youth justice to the Department of
Justice and Regulation are things that we are having to
do because those opposite spent absolutely nothing on
the system, made no changes and did not address the
recommendations.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr PAKULA — The member for Hawthorn says,
‘We didn’t need to’. Despite the fact that there was an
Ombudsman’s report on the table of the government of
the day for four years and they did absolutely nothing
about it, their justification is, ‘Well, there wasn’t a riot
so we thought we could sit on our hands and wait for
one’. That really is the approach they take.
Let me just say in regard to bail that we have an
eminent former judge and Director of Public
Prosecutions (DPP) in Paul Coghlan doing the
comprehensive bail review that the member for
Hawthorn says he wants and we have given him a
grand total of 10 weeks to do it; not 11 months —
10 weeks. Those opposite, despite coming in here today
and saying that the entire system needs a
comprehensive review, were in here last sitting week
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saying, ‘Just legislate today and get it through both
chambers in one week’. That was their idea of a review
last sitting week. This week they are saying that we
need a full-scale comprehensive review. This is from
the mob that introduced a private members bill on
carjacking and home invasion and then forgot about the
home invasion and the presumption against bail in that
private members bill.
They say now that there should be a presumption
against bail for violent offences. As the member for
Hawthorn knows, for the vast majority of violent
offences there is already a presumption against bail.
That is the fact. They say there should be automatic
remand for any breach of bail and then say, ‘especially
for the violent ones’. Which is it — any breach of bail
for any charge or any breach of bail for serious
charges? This is the kind of detail that the opposition
has not provided and the sort of detail that Paul
Coghlan can go to. That is undercooked. We would
rather hear from a former eminent judge and DPP, who
we have asked to bring back legislation and ideas for
legislation in a very constructive time frame.
Let me say in conclusion that we heard from the
opposition last week and again today commentary in
the wake of the Bourke Street tragedy. I have to say that
the contributions that have been made have reminded
me of similar contributions in the wake of the Kerang
tragedy and in the wake of Black Saturday — 24 hours
of solemnity, 24 hours of apparent bipartisanship, and
then the finger-pointing begins. That says more about
the coalition — to be fair, just some members of the
coalition — than it will ever say about the Labor Party.
It is pure, shameless political calculation masquerading
as concern.
We want to avoid the litany of mistakes of those
opposite. We want something enduring, something that
will withstand challenge and something that will work,
and none of that will happen if we adopt the policy
prescription and the ridiculous timetables being
proposed by those opposite with nothing but base
political objectives.
Mr WAKELING (Ferntree Gully) — The highest
lawmaker in the land has just had 15 minutes to
articulate his government’s vision and his government’s
plan to fix law and order in this state, and the most we
got from the Attorney-General is that he is now asking
someone else to do his job. I am not going to cast any
aspersions on the work of Mr Coghlan, but what I will
say is that this Attorney-General has sat in his role for
over two years. If anyone in this state has been charged
with the responsibility to lay out their plans, set a vision
and explain to Victorians how they will make this state
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safe again, it is the Attorney-General in the one role that
he is squarely responsible for. For 15 minutes all we got
was whingeing, all we got was whining and all we got
was carping, but what we did not get from the
Attorney-General was a solution.
The Attorney-General and his colleagues can say
whatever they like, because the simple fact is that the
vast majority of Victorians do not feel safe in this state.
I find it hilarious to see marginal seat Labor members
putting out law and order brochures to try to trumpet
their failed reforms and the fact that they are employing
more police. Why are they putting out brochures about
their law and order record? Because when it comes to
voters in their electorates they are very concerned.
I was very interested to hear the Attorney-General in
his contribution speak on the fact that the coalition did
not, apparently, fund any new police. It was interesting
because I will give you one thing: you conceded for the
first time that we actually funded the protective services
officers (PSOs).
Mr Pakula — We’ve never denied that.
Mr WAKELING — Here we go. We had
1700 new police employed under the former coalition
government. We had 940 PSOs employed under a
coalition government. That did not happen under the
former government, which, mind you, had 11 years to
do that. They did nothing, but we in four years
managed to deliver a record increase in police.
My greatest litmus test for how this state is going in
terms of victims of crime and law and order is the work
of Noel McNamara, who sells sausages in my local
electorate every Saturday morning to raise money for
victims of crime. I talk to Noel and his supporters to get
an understanding of where this state is at in support of
victims of crime. Can I say gracefully to the
Attorney-General that victims of crime feel seriously let
down by this government.
The former government provided an opportunity, an
avenue, for victims of crime to converse with the
former Attorney-General, with members of his office
and with members of the department to ensure that
victims, their voices and their needs were listened to
and heard by government. But more importantly the
government did what it could to provide better
resourcing, better support and legislative reform when
needed. Attorney-General, can I humbly say that that is
not occurring under your watch.
I would say that victims of crime in this state need
support. Victims of crime in this state need to know that
they are respected. Victims of crime in this state need to
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know that their government has their back, that their
government will ensure that they are listened to and
heard and that their government will make the
necessary reforms where possible to ensure that victims
rights are upheld and, more importantly, that the
necessary legislative reform occurs. That is what I look
at when I talk about how victims of crime in this state
are being heard and how they are being listened to.
My own community has been gravely concerned about
the attack on Senior Constable Daniel Yeoman, who
was mentioned in this house. A teenager living in my
electorate broke into Mr Yeoman’s home and stabbed
him between the eyes. He then assaulted his wife and
fled in the couple’s car. The boy was granted bail on
24 October and then again on 28 October for separate
burglaries. After those two applications for bail, he
invaded the home of my constituent, an off-duty
policeman, and stabbed him between the eyes.
There is also the situation of a female resident of my
electorate whose story was raised in this house. She
was at home at 2 o’clock in the morning with her adult
daughters and her home was invaded. She said to me, ‘I
want to leave Wantirna South and find a safer
neighbourhood’. Let me tell you, Attorney-General, if
people in Wantirna South in Melbourne’s east do not
feel safe, tell me where they should move to. Tell me of
a safer suburb. What are the suburbs that people in this
state should live in so that they are going to feel safe? If
you do not feel safe in Wantirna South and if you do
not feel safe in Malvern, I ask the question: where do
people feel safe in this state? Where are they not going
to live in fear of home invasion? Where are they not
going to live in fear of a carjacking? That is the way in
which this state has deteriorated.
As I said, recent polls show that 52 per cent of people
said that they feel less safe in this state under this
government than under the former government. It is a
simple fact. Those opposite can say what they like.
Those opposite can believe their own rhetoric, because
it is not themselves they have got to convince; it is the
constituents out in the community. It is the mums and
dads who are concerned about whether or not they will
let their children catch public transport. It is the mums
and dads who are concerned about whether or not they
will let their children go out on a Friday or Saturday
night with friends. They fear that their children will be
subjected to an attack.
I took my 10-year-old daughter to White Night on the
weekend. I was talking to people, and they commented
on the fact that there were so many police on the
streets — and I commend the police on their work.
People were commenting on the basis that they knew
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there was going to be an assault or violence on the
streets of Melbourne during White Night. Lo and
behold, what happened? I awoke the next morning to
see on the news that there was an assault.
Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member for Eltham is out of her seat.
Mr WAKELING — Those opposite can defend the
situation as much as they like. The point of the exercise
is that this is where this state has come to. People have
lost faith.
I take up the interjections of the Minister for Police. The
Minister for Police should spend less time interjecting
and more time acting as a police minister. She should be
focused on employing more police on our streets.
Despite the fact that our population has increased by
200 000 across Victoria, the fact is that in my own
community, whilst we have had an increase in
population and an increase in crime, like in the
communities of the members for Rowville and
Bayswater, our police numbers have gone backwards.
Those opposite can come up with any excuse they like
about this. The simple fact is that people do not feel safe.
The first action of this government on law and order
was to scrap the move-on laws. They scrapped them at
the bidding of representatives from the Victorian
Trades Hall Council. So in a whole litany of instances,
even including those in Flinders Street, we had the
police saying, ‘We don’t have the power to move these
people on’.
Mr Pakula interjected.
Mr WAKELING — Here we go. Here we go.
Those opposite — —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I will not
have honourable members on either side of the table
calling each other liars.
Mr WAKELING — Through you, Deputy
Speaker, and I do thank you for that. Certainly this is an
emotive issue, and it is very interesting to hear the
commentary of the Attorney-General because we know
that the move-on laws did work in this state. We know
that the move-on laws provided an opportunity for
police to access those powers if they needed to. But the
simple fact is this government saw fit as the first thing
they did in law and order to scrap the move-on laws.
This government needs to do stuff on carjacking and
cash payments for scrap metal. They should deport
violent criminals and improve the youth justice system.
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I will finish on the point that I raised in the last sitting of
Parliament. When I was standing at the memorial in
Bourke Street a woman standing beside me said, ‘I hope
the politicians are listening and will start acting’. Well,
let me tell you, those opposite are charged with that
responsibility. It is their role. Get on with it and fix it.
Ms NEVILLE (Minister for Police) — I would take
this matter of public importance (MPI) a bit more
seriously if those opposite were about more than cheap
headlines and perpetuating lies. I think what this MPI
should really note is some facts. Let us put some facts
in front of the house. Fact: there are more police now
than under the coalition government and there are more
coming — a 20 per cent increase in police numbers.
Let us go through some facts. Fact: the former
government funded no new frontline police officers —
none in four years. Let us go through the history of the
funding of police officers in this state. We all know
what happened under the Kennett government — it
committed to 1000 police but cut 800. Then in 2000–
01 — check the budget papers — 800 police were
funded. In 2003–04 there were 600 police funded. In
2007–08 there were 350 police funded. For those who
might be budget challenged, perhaps they could read
the budget papers. In the 2010–11 budget we funded
1966 police. But none were funded by them over
there. If you check their budget papers it is none —
zero, zero, zero, zero — until we get to 2015–16 and
2016–17 where we funded 532 police officers, all on
top of attrition.
In addition to funding those over 3000 additional
police, we are also funding at 3 per cent attrition, well
above the attrition rate, unlike those opposite. Not only
did you not fund any police but you did not even fund
the attrition rate. So of course it was going backwards.
Fact: what we will see this year is over 800 police being
trained in the academy. They are being recruited now.
Ms Ward interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The member
for Eltham is out of her seat.
Ms NEVILLE — In addition to that there are
450 police to meet the attrition rate — 800 new and 450
for attrition. Fact: what we will see is that of that
number, 406 will start coming out in two weeks time.
In two weeks time we start to see the 406 new officers
on top of attrition coming out into our community.
Fact: there are more police in the eastern region now
than in November 2014. Fact: there are more police in
the north-west metro region now than in November
2014. Fact: there are more police in the southern metro
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region now than in November 2014. Fact: there are
more police in the western region now than in
November 2014. Fact: compared with November 2014
when there were 13 151 sworn frontline police, as at
December 2016 there were 13 469. Fact: there are more
police than when the coalition was in government.

Ms NEVILLE — Population growth in Victoria is
currently at 3 per cent. Starting from this year we will
see an uplift of 20 per cent in police numbers in this
state.

Fact: in the first two budgets of this government we
have invested almost $1 billion in new police, in
protective services officers (PSOs), in the biggest uplift
in modern technology that the police have ever seen
and in forensics staff in police stations. In the first two
budgets there was almost $1 billion. Fact: this compares
to the former government’s biggest investment, aside
from their PSO investment — the only big investment
they made — and that was $23 million compared to
$1 billion in two budgets. There was $23.9 million in
the 2014–15 budget.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I shall not
warn the honourable member for Warrandyte again.

Fact: we now have more police performing vital roles
in counterterrorism and in the special operations group
team and there are more police in the anti-gang and
illicit trafficking teams. Fact: there are more police in
the public order response team. Fact: there are more
police undertaking monitoring assessment through the
new ministerial advisory committee that we have
established. Fact: this is the biggest investment in
modern technology in Victoria Police’s history. Fact:
no police stations have closed. Fact: police numbers
have grown under this government, and not only that
but for the first time ever we have an allocation model
that has been signed off by government, Victoria Police
and the Police Association Victoria. It is a model that is
not just going to deliver in the next four years but that is
going to be delivering beyond that.
Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member for Warrandyte!
Ms NEVILLE — At no stage have those opposite
committed to this. Are they committed to delivering the
3135 police? Are they committed to the staff allocation
model, the new model that does not just take account of
population growth but also takes account of 26 different
crime types, takes account of call-out data, takes
account of the law enforcement assistance program
data, takes account of rural versus metro and takes
account of family violence?
Mr R. Smith interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member for Warrandyte!

Mr R. Smith interjected.

Ms NEVILLE — Fact: police numbers are growing
in line with Victoria’s population but will outgrow it, as
proven not by myself but by the commonwealth
Productivity Commission. Fact: an additional $2 billion
on top of the $1 billion has been put into police. Fact:
police custody officers are being rolled out, now
equating to 41 000 shifts. They are freeing up
41 000 shifts of our police officers.
Fact: we have released for the first time ever a
Community Safety Statement, which is a partnership to
reduce crime and reduce harm in this state. It is a
strategic document and a strategic approach, which is
not just about police numbers but new laws, new
powers and new tools to bring down crime and reduce
harm in this state. What did the Police Association
Victoria say about this? They said it was a game
changer. For the first time they said that this is not just a
government talking the talk, it is a government walking
the walk.
This is a package that will have new air wing capacity,
mobile technology, specialist training facilities, a police
advice line, online reporting, automatic number plate
recognition, crime prevention and engagement, more
money for Neighbourhood Watch and Crime Stoppers,
Kokoda programs, new youth resource workers, new
stations, mental health support, number plate pilots,
new laws around DNA, drugs, firearms, synthetic
drugs, cash for scrap metal — —
Mr Pesutto interjected.
Ms NEVILLE — Sorry? Four years, and did any of
that happen? Did any of that happen in four years? No,
none of it happened — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms NEVILLE — Do not claim that. There is
intensive bail, supervised bail, youth control orders,
longer sentencing for seriously violent youth offenders,
Fagin’s law, ensuring police are told of young people
who are on parole and guidelines about when you try a
young person in an adult court. All of these changes are
part of a strategic approach in the Community Safety
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Statement which, as the police association said, is a
game changer for Victoria.
Let me list a couple more facts before I finish,
starting with the issue of the crime rate. Let us have a
quick look at the crime rate. A crime rate fact is that
it has been on the increase for six years. Opposition
members may not actually want to associate with it
when they start to see that the increase of about 6 per
cent actually occurred about the time that we had a
police minister and a parliamentary secretary
undermining a Chief Commissioner of Police. Have
a look for that. Fact: for the first time in that period
we are starting to see some stabilisation and a
reduction in the growth of that crime rate.
Fact: the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) —
again, not us — recently released on 8 February new
data that shows Victoria is the only state to decrease the
number of criminal offenders, down 5.7 per cent. Fact:
ABS statistics also show the youth offending rate in
Victoria is the second lowest in the country. The only
state doing better is the ACT.
Fact: Victoria Police have arrested more people than
they ever have before, with 18 000 more arrests in the
last 12 months.
We are the only state to decrease the number of
criminal offenders. We are the only state to see youth
offending at the second lowest rate in the country.
Every step of the way I have been up-front in
acknowledging that we have some real challenges. The
way to fix that is to fund a record investment in
police — the biggest in Victoria’s history. Secondly,
you have a strategic approach that not only puts the
number of police on the front line that we need to
prevent crime but also provides the tools, the resources,
the powers that the police need, and that is what the
Community Safety Statement is all about. This is a
strategic approach, a game changer as the police
association said, for reducing harm and reducing crime
in this state. We are the ones up for the challenge. We
are the ones who are getting on with it after four years
of inaction by those opposite.
Mr T. SMITH (Kew) — It is my pleasure to rise to
speak on the matter of public importance, as moved by
the member for Hawthorn. Frankly, what planet is the
Minister for Police living on? Fair dinkum! Fifty-two
per cent of Victorians feel less safe than they did two
years ago. Where do you have to live in this state to
realise that we are being inundated with violent crime
committed by violent youth gangs that are marauding
around our state and marauding around our city
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terrorising people? People are being carjacked at
Chadstone shopping centre in the middle of the
afternoon, and you say, ‘Everything’s fine!’.
Everything is fine, according to the police minister.
Really and truly, I cannot begin to express the
disappointment that Victorians are feeling in their own
government at the moment because they are simply not
doing the fundamental job of keeping them safe. The
fundamental role of the state is to protect the
community, and the government is not doing that at the
moment. They seem to be living in this dream world
where it is not a problem. It may not be a problem in
the urbane and, dare I say it, inner urban, elitist,
somewhat peculiar environments that they may be
having their dinner parties in, whether that be in Fitzroy
North, Carlton North or some such place — —
Mr Riordan — Williamstown.
Mr T. SMITH — Williamstown. Certainly not
Werribee, because no-one in here lives in Wyndham.
Anyway, that is another matter.
We have a serious issue in this state that is being
belittled and ignored by a group of people who seem to
think that there is not a problem, a group of people who
do not believe that an individual ought to be held
responsible for his or her actions before the law, a
group of people who have been in government for the
vast majority of my lifetime in this state.
If you want to look at systemic issues in the justice
system, the cultural malaise that is affecting our state or
the fundamental weakness in those with authority who
have abrogated their duties and who have said to
generations younger than mine, ‘You can do whatever
you like and get away with it’ — and that is what we
are seeing now — it comes from one person to begin
with, and that is Robert Hulls. The appointments that
were made to the bench between 1999 and 2010 —
some of them very good, others often very bad — have
been letting goodness knows who out for too long.
This goes to another issue, which is the political
culture that says I cannot criticise members of the
bench for their decisions. Well, that has got to change.
They have to be held to account just like the rest of us.
The public are crying out for it. They are sick of
people being let out and given a rap over the knuckles.
They want reform. They want reform of the bench,
they want reform of the criminal law and they want
reform of the justice system. Quite frankly some of the
debates that we are having in here do not bear any
resemblance to the discussions that people are having
out there in the real world, because these are the
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people who are on the front line of this plague, this
inundation, this complete undermining of our civilised
society of decency and hope, which is now being
overcome by fear, anger and hatred.

Governor of Victoria has to be evacuated from a charity
event because the government of this state cannot
protect her, then we have a serious problem — a
serious, serious problem.

What we want to see from a government is a strong and
resolute response to show these people that they have
no place in our society. The perpetual second, third,
fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth and tenth
chances have to stop now. Too many good people are
literally being killed because a lot of very average
people are not doing that much at all. That is a take on
Edmund Burke. Evil flourishes when good people do
nothing. The government is not doing anything. That is
the whole point. They are doing nothing.

So we have got the Governor being evacuated midway
through last year, and you said back then that there was
no problem; we have got a growth in the crime rate of
13 per cent; and we found out last week from the Chief
Commissioner of Police in Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee hearings that in 2015–16 there
had been in excess of 18 000 bail violations — that is
just extraordinary — yet between you getting elected
and the end of the 2016 financial year you brought on
only 100-or-something police when in reality to keep
up with population growth you needed 380 new police.

Bail needs to be reformed in this state. We had a
tragedy in January, and yet we are now towards the end
of February and still nothing has been done. The public
are crying out. If you needed any more evidence, the
last Ipsos poll reported in the Herald Sun the week
before last shows that the public want reform on these
matters. I have seen this myself. I repeat: when the
member for Caulfield, the member for South-West
Coast and I were at the Vinnies CEO Sleepout midway
through last year, we were set upon — —
Ms Thomas interjected.
Mr T. SMITH — You are here again, the apologist
for the worst behaved. You are the apologist for the
worst-behaved people in our society.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order!
Mr T. SMITH — You are an absolute disgrace,
member for Macedon, an absolute disgrace — through
you, Deputy Speaker.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I will pick up
the honourable gentleman. When you refer to ‘you’,
you are referring to the person in the chair.
Mr T. SMITH — Apologies, Deputy Speaker. I
will continue to call the member for Macedon, through
you, a disgrace.
We then had the changes to the move-on laws, which
meant that when these bedraggled, awful people turned
up to hijack what was a charity event for homelessness,
some of Her Majesty’s finest, of which only 16, I was
told, were on patrol that night in the whole of the CBD,
could not move these people on because of changes to
the laws by the Labor Party. The government had
changed the laws with regard to moving on these
brigands because it had an issue with the Construction,
Forestry, Mining and Energy Union. When the

With population growth of in excess of 100 000 a year
there will be the odd bad egg in that group of people
moving to our state; therefore the response from the
state should be to have police numbers grow with that
level of population growth. But the Labor Party, the
government, did not do that. They sat on their hands
and instead talked about white papers and green papers
and discussion papers and this and that and new models
and those models. No, we just want to see police on the
street and we want to see police numbers keeping up
with population growth. It is very simple. You would
think perhaps — —
Ms Thomas interjected.
Mr T. SMITH — The member for Macedon might
like to listen to this. You would think that perhaps there
is a correlation between a massive rise in crime, a per
capita reduction in police numbers and literally the
centre of Melbourne looking like a Third World
country, with homeless people everywhere, marauding
gangs terrorising people in Federation Square — —
Mr Angus — You think they would join the dots.
Mr T. SMITH — You would think so. The member
for Forest Hill makes a very reasonable point. You
would think they would join the dots. But they do not
join the dots, because they are clouded by this
bleeding-heart romanticism whereby no individual
should bear responsibility for his or her own actions
because it is society’s fault. The great collectivists over
there in the Labor Party think it is not an individual’s
fault that he or she behaves totally inappropriately. If
they are not an Australian citizen, they should be
deported, and if they are, they should be incarcerated
for a lot longer than they currently have been.
We have this ideological obsession by the left that it is
modern society’s fault; that it is the establishment and
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the social norms of our society’s fault. It is their fault
that people — their words, not mine — on the fringes
of our society are committing these crimes. I say that
we on this side of the house, the Liberals and The
Nationals, will keep Victoria safe. We will keep
Victoria safe because, unlike you, we believe in
individual responsibility and we believe in punishment
for crime. We believe that people should be
incarcerated, not given perpetual second and third and
fourth and fifth chances. We believe in sending a strong
message to those who do not share our values, who
break our laws and who terrorise our citizens that
enough is enough. We are sick of it. The people of
Victoria are sick of it. They want a strong response
from their government, and they are not currently
getting it. I hope in two years time they will.
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) — I have got a piece of
news for the member for Kew. He says that he will
make Victoria safe again. Here is the rub: you must be
elected to govern in order to do that — something that
your side has comprehensively failed to do. In fact
only once in the last 20 years have you been elected to
govern this great state because the people of Victoria
know that the only party that will deliver for the
community on the issues that matter — jobs, transport,
education, health and community safety — is the
Labor Party. That is why we are in government, and I
can tell you now that we intend to stay here, because
we are delivering the policies that matter to the people
of Victoria.
I am very proud of this government’s work in
addressing this very key, critical issue of community
safety. Both the Attorney-General and the Minister for
Police have spoken in the debate today. They have
addressed the concerns that are in the community —
concerns that we are well aware of. On the other side of
the house, however, the cheap shots, faux outrage and
racist dog whistling from the Liberal Party is nothing
short of a disgrace. Let me tell you that leadership
means facing challenges with thoughtfulness, with
intelligence and with insight, research and evidence —
something that that lot on the other side of the house
have never, ever cared for. On this side you will not see
us out there chasing another Herald Sun headline or a
One Nation preference swap.
I note that those on the other side of the house have
absolutely failed in their contributions to date to make
any reference to Victoria’s number one leading law and
order issue — and that is family violence. That is the
greatest community safety challenge that we face, and
yet not one single person contributing to this matter of
public importance today has talked about family
violence. I am very proud of our government’s
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achievements to date in tackling family violence both at
its root cause, which is gender inequality, and at the
crisis end with more and better trained police and a
sharp focus on perpetrator accountability.
The opposition can rant and shout; it does not change
for 1 minute that in fact on average one woman a week
is killed by a current or former partner, which means
that 52 lives are lost every year to family violence. That
is why here on the side of the house we established
Australia’s first Royal Commission into Family
Violence, and that is why we are getting on with
implementing every one of the 227 recommendations
of that commission, including those recommendations
opposed by those on the other side. As I indicated, we
are doing the work to bring family violence perpetrators
to justice.
We are also making the application for a family
violence intervention order more victim friendly
through the use of video and audiorecorded evidence,
and we will roll out specialist family violence courts.
Importantly, our reforms will provide education and
training to our police and our judiciary to ensure our
police and the legal system have the skills needed to
effectively work in family violence.
This work is supported by Victoria’s landmark
Community Safety Statement, which the police minister
has described to us in some detail. Our announcement
that we will recruit 3135 additional police has been
exceptionally well received. I might say that in my
community, as I already have had occasion to tell the
house this week, I took the opportunity to do some
doorknocking in Romsey to talk about this fantastic
announcement. Let me tell you, the people in my
community are very pleased, not just because this is a
significant investment in community safety but it is also
about creating jobs. A career in Victoria Police is a very
fine career, and it is one that I am certainly encouraging
members of my community to take up.
At the heart of the Community Safety Statement is this
record investment in police officers. As the police
minister has told us, it is based on a sophisticated new
police staff allocation model that Victoria Police has
developed in consultation with the Police Association
Victoria and which the government has endorsed. The
new model moves us away from the boom-bust nature
of police recruiting to an evidence-informed base that
will make sure Victoria always has the police it needs.
This staff allocation model takes account of population
growth, but it does so much more than that. It takes
account of the law enforcement assistance program
database and the computer-aided dispatch and traffic
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incident system, among other variables, to get a much
better picture of the sorts of demands being placed on
police and ensuring that we are putting police where
they are needed. This is smart policing; this is
21st century policing. It is giving Victoria Police the
boots on the ground, the resources, that they need to
keep our community safe. But of course our statement
is about so much more than just police numbers; it is
also about capability.
I was delighted to see that one of the initiatives, which I
think is hugely important and will be very popular in
the Victorian community, is a dedicated 24-hour police
assistance line for non-emergency calls and a reporting
website so that Victorians can contact police when and
where they need to. That should keep those on the other
side happy. We are rolling out automatic number plate
recognition technology to 220 highway patrol vehicles;
we are modernising and expanding the Victoria Police
air wing with three new helicopters and one fixed-wing
aircraft; we are building a new training facility for
Victoria Police’s special operations group, bomb squad
and critical incident response team; and we are
providing $10 million worth of youth crime prevention
grants and an expansion of the Victoria Police Kokoda
youth engagement program, something that I am sure
the Parliamentary Secretary for Justice has had some
involvement in, and I congratulate him on his work.
Police will also have new powers to fight crime,
including police being given the power to take DNA
samples from people suspected of committing an
indictable offence without a court order, increasing the
number of DNA samples analysed by police from 7000
to 70 000; the introduction of new laws to ban the
payment of cash for scrap metal in an effort to target
organised crime; and in addition, new laws targeting
drive-by shootings, including firing into a house,
building or stationary vehicle.
As I said, this package, our Community Safety
Statement, has been extraordinarily well received. This
is what the former police association secretary, Ron
Iddles, had to say. He said:
Many governments and many politicians talk the talk but
they don’t walk the walk. I will say this, that the Andrews
government has talked the talked and they have walked
the walk.

As the new secretary of the police association said, at
the end of the day, the current government had recently
announced over 3000 new police officers to hit the
streets inside the next five years. As those boots start to
hit the ground, the police association is relatively
confident their members are enabled to make some
marked improvements in relation to some of those
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crime trends. These positive announcements will help
police members on the ground and provide
much-needed relief.
The Community Safety Statement has been well
received by almost everyone in the community. There
is only one set of naysayers out there. Now, who would
that be? That would be the Liberal Party. Now let us be
clear on this. The Liberal Party do not actually care
about community safety, they do not actually care about
social cohesion and they do not care about preventing
family violence. Instead, this is a party engaged in a
race to the bottom to see who can do the most to curry
favour with the current boss of the Liberal Party, young
Marcus Bastiaan. They will stop at nothing to build
unwarranted fear in our community.
While we are talking about the Liberal Party, I want to
point out that it is a bit rich to be lectured by those on
the other side of the house, those whose own state
secretary is currently serving a five-year prison term for
defrauding his party of more than $1 million. Those on
the other side, with reports in the Age and the
Australian suggesting that Hugh Morgan is withholding
half a million dollars from the state Liberal Party
coffers because of serious governance concerns,
including calling for the president, Michael Kroger, to
be removed from the party’s finance committee. What a
mess they are in.
Finally, one last note on youth justice. The youth
justice centre in Malmsbury has been a feature of the
town and an important source of employment for
locals for more than 50 years. Over the past while, and
of course during January, we saw escalating incidents,
including the breakout on 25 January. It is evident that
the failings at Malmsbury can be traced to the
inadequate and ill-advised decision by the former
Liberal government to spend more than $50 million on
a maximum security facility at Malmsbury that was
manifestly not fit for purpose.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Ryall) — Order!
The member’s time has finished.
Mr WATT (Burwood) — I was not actually going
to start on this topic, but I will. The member for
Macedon raised domestic violence as an issue, and she
does herself a disservice when she makes up statistics.
The Herald Sun of 4 January made it very clear that
there were 21 probable and possible homicides of
women in Victoria last year — 21, not 52. That
includes 15 women and nine children, and the death of
a further six are still waiting the outcome of legal
proceedings. That was on the front page of the Herald
Sun of 4 January this year. The member for Macedon
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does herself a great disservice when she makes up
statistics. People on the government side need to stop
making up statistics.
Ms Thomas — On a point of order, Acting
Speaking, I need to draw your attention to the fact that
in my contribution — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Ryall) — Order!
What is your point of order?
Ms Thomas — My point of order is that the
member for Burwood is misrepresenting what I said.
He is saying untruths about what I said. Fifty two
women is the average for Australia.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Ryall) — Order! I
think you have stated your point of order. There is no
point of order. I call on the member for Burwood.
Mr WATT — When you actually dig down into
those 21, that is 21 women who were victims of
homicide last year; that is not 21 women who were
victims of domestic homicide. Some of those women
the people on the other side want to class with domestic
violence were not murdered by their former or current
partner, and some of them were not murdered by males.
Some of them were murdered by females, some of
them were murdered by strangers, some of them were
murdered by people who lived next door. So 52 is a
made-up statistic, and you guys need to stop making up
statistics and start telling the truth.
The Minister for Police comes in here and tries to talk
about facts. The Minister for Police set out what she
called facts, including that they have not closed police
stations. Let us talk about fact. I am looking at a picture
from January 2016 of a sign that says ‘Closed’. That is
at the Burwood police station. A sign on the door says
‘Closed’. The government should stop making up stuff
and start telling the truth. Fact is fact. It says ‘Closed’.
Let us look at the Ashburton police station. What day is
it today? I need to work out what day it is to work out
whether the police station is open. It was open seven
days a week under the former government, and you
guys have closed it. The Labor Party has closed it.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr WATT — I will tell you what, you people —
sorry, not you people.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Ryall) — Order!
Through the Chair.
Mr WATT — The Labor Party, the government,
needs to start telling the truth. Fifty two per cent of
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Victorians understand the government is not telling the
truth. There was a poll done recently that shows 52 per
cent of Victorians understand that we are not as safe as
we were two years ago. Stop trying to make stuff up
and start trying to fix things.
If you look at the Mount Waverley police station — I
have mentioned this in the house previously — on
23 July last year I had an incident when I was riding my
bike with my two boys, who were aged 12 and 15 years
at that point, from the netball to the local footy game.
We were riding along and somebody came and tried to
wipe us off the road. It was not a very pleasant incident,
I have got to tell you. I was quite distressed, not
necessarily for myself because I am an adult and I can
handle these things but I was a little worried for my
12-year-old son, and my 15-year-old son in particular
did not handle it well.
Initially I thought it was an accident and I put it behind
me. When the driver moved about 150 metres down the
road, did a burnout and came back for us, I realised that
there was a problem — there was a significant
problem — and it was enough for me to say to my kids,
‘Quick, jump the footpath. Let’s go, we’re going to get
out of here’. The driver pulled up, slammed his foot on
the brake and jumped out and started abusing us. I did
not bother to stick around to find out what his problem
was, and I did not bother to find out because I had my
12-year-old and my 15-year-old with me and I was a
little concerned for their safety. We arrived at the
Chadstone Synners footy club and I had to actually sit
my 15-year-old down. My 15-year-old, frankly, is a big
boy: he is over 6 foot and over 100 kilos, so he is a big
kid. But he was extremely distressed.
I recount the story not only because frankly my kids
and I were victims of crime last year but because we
then decided to ride to the police station to report the
crime. What I came across was a sign at the Ashburton
police station that told me — I have got a picture of it
here — that as of 8 February 2016 the Ashburton police
station opening hours will be Mondays and Thursdays
9.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. It said the nearest police stations
were — I will run through them — Camberwell,
Malvern, Mount Waverley and Oakleigh. I decided at
that point that we should ride the bikes home and then
drive to the police station. We rode our bikes home. I
thought, ‘I’ll pop into the Burwood police station’,
because Burwood is only a few hundred metres from
my house. The Minister for Police keeps telling me the
Burwood police station is not closed, so I thought I
would pop in and just double-check. Once again the
Burwood police station was closed. I note that the sign I
am looking at told me that I should go to the Ashburton
police station.
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I then decided to drive to the Mount Waverley police
station. I know the Mount Waverley police station is a
16-hour per day, seven-day-a-week station. I know that
because when we were in government that is what it
was. I know that the Monash Council advocated very
strongly — they had this massive petition — for a
24-hour police station in Mount Waverley. So I kind of
figured that the Labor-dominated Monash council
would have got what they wanted when the Labor
government came in and we would have a 24-hour
police station at Mount Waverley. You can imagine my
surprise when I got there and there was a nice sign on
the door, which stated:
The Mount Waverley police station is currently unattended.

It said that the opening hours were Monday to Friday
8.00 a.m. to 4.00 p.m. Now, keep in mind that the
Ashburton police station told me to go to Mount
Waverley, so I went to Mount Waverley because I was
told to. I then proceeded to go to the Oakleigh police
station. I was unaware whether the Oakleigh police
station would be open. Luckily for me it was open and I
was able to report the crime of which I was a victim.
This is serious, and when the minister stands in here
and says, ‘Fact: no police stations are closed’, I am
sorry, but if you have adjusted the hours, as the
Minister for Police says, down to zero since February
2015, I call that closed. My community says, ‘You are
making it up’. So when the Minister for Police comes
in here and says, ‘It’s not closed; it’s just the hours have
been adjusted’, she is making it up, and my community
know this.
My community know this because it was only in the
middle of last year that I arrived at the Burwood police
station to perform duties which I am able to perform.
Generally I sign documents in my office, not out the
front of a police station. The fact is I had to sign
documents for somebody out the front of the police
station because Google Maps told her to go to the
Burwood police station because it was open, but
unfortunately for her the hours had been adjusted. I had
been to the Burwood police station a number of times
that year because in January last year I arrived at the
Burwood police station to see massive graffiti all over
the wall of the police station. Generally when the police
stations are not closed, the police might actually get it
cleaned up.
The fact that this government does not grasp the
concept of law and order, of safety, is a massive
problem for my community and a massive problem for
the people of Victoria. This government needs to wake
up to itself, this minister needs to wake up to herself
and this Premier needs to wake up to himself. Law and
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order is a big problem. When you change the bail laws
and you tell minors, ‘It’s okay to breach bail’, what you
are going to get is a Moomba riot. When the Premier
turns around and says that he is going to smash these
gangs, let me tell you, the only smashing that is being
done is that people’s houses are being smashed up,
people’s cars are being smashed up and the
government’s reputation has been smashed up by a
bunch of minors who do not take you seriously.
Nobody takes you seriously.
I do not believe you are going to be able to solve the
problem — I do not. So that is why I am going to work
as hard as I can to make sure you get replaced, so that
we can fix the problem when we get into government.
Ronald Reagan stated that ‘Government’s first duty is
to protect the people, not run their lives’. What the
government needs to understand is they should start
trying to protect their citizens rather than telling their
citizens what they can and cannot do with their own
lives. Get on with it. You are the government. You have
got about 21 months to go and then we will see the
back of you. Start doing your job.
Mr CARROLL (Niddrie) — It is my pleasure to
rise and speak on this very important matter of public
importance that we are discussing here. I think we have
just seen something very new today as well: the
member for Burwood actually standing in his place
when we tackle the issue of family violence. Because
you only have to go back to November 2015 when
Rosie Batty, Australian of the Year, was in here and
gave her address and there was only one member that
did not stand. It was very important on that occasion for
every member to stand up and applaud the Australian
of the Year for what she went through. As the
preselectors in Burwood have learned repeatedly, the
member for Burwood was the only member that did not
stand up and applaud. To his left you have his chief
scrutineer from last weekend, the member for
Hawthorn. I congratulate them both; they are both here.
But the preselectors could have done themselves a good
service, and I am sure Marcus Bastiaan and his team
will be back one day to take him on.
This government has a very proud record when it
comes to family violence. Marcia Neave oversaw the
Royal Commission into Family Violence. The Premier
has committed to implementing every one of the
227 recommendations of that royal commission. We
are getting on with the job. It is a massive investment in
the budget.
When you look at law and order, one thing I want to
address is the drug ice. I had the privilege in the former
Parliament to sit on the parliamentary inquiry chaired
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by a member for Western Victoria Region, Mr Ramsay,
in the other place. It was a groundbreaking inquiry and
a lot of work was done. I want to pay credit to both
sides of Parliament for the work that went into that
inquiry. The Age newspaper ran an editorial on
8 September 2014 with the heading ‘Ice report must
spark comprehensive action’. It says:
The landmark report into methamphetamine, a powerful and
highly addictive stimulant, released in recent days by the
Victorian Parliament’s Law Reform Committee needs to
become a catalyst for a comprehensive community offensive
against an illicit drug that is causing tragic harm, particularly
to young people in regional and rural areas, where youth
unemployment is striking hardest.

It states that one of the key recommendations is:
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We also need to congratulate the Attorney-General for
the work he has done in terms of carjacking and
baseline sentencing — reforms that go to the heart of
making sure that our judicial system, our corrections
system and our courts have the most up-to-date laws to
tackle this very pervasive issue. I am very proud, and I
know the Attorney-General, the police minister, the
corrections minister — all the justice ministers — are
working day and night to make sure that we have the
best laws, the most up-to-date laws, in Australia. You
do not have to take our word for it; you just have to take
the Police Association Victoria’s word for it. I was in
the room when the Premier released the Community
Safety Statement. Ron Iddles, who was also present —
and I want to congratulate him on his service — said:

Creating a ministerial council, led by the Premier, to engineer
a statewide response that makes sure individual communities
receive appropriate support and resources.

Many governments and many politicians talk the talk but they
don’t walk the walk. I will say this, that the Andrews
government has talked the talk and they’ve walked the walk.

This inquiry and this groundbreaking report, which was
also given to the commonwealth government, occurred
under the former government. I will never forget their
response to it; it was pathetic. The then Premier came
into the house and said:

You only have to go back to when we came into office
and we had deficit funding in this area. Following our
budget the police association declared:

The coalition is genuinely committed to reducing the supply
of ice and to smashing drug manufacturers … That is why we
have funded an extra 11 sniffer dogs, and particularly an extra
eight dogs in regional and rural Victoria.

Eleven sniffer dogs is not going to reduce the impact of
crystal methamphetamine in our community. That was
Premier Napthine’s response, as recorded in Hansard.
Eleven sniffer dogs was the response to the
parliamentary inquiry into the drug ice. Compare that to
the response of Premier Andrews, who followed the
New Zealand model. Over there they call it ‘p’ — for
‘pure’ — and they have halved the rate of the drug ice.
He himself has said the buck stops with the Premier and
has set up his own ministerial council, and he is putting
record investments into rehabilitation beds.
In four years how many drug courts did the opposition
introduce? Not one. We have the drug court in
Dandenong; we now have the drug court in Melbourne
being built. On top of that you have all the work that is
going into community at the magistrates level, the court
integrated services program and therapeutic justice to
try to do the right thing.
Now, the member for Hawthorn got his man up over
the weekend. That is another vote for him in the future,
so congratulations. But I am sure Marcus Bastiaan has
still got the numbers going, and he wants to make sure
the deadwood is replaced for the future.

State budget delivers on pre-election promises sought by the
police association
…
… Senior Sergeant Ron Iddles said the measures outlined in
the budget deliver on a number of commitments it has long
sought from government …

Again, what did he get under four years of conservative
rule? Nothing. Zero. They had two police ministers,
two premiers, two treasurers, and among the six of
them, not one could get anything right. Hence, they
were voted out. That is the way it goes.
There is a record investment here, and we are very
proud. I also refer to some of the work that has gone on
and some of the reporting in the Herald Sun, which I
think deserves some credit. You only have to look at
some of the members we have heard speaking today.
Matt Johnston wrote an article entitled ‘Opposition
needs to find some depth’. We heard from the member
for Kew today, and what did Matt Johnston say about
the member for Kew? He wrote:
The ebullient Tim Smith is bouncing around like a labrador
hoping to be let into a bigger playpen.

Mr T. Smith — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, the member is not being relevant to the matter,
and I would ask you to bring him back to the actual
matter.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Ryall) — Order! I
uphold the point of order, and I ask the member for
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Niddrie to come back to the matter of public
importance.
Mr CARROLL — I think it is very important to put
on record the work that is being done by the Minister
for Police. She has set a cracking pace as police
minister. As Parliamentary Secretary for Justice I am
out all the time at the police academy. The police
academy has never worked so hard, after the
undermining of the police commissioner under a
conservative government previously. We have had a
succession of police ministers on that side, who have all
had fail marks.
We are going on with work to ensure that there are
more police on the front line. The Labor government is
doing what Labor governments do — investing in
police resources.
Mr Pesutto interjected.
Mr CARROLL — Listen, member for Hawthorn.
Calm down! You got your mate, the member for
Burwood, up on the weekend. Now, why don’t you get
back and answer Hugh Morgan’s correspondence and
give him the half-a-million bucks that he wants.
Mr Pesutto interjected.
Mr CARROLL — Hugh Morgan, the Cormack
Foundation — have you heard of them?
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Ryall) — Order!
The member for Niddrie will return to the matter of
public importance.
Mr CARROLL — I want to congratulate the police
minister, the Attorney-General and the Premier. In
particular I want to also congratulate the government on
the very first ever Community Safety Statement. This
landmark report, delivered by this government, is going
to go a long way. We are literally changing the
rulebook on police resources in this state, working with
the chief commissioner to ensure that our police
resources keep up with population growth and do not
fall behind and that our police resources are targeted
and there is record money there, not only for police
officers but for protective services officers, for
intelligence and for tackling issues that lead to crime in
our community.
I think it is also important that we acknowledge the role
that homelessness has had in our society and mental
health in terms of increasing people’s involvement with
the criminal justice system. I want to congratulate the
Premier, as in only November last year a $109 million
homelessness package was announced with the
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member for Albert Park. That is a very important
package that the Lord Mayor of Melbourne, all the key
stakeholders, Jesuit Social Services and everyone else
have been calling for for a very long time. When you
tackle homelessness and mental health, you are getting
to some of the drivers of what leads to some of the
crime in our society.
I have spoken about our community safety package,
and I also want to acknowledge the sad passing of Tony
Vinson recently and commend him for the incredible
work he did with Jesuit Social Services in producing
Dropping off the Edge. They are some of the areas that
this Labor government is going to focus on —
postcodes of disadvantage, working with people
involved in child protection and those involved in our
public housing estates — to ensure that we have a
comprehensive approach to dealing with disadvantage
and the crime rate in the Victorian community.
Mr NORTHE (Morwell) — I am not really that
pleased to rise this afternoon to speak on this matter of
public importance as submitted by the member for
Hawthorn. However, because these are very serious
issues it is very important that the house does debate
these matters.
In my community at the moment there are probably two
main topics of conversation wherever you go. They are
Hazelwood power station and crime or law and order. It
is something that so many people are obviously
concerned about. There have been a number of polls in
recent times that certainly demonstrate the impact upon
community members, who are very concerned about
their safety and law and order within their communities.
It has been well publicised of course over recent
months and in the last couple of years that we have
particular young people causing offences and violent
crimes without any regard or respect for the law or
indeed for the community members within those
communities where they are perpetrating such crimes,
and something has to give. The community has had
enough. They want the government to act. They want
the government to stand up. They want changes. They
want major reform, and unfortunately we are not
getting this from the state government at the moment.
The member for Hawthorn in his wonderful
contribution to this matter of public importance talked
about the bail laws, which form part of the concerns
that many people have. The member for Hawthorn not
only articulated some of the issues but provided some
of the solutions that the coalition has that could be
easily adopted tomorrow if the government was
prepared to bring them into this house today for debate.
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One of those important initiatives that we seek to
introduce is to introduce presumption of remand for
violent offences. It is just absolutely nonsensical, and
certainly the expectation of the community would be
that the introduction of presumption of remand should
occur for violent offences. It should not be otherwise.
Secondly, what the coalition said we would do is
introduce a ‘one strike, you’re out’ policy for anybody
who breaches bail. Again, I think it is one of those
issues where all of us in the community, particularly
where there is a high incidence of crime, are just sick
and tired of hearing over and over again that somebody
breaches bail once and then perpetrates a crime. Then
they go back on bail again for the second, third or
fourth time. The member for Hawthorn again relayed a
number of cases whereby this has occurred many times,
and people are just fed up. They are sick and tired of it.
Not only that, but when you think about it, each time
there is a breach there is always a victim at the other
end. Imagine being the victim of a crime where a
perpetrator has breached bail on multiple occasions. It
is simply not right, and no wonder there is such a level
of frustration within the community with respect to that.
Thirdly, what we said we would do is reinstate the
offence of breaching bail by juveniles — the particular
provisions that were weakened by the current
government in 2016. Again, that has had plenty of
airtime in the media and in the community, where
people just cannot fathom that that actually occurred. It
sends such a weak message to juveniles within our
communities who are perpetrating such crimes. You
see it on the television and in the newspapers most days
and weeks. The brazen activities of some of these
young offenders are just mind-boggling — for
example, on Toorak Road the jewellery store break-ins
on multiple occasions in the middle of the day, for
heaven’s sake.
It is just staggering that that can occur, but it probably
occurs for a number of reasons, and one of them is that
we are just not tough on crime. We do not have the
mechanisms in place to make sure we are sending
strong messages to these people that this is wrong. We
have got to somehow get back some confidence in the
system for the community but also send a strong
message to perpetrators or would-be perpetrators that
we are going to get tougher on them. We just cannot let
this fester and continually happen into the future, so
those changes need to be made.
The member for Hawthorn in paragraph (b) of his
matter of public importance talked about the weak
sentencing laws. The member for Hawthorn said, and
I agree, that we have got to have the greatest respect
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for the courts, and we should, but unfortunately
many young offenders do not have that same respect
for the courts. There is a community expectation as
part of this in that when you talk about particularly
high profile cases you sometimes just cannot quite
fathom how that sentence was applied to the crime.
There needs to be better explanation and there needs
to be more forthcoming sentencing that meets
community expectations and again sends a message
to the perpetrators that if you do undertake a serious
crime, you will be sentenced appropriately, and that
is very important.
We also talked about the victims of crime. I think in a
lot of cases the victims of crime are the ones who are
forgotten in so many cases. We should remind the
members of the government at the moment that it was
actually the coalition in 2014 that had the first
commissioner for victims of crime, Greg Davies,
appointed in October 2014. Some of the changes that
we made in government made sure that victims of
crime had a better say when it came to court hearings
and that they had better protections. They should have a
say, they need to have a say and they should be listened
to by the judicial system when those penalties or
sentences are applied.
We talked about police numbers. The member for
Burwood talked about, in his community and nearby, a
number of police stations being closed. I well
remember that before we came to government in 2010
one of the key issues in my community was the lack of
police numbers. In the Traralgon police station I think
we had something like 35 vacancies at the time.
Victoria had the least amount of police per capita in
Australia. Moving on to a couple of years after that, in
2012 and 2013, I know the Latrobe Valley police
stations were absolutely thrilled because we were able
to have no vacancies in Moe, Morwell and Traralgon
police stations, which are 24/7 police stations. We
increased numbers at Churchill police station and the
operating hours of that particular station. The police
numbers were fantastic, and the stations were thrilled
that we were able to make that commitment in addition
to the protective services officers, of course. For police
stations it is very important that we do have those
operating hours.
I see the member for Ivanhoe here today too. We all well
remember in the last term of Parliament his regularly
calling for the Heidelberg West police station, but I am
not sure if he has had his wish granted in having that
delivered at this point in time either. But police numbers
are absolutely vitally important, and we have heard time
and time again on this side of the house, particularly in
question time, about the many destinations being bereft
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of police at peak times. The member for Gippsland East
has spoken many times about Lakes Entrance and that
community. When there are peak demands the police
numbers simply are not there.
We have this week and over last week as well talked
about youth justice facilities, and we know the issues
surrounding Werribee South. One of the things we
would like the government to consider if Werribee
South is not an option is building a youth justice facility
in Gippsland. Fulham Correctional Centre, which is
west of Sale, is already there. There is plenty of land
around it, and it would be fantastic for the region at the
moment as it desperately needs jobs. We could get
them through a construction phase and long-term jobs
for those people within our community, particularly
given the fact that the Hazelwood power station is
about to close very soon.
Mr Pesutto — Tell the government that.
Mr NORTHE — We have told the government that
but it is not listening at the moment. With those few
words, I commend the member for Hawthorn on the
matter of public importance. It is a critically important
topic to debate, and it is certainly on the lips of
everybody within our community. We call upon the
government to make sure that they make these
appropriate changes to these laws.
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) — I am pleased to get up
to speak on this matter of public importance and
actually detail that community safety is an absolute and
utter priority for the Andrews Labor government, as it
has been for every Labor government that I have had
the privilege of being part of. Unlike those opposite, we
actually put our money where our mouths are and do
the hard work that needs to done to be tough on crime
and tough on the causes of crime.
All that lot over there ever do is talk tough and do
nothing. They talked tough before the 2010 election and
said that they were going to increase police numbers.
Did they? All they did was implement the number of
police that we said we were going to recruit in our 2010
budget. That was all they did. And did they build any
new police stations? No they did not. Did they build
any in the north? No, they certainly did not. Did they
build the Mernda police station? They certainly did not.
To contrast that to our record, in the three terms that we
had in office before them we built seven new police
stations in the north before the growth hit. Then when
the population of Mernda and Doreen doubled between
2011 and 2014, they did nothing — absolutely nothing.
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We are not going to stand on this side of the house and
say that there is no problem with crime. There
absolutely is, which is why in December we issued the
most comprehensive Community Safety Statement that I
have seen in my lifetime, and it was welcomed not only
by Victoria Police but by Police Association Victoria.
For the first time it is taking the number of police and
staff and their allocation out of the hands of politicians.
It will not be a tool to be debated each election time
when there is a bidding war. There is actually a proper
methodology that the Chief Commissioner of Police
has asked for, and we are giving it to him.
We are funding 3135 new police officers. We are
funding an additional 100 protective services officers
(PSOs) and we have already introduced police
custody officers, which means that instead of
babysitting crims in police cells more police can get
out on the beat and respond to the crimes that are
being committed in Victoria.
Those on the other side, rather than working
collaboratively and cooperatively and supporting the
work of Victoria Police, are at it again, trying to
undermine police command and the police
commissioner, just as they did when Peter Ryan, the
former member for Gippsland South, was the police
minister and Andrew McIntosh was the so-called
Minister for Crime Prevention. They were trying to
perpetrate crimes on police command, interfering in
police command and ensuring the end of a police
commissioner in the Tristan Westin scandal. We have
not forgotten that. You can tell from their rhetoric now
that they are trying to do it again. They are trying to use
dog-whistle politics and nascent racism to whip up fear
in the community rather than supporting the community
and the efforts that we as a government are making.
There was the disgraceful statement by the Leader of the
Opposition comparing Melbourne to Johannesburg.
What an outrage! What an absolute outrage! I am proud
to represent my community and to see a police station
being built in Mernda. There were numerous police
ministers from the other side — there were a handful of
them; three or four, I think — during the
Napthine-Baillieu government, but not one of them
would come out to my community and speak to the
residents of Mernda about their concerns about the lack
of a police presence and a police station in Mernda. Now
it is being built. The minister came out and turned the
first sod, the walls are up, it is powering ahead and it will
be operational a bit later than the middle of this year.
Those opposite have their little support group — a very
small one — on the ground in parts of Yan Yean. They
have been deliberately and wantonly putting out a
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rumour that when the Mernda police station is
operational the Whittlesea police station will be closed. It
will not be closed; the police commander in Whittlesea
has said on numerous occasions that it will not be closed.
They will have the resources they need to respond to
crime and to support the community in the City of
Whittlesea. In particular they will be able to support the
huge numbers of families and deal with the crimes that
are being committed in a family violence sense.
We have heard almost no words on family violence
from the other side in this matter of public importance.
Family violence is still the number one crime issue in
this state, and there was barely a word from those
opposite, although I did note that apparently the
member for Burwood did stand and speak about family
violence, which is highly unusual given he failed to
stand for Rosie Batty when this house stood in unison
in support of her calls for change and the
groundbreaking motion that was passed by this house
during this Parliament.
The Herald Sun and other media agencies have been
reporting crime in this state, but I do not think they have
been doing it in a particularly responsible way, because
they are still trying to say to the community that crimes
only happen in the street. Yes, they do happen in the
street, but I recall an article on the front page of the
Herald Sun that talked about the number of murders in
the last two years in this state. Then it went to a double
page on pages 2 and 3 and every single murder that they
were referring to was a family violence event — that is,
women or children who had been murdered in their
homes where they should have felt safe. That lot on the
other side tell the community, ‘You lock all your doors
and do what we say and go down our path of not looking
at the causes of crime and only having a kneejerk
jackboot response’, rather than looking at a holistic
approach to make our community safe.
Then you have got their fellow travellers in Canberra.
What do they try to do to support people who are doing
it tough? Do you think that the crime situation in this
state is going to be improved if you say to young people
that they have to wait until they are 25 before they can
get an unemployment benefit if they are out of work?
What do you think that is going to do to the crime
statistics if an impoverished family is supposed to
continue to support an unemployed young person until
they are 25? I do not think it is going to do very much.
Also, I do not think it is going to do very much for the
Turnbull government to renege on yet another of its
national partnership agreements. The Minister for
Housing, Disability and Ageing spoke very eloquently
earlier today about the huge reduction in support for
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homelessness. If you do not have people in homes, that
is not going to help ease the crime situation. I am also
talking about the Turnbull government’s dreadful
decision to remove its support of funding for 15 hours
of early learning. Almost every person that you see that
is in a jail in this state or in the United States is a victim
of childhood trauma.
We cannot actually undo what has happened to those
who are committing crimes and those who are
incarcerated at the moment, but we can do something
through such mechanisms as funding youth officers
and funding support for family violence. We can also
put money into early childhood services. The World
Health Organization and the United Nations say that
the most effective way a government can spend
money on a human being is to spend it in the first
five years of their life.
I call on those opposite to actually start standing up to
their masters in Canberra and say: give Victoria a go.
We will be tough on crime and on the causes of crime.
The Minister for Police has come up with a
groundbreaking piece of work on which she has
worked really well with other justice ministers. We are
taking action to deal with the indolence of those
opposite, who failed to deal with the ridiculous youth
facility at Malmsbury — they could just walk out of
it — and there has been no action on Parkville. We will
be tough on the causes of crime, not the dog-whistle
politics — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Ryall) — Order!
The member’s time has expired.
Mr PAYNTER (Bass) — Acting Speaker, thank
you for the opportunity to speak on this matter of public
importance. Listening to the member for Yan Yean,
you would think that she leaves the chamber, puts on a
cape and fights crime herself. It is all talk. Talk about
being tough on crime coming from members opposite
is an absolute nonsense. You can leave the chamber,
put on a cape and speak to your constituents, and let us
listen to what they think about this government’s fight
against crime, because I can tell you one thing, fighting
crusader from Yan Yean: they do not believe you. They
do not believe you because of your actions. The facts
are in the papers every day and on the news every night
for people to see. I say to the fighting crime crusader
from Yan Yean: leave the chamber, go out to your
constituents tonight and ask them what they think about
your approach and your government’s approach to
crime, and they will tell you exactly what they think.
The facts are that under the watchful eye of the
head-in-the-sand Premier this government has done
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absolutely nothing. That is why this matter of public
importance is probably one of the most important
issues that we have been asked to speak on in the last
two years.
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr PAYNTER — The member for Melton should
also find his cape, leave the chamber, join the member
for Yan Yean and go out and speak to his constituents.
If he ever listened to his constituents and checked his
crime statistics, he would also see that the people in his
electorate and the electorates of Yan Yean and Bass are
living in fear because of violence on our streets like we
have never seen.
The reason is that this government has not put
forward any bills in the last two years to toughen the
laws. It has taken no action in the last two years to
address our weak sentencing laws. These are facts.
Check them for yourself. They have taken no action
to better support victims of crime. They can stand up
and talk for 2 hours about what they have done, but
the facts speak for themselves. If you do not want to
listen to what I say, go out and speak to your
constituents and read the papers.
One thing you could do is to go out and visit the Walia
family in Caroline Springs, which has had four
members of the Apex gang bang through the back door,
steal the car keys and threaten the family. According to
the Walia family, this government shows more concern
for the criminals than it does for the victims. They are
the words of a family which has been subject to this
type of violence. Rather than standing up here and
making us believe that you have experience in these
issues, go and speak to the families that have been
subjected to violence. You do not need to look very far
to find examples. This is the type of thing that is
happening in our community under the watchful eye of
our head-in-the-sand Premier.
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North Melbourne and another 14-year-old girl from
Williamstown. Under your watch these crimes are
spiralling out of control and being perpetrated by even
younger people.
But there are heaps more examples than that. You must
not be listening to your constituents, because crime is
rising and they are violent crimes. They are crimes
being perpetrated not only by individuals but by gangs.
There has been no support with an increase in police
numbers, because you were too slow to act. Under your
watch crime has got out of control, and for the very first
time in my life I am seeing families, including my own,
that live in fear of home invasions. I have never seen it
before in my 52 years.
This is what has happened under this government. They
have been slow to act, and they are still not acting
appropriately. They continue to say that they are
engaging in community consultation, which is clearly
not the case. They could not even get the location of the
juvenile detention centre right. Not only has the
Premier got his head in the sand, but what is the
response of his Minister for Corrections? What is her
response to this? What is her continual response
whenever she is questioned on this issue? Her continual
response is that it is the former government’s fault.
I can tell you that the people of Victoria are sick to
death of hearing your corrections minister blaming
somebody else. What they desperately want is a
minister to stand up and take responsibility for what is
happening in our community and a Premier to show
some leadership and also take responsibility. They do
not want a Premier with his head in the sand or a
minister that continues to blame a former government.
It is a weak cop-out by a minister who is well over her
head and should resign because the people of Victoria
are no longer feeling safe, and certainly the people in
Bass are no longer feeling safe. There are a lot of
examples of that.

They are young gangs. There were four young violent
criminals — a 17-year-old boy and a 15-year-old girl
joined with another 15-year-old boy and an 11-year-old
boy — who were seen in front of the Children’s Court
for a string of violent crimes, including armed robbery.
They were 15, 17, 15 and 11. This is the sort of
community that you have created under your watch.
That is one example.

‘Night terrors’ was the headline in our local paper of an
article about young families that have repeatedly had
their door knocked down. I say repeatedly because
three times on record they have had their home invaded
by gangs that were after the car keys. They threatened
the family, putting that family, including young
children, at risk.

A further example is four teenagers who were arrested
after allegedly stealing a bus and using it during a crime
spree in Melbourne’s west. Police said the bus was used
by a 16-year-old boy from West Footscray, a
15-year-old Yarraville girl, a 14-year-old girl from

But that is not the only example. There are also armed
robberies in supermarkets. Armed robberies in
supermarkets have never happened in our local area,
but they are happening under this government’s watch
because these gangs and these individuals do not fear
arrest. They do not fear the police and they do not fear
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retribution while this government sits back and does
nothing. We have seen in the last two years that they
have not passed one single law to strengthen
sentencing. They have not improved the bail system.
They are sitting there but talk, talk, talk is cheap.
The people of Victoria want action. This government
laughs. It laughed at the people of Victoria. It laughed
at their safety. Get the footage of them laughing in the
faces of the people of Victoria because they are doing
nothing about crime in this state, let alone in the
electorate of Bass.
We have seen instances recorded in the local paper of
stalkers around the Pakenham, Cardinia and Officer
stations — and probably stations in the electorates of
those opposite — stalking young women leaving the
stations. It is happening in their electorates but they are
just not listening. They are refusing to do so.
It is amazing: when you put facts in front of this
government, it tries to laugh it off. They do not
listen. They are completely disrespectful. One of the
leaders of the pack is this fellow sitting at the table,
who has done nothing. He is still laughing in the
faces of the people of Victoria. He sits there as the
Attorney-General and he has done nothing to keep
the state of Victoria safe. He continues to do nothing.
He is too focused on his portfolio as the Minister for
Racing to do the honest thing and resign from his
position as Attorney-General because he refuses to
do anything. So while he sits at racetracks around
country Victoria and swans around in the dining
rooms, the people of Victoria are feeling unsafe.
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rail repeatedly about the importance of bringing
forward bail laws. You have got the manager of
opposition business saying, ‘No, bail laws are so
important. You’ve got to bring in the bill now. Just get
it in. Get it done’, but in relation to mental impairment
the member for Hawthorn is saying, ‘No, withdraw it.
Have further consultation’.
Allow me to paint this picture: imagine if we were to do
what the member for Hawthorn wanted and we
withdrew this bill and a terrible event occurred where a
mentally ill person committed a grievous act which
resulted in the death or deaths of citizens of the state of
Victoria. You would then have the member for Box
Hill, the manager of opposition business, running in
here demanding that we introduce legislation. This is
again characteristic of an opposition that is lazy and not
prepared to do the work. They are hopelessly divided.
They do not know what they want to do. I commend
the bill to the house.
Ms McLEISH (Eildon) — I rise to make a
contribution to the Crimes (Mental Impairment and
Unfitness to be Tried) Amendment Bill 2016. The
purpose of this bill is to make improvements to the
Crimes (Mental Impairment and Unfitness to be
Tried) Act 1997. These improvements include
modernising the law and statutory principles,
streamlining proceedings to better provide for the
specific needs of people with cognitive impairment
under the principal act and improving the system for
review of supervision orders made under the principal
acts among other changes.
If we consider the context around this, for many years,
in fact for decades, the Governor’s pleasure system was
used as the determinant for whether somebody was able
to stand trial or not. At this time and for many years
serious mental impairment was referred to as ‘insanity’,
and people pleaded insanity. A lot of people still use
this term, even though it has been superseded.

Debate resumed.
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) — Thank you, Acting
Speaker Ryall. What a delight it is to see you in the
chair on this glorious summer afternoon. I do not have
long to speak, which is rather unfortunate. I want to
continue my contribution by turning now to the
member for Hawthorn’s reasoned amendment. The
reasoned amendment has been circulated, and the
member for Hawthorn is proposing that this bill be
withdrawn and redrafted to take into account further
consultation about the substantive matters of the bill. I
find this rather curious because, as I have been sitting
here in this chamber since Parliament resumed for
2017, I have heard the manager of opposition business

In 1997 the Kennett government established the Crimes
(Mental Impairment and Unfitness to be Tried) Act to
replace a system that was well past its use-by date. It
was archaic and seen as antiquated and unjust. Fifteen
years after that the coalition government requested the
Victorian Law Reform Commission (VLRC) review
the act. If you think about it, 15 years down the track,
the act is very well bedded down and there is an
opportunity then to review the trends and patterns and
determine what is and what is not working, what is
going well and where changes are required.
This is a big job, and I certainly commend the work
that the VLRC has done here, because it has led to
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107 recommendations being made to the government.
It is a tough gig. Many of the recommendations that
were put forward are reflected in this bill today.
Certainly many elements of the act are perfectly fine,
particularly those elements which are procedurally and
process driven. However, there are a number of
serious issues which are certainly of concern to me
and to the coalition, and these have been outlined in
detail by the lead speaker, the Shadow
Attorney-General, for the opposition.
This bill incorporates both procedural components and
substantive changes, as I said, around the law and
statutory principles. As a result the opposition has put
forward a reasoned amendment. Essentially this
amendment is asking that the government withdraw the
bill and transfer the procedural components to a
separate bill so that the operational efficiencies that
have been identified by the law reform commission can
be achieved.
There are some very substantive changes to the act,
but what I find curious and perhaps odd is why all this
is coming forward when the community expectation is
that Parliament deals with the bail system. I know that
sentencing concerns and victim support is an
extremely high priority. Victims are often the
forgotten party. This certainly has not gone unnoticed
because the government has absolutely failed to
strengthen the rights of the victims of crime, as
recommended by the law reform commission in their
report on victims of crime.
I want to discuss the concept of fitness to stand trial.
There is absolutely no question that anybody in this
house would be debating that some people are unable to
stand trial. This has been a feature of our criminal
justice system for a very long time. We need the
appropriate systems and processes in place for those
people and that situation.
When we think about being fit to stand trial we have the
definition of ‘mental impairment’, which has been
included now for the first time in this bill. This is a
good thing, but the definition is not so clear cut. There
is no real definitive line in the sand in regard to what is
mental impairment and what is not. Mental health
practitioners can have quite differing opinions and
differing assessments. Having been a registered
psychologist, I am aware the practitioners do not
always agree, and I have certainly seen psychiatrists
when they had been assessing permanent mental
incapacity differ greatly in their outlook. That is
certainly a concern.
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It is also a concern that mental health conditions are on
the rise. That is a whole other discussion I think we need
to have. If this continues, I think it is quite alarming for
our community. The community is very concerned about
public safety, and I think it would be fairly safe to say
that this concern may be at an all-time high.
I want to talk about the insertion of the new sections.
Proposed section 3A inserts a definition of ‘mental
impairment’. I am fine with that definition, but I am
very concerned that at the same time it will broaden the
range of defendants who may be able to assert unfitness
to stand trial. If this is the case, we will have more
people using this and clever barristers will start to work
out that this is a mechanism that they can use to try to
see whether they can get someone not to stand trial.
I will go into a little bit of detail here about the
meaning, because it includes, as I said, that definition of
mental illness and a cognitive impairment such as
intellectual disability. I assume a cognitive impairment
is also an acquired brain injury. It does not include a
temporary disorder or disturbance of an otherwise
healthy mind caused by an external event. The example
quoted is somebody who experiences a psychosis after
the consumption of drugs, but they do not have a
permanent medical impairment for the purposes here.
The consumption of drugs has triggered an underlying
medical condition that exists independently of the
effects of the drugs.
I find this to be very, very blurry. The example that
comes to mind is somebody on ice, but I have known a
few people with conditions of paranoid schizophrenia
as a result of long-term and continued use of marijuana.
That is certainly a concern for these people. Those
people may or may not have had an underlying
condition, and it is very difficult to know whether they
have or they have not, just because it has not
manifested itself. I find it quite concerning that it could
be difficult to assess whether or not that condition
existed independently of having taken the drugs or in
fact over the long term.
Another matter that I am quite concerned about is the
matter of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Yes,
with PTSD on the face of it you think of someone
who is a returned war veteran, and we have heard
from even as far back as World War I people
suffering shell shock. We know there are people
from World War II, the Vietnam War, Korea and the
current wars who have suffered PTSD. That is from
an external event, absolutely, but have they had an
underlying condition? You do not know. There are
various extents of PTSD. Even with the bushfires in
fact and the events that unfolded in Bourke Street in
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the city several weeks ago, there are various extents
of PTSD. Some people can suffer greatly. We have
heard of a number of horrific incidents worldwide
that have been committed by ex-army personnel, and
we wonder about the extent of their PTSD. Is that
enough for them not to be tried? We really need to
spend some time having a good look at that.

awareness of the crime they had committed. Hence, we
do have this avenue of therapeutic justice where you
can fall under the category of the Crimes (Mental
Impairment and Unfitness to be Tried) Amendment
Act 1997, and essentially the court and the judge take
into account that you were acting without your full
cognitive functions.

Clause 9 determines that fitness to stand trial will be
decided by judges and not juries. I certainly understand
the reason for this and how it will expedite the matter. It
will expedite the cases being heard and save a whole lot
of time. Time is money and it is time that is important
to victims and the person who is being tried. But
without a jury the community voices are no longer
heard, and I wonder if that will have a bit of an impact
and maybe there will be more people that are free
earlier than get tried. We have people that talk about a
plea of insanity and mental impairment getting them
off. I do hope very much that this bill as it stands does
not broaden those categories and allow more people to
try that as a defence, which is why I certainly support
the amendment that is being put forward by the shadow
Attorney-General.

This legislation is very important legislation that began
under the member for Box Hill when he was the
Attorney-General and was carried through by the
current Attorney-General, who is at the table. It is very
important to acknowledge the work of the Victorian
Law Reform Commission (VLRC), which has done an
incredibly substantive body of work to get us to where
we are today. Their report, Review of the Crimes
(Mental Impairment and Unfitness to be Tried)
Act 1997 (Vic), really goes to what we need to do to
streamline the processes, modernise the legal tests and
make systematic improvements to the Crimes (Mental
Impairment and Unfitness to be Tried) Act 1997
(CMIA) to enhance its operation, most importantly for
the people who are subject to the act and indeed all
people who go through our court system. These reforms
will help ensure that the CMIA operates consistent with
its underlying principles.

Finally, I want to make a comment about the use of
audiovisuals and people not appearing in court. I
understand that again, but I do also have some doubts,
because for victims of crime and their families this is
often a very important step in their dealing with the
matter and the trauma they have experienced. They like
to know that the person has had to have their day in
court and has had to stand trial. It can be extremely
disappointing if they do not turn up.
Mr CARROLL (Niddrie) — It is my pleasure to
rise and speak on the Crimes (Mental Impairment and
Unfitness to be Tried) Amendment Bill 2016. The
Premier, the Attorney-General and all members of the
cabinet, and indeed all my caucus colleagues, take very
seriously the central premise that the vulnerable need to
be protected, but there is also the other premise that
community safety needs to be at the forefront of all our
judicial decisions and the working of our judicial
system. We are strengthening the supervision orders for
people who are found unfit to be tried or not guilty
because of mental impairment.
I myself, when I was working at the Victorian
Government Solicitor’s Office, dealt with many
defendants and quite a number of cases dealing
specifically with crimes of mental impairment. It was a
learning curve for me to sit through some court cases to
see a defendant who had committed in some cases
horrendous crimes but they did fall under this provision
where it was not them acting in full cognitive

As I said at the very beginning, we need to strike a
balance between the need to protect people’s rights and
acknowledge those who are suffering mental
impairment or illness and the need to protect the rights
of victims and the community at large. The reforms in
this quite substantive bill in many respects uphold the
therapeutic focus of the CMIA and encourage the
gradual reintroduction of supervised people back into
the community when it is safe to do so.
It is very much a Labor thing to acknowledge the
role of therapeutic justice. Only last week I had the
pleasure, on behalf of the Attorney-General, to chair
a round table on justice reinvestment with a whole
range of stakeholders. Overwhelmingly they were
very pleased with our Attorney-General and the work
he is doing in terms of acknowledging that there is
more to this than just our courts; it is about
therapeutic justice. Every day we hear about the drug
crystal methamphetamine in our community and we
hear about the role of and the need to expand the
Drug Court. That will go down in this
Attorney-General’s history as a landmark reform.
You need only look at the reports from Turning Point
that say that the Drug Court returns $5 to the
community for every $1 invested. Its expansion into
Melbourne and hopefully one day to the western
suburbs — which I cannot wait for and will continue
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to advocate for to the Attorney-General — will be a
very positive step forward.
The reforms in this bill go to the heart of implementing
the recommendations of the Victorian Law Reform
Commission. The creation of a set of statutory
principles will guide decision-makers. The bill
introduces a new test of fit to plead guilty. It also
transfers responsibility for determining fitness from the
jury to the judge. It creates a definition of ‘mental
impairment’ and reframes the test for whether a person
is fit to stand. I want to acknowledge the work that went
into defining ‘mental impairment’ and to thank the
parliamentary library for their work and research paper.
They included a paper from the Victorian Law Reform
Commission which basically spells out the work that
went into defining ‘mental impairment’, which includes
the phrase ‘disease of the mind’.
Defining mental impairment is no easy task. In 2012
the Attorney-General at the time asked the VLRC to
review the legislation and report on what changes were
required. Going to the heart of it, it has long been
recognised that a person should not be held criminally
responsible if at the time of committing an offence they
lacked the necessary intent to commit the offence due
to mental impairment. Prior to the commencement of
the Crimes (Mental Impairment and Unfitness to be
Tried) Act in 1997 a parliamentary committee
recommended that a statutory definition of ‘mental
impairment’ be introduced to clarify the types of
conditions that fall within the scope of the defence.
Despite this recommendation, Victoria remained one of
the few Australian jurisdictions without a statutory
definition of the term. Those supporting a definition of
mental impairment argued that it was unclear which
mental conditions fall within the scope of the defence,
particularly in relation to intellectual disability and
cognitive impairment.
The Community Development Committee report
acknowledges that there was ambiguity in the meaning
of the term ‘mental impairment’ and recommended that
it be defined to encompass mental illness, intellectual
disability, acquired brain injuries (ABIs) and severe
personality disorders. The report also puts forward that
a definition would ensure that Victoria is consistent
with other jurisdictions that expressly recognise
intellectual disability and some other cognitive
impairments, such as ABIs, as well as other conditions
that may qualify for the defendant and the defence. In
relation to the definition, this bill introduces a system of
mandatory and regular progress reviews, including a
new test of unacceptable risk.
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This legislation goes a long way to making sure we
have simpler and more accountable courts and is also
very much in line with the legislation introduced by the
Attorney-General this week in relation to juries and
directions. The bill also goes to the heart of the
Attorney-General’s role. There is a change in
responsibility for representation of the public interest
from the Attorney-General to the Director of Public
Prosecutions at CMIA hearings. This change will affect
hearings related to a person’s supervision level and to
extend leave.
There will also be a new test of what counts as
unacceptable risk. The bill amends a range of tests
throughout the CMIA regarding supervision levels and
leave so decision-makers will be required to consider
whether the proposed order would give rise to an
‘unacceptable risk’ that the supervised person will
cause harm or serious harm as the case may be.
Essentially the new test replaces the existing test of
whether the person is likely to seriously endanger
themselves or others.
There are a lot of procedural improvements in the
legislation. I do not propose to go through them all, but
I do want to just highlight some of them, including
mechanisms designed to assist accused persons to
become fit, allowing progress reviews to be conducted,
facilitating attendance via video link and enhancing the
rights of victims and family members. The bill strikes a
balance between the need to protect the rights of those
charged with crimes who are suffering mental
impairment with the need to protect community safety
and uphold the rights of victims.
In my remaining 90 seconds, as a member of the Law
Institute of Victoria who pays their dues every year, I
want to thank the LIV for supplying me with a copy of
their submission. I also want to thank the VLRC in
relation to their review of the Crimes (Mental
Impairment and Unfitness to be Tried) Act. More
broadly, this legislation deals with mental illness,
cognitive impairment and intellectual disability. As the
Attorney-General would know — indeed the member
for Malvern, who is sitting across from him, would also
be aware as a former member of the bar — the issue of
mental health is quite pervasive right throughout the
legal profession, whether it be for a student, a lawyer, a
barrister or even a judge. It is a very stressful profession
to be involved in.
Periodically the law institute through their journals
highlight the need for people within the profession to
look after one another. The statistics speak for
themselves. A 2009 study by the Brain and Mind
Research Institute found that 35 per cent of all law
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students, 31 per cent of solicitors and more than 16 per
cent of barristers were suffering psychological distress.
This is a pervasive issue right across the community.
This legislation amending the Crimes (Mental
Impairment and Unfitness to be Tried) Act 1997 will go
a long way to ensuring our laws are up to date. It
follows on from a substantive body of work undertaken
by the Victorian Law Reform Commission. I want to
thank them, and I want to commend the
Attorney-General for his introduction of the bill and the
member for Box Hill for his work as well.
Mr PERERA (Cranbourne) — I wish to speak
briefly on the Crimes (Mental Impairment and
Unfitness to be Tried) Amendment Bill 2016. This is a
further improvement on the original act of 1997, which
established a new procedure to deal with people found
not guilty or unfit to stand trial because of mental
impairment. In addition to avoiding incorrect wording,
the UK Law Commission expressed the rationale for
the unfitness to stand trial rules as being that it would
be an abuse of the process of the law to subject
someone to a trial when he or she is unable to play any
real part in the trial.
If a person is found not guilty because of mental
impairment, there is a perception among some sections
of the community that they are free to walk the streets
and that they have gotten away with it. This is not the
case. A person found not guilty because of mental
impairment, although not a criminal, may be a serious
risk to the community. Therefore they need to be
closely supervised, usually in a secure forensic facility,
such as the Thomas Embling Hospital in Melbourne.
That is why the Andrews Labor government is
providing more mental health support with a further
$7 million to build 10 additional beds at the Thomas
Embling Hospital. This is on top of a new $9.5 million
eight-bed secure psychiatric intensive care unit.
Demand for mental health beds in the criminal justice
system has increased over the past decade, with more
prisoners requiring compulsory treatment, because this
is not provided in a normal prison. The Labor
government has provided an additional $27.7 million to
expand forensic mental health care, including the
secure psychiatric intensive care unit at the Thomas
Embling Hospital. This additional investment towards
forensic mental health means that patients can get the
care and treatment they need to get well, stay well and
stay out of the criminal justice system. They need
treatment for their mental impairment, which may take
many years. In some cases they may never be released
from supervision. In other cases, given the right
treatment and enough time, people can recover and,
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through a series of carefully monitored steps, can be
gradually returned to the community.
The Victorian Law Reform Commission (VLRC)
recently reviewed the laws in this complex area. Over a
two-year period the commission consulted widely with
victims and their families; community members; police;
courts; health, disability and legal practitioners; and
people subject to the law and their families. The tragic
aspect of this area of law is that often the victims are
family members of the person who has carried out an
act of violence against them.
Underpinning the commission’s review were two
principles, which are sometimes misunderstood. First,
whatever they have done, people covered by this act
are not criminals. They have been found not guilty by
the courts, and what happens next is therefore not a
matter of punishment but of treatment. Secondly, the
law has to balance two things: the safety of the
community and the rights of the person with a mental
condition. Naturally there are many different points of
view about how these things should be balanced, but
most people would agree that they are both important.
Overall the commission found that the law is working
well in Victoria but could be improved in a number of
key areas.
The new system following the changes in the bill keeps
the basic features of the current system. The bill
improves processes and makes the system more
efficient, rather than making fundamental changes.
However, there are a few key elements that are new.
Under the new system judges will decide whether a
person has enough capacity to be tried for their
offending — that is, whether they are fit to stand trial.
At the moment juries decide this question. The VLRC
recommended that an accused person’s fitness be
determined by a judge rather than a jury. The technical
argument is that fitness to stand trial is in the nature of
the pre-trial issues that need not be determined by a
jury. Transferring determining fitness to the judge is
intended to also reduce the stress caused to an accused
and increase the efficiency of the court process. The
VLRC estimates that this change will affect
approximately 45 fitness investigations each year.
The new system will allow people to plead guilty and
be sentenced even if they are not fit to receive a
criminal trial. This recognises that some people might
have the capacity and enough understanding of the
process to plead guilty even if they are not capable of
participating in a trial. These people will receive a
sentence like any other offender, not supervision under
the act.
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The new system will also require courts to review a
supervised person’s progress at least every five
years. At present a person who is on a supervision
order is not entitled to review by the court until the
end of their nominal term, which can be up to
25 years after they were placed into supervision;
however, they are often reviewed much sooner. The
new system will make regular reviews a formal part
of the supervision process.
The new system also changes who is responsible for
some tasks. The original act established an independent
body — the Forensic Leave Panel — to be the main
leave decision-making body. The panel was established
to increase the transparency and accessibility of the
legal process that the Governor’s pleasure system
lacked. It is not relevant anymore. The functions and
responsibilities of the Forensic Leave Panel, which
decides some applications and appeals relating to
short-term leave from custody, will be transferred to the
Mental Health Tribunal. In addition, the Director of
Public Prosecutions will take over the task currently
performed by the Attorney-General in court hearings.
This is a step in the right direction to keep politics away
from legal proceedings.
Finally, the new system will give judges extra optional
orders that can be made for a person who is subject to
this bill. These include orders confiscating the proceeds
of crime, compensation and restitution orders for
victims, and orders affecting the person’s drivers
licence. This is an important measure in terms of
looking after the victims and protecting the community
in the future, irrespective of whether the person is
subject to the CMIA or not.
A person who has been charged with offences may
have such a disordered or impaired mental state that it
would not be appropriate for them to stand trial. This
might be the case if they are so impaired they cannot
understand what they have been charged with, cannot
communicate with their lawyer, do not understand how
the trial process works or cannot understand the
consequences of their decisions in the trial. Few can be
found unfit to stand trial under the CMIA. The CMIA
establishes the process for determining whether a
person is fit in what is called a fitness investigation.
Currently for someone who is fit to be tried but who
claims that at the time of the offence they were
mentally impaired there are two tests: one, did they
know what they were doing; and two, did they know
that what they were doing was wrong? Cases in the first
category are rare. It is more common for the defence of
mental impairment to be based on the second part of
this test. I commend the bill to the house.
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Mr EDBROOKE (Frankston) — It is my pleasure
this afternoon to rise and speak on the Crimes (Mental
Impairment and Unfitness to be Tried) Amendment Bill
2016. This bill will implement a number of Victorian
Law Reform Commission (VLRC) recommendations,
including the creation of a set of statutory principles for
adults and children, the introduction of a finding of ‘fit to
plead guilty’ and a transfer of the determination of fitness
from the jury to the judge, the creation of a definition of
‘mental impairment’ and a reframing of the definition of
‘fitness to stand trial’. It introduces a system of
mandatory regular progress reviews of supervision
orders, which are currently at 25 years I believe; a
change in responsibility for the representation of public
interest under the Crimes (Mental Impairment and
Unfitness to be Tried) Act 1997 (CMIA) from the
Attorney-General to the Director of Public Prosecutions;
and procedural improvements to hearings, including the
provision of expert reports. The bill will also transfer the
functions of the Forensic Leave Panel to the Mental
Health Tribunal, along with clarifying and simplifying
the act. Overall it provides and puts in place a better
framework to deal with these issues.
I heard the member for Burwood before, questioning
the government’s family violence statistics. Speaking of
crime, it is probably worth setting the record straight. I
think he was questioning that seeing as we had only
21 deaths due to family violence in Victoria, it is not as
big a problem as we think. This is a national disgrace,
and I am ashamed to hear people in this chamber
actually downplay the issue. In October 2015 Victoria’s
Crime Statistics Agency (CSA) chief statistician, Fiona
Dowsley, told us that 70 906 family incidents were
recorded in that year, and in reality they are only the
people that would come out from closed doors and be
in a position to say it. Almost one woman a week is
killed by a partner or ex-partner.
It seems that the member for Burwood would have you
think that the body count in Victoria is what matters,
ignoring the fact that there were 70 906 family
incidents in the year 2015 alone. He is ignoring the
destroyed families and the impact on men, women and
children. Furthermore, the Domestic Violence Resource
Centre Victoria told us that, incredibly, the cost of
family violence to the Australian economy was
$21.7 billion in 2015 alone; one in four women
experience intimate partner violence; three women are
hospitalised each and every week with traumatic brain
injuries caused by partners or ex-partners; children are
present in one out of three cases of reported family
violence; Indigenous women, sadly, are 35 times more
likely to experience family violence; and women with
disabilities are twice as likely to experience family
violence. How you could question that this is not the
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number one law and order issue in our state, in every
other state and in the nation is just beyond me. I think it
is quite shameful.
I refer back to the bill. The Andrews Labor government
is strengthening the supervision orders of people who
are found unfit to be tried or not guilty because of
mental impairment. This has needed some adjustment
for some time. The Crimes (Mental Impairment and
Unfitness to be Tried) Amendment Bill 2016 delivers
on 45 of the 107 recommendations made by the
Victorian Law Reform Commission in its 2014 report
titled Review of the Crimes (Mental Impairment and
Unfitness to be Tried) Act 1997.
The reforms in this bill will streamline processes,
modernise legal tests and make systematic
improvements to the CMIA, enhancing the operation of
the act for those subject to it and all users of the act. I
would like to congratulate the Attorney-General, who is
in the chamber at the moment, and his staff who
worked so hard on this to get this reform to the
chamber. Hopefully it can experience a clean journey
through the upper and lower houses.
The reforms help ensure that the CMIA operates
consistently with its underlying principles. These
include protecting the rights of the accused, such as by
ensuring that they are afforded a fair trial and are only
punished where they are morally blameworthy and
have their freedom and autonomy restricted only so
far as is necessary. As with a lot of bills that come
through this house, this is addressing a grey area. We
heard someone on the other side of the house before
speak of crime as though it is just a black and white
area and everyone fits into a box. We know that is not
true, and it is almost as if we are not even living on the
same planet, let alone the same galaxy, with some of
these people.
These reforms also recognise the rights of others,
including victims and family members and the need
to protect the community from dangerous
individuals. They uphold the therapeutic focus of the
CMIA and encourage the gradual reintroduction of
supervised people back into the community when it
is safe to do so — when their rehabilitation is well on
its way to being over. The reforms in the bill, in
implementing the VLRC’s recommendations, include
the creation of a set of statutory principles to guide
decision-makers; and the introduction of ‘fit to plead
guilty’ and transfer of the determination of fitness
from the jury to the judge — and I spoke about a
couple of those things before.
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The background to this is that the Crimes (Mental
Impairment and Unfitness to be Tried) Act 1997 sets up
a scheme for dealing with mentally impaired people
charged with offences. It is really a codification of
procedures which, prior to the enactment of the CMIA,
were a matter for executive discretion — that is, people
were detained at the Governor’s pleasure. This steers
away from that. The CMIA only applies to people who
are charged with an offence and have a mental
impairment that makes them incapable of
understanding and participating in a trial, therefore
making them unfit to be tried, or satisfies the
requirements for the defence of mental impairment and
renders them not criminally responsible for the
offending behaviour because they could not understand
the nature of their conduct or what was wrong.
In 2012 the previous government asked the VLRC to
review the operation of the CMIA, and its report was
tabled in Parliament on 21 August 2014. The report was
the result of a wideranging and comprehensive review.
The bill implements a number of recommendations
made by the VLRC. The provisions of this bill are
essentially the new statutory principles, as spoken about
before. These principles guide courts and other entities
acting under the CMIA. They recognise the needs of
people with fitness and mental impairment issues,
victims and the importance of the protection of the
community. They also acknowledge the particular needs
of children and the importance of minimising delay.
A new test of fitness to plead and making fitness a
question for the judge are also included in this bill. It
creates a new test of fitness to plead guilty, recognising
that a person whose thought processes are disordered or
impaired may be incapable of making the decisions
involved in pleading guilty. The bill also transfers the
responsibility for determining fitness from the jury to
the judge. This change eliminates an inefficient use of
jurors that is out of keeping with modern criminal
proceedings, so we are modernising our legal
frameworks at the moment. The statutory definition of
‘mental impairment’ and a reframed test of fitness is
also included in this bill. The bill creates a statutory
definition of ‘mental impairment’. The definition will
promote certainty in the application of the CMIA,
particularly by making it clear that people with a
cognitive impairment fall within this act. The bill also
reframes the test for whether a person is fit to stand trial
to modernise the language and shift its focus to the
fairness of the trial.
The bill also provides for a new system of mandatory
progress reviews, which is very important. It introduces
regular progress reviews to occur at intervals of up to
five years — previously 25 years — so someone could
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be put on a community order and not be reviewed for
25 years. As a person moves through their progress
reviews, the test applied by courts when deciding
whether to vary or revoke their supervision order
progressively shifts towards favouring release from
custody. In addition, the bill retains nominal terms.
Nominal terms are calculated by a reference to the most
serious offence with which the supervised person was
charged. As is currently the case under the CMIA, the
presumption in favour of release from custody does not
apply until a person reaches the end of their nominal
term. In the case of a person who was charged with
murder, for example, the presumption in favour will not
apply until 25 years have passed.
The Attorney-General of course has a role in this. The
bill replaces the Attorney-General with the Director of
Public Prosecutions at CMIA hearings. This change
will affect hearings relating to a person’s supervision
level and to extended leave.
We also have a new test of unacceptable risk. The bill
amends a range of tests throughout the CMIA regarding
supervision levels and leave so that decision-makers
will be required to consider whether the proposed order
would give rise to an unacceptable risk, that the
supervised person would cause harm or serious harm,
as the case may be. Really, we are talking about harm
reduction.
In the last 40 seconds of my contribution I would like to
go back to harm reduction as far as family violence
goes. We have to be able to admit that this is the
number one law and order issue. If there are people in
the chamber that cannot admit that, we can really go no
further with that side of politics. Again, the Domestic
Violence Resource Centre tells us that three women are
hospitalised each and every week with traumatic brain
injuries caused by ex-partners; one in four women
experience intimate partner violence; and up to one
woman is killed every week by a partner or ex-partner.
Shame on anyone that says this is not a national
disgrace, and I am ashamed to hear people say that in
this chamber.
Ms EDWARDS (Bendigo West) — I am pleased to
make a contribution to the Crimes (Mental Impairment
and Unfitness to be Tried) Amendment Bill 2016. As
previous members have mentioned, back in August 2012
the Victorian Law Reform Commission (VLRC) was
asked to review the Crimes (Mental Impairment and
Unfitness to be Tried) Act 1997 — the CMIA — to
ensure that it operated justly, effectively and indeed
consistently with the principles that underlie it. I think
that overall there were no real major concerns, but some
tightening up of the act needed to be brought into play.
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The Crimes (Mental Impairment and Unfitness to be
Tried) Act deals with cases where a person has been
charged with a criminal offence and they have a mental
condition such as a mental illness, an intellectual
disability or other cognitive impairment to such an
extent that they cannot participate in a criminal trial or
be held criminally responsible. This is covered by the
legal concepts of being unfit to stand trial and not guilty
because of mental impairment.
Back in September 2013 the then Attorney-General
provided some supplementary terms of reference that
asked the commission to consider the operation of the
CMIA in the Children’s Court as well. The commission
went on to publish a consultation paper back in June
2013 and a supplementary consultation addressing the
newer terms of reference. The commission went on to
hold 55 consultations with members of the community
and professionals experienced with and/or affected by
the CMIA. An advisory committee of experts provided
insight into how the CMIA surrounding systems work in
practice and options for reform. I believe there were
around 34 written submissions received during that
inquiry. The commission’s report was tabled in
Parliament in August 2014. The commission made
107 recommendations for legislative reform, and of those
the Andrews Labor government will deliver on 45.
This bill is about strengthening supervision orders for
people who are found unfit to be tried or not guilty
because of mental impairment. That is very important
to remember. Some of the recommendations for
legislative reform in some of the key areas were:
revising and clarifying the legal tests for unfitness to stand
trial and the defence of mental impairment, including adding
a definition of mental impairment to the law
extending the application of the law in the Magistrates’ Court
and Children’s Court
extending the role of juries in determining the defence of
mental impairment and reducing complexity in the content of
jury directions under the law
improving how community interests are represented in court
hearings
improving the level of support provided to, and
acknowledgement of, victims and family members in cases
under the law
strengthening the decision-making framework for review,
leave and release of people subject to indefinite supervision
orders
establishing a new youth forensic facility for treating and
supervising young people and a new medium-secure forensic
mental health hospital …
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Just on that note, I want to mention that just this week
the Andrews Labor government announced $7 million
for an additional 10 beds at the Thomas Embling
Hospital. In fact the Minister for Mental Health, the
Honourable Martin Foley, made the announcement
while turning the sod for the new $9.5 million 8-bed
secure psychiatric intensive care unit. This unit will be
completed in April 2018 and will provide mental health
services for prisoners on compulsory treatment orders.
As we know, demand for mental health beds in the
criminal justice system has increased over the past
decade, with more prisoners requiring compulsory
treatment because this is not provided in prison. The
additional funding will be used to provide additional
beds within the existing Thomas Embling facility and
they are expected to be ready from October this year.
This is the first time since 2000 that the Thomas
Embling centre has had an increase in capacity. This is
a really important investment that we need in this area.
This government has also provided an additional
$22.7 million to expand forensic mental health care,
including the secure psychiatric intensive care unit at
the Thomas Embling Hospital. This additional
investment for forensic mental health means that
patients can get the care and treatment that they need to
get well, to stay well and to stay out of the criminal
justice system. We will continue to work with the staff
at the Thomas Embling to ensure we can provide the
most appropriate support for people in the criminal
justice system with mental health needs.
I want to refer to an article that I came across when I
was looking at this particular bill. It comes from The
Conversation, which is an academic journal: ‘“Crazed
killer” headlines defy facts of crime and mental
impairment’. I thought it was quite pertinent because it
refers to the often inaccurate portrayal in the media of
people with mental illness who have committed crimes,
which continuously adds to the stigma against people
with mental illnesses. It also increases public confusion
about the role of the courts, the justice system and the
health system.
While we all know that criminals need to be held
responsible for their actions and punished where
appropriate, people who are covered by the relevant
legislation, which in Victoria is the Crimes (Mental
Impairment and Unfitness to be Tried) Act 1997, are
not criminals. They are people with a mental condition
that is so severe they do not know or understand that
they have committed a crime. And what they require is
treatment, not necessarily punishment. Although these
cases are rare, they are very, very complex. In fact the
issue of mental impairment arises in only about 1 per
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cent of the criminal cases coming before the Supreme
and County courts here in Victoria. These cases do,
however, usually involve very serious offences, and
undoubtedly the actions cause terrible harm to those
affected, and lead to legitimate and widespread public
concern about community safety.
There are two areas around this issue and the courts that
we are making changes to, particularly in relation to
whether someone is fit to be tried but claims that at the
time of the offence they were mentally impaired. There
are two tests: did they know what they were doing and
did they know that what they were doing was wrong?
Cases in the first category are rare, and it is more
common for defence of mental impairment to be based
on the second part of the test. Persons accused of
crimes are presumed by the law to be sane. This
presumption can only be displaced by evidence,
including specialist medical evidence. Persons who
commit crimes under the influence of alcohol and drugs
are not classified by the law as mentally impaired and
do not have the defence of mental impairment.
I think it is really important the reforms that this bill
before the house addresses are not amended. The
reforms in this bill will indeed streamline processes.
They will modernise the legal tests and make
systematic improvements to the CMIA, enhancing the
operation of the act for those subject to it and for all
users of the act. The reforms also recognise the rights of
other people, including the victims and family
members, and the need to protect the community from
dangerous individuals.
When we think about mental illness and those who
commit crimes who are mentally impaired, it is a very
small number of people, but it is also a frightening time.
It is a frightening time for the community and a
frightening time for those who commit the crime, but it
is also terribly, terribly frightening for the families of
that person with mental impairment. It is a domino
effect often, and it is very similar in situations where
there is a drug addict in the family or someone who is
abusing alcohol. The impact is felt far and wide, both
within the families and within the broader community.
I think that implementing the VLRC’s
recommendations is a great step forward, and I want to
thank the Attorney-General for working on this matter
over the last couple of years. It has not been an easy
thing, and it never is an easy thing. People do not like to
talk about mental illness, they do not like to talk about
mental impairment and they certainly do not like to
think that there are people who have mental impairment
committing crimes in our communities, but
unfortunately it does happen, and we have to make sure
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that they have the very best supports, care,
rehabilitation and medication that they need if they are
indeed incarcerated. I think overall this bill is a great
step forward in strengthening supervision orders for
people who are found unfit to be tried.
Ms COUZENS (Geelong) — I am pleased to rise to
speak on the Crimes (Mental Impairment and Unfitness
to be Tried) Amendment Bill 2016. The Andrews
Labor government is strengthening supervision orders
for people who are found unfit to be tried or not guilty
because of mental impairment. The bill delivers on 45
of the 107 recommendations made by the Victorian
Law Reform Commission (VLRC) in its 2014 report
entitled Review of the Crimes (Mental Impairment and
Unfitness to be Tried) Act 1997.
The reforms will help ensure that the Crimes (Mental
Impairment and Unfitness to be Tried) Act (CMIA)
operates consistently with its underlying principles.
These include protecting the rights of the accused, such
as by ensuring that they are afforded a fair trial, are only
punished where they are morally blameworthy and
have their freedom and autonomy restricted only so far
as is necessary.
The member for Bendigo West has just talked about
people with mental health issues in particular; they
should not be considered as criminals, necessarily.
They are not necessarily aware of what they are doing,
but what they do need is treatment, and they need to be
kept safe, as the community needs to be kept safe. Lots
of families have lots of issues in dealing with family
members who do have mental illness. We do need to
keep them safe. We need to keep the community safe,
and the reforms also recognise the rights of others,
including victims and family members and the need to
protect the community from dangerous individuals.
I know my constituents in Geelong would definitely
support this bill. The community come together over
many issues, and they have actually started coming
together, with the support of the Minister for Police, in
the last couple of weeks around how we deal with the
issue of crime in the Geelong community. We know
that crime has increased over the last six years. We
have been in government for two years and have started
to address some of those issues, but it is interesting that
those opposite have been arguing over the crime issues
and making a real issue of it for us. However, they were
in power for four years and did nothing. I am really
pleased to be speaking on a bill such as this that starts to
address some of the serious issues we have in the
community. We are actually taking action on all areas
of crime, in particular for those people who are not
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necessarily criminals but who need support, and we
need to protect the community at the same time.
The reforms in this bill that will implement the VLRC’s
recommendations include the creation of a set of
statutory principles to guide decision-makers; the
introduction of a finding of fit to plead guilty; a transfer
of the determination of fitness from the jury to the
judge; the creation of a definition of ‘mental
impairment’ and a reframing of the definition of ‘fitness
to stand trial’; the introduction of a system of
mandatory regular progress reviews of supervision
orders; the introduction of a new test of unacceptable
risk; a change in responsibility for representation of the
public interest under the CMIA from the
Attorney-General to the Director of Public
Prosecutions; and procedural improvements to
hearings, including the provision of expert reports. The
bill re-enacts some provisions throughout the CMIA,
amended to improve clarity and enhance its operation
and accessibility. The bill also transfers the functions of
the Forensic Leave Panel to the Mental Health
Tribunal.
Having listened to those opposite today on this bill, I
wish to stress that there are more police in Victoria now
than there were under the coalition government, and
there are a lot more coming. We have got a campaign to
recruit 3000 new police in Victoria, and I know
certainly in the Geelong community people are feeling
quite confident in the action the government is taking to
deal with crime. This bill goes a long way in addressing
those issues as well.
I think it is important that we consider just what the
Andrews Labor government has done over the last two
years to deal with some of our crime issues. Those
opposite can complain all they like, but for four years
they did absolutely nothing. Over our first two budgets
this government invested almost $1 billion in new
police, police custody officers, new equipment, forensic
staff, police stations and more police performing vital
roles such as counterterrorism, and it was only two
months ago that Victoria Police protected Victorians
from an attempted major incident. We have more police
in anti-gang and illicit trafficking teams and more
police in the public order response team, and we have
introduced laws on carjackings and home invasions.
I know in my community in Geelong there were
particularly big concerns about carjacking and home
invasions, and since we have introduced the legislation
to tighten up the law and ensure that there are stronger
penalties for people who make the decision to carry out
those crimes, people are feeling more confident that the
government is actually taking action, unlike those
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opposite, who did nothing for the four years they were
in government.
There are the new powers and laws that crack down on
youth offenders, seriously violent offenders and
terrorists and other criminals, the youth control orders,
longer sentencing for serious youth offenders and
greater focus on community safety when considering
whether a case should go to the adult court or not.
We have introduced the Koori Court in Geelong, which
is going great guns with our Indigenous community.
The elders are working with those young people who
are fronting the courts. That is a huge benefit for not
only the Aboriginal community in Geelong but the
Geelong community more broadly.
In Geelong we also had the minister announce funding
to look at youth crime and how we could deal with that,
support young people and try to prevent them from
getting into crime. We have had a number of
community meetings about that, and we have brought
the community together about how to address youth
crime. Most young people do not commit crime, but in
Geelong there are 90 young people that are continually
in front of the courts. One of the big issues around that
is that they are not in education programs and they do
not see any future for themselves, so we are now
working as a community to get those young people
back into education programs by providing the support
that they need.
The government has allocated a $700 000 grant for the
local community to specifically target those young
people who are continually reoffending and hopefully
get them off the street, get them into education and
support them — provide intensive support so they are
not continually fronting up to the Magistrates Court in
Geelong, so that we can actually do something to guide
them to engage with the community and get back into
the community in a positive way rather than front court
and commit crimes on a regular basis. So that $700 000
will be used by the Geelong community. We have
another meeting coming up in the next couple of weeks
that will specifically target those funds, and we will be
looking to Gordon TAFE, which is keen to be involved
in assisting and supporting those young people.
We will continue to monitor the Koori Court and see
how that works. As I said, it has worked successfully so
far, and we are hoping that that will continue to work.
Focussing on the 90 young people in Geelong is a
groundbreaking opportunity for the people and the
community of Geelong to come together, to focus on
those young people and to see how it plays out, because
it could be rolled out in other communities as well.
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I think that those opposite continually harping on about
the fact that the Andrews Labor government is doing
nothing about crime is just ridiculous. I note that the
member for South Barwon sitting over there has
complained about crime in Geelong. I would say to the
member for South Barwon: what did you do in the four
years that you were in government? It is all very well to
raise these issues now, but what did you do in the four
years that you were in government? I commend the bill
to the house.
Mr RICHARDSON (Mordialloc) — It gives me
great pleasure to rise to speak on the Crimes (Mental
Impairment and Unfitness to be Tried) Amendment Bill
2016 and to follow my fantastic colleague and
wonderful advocate for the people of Geelong, the
member for Geelong. This bill touches on some of the
most vexed and challenging questions of our legal
system that are hundreds of years old. The notion of
someone committing great harm but not having the
capacity to be tried is something that has been a
longstanding principle in our legal system for when
there is incomprehension of action or when the person
does not have the ability to know what they have done
wrong. It is cold comfort to a family who have been
subjected to an act of violence or an incident, and we
must always remember in these cases that as a legal
system and as parliamentarians and lawmakers we are
charged with difficult responsibilities to try to make the
system work.
I wanted to give in my contribution today a bit of an
overview of what we are going through in the bill but
also to bear in mind the other side of the equation,
which is when somebody is found to not have capacity
to be tried, the support that is then needed and the
services that need to be put in place. I have interacted
with one of my local families who have been in that
difficult position. I will not go into too much detail on
the case, but there was a sentence of hundreds of days
in Barwon Prison for someone who had been found
unfit to be tried because of the lack of investment in
particular services.
I was very pleased to see the Minister for Mental
Health, who is also the Minister for Housing, Disability
and Ageing, the Honourable Martin Foley, announce
this week that there will be more investment in Thomas
Embling Hospital. The facility there is so critical to
supporting some of our mentally ill people who have
been found not fit to be tried. To have that wait time —
and this is the most significant investment since 2000,
for some many years later — is critical. It does not go
all the way to meeting that need and demand, but it is
important to highlight that investment.
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This bill is all about strengthening those supervision
orders for people found unfit to be tried and not guilty
because of mental impairment. It comes on the back of
a review of the Crimes (Mental Impairment and
Unfitness to be Tried) Act 1997 by the Victorian Law
Reform Commission that made a number of
recommendations — in fact, there were well over
100 recommendations. This bill implements 45 of those
107 recommendations. It is also important to note that
these are rare occurrences where people are found to
meet the requirements of this particular act. Some
159 cases have been determined in the period 2000–01
to 2011–12. There are 100 people subject to custodial
supervision orders and some 60 on non-custodial
supervision orders. This is important when we think
about it.
I note that the statement of compatibility from the
Attorney-General talks about the vexed question of
rights and liberties on the one hand and about the
absolute paramount need to protect people in our
community on the other — making sure that we
comply with the Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities but that, just like in the actions of the
Andrews Labor government over the past couple of
years, community safety and protection of our citizens
are at the forefront of every decision we make.
This leads to a further truncation of some of the reforms
to bail that we have made. The reforms that we have
made have included bail presumption being reversed
and changed so that the onus is on proving that
someone should be allowed bail. That is a significant
change and is in response to some of the actions that we
have seen recently.
I think it is also important to look at this holistically and
at the need to support our criminal justice system more
broadly. Support for legal aid and community legal
centres is integral in this process. If you look at it, in
one frame we see that we are investing and putting
more resources into our community legal centres and
legal aid, but in another frame we see the federal
Turnbull government stripping funding away,
particularly from the Peninsula Community Legal
Centre, which has been absolutely decimated. A 30 per
cent reduction in funding has been proposed by the
federal Attorney-General for that outstanding
community legal centre, which is an absolute disgrace.
These community legal centres help some of the most
vulnerable in our community, and the notion that the
Turnbull government could walk away from their
responsibility, as they have walked away from other
things, is just absolutely outrageous. Punishing
Victorians is something that we have come to know. It
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is all about being Liberals first and Victorians second.
You will not hear one single mention from those
opposite of the devastating cuts that have been made to
our community legal centres that support people in their
communities, especially in regional and rural areas.
These community legal centres are absolutely
fundamental, and you will not hear one word from the
shadow Attorney-General about them. He will come in
here and put forward an amendment which has as much
detail as the member for Kew’s scholarly articles on
population — there are all of about 50 words in it —
but you will not hear him say one word about the
devastating cuts to community legal centres. He knows
deep down that some of those cuts are undermining our
legal system and the support for people who need
justice and representation in our community.
I put it to the member for Hawthorn to put something
on the agenda other than his self-interest to try to get
into the top seat and knock the Leader of the
Opposition off. Why does he not come in here and
make some comments about the devastating cuts to a
sector that he suddenly says that he supports? He
should come in here and challenge the Turnbull
government to restore funding to our community legal
centres. I say that on behalf of the Peninsula
Community Legal Centre and the Springvale Monash
Legal Service, which do an outstanding job to support
constituents in my electorate.
I also want to touch on some of the broader points of
this act, including the unacceptable risk test. I note that
decision-makers will now be required to consider
whether a person subject to a custodial supervision
order poses an unacceptable risk of harm when they
decide whether to revoke a non-custodial supervision
order. We need to ensure that at all times our agencies
and services are monitoring people on these orders,
making sure that they are complying with directions
and making sure that at all times people are safe in their
community.
I also note that there is a significant point about mental
impairment and its definition. It was touched on
eloquently by the member for Bendigo West, who talked
about the stigma around mental health more generally
and the caution that we have to have about the
terminology we use in the media. At least one in three or
one in four people will experience mental ill health
throughout their life. This is a substantially different
category where you are not aware of the actions that you
are perpetrating while committing a crime.
Also important is the definitional difference that was
acknowledged by the Victorian Law Reform
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Commission about cognitive functioning issues and
people who experience them. That is something that
has come to light in my community in recent times and
highlights the importance of a facility like the Thomas
Embling Hospital for that broader care. For someone
who has had a cognitive functioning breakdown and is
not aware of the actions that have occurred, that support
through the disability sector and through our agencies is
very critical.
I note those important comments about cognitive
impairment and intellectual disability and acknowledge
that as a broader issue. Even with these facilities and
then more broadly in our criminal justice system we
need to look at how we ensure that people with
cognitive functioning difficulties and intellectual
disabilities are supported in our judicial system. The
example that I have experienced locally is someone in
that position who was in Barwon Prison instead of
being in one of those high-care facilities.
These reforms are important. They build on a
significant amount of law reform that the
Attorney-General has been working on. I commend
him for that work on this bill and others. It is an
example of this government acting and making support
for our community and the safety of people absolutely
paramount. I commend the bill to the house.
Mr GIDLEY (Mount Waverley) — I rise to make a
contribution on the Crimes (Mental Impairment and
Unfitness to be Tried) Amendment Bill 2016. I think it
is very important for the people of Victoria and for our
state that we get back to some facts in this debate that
has been brought forward by members of the Labor
Party this afternoon. Those facts in particular relate to
public safety and the importance of police in
undertaking their role to keep our community safe.
If we look at where this government started after their
election from a public safety point of view, I have to be
frank: they had a very strong foundation. The previous
Liberal-Nationals coalition government spent
$27.8 million upgrading the police academy over that
time to ensure not only that we could fund the
recruitment and training of 1700 officers but also that
the officers out in the field would have improved
training facilities. That was the biggest upgrade to the
police academy in recent history.
There was some criticism of that. Some people said,
‘No, we don’t need to ensure our officers are better
trained. We don’t need to have that number of police
out and about’, but with crime out of control in the state
of Victoria, I just say thank goodness that the previous
Liberal-Nationals government did that in addition to
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introducing the protective services officers (PSOs) and
other programs.
There have been the extra police, the extra PSOs and
the extra ‘record’ investment in the academy in Glen
Waverley. I have to be frank: I had a parochial bias in
that. As a local member I not only wanted to see our
police services well trained and resourced but also
wanted the jobs and the investment opportunities, and
that was good. That was a strong foundation, but
unfortunately we have had cut after cut to police
numbers by this government. It has been interesting to
listen to the contributions made by some members of
the government today, who have either been
misinformed or have just misled the house.
It was made clear in a recent Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee hearing that we have had a cut in
police numbers. If the members of the government are
not prepared to pull their heads out of the sand, open
their eyes and listen to the clear facts put forward by the
opposition, maybe they will look at and listen to the
clear facts put forward by the Chief Commissioner of
Police in recent times. I note that at a recent Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee hearing Victoria’s
top police officer, the Chief Commissioner of Police,
Graham Ashton, confirmed that during 2015–16 the
number of police per capita was cut — not increased,
not kept where it was but cut. I say that again because it
is important that the facts are put on the table here.
Victoria’s top police officer, Chief Commissioner
Graham Ashton, confirmed that during 2015–16 the
number of police per capita was cut, increasing by just
159 members.
The chief commissioner also in those hearings outlined
his frustration with the bail system and officers being
forced to arrest and rearrest alleged offenders again and
again after they had been let back onto the street. They
are not my words as the member for Mount Waverley;
that is clear and unequivocal information that was
provided by the chief commissioner.
It is very clear that we have not had an increase
under this government. Even police numbers per
capita have not remained the same; we have actually
had a cut. Is it any wonder that crime is out of control
in the state of Victoria? Is it any wonder, when we
have had cuts to police resourcing and cuts to police
numbers? From the point of view of looking at
continued investment in the academy, I have not
heard anything from this government about what it
seeks to do to further improve the police academy at
Glen Waverley to make sure our officers are even
better trained and we get more of them out there. I
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have not heard any government members say
anything from that perspective.

members of the government will not even listen to their
own constituency on this issue.

I refer back to the crime issues in my district. In another
example of crime being out of control, we had an
unfortunate incident where nearly 50 youths were about
to enter into a brawl around Glen Waverley in recent
times. Some of them, it is reported, were armed with
firearms and some were armed with other weapons so
as to inflict the most terror and the most angst on local
residents who were going about their business, trying to
live their lives and make a contribution.

I note in particular that the member for Mordialloc, a
state Labor MP, has said that he is refusing to admit the
seriousness of the problem and has indicated that the
politicisation of policing is getting out of hand. Raising
issues of public safety and putting the facts on the table
is not politicising Victoria Police. It is actually standing
up for Victorians. I say to the member for Mordialloc
that, rather than attacking his own counsel, rather than
attacking his own constituents, rather than attacking his
own residents when they come to him with issues of
public safety, it might pay him to actually pull his head
out of the sand.

Whether it is that incident or the repeated carjackings
that continue to be prevalent in Victoria, in the past we
just did not have these problems to the extent that we
do today. Every morning when you wake up and read
the paper you see that there are more home invasions,
there are more carjackings, there is more violent crime
and we have more public safety issues, all at a time
when Melbourne should be on centre stage and at its
very best, like it was at White Night.
It is just such a shame, because when you look at the
legacy this government inherited of record investment
in police and emergency services, extra police officers,
extra protective services officers and the determination
to remove suspended sentences, which had been
introduced under former Attorney-General, Rob Hulls,
but who refused to undertake that until the
Liberal-Nationals government was elected, it was a
very strong platform that was inherited.
I do not take any joy in coming into the chamber and
reporting the cuts to police numbers that the Chief
Commissioner of Police outlined. I do not take any joy
in reporting the crime waves that are happening in our
city and our state, and I know that members on our side
of the house in the Liberal-Nationals coalition do not
take any joy in that. We have family, friends, loved
ones and others who unfortunately live in fear in this
state because of the direction, the messages and the
signals that this government is sending to our
community. Unfortunately this government is just not
prepared to get its head out of the sand and face the
reality of what is happening.
If the current government is not prepared to listen to the
chief commissioner, if the current government is not
prepared to listen to the facts presented by the
opposition, I would have thought that maybe some
Labor MPs in their own districts might for once —
whether they live in their district or not is another
point — listen to their local constituency in relation to
the importance of public safety. But it is clear that some

Ms Hutchins — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, the member is straying from the bill. He has
not referred to any of the amendments in the bill thus
far in about 91⁄2 minutes.
Ms Ryan — On the point of order, Acting Speaker,
this has been a very wideranging debate, and if the
minister was honest with herself and if she was
listening to the contributions of those on her side of the
house, she would recognise that they have wandered all
over the shop on this bill. I think she is being quite
unreasonable given that the member for Mount
Waverley is indeed talking about the issues that police
face on a daily basis, and that is what this bill is about.
Mr Richardson — On the point of order, Acting
Speaker, I am happy give the member a copy of the bill
book if he wants to have a close look after 540 seconds.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Kilkenny) —
Order! I will uphold the point of order and ask the
member to come back to the bill.
Mr GIDLEY — Thank you, Acting Speaker. They
are a bit sensitive on that side of the house, very clearly,
when listening to what the chief commissioner has said
and the facts on police numbers, but I will return to the
bill, regardless of the debate on Victoria Police that has
been very wideranging. In relation to the Crimes
(Mental Impairment and Unfitness to be Tried)
Amendment Bill 2016, coming back to the title of the
bill, there is nothing that is more important in the state
of Victoria than protecting our community from crime
as indicated in the title of the bill. This
Liberals-Nationals opposition knows how to do it, and
the government clearly does not.
Ms GRALEY (Narre Warren South) — It is a
pleasure to rise this afternoon and speak on the Crimes
(Mental Impairment and Unfitness to be Tried)
Amendment Bill 2016. In following the member for
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Mount Waverley, I just worked out why he is stuck on
that back bench. He must have been really desperate
to say something about community safety. He
obviously did not get a speaking spot today on the
opposition’s matter of public importance, and despite
the paucity of talent on the opposition’s front bench he
still cannot leap over that middle bench and get down
to the front bench.
We know why after listening to his contribution —
because he cannot focus on a topic. He cannot talk
about issues that really matter to the community in the
context that has been provided within this bill. Not once
did I hear him mention the words ‘mental impairment’,
and he certainly did not mention the words ‘mental
health’. That is a space you do not want to discuss.
But anyway, this government is getting on with the job
of making sure that legislation comes to this Parliament
that deals in a very focused and deliberate way with
criminal activity in our community.
The Andrews Labor government is strengthening
supervision orders for people who are found unfit to be
tried or not guilty because of mental impairment. I
advise the member for Mount Waverley that that is
exactly what this bill is about. We are very committed,
as the Attorney-General has said himself, to clarifying
and strengthening the Crimes (Mental Impairment and
Unfitness to be Tried) Act 1997 (CMIA) to ensure not
only that it protects victims and the community but also
that we recognise the needs of people with mental
impairments.
I am going to make a little bit of a revelation to the
Parliament about where I was when the Bourke Street
tragedy happened. I do so not because I want to talk
about that tragedy — and I do relay my condolences to
the families of the slain, and I expect those families will
forever be grieving their lost ones — but because I was
in the vicinity. I had been in a place just behind
Swanston Street, and I walked down to Collins Street to
catch a tram 5 minutes after that car had driven along
Swanston Street. People were flooding into the tram at
that time, and they were saying that there had been
some shooting in Bourke Street.
What was interesting was that people were very scared,
and they were all going to social media — and I am
aware that these issues are before the court — and they
were very vocally trying to comfort each other and
reassure each other about what was actually happening
and that things were under control. They were trying to
get some clarity around it. But what really came to the
fore was how quickly people surmised that maybe this
person had a mental illness. I am not saying whether
they had or not, but what I am suggesting here is that as
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a community we are much, much more aware of people
who have mental illnesses these days. We are much
more in tune with the fact that any family can
experience mental illness.
I myself, as I have disclosed to the house on other
occasions, have a family member with bipolar disorder.
I have got to tell you that we live in fear of getting that
phone call where he is in court. He has been to court.
We have had to live with that. It is a very difficult
situation for a family to deal with.
I commend the community and all the organisations out
there for having the perspicacity and the empathy to
think about mental illness as something we have to be
very aware of, not just in our health system and our
education system as we build inclusive communities
but also in our criminal justice system. That is why this
bill is so important. This bill strikes a terrific balance —
a very important balance. I see the former
Attorney-General is in the house, and I commend him
for beginning the journey to this bill. It began under his
auspices, and he recognised that these issues were out
there and needed some work. I am very pleased that he
instigated that work.
I also commend our current Attorney-General for
taking up that work, and I would like to say that both
attorneys-general took a lot of time to actually consult
with the community and the stakeholders. The report by
the Victorian Law Reform Commission (VLRC) is
very extensive. It makes for a very complicated read
but, I think, a very insightful read as well. It points the
government in the right direction. This bill delivers on
45 of the 107 recommendations made by the Victorian
Law Reform Commission in its 2014 report. The
reforms in this bill will — and this is a very truncated
version of what they will do — streamline processes,
modernise legal tests and make systematic
improvements to the CMIA, enhancing the operation of
the act for those subject to it and those using it.
The reforms will also help ensure that the CMIA
operates consistently with its underlying principles.
These include protecting the rights of the accused, such
as by ensuring that they are afforded a fair trial, are only
punished when they are morally blameworthy and have
their freedom and autonomy restricted only so far as is
necessary. The reforms also recognise the rights of
others, including victims and family members. I think
that is very, very important. We have seen in recent
times in our community a need for victims and their
family members to actually be part of the healing
process and be part of making sure that justice is seen to
be done so they can understand and accept the verdict
of the court.
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Of course paramount in this bill is the need to protect
the community from dangerous individuals. None of us
want people who are unfit or mentally unstable, and as
a consequence very dangerous, out there in the
community. I would like to say to the member for
Mount Waverley that this government is making sure
that that does not happen. We are complementing this
with regular investment in our police force, and nearly
every week we are in this Parliament bringing new
legislation to the house such that we reform the
criminal justice system.
The reforms in the bill implementing the VLRC’s
recommendations include the creation of a set of
statutory principles to guide decision-makers. I think
that is very important. Judges et cetera need a little bit
of guidance sometimes.
The reforms also include the introduction of a finding
of fit to plead guilty and a transfer of the determination
of fitness from the jury to the judge; the creation of a
definition of ‘mental impairment’ and a reframing of
the definition of ‘fitness to stand trial’; the introduction
of a system of mandatory regular progress reviews and
supervision orders — ‘review’ is a good word to have
and a good thing to do; the introduction of a new test of
unacceptable risk; a change in responsibility for
representation of the public interest under the CMIA
from the Attorney-General to the Director of Public
Prosecutions; and procedural improvements to
hearings, including provision of expert reports.
The bill re-enacts some provisions throughout the
CMIA, amending them to improve clarity and enhance
the act’s operation and accessibility. The bill also
transfers the functions of the Forensic Leave Panel to
the Mental Health Tribunal, which I think is a very
important step.
This bill strikes a balance between the need to protect
the rights of those charged with crimes but suffering a
mental impairment and the need to protect community
safety and uphold the rights of victims. I can assure
everyone that the Andrews Labor government is totally
committed and 100 per cent focused on ensuring our
community members are safe and feel safe.
I commend the bill to the house, and I would also like
to congratulate the Minister for Mental Health on his
new funding to the Thomas Embling forensic hospital.
That is the first funding boost for that hospital in over
20 years, I believe, and that is going to make a real
difference to those people who need that sort of mental
health assistance, that sort of hospitalisation and that
sort of guidance through that restraint period. Good
work, Minister Foley and Attorney-General.
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Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) — This is an
important amendment for dealing with crime and
community safety and highlights how the Andrews
government is strengthening supervision orders for
people found unfit to be tried or not guilty because of
mental impairment. The Crimes (Mental Impairment
and Unfitness to be Tried) Act 1997 (CMIA) governs
how people are treated when they have such a serious
mental impairment that they are not capable of standing
trial or should not be held criminally responsible for
their offending, previously known as the defence of
insanity.
Fortunately, the total number of people who fall within
the CMIA is very small compared to the total number
of people prosecuted for offences in Victoria. In
addition, not everyone with a mental impairment who is
charged with a crime is subject to the CMIA — only
those with a specific very serious impairment. I think
that is the critical proposition. It is about people with a
very serious impairment. The CMIA sets out how
someone is found to be incapable of standing trial and
how someone is found not criminally responsible for
their crime because of their mental impairment.
The legislation also provides for what happens to them
after the prosecution proves their offending conduct.
This involves supervision and treatment, sometimes in
custody, which is supervised by the court. A person can
be covered by the CMIA if they have a mental illness or
a cognitive impairment such as an intellectual disability
or a brain injury; however, not all people with these
conditions will be covered.
The CMIA sets up a court procedure for deciding
whether or not a person is capable of standing trial,
known as being fit to stand trial. If they are found not to
be fit to be tried, a special process takes place where the
prosecution must prove that the person have committed
the alleged offence for which they have been charged.
The CMIA also provides what happens when someone
argues that they are not guilty because of mental
impairment. A person can only be found not guilty
because of mental impairment if they did not know
what they were doing when they offended or they did
not know it was wrong.
This is an important piece of legislation that delivers on
45 of the 107 recommendations made by the Victorian
Law Reform Commission in its 2014 report. The
reforms in this bill will streamline processes, modernise
legal tests and make systemic improvements, enhancing
the operation of the act for those who are subject to it
and all users. The reforms will help to ensure that the
CMIA operates consistently on its underlying
principles. These include protecting the rights of the
accused such as by ensuring that they are afforded a fair
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trial, are only punished where they are morally
blameworthy, and have their freedom and autonomy
restricted only so far as is necessary. Of course the
reforms also recognise the rights of others, including
victims, which is a critical proposition, and family
members and the need to protect the community from
dangerous individuals.
The reforms uphold the therapeutic focus of the CMIA
and encourage the gradual reintroduction of supervised
people back into the community when it is safe to do
so. I think that is the critical point as well with the
assessment. The reforms in the bill implementing the
Victorian Law Reform Commission’s
recommendations include the creation of a set of
statutory principles to guide decision-makers, the
introduction of a finding of fit to plead guilty, and a
transfer of the determination of fitness from the jury to
the judge, which is another important change that is
being enacted. The reforms also see the creation of a
definition of mental impairment, a reframing of the
definition of fitness to stand trial and the introduction of
a system of mandatory, regulatory progress reviews of
supervision orders. Again I think it is important that
there is regular scrutiny, accountability and compliance.
There will also be an introduction of new tests of
unacceptable risk.
There will be a change in responsibility for
representation of the public interest under the CMIA
from the Attorney-General to the Director of Public
Prosecutions and procedural improvements to hearings,
including the provision of expert reports. The bill
re-enacts some provisions throughout the CMIA, which
is amended to improve clarity and enhance its operation
and accessibility. The bill also transfers functions of the
Forensic Leave Panel to the Mental Health Tribunal.
On the point about transferring the fitness from the jury
to the judge: the context of this is that the bill removes
the jury as a decision-maker of fitness to stand trial,
making it a decision for the judge. This is to reflect
contemporary practice by acknowledging that the
question of fitness is more in the nature of a pre-trial
determination, appropriately handled by a judge and not
a jury. That is where the Victorian Law Reform
Commission recommendation landed: juries be no
longer involved in the determination of fitness because
they deliver fewer benefits while increasing costs and
stress to the accused. That was the way that that issue
was weighed, measured and finally landed.
The bill will improve the conduct of fitness for trial
investigations by enabling courts to consider any
treatments, services or education that have been
provided to the accused or could be provided to them to
assist them in understanding a trial. It also expands
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appeal rights in fitness proceedings and allows for an
appeal against the finding that a person is unfit to stand
trial. Under the current CMIA if the court has found a
person unfit and evidence emerges prior to a
supervision order being made that the accused feigned
symptoms of unfitness, the court can only make a
supervision order or unconditionally release the person.
The bill will give courts the power to vacate a finding
of unfitness if there is a high probability that the person
was feigning unfitness to avoid this situation arising.
This is an important safeguard.
At present a person subject to a supervision order is
only entitled to a review of their supervision order
shortly before the end of what is called the nominal
term. The length of the nominal term is set by reference
to the person’s principal offence and can be up to
25 years. Under this system some supervised people
can wait a long time before being reviewed. While
reviews can be ordered by the court when the order is
imposed, this is not mandatory. Under this bill, all
people subject to the CMIA supervision orders will be
entitled to regular progress reviews, which will occur at
intervals of five years or less.
Again, this is about scrutiny, accountability and
compliance. I think that is a timely way to assess and
keep reassessing the situation. There will continue to be
major progress reviews at the end of the nominal term.
People already subject to CMIA supervision orders will
transition to the new system of review and be entitled to
regular progress reviews.
The bill also provides for presumptions for and against
the reduction of supervision orders that depend on how
far the person has progressed through the review
pathway. These presumptions are designed to
encourage the gradual reduction of supervision over
time where this is consistent with community safety. I
want to emphasise that this is a critical condition.
I think there have been a lot of issues weighed,
measured and balanced in this piece of legislation. I
want to commend the Attorney-General for bringing it
to the house. I also want to acknowledge the input of
the Minister for Mental Health.
In summing up, I want to acknowledge that the
Attorney-General came and opened the Northern
Community Legal Centre this week, and I joined the
members for Yuroke, Sunbury and Pascoe Vale with
him there. This is the former Broadmeadows legal
centre and the former Moreland legal centre combining.
This centre has dedicated significant resources to the
issues of family violence in our community and will
continue to do so through the new pathways program
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that will be linked to the Broadmeadows Magistrates
Court and the Broadmeadows Family Relationship
Centre. Through the identification of low-risk cases this
program will aim to assist families to resolve disputes
that may otherwise escalate. This is an important
initiative on a critical issue, and I want to congratulate
all those involved and the CEO, Jenny Smith, who has
done a wonderful job over a long period of time. It is an
incredibly dedicated staff. I thank the Attorney-General
and my colleagues. This is how we are trying to address
these issues, with legislation at the highest level and
then at the grassroots in our local communities.
Debate adjourned on motion of Ms HUTCHINS
(Minister for Local Government).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION
Treasurer
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — Earlier today in
question time I was asked a question by the member for
Malvern regarding the proposed new youth justice
centre in Werribee. I was advised that the preferred
location was not in the preliminary business case and I
subsequently advised the house accordingly. I was
incorrect.

CONSUMER ACTS AMENDMENT
BILL 2016
Second reading
Debate resumed from 21 February; motion of
Ms KAIROUZ (Minister for Consumer Affairs,
Gaming and Liquor Regulation).
Ms VICTORIA (Bayswater) — I will continue on
from yesterday with my contribution on the Consumer
Acts Amendment Bill 2016. I believe I had just
finished talking about the Associations Incorporation
Reform Act 2012 and how important this particular
amendment is for those 6000 or so charity and
not-for-profit organisations that have to do annual
reporting not only for Consumer Affairs Victoria
(CAV) but also for the Australian Charities and
Not-for-profit Commission. This will certainly make
their lives easier as they are not going to have to
double up in their reporting, but of course this will still
make sure that there is scrutiny in place because
people do not want to see their donations go awry —
they want to know that those they are trying to help
are indeed being helped, and they expect good
scrutiny of their money. There are lots of
organisations who will be very happy not to have to
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do double reporting and double audits, so that is
certainly very handy.
Of course there are also organisations within the
education sector that will be affected by this. They are
still being penalised after the Bracks and Brumby
governments’ disastrous attempts to deregulate and
encourage competition in the TAFEs. What can we
say? We are progressing.
The Australian Consumer Law and Fair Trading Act
2012 is also being amended by this bill. The bill does
not change the federal act but it brings us into line with
it, and that is something that it was decided needed to
be done across the states. The amendment also updates
warrant provisions and recognises that data or evidence
might be held on a remote server or in the cloud rather
than on a physical computer unit.
We have received a bit of correspondence on the
Conveyancers Act 2006. The amendment will bring
this particular act into alignment with other acts in the
consumer affairs portfolio in relation to inspectorate
powers and also penalties. It inserts an offence of
failing to comply with a requirement of the director or
an inspector without reasonable excuse. As I said, this
will make it consistent with other consumer affairs
laws.
The Second-Hand Dealers and Pawnbrokers Act 1989
is being amended. This enables the registrar of
second-hand dealers and pawnbrokers to waive, refund
or reduce fees. I certainly have had not any comment
around this so I am not sure why it was necessary, but it
seems consistent and allows for some flexibility.
We have heard a fair amount on the Veterans Act 2005.
This amendment clarifies that the director of CAV can
consent to the amendment of an existing trust deed or
the adoption of a new one. I went into a little bit of this
yesterday. It talks about consistency in what a patriotic
fund can do. It also expands the class of persons who
can benefit from that sort of fund and allows the
patriotic funds to support a wider range of veterans and
their dependants. We absolutely thank those who have
in some cases made the ultimate sacrifice and also those
who have gone off and served. They have made us the
wonderful, free, amazing country that we are. I want to
place on record my great thanks to all of those who
have stepped into that role.
This amendment also allows the director of CAV to
approve a new or amended trust deed for the patriotic
fund where it is generally consistent with the purposes
of that particular fund, and that seems quite reasonable.
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It also allows minor changes that suit our changing
environment.
Currently under the Motor Car Traders Act 1986 motor
car traders cannot dispose of a vehicle that has a
security interest registered against it on the national
Personal Property Securities Register. What happens
sometimes is that family members set up fake loans, for
want of a better term, often for significantly more than a
vehicle is worth so the dealer is then blocked from
selling the car. This amendment will deal with this
anomaly. There have been a few cases where the sheriff
has seized a car to be disposed of by a licensed motor
car trader and then prior to its sale people who have
been linked with the owner of the vehicle that the
vendor has either repossessed or bought have registered
a security interest in the vehicle, which stops the vendor
from selling it and stuffs up the whole system. This
amendment will exempt the trader from the
requirement to procure cancellation of security interests
prior to sale for vehicles they are selling on behalf of
the sheriff.
The amendment to the Sale of Land Act 1962 is in
response to a technical loophole in the cooling-off
provisions. Tan v. Russell was one case that helped to
bring this about. It was quite messy and the vendor
ended up having to pay an awful lot of money. The
purchaser thought he was doing the right thing in
cancelling the sale within the cooling-off period. It
turned out that the terminology did not quite match
what he intended to do and, as I say, it ended up being
very costly.
This bill is largely technical but we do have to make
sure that these sorts of things are done on a regular
basis. As I said, when I was the Minister for Consumer
Affairs we did a lot of these types of things, and
certainly the minister before me did as well. We do
have to keep up with the changing times. There are
probably some more things that could have been
included in this bill, but no doubt we will see this
government — which very rarely gets a full bill through
containing all the things that we think should be in
there — put another consumer affairs amendment bill
through at some stage. However, I wish this particular
set of amendments a speedy passage. We are not
opposing this bill.
Mr CARROLL (Niddrie) — It is my pleasure to
rise and speak on the Consumer Acts Amendment Bill
2016, a very broad ranging piece of legislation dealing
with some of the pertinent issues in our community in
relation to consumer law, in particular the rise of
technology and how as a government you get the
balance right between privacy and safety. It is a very
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broad piece of legislation dealing with the Motor Car
Traders Act 1986 and the Conveyancers Act 2006, and
it also makes sure the director of Consumer Affairs
Victoria has the utmost powers needed right here and
right now.
This bill does illustrate the government’s commitment
to improving and updating consumer protection in
Victoria. A range of acts are going to be amended to
really clarify the requirements and update the
references in the legislation. The Associations
Incorporation Reform Act 2012 will be made simpler,
with red tape reduced and duplicated reporting
requirements for a range of not-for-profit incorporated
associations dealt with. Inserted into the act will be a
discretion for the responsible minister by order of a
published gazette to exempt an incorporated association
or a class of incorporated associations from one or more
annual reporting requirements under the act.
This bill will also amend the act to authorise the
registrar to enter into an appropriate
information-sharing arrangement with other regulators.
The bill does make a number of amendments to entry
and inspection powers under the Associations
Incorporation Reform Act to align them with the
equivalent provisions in the Australian Consumer Law
and Fair Trading Act 2012.
When I was reading this legislation what I thought was
most interesting was that in the 21st century we are
very much seeing the cannibalisation of newspapers,
but we are also seeing the cannibalisation of IT
departments. More and more information is being
shared in the cloud, and we are seeing the growth of
cloud computing in Victoria and indeed Australia wide.
I know the commonwealth government and many state
governments are trying to attract the best and brightest
cloud computing centres to Victoria. I know former
Premier Brumby was very passionate about Ballarat
becoming a cloud computing destination. He used to
call it Silicon Gully.
This legislation does address that issue of the growth of
cloud computing, and it will ensure that search warrant
provisions are protected and that evidence, including
documents and business records, located on particular
servers can be accessed for the right reasons.
I want to just commend, if I can, the Department of
Justice and Regulation for their work in bringing this
legislation forward. It is very wideranging, it is all
encompassing and it is very important legislation too.
Often with consumer affairs legislation you are dealing
with toys and you are dealing with all sorts of issues,
but it does go to the heart of why we need protections
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embedded within the act to ensure our consumer affairs
legislation is fit for the 21st century.
As I need to do as the Parliamentary Secretary for
Justice, I was reading one of my copies of the Law
Institute Journal just the other day on ‘Privacy in the
digital age’. The member for Hawthorn was here; he
has probably got the same edition himself. It did
highlight — and I think it is very important — the
juncture between consumer affairs legislation and
privacy law. You have had WikiLeaks, which exposed
among other things some of the harsh realities of war,
and closer to home we have had invasions of privacy.
We also through means bearing on privacy tragically
saw CCTV footage capture Jill Meagher’s murderer.
That footage was very critical and very important to
that case.
But with the rapidly evolving issue of technology it is
important that our consumer affairs legislation is up to
date. As we know, with the dominance of social media
it is important that our consumer affairs legislation does
remain up to date, but our privacy laws and consumer
affairs legislation are dealing with 21st-century issues
in terms of law and law enforcement. We are dealing
with cloud computing, access to servers and access to
information that is in the cloud to ensure that our justice
system does operate as effectively as it needs to.
I was highlighting contemporary business practices and
the shift to electronic documentation storage on the
internet, and this legislation does go a long way to
addressing these developments. The search warrant
provisions of the act will be amended, consistent with
the amendments to the Australian Consumer Law and
Fair Trading Act to enable a warrant to be issued that
will authorise an inspector to access electronic material
via any computer or electronic device located on the
premises and to require any necessary assistance to do
so, whether it be login details, passwords or any
relevant software that is encrypted, to be made
available to whoever might be doing the inspection at
the premises.
The bill makes minor amendments to the Conveyancers
Act to insert a general offence provision, consistent
with other licensing acts in the consumer affairs
portfolio, for failing to comply with a requirement of an
inspector or the director of consumer affairs under the
enforcements in part 8 of the act. We have seen the
growth in conveyancing. Both sides of the chamber
have made laws in relation to electronic conveyancing.
It has been a big growth area, particularly with the
property boom and more and more density. This has
been an issue for our own legislation in terms of the
Conveyancers Act needing to be amended.
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There is a lot of reform in relation to the Motor Car
Traders Act to enable licensed motor vehicle traders to
sell a motor vehicle subject to a security interest
registered on the national Personal Property Securities
Register in favour of the sheriff of Victoria where the
trader has been engaged by the sheriff to sell that
vehicle, notwithstanding the registration of any other
security interest subsequent to that of the sheriff. The
sheriff, upon seizing a motor car pursuant to a court
order in satisfaction of a judgement debt, registers its
right to sell the car on the Personal Property Securities
Register under the commonwealth Personal Property
Securities Act 2009. The sheriff relies on this registered
interest to sell the car and commonly engages the
licensed motor car trader to sell the vehicle on its
behalf. Where the vehicle is sold the sheriff is entitled
to satisfy the debt owing with the proceeds of sale
subject to the sheriff’s position as a priority creditor.
There you have it — the Conveyancers Act 2006, the
Motor Car Traders Act 1986, and also the
Second-Hand Dealers and Pawnbrokers Act 1989 as
well as the legislative amendments in relation to
Australian Consumer Law, in particular in relation to
the requirement to enter premises for
information-sharing arrangements with other
jurisdictions and our law enforcement agencies. It just
shows you the size of this legislation.
There are also, though, with this legislation, important
reforms in relation to the Sale of Land Act 1962, which
goes back to the 1960s. We all know that purchasing a
home is well and truly for most people — 99.9 per cent
of the population — the biggest and possibly the most
stressful transaction they will ever incur. There are
some arrangements to the cooling-off period in relation
to the number of business days after a purchaser has
signed a contract. Section 31(3) of the Sale of Land Act
currently provides that a cooling-off notice:
shall be given to the vendor or his —

or her —
agent or left at the address for service of the vendor specified
in the contract …

It has long been standard industry practice that where a
vendor has engaged an estate agent to act on their
behalf in the sale of land, the estate agent can accept
service on behalf of the vendor. This bill will amend
section 31 of the Sale of Land Act to expressly include
reference to the vendor’s estate agent. It is very much
an important reform to remove any uncertainty about
the service of the vendor’s estate agent and will accord
very much with interstate practice and ensure that our
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Sale of Land Act, in particular in relation to the
cooling-off period, is dealt with as in other jurisdictions.
Finally, I know the Minister for Veterans spoke very
early on this legislation. He is very proud of the work
that gets done under the patriotic funds under his
responsibility under the Veterans Act 2005. Essentially
this bill will update it to support a wider range of
ex-service personnel and their dependants than is
currently the case, and will give the director of
Consumer Affairs Victoria the power to approve an
amendment to adopt a new trust deed for a patriotic
fund where the objects and purposes of the new deed or
amended deed are generally consistent with the
purposes of a patriotic fund as specified in section 23 of
the act. I commend the bill to the house.
Mr GIDLEY (Mount Waverley) — It is my pleasure
to rise this afternoon to make a contribution on the
Consumer Acts Amendment Bill 2016. As the member
for Niddrie has outlined, this is a very wide-ranging bill
that touches on a number of areas — everything from
people looking who may be purchasing their home, their
first home and other things.
Certainly when I look at this bill and see the Sale of
Land Act 1962 and Conveyancers Act 2006
amendments it is hard to go past stamp duty because
that is one of the things that jumps out at people in
Victoria when they are looking at the Conveyancers
Act or at the Sale of Land Act at the moment. That is,
the record amount of stamp duty that Victorians need to
pay to purchase a home. Indeed, from the last state
budget I understand that stamp duty is likely to exceed
$6 billion for the first time in the state’s history.
That is an enormous burden on Victorians who may be
purchasing their first home or, alternatively, may be up
at night reading the Conveyancers Act or the Sale of
Land Act and looking to purchase or upgrade their
home. If they have a growing family or their family
circumstances have changed, they may need different
housing. When you have such a regressive,
penalty-based record state tax system that has one of
the highest levels of stamp duty around, you are going
to make life harder for those people, not only in terms
of them managing their household budget, but also
when making a decision as to whether or not they can
move house and do that. That concerns me greatly and
the residents I represent when they look at this bill —
the Consumer Acts Amendment Bill — and in relation
to the Conveyancers Act and the Sale of Land Act.
In addition to that, they are also certainly well aware of
the massive increase in land tax under this government.
That is one of the things that might go through their
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head when they are looking at the Sale of Land Act. I
had a number of constituents in the Parliament today
who came to see me specifically in relation to their
record increase in land tax. They have not earned any
extra income, they are not financially better off as a
result of working extra hours, yet they have been hit
under this government by an enormous increase in land
tax. I note in the recent state budget under this
government that the land tax take is up 28 per cent.
That is enormous.
People look at the Sale of Land Act or the
Conveyancers Act in relation to land, and they get their
land tax assessment done by the Treasurer, and they
listen to the comments that they should be so grateful
for the job the Treasurer is doing. Then they get this
land tax bill in the mail. They have not earned any extra
income, they have worked hard, they have purchased a
property — and they are in dire straits. It is just not fair
that these people are being hit with massive increases in
land tax under this government.
It certainly goes against the views put by this
government, when they were the opposition, that they
would not increase the tax burden. They clearly have,
when you have land tax revenue increasing by 28 per
cent and stamp duty revenue hitting over $6 billion for
the first time. That is enormous for people, there is no
question about that.
I also note that the bill deals with the Motor Car Traders
Act 1986. Like the member for Niddrie, I was doing
some night-time reading as well. I was not reading legal
journals; I was actually reading the RACV Royal Auto
magazine. The thing that jumped out at me in relation
to the Motor Car Traders Act was the headline ‘Car
theft driven up’. I read the article with interest and in
particular the commentary from the RACV that:
After years of decline, motor vehicle theft is unfortunately on
the rise again.

The National Motor Vehicle Theft Reduction Council
(NMVTRC) figures:
… show that in the 2015–16 financial year, vehicle theft in
Australia increased by 7 per cent …

That is not in Victoria; that is Australia-wide. We want
to be fair about this; that is Australia-wide.
The rate of theft is about one theft every 10 minutes.
When they were asked what had fuelled the unexpected
rise — because there had been a downward trend in
motor vehicle theft — the answer was unequivocal:
what is doing it is Victoria. In Victoria the incidence of
what the National Motor Vehicle Theft Reduction
Council describes as short-term thefts — stealing
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personal and light commercial vehicles for joy riding
and other things — has jumped an unprecedented
38 per cent in the past financial year and is up 42 per
cent from five years ago. The state also saw
profit-motivated theft — essentially turning stolen cars
into cash as scrap for parts or through rebirthing or
through illegal export overseas — rise by 27 per cent.
The NMVTRC said:
Victoria is responsible for wiping out any decreases anywhere
else and lifting the national rate … A rise of 38 per cent in
short-term theft in one 12-month period is just massive.

For anybody who is thinking about the Motor Car
Traders Act 1986, there is no question that they would
be thinking about an out-of-control crime spree given
the thefts of motor vehicles in the state of Victoria.
Why might that be the case? Well, it does not help
when you have the Chief Commissioner of Police
confirm, as he has, that Victoria has had a cut in the
number of police per head of population under this
government. That is the first fact. When you cut police
the way this government is cutting police, you do have
an impact on the theft of motor vehicles. Of course
people who might be reading the Motor Car Traders
Act at night and be looking at potential theft activities
would take that as a positive, unfortunately — the fact
that we have cut police numbers.
That really concerns me because people need to feel safe
and secure as they go about their business, and there are
a few elements to that. Obviously you do not cut police
numbers the way this government is cutting police
numbers. Also, you make sure that sentencing is in line
with community expectations. Unfortunately when the
government has made some changes, they have been
dragged kicking and screaming to make those changes
by the opposition. They have not done what they needed
to do to send a message to people who might be looking
to steal motor vehicles. They have not done what they
should have done, and they have been dragged kicking
and screaming when they have.
In addition to that, people who might be seeking bail in
relation to the theft of motor vehicles see the signal that
the government has not made the changes to the bail
laws that they should have and that the
Liberal-Nationals coalition have been advocating for
for some time. That has not helped at all. So when the
government sends those signals, there is no question
other than that you do see an increase in crime — in
this case, car theft very clearly — and you do have a
scenario where people do not feel safe and secure.
When I look at the Motor Car Traders Act, that is what
jumps out at me.
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As I said, when I look at the Conveyancers Act or the
Sale of Land Act I see the amendments that have been
made to them. When I mentioned to these constituents
that we were going to be debating this bill, hopefully
today, they made it very clear that when they look at
this legislation they feel that the record tax take under
this government is unjustifiably high. With land tax up
28 per cent and stamp duty exceeding $6 billion for the
first time, hitting households and families, the decisions
that they can make in relation to being able to move if
their circumstances change or being able to hold
property that they have saved for are impacted.
Not only is that tax burden just far too high for
households, it is inconsistent with the message put
forward by this government when they were in
opposition in relation to the tax burden that would be
imposed on the people of Victoria. It does have a real
impact and I think that is unfair. It is of great concern. I
do not think that you can talk about this bill without
acknowledging that and without acknowledging the
detrimental impact that this government is having on
the lives of ordinary Victorians — whether or not they
are buying a home, with record stamp duty, or maybe
selling and looking to buy another one because their
circumstances have changed, whether or not it is the
land tax or the out-of-control crime rate in Victoria as a
result of cuts in police numbers per head of population,
as confirmed by the chief commissioner recently.
I take no joy in any of these things. I wish I could
come into this chamber and say what I used to say
when we were in government: that we had actually
increased policing resources. I do not take any joy in
this, and I just ask government members to please take
your heads out of the sand. Please open your eyes and
please take action. Stop cutting police resources and
reduce the tax burden.
Ms SULEYMAN (St Albans) — I rise to speak on
the Consumer Acts Amendment Bill 2016. This bill
demonstrates the action that the Andrews Labor
government is taking. The purpose of the bill is to
amend a number of acts in the consumer affairs
portfolio by improving and streamlining their operation,
clarifying their requirements and updating the outdated
references. This bill will strengthen a wide range of
acts, including the Associations Incorporation Reform
Act 2012, the Conveyancers Act 2006, the
Second-Hand Dealers and Pawnbrokers Act 1989, the
Motor Car Traders Act 1986, the Sale of Land Act
1962, and it will amend the Veterans Act 2005.
This bill highlights the Andrews Labor government’s
commitment to strengthening our consumer affairs
portfolio, ensuring that all acts are relevant and up to
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date. The Andrews Labor government is dedicated
and committed to ensuring that consumers and
businesses understand these acts, and to increasing
the support available for enforcing the inspection
process under the acts.
This bill provides amendments to the Associations
Incorporation Reform Act, which will extend the
Minister for Consumer Affairs, Gaming and Liquor
Regulation’s power to provide flexibility for those
associations and provide increased powers for
inspectors to investigate when a breach may have
occurred. The bill will authorise the minister to exempt
incorporated associations from their annual financial
reporting requirements under specific circumstances. It
will also enable the registrar of incorporated
associations to enter into information-sharing
arrangements. I think that these days it is really
important that organisations such as the Australian
Charities and Not-for-profits Commission are able to
share information within the regulations.
The bill will also enable provision or inspection of
physical records of an electronic transaction under the
act, which will support the recent introduction of the
myCAV online system for conducting transactions.
Additionally it will provide a whole range of increased
and updated powers to investigators, including enabling
the inspector to request documents where the inspector
believes that a document is connected with a breach of
the act. These amendments are about ensuring that if a
breach of the act does take place, that an appropriate
process is conducted through a thorough investigation
and those who are responsible are held to account.
I know that in my electorate of St Albans we are very
proud of the many not-for-profit groups, from the
multicultural groups to our elderly pensioners, our
youth groups and our women’s groups. They do such a
tremendous job day in, day out, seven days a week,
providing so much benefit to the local community.
These groups operate with the sole purpose of
supporting and serving their local community. I speak
most days to local community groups, especially our
pension groups who do not have access to technology,
who do not perhaps have computer skills and who at
times struggle to provide their annual reports through
an electronic system. I am really happy to note that this
bill still allows the opportunity for not-for-profit groups,
in particular pensioner groups, to request and provide
their annual reports manually on paper, the
old-fashioned way. As my many pensioner groups
would say, they still like the old-fashioned way of
doing business.
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It is important that there is flexibility and an
opportunity, where possible, for not-for-profit groups to
work towards the electronic communication way. It is
effective and it is much easier to process, but there
should also be the opportunity to request the paper form
as well. I think there should be less red tape on
not-for-profit groups that do such a tremendous job in
our community. Let me say also that these groups are
all volunteer groups. They do not get paid. Most times
they are actually contributing to the community, and
they do it because of their love for their community. It
is important that the bill incorporates, as I said
previously, the opportunity to provide their annual
reports in paper form.
More importantly, the bill also provides the minister
with the authority to exempt incorporated associations
from their annual financial reporting requirements, but
that is only under specific circumstances. Some groups
may be able to avoid difficult reporting and focus on
what they aim to do — that is, to support their local
community. As I have underlined, that is for specific
circumstances only. As I said previously, I am very
proud of our community groups. Not-for-profit groups
do a tremendous job in our community and this bill
assists those groups as well.
The Motor Car Traders Act is also amended by this bill.
This will enable a licensed car trader to sell a vehicle
where the trader has been asked by the sheriff to sell the
vehicle. Put simply, if the sheriff is seeking to sell a
vehicle as a result of debt or other causes, the
amendment prevents a third party from claiming any
financial interest. That is a good point to note.
The amendments to the Sale of Land Act are very
important for the west and in particular for the
electorate of St Albans. During the cooling-off period a
notice under section 31(2) of the act can be given to a
vendor, the vendor’s agents or the vendor’s estate
agents. What this means is that there is an absolutely
clear line in relation to the purchaser’s responsibility
and the vendor’s responsibility. With the ability to
exercise cooling-off rights after making a purchase,
notice can be given directly to the vendor or any agent
of the vendor. I think this is a really important part of
this bill.
Particularly for the west — the growing corridor of this
country where you see more and more young families
entering the market — it is important that purchasers
and vendors understand their rights. This is critical.
Purchasing a family home is a life commitment, and
purchasers and vendors need to know exactly their
rights and obligations. The amendments to the Sale of
Land Act, particularly this amendment, really clarify
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the responsibilities and obligations. They provide that
cooling-off period very clearly in black and white for
vendors if any unfortunate circumstances should occur
and they do need to exercise their rights in the
cooling-off period.
I would like to commend the minister for making these
exceptional amendments to this bill. The Andrews
Labor government is about action, and this is part of
that action where we are amending our acts to make
them much more streamlined to today’s needs and
aspirations. I commend the bill to the house.
Mr McCURDY (Ovens Valley) — I am delighted
to make a contribution to the Consumer Acts
Amendment Bill 2016. As others have said in this
house, this is an omnibus bill that covers many acts. It
covers the Motor Car Traders Act 1986, the Sale of
Land Act 1962 and the Second-Hand Dealers and
Pawnbrokers Act 1989, but certainly what is most
important to me as the shadow Minister for Veterans is
the Veterans Act 2005. I am delighted to make a
contribution particularly on that part, because I know
others have covered off many other aspects of the bill.
I am particularly proud of our veterans and absolutely
committed to supporting them wherever I possibly can.
There is not a week that goes by in which I am not
attending a function or a commemorative service for
veterans because I hold them in such high regard and
respect. Last week I was at Ballarat with the member for
Wendouree for the 75th anniversary of the fall of
Singapore. That was a remarkable day. There were
ex-prisoners of war present on the day, and those
gentlemen are absolutely inspirational. I was very, very
pleased to have them with us at Ballarat. For those of
you who have not seen that commemorative wall at
Ballarat, I urge you to take the time to have a look. It has
got the names of every prisoner of war in Australia’s
history, and I think that is an outstanding piece of work. I
encourage people to take the time to show their respect to
those who have fought and died for us.
Last week was a busy week, as it was also the
75th anniversary of the bombing of Darwin. That was
another interesting day. There was a memorial held at
the Shrine of Remembrance.
On Sunday I commemorated 100 years of the RSL
sub-branch of Rutherglen, up closer to my patch —
although Rutherglen is not in my electorate anymore. I
lost that a couple of years ago in the redistribution, but
it is still a great community and a very strong
sub-branch. Certainly Dave Martin is the mover and
shaker up there. If you think about the sub-branch
already being developed 100 years ago, you realise the
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war had not even finished at that stage. So for a branch
to be 100 years old they must have kicked in very early.
A lot of people from the north-east gave up their time
and committed themselves to the Light Horse and many
other brigades and contributed during World War I.
The commemoration was an unveiling of a World War
II statue. As I say, Dave Martin organised that. We had
Dr Brendan Nelson, and he was just outstanding. For
those who have not heard Brendan Nelson speak, can I
just encourage you to hear him deliver a speech. He
will always personalise every story in every region he is
in, and he is an absolutely sensational advocate for
veterans. He was a delight to listen to, and I encourage
you to do so.
My old mate Keith Payne is the last surviving
recipient of the Imperial Victoria Cross, the ones that
were awarded by the Queen. I first met Keith last
year at Long Tan, when we could not get in to see the
Long Tan cross. They would not let us in, and he was
very frustrated. He was strutting up and down the
road saying, ‘They won’t let us in! They won’t let us
in!’. I said, ‘Keith, that may be because you stitched
them up 50 years ago. That is probably why they are
not letting you in. That is one of the problems’. The
Vietnamese government changed their mind on the
day and let some in but would not let others in. But it
was wonderful to catch up with Keith again on
Sunday. The words ‘hero’ and ‘legend’ are used
loosely in our communities, and I am certainly in
awe of this man. Keith Payne’s heroic acts in
Vietnam are something to behold.
The amendments to the Veterans Act 2005 will allow
the director of Consumer Affairs Victoria to approve
the adoption of a new trustee for a patriotic fund. It will
particularly alter section 23(2), and that change means a
director can approve amendments. As we know, most
patriotic funds were established at the end of World
War I. There are about 600 funds still going in Victoria,
with a total value of around $640 million if you take
into consideration not just cash in bank accounts but
buildings and assets. This amendment will give
flexibility particularly for small sub-branches that may
want to either amalgamate their funds or allow a larger
sub-branch in their region to manage their patriotic
funds. In the past this has not been possible so these
amendments will allow a lot more visibility.
I am delighted to see Rob Webster take over the role of
president of RSL Victoria from retired Major General
David McLachlan, who has given absolutely
outstanding service to the RSL since 2002. I spent some
time with David McLachlan in Fromelles and Pozières
last year at the occasion of 100 years since the Great
War. He is a very honourable man and an excellent
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ambassador for the RSL, and I thank him and
congratulate him for his 15 years service as the
president of RSL Victoria.
I have spoken with the stakeholders about this bill,
and they were very comfortable with the legislation.
Therefore, as many have said before, we are not
opposing the bill. With that, I commend the bill to
the house.
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) — This bill aims
to cure a number of ills. Its scope ranges from the sale
of land and conveyancing to second-hand dealers and
pawnbrokers. In between it assists not-for-profit
organisations and patriotic funds. Put simply, this is a
bill that amends a number of acts in the consumer
affairs portfolio to improve their operation, clarify
requirements and update references.
In going now to the specifics, the bill will amend the
Associations Incorporation Reform Act 2012 to
authorise the minister by order published in the gazette
to exempt an incorporated association or a class of
association from annual financial reporting
requirements under the act where they are also
registered with and reporting to another regulator. As
Parliamentary Secretary for Small Business and
Innovation, I know that this will be applauded in its
cutting of duplication. So that is something, even if you
are in a not-for-profit organisation, that will help
streamline your processes.
Currently the registrar can exempt individual
organisations on application by the secretary of the
organisation, and this will enable the registrar of
incorporated associations to enter into
information-sharing arrangements with other regulators.
The example cited is the ACNC — the Australian
Charities and Not-for-profits Commission. It will
enable provision or inspection of a physical record of
an electronic transaction under the act showing the data
entered. This will support the recent introduction of
online systems for coordinating transactions under the
act, so that is a progressive proposition that, as I say, I
think will be supported and applauded.
As far as the Conveyancing Act 2006 is concerned, the
bill inserts a general offence provision consistent with
other consumer acts for failing to comply with a
requirement of an inspector or the director of Consumer
Affairs Victoria.
Under the Motor Car Traders Act 1986 the bill will
enable a licensed motor car trader to sell a motor
vehicle subject to a security interest registered in favour
of the sheriff of Victoria where the trader has been
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engaged by the sheriff to sell that vehicle,
notwithstanding the registration of any other security
interest subsequent to that of the sheriff. This
amendment was requested by the infringement
management and enforcement services on behalf of the
sheriff’s office. It will prevent a person from blocking
the sale of a motor car vehicle by a motor car trader on
behalf of the sheriff by registering a fraudulent security
interest over the vehicle on the national Personal
Property Securities Register. The example that is being
cited to explain this is the sheriff’s office seeking to sell
someone’s vehicle at auction as a result of a
non-payment of a debt and someone else registers a
security interest in the vehicle, falsely claiming that
they loaned the money to buy the vehicle to the
previous person, which prevents the sale. So that is an
attempt to clean up that issue.
Then on the specifics of the Sale of Land Act 1962, this
bill will clarify that a cooling-off notice can be validly
given to the vendor, the vendor’s agent or the vendor’s
estate agent. The amendment is consistent with
longstanding real estate industry practice and
understanding. The amendment will retrospectively
validate the provision of a cooling-off notice to a
vendor’s estate agent except in the case of the parties to
the Supreme Court decision in the matter of Tan v.
Russell or any other parties who have commenced
proceedings in reliance on the decision in Tan v.
Russell. I will not go through the entire details of that,
but the Real Estate Institute of Victoria and the
Australian Institute of Conveyancers have been
consulted, and they support this proposed amendment.
On the Second-Hand Dealers and Pawnbrokers Act
1989, this bill will give the registrar of the Business
Licensing Authority discretion to waive, reduce or
refund fees under that act in appropriate circumstances.
For example, where a business which requires licensing
from the Business Licensing Authority makes an
application to license a business and pays the prescribed
fee while simultaneously applying to the local council
for a planning permit to operate that business, and in
accordance with the local planning scheme the council
denies the planning approval of the proposed site and
the business operator then applies for and receives a
planning permit for a new site under the current
legislation, the director has no power to waive, reduce
or refund the business licensing fee paid or the initial
application. So that just cleans up that second set of
circumstances there.
The amendment to the Veterans Act 2005 will enable
the director of consumer affairs to approve the
amendment or adoption of a new trustee for a patriotic
fund, where the purposes of the new deed or amended
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deed are consistent. The Minister for Veterans spoke in
detail on this matter in his contribution, and I think this
is really what the bill is trying to achieve. He said that
the act currently:
states that the director must not approve the amendment of a
trust deed or the adoption of a new trust deed unless the
amendment or the new trust deed is consistent with and does
not alter the objects and purposes of the patriotic fund.

He also said that many patriotic funds were formed
after the end of World War I and that with the merging
of some RSL sub-branches, particularly in rural and
regional areas, the objectives and purposes of the
patriotic funds as stated in the original deed may no
longer be relevant in contemporary Australia. What this
will do is expand their purposes and allow the money to
be appropriately used for more contemporary results in
the best interests of veterans.
I think that these are the key points within this
legislation, and without going into too much more
detail I just want to say that in the veterans sector there
was a study report in 2015 that recommended that the
act be reviewed and updated to continue to meet the
needs of veterans. This review was supported by the
government. Specifically the section on patriotic funds
was named as a proposition that needed to be
addressed. I note that the opposition spokesman also
acknowledged the reference and supports the changes
that have occurred.
In summing up, this bill illustrates the government’s
ongoing commitment to improving and updating
consumer protection in Victoria. Without going into
any further detail, this is a bill that cleans up a lot of
different issues, which needs to be done. I commend the
minister for bringing it to the house. I commend the bill
to the house.
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) — The
Consumer Acts Amendment Bill 2016 addresses a
number of existing acts which impact upon the lives of
people in the state of Victoria in manifold ways. It
amends the Associations Incorporation Reform Act
2012, the Conveyancers Act 2006, the Motor Car
Traders Act 1986, Sale of Land Act 1962, the
Second-Hand Dealers and Pawnbrokers Act 1989 and
the Veterans Act 2005.
I would like to start my comments in relation to the
Veterans Act. I have made representations over the last
several years in a number of quarters in relation to the
Veterans Act and to matters pertaining to the Patriotic
Funds Act 1958. There has recently been a Veterans
Act review undertaken, and a number of
recommendations have been made. I have been keenly
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watching progress in the wake of the sale of the
Beaumaris RSL land on Balcombe Road, Beaumaris.
At this stage there is a lack of any redevelopment of the
facility that was envisioned at the corner of Reserve
Road and Bay Road in Cheltenham — land currently
owned by the RSL. It remains to be seen what
development will in fact take place at that precinct.
A number of RSLs are struggling with declining
memberships, and some carried the burden of
compliance requirements under gaming regulations.
Some were undergirded at one time by gaming
machines, but the cost to manage them became onerous
and a debt burden for a number of clubs. The Beaumaris
community, in addition to founding the RSL, saw
numbers of returned service personnel leading the charge
for the development of junior sporting facilities in the
Beaumaris district, and members participated in local
sports — cricket, football and tennis. A former decorated
Australian soldier was the successful coach at the
Beaumaris Football Club, a man by the name of Frank
Reade, a widely respected citizen, a local community
leader and a local sporting coach.
The Beaumaris Sports Club is an amalgam of three
local clubs, the cricket, football and tennis clubs, and it
is currently embarking on a $6 million redevelopment.
There was much local community discussion as to
whether there might be a joint venture with the RSL,
but it was suggested there was a limitation owing to
Victorian legislation under the patriotic funds
legislative requirements.
I was of a personal view that the legislation could be
amended to facilitate co-investment in the sports club if
that were possible. I might add that the RSL members
have a high obligation to manage wisely and well the
funds that have been aggregated and raised. I note too,
having read the Victorian Veterans Council review of
the legislation, that there are significant needs covering
housing, health, employment and wellbeing, which are
issues that represent the first call upon patriotic funds,
but also I would take an extended view that if in the
event of the closure of a local RSL, rather than
necessarily the funds going back to Anzac House, there
ought to be a discretion where the members of a local
RSL committee may be able to see other constructive
ways to reinvest those funds in the local district for
purposes consistent and envisaged.
I note the clause in the bill that pertains to the Veterans
Act 2005. Clause 23(a) substitutes for section 23(2)(d):
“(d) for the relief, assistance or support of officers and
members … of —
(i)

those forces; or
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(ii) any naval, military or air forces of Her Majesty’s
allies; or
(iii) any force or service of men or women (including
nursing services) auxiliary to any of the forces
referred to in subparagraphs (i) and (ii) who are
sick, wounded, disabled, unemployed or in
necessitous circumstances;” …

There may be scope for there to be agreement in the
future where the provision of local funding can be
expanded to benefit local communities and to benefit
members of the local RSL in a wise way.
Ms SHEED (Shepparton) — I rise to speak on the
Consumer Acts Amendment Bill 2016. It is somewhat
of an omnibus bill, in that it seeks to amend a number
of acts, including the Associations Incorporation
Reform Act 2012, the Conveyancers Act 2006, the
Motor Car Traders Act 1986, the Sale of Land Act
1962 and the Second-Hand Dealers and Pawnbrokers
Act 1989.
In relation to the Associations Incorporation Reform
Act, this bill seeks to create a level of harmonisation
with commonwealth legislation and to reduce red tape.
For instance, if a not-for-profit organisation is
registered with the Australian Charities and
Not-for-profits Commission and has reporting
requirements to that body, then a not-for-profit may
upon application be exempted from providing the same
or similar reporting requirements to the Victorian body.
The bill will also allow for information sharing between
regulators to streamline and relieve the reporting
burden on not-for-profits. You can see how this
amendment will relieve the need for duplication of
reporting requirements and reduce the financial burden
on not-for-profits, which are generally organisations
established for the community good and often feel that
heavy burden of regulation. Public officers in many of
these organisations often really struggle to get the
paperwork done that they need, so avoiding as much
duplication as possible will be good for them. The bill
also makes changes to harmonise the entry and
inspection powers under the act, harmonising them with
provisions under the Australian Consumer Law and
Fair Trading Act 2012.
This is part of the journey towards achieving a
nationally uniform approach to consumer law
enforcement, and it is certainly to be commended on
that basis. The Australian Charities and Not-for-profits
Commission was established in 2012, and it represents
a step by the commonwealth government to regulate
the sector. Over a very long period of time it was felt
that many organisations out there were not being
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regulated sufficiently and that there needed to be a
national body to provide that level of regulation.
The bill seeks in part to complement the
commonwealth legislation. For so many charities —
and many of us have been involved in them over the
years — and not-for-profits, the simplification is
very welcome.
I will move on to the Conveyancers Act 2006. The bill
makes some fairly simple and minor amendments to
that act to ensure consistency with other consumer
affairs legislation in relation to its enforcement
provisions. In doing so it provides for a penalty to be
applied against a person who, without reasonable
excuse, refuses or fails to comply with a requirement of
an inspector or the director under the power of entry
part of the act.
Another minor amendment is to the Second-Hand
Dealers and Pawnbrokers Act 1989. This enables the
registrar to allow a business to obtain a refund if it
cannot go ahead with a proposal. This is something that
is at the discretion of the registrar of the Business
Licensing Authority.
The amendment to the Motor Car Traders Act 1986
will enable a motor car trader to sell or dispose of a
motor car without first procuring the cancellation of a
security interest that is registered on the Personal
Properties Securities Register. Generally a security
interest will be a genuine interest, such as a car loan or
the like, and the sheriff will need to discharge that in the
normal course, but there are circumstances where
people have effectively fraudulently registered interests,
and this amendment will deal with that sort of situation.
A cooling-off period is provided for in the Sale of Land
Act 1962. It is a very important consumer right. The act
allows a purchaser under a contract of sale of land to
give notice to the vendor that they do not wish to go
ahead with the contract. Such notice must be given
within three clear business days after the purchaser has
signed the contract. For lawyers, conveyancers and real
estate agents who operate in this area, it has been
commonly understood that, for the purpose of giving
notice under these cooling-off provisions, notice by the
purchaser to the real estate agent is sufficient. However,
it often happens that interpretation of these provisions
can become tricky, and recent litigation in this area has
caused purchasers, or potential purchasers, some
serious concern. It is to clarify the law in this area that
this amendment is being made. It will make very clear
that the previously held view that notice can be given
by a purchaser to the vendor’s real estate agent pursuant
to the cooling-off provisions is valid.
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I think it is fair to say that the last thing people need to
deal with when it comes to purchasing a property —
and sometimes the purchase of a family home is the
largest investment that a Victorian will ever make — is
to become embroiled in a dispute resulting in
considerable financial loss, particularly by way of
litigation, so I welcome the clarity that this amendment
introduces.

charity or not-for-profit organisation from the
requirement to provide an annual report to one of these
bodies, thus removing the duplication that is currently
in place. Further amendments will assist with the
electronic transfer of information between the
regulatory bodies to enable the sharing of annual
reporting information and indeed access to information
submitted to CAV via their system.

The final amendment contained in this bill relates to the
Veterans Act 2005. It will enable patriotic funds to be
used to support a wide range of Victorian service
people. Patriotic funds date back to the time of the First
World War, and there are very many of them. They
were set up with the very good intention of supporting
and assisting veterans and their families and to provide
welfare services and clubrooms for former and serving
defence personnel and their descendants.

In relation to incorporated associations, I note that in
my lifetime I have probably had about 30 years of
involvement in various incorporated associations. I
have sat on all sides of the table in relation to them. I
have been the statutory auditor of a wide range of
incorporated associations in my previous occupation, I
have been an office-bearer in various incorporated
associations and I have been a member of various
incorporated associations. They are a very handy
vehicle for a not-for-profit organisation to use from a
legal point of view.

There are still very many patriotic funds in existence,
and they are often burdened with old-fashioned trust
deeds with purposes not fitting current needs. This
legislation expands the purposes for which the funds
can be applied. It can often be really difficult to change
or amend a trust deed. In many cases it can require an
application to the Supreme Court, but this legislative
change will enable the director of Consumer Affairs
Victoria to approve the amendment or adoption of a
new deed for a patriotic fund. The director is
responsible for the administration and regulation of
patriotic funds in Victoria in accordance with the act. I
commend the bill to the house.
Mr ANGUS (Forest Hill) — I am pleased to rise to
make a brief contribution this evening in relation to the
Consumer Acts Amendment Bill 2016. I note that this
is an omnibus bill which affects a range of acts, being
the Associations Incorporation Reform Act 2012, the
Conveyancers Act 2006, the Motor Car Traders Act
1986, the Sale of Land Act 1962, the Second-Hand
Dealers and Pawnbrokers Act 1989 and the Veterans
Act 2005. There is a reasonable amount of detail
contained in the amendments to each of those acts, but I
particularly want to focus my comments tonight on the
reforms to the Associations Incorporation Reform
Act 2012.
The proposed amendments intend to remove the
duplication of annual reporting requirements from a
single entity or a group of like organisations where
there is a requirement to report to multiple authorities.
Around 6000 charities or not-for-profit organisations in
Victoria have annual reporting requirements to both
Consumer Affairs Victoria (CAV) and the Australian
Charities and Not-for-profits Commission. Under the
legislation the minister will have the power to exempt a

I note that in my own electorate there are a wide range
of clubs, such as sporting clubs — like most members, I
have a wide range of cricket, football, bowling and
other sorts of clubs in my electorate — organisations
and community groups, that have over time used the
legal structure of an incorporated association to enable
them to fulfil their requirements from a governance and
legal point of view. As I think of those organisations, I
note that a wide range of dedicated volunteers keep
those organisations going. As I said, when I think about
my own electorate I think about all the people who put
in countless hours of voluntary time dealing with not
only the operations of the particular organisation they
are involved with but also the compliance aspects of it.
Many times in my experience some of those
compliance aspects were not the easiest to comply with.
I think this is a good reform in the sense that it will
reduce duplication. As I said, this will directly impact
on those volunteers that are out there doing their very
best. Oftentimes, as I said before, having been involved
in a range of these organisations for a long period of
time, given my background I would end up being the
treasurer of various organisations. To be able to relieve
an incorporated association of a layer of reporting
requirements is definitely a good thing, and I think that
will be widely welcomed.
There are all sorts of other compliance challenges and
challenges more broadly in relation to various
not-for-profits in the community these days, not the
least of which is getting volunteers to be willing to
contribute to those organisations, whether that be on the
committee with an official office-bearing role or
assisting as a volunteer in various ways. It is a
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challenge for most of us as local members. I think as
we go around we can see that oftentimes organisations
are struggling to get volunteers who are willing to put
their put their hands up, do the hard yards, do the hard
work and indeed do some of the compliance work in
relation to the organisation in question. So, as I said, to
be able to relieve some of the reporting burden will be a
good thing.
In relation to some of the other amendments, the
amendment to the Conveyancers Act 2006 inserts an
offence of failing to comply with a requirement of the
director or of an inspector without reasonable excuse.
The bill amends the Motor Car Traders Act 1986 to
enable a motor car trader to dispose of a motor car for
the sheriff of Victoria, subject to a security interest.
Other speakers have gone into that in some detail.
The bill also amends the Sale of Land Act 1962 to
clarify that a person wishing to exercise their right to
withdraw from a contract to purchase land may serve
the termination notice on the estate agent engaged by
the vendor to sell the land. It also amends the
Second-Hand Dealers and Pawnbrokers Act 1989 to
enable the registrar of second-hand dealers and
pawnbrokers to waive, refund or reduce fees. The
amendment to the Veterans Act 2005 clarifies that the
director of Consumer Affairs Victoria can consent to
the amendment of an existing trust deed, or the
adoption of a new trust deed, provided that the purposes
of the amended or adopted trust deed are consistent
with the purposes of a patriotic fund set out in
section 23 of the Veterans Act 2005. It also expands the
class of persons who can benefit from patriotic funds.
On that note, I do not have an RSL within my
electorate — so I am probably an atypical suburban
member — so I have adopted one, because my
colleagues to my north and indeed the south have
multiple RSL branches. I have been pleased to have
dealings on an ongoing basis for quite a long time with
the Blackburn sub-branch of the RSL, which is about
1 kilometre north of my office. It has been great to be
involved with that very vibrant RSL club, which is just
outside of my electorate boundary.
Again, that is a good example for all of us of a
community group full of volunteers getting
together — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr ANGUS — I will not take up the interjection
from my colleague; we will not go into that. It is an
old-fashioned club with a very modest bar and no
pokies, so it is very much an old-school setup, and it is
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splendid to be able to visit from time to time. It is a club
that is full of volunteers. Many are obviously
ex-servicemen and women who are giving their time
for the greater good of the community, often in a
thankless sort of way. Week in and week out they are
doing all the hard yards to make sure that the club can
operate efficiently and effectively and make a positive
contribution to the community, which indeed that
particular club does.
Turning back to the Motor Car Traders Act 1986, I note
that currently motor car traders cannot dispose of a
vehicle that has a security interest registered against it
on the national Personal Property Securities Register.
There have been a few cases where the sheriff has
seized a vehicle for disposal by a licensed motor car
trader; however, prior to the sale individuals linked to
the vehicle’s owner have registered a security interest
on the vehicle. That essentially prevents the licensed
motor car trader from selling the vehicle. This
amendment will exempt the motor vehicle trader from
the requirement to procure cancellation of security
interests prior to the sale of vehicles they are disposing
of on behalf of the sheriff. This is a sensible
improvement in that particular area.
In summary, as I said, this is an omnibus bill which
interacts with six other acts, primarily attempting to
reduce red tape, particularly in relation to the
Associations Incorporation Reform Act 2012. That is
going to be of benefit to various groups, and as I said
earlier on, particularly some of the not-for-profit groups
that have been so faithfully served by volunteers in the
broader community for many years. Anything that we
can do to help them and to ease the burden on them,
particularly the red tape or the compliance burden in
relation to what they have to submit to regulators and
what they have to prepare for members and other
imposts, is definitely a positive move, and so the
opposition will not be opposing this bill.
Ms COUZENS (Geelong) — I am pleased to rise to
speak on the Consumer Acts Amendment Bill 2016.
The bill reflects the government’s ongoing commitment
to improving and updating the consumer protection
framework in Victoria. It will amend several acts within
the consumer affairs portfolio to improve their
operation, clarify their requirements and update
outdated references.
In the limited time that I have I would like to address
some of the comments that were made by the member
for Lowan yesterday.
Business interrupted under sessional orders.
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ADJOURNMENT
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The question
is:
That the house now adjourns.

Lewis–Boronia roads, Wantirna South
Mr WAKELING (Ferntree Gully) — (12 281) My
adjournment matter tonight is for the Minister for
Roads and Road Safety, and it concerns the intersection
of Lewis and Boronia roads in Wantirna South. The
issue affecting this intersection is that it is a very busy
intersection with a lot of traffic travelling along Lewis
Road and entering and exiting Boronia Road, which is a
dual carriageway that carries significant traffic
travelling towards EastLink, coming from Boronia and
also further out from The Basin.
Over a two-year period I have raised this issue with the
minister. It goes back to a request that I received back
in May 2015 from Mr Charles Fortune, who had
requested that traffic lights be installed. I wrote to
Minister Donnellan on 20 May 2015, and I received a
response in June of that year in which the minister
advised that it did not rank highly in the state and also
that Knox City Council had expressed concern about
the signalisation of the intersection given that it may
attract significant traffic. In July of that year I wrote to
the minister again requesting — at the resident’s
request — a ‘no right turn’ sign on Lewis Road facing
traffic turning onto Boronia Road. On 23 July 2015 I
received a response from Minister Donnellan advising
that Lewis Road is a local road managed by Knox City
Council and that they were responsible for safety
improvement measures for traffic on Lewis Road,
including any turning restrictions.
On 23 October 2015 I again wrote to the minister
regarding potential funding through the federal
government’s blackspot program. On 16 December
2015 the minister responded, advising that VicRoads
did manage the intersection and that it would be
considering whether or not there was the possibility of
funding but again that they did not believe traffic
signals were required. On 18 April I wrote to Knox City
Council regarding this intersection with a request that
offered both suggestions for consideration: traffic lights
or a ‘no right turn’ sign. On 11 May 2016 Knox council
responded to me, advising that consultants had
undertaken traffic modelling of the Knox central area,
including the intersection, recognising that it is a key
access point and that modelling undertaken by them
indicated that there was now a need for signalisation.
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Given the fact that my residents are concerned about
this intersection, and now that Knox City Council’s
own advice is that there is a need, can the minister
please take action and advise whether or not he will
install traffic lights at this intersection.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! Can I advise
honourable members to put the action at the beginning,
because that was done right at death’s knell.

Yuroke electorate women in sport
Ms SPENCE (Yuroke) — (12 282) My
adjournment matter is for the attention of the Minister
for Sport. The action that I am seeking is for the
minister to provide local sports clubs in the Yuroke
electorate with an update on how they can increase
female participation and what grants are available to
assist more women to participate in sport and take on
leadership roles. I was delighted when the Andrews
Labor government commissioned the inquiry into girls
in sport and active recreation, and it was terrific that the
government provided $1 million to fast-track the
recommendations from that inquiry. That is why I
know that local sports clubs, like the Craigieburn
Football Club, which have terrific women’s teams,
would welcome an update from the minister on this
important matter.

Brickworks Billabong
Mr CRISP (Mildura) — (12 283) I raise a matter
for the Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate
Change. The action I seek is that the Brickworks
Billabong on the Merbein Common be declared a
no-hunting zone for the duck season. The area of water
known as the Brickworks Billabong by the local
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning
personnel is currently used by duck shooters during the
usual duck hunting season.
The billabong is situated in a low area with housing on
a high bank area on the south side of the billabong.
There are approximately six residences on the hill, used
for both horticulture and private accommodation. One
of the premises is a bed and breakfast. The billabong is
split in half by a levee bank, which acts as a driveway
for access to a residence and divides it into two water
areas. The western side of the billabong has a number
of irrigation pump sheds on its southern and northern
banks. The property at 554 Wentworth Road, Yelta,
uses the levee bank as its main driveway and access. It
is a private residence and horticultural block. The house
would be approximately 50 metres from the water’s
edge, and the housing on the southern side of the
billabong is about 130 metres from the water.
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In the past three shooting seasons this has been one of
the only bodies of water that shooters could legally
shoot on in the Mildura region. The billabong is
currently situated on forestry land on the Merbein
Common. Residents in the area have over the past
years made numerous complaints to the relevant
authorities about shooters peppering their houses and
blocks with shot whilst engaged in their activities. I
believe allowing legal duck shooting on the billabong
poses a risk to property owners who live in the area. It
would not be unforeseeable for shot to injure people
on these properties, perhaps inadvertently resulting in
eye injuries.
A change of status for the Brickworks Billabong on the
Merbein Common is required for the duck hunting
season. We have had significant floods in the Sunraysia
region over the past months, and most of the billabongs
and lakes in the proximity of the river are full and
loaded with wildlife. This season is different to the
previous seasons because there are many options open
to shooters for their recreation other than the
Brickworks Billabong. We cannot have a repeat of last
year. Whilst the police were visiting the property at
554 Wentworth Road, shot arrived on the roof of the
house where they were dealing with the complaint.
Given the complexity of responsibility and the duck
shoving between departments, we have reached an
impasse that requires ministerial intervention. One
solution would be to have the Brickworks Billabong
declared a no-hunting zone for the duck season, as has
been done at Lake Connewarre. Urgent action is
required due to the approaching duck season. The
various responsible departments must identify and
publicise sites suitable for duck hunting that will not
bring risk of injury to the residents. There are plenty of
sites that can be used for duck hunting this year.

Yan Yean electorate rail services
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) — (12 284) My
adjournment matter tonight is directed to the Minister
for Public Transport, and the action I seek is for her to
advise my community on the progress of the planning
for the connection of the Seymour–Wallan line to the
Upfield line along the existing rail corridor adjacent to
the Ford factory at Campbellfield. I lobbied the minister
for this and was delighted that she was promptly able to
secure $5 million for this purpose in the current
financial year’s budget.
Travel times on the Seymour–Wallan line have
lengthened in recent years during the morning and
evening peak due to the huge patronage and service
growth on the Craigieburn suburban line. V/Line
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services on this line have to wait behind suburban
services, which slows their journey significantly. The
minister’s action in securing funding for this planning
offers the next opportunity to improve rail services for
Melbourne’s north.
The Andrews Labor government has set a cracking
pace in delivering transport projects in the north. The
Mernda rail extension is underway, and it includes three
new stations. The Hurstbridge rail line upgrade, which
will deliver more services and better reliability, is
underway. Seven level crossing upgrades have been
funded or are underway. There are also 1000 new bus
services per week for Plenty Valley and a new
Hurstbridge link bus.
Of course there is the huge Melbourne Metro project,
which will deliver massive improvements and a huge
growth in capacity to allow more commuters from both
the outer suburbs and regional Victoria into the centre
of Melbourne, particularly to the hospital and university
precincts. It is such a shame that the so-called
infrastructure Prime Minister will not fund public
transport projects like this in Victoria.
The minister’s foresight in beginning the planning for
this rail link was reinforced by Infrastructure
Victoria’s report, which listed it as a key project and
also noted that it could be followed by the
electrification of the line to Wallan as the population
grows within the urban growth boundary in future
decades. The minister’s action is in stark contrast to
those opposite who made no effort at all in the north to
support the growing population. In fact they made it
worse by cutting 1000 bus services per week in the
Yan Yean electorate.
I also criticise Whittlesea council for ignoring the
connection of the Upfield line to the Wallan–
Seymour line in their budget submissions. They have
given us a huge wish list. I do not think they ever
submitted a wish list when the other lot were in
power because they knew they would not get
anything. Having this huge wish list without
including this connection or supporting the planning
that the minister has secured leaves the commuters of
Donnybrook, Woodstock, Wollert, Beveridge and
Wallan out in the cold. I urge the Whittlesea council
to reappraise this and actually take a sector-wide
approach to the provision of future public transport,
including buses, on this great line. Thanks to the
minister, and I look forward to her response.
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Jubilee Park, Ringwood
Ms RYALL (Ringwood) — (12 285) My request is
to the Minister for Sport. The action I seek and request
and encourage the minister to do is to provide the
$2 million in funding being sought by the Ringwood
Cricket Club and Maroondah council in this coming
budget for their major facility and ground
redevelopment at Jubilee Park. The funds will enable
the expansion with a modern, purpose-specific,
state-of-the-art facility with sportsground and wicket
renovations as well as a major lighting upgrade and
landscaping. The facilities are currently home to the
Ringwood Cricket Club, the Ringwood Football Club
and the Ringwood Spiders all-abilities football and
netball club. The expansion would help the cricket club
to realise their dream of hosting Women’s National
Cricket League matches and Women’s Big Bash
League matches and to continue to host more Cricket
Australia Futures League matches.
As someone who was a sports fanatic as a kid, I know
firsthand how important sport is to our young people
and to our health and wellbeing. Having the facilities to
cater for female and male sport for the increasing
number of people, including youth, engaging in sport
and recreation is necessary. I trust that the minister will
take into consideration my request for the budget bid
that is supported by the clubs and Maroondah council.

Sunbury electorate roads
Mr J. BULL (Sunbury) — (12 286) My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Roads and
Roads Safety. The action I seek is for the minister to
join me on a road trip travelling north up the Calder
Freeway towards Sunbury. During this trip I want to
highlight Calder Park Drive that runs east–west and
then south off the Calder Freeway.
Since being elected in November 2014, I have had
regular meetings with the Calder Action Group. This
group is comprised of passionate residents who
advocate strongly for improvements on the Calder
Freeway. Many of these residents are, of course, from
Sunbury and are very keen to see improvements on the
Calder. Unlike existing overpasses — at Gap Road,
Sunbury; Vineyard Road, Sunbury; Bulla-Diggers Rest
Road–Old Calder Highway; and Kings Road further
south — Calder Park Drive intersects directly with the
freeway without an overpass or designated merging
lanes. This presents a significant issue for both drivers
and cyclists and sees speed reduced to 80 kilometres an
hour for a significant stretch of road.
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I have met with many Sunbury residents keen to see
this improved, and no doubt residents of Gisborne,
Woodend and Macedon will all certainly be keen
to — —
Mr Richardson interjected.
Mr J. BULL — They are great communities,
member for Mordialloc. They will certainly be very
keen to see this done.
I have raised a number of road issues with the minister.
I was so very pleased to be able to join him to announce
$6.4 million for the signalisation of the Gap Road and
Horne Road roundabout in Sunbury. I remind those
opposite that for four long, dark, lonely, miserable,
wasted years, like every other project in my electorate,
this was not funded. Once again, I look forward to
having the minister out for this very exciting road trip.

Livingstone Primary School
Mr ANGUS (Forest Hill) — (12 287) I raise a
matter of importance for the attention of the Minister
for Education. The action I seek is for the minister to
provide funding for Livingstone Primary School in my
electorate of Forest Hill to enable the school to replace
its leaking roof and conduct other repairs.
On 27 December 2016, following extensive rain, the
school experienced a significant flood event. The
damage resulting from this flooding included carpets
being ruined, ceilings falling in and assorted other
damage to furniture, fittings, books et cetera. The cause
of the flooding was major deficiencies in the roof and
plumbing at the school. Concerns regarding these
deficiencies had previously been brought to the attention
of the education department, but not addressed.
On 5 February 2017, following another extensive rain
event, the school once again experienced a significant
flood event. The damage resulting from this flooding
included ruining the brand-new carpets that had been
replaced following the earlier flooding, ceilings once
again falling in and assorted other damage. The cause
of the flooding was again major deficiencies in the roof
at the school. I note that the ceilings that caved in on
5 February this year are yet to be fixed, with light
fittings still hanging dangerously from the ceilings. As
a result of this, students and teachers are unable to
access parts of the school, causing great inconvenience.
The principal at the school has advised the department
of the issues with the school roof on several occasions,
and yet nothing has been done to rectify the major
problems. As a result of this inaction, the school has
been flooded twice in the last couple of months, at great
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cost to Victorian taxpayers and enormous
inconvenience to the school. I call on the minister to
provide the necessary funding to enable Livingstone
Primary School to replace its faulty roof and thus
prevent further flooding events at the school. I look
forward to hearing from the Minister for Education
with favourable consideration of this request.

Eureka Stadium
Ms KNIGHT (Wendouree) — (12 288) My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Sport. The
action I seek is that the minister visit Ballarat on
19 August for the first regular AFL game of the season
at Eureka Stadium. Prior to the last Victorian election
the Premier announced that the Western Bulldogs
would play regular games during the season at an
upgraded Eureka Stadium, and the first of these games
is on 19 August this year.
This great event is not simply the result of the AFL
scheduling a game at Eureka Stadium. It has only come
about as a result of the Andrews Labor government’s
major investment in this great facility, the work of the
City of Ballarat and the Western Bulldogs’
commitment to our city and western Victoria. On the
subject of the Western Bulldogs’ commitment to our
city, it was an absolute thrill to attend the opening of
their Ballarat office on Monday and an absolute honour
to be able to say a few words at this event. This shows
us the level of commitment to and investment in
Ballarat by the Bulldogs. They are in Ballarat to stay.
The Andrews government’s investment is delivering an
AFL-standard playing surface with the same
dimensions as Etihad Stadium as well as new lighting,
seating and a video scoreboard. It will be a great place
to watch the footy. I want to thank Nicholson
Construction and all the workers who have worked on
or are still working on this exciting project. It will be a
terrific day for Ballarat when we cheer our Western
Bulldogs onto Eureka Stadium on 19 August. On
behalf of all Ballarat footy supporters, I hope the
Minister for Sport can join us at the game.

Cowes police station
Mr PAYNTER (Bass) — (12 289) My adjournment
matter is for the Minister for Police, and the action I
seek is that the minister provide temporary housing so
that police can continue to have a permanent presence
on Phillip Island. As a result of my advocacy and
continued support of our local police, including raising
this matter numerous times in Parliament, the
government announced a $3 million rebuild of the
Cowes police station in April 2016. Whilst this level of
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funding was clearly inadequate to build a new, modern
station at Victoria’s premier tourist destination, it was
nonetheless welcomed. The announcement did not
address the issue that a new station would be far better
suited at a more visible location and at one that would
provide easier access to all points of the island, thereby
cutting response times.
As a result of this lack of vision, the new station will be
built on the current site, which will result in the
temporary relocation of the Cowes police station. But
true to form this government will not provide sufficient
funding for the police to be located on Phillip Island
whilst the new station is being built. This government’s
method of operating is to, firstly, do nothing but stick
their heads in the sand; secondly, wait until forced into
action; thirdly, not consult; and then finally, make poor
decisions and let others clean up the mess. It is further
proof of this government’s soft-on-crime philosophy
and lack of regard for local residents.
Phillip Island will be serviced out of the San Remo
police station until the new station is built. This
includes during the peak Easter and summer seasons,
when the population can swell to over 60 000 people,
and will of course include the days when major sporting
events are held. The residents of and visitors to Phillip
Island deserve better. Whilst this Andrews government
may care very little about law and order, believe me:
the people in my electorate most certainly do.

Frankston heritage rail
Mr STAIKOS (Bentleigh) — (12 290) My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Public
Transport and concerns the official opening of the new
stations in my electorate last year where we had two
heritage steam trains travelling on the Frankston line.
The action I am seeking is that the minister considers
making this an annual event.
Minister, at the last election we promised to remove the
level crossings at Centre Road, McKinnon Road and
North Road. It was a big undertaking, and we got it
done last year. To celebrate such a historic project, on
12 November we had a very big day on the Frankston
line with a couple of heritage steam trains travelling up
and down the Frankston line paying homage to the
heritage of the line. Of course these steam trains were
built around the time that the original tracks were laid.
It was also a celebration of another historic event on the
Frankston line, which was the Andrews government’s
level crossing removals. It was a fantastic day. It
brought together thousands upon thousands of members
of our community. It was such a successful event that I
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ask the minister to consider that we make it an annual
event. For four years the community had no action on
public transport and no action on schools — no action
on anything in my electorate.
Mr Paynter interjected.
Mr STAIKOS — The member for Bass is
embarrassed by that, and so he should be. We have
gotten on with the job, and I ask that the minister make
this an annual event because such a milestone should be
celebrated year after year.

Responses
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) — The member
for Ferntree Gully raised a matter for the Minister for
Roads and Road Safety regarding the Lewis and
Boronia roads intersection. The member for Yuroke
raised a matter for the Minister for Sport regarding
extra information on grants for female participation in
her electorate. The member for Mildura raised a matter
for the Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate
Change regarding Brickworks Billabong being declared
in a no-hunting area. The member for Yan Yean raised
a matter for the Minister for Public Transport regarding
the connection of the Seymour–Wallan line with the
Upfield line. The member for Ringwood raised a matter
for the Minister for Sport regarding $2 million for the
Ringwood Cricket Club.
The member for Sunbury raised a matter for the
Minister for Roads and Road Safety regarding a road
trip up the Calder. The member for Forest Hill raised a
matter for the Minister for Education regarding funding
for Livingstone Primary School. The member for
Wendouree raised a matter for the Minister for Sport
regarding visiting Ballarat on 19 August to see the
Doggies at Eureka Stadium. The member for Bass
raised a matter for the Minister for Police regarding
temporary housing for police on Phillip Island. The
member for Bentleigh raised a matter for the Minister
for Public Transport, seeking that the minister consider
making the running of heritage steam trains on his line,
where the rail goes under the road, an annual event.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The house is
now adjourned.
House adjourned 7.21 p.m.
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The SPEAKER (Hon. Telmo Languiller) took the
chair at 9.33 a.m. and read the prayer.
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, you will
of course be aware of the very serious allegations that
have been made about you in this morning’s Age
newspaper. They are allegations that go to the heart of
the capacity of this house to have confidence in you as
our representative and as the upholder of our standards.
I think it would be appropriate for you — indeed I
would submit that you owe it to the house — to provide
the house with a full explanation regarding the matters
that have been raised in today’s Age. Therefore I would
ask, Speaker, whether you are in a position to give a
commitment to this house that either now or later this
day you will provide to the house such a full
explanation about those matters and about your future
intentions in relation to them.
The SPEAKER — Order! The answer is yes.

PETITIONS
Following petition presented to house:

The Pillars, Mount Martha
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of residents within the Mornington electorate
draws to the attention of the house that the Department of
Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) approves
of The Pillars foreshore cliff area of Mount Martha as an
ongoing tourist destination, yet fails to provide any safe
access routes for the thousands of visitors to The Pillars each
year. This causes significant disturbance and distress to local
residents.
DELWP has done nothing to date to address the following
issues:
erosion of the foreshore due to foot traffic;
damage to native vegetation;
excessive littering in local streets and within the
foreshore area;
pedestrian groups wandering along the narrow, winding
Esplanade roadway;
unsafe cliff jumping resulting in air ambulance and
Mount Martha Life Saving Club intervention;
illegal car parking and antisocial behaviour in local
streets, despite ongoing attempts to enforce ‘no parking’
areas by VicRoads and patrols by council rangers; and
extreme distress to local residents dealing with all of
these issues.
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The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria call on DELWP to allocate funding to
the Mornington Peninsula Shire Council for the construction
of a public walking trail or boardwalk, with appropriate
amenities, along the cliffside of the Esplanade between South
Beach and Stanley Crescent, Mount Martha.

By Mr MORRIS (Mornington) (628 signatures).
Tabled.
Ordered that petition be considered next day on
motion of Mr MORRIS (Mornington).

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Adjournment
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport) — I
move:
That the house, at its rising, adjourns until Tuesday, 7 March
2017.

Motion agreed to.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Peter Stewart McArthur
Mr HODGETT (Croydon) — I rise to express my
condolences for the recent passing of Peter McArthur.
A long-term resident of Croydon since 1966, Peter was
elected to the Parliament in 1976 as MLA for
Ringwood and re-elected in 1979, serving in the Hamer
and Thompson governments until 1982. He was the
fourth member of his family to pursue a parliamentary
career — both his grandfather Peter Campbell
McArthur and great-uncle John Neil McArthur
represented the former western Victoria district of
Villiers and Heytesbury in the Assembly, while his
uncle Stewart McArthur was the federal member for
Corangamite from 1984 to 2007.
Before entering the Parliament Peter had an extensive
career in television and radio broadcasting. A talented
public speaker and host, in the 1960s he worked for
3BA Ballarat, overseas in the UK and North America,
and for Hobart’s 7HO. From 1964 to 1976 he was a
familiar TV and radio personality at the ABC. Other
local community involvement included his time as a
member of the Manvantara Geriatric Rehabilitation
Hospital board, management committee roles with
Eastern Community Broadcasters and his six years as a
City of Croydon councillor between 1970 and 1976,
serving as mayor from 1974 to 1975.
Peter was passionate about state rights, the diffusion of
power and the preservation of our bicameral
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parliamentary system, regarding a contemporary
motion to abolish the Legislative Council a dangerous
act of political cynicism. After leaving Parliament Peter
resumed work with the ABC and later became
president of Channel 31. He was a well-liked
parliamentarian and community figure who will be
missed. I would like to thank Peter for his service to the
Parliament of Victoria, the electors of Ringwood and
the Liberal Party, and I convey my sincere condolences
to his children.

Williamstown Swimming & Life Saving Club
Mr NOONAN (Minister for Industry and
Employment) — I am very pleased to congratulate the
Williamstown Swimming and Life Saving Club on
successfully applying for and receiving a grant from the
state’s emergency services volunteer sustainability
program. I have had the privilege of visiting the club on a
number of occasions over the last couple of months to
discuss their needs. It goes without saying, but this club
is one of the cornerstones of the Williamstown
community and probably one of our largest local
volunteer organisations. They have existed for almost
100 years, patrolling our local beach and waterways,
protecting and saving lives, and running countless
programs, including the ever-popular Nippers program.
The club is experiencing unprecedented popularity and
is run by a dedicated group of local committee
members. I place on record my appreciation for their
outstanding work. With this unprecedented growth in
club activities comes pressure on club facilities. That is
why the $25 000 grant, which I had the pleasure of
announcing last Friday at the club, will be so valuable
to improve their facilities and provide appropriate
storage for their equipment. I know the club will make
every one of these dollars count, and I look forward to
continuing to work with the club in relation to their
future upgrades.
Finally, I want to thank each and every one of the
members and volunteers of the club for the work they
do, particularly during the summer period to protect our
community. Beyond that, the club also does an
outstanding job fundraising, running competitions and
providing an inclusive club for all.

Country Week tennis tournament
Mr McCURDY (Ovens Valley) — The Country
Week tennis tournament in Yarrawonga was another
outstanding success this year, hosted by the
Yarrawonga Lawn Tennis Club. Full credit goes to the
dedicated team of locals who strived and succeeded in
running a great tournament on some of the best lawn
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courts in country Victoria. Special mention goes to
Yarrawonga tennis club president Steve York and
coordinator Ross Mulquiney for their fantastic work.
Tennis Victoria president Gary Clark described
Country Week as the world’s largest country tennis
event. Congratulations to all involved.

King River Brewing
Mr McCURDY — King River Brewing held its
official opening on the weekend, and I wish Nathan and
Brianna Munt all the very best for their new venture.
This business provides another great offering to visitors
and local residents in the wonderful King Valley region.

Milawa Bowls Club
Mr McCURDY — The Milawa Bowls Club is a
great local club in my electorate. The club was founded
in 1957, and people come together to play mixed and
social bowls. Unfortunately the club has recently been
hit hard by not just one break-in but two. In the first
theft they lost an $8000 lawn mower and other
equipment. Sadly Mark Allan from the bowls club
attended my office last week with the upsetting news
the club had again been targeted. This time, equipment
totalling $1500 was stolen, including hoses and other
items. The club is in a position now where it is difficult
for the club members to maintain the green due to the
loss of all their equipment. Sadly, the law and order
crisis is not just in Melbourne — it is affecting every
corner of our state.

Mount Buffalo Chalet
Mr McCURDY — A community meeting on
Sunday afternoon clearly articulated the vision for
this magnificent building, the Mount Buffalo Chalet.
Janelle Boynton and David Jacobson should be
applauded for their leadership and commitment to
this community asset. I encourage the government to
listen to this proposal because it is not based on
government funding.

Festival of Glass
Ms NEVILLE (Minister for Police) — Last
Sunday, 19 February, the annual Bellarine Festival of
Glass was held. The event was once again a resounding
success. The festival is a wonderful initiative of the
Drysdale and Clifton Springs Community Association
and has gone from strength to strength since its
inception seven years ago. This year the highlight of the
festival were the exhibits and demonstrations given by
glass artist Davide Penso from the world renowned
Murano Glass of Italy. I am very glad we were all able
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to work together to sort out his visa in time. On the
Saturday night Davide took part in an evening at Leura
Park, where he no doubt enthralled guests with his
wonderful skills. He followed up again on Sunday,
captivating audiences at the festival. While he is on the
Bellarine Peninsula, Davide is also conducting
workshops for local glass artisans, who will learn much
from this highly skilled artist.
Each year an important part of the festival is the Glass
Art Awards that highlight the superb skills of local and
national artists. There were a number of categories
sponsored by the Drysdale Rotary Club and the Clifton
Springs and Curlewis Lions Club. I congratulate not
just the winners but all those artists who took part on
that day and had their skills on show. I want to take the
opportunity to congratulate all those people who
volunteered their time to make the festival the success
that it was, including Patrick Hughes, Glenda
McNaughton, Mercedes Drummond, Doug Carson,
Dianne Schofield and Janet Jenkin. It really was a great
day for all families, bringing people together from right
across the state and some from overseas.

The Pillars, Mount Martha
Mr MORRIS (Mornington) — This morning I
presented a petition from residents of the Mornington
electorate seeking action from the Andrews
government to resolve a problem I have raised in this
house before — the management of the out-of-control
level of visitation to The Pillars on the Mount Martha
coast. The Mornington Peninsula Shire Council, as the
land managers, have long sought support and assistance
from the government to resolve the issue. In January,
after two years of fruitless discussions, the council
resolved to close the area to the public. I was present in
the gallery during the debate, and I am pleased to say
that while the council actively considered handing back
their management responsibilities to the state, they did
not proceed at this point. Given the total lack of
cooperation from the Andrews government, it would
not have surprised me had they done so, but at this
point they have stopped short.
Last September, in the vain hope of getting some action
from the government before Christmas, I raised the
matter again by way of an adjournment matter directed
to the Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate
Change. What was her response? It was:
… this matter falls within the portfolio responsibilities of the
Minister for Roads and Road Safety.

In other words, ‘Not my problem’. The only flaw in the
minister’s reasoning, if you can call it that, was that just
days before she signed that response on 25 October she
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had issued a press release announcing funding,
unfortunately a paltry amount, for risk mitigation at The
Pillars. The response was not just a brush-off; it was
also completely wrong. It is her responsibility.
Minister, the council has demonstrated good faith and
the community has demonstrated good faith. It is time
to get out of your ministerial office, get into your
chauffeur-driven car, get down to Mount Martha and
fix the problem.

Broo brewery
Ms KNIGHT (Wendouree) — Every hour in
Ballarat is happy hour, with the announcement that
Broo Ltd will be building its $100 million brewery in
Ballarat. Not only does this mean jobs in construction,
but Broo has announced that it will employ more than
100 people in its facility — and what a facility it will
be. A visitors centre, the Australian beer museum, and a
self-guided tour of the Broo Brewery are just some of
the attractions.
Of course after all of that you will need a feed. Broo
will be happy to seat you at the Brewery Bar and
restaurant. You can feel free to indulge because after
you have finished your meal and washed it down with a
beer or two, you can walk outside and experience the
brewery wetlands and outdoor recreation facilities.
There will also be space for cultural activities, concerts,
expos and anything else you can think of. If that is not
enough, Broo at Ballarat aims to be the world’s
greenest brewery. This will include a sustainable water
source, waste solids to energy production, efficient and
best practice waste water treatment and recycling
technologies and green renewable electricity sources. It
takes 5 litres of water to make 1 litre of beer. Broo will
use just 1.2 litres.
This development is fantastic news for Ballarat, and I
thank Broo for having the confidence to invest in
regional Victoria. The great partnership between the
Victorian government and the City of Ballarat has made
the Ballarat West employment zone a very attractive
proposition for business and industry. The first stage
has completely filled and stage 2 is now open for
expressions of interest. I am looking forward to
welcoming Broo to the neighbourhood and sampling
some of their product. Cheers!

Blue Ribbon Foundation
Mr BURGESS (Hastings) — On 17 February it was
a pleasure to attend the dedication of a Victoria Police
Blue Ribbon Foundation police memorial at the City of
Frankston Bowling Club in memory of Constable
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Phillip Gordon Fleming. The ceremony, with police
honours, was held to dedicate a purpose-built
emergency operating theatre at Peninsula Health
Frankston as a permanent memorial to Constable
Fleming, who was killed on 19 February 1971 when his
police vehicle ran off the road and went through a fence
and down an embankment. Constable Fleming’s family
were present at the dedication, and the huge amount of
pride they felt was obvious to all.

Western Port Festival
Mr BURGESS — On 18 February I was pleased to
be invited to attend the 2017 Western Port Festival gala
launch at the Hastings community hall. The event runs
from 24 to 26 February. The Western Port Festival is a
wonderful festival and all should attend.

Western Port basketball stadium
Mr BURGESS — Last night I attended a public
meeting at the Somerville Mechanics Institute Hall to
discuss the rebuilding of the Somerville basketball
stadium and general local lawlessness. In attendance
were local council and local police representatives and
more than 60 members of the community. Members of
the community have been contacting me, frustrated by
the lack of information that has been made available
regarding progress on the rebuilding process for the
Somerville basketball stadium that was destroyed by
fire on 1 May 2016. The council has committed to
updating the community more often. The community
was also very disappointed, but not surprised, that this
government completely and flatly refused to assist in
rebuilding this important piece of community
infrastructure.
Another crucial community concern voiced at the
meeting was the urgent need for Somerville’s police
station to be opened. The new station opened on
30 September 2015, and while this politically motivated
government has directed police to be located in Labor
electorates, they have flatly refused to put police in the
Somerville police station.

Women in sport
Ms KILKENNY (Carrum) — We are now coming
into our fourth week of the AFL Women’s season, and
I want to congratulate all players for a truly exciting
debut year of AFL Women’s football. The debut season
this year finally elevates Australian women’s football to
the elite level 100 years after women played their first
game of football. Significantly, women’s matches are
being broadcast live on free-to-air television each
weekend. It is great to feel the energy at these
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grounds — the feeling is palpable — and to see so
many women and girls attending to watch their new
favourite teams.
Sport is truly a great leveller and, as we now appreciate,
a key setting for action on gender equality. Sport helps
to challenge gender stereotypes as well as
discriminatory attitudes towards women. It is why the
Andrews Labor government is doing so much for
women’s sport in Victoria, and it is paying off.
I was delighted to hear from local sporting clubs in my
electorate just how many girls and young women are
signing up for sport for the very first time. I met recently
with the Bonbeach YCW Junior Football Club. They
have never had a female team, so they put the call out for
new players. On the very first night 25 girls showed up
for training. Only two of them had ever played before,
but they are keen. And this year the Skye Cricket Club
has fielded their very first all-female team. They have to
play in men’s jumpers but we are getting them new ones.
It is time Victoria became the sporting capital of
Australia for women as well as men.

Meeniyan Garlic Festival
Mr D. O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) — It was BYO
peppermints at the weekend as an incredible
5000 people attended the inaugural Meeniyan Garlic
Festival, celebrating local garlic production and our
wonderful local produce. The festival featured
everything from kids’ games such as garlic and spoon
races, and cooking demonstrations by chefs from some
of Melbourne and Gippsland’s best restaurants to live
bands and the Choir of Hard Knocks, and of course
wonderful local produce. The queues for the
Peruvian-style barbecued Gippsland beef and pork
were enormous but worth it, and people from all over
the state flocked to sample the best South Gippsland
has to offer. The streets of the town were still teeming
with people late into Saturday afternoon and the event
really put Meeniyan on the map. Well done to the entire
community, but particularly to Kirsten, David and
Felicity Jones, local garlic producers who run the
Meeniyan Store, who came up with the idea.

Mirboo North Italian Festa
Mr D. O’BRIEN — Well done also to the Mirboo
North community for the Italian Festa held a week
earlier. The weather put a bit of a dampener on the
event after last year’s massive success, but these events
are showcasing Gippsland’s finest and bringing tourism
and interest to our region.
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Foster Primary School

Multiculturalism

Mr D. O’BRIEN — I was pleased to visit Yarram
Primary School last week to see work underway on a
new school funded in last year’s budget. Nearby,
though, is Foster Primary School, which operates out of
buildings that are the same vintage as Yarram’s —
indeed, the same year of construction — and are in
need of urgent replacement as well. Foster primary is a
great little school, with active support from its parent
group and the wider community, but it is falling apart
and is riddled with asbestos. Last year the school
community and I launched a petition calling for its
upgrade to be funded in this year’s budget, and I
understand hundreds of signatures have been collected.
I will be tabling that petition soon. I call on the
Andrews Labor government to, at the very least, fund
design and development works for Foster Primary
School in this year’s budget, if it does not provide the
full funding needed for a new school.

Mr HIBBINS (Prahran) — Victoria prides itself on
its tolerant and multicultural society. It is what defines
us as a state. That is why it is so disappointing to see the
Liberal Party chase One Nation down the rabbit hole
with blatantly discriminatory policies. Equating Muslim
women who wear a burqa or niqab to members of
outlaw motorbike gangs or terror suspects is divisive,
insulting and a blatant pitch to votes from the far right.

Multiculturalism
Mr SCOTT (Minister for Multicultural Affairs) —
Multiculturalism is this state’s strongest aspect, and it
has had strong support across the chamber over a long
period of time. On 19 February the Andrews
government released a multicultural policy statement,
Victorian. And Proud of It. Multiculturalism is not
simply one aspect of our state or our community;
multiculturalism is our community. The central piece of
the multicultural policy statement is the Victorian
values statement, including these universal values: one
law for all — that everyone is equal under the law;
freedom to be yourself; discrimination is never
acceptable; a fair go for all; and it is up to all of us to
contribute to a Victoria we can be proud of.
This policy includes policy initiatives such as a
$2.3 million awareness campaign to ensure Victorians
can know their responsibilities and rights under the law;
a right-to-debate initiative to promote civil dialogue
among Victorians and strengthen supportive social
networks; a digital literacy and digital citizenship
program to help young people recognise when they are
being manipulated online and drawn to extremism; a
$4 million multicultural sports fund; and a $1 million
anti-racism action plan.
We are proud of our multicultural policy for the
message it sends to our diverse community and to the
rest of the nation — a message that says those who
contribute belong within our community. We are a
welcoming people; we expect everyone to contribute,
including newly arrived Victorians.

The Liberals are now considering preferencing One
Nation at next year’s state election. It was the now
Leader of the Opposition who said:
We have a long tradition of supporting and defending social
cohesion and harmony — whether it was standing up to One
Nation in the 1990s or other challenges that this state has
faced.

Well, this state is facing a challenge of growing and
damaging intolerance. If the Leader of the Opposition
wants to be true to his own words, it is not just about
standing up to One Nation in the 1990s; it is about
standing up to One Nation now. It is not good enough
to pay lip-service to defend our multicultural society
but then trash it when the political opportunity suits.
The Greens have been resolute in opposition to the
divisive and hateful approach to politics of Pauline
Hanson and Donald Trump. The Liberal Party approach
has been to see how they can get a piece of the action. It
is inclusive values that unite our state and community,
not the values of division and hatred. Now is the time to
make a stand in the interests of Victoria.

Ivanhoe electorate infrastructure
Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) — I am pleased to
make a contribution on two very significant
announcements in the Ivanhoe electorate that total
over $100 million — in fact, it is something like
$130 million. They include the removal of the
notorious bottleneck along the Chandler Highway
bridge with the duplication of that bridge through
Seymour Whyte Constructions, which was announced
yesterday, alongside the member for Northcote and
the Minister for Roads and Road Safety. Can I say this
project has been in the too-hard basket for too long.
People said it could not be done, but an Andrews
Labor government made that commitment in June
2010, and in government we are delivering it. That
project starts in May this year and will be completed
in the middle of next year. It will make a huge
difference to the people of Ivanhoe East, Ivanhoe and
my electorate.
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Not only that, but of course just a few months back the
minister for roads also announced $18 million to
complete the missing Yarra–Darebin trail link in our
bicycle network. That $18 million project includes a
200-metre bridge connecting Latrobe Gold Club to
Willsmere Park and a 50-metre span over the Yarra
River. That Chandler Highway bridge duplication
includes a pedestrian and cycling underpass, which is
fantastic, but also this Darebin–Yarra trail link will
connect communities on the Main Yarra Trail and
along the Yarra River in my electorate of Ivanhoe with
the city.
These two very significant projects have been in the
too-hard basket for too long, and it is an Andrews
government that I am very proud to be a part of that is
delivering these commitments and these projects for
Victorians.

Country Fire Authority Grovedale brigade
Mr KATOS (South Barwon) — Sunday,
12 February, was a special day for the Grovedale
Country Fire Authority, a wholly volunteer brigade that
was celebrating its 75th anniversary. It was a terrific
celebration, with a community open day many families
and locals attended to thank and celebrate the brigade
for 75 years of keeping our community safe. I
personally attended the opening day with my youngest
son, Jack, and was amazed at the amount of local
support revealed by the attendance at the event. Jack
particularly enjoyed playing with the fire hose and also
watching the brigade’s liquefied petroleum gas flare-off
equipment on show. Congratulations to the brigade
captain, Robert Clarke, and all the firefighters in
attendance for a wonderful day. It is also worth
mentioning that the club was paid a visit by Captain
Koala, much to the joy of many children, including my
son. I congratulate the brigade on 75 years and wish
them many more years of excellent service to come.

Water policy
Mr KATOS — I also call on the Andrews
government to scrap the water order from the
desalination plant. It is an absurd $27 million waste of
money. We have Melbourne’s water storage sitting at
67.7 per cent, Geelong at 70.7 per cent and Ballarat at
91.9 per cent. Water boards around the state are being
asked to consider climate change as part of their future
planning, yet to justify the Labor white elephant
desalination plant, the government is prepared to burn
150 000 litres of diesel a day, releasing 404 tonnes of
carbon into the atmosphere. So much for climate
change and the desalination plant.
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Glenroy West Primary School
Ms BLANDTHORN (Pascoe Vale) — Last week I
had the pleasure of attending the Glenroy West Primary
School assembly and present badges to their school
leaders. Glenroy West Primary School is a fantastic
school in the north of my electorate, and it certainly is
representative of the multicultural and diverse
community that I represent in Pascoe Vale. I
congratulate the principal, Pamela Streete, and the
school council president, Naomi Moser, on the work
that they do to make this growing school community a
fabulous place. I congratulate the school captains,
Cayden, Hooria, Paris and Roy, and the house captains:
Chapman house, Hiba and Dimple; Clovelly house,
Liam and Zarrirah; William house, Anjelo and Savia;
and York house, Dinesh and Dua. I also congratulate
the student representative council members: Amaan,
Aarmish, Bailey, Blake, Chloe, Christopher, Dash,
Dimple, Dinesh, Elley, Gifford, Isabelle, Joshua, Koby,
Nevatama, Omer, Sara, Sahar, Tapelu and Tilly.
Mr J. Bull interjected.
Ms BLANDTHORN — As the member for
Sunbury says, a great team, with Glenroy West
bordering on his electorate. May the team take the
school community forward and may they have a
fabulous year.

Shop 225
Ms BLANDTHORN — I also congratulate
Shop 225 — a pizza shop opposite my office on the
intersection in Pascoe Vale South. They were one of the
pizza places named in the Melbourne’s best pizza
awards yesterday. I certainly can speak for the
vegetarian and vegan options that they offer. They are
most definitely a popular haunt with my staff as well.

Murray United Football Club
Mr TILLEY (Benambra) — I would like to take
this opportunity to congratulate Wodonga’s National
Premier League soccer side, Murray United FC. Last
weekend the club that was formed just over three
years ago with a vision to grow the game and provide
an elite and less difficult pathway for emerging soccer
stars played a home game in Wodonga in front of
more than 1500 spectators. The reason for the bumper
crowd was that one of our very own, Melbourne
Victory cult hero, Socceroo, world record holder for
number of goals in an international and former
Wodonga boy Archie Thompson was making his
home game debut for the club.
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There was a great atmosphere, and despite the fact that
the result went against them and Archie hit the
crossbar twice in the second half, the promotion of the
game and the sport itself was a huge bonus to this
fledgling club. This is a great example of regional and
rural Victoria leading the way. To get one of the most
recognisable soccer players in this country to return to
play for his hometown team is a credit to the club and
the man himself.

Britt Cox
Mr TILLEY — On another note, while I have the
time and opportunity, also last weekend Mount Beauty
skier Britt Cox became the first Australian woman to
win the Moguls World Cup title. She has dominated the
circuit in the Northern Hemisphere winter, winning no
less than six times. She wrapped up the title with two
races remaining on the calendar.
There are still 10 months to go in the year but I want to
quickly knowledge one of the greatest performances
and two homegrown local heroes and great participants
in their respective sports.

St Albans Lunar New Year Festival
Ms SULEYMAN (St Albans) — This year started
with a bang in St Albans. There were fantastic
celebrations as part of the Lunar New Year festivities,
beginning with the annual St Albans Lunar New Year
Festival — an absolutely outstanding event which
draws over 20 000 people to St Albans. I would like to
thank the St Albans traders group, its president,
Sebastian Agricola, and all of the St Albans traders for
their contribution to again making the festival a very
successful event.

Monmia Primary School
Ms SULEYMAN — On another matter, on
13 February I had the opportunity to attend Monmia
Primary School and meet the fantastic school captains
for 2017. Education is one of the foundations and
pillars for opportunity and pathways. I was extremely
impressed to see firsthand the hardworking teachers, in
particular the principal, Lorraine Bell, and the parents
working together to make Monmia Primary School a
school of excellence in the region.
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who was recently selected to represent Australia at the
upcoming Tokyo Olympic Games. A big thanks to the
chair of Gymnastics Victoria, Michael O’Neill; to the
CEO, Jamie Parsons, who grew up in Sunshine — he is
a local boy — and all of the volunteers working across
Victoria to keep Victorians active.

Mansfield young citizens
Ms McLEISH (Eildon) — I have said before that
Mansfield bats above its weight, and the youth of the
town add weight to that belief. On the weekend I
attended the opening of the Mansfield Skate Park. This
was a fabulous project funded by federal, state and local
government as well as the community. The project was
driven in the first instance by schoolboy Harry Green.
Harry had the vision and did the lobbying. As it
happened, Harry was in the USA snowboarding on the
day the park opened. However, 15-year-old
skateboarding champion Hayley Wilson spoke very
well on behalf of the park users in the town.
A FReeZA event was conducted at the same time as the
opening of the skate park. I met committee members
volunteering — Freya Gunn with the camera, and
Julian Holland on the drinks. Also volunteering on the
day were Amber Thompson and 10-year-old Mary
Ball. I was so impressed to see such commitment to
volunteering by these young people.
At the Mansfield Secondary College I was warmly
welcomed by the lovely Tilly Lang. I had the
opportunity to meet with school captains Amy
Dixon-Rielly, Fergus Paterson, Grace Scales and
Nathaniel Inch, who were presented with their school
jackets. I also met Australian Air Force Cadets Under
Officer Owen Brond and Leading Cadet Jaidyn Peck.
They were all inspirational.
I also chatted to the remarkable Brittney Allen, who ran
200 kilometres from Mansfield to the Royal Children’s
Hospital in over a week. Brittney has raised over
$47 000 for the maxillofacial unit at the Children’s,
whose team has treated her sister Zoe all of her life.
In addition I want to commend the young citizens of the
year, all very worthy recipients: this year Tim Hume,
Liam Wilson last year and Shannon Stephens the year
before. They all do wonderful things in their
community.

Gymnastics Victoria
Ms SULEYMAN — On a further matter, I had the
opportunity to represent the Minister for Sport at the
2017 Gymnastics Victoria family ball and awards night.
There are over 200 000 gymnastics participants in
Victoria. I would like to congratulate Larissa Miller,

Dandenong electorate level crossings
Ms WILLIAMS (Dandenong) — Last week I
visited the work crew at the South Gippsland Highway
level crossing as part of an announcement that
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preliminary works for the removal of that level crossing
had started.
Geotechnical investigations have begun at the site and
involve drilling boreholes between 15 and 40 metres
deep to gain a better understanding of ground
conditions in the area. Preliminary activities at the site
will also determine the location and depth of electrical
cables, water pipes and other key services. This
information will inform the design and engineering of
the level crossing removal and help determine which
options are feasible going forward.
The South Gippsland Highway is used by more than
30 000 vehicles a day, and there is great excitement in
my community about the removal of the level crossing,
particularly for workers in the industrial precinct who
battle delays each and every day as they move through
the precinct in the course of their work. These delays
keep people away from their families for longer, and
they have a negative impact on business productivity.
My community will be glad to see it gone, as will I.
I am also excited about upcoming works for the
removal of the Abbotts Road level crossing, which will
also bring enormous benefits to local businesses and
their workforce. Local business representatives on the
business liaison group for this project have done a
wonderful job in casting a constructively critical eye
over proposed designs. Their expertise has been an
enormous help in finding the best solution for this site.
Of course I must also mention that work is well
underway on the removal of the Noble Park level
crossings. Pylon works have been taking place, and
the structure will start to take shape fairly quickly
from this point on. Five level crossings are being
removed from my immediate area, and work is well
underway. This is great news for commuters in
Dandenong and great news for local businesses and
the workers that sustain them.

Maroondah Hospital
Ms RYALL (Ringwood) — It is a tremendous
let-down to the residents of my electorate of Ringwood
to learn that the Andrews government will not
contribute the required funding to develop the
necessary car parking facilities at Maroondah Hospital.
The parking situation has been in crisis, with there
having been no commitment for over two years of any
funding and no commitment to address the car parking
circumstances. People circle the block constantly,
desperately trying to locate a suitable car park.
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The $10 million that is required to build the car park
has to be borrowed by Eastern Health from the
government and repaid with interest. They are funds
that will not be used for healthcare for patients in our
community. The costs have been kept lower for
patients, visitors and families because Eastern Health
have managed their own car parking rather than
outsourcing their management. Having to borrow
$10 million and repay that over time with interest is
expected to increase the parking costs to people.
Cost of living is already a major concern for households
with rising bills, especially power with the closure of
the Hazelwood power station championed by the
Andrews government. This added cost is just another
assault on the household budget, particularly at a time
when people are already under pressure and stress due
to illness.

Ovarian cancer
Ms THOMSON (Footscray) — Yesterday was
Teal Ribbon Day. I want to acknowledge the crucial
work of Ovarian Cancer Australia and its
ambassadors and survivors in raising awareness
about this insidious and deadly disease, and for
providing support for its victims.
It is really encouraging to see so many members of
Parliament wearing their teal ribbons in the chamber. I
urge them in this month of February to have Afternoon
Teal days where they raise some money to donate to
Ovarian Cancer Australia. Ovarian cancer is a very
insidious disease. Every year 1550 Australian women
are diagnosed with ovarian cancer and 1200 of those
women will die.
This year the focus of the Teal Ribbon campaign is to
KnowAskAct. That is knowing about the disease, being
aware of its symptoms and asking about your family
history. If there is a family history of ovarian cancer,
women should act by asking their GP if genetic testing
is suitable. Although medical advancements are being
made, at this stage there is no screening test for ovarian
cancer, which is why it is so important that women
understand the symptoms. They are abdominal or
pelvic pain, increased abdominal size or persistent
abdominal bloating, the need to urinate often or
urgently and feeling full after eating a small amount. It
is important that they follow up these symptoms.
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Provisions implementing reforms to the industry, including
amendments to the TCM act
Privacy (section 13)

Statement of compatibility
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport) tabled
following statement in accordance with Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the charter), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Commercial
Passenger Vehicle Industry Bill 2017.
In my opinion, the Commercial Passenger Vehicle Industry
Bill 2017 (the bill), as introduced to the Legislative
Assembly, is compatible with the human rights as set out in
the charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this
statement.
Overview
The bill implements a number of reforms to the commercial
passenger vehicle industry, including through a number of
amendments to the Transport (Compliance and
Miscellaneous) Act 1983 (the TCM act) and other acts.
Key features of the bill include:
imposing a levy in respect of each commercial passenger
vehicle service transaction carried out during a return
period, including prescribing the amount of the levy and
who is liable for the levy, and providing that the
commissioner of state revenue (the commissioner) is to
collect the levy. The bill also amends the Taxation
Administration Act 1997 (the taxation act) to make part 2
of the bill a taxation law for the purposes of that act;
removing annual licence fees for taxi-cabs and licence
fees for hire cars;
changing the definition of network services to enable
regulation of all persons who provide commercial
passenger vehicle booking services.
Human rights issues
The human rights protected by the charter that are relevant to
the bill are:
the right to privacy and reputation, as protected under
section 13 of the charter;
property rights, as protected under section 20 of the
charter;
the presumption of innocence, as protected under
section 25(1) of the charter;
the right to a fair hearing, as protected under section 24
of the charter; and
the right not to be tried or punished more than once, as
protected under section 26 of the charter.
For the reasons outlined below, in my opinion, the bill is
compatible with each of these rights.

Section 13(a) of the charter provides that a person has the
right not to have his or her privacy, family, home or
correspondence unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with.
Section 13(b) provides that a person has the right not to have
his or her reputation unlawfully attacked.
Several clauses of the bill provide the Taxi Services
Commission (TSC), who is the licensing authority for the
purposes of the TCM act, with broad powers to access the
private information of individuals in order to carry out its
licensing and regulatory functions. Additionally, the bill
provides inspectors with powers to compel the production of
information and documents that may interfere with the
privacy of individuals.
Clause 46 amends section 169ZA of the TCM act to ensure
that the register of taxi industry participants required to be
kept by the TSC includes each person who holds an
accreditation as a provider of a booking service. Under
section 169ZA, the register is required to contain certain
prescribed information, including the name and contact
details of accredited persons. Under section 169ZB, the TSC
must keep a public version of the register that is to be made
available for inspection and published on the TSC’s website,
with the exception of any information to which public access
is restricted pursuant to the procedures in the TCM act that
allow for a person to apply to have access to their personal
information restricted.
Clause 48 of the bill amends section 228RY(1)(b)(ii) of the
TCM act, which provides for the ability of a TSC
commissioner or taxi compliance officer, for compliance and
investigative purposes, to direct a specified person or a
provider of a non-cash payment processing service to provide
certain information, documents or devices relating to
specified matters. It is an offence to fail to comply with such a
direction without a reasonable excuse. Although
section 228RY(1)(b)(ii) may potentially interfere with a
person’s right to privacy, the ‘reasonable excuse’ exception
enables a person to refuse to comply with a request for
information on the basis of claiming a privilege, such as the
common law privilege against self-incrimination, and is
therefore protective of the right in section 25(2)(k) of the
charter that requires a person not be compelled to testify
against themselves.
Clause 64 of the bill amends section 191YD(2) of the TCM
act, which provides for the TSC to enter into information
sharing arrangements with certain specified agencies, for the
purposes of sharing or exchanging information held by the
TSC and the relevant agency. Information may only be
requested or disclosed to the other party to the extent that the
information is reasonably necessary to assist the TSC in the
exercise of functions under the TCM act or the Transport
Integration Act 2010, or to assist the relevant agency
concerned in the exercise of its functions.
Clause 65 of the bill inserts a new section 191YDA into the
TCM act, requiring the Chief Commissioner of Police to take
all reasonable steps to ensure that the TSC is notified as soon
as practicable after they become aware that a notifiable person
(i.e. an accredited person or a person who has applied for
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accreditation) has been charged with certain offences, and is
given details in respect of the charge.
Not all of the information required to be provided to the TSC
under these provisions will be of a private nature. However,
to the extent that the requirements under the bill may result in
an interference with a person’s privacy, any such interference
will be lawful and not arbitrary. The provisions that require or
permit the collection of information are clearly set out in the
bill and the TCM act, and are directly related to the TSC’s
regulatory and enforcement functions. Further, participants in
a regulated industry have a reduced expectation of privacy.
The register of taxi industry participants records necessary
information to monitor compliance with the licensing scheme
and to enable the TSC to fulfil its obligations. The register
will also make information about licence holders, or former
licence holders, available to the public. This serves the
important purpose of promoting transparency, which will in
turn protect users of booking services. As such, to the extent
that the right to privacy is relevant to the information required
to be listed on the register, I believe that any interference with
that right is lawful and not arbitrary.
Finally, I note that measures banning or restricting an
individual’s capacity to gain employment or hold positions
can interfere with a person’s right to private life, where they
affect an individual’s ability to develop relationships with the
outside world to a very significant degree and create serious
difficulties for their capacity to earn their living. This aspect
of the right to privacy may appear relevant to clause 50 of the
bill that amends section 230DA(2)(d) of the TCM act. This
provision permits a court to make an exclusion order
preventing a person from providing a booking service or a
particular type of booking service, where the person has been
found guilty of a particular relevant offence and for the
purpose of restricting opportunities to commit further
offences. However, I consider that any interference with a
person’s private life occasioned by this provision is neither
arbitrary nor unlawful. The restrictions on the ability to
further engage in the regulated industry, who they apply to
and in what circumstances, are clearly set out in the bill and
are expressly directed at preventing further offence against a
relevant law.
For these reasons, I am satisfied that the bill does not limit the
right to privacy.
Property rights (section 20)
Section 20 of the charter provides that a person must not be
deprived of his or her property other than in accordance with
law. This right is not limited where there is a law which
authorises a deprivation of property, and that law is
adequately accessible, clear and certain, and sufficiently
precise to enable a person to regulate their conduct.
Certain provisions of the bill provide for the variation or
cancellation of relevant registrations or authorities. For
example, clause 52 inserts a new section 157A(2AB) into the
TCM act, providing that the TSC may, by notice in writing to
an authority holder, suspend or revoke the authority if
satisfied, on the balance of probabilities, that the authority
holder has contravened a requirement applying to the
authority holder under the bill, or the taxation act (as applied
by the bill). This however is subject to section 157(3), which
provides the licensing authority shall not suspend or revoke a
licence or permit pursuant to that section unless the holder of
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the licence or permit has been given a reasonable opportunity
to show cause why the licence or permit should not be
suspended or revoked.
Statutory rights, such as those arising from registration or a
licence to participate in a regulated industry, are inherently
subject to change and, for this reason, are less likely to be
found to be proprietary rights. In these circumstances, I am of
the opinion that the provision for altering conditions of
registration, cancelling or alteration of a registration or an
authority under the bill will not amount to a deprivation of
property. Even if it did, it is clear that such a deprivation
would be in accordance with law.
Further, I am satisfied that the right in section 20 of the
charter is not relevant to clause 16 of the bill, which provides
for the cancellation of the registration of persons liable to pay
the levy by the commissioner by written notice for any reason
the commissioner thinks sufficient. Although the bill requires
persons who are liable for the levy to be registered, whether a
person is registered or not does not affect the person’s liability
for the levy. As such, the ability for the commissioner to
cancel a person’s registration does not affect a person’s
proprietary rights or interests. The purpose of the general
cancellation provision in clause 16 is to enable the
commissioner to manage the database of persons liable to pay
the levy, to ensure it is up to date and accurately captures
persons from whom a levy can be expected. This express
power will ensure that the commissioner has the power to
remove lapsed registrations from the database, rectify errors
that may result in incorrect registrations, and to ensure the
accuracy of the database where cancellation is required for
compliance purposes (for example, to prevent a provider who
has left the industry or had their accreditation revoked from
appearing to remain providers by being registered).
As discussed above in relation to the privacy right, clause 48
amends section 228RY(1)(b)(ii) of the TCM act relating to
the ability for a TSC commissioner or a taxi compliance
officer to direct a specified person or a provider of a non-cash
payment processing service to provide to him or her
information, documents or devices. Such a direction can only
be given for compliance and investigative purposes. A TSC
commissioner or officer may seize and remove any
document, device or other thing that is produced that they
believe, on reasonable grounds, provides or may provide
evidence of a contravention of a commercial passenger
vehicle law or breach of a civil penalty provision. Where the
provisions permit the seizure or taking items or documents,
the powers of TSC commissioners and officers are strictly
confined and directly related to enforcing compliance with the
TCM act.
Accordingly, I am satisfied that any deprivation of
property pursuant to these powers will be in accordance
with law and, consequently, will not limit the right in
section 20 of the charter.
Presumption of innocence (section 25(1))
Section 25(1) of the charter provides that a person charged
with a criminal offence has the right to be presumed innocent
until proved guilty according to law.
As discussed above, clause 65 of the bill inserts a new
section 191YDA into the TCM act, requiring the Chief
Commissioner of Police to take all reasonable steps to ensure
that the TSC is notified as soon as practicable after the chief
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commissioner becomes aware that a notifiable person (i.e. an
accredited person or a person who has applied for
accreditation) has been charged with certain offences, and is
given details in respect of the charge.
Because the prescribed information includes details of
certain criminal charges that may have not yet been
determined by a court, it may appear that the right to be
presumed innocent is relevant. However, any decision made
by the TSC under the TCM act in light of the information
provided by the chief commissioner does not amount to a
finding or public statement that a person is guilty of the
pending criminal charge, nor can it adversely affect the
outcome of a person’s criminal trial. The purpose of
requiring notification of pending charges is to ensure the
accredited persons or applicants are suitable, and to
minimise security risks. Accordingly, I consider that new
section 191YDA does not limit the right to be presumed
innocent in section 25(1) of the charter.
The right in section 25(1) is also relevant where a statutory
provision shifts the burden of proof onto an accused in a
criminal proceeding, so that the accused is required to prove
matters to establish, or raise evidence to suggest, that he or
she is not guilty of an offence.
Clause 66 of the bill amends the existing offence provision in
section 225 of the TCM act to include the TSC in the
definition of ‘officer’ for the purposes of the offences in
sections 225(2) and 225(3). Section 225(2) provides that a
person must not, without reasonable excuse, assault or incite
or encourage any other person to assault an officer or an
officer’s assistant. The offence in section 225(3) provides that
a person must not, without reasonable excuse, resist, obstruct,
hinder or refuse to comply with a lawful request or direction
of an officer or an officer’s assistant.
In my view, defences of ‘reasonable excuse’ do not transfer
the legal burden of proof and therefore do not limit the
presumption of innocence. Once the defendant has adduced
or pointed to some evidence that would establish the excuse
on balance, the burden then shifts back to the prosecution to
prove on the balance of probabilities the absence of the
excuse raised, as well as each element of the offence. The
matters that may form the basis of the defence of reasonable
excuse will be peculiarly within the defendant’s knowledge.
Furthermore, the burdens do not relate to essential elements
of the offences and are only imposed on the defendant to
raise facts that support the existence of an exception,
defence or excuse.
The right in section 25(1) of the charter may also be relevant
to clause 67 of the bill, which amends the evidentiary
provisions contained in section 230(4) of the TCM act. This
amendment operates to include the chief executive officer or
an employee of the TSC in the category of persons under
whose hand any notice, statement, certificate or other
document will be deemed admissible in evidence in any
proceedings and, in the absence of evidence to the contrary,
shall be proof of the matters in the relevant notice, statement
or certificate. The purpose of section 230 is to streamline
prosecutions under the TCM act by removing the requirement
that evidence be led in relation to what are likely be
non-controversial matters that can be adequately established
by documentary evidence.
In my opinion, section 230(4) of the TCM act does not create
a reverse legal onus as it only requires a defendant to raise
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evidence that contradicts the presumption that the matters
certified in the notice, statement or certificate are true. Once
they do so, the burden shifts back to the prosecution to
establish the elements of the offence, including any matters
contained in the notice, statement or certificate.
For these reasons, I am satisfied that the provisions are
compatible with the right in section 25(1) of the charter.
Fair hearing (section 24(1))
Section 24(1) of the charter provides that a person charged
with a criminal offence or a party to a civil proceeding has
the right to have the charge or proceeding decided by a
competent, independent and impartial court or tribunal
after a fair and public hearing. The charter right to a fair
hearing is not limited to judicial proceedings and can
include administrative proceedings. The fair hearing right
encompasses the concept of procedural fairness, which
includes the requirement that a party have a reasonable
opportunity to put their case under conditions which do
not place that party at a substantial disadvantage relative
to their opponent.
This right may be relevant to clause 67 of the bill, which —
as described above — amends the evidentiary provisions in
section 230(4) if the TCM act. To the extent that section 230
of the TCM act affects the manner in which evidence is led
by deeming notices, statements or certificates to be taken as
prima facie evidence of the matters contained in those
documents, I am of the opinion this does not limit the right in
section 24. The purpose of section 230 is to streamline
prosecutions under the TCM act, and the matters that can be
certified are non-controversial given the statutory context.
Further, an accused may still lead evidence to the contrary
challenging the evidence that is certified. Finally, clause 230
does not interfere with a court’s ability to conduct its
proceedings as it sees fit, including the manner in which it
evaluates the evidence of an alleged contravention, or the
manner in which it affords procedural fairness after the charge
is brought.
Right not to be tried or punished more than once
(section 26)
Section 26 of the charter provides that a person has the right
not to be tried or punished more than once for an offence in
respect of which he or she has already been finally convicted
or acquitted in accordance with law. The right in section 26 of
the charter has been interpreted as applying only to
punishments of a criminal nature and does not preclude the
imposition of civil consequences for the same conduct.
A number of provisions in the bill relate to provisions in the
TCM act that create consequences for persons under that act
where they are found guilty of certain, specified criminal
offences. For example, clause 39 amends section 132D(1)(ab)
of the TCM act that provides mandatory refusal of
accreditation where the applicant (or relevant person in
relation to the applicant) is found guilty of a certain offence,
which are incompatible with the expectations that apply to a
booking service provider. Clause 40 amends section 132E of
the TCM act, which creates a presumption in favour of
refusing an application for accreditation where an applicant or
relevant person is found guilty of certain offences, unless the
TSC is satisfied that the applicant has demonstrated that the
issue of the accreditation is appropriate having regard to the
purpose of accreditation.
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Where an action or a restriction under these provisions of the
TCM act follows a conviction or finding of guilt for an
offence under another provision, a question arises as to
whether a disciplinary action constitutes double punishment
for the purposes of the right in section 26 of the charter.

device and the equipment necessary to access information on
the device if the officer believes, on reasonable grounds, that
the storage device contains information relevant to the
administration of a taxation law and it is not otherwise
practicable to access the information on the device.

The actions that may be taken by the TSC in these contexts
are of a regulatory nature and are for the purpose of protecting
the integrity of the licensing scheme by ensuring there is
appropriate accountability, rather than being aimed at
punishing the accredited persons or applicants. The powers
under the provisions are supervisory and protective in nature
and any such action does not amount to a finding of criminal
guilt. Further, even if some of the actions that may be taken
against a licensee under these provisions did amount to a
sanction, those sanctions are not of a criminal nature and the
right in section 26 of the charter does not preclude imposition
of civil consequences for the same conduct.

In my opinion, sections 76 and 83 of the taxation act, as
applied by clause 6 of the bill, do not limit the right in
section 20 of the charter because they are sufficiently
confined and structured, accessible and formulated precisely
such that any deprivation occurs in accordance with the law.
Further, these provisions guard against any permanent
interference with property where no offence has been
committed. For example, the taxation act provides that
reasonable steps must be taken to return a document or thing
that is seized if the reason for its seizure no longer exists
(s 84), and the document or thing seized must be returned
within the retention period of 60 days, unless the retention
period is extended by an order of the Magistrates Court (s 85).

I therefore consider that the bill is compatible with section 26
of the charter.
Amendments relating the application of the taxation act

For the above reasons, in my opinion the provisions of the
bill are compatible with the right to property in section 20
of the charter.

Part 2 of the bill imposes a levy in respect of each commercial
passenger vehicle service transaction. The amendment to the
taxation act in clause 75 of the bill provides that the taxation
act applies to the levy in part 2 of the bill. It is therefore
necessary to consider the human rights issues raised by the
provisions of the taxation act, to the extent that they apply to
part 2 of the bill.

Privacy (section 13(a))

Property rights (section 20)

Clause 15 of the bill obliges a person who is liable to pay the
levy to periodically lodge a return with the commissioner of
state revenue. Section 10 of the taxation act, as applied to the
levy by clause 6 of the bill, provides that a taxpayer must
provide in this return all information necessary for a proper
assessment of tax liability, including any further information
not otherwise required under a taxation law.

Investigation powers of tax officers
As stated above, the bill applies the taxation act to the
commercial passenger vehicle service transaction levy. Part 9
of the taxation act provides authorised tax officers with
investigation powers to administer and enforce taxation laws,
which will include the bill. The right in section 20 of the
charter is relevant to a number of powers which provide for
tax officers to enter certain premises, and to seize or take
items. These powers are discussed in detail below, in relation
to the right to privacy.
I consider that the right in section 20 will not be limited by
these powers, because any deprivation of property will occur
in accordance with law. The circumstances in which
inspectors or authorised persons are permitted to seize or take
items or documents are provided for by clear legislative
provisions, and the powers are strictly confined. The items
that may be taken or seized are relevant to and connected with
enforcing compliance with the bill. For instance, a magistrate
may only issue a search warrant if satisfied by evidence on
oath or affidavit that there are reasonable grounds for
suspecting that there is, or may be within the next 72 hours, a
particular thing on the premises that may be relevant to the
administration or execution of a taxation law. Further, under
section 77 of the taxation act, a document or thing may only
be searched for, seized or secured against interference if it is
described in the warrant issued by a magistrate.
The powers of an authorised officer include, under section 76
of the taxation act, the power to seize a document or thing
where the officer has reason to believe or suspect it is
necessary to do so in order to prevent its concealment, loss,
destruction or alteration. Similarly, section 83 of the taxation
act provides that an authorised officer may seize a storage

As noted above, an interference with privacy will limit the
right in section 13(a) of the charter if it is an unlawful or
arbitrary interference.
Requirement to provide information in returns

It is expected that most returns will be submitted by entities,
rather than individuals, and not all of the information required
to be provided in a return will be personal information.
However, to the extent that the collection of personal
information under clause 15 of the bill may result in an
interference with a person’s privacy, any such interference
will be lawful and not arbitrary. These provisions do not
require that a person’s personal information be published, and
only require the provision of information necessary to achieve
the purpose of the regime. Accordingly, in my view they do
not limit the right to privacy.
Section 92(1)(e) of the taxation act permits a tax officer to
disclose information obtained under or in relation to the
administration of a taxation law to a listed ‘authorised
recipient’. Clause 77 of the bill amends section 92(1)(e) of the
taxation act to include the TSC as an authorised recipient for the
purpose of administering part 2 of the bill and any regulations
made under the bill once enacted. While the commissioner will
be solely responsible for administering the levy and exercising
powers under the taxation act, the TSC will more broadly have
responsibility for the enacted bill that will impose the levy. The
commissioner will need to provide information that is obtained
under or in relation to the administration of the levy to the TSC
for the purpose of assisting the TSC to administer the regime
established by the bill. The type of information that may be
disclosed includes, but is not limited to, information regarding
registration, lodgements of returns and payments by levy
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payers, taxation defaults by levy payers, and applications for
objection, appeal and review under part 10 of the taxation act
by registered levy payers.
To the extent that clause 77 interferes with a natural person’s
right to privacy, I consider that interference to be neither
arbitrary nor unlawful. This amendment ensures that the TSC
can exercise its regulatory and enforcement functions in
accordance with legislation. I therefore consider that this
clause does not limit the right to privacy.
Investigation powers of tax officers
As noted above, part 9 of the taxation act, as applied by the
amendment in clause 75 of the bill, provides the
commissioner of state revenue and authorised tax officers
with investigation powers to administer and enforce taxation
laws, including the levy. The following investigation powers
may interfere with the right to privacy, as well as the right not
to impart information, which forms part of the right to
freedom of expression under s 15 of the charter:
section 73 of the taxation act provides that the
commissioner of state revenue may, by written notice,
require a person to provide the commissioner with
information, produce a document or thing in the
person’s possession, or to attend and give evidence
under oath;
section 76 of the taxation act provides that an authorised
officer may, at any reasonable time, enter and search any
premises, and inspect, photograph or make copies of any
document on the premises;
section 77 of the taxation act provides that an authorised
officer may apply to a magistrate for a search warrant in
relation to a premises, including a residence, if the
authorised officer considers on reasonable grounds that
there is, or may be within the next 72 hours, on the
premises a particular thing that may be relevant to the
administration or execution of a taxation law;
section 83 provides that an authorised officer may, or
may require an employee of the occupier to, operate
equipment on the premises to obtain information from a
storage device that the authorised officer believes, on
reasonable grounds, contains information relevant to the
administration of a taxation law;
section 86 of the taxation act provides that an authorised
officer may, to the extent it is reasonably necessary to do
so for the administration or execution of a taxation law,
require a person to give information, produce or provide
documents and things, and give reasonable assistance, to
the authorised officer.
In each provision that permits inspectors to exercise powers
of entry and search, the powers of inspectors and other
authorised persons are clearly set out in the taxation act and
are strictly confined by reference to their purpose. They are
also subject to appropriate legislative safeguards. In
particular:
a warrantless search under section 76 of the taxation act
cannot be conducted in respect of premises used for
residential purposes except with the written consent of
the occupier of the premises (section 76(6)). An
authorised officer may not exercise a power under
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section 76 unless the officer produces, on request, his or
her identity card (section 76(5));
a search warrant issued by a magistrate under section 73
of the taxation act must specify the premises to be
searched, a description of the thing for which the search
is made, any conditions to which the warrant is subject,
whether entry is authorised to be made at any time or
during specified hours, and must specify a day not later
than seven days after its issue after which the warrant
ceases to have effect (section 77(3)). Where entry under
warrant or pursuant to court order occurs, an authorised
officer must issue an announcement and give persons on
the premises an opportunity to allow entry, unless the
officer believes on reasonable grounds that immediate
entry is necessary to ensure the safety of a person, or
ensure the effective execution of the search warrant is
not frustrated (section 78). The authorised officer is also
required to identify himself or herself and must give a
copy of the warrant to the occupier of the premises
(section 79);
further, division 3 of part 9 of the taxation act includes
broad confidentiality obligations that prohibit authorised
tax officers from disclosing information obtained in
relation to their functions, except as permitted under the
taxation act.

The amendment in clause 75 of the bill also applies s 92 of
the taxation act, which permits the disclosure of information
obtained in the administration of a taxation law, to the bill.
Specifically, s 92(1) permits the disclosure of such
information for several different purposes, including in
accordance with a statutory provision, in connection with the
administration or execution of a statutory provision or a
taxation law, to an authorised recipient such as the
Ombudsman or a police officer, or in connection with the
administration of a legal proceeding arising out of a
recognised law. Further, s 92A of the taxation act permits the
disclosure of ‘minimum information’ in respect of a dutiable
transaction, as defined under the Duties Act 2000. As with the
search and seizure powers of authorised officers under this
part, these permitted disclosures are strictly confined to their
legitimate purposes and are subject to considerable legislative
safeguards. In particular, s 94 of the taxation act prohibits
‘secondary disclosure’, that is, disclosure of any information
provided under s 92, unless it is for the purpose of enforcing a
law or protecting public revenue. Further, s 95 provides that
an authorised officer is not required to disclose or produce in
court any such information unless it is necessary for the
purposes of the administration of a taxation law, or to enable a
person to exercise a function imposed on the person by law.
Accordingly, to the extent that these investigation powers
could interfere with a person’s privacy, any interference
would not constitute an unlawful or arbitrary interference.
Feasibility studies
Part 10A of the taxation act concerns the commissioner of
state revenue’s power to conduct ‘feasibility studies’ in the
public interest. Section 116B under the part provides that the
commissioner of state revenue may, by written notice, require
a person to provide the commissioner with information for the
purpose of a feasibility study. Section 116G provides that a
person may disclose information obtained under part 10A to a
person employed or engaged by the Department of Treasury
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and Finance (DTF), or employed or engaged in the
administration or execution of a taxation law.
In my view, neither the power to obtain, nor disclose
information obtained, for the purpose of a feasibility study
limits the right to privacy, as each power is subject to
considerable legislative safeguards. For example, in requiring
information under s 116B, the commissioner of state revenue
must notify the person the purpose for which the information
is sought, and to whom the information is to be provided.
Information obtained cannot be used for any purpose other
than the conduct of a feasibility study (s 116D), and the
privilege against self-incrimination is preserved by s 116C.
Pursuant to s 116G of the taxation act, disclosure of
information obtained under part 10A is only permitted to a
DTF employee, or a person employed or engaged in the
administration of a taxation law, if the disclosure is for the
purpose of the conduct of a feasibility study. Section 116E
otherwise prohibits the disclosure of information obtained
under part 10A of the taxation act, and classifies such
information as ‘exempt documents’ for the purposes of the
Freedom of Information Act 1982. Furthermore, information
obtained under part 10A is not admissible as evidence against
any person in civil or criminal proceedings (s 116F).
Presumption of innocence (section 25(1))
Defences of reasonable excuse
The right to be presumed innocent may be considered relevant
to a number of offences under the taxation act that place an
evidential burden on the defendant, and which apply to the levy
as a result of the amendment in clause 75 of the bill.
As outlined above, section 73 of the taxation act
empowers the commissioner of state revenue to issue a
written notice requiring a person to provide information,
produce a document or thing, or give evidence.
Section 73A provides that the commissioner of state
revenue may certify to the Supreme Court that a person
has failed to comply with a requirement of a notice
issued under s 73. The Supreme Court may inquire into
the case and may order the person to comply with the
requirement in the notice. Section 73A(4) provides that a
person who, without reasonable excuse, fails to comply
with an order of the Supreme Court under s 73A(2), is
guilty of an offence.
Section 88 of the taxation act makes it an offence for a
person, without reasonable excuse, to refuse or fail to
comply with a requirement made or to answer a question
of an authorised officer asked in accordance with
sections 81 or 86 of the act.
Section 90 establishes a defence of reasonable compliance
for offences relating to the investigation powers of
authorised tax officers under part 9 of the taxation act. It
provides that a person is not guilty of an offence if the
court hearing the charge is satisfied that the person could
not, by the exercise of reasonable diligence, have
complied with the requirement to which the charge
relates, or that the person complied with the requirement
to the extent that he or she was able to do so.
Although these provisions require a defendant to raise
evidence of a matter in order to rely on a defence, I am
satisfied that the provisions impose an evidential, rather
than legal burden. Courts in other jurisdictions have
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generally taken the approach that an evidential onus on a
defendant to raise a defence does not limit the
presumption of innocence. The defences and excuses
provided relate to matters within the knowledge of the
defendant, which is appropriate in circumstances where
placing the onus on the prosecution would involve the
proof of a negative which would be very difficult.
For the above reasons, I am satisfied that these provisions of
the taxation act, as applied to the levy under clause 6 of the
bill, do not limit the right to be presumed innocent in
section 25(1) of the charter.
Failure to exercise due diligence
The right to be presumed innocent is also relevant to
section 130C of the taxation act, which establishes the
criminal liability of an officer of a body corporate for the
failure to exercise due diligence in certain circumstances.
That section provides that if a body corporate commits a
specified offence, namely giving false or misleading
information to tax officers contrary to s 57(1), tax evasion
contrary to s 61, or making an unauthorised endorsement of
an instrument contrary to s 268 of the Duties Act 2000, an
officer of the body corporate is also deemed to have
committed the offence. Section 130C(3) provides that it is a
defence to a charge for an officer of a body corporate to prove
that he or she exercised due diligence to prevent the
commission of the offence by the body corporate.
The defence in 130C(3) of the taxation act imposes a legal
burden on the defendant. However, I am nevertheless of the
view that the imposition of a legal burden to rely on the
defence of due diligence is compatible with the right to
presumption of innocence in the section 25(1) of the charter,
as any limits on the right will be reasonably justified under
section 7(2) of the charter. The provision applies only to a
narrow range of offences of dishonesty, and only to officers
of a body corporate as persons who carry on a specific role
and possess significant authority and influence over the
body corporate. The provision of commercial passenger
vehicle services is a regulated industry, and special
responsibilities and obligations apply to persons who
participate in this industry.
Courts in other jurisdictions have held that the presumption of
innocence may be subject to limits particularly where, as here,
the offence is of a regulatory nature. Further, a defence is
available for the benefit of an accused to escape liability
where they have taken reasonable steps to ensure compliance,
in respect of what could otherwise be an absolute or strict
liability offence.
The purposes of these provisions is to ensure compliance
with the commercial passenger vehicle service levy by
deterring intentional acts of dishonesty in the administration
of the levy. A person who elects to undertake a position as
officer of a body corporate accepts that they will be subject
to certain requirements under the bill and the taxation act,
and will be expected to be able to demonstrate their
compliance with these requirements. This includes the
expectation that an officer of a body corporate can
demonstrate compliance with a requirement to exercise due
diligence to prevent the commission of these offences of
dishonesty by the body corporate.
Moreover, whether an officer of a body corporate has
exercised due diligence is a matter peculiarly within the
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knowledge of that person. Such persons are best placed to
prove whether they exercised due diligence. Conversely, it
would be very difficult for the prosecution to prove the matter
in the negative.
Accordingly, I am of the view that section 130C(3) of the
taxation act, as applied by the amendment in clause 75 of the
bill, is compatible with the charter’s right to the presumption
of innocence.
Self-incrimination (section 25(2)(k))
Section 25(2)(k) of the charter provides that a person charged
with a criminal offence is entitled not to be compelled to
testify against himself or herself or to confess guilt. The
Supreme Court has held that this right, as protected by the
charter, is at least as broad as the common law privilege
against self-incrimination. It applies to protect a charged
person against the admission in subsequent criminal
proceedings of incriminatory material obtained under
compulsion, regardless of whether the information was
obtained prior to or subsequent to the charge being laid. The
common law privilege includes an immunity against both
direct use and derivative use of compelled testimony.
As outlined above, section 86 of the taxation act, which
applies to the commercial passenger vehicle service levy
pursuant to the amendment included in clause 75 of the bill,
provides that an authorised taxation officer may, in the
exercise of his or her investigative functions, require a person
to give information, produce or provide documents and
things, and give reasonable assistance, to the authorised
officer. It is an offence to fail to comply with a requirement
made or to answer a question under this section. Section 87(1)
limits the right to protection against self-incrimination by
providing that a person is not excused from answering a
question, providing information or producing a document or
thing on the ground that to do so might tend to incriminate the
person or make the person liable to a penalty. Section 87(2)
provides that, if a person objects to answering a question,
providing information or producing a document or thing, the
answer, information, document or thing is not admissible in
any criminal proceeding other than proceedings for an
offence against a taxation law, or proceedings for an offence
in the nature of perjury.
In my view, section 87 of the taxation act is a reasonable
limit on the right to protection against self-incrimination
under section 7(2) of the charter. The ability of an
authorised officer to require a person to give information or
answer questions is necessary for the proper administration
of the commercial passenger vehicle levy scheme. To this
end, I note that the information, answers or documents
obtained are only admissible in proceedings for an offence
relating to the proper administration of the commercial
passenger vehicle levy scheme, and section 87(2) of the
taxation act otherwise preserves both the direct use
immunity and derivative use immunity.
Further, with respect to the power of an authorised officer to
require the production of documents, I note that at common
law, the protection accorded to the compelled production of
pre-existing documents is considerably weaker than the
protection accorded to oral testimony or to documents brought
into existence to comply with a request for information. This is
particularly so in the context of regulated industry, where
documents or records are required to be produced during the
course of a person’s participation in that industry and exist for

the dominant purpose of demonstrating that person’s
compliance with his or her relevant duties and obligations. The
duty to provide documents in this context is consistent with the
reasonable expectations of these individuals as persons who
operate within a regulated scheme.
I am of the view that there are no less restrictive means
available to achieve the purpose of enabling the proper
administration of the regulatory scheme, as providing an
immunity that applies to the offence of perjury or an offence
under the bill or the taxation act would unreasonably obstruct
the role of the authorised person to investigate compliance
with the scheme. Accordingly, I consider that this clause is
compatible with the right not to be compelled to testify
against oneself in section 25(2)(k) of the charter.
Fair hearing (section 24(1))
Clause 79 of the bill inserts a new subsection (6) into
section 135 of the taxation act to provide that it is the
intention of sections 5, 12(4), 18(1), 96(2) and 100(4) of the
taxation act, as those sections apply after the commencement
of clause 79, to alter or vary section 85 of the Constitution
Act 1975. These provisions preclude the Supreme Court and
the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal from
entertaining proceedings of a kind to which these sections
apply, except as provided by those sections.
A central purpose of this bill is to bring the commercial
passenger vehicle service levy in under the taxation act.
Section 5 of the taxation act defines the meaning of
non-reviewable in relation to the taxation act, which will now
also apply to the levy imposed under the bill.
‘Non-reviewable’ is referred to in sections 12(4) and 100(4)
of the taxation act.
The reasons for limiting the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court
in relation to a compromise assessment under section 12 of
the taxation act are that agreement has been reached between
the commissioner of state revenue and the taxpayer on the
taxpayer’s liability, and the purpose of the section would not
be achieved if the decision were reviewable. Section 18 of the
taxation act establishes a procedure, the adherence to which is
a condition precedent to taking any further action for
recovering refunds. The purpose of the provisions is to give
the commissioner the opportunity to consider a refund
application before any collateral legal action can be taken.
The purpose of these provisions would not be achieved if the
commissioner’s actions were subject to judicial review.
Division 1 of part 10 of the taxation act establishes an
exclusive code for dealing with objections, and this division
will also apply the levy in respect of each commercial
passenger vehicle service transaction under this bill. This
code establishes the rights of objectors in a statutory
framework and precludes any collateral actions for judicial
review of the commissioner of state revenue’s assessment or
decision of a type referred to in section 96(1) of the taxation
act. The objections and appeals provisions of part 10 of the
taxation act establish that review of assessments is only to be
undertaken in accordance with an exclusive code identified in
that part. The purpose of these provisions would not be
achieved if any question concerning an assessment or
decision referred to in section 96(1) was subject to judicial
review except such judicial review as provided by division 2,
part 10 of the taxation act.
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A power is provided to the commissioner of state revenue
under section 100 of the taxation act, which provides the
commissioner with discretion to allow an objection to be
lodged even though out of time. This decision is
non-reviewable to ensure the efficient administration of the
act and to enable outstanding issues relating to assessments to
be concluded expeditiously.
In this context, I am satisfied that, to the extent that limiting
the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court may limit a person’s
fair hearing rights as protected under section 24(1) of the
charter, any such limit would be demonstrably justified. The
classification of certain decisions under the taxation act as
‘non-reviewable’ is directly related to the particular statutory
purpose and context of those particular decisions, and the act
provides an alternative regime for dealing with objections,
which is necessary for the efficient discharge of the
commissioner’s functions under the taxation act, which will
now include the administration of the commercial passenger
vehicle service levy.
Accordingly, I confirm that the bill is, in my opinion,
compatible with the right in section 24(1) of the charter.
The Hon Jacinta Allan, MP
Minister for Public Transport

Second reading
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport) — I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Speech as follows, except for statement under
section 85(5) of the Constitution Act 1975
incorporated into Hansard under standing orders:
The bill will implement legislative changes needed to
implement the first stage of reforms announced by the
government on 23 August 2016.
Globally, the commercial passenger vehicle industry is
changing as technology emerges. But this bill is not just a
response to the emergence of ridesharing.
The reforms will result in Australia’s first fully open and
competitive commercial passenger vehicle industry — a
major step toward an industry that competes on a level
playing field and puts passengers first while protecting the
existing industry.
Significant numbers of new service providers are expected to
enter the market. Some have already announced their plans,
others are keenly awaiting the passage of this bill. The
government is in no doubt that the reforms in this bill will
lead to new investment and new jobs.
New services will provide greater consumer choice and
increased competition will drive improvements in service
quality as well as placing downward pressure on fares.
The bill will enable rideshare vehicle owners to apply to the
Taxi Services Commission for a hire car licence without
having to pay excessive licence fees. By providing for the
regulation of ridesharing in this way the bill puts in place a
regulatory framework to ensure the safety of ridesharing
passengers.
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This bill establishes a $2 per trip levy to fund the financial
assistance to be provided to the existing industry and provides
for improved services to be provided to the mobility impaired.
The bill will completely abolish annual taxi fees of up to
$23 000 and hire car licence fees of up to $40 000, making it
more simple and affordable for new providers to enter the
market and operate a vehicle. These financial barriers to entry
into the commercial passenger vehicle industry have impeded
the supply of services, competition and innovation in the
industry for decades.
The consumer will be the main beneficiary of these changes,
without any need to accept reductions in regulatory standards.
All of the regulatory requirements that really matter, those
that relate to public safety, will remain in place.
Commercial passenger vehicles are subject to roadside safety
inspections at any time and all will continue to be required to
undergo an annual roadworthy inspection.
Drivers of commercial passenger vehicles will still need to
undergo criminal background checks before being permitted
to drive and data sharing between the Taxis Services
Commission and Victoria Police will continue to ensure that
drivers found guilty of disqualifying offences are removed
from the industry so they do not pose a threat to the
travelling public.
These requirements will be vigorously enforced. As will the
requirement for the providers of booking services to be
accredited.
The bill changes the definition of booking service so that all
providers of booking services are required to be accredited,
regardless of whether they are providing bookings to taxis or
hire cars and regardless of whether booking services are
provided through traditional phone and message services or
through electronically automated means.
Accredited booking service providers are required to maintain
prescribed records and make these available to the Taxi
Service Commission on request. Accredited booking service
providers are also required to implement complaints handling
systems that comply with the requirements of the prescribed
Australian standard. This includes the requirement for service
providers to respond to all complaints received and to take
action to address service failures, for example, by taking
disciplinary action against drivers.
Unclear and fragmented accountabilities for service delivery
and service quality in the taxi industry have led to the poor
service outcomes that make taxi businesses vulnerable to the
commercial threats resulting from new competition. The taxi
industry must take responsibility for addressing these
problems. However, the government recognises the
significant nature of the structural system and cultural
adjustments existing taxi and hire car industry participants
must make.
The bill will establish a levy equivalent to $2 per commercial
passenger vehicle trip to help fund a fair and reasonable
transition package for the taxi and hire car industry, as well as
the continued provision of accessible services for members of
the community who are mobility impaired.
The cost savings to taxi and hire car operators resulting from
abolition of taxi and hire car licence fees and the introduction
of competition and flexible fares means the levy may not
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necessarily be passed on to consumers. Booking service
providers and trip providers will absorb or pass on the costs of
the levy as they see fit in the new competitive environment.
What is clear from the assessments that have been undertaken
on behalf of the government is that there will be significant net
benefits for consumers from reform, despite the introduction of
the levy. Other reforms to follow will further reduce red tape,
enhance regulatory efficiency and effectiveness and deliver
more benefits to consumers over time.
The bill requires providers of commercial passenger vehicle
services to lodge returns on the number of trips they provide.
Returns can be completed using trip record information that is
already required to be kept at the same time as business
activity statements are completed. For these reasons,
compliance costs are expected to be low.
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1997, because that act will provide for the administration and
enforcement of the levy.
Clause 8 provides for the Commercial Passenger Vehicle
Industry Act to have extraterritorial operation in
circumstances where part of a commercial passenger vehicle
service is provided outside of Victoria and when a booking
service is provided wholly or partly outside Victoria, whether
in or outside Australia. The clause recognises that booking
services may be provided from anywhere in the world and
makes it clear that the act applies outside Victoria to the full
extent of the extraterritorial legislative power of the
Parliament.
Part 2 provides for the imposition of the commercial
passenger vehicle service levy.
Clause 10 specifies legal liability for the levy.

The bill makes the commissioner of state revenue responsible
for the collection of the levy. The bill also provides that the
Taxation Administration Act 1997 applies to the collection of
the levy.

For a booked commercial passenger vehicle service, the
provider of the booking service is responsible for the payment
of the levy.

prosecution of offenders resulting in significant financial
penalties; and

For an unbooked commercial passenger vehicle service, the
provider of the service is responsible for the payment of the
levy, noting that if the provider of an unbooked commercial
passenger vehicle service has an affiliation agreement with
the provider of booking services, then the booking service
provider will complete returns and pay the levy on behalf of
the affiliated trip provider for unbooked services provided in
the return period. If the accredited trip provider does not pay
the levy payable to the person the provider is affiliated with,
then Clause 19 provides that person with the power to recover
the levy payable from the affiliated trip provider as a debt due
in a court of competent jurisdiction.

removal of accreditation, which provides the right to
participate in the industry.

Clause 11 provides for the levy to by collected by the
commissioner of state revenue.

There are already extensive powers made available to the
commissioner of state revenue under the Taxation
Administration Act 1997 to collect and enforce the levy.
These will be complemented by new offence provisions and
new powers made available under the bill.
Failure to comply with payment of the levy can result in:
interest and penalty tax being applied;

Continued operation without accreditation can result in the
enforcement of injunctions and the imprisonment of persons
who do not comply.
The $2 trip levy enables financial assistance to be provided to
the existing industry. Existing commercial passenger vehicle
licence holders have been impacted by the changes in their
industry. The government acknowledges that the value of
licences have reduced significantly in recent years and the
revenue that can be obtained from licences has likewise
declined. The levy is required to provide the revenue to fund
financial assistance to the existing industry.
The bill puts in place the first building blocks for a new act
that will provide for the regulation of the commercial
passenger vehicle industry in the future. A second bill, subject
to the passage of this bill, will be introduced in mid-2017 to
complete the new Commercial Passenger Vehicle Industry
Act 2017 and repeal the existing parts of the Transport
(Compliance and Miscellaneous) Act 1983.
I will now provide an overview of the bill.
Part 1 of the bill deals with preliminary matters including
purpose, commencement and definitions, including the new
definition of booking service.
Clause 6 makes it clear that the clauses that provide for the
imposition of the commercial passenger vehicle service levy
are to read together with the Taxation Administration Act

Clause 12 sets the levy at $2 and provides for indexation of
this amount over time. Clause 12 also provides for
regulations to be made in the future to reduce the amount of
the levy to a figure that is less than $2. This is intended to
enable the levy to be reduced when revenue generated
through the levy recovers the cost of the government’s
transitional assistance package.
Clause 13 specifies that a return is required for each financial
quarter (‘return period’), noting that regulations may be used
to change the frequency of returns. Clause 15 specifies that a
return must be lodged within 30 days of the end of the return
period. Clause 16 specifies that payment is also due within 30
days of the end of the return period.
Clause 14 specifies that persons liable to pay the levy must be
registered with the commissioner of state revenue. Clause 17
provides the commissioner with the power to cancel a
person’s registration by notice to the person. Clause 18
specifies that a person who no longer expects to be liable to
pay the levy must give notice to the commissioner of state
revenue with the effect of the notice being to cancel the
person’s registration.
In accordance with clause 6, part 2 is to be read in
conjunction with the Taxation Administration Act 1997.
That act:
obliges persons liable to pay the levy to keep proper
records;
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provides the commissioner of state revenue with the
powers to make assessments and undertake
investigations;
makes it an offence to not lodge returns, provide false
and misleading information, wilfully destroy records,
deliberately omit information and commit tax evasion;
specifies the rates of interest and penalty tax and when
they apply; and
specifies when objections, review and appeals may be
made.

Part 3, division 1 of the bill implements the government’s
licensing reforms by making amendments to the Transport
(Compliance and Miscellaneous) Act 1983 to:
remove the requirement for the payment of specified
taxi and hire car licence fees;
abolish restricted hire vehicle and special purpose
vehicle licence types;
streamline the application process for taxi-cab and hire
car licences;
provide for existing restricted hire and special purpose
licences to be taken to be the hire car licences when the
licensing reforms come into effect;
provide for existing perpetual licences to be revoked and
for licence holders or, where relevant, licence assignees,
to be issued with new taxi-cab licences when the
licensing reforms come into effect; and
repeal redundant provisions relating to the establishment
of trading arrangements for the transfer and trading of
taxi-cab licences.
Part 3, division 2 provides for the new definition of booking
service specified in part 1 to be inserted into the Transport
(Compliance and Miscellaneous) Act 1983 to replace the term
‘taxi-cab network service’. A number of consequential
changes are made to replace all references to taxi-cab network
services with a reference to booking service. The effect of
these changes is that providers of booking services to hire cars
will need to be accredited. This includes body corporates such
as Uber because rideshare services are commercial passenger
vehicle services and Uber provides booking services to enable
ride-share services to be undertaken.
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satisfied that, on the balance of probabilities, the authority
holder has contravened a requirement relating to the
commercial passenger vehicle service levy. Administrative
action undertaken by the Taxi Service Commission may be
needed to support the enforcement of levy requirements
specified under part 2 or under the Taxation Administration
Act 1997.
Part 3, division 4 makes amendments to support the efficient
and effective administration of the Transport (Compliance
and Miscellaneous) Act 1983 prior to the commencement of
the Commercial Passenger Vehicle Industry Act. Key
amendments include providing the Taxi Services
Commission with the power to grant exemptions in specified
circumstances and the imposition of a new duty on Victoria
Police to notify the Taxi Services Commission when
accredited persons, including drivers, have committed
offences and to provide the details of the offences committed.
This information is needed by the Taxi Services Commission
to fulfil its functions in relation to the accreditation of drivers
and other persons. Victoria Police has already been providing
this information on request. The new duty makes it clear that
this data sharing must continue to support the integrity of, in
particular, the driver accreditation system.
Part 4 of the bill provides for related amendments to be made
to other acts.
Clause 70 amends the Transport Integration Act 2010 to
reduce the administrative burden on transport bodies when
issuing, granting, giving or renewing certain specified
transport authorisations under transport legislation.
Clause 71 makes a further amendment to the Transport
Integration Act 2010 to enable the government to appoint a
third person to the Taxi Services Commission. This
amendment will enable the government to appoint a person to
the commission who is dedicated to improving the delivery of
services to the disability sector.
Clauses 72 and 73 make amendments to the Bus Safety Act
2009 to remove uncertainty and the potential for regulatory
duplication by ensuring that taxi-cabs that are physically
similar to buses are regulated as taxi-cabs.

for the creation of a new offence to accept a request
from the provider of a booking service where the person
knows, or ought reasonably to know, that the provider is
not accredited or has had its accreditation cancelled; and

Clause 74 amends the Road Safety Act 1986 to give
employees of the Taxis Services Commission and persons
authorised in writing by the Taxi Services Commission the
power to inspect motor vehicles and trailers and issue defect
notices and fines. Officers of the Taxis Service Commission
already have the power to inspect commercial passenger
vehicles and prohibit defective vehicles from being used as
commercial passenger vehicles. However, officers of the Taxi
Services Commission do not have the power to outrightly
prohibit the use of vehicles that are found to be unsafe. This is
counter to the aims of protecting the safety of other road
users. The amendment will address the gap in powers.

a new power to seek an injunction from the Supreme
Court to prohibit a person from engaging in a broad
range of activities that could lead to a contravention of
the new offence.

Division 4 of part 4 of the bill includes amendments to the
Taxation Administration Act 1997 that are consequential to
the establishment of the commercial passenger vehicle
service levy.

Part 3, division 2 also provides:

The new offence and the new injunctions power are intended
to support the enforcement of accreditation requirements for
booking service providers.
Part 3, division 3 provides the Taxi Services Commission
with power to take administrative action against persons if

I draw the members’ attention specifically to clause 79 of the
bill. This clause of the bill proposes to limit the jurisdiction of
the Supreme Court. Accordingly, I provide the following
statement.
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Section 85(5) of the Constitution Act 1975
Ms ALLAN — I wish to make a statement under
section 85(5) of the Constitution Act 1975 of the
reasons for altering or varying that section by this bill.
Clause 79 of the bill inserts a new subsection (6) into
section 135 of the Taxation Administration Act 1997 to
provide that it is the intention of sections 5, 12(4),
18(1), 96(2) and 100(4) of the Taxation Administration
Act 1997, as those sections apply after the
commencement of clause 79, to alter or vary section 85
of the Constitution Act 1975.
A purpose of this bill is to bring the commercial
passenger vehicle service levy under the Taxation
Administration Act 1997. This bill provides that for the
purposes of the Taxation Administration Act 1997,
part 2 of the Commercial Passenger Vehicle Industry
Act 2017 and any regulations made under that act for
the purposes of that part is a ‘taxation law’.
Part 2 of the Commercial Passenger Vehicle Industry
Bill, if enacted, will impose a levy equivalent to $2 per
commercial passenger vehicle service provided on
those that are responsible for undertaking commercial
passenger vehicle service transactions.
Section 5 of the Taxation Administration Act 1997
defines the meaning of non-reviewable decision in
relation to the Taxation Administration Act 1997 which
will also apply to the commercial passenger vehicle
service levy. No court, including the Supreme Court,
has jurisdiction or power to entertain any question as to
the validity or correctness of a non-reviewable decision.
Sections 12(4) and 100(4) of the Taxation
Administration Act 1997 provide that certain decisions
under those sections are non-reviewable decisions.
Those decisions might relate to the commercial
passenger vehicle levy.
Section 18(1) of the Taxation Administration Act 1997
prevents proceedings being brought in the Supreme
Court for the refund or recovery of a tax except as
provided in part 4 of that act. As the commercial
passenger vehicle service levy is a tax for the purposes
of section 18(1), proceedings for its refund or recovery
would be similarly limited.
Section 96(2) of the Taxation Administration Act 1997
prevents a court (including the Supreme Court)
considering any question concerning an assessment of a
tax except as provided by part 10 of that act. As the
commercial passenger vehicle service levy is a tax for
the purposes of section 96(2), proceedings in relation to
assessments of levies would be similarly limited.
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It is desirable that the legislative regime under the
Taxation Administration Act 1997 applies to a
commercial passenger vehicle service levy in the same
way as it does in relation to any other tax. However,
section 85 of the Constitution Act 1975 confers
unlimited jurisdiction on the Supreme Court.
Accordingly, in order to ensure that the jurisdiction of
the Supreme Court is limited in relation to such levies
in the same way as it is in relation to other taxes, it is
necessary to provide that it is the intention of sections 5,
12(4), 18(1), 96(2) and 100(4) of the Taxation
Administration Act 1997 to alter or vary section 85 of
the Constitution Act 1975.
Incorporated speech continues:
Without the passage of this bill rideshare service providers
will continue to not comply with regulatory requirements and
the safety of ridesharing passengers will be at risk. Without
the levy, there will be less opportunity to improve services for
people with a disability and there will be no transitional
financial assistance for the existing industry.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr HODGETT
(Croydon).
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport) — I
move:
That the debate be adjourned for two weeks.

I will just make a couple of brief comments on the
purpose of adjourning the bill for two weeks. I
understand the shadow minister is going to potentially
oppose an amendment to that question of two weeks. It
is standard procedure for the second-reading debate on
bills to be deferred for two weeks following the
second-reading speech. I understand that the argument
that is going to be put forward by the shadow minister
is on the basis that this is a complex piece of legislation,
which is right, and that the opposition need time to
consider this bill.
I am a bit bewildered as to why the opposition needs
more time to consider this bill, given they have already
stated publicly that they oppose this piece of legislation.
They have already signalled their opposition to this
legislation. I note that representatives of parties in the
upper house have indicated that they wish to see this
bill go to an upper house committee for further
consideration, which I am entirely comfortable with. I
can understand why they would want that to happen.
There is no doubt going to be additional scrutiny during
that period of time, and I am sure the Liberal Party will
be represented on that committee, which will achieve
the desired outcome that the shadow minister is looking
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for in terms of additional scrutiny. Given those factors,
I am suggesting that the period of time be two weeks.
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appointment or the local supermarket to do their
shopping. With those $6 or $8 trips, this could add $4
return on it.

Mr HODGETT (Croydon) — I move:
That the word ‘two’ be omitted with the view of inserting in
its place the word ‘four’.

I will make a few brief comments. The Liberals and
Nationals seek four weeks in which to properly consult
with the community, with taxi and rideshare users, with
stakeholders such as taxi and rideshare companies,
drivers, owners and investors, and with sectors such as
tourism and disability services regarding this important
bill that has just finally, belatedly, been introduced.
It is an important piece of legislation. I understand the
protocol where normally a bill is introduced and a
two-week period is given. This has gone on for a long,
long time and affects a number of people. Having for
the first time seen the bill today, we wish to have a
four-week period in which to consult with the many,
many stakeholders that this affects.
On 22 June 2016 the Herald Sun proclaimed that Uber
would be regulated in Victoria. This alone affects not
just Uber users but 18 000 Uber drivers. It also affects
the taxi industry, with in excess of 5000 Victorian
licences. In the article there was reference to how a
private members bill would be debated that day in the
other place. The Minister for Public Transport
commented that the Andrews Labor government would
use the parliamentary winter break to put the plan
together and hoped to move forward when members
returned in two months. But what happened? That was
last winter. Here we are, nearly at the end of summer,
and months have transpired. Arrangements regarding
taxis and ridesharing affect passengers, who have made
some 35 million-plus trips per annum in Victorian taxis
and a growing number of trips through Uber, along
with hire car and special vehicle patrons.
The Labor government has been working on regulation
of ridesharing and whether or not compensation is paid
to taxi or other licence holders since last March 2015.
Other states have long passed us by. The minister is
correct in that this is an important piece of legislation,
and, yes, we have gone and made some comments in
relation to this, but we have made comments regarding
what we knew of legislation — what we had read in the
press or what the government had said. We do have
concerns around the compensation package and the
adequacy of that package, and we want to have a close
look at that. We do have concerns about the $2 tax that
the government is proposing. We believe that will slug
some of the most vulnerable in our community — the
pensioners that might get a taxi down to the doctor’s

I have had some discussions with the minister. We
understand that a compensation package must be paid
for, but we would like to look at the modelling for that,
so we would seek a detailed briefing on it to try to get
information and see where our position lands. Two
weeks is a very tight period in which to do that. It is a
very tight period to consult with all those in the
industry — taxis, ridesharing, owners, operators
et cetera. Therefore we are seeking four weeks in which
to properly consult. The minister never kept to her
commitment to proceed with this by August 2016. Now
six months later she introduces a bill with a huge tax —
$2 a trip, indexed by CPI, without a sunset clause —
hitting every taxi and rideshare user and other
stakeholders.
The Liberal-Nationals want to consult with the whole
Victorian community, including a diverse range of
users and stakeholders who have contacted us to
express their concerns, priorities and hopes. We
understand the difficulty of trying to introduce a
package that will provide fair compensation. It has to be
funded for without slugging people with a $2 tax,
adding to the cost of living. That is difficult to
introduce, we understand that, and we are happy to
work with government to try to get a better outcome
here. We are the last state to introduce ridesharing
legislation. Every other state has taken a position and
has managed to do it. I note in Queensland that the
government has introduced ridesharing without a levy. I
notice in New South Wales they have introduced
ridesharing with a $1 levy. Here we are introducing it
with a $2 levy. We want to have the opportunity to look
at other models to get the best outcome possible for all
our users.
The Liberal-Nationals cannot properly do this in a
fortnight. This is typical of a Labor government. They
want to bulldoze the legislation through both houses
without due regard for proper consultation. We have
seen this with sky rail; we have seen this with the
Werribee youth justice jail. There is no consultation.
The government just bulldozes these sorts of things
through, makes decisions and does not consult properly
with the community. We are seeking assurance from
the government that the legislation will not be debated
until 21 March.
Mr BROOKS (Bundoora) — I have just a few brief
comments on this motion. The contribution by the
member opposite sounded reasonable, but those who
have been watching this issue as it has been unfolding
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over the years would know that the opposition have had
plenty of time to do the work they are now saying they
want to do so as to be in a position to properly debate
the bill before the house. Rather than the pure motives
that were being put by the member opposite, it appears
that the Liberal Party, as is its wont, took a very long
lazy summer holiday instead of doing the policy work
that was required in this particular space.
As the minister notes in her second-reading speech, this
bill implements the changes that were announced back
on 23 August 2016, so those opposite have had the long
summer period to look at the changes that were being
put forward by the government and to do the
consultation they say they now want to do. It is very
reasonable after some months for the government to
introduce a piece of legislation into this house and to
want to move forward with it in the usual course that
we would normally do.
It is worth noting also that those opposite were in
government for four years, and when we on this side of
the house came to government, we were faced with the
taxi and ridesharing sector having been left in a
complete regulatory mess. The Andrews government
has had to clean up and try to put right sectors that were
left by those opposite without any clear direction. This
is a delaying tactic so that those opposite can extract
some political pain from the government. They want to
play games with this.
It is important for us to move carefully but as quickly as
possible on this particular matter. It is important to
ensure that there is certainty for people who use
ridesharing services and people who operate
ridesharing services, so this legislation needs to move
through as promptly as it possibly can. It is also
important to ensure that consumers and people in the
taxi industry have certainty about the direction of the
government.
As the minister clearly outlined, parties have said that
when this legislation is before the upper house, they
will seek that it be dealt with in committee, so there will
obviously be an opportunity for some of these matters
to be considered in more detail in that place. Therefore
the extra two-week delay in this house is completely
unwarranted.
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — I support the amendment
to alter the period of adjournment of debate on this bill
to four weeks. It is, as the Deputy Leader of the Liberal
Party has made clear, a very complex bill. We have had
the bizarre argument from the member opposite, the
member for Bundoora, that this could have been
consulted on over summer. The opposition and the
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community have only seen this bill in the last few
minutes, and it is a bit difficult to consult on a bill that
is not actually available. Of course you can have
preliminary discussions and of course that is what the
opposition has been doing, but you can only consult on
the bill once you have actually got it in front of you.
The fact that the government was saying last year that
they were going to get the bill ready and brought into
Parliament as soon as the winter break was over, when
it has actually taken six months or more for the bill to
arrive in this place, shows the complexity of the
legislation. It shows the amount of time, effort and
attention that the government has had to put into
compiling it, yet they are saying, ‘You guys can just
have two weeks and you can come back and debate it’.
We have been saying for a long time that the
government needs to get on with this, but there has also
got to be a sense of proportion in terms of how that is
done. If it has taken the government so long to get the
bill to the house, they are better off allowing the
opposition, as well as the Greens party and the
Independent in this house, the time to look at this bill,
undertake the consultation and then come back and
have a decent and constructive debate on it.
Other speakers on the government side have said, ‘Why
do we bother spending time doing it in this house? The
upper house is going to take it into the committee stage
and all the work will be done there, so let’s just rush it
through this place. There’s no need to take any time at
this point’. This falls into exactly the same trap that the
government has fallen into time and time again in
refusing to honour its own election promise about
consideration of bills in detail. This is a bill for which
both the minister and the shadow minister are in this
house. Time and time again we see that when that
occurs, and when there are matters of detail to be
examined, it is better for these matters to be considered
in detail where the minister responsible and the shadow
minister responsible are — in the same house, in the
Assembly — and they can go through the bill in detail.
It would actually be a more effective use of time by this
entire Parliament to get the issues identified and
resolved more quickly than if the government simply
bundles the legislation through this place and says, ‘Let
the upper house do all the work’. The Minister for
Public Transport is responsible for the bill. She should
make sure that it is properly considered in this house.
For that to occur there needs to be a reasonable amount
of time for the opposition and the minor parties to
examine the bill, to take advice on the bill and to
consult on the bill.
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Indeed if you look at past practice across governments
of all persuasions, when there have been complex
pieces of legislation coming into this Parliament,
sensible governments have allowed time on these
matters. This is a classic example of more haste, less
speed. If the government actually wanted to be sensible
about getting this bill done correctly and in a way that is
going to be fair to rideshare and fair to the taxi industry,
then they would allow the time that the opposition
needs to properly consult on this bill. For those reasons,
I ask them to think again and agree to the amendment
that has been moved.
Ms THOMSON (Footscray) — This is a very
disingenuous attempt by the opposition to try to stall
the bill from being debated in this house. The issues
contained within the bill have been known for months
and months and months. The opposition has made it
very clear that it is going to oppose the major parts of
this bill; it is not that they want to go out and consult
and find out what their position will be. They have
made it very clear that they will oppose it. On that basis
this is disingenuous. This is about prolonging the
opportunity to whip up concern in the community
rather than trying to work through a piece of legislation
that is trying to deal with a very complex issue around
ensuring that there is some compensation for
taxidrivers, taxi licence owners and those in the
industry, and also accepting that the world is changing
and that we need to meet those needs in some
legislative form. This disingenuous position that the
Liberals have taken is outrageous.
If you really cared about the taxi industry, then you
would not need these four weeks because you would
have been talking to those licence holders. You would
have been talking to the industry. You would have been
trying to understand what is going on. This is not easy;
I accept that this is not easy. My family have taxi
licences. My brother is in the industry now. I know this
issue is difficult. I know it is really hard. There is no
easy solution. But to say that you need four weeks to
consult when this has been out there for so long — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms THOMSON — No, this is about
fearmongering. That is what this is about. This is about
fearmongering. You could not give two hoots about
people in the sector — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Dixon) — Order!
Ms THOMSON — Sorry, through the Chair. The
opposition could not give two hoots about the sector.
They did not care about them when they were in
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government, and they certainly would not have come
back with a compensation package if they were in
government now. They would not have consulted them
at all. They would have brought in the legislation. It
would have been done and dusted and those who held
licences would have been left high and dry.
That is not the attitude we took when we came in. We
wanted to fairly compensate the sector as best we
could. This is the mechanism to do that. This is the
mechanism that will allow compensation for those who
most deserve it and who are most in need. Therefore the
opposition, who want to play games with this sector,
who want to raise fear and to continue doing so for four
more weeks and then continue in the other house,
should be ashamed of themselves.
Mr WATT (Burwood) — I rise to support the
amendment of the Deputy Leader of the Opposition to
extend the adjournment period to four weeks. The
member for Footscray talked about disingenuousness;
disingenuous is when you try to say you need to ram it
through in two weeks when you have actually had this
policy idea since June last year. They talk about
fearmongering. We do not have to worry about
fearmongering, because there are many people in the
industry who are in serious fear. It is not about
fearmongering. When I was on the steps of Parliament
House with the taxi licence holders, it was not me who
was fear mongering; they were worried about the future
of their investments. They were worried about the fact
that the government was not talking to them.
Those people tell me that they tried to have
conversations with the minister and that they tried to
have conversations with the Premier, but at no point
have they had any consultation. Government members
say that the opposition should have been consulting
with the taxi licence holders. I agree, the opposition
should have been consulting with them — and we
were. That is why I have got thousands of signatures on
a petition asking for the government to properly
compensate taxi licence holders.
To say that we should have only two weeks is
extremely disingenuous on the government’s part when
you consider the fact that the government originally
said that they were going to consult by only giving taxi
licence holders — I think this was the original proposal
that I heard back in June last year — $100 000 for the
first licence, $50 000 for the second licence and nothing
after that. I think there was also talk at that time about
an eight-year period, so a person who has a licence
would have to wait eight years before they would get
all their money off the government. That then changed,
and I think it changed to what I was hearing, which was
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$100 000 for the first, $50 000 for the next three, and
then they say ‘Barley, Charlie’ for the rest. We are
talking about a period of two years, but this money is
not compensation for the acquisition of somebody’s
licence, which is essentially an asset. This is
compensation for loss of income, loss of revenue.

have been consulting with them for a very long time.
Now we actually have to consult about the minute
detail of the bill and how that will affect them. We
cannot do that without the bill. Two weeks is not long
enough, and I know those in the taxi industry agree
with me.

The problem that I have got is that there is no way that I
am going to get back to those thousands of people who
have contacted me either via email, via phone or by
simply signing my petition. There is simply no way that
within two weeks I am going to be able to have serious
consultations about the application of this bill. Four
weeks is a much more reasonable period. Considering
the fact that the government has had some eight months
from when they made the announcement and they
tabled the bill, I find it quite disconcerting that the
government would actually try to hoodwink the
opposition and taxi licence holders in this regard.

House divided on omission (members in favour vote
no):

I have got to say that I have serious concerns about
some of the things that are in the bill, such as there
being no sunset clause, such as the $2 fee on every ride,
which is also — —
Mr Katos — Tax.
Mr WATT — Or $2 tax. Sorry, as the member for
South Barwon reminds me, it is a tax.
Mr Katos — ‘No new taxes’.
Mr WATT — No new taxes — but the $2 tax hits
those people who can least afford it. If you are a regular
taxi passenger and you go just down to the shops —
because you do not have a car and you are just
travelling down to the supermarket — it might be a $6
or an $8 taxi ride, but the government is going to slug
you $2 on top of that.
I have concerns about the application of some of the
things within the bill, but the main thing that I have an
issue with is the lack of consultation. The only thing the
government understands about consultation is the first
three letters — ‘con’. They talked about consultation
around the Werribee youth jail after they made the
decision. They talked about consulting on sky rail after
they made the decision. They talked about consultation
on the Markham housing estate in my own electorate,
but they refused to hand over plans to the council so
that the council could actually consider the proposal. It
is the same thing with this particular bill.
The government expects the opposition to consult
without actually seeing what the bill does. I am not sure
how I can have reasonable consultations with
stakeholders in the industry without seeing the bill. I
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Amendment defeated.
Motion agreed to and debate adjourned until
Thursday, 9 March.
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FAIR WORK (COMMONWEALTH
POWERS) AMENDMENT BILL 2017
Second reading
Debate resumed from 9 February; motion of
Ms HUTCHINS (Minister for Industrial Relations).
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — This is a bill that gives
the government the power to agree to include in
enterprise bargaining agreements (EBAs) for most
public sector employers provisions regarding the
number, identity or appointment of public sector
employees. In other words, it is a bill to allow the
government to include in EBAs provisions in which the
government commits itself and future governments to
matters such as minimum staffing levels and
restrictions or union involvement in matters such as
recruitment policies, appointments, promotions and
selection of employees.
The government has been extraordinarily low-key in
the way it has introduced this bill. Ordinarily the
Andrews government will boast endlessly about the
smallest thing that it does. But here the government has
gone to great lengths to make it appear that this is a
minor and routine bill when in fact the bill has
far-reaching implications for the ability of the current
government or any future Victorian government to
function as a government of a sovereign state.
Despite all the government’s efforts to sneak this bill
through the Parliament, what this bill is about is that if
it is passed, the sorts of restrictive EBA provisions and
sweeping powers given to unions that were challenged
by the Country Fire Authority (CFA) in the Federal
Court — and indeed many of the even greater
restrictions and union powers that the Premier has
agreed with Peter Marshall to give to the United
Firefighters Union (UFU) — will be able to be locked
into EBAs across the entire Victorian public sector,
including with core government departments. In other
words, this is a bill that is going to allow a Labor
government to lock in such restrictions in almost any
EBA and thereby threatens to see the Andrews
government agreeing to UFU-style restrictive practices
and control across the entire public sector.
We have already seen the enormous division and
destruction that have been caused to our emergency
services by giving union bosses like Peter Marshall this
sort of control over the minutest detail of the
functioning of organisations on which these sorts of
restrictive practices have been inflicted. Now we run
the risk of this sort of control being introduced into core
government departments and into almost every other
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service and every other function provided by the
Victorian government.
So what exactly does the bill do? The bill gives the
government the power to do these sorts of deals and
lock these sorts of restrictions into EBAs by reducing
the scope of one of the current exclusions in Victoria’s
referral of its industrial relations powers to the
commonwealth.
Mr Pearson interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Dixon) — Order!
The member for Essendon!
Mr CLARK — By reducing this exclusion, the
government’s intention is to expand the referral of
powers and thereby allow the state or a public sector
entity to agree to include in most EBAs binding
provisions on these matters — as it is classically put, on
the number, identity or appointment of employees.
Mr Pearson interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Dixon) — Order!
The member for Essendon!
Mr CLARK — The bill will also allow the Fair
Work Commission to arbitrate a dispute about the
operation of agreed EBA provisions if the EBA itself
provides for such arbitration. What makes the
government’s secrecy about this bill even more
surprising is that the bill in fact implements a Labor
Party election commitment, and yet they are trying to
go low-key on one of their own election commitments.
Mr Pearson interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Dixon) — Order!
The member for Essendon, that is three times. You
have said more than the member speaking, so could
you be quiet.
Mr CLARK — The then Labor opposition wrote to
the Community and Public Sector Union (CPSU), and I
presume many other unions, ahead of the 2014 state
election and gave some commitments. Let me quote
from the letter the then opposition leader, now the
Premier, sent to Ms Karen Batt, secretary of the CPSU:
Labor will make a partial referral to the commonwealth to
allow matters that form part of an enterprise agreement
approved pursuant to division 4, part 2-4 of the
commonwealth Fair Work Act. This will:
give jurisdiction to the Fair Work Commission to
approve an agreement containing the otherwise excluded
subject matter;
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not give jurisdiction to the Fair Work Commission to
make a workplace determination which effectively
imposes upon the parties the terms of an enterprise
agreement;
excludes the possibility of the Fair Work Commission
having power to subsequently make an award which
contains matters which have been excluded in an
enterprise agreement; and
ensures to the extent that the subject matter is contained
in a certified enterprise agreement, the terms of that
enterprise agreement can be enforced by the Federal
Court or Federal Circuit Court, including to impose civil
penalties and other orders upon public sector bodies in
respect of breaches.

This commitment that the then Labor opposition gave
was intended to overcome the longstanding
constitutional principle that commonwealth law cannot
substantially burden a state’s capacity to function. It is a
principle known as the Melbourne Corporation
principle. It was elaborated on in an industrial relations
context by the re AEU case. It reflects the High Court’s
recognition that it is inappropriate under the Australian
constitutional structure for commonwealth law to be
able to interfere with the capacity of sovereign state
governments to function, to do their job. It is classically
expressed in an industrial context that a commonwealth
law cannot restrict a state government’s ability to
determine the number, identity or appointment of its
employees. However, if the state refers such a power to
the commonwealth, then this limitation on the
commonwealth’s power is circumvented, and that is
what this bill seeks to do by scaling back the current
restriction on the referral of powers in the Fair Work
(Commonwealth Powers) Act 2009.
At the time the Labor Party gave this commitment it
was a commitment that would have operated across the
whole Victorian government sector, but a decision in
early 2015 by the full Federal Court in United
Firefighters’ Union of Australia v. Country Fire
Authority [2015] FCAFC 1 held that EBA provisions
voluntarily agreed to by the state or a public sector
entity do not substantially burden the state’s capacity to
govern, and thus commonwealth law on EBAs applies
automatically to such bodies — that is, it applies to
corporations to which commonwealth Corporations
Law powers apply.
I have to say that I am not convinced that the full
Federal Court was correct in its ruling, because if even
a voluntarily entered-into EBA becomes binding on a
state under commonwealth law, that is a restriction on
that state’s sovereignty. It might not immediately
burden the state’s capacity to function, given it was
voluntarily agreed to, but it certainly restricts and
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therefore burdens the state’s future freedom to act and
thus its capacity to function.
You always have to be careful with analogies, but one
could perhaps draw an analogy with planning scheme
amendments. On the full Federal Court’s reasoning it
could be argued that it would not burden the state for
commonwealth law to make binding on a state a
planning scheme that the state voluntarily approved.
However, by making it impossible for the state ever to
change that planning scheme, save in compliance with
commonwealth law, the ability of the state to function
as a sovereign entity would be made subject to that
commonwealth law and be very much restricted.
Nonetheless, for the time being at least, the decision of
the full Federal Court applies in this area.
However, the power that the full Federal Court has held
the commonwealth possesses over voluntarily
entered-into EBAs only applies, by force of
commonwealth constitutional power, to public sector
entities that are corporations. Commonwealth law can
only apply such EBA provisions to non-constitutional
corporation public sector employers, like government
departments if that power has been referred to the
commonwealth, which is not the case under Victoria’s
current referral, and that is what the bill is about. For
that reason the bill is seeking to wind back limitations
on Victoria’s referral of powers to the commonwealth
over all public sector employers, including those that
are not constitutional corporations, so as to allow them
to be bound by agreed EBA provisions about the
number, identity and appointment of their employees.
That is, incidentally, how the government justifies the
somewhat obscure claim it made in introducing the bill
that the bill puts all Victorian public sector employees
on the same footing.
Labor argues that it is appropriate that state and public
sector employers should be bound under
commonwealth law by voluntarily entered-into EBA
provisions. However, the government’s inconsistency
with this argument is shown by the fact that the bill still
withholds wide areas from being able to be covered by
commonwealth law, such as matters relating to
executives, ministers and ministerial staff, judges and
law enforcement officers, or matters that would allow
individual employment contracts. So in other words,
the Andrews government accepts that there is no
objection in principle to there being limits on the extent
to which the state should make itself subject to
commonwealth law; they just want to remove these
particular limits so they can use the EBAs to give
sweeping powers over the functioning of the public
sector to their union mates.
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Labor’s inconsistency in this regard is also shown by
the fact that when they were last in office, at the time of
the passage in 2009 of the act that they are now
amending, the then Labor government supported
matters relating to the number, identity or appointment
of employees not being referred to the commonwealth.
So if the Bracks and Brumby governments were not
prepared to hand over these powers, why is the
Andrews government moving to do so? In short, it is
because they are well and truly in the pocket of
powerful and ambitious union officials who are
determined to reap their reward for helping Labor win
office in 2014.

If the Premier and Peter Marshall were able to get
their way, we would now be seeing even more
restrictions on our firefighting services, such as the
dispatch of minimum numbers of firefighters before
firefighting operations can commence; requirements
for minimum numbers of professional firefighters on
appliances, unless agreed exceptions apply; no
cross-crewing without UFU agreement; continued
restrictions on outside recruitment; and prohibitions
on part-time employment. We have seen time and
time again how the UFU have abused these powers to
impede the operations of the CFA and to undermine
CFA volunteers.

This bill is designed to let Labor agree with its union
mates on EBA clauses that will lock in massive levels
of bureaucratic employment and restrictive work
practices, rather than providing better services to the
public, and which will give unions UFU-style control
powers across the entire public sector.

Legislation such as we are now considering threatens to
impose similar restrictions on the capacity to manage
public sector employers right across the state and of
course comes with consequent rising costs and rising
burdens on taxpayers. One only needs to look at what
has happened in just the first two years of the Andrews
government to see the massive increases in bureaucracy
that have already been inflicted on Victorians. Last
month the Victorian Public Sector Commission
published The State of the Public Sector in Victoria
2015–16, and when compared with the figures as at
June 2014 the results are stark.

The coalition is a big believer that all bona fide
agreements should be honoured. We are certainly not
about tearing up legally binding contracts, as the
Premier when opposition leader said he would do with
the east–west link agreement. However, no state
should be surrendering sovereignty and allowing its
future capacity to function to be restricted by
commonwealth law. Previous Victorian governments,
both coalition governments and Labor governments,
have rightly recognised that this should not be
happening — that no state should surrender its
sovereignty over matters that go to the heart of its
ability to function, such as the number, identity and
appointment of its employees. But the Andrews
government is determined to ignore good sense and
determined to ignore good government in order to
deliver to those officials who helped it get elected.
Let us look in a bit more detail at the sorts of powers
that we are talking about here. Even going back to
2010 the EBA the then Labor government entered into
gave huge powers to the United Firefighters Union
over the functioning of the CFA — powers that have
been misused and exploited by the UFU to impose a
massive handbrake on innovation and modernisation
within the CFA. There are absurd restrictions on any
changes to the classifications of employees who can
do particular work, regardless of changes in
technology and new and better ways to do things in.
There were rigid and inflexible restrictions on the
number of employees per shift and bizarre restrictions
on the ability even to recruit highly qualified staff
from interstate fire services.

Mr Pearson interjected.
Mr CLARK — I commend the member for
Essendon to have a good look at those figures. If you
look at the change in full-time equivalent employment
from 2014 to 2016, you see the size of the total
Victorian public sector is up 5.1 per cent. Within that,
total public service executives are up 6.9 per cent, the
total public service is up 10.2 per cent and the total
Victorian public service grade classifications — in
other words, general public servants — are up 11.3 per
cent. The total administrative officers within the
Victorian public sector are a massive 47.9 per cent.
I heard an interjection earlier about health care. Well,
if you look at the generality of the increase in public
healthcare staff, it is up 4.2 per cent; it is barely in line
with population growth. But then, if you look at public
healthcare administration and clerical staff, that
component is up by 8.4 per cent, so yet again the
increases are being channelled into bureaucracy in
priority to frontline service delivery. It is the same
story within Victoria Police, where public servants
under the chief commissioner are up 16.5 per cent
over that two-year period but actual police numbers —
in other words, the police occupational group — are
up by only 1.7 per cent over that two-year period,
meaning a cut in police numbers per capita, which is
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something that this side of the house has been pointing
out time and time again.

government and for probity and for good governance
that she did.

What is at the core of driving this bill is that the
Andrews government is beholden to union officials.
What is worse, these are union officials, many of whose
prime priority is not their members but their personal
and political ambitions. Unfortunately within the union
movement today we are seeing union officials of the
left who are extracting whatever they can by using
violence and threats, as within the Construction,
Forestry, Mining and Energy Union.

However, Snowball has now been driven out of the
animal farm and into exile, and the fact that both the
Premier’s office and the industrial relations minister’s
office saw nothing wrong with giving in to a demand for
such intervention shows dramatically the culture of union
dominance that exists within the Andrews government,
as does the fact that Peter Marshall was so affronted by
the minister’s refusal to give him what he wanted that he
sent an extraordinary diatribe to every member of the
Labor caucus, a diatribe that of course ended up in the
media. Regrettably subsequent events with the CFA and
the MFB have shown that that instance was little more
than a foretaste of things to come.

Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Dixon) — Order!
The member for Essendon!
Mr CLARK — And we have seen that union
officials of the right extract whatever they can by
selling out their workers, as with Mr Melhem from the
Legislative Council and many others. Both of these
attitudes have permeated into the Victorian
parliamentary Labor Party. It is clear that union
officials of both the left and the right are exercising
power over the current government and that they do not
hesitate to use their direct access to ministers to demand
and get whatever they want. Of course you cannot
blame union officials for seeking to get direct access,
and indeed you cannot even blame ministers for
meeting with union officials, but what you can blame
ministers for is, firstly, tearing up due process;
secondly, undermining the government’s own industrial
relations professionals; and thirdly, caving in to
unreasonable demands.
A classic example of that is the demands of Peter
Marshall and the firefighters union. There was a
demand that we saw now sometime back that was a
foretaste of things to come, when the UFU demanded
of government that the Metropolitan Fire Brigade
(MFB) be ordered to drop proceedings against a senior
MFB fire officer and union member of allegations of
having pornographic material on his work computer.
That demand to override the MFB’s handling of the
issue was made to a senior adviser in the Premier’s
office, who went straight to the Minister for Industrial
Relations’ chief of staff, who then went to the Minister
for Emergency Services with the request and with the
expectation that the minister would issue a direction to
the MFB for those proceedings. Now, of course when
the proposal to give such a ministerial direction reached
the emergency services minister she very sensibly
refused to give it, and it was just as well for the

We have seen time and time again, as I referred to
earlier, the sorts of sweeping powers the Premier was
prepared to give to the UFU in selling out the CFA and
its volunteers. Now, while that power to the CFA has
received the most prominence, unfortunately it is just
one example amongst many. The Rail, Tram and Bus
Union (RTBU), for instance, has been successful in
blocking work practice reform on the railways. Metro
Trains Melbourne sought to bring work practices into
the 21st century, such as by ending rorts like requiring a
fully qualified train driver to sit around waiting to move
a few trains and shift them slowly in and out of a
maintenance shed. They wanted the metro system to be
divided into separately operating lines so that delays did
not flow through from one line to another, but when the
RTBU did not like that they put their pressure on the
Minister for Public Transport, who in turn pressured
Metro. In the end the only reforms that Metro could get
were minimal, probably barely enough to allow the
government’s level crossing program to be able to
proceed without delay.
We have also seen the ability of Trades Hall to phone
up the Minister for Industrial Relations to call on her to
come and address a rally.
Business interrupted under sessional orders.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION
The Speaker
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Box
Hill earlier made a point of order requesting that the
Speaker provide an explanation to the house in relation
to matters that have been in the public domain today.
The Chair of course forms the view that the Chair owes
that explanation to the house, and I wish to make the
following statement.
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I wish to advise the house that complex family matters
relating to marriage, children and parents led me to rent
a property at Queenscliff. In changing my principal
place of residence I fully accept that my claims for
allowances, whilst within the rules, do not meet
community expectations. I recognise that the
community expects us to be prudent in the expenditure
of public funds. The claims for a second residence
allowance in these circumstances do not accord with
those expectations. I apologise for this error of
judgement that does not meet community expectations.
I apologise to the Premier, I apologise to the Leader of
the Opposition and to the house, and I intend to make a
full reimbursement of this allowance to the Parliament.
It is time for me to interrupt business under sessional
orders for questions without notice and ministers
statements, and I ask the Clerk to ring the bells.

ABSENCE OF MINISTER
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — The Minister for
Health, who is also the Minister for Ambulance
Services, will be absent from question time today, and
the Minister for Mental Health will answer any
questions on her behalf.
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, prior to
your ringing of the bells you made a statement to the
Parliament about the allegations that were raised in this
morning’s newspapers, and we appreciate the statement
that you made and the apology that you tendered. I
think it would assist in the house being fully informed
about your statement and would give confidence to all
members of the Parliament, and indeed to the broader
community, that the rules have been adhered to if you
would be prepared to make public the documentation
relating to the matters that you have explained to the
house — matters such as the relevant allowance claims
forms, drivers logs and other relevant documentation.
We understand the explanation that you have given, but
that explanation in turn raises further questions. I
believe in terms of accountability and demonstration of
what you have told the house that it would be
appropriate for you to make these documents public
and available to members of the house.
The SPEAKER — Order! The manager of
opposition business makes a point of order and requests
a range of documents. It is the intention of the Chair to
refer these matters to the internal audit committee.
Mr Clark — On a further point of order, Speaker,
on a separate matter, it has come to my attention that
earlier today the Premier gained access to the
Parliament building through a side entrance and
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through a door which I understand has been designated
as an exit door only and so designated — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair is on his feet.
The manager of opposition business is entitled to make
a point of order. The manager of opposition business
will continue.
Mr Clark — These side doors have been designated
as exit-only for reasons of security. All members will be
familiar with that fact, and members who have been in
this house for some time will be familiar with the
changes and the restrictions that were made very clear to
members, that they needed to observe for the sake of
security. The freedom of movement that we previously
were able to enjoy unfortunately has had to be curtailed
in the interests of security. If this has been violated — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The manager of
opposition business is entitled to silence.
Mr Clark — If this appears to have been violated
earlier today, whether to avoid the media or for
whatever other reason, that does raise serious
implications. I would ask you, Speaker, to ensure that
this incident is fully investigated and that any necessary
steps are taken to ensure that the security and integrity
of this building is upheld.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair takes this
matter on notice.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Bail laws
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is to the Premier. With the Chief
Commissioner of Police advising the Public Accounts
and Estimates Committee that in the 2015–16 financial
year there were 18 155 breaches of bail — a record
high of almost 50 bail breaches every single day —
Premier, will you tell all Victorians why did you
weaken bail laws last year, and why will you not
immediately tighten them now?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
the Opposition for his question. As is customary, it is
full of errors. There was no weakening of bail laws
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under this government. In fact, they have been
tightened. On the issue — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The opposition asked a
substantive question of the Premier. The Premier is
entitled to respond to that important question in silence.
The Premier, to continue.
Mr ANDREWS — On the issue of immediate
action, I would make the point — as I have before, but I
will repeat it again for those opposite; they may not
have realised this, they may not have been listening —
that the government in the wake of the Bourke Street
tragedy — —
Mr Guy — Has done nothing.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Opposition members
will come to order.
Mr ANDREWS — The Leader of the Opposition, I
do hope Hansard caught that. I really do hope Hansard
caught that, because it will once and for all prove that
no road is too low for the Leader of the Opposition.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Members will come to
order. The Premier will continue to respond to the
Leader of the Opposition on a substantive question in
silence.
Mr ANDREWS — As I was saying, Speaker, in
relation to immediate action in the wake of the Bourke
Street tragedy, just days after that, the government
determined that former Director of Public Prosecutions
(DPP) Coghlan would be engaged to provide full
advice to the government on a suite of reforms to the
bail laws. I make no apology for that approach. I will
not be advised on bail law changes from those opposite.
We will instead get the advice from the former DPP.
I would again remind those opposite that, when
confronted by the tragic death of Jill Meagher, an
11-month process was established by those opposite,
and it was supported by the then opposition. They now
seek to criticise a process that will run for not more
than — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair is unable to
hear Premier. The Premier to continue, in silence.
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Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, the
Premier is both debating the issue and misleading the
house. The previous government acted ahead of the
outcome of the Callinan review in tackling parole
measures. The Premier should stop misleading the
house and cease debating the issue.
Ms Allan — On the point of order, Speaker, the
Premier could not have been more relevant to the
question that was asked by those opposite. The Premier
at the outset outlined to the Leader of the Opposition
the basis of his question was factually wrong and
provided the information to the house. They may not
like the answer that the Premier has given, but he is
being entirely relevant in relation to the standing orders.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Opposition and
government members will allow the member for
Hawthorn to make a point of order in silence.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr Pesutto — On the point of order, Speaker, the
opposition’s question was very simple, about why the
Premier legalised the breaching of bail by juveniles last
year — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! It is Thursday, and the
Chair certainly understands what a day it is. However,
rules remain. Standing orders and practices of this
house will remain. The Chair does not uphold the point
of order as suggested by the member for Hawthorn.
Mr ANDREWS — We will receive that advice
from Mr Coghlan, and then we will put before the
Parliament any and all changes that need to be made to
make our bail laws stronger and to keep our community
safe. I had hoped that there would be bipartisan support
for such changes. Clearly I was mistaken.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — The chief
commissioner said to PAEC that:
We had in that particular 2015–16 year, 18 155 breach of bail
condition offences. Of those … contravention of a condition
of bail — breaching a condition — and 764 offences
regarding committing an indictable offence while on bail.

Premier, those indictable offences could include drug
trafficking or causing serious injury while out on bail.
What have been the benefits to Victorians of your
government weakening bail laws in 2016?
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Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I think the Leader of
the Opposition would find, if he were to take some time
to read the Bail Act, that committing an indictable
offence while on bail remains an offence for adults and
for children. Yet again — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier will resume
his seat. The Leader of the Opposition will come to
order. The Chair must be able to hear the Premier. The
Premier to continue, in silence.
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Youth justice centres
Mr M. O’BRIEN (Malvern) — My question is to
the Treasurer. Treasurer, your government has stated
that the Werribee jail site was selected based on a
detailed business case that looked at a range of sites and
evaluated them against an extensive set of criteria. With
the Werribee employment precinct marketed as ‘a
national employment and innovation cluster’, is it not a
fact that putting a prison in the middle of this location
will destroy the value and the viability of what should
be the centre of Melbourne’s new west?

Mr ANDREWS — The point here is we are going
to get the advice that we need to make the changes that
are necessary. While the government is making the
changes to keep our state safe, no doubt those opposite
will continue to play their grubby political games.

Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — I thank the member for
Malvern for his question. This is an easy one to answer.
The answer to that question is no.

Ministers statements: Richmond High School

Mr M. O’BRIEN (Malvern) — Treasurer, is it not a
fact that the site you have identified for this new jail is
currently an industrial 1 zone where correctional
facilities are a prohibited use, primarily due to the
proximity to existing and new housing?

Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I was very pleased to
join the Minister for Education and Deputy Premier and
of course the hardworking local member for Richmond,
my honourable friend the Minister for Planning, on
Tuesday to mark the beginning of construction of a
brand-new Richmond High School that will be open for
students at the beginning of the academic year next year.
You might ask yourself: why is it that this government
has to go and build a new secondary school in
Richmond, an established community, a proud and
growing community? Why would you have to go in
and build a new school in a community like that?
I will tell you why: it is because Jeff Kennett closed it
in 1992. Three hundred and fifty schools were closed
by my esteemed predecessor and 7000 teachers were
sacked. This is a great project. Maybe we will invite
former Premier Kennett to the opening. Maybe he can
come to the opening. Maybe he will have a different
view on education these days.
It is one of 42 brand-new schools that are in the pipeline
at the moment, 10 of which opened this term. We have
more than 1000 projects, large and small, at schools
right across the state, creating thousands of jobs and
making sure that every Victorian student gets the life
opportunities they are entitled to, that every child gets
every chance and that in the education state kids are
getting a first-rate education in first-rate facilities.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr ANDREWS — Those opposite interject, and
that only confirms they know nothing about building
anything. It is the cuts-and-closure brigade.

Supplementary question

Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — Once again I thank the
member for Malvern for his question. The issue goes to
the planning scheme and the appropriate use of this
land. I refer that matter to the Minister for Planning.

Ministers statements: energy industry
employment
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change) — I am absolutely
delighted to update the house on our government’s
plans to grow jobs and investment right across regional
Victoria. Through Victoria’s renewable energy targets
we will deliver 5400 megawatts of new energy supply
and create 11 000 new jobs — 11 000 new jobs that the
Leader of the Opposition has promised to axe. That is
not our way. We are — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair should be able
to continue to hear the minister. The Chair was unable
to do so. I request that members come to order to allow
the minister to make a ministers statement, in silence.
Ms D’AMBROSIO — We are wasting no time
whatsoever. Last year we commissioned two new wind
farms that are now being built, creating more than
320 new jobs in north-western Victoria. I am sure that
the member for Lowan should be welcoming that. Let
us not forget about our option for 75 megawatts of new
solar plants for Victoria that will create a further
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300 jobs. That is 300 new jobs that are likely to go to
the electorates of Mildura and Murray Plains. Despite
this the Leader of the Opposition — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister to continue,
in silence.
Ms D’AMBROSIO — They do not like good news,
even when it is in their own electorates for their own
communities. There will be 300 new jobs in Mildura
and Murray Plains. Despite this their commitment is to
scrap our Victorian renewable energy targets.
Let us talk more about wind farms and jobs. The
member for Ripon should be celebrating — 173 more
jobs in her electorate. Let us not forget the member for
Polwarth. Another two wind farms — 370 jobs in
Polwarth. Those opposite have no plan other than to
destroy jobs. That is their way. Instead we are getting
on with creating jobs — new jobs, clean energy jobs,
affordable energy, reliable energy — thousands of jobs
for Victorians right across our great state.
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house yesterday, do you also expect this house to
believe that this prison is actually going to increase the
value of the East Werribee employment precinct?
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — I do not know what
most people’s opinions are about this. I do know as a
matter of fact what Australian Education City and its
investors’ position is, because they actually wrote to
Mr Paul Byrne, the lead director of the Victorian
Planning Authority. In that letter, which I am happy to
table, AEC made the following comments:
Further to our proposal at last week’s VPA and DTF meeting,
in relation to the recently announced youth justice centre
which may be situated proximate to the East Werribee
employment precinct, Australian Education City would
appreciate the opportunity to work with the Victorian
government alongside two of our partners.
AEC believe that the state may be best served by an
integrated youth justice centre incorporating skills training,
and other — —

The SPEAKER — Order! The Treasurer’s time has
now expired.
Honourable members interjecting.

Youth justice centres
Mr M. O’BRIEN (Malvern) — My question is to
the Treasurer. Noting that the government has kept the
bidding process open for two years for the 400-hectare
major development parcel at the East Werribee
employment precinct, I ask: given the government did
not tell either the local council or neighbouring
residents before the public announcement, on what date
did you advise the bidders for this billion-dollar site that
you will be building a prison for violent offenders right
next door to the land you are trying to sell them?
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — I thank the member for
Malvern for his question again. Can I be very clear
about this: we advised the public and everybody else at
the point that a decision was made on a preferred
location. The preferred location is as has been stated.
Can I also make it clear that Australian Education City
(AEC) have approached the Victorian Planning
Authority and indicated to them that they are interested
in pursuing investment opportunities arising out of the
delivery of a juvenile detention centre in Werribee.
Honourable members interjecting.
Supplementary question
Mr M. O’BRIEN (Malvern) — Treasurer, most
people would regard siting a large juvenile prison next
door to an investment as being something that would
decrease the value of it. Given your performance in this

The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair is on his feet.
The Treasurer will provide that document to the Clerk.

Ministers statements: western suburbs roads
Mr DONNELLAN (Minister for Roads and Road
Safety) — It is an honour today to have the privilege to
update the house on the Andrews government’s work
on congested roads in the outer western suburbs. We
know from the outer suburban arterial roads (OSARs)
package we announced, which is a $1.8 billion
investment, that the west is very much excited about the
mighty OSARs. They know that this is a policy that is
fleet-footed and visionary, very much like the
Treasurer’s football team, the Western Bulldogs.
This project will deliver duplications and widening
works on Dunnings Road, Palmers Road, Derrimut
Road, Leakes Road, Dohertys Road, Forsyth Road and
Duncans Road. This package will very much change
and transform the outer suburbs, and this is very much
about a government that very much wants to be a
participant in the growth process in the outer west. We
know from this project there will be thousands of jobs
delivered. We know in the last two years we have
delivered and facilitated 120 000 jobs. I know what the
outer western suburbs are excited about. It is certainly
not playing banjos with Bernie Finn from the
Legislative Council. It is about delivering jobs. It is
about real jobs and real opportunities.
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We know that if we keep growing at 3.3 per cent, we
will deliver enormous jobs opportunities across the
state. We certainly do not accept a 0.8 per cent gross
state product growth rate, which we had in 2013–14, as
anything but totally unacceptable. We know that was
what the member for Malvern offered when he had the
levers the last time.
Mr Hodgett — On a point of order, Speaker, the
minister is defying sessional order 5. There have been a
number of changes to sessional orders in this place. The
most recent is so that stupid and incompetent ministers
that cannot talk about anything new in their portfolios
can get away with talking about anything in their
portfolios. I would ask you to bring this minister back
to complying with sessional order 5.
Ms Allan — On the point of order, Speaker, I think
given the unprofessional way the shadow minister
provided that point of order to the house it should be
treated with the contempt it deserves. However, on the
point of substance, sessional order 5 does provide for a
minister to make a statement of up to 2 minutes on
matters relating to his portfolio. That is exactly what the
minister was doing. Again, those opposite are more
used to blocking and stopping job-creating projects
rather than supporting them.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister will come
back to making a ministers statement.
Mr DONNELLAN — We know the west is very
excited by that 3.3 per cent growth rate because they
know that what we are here to do is deliver jobs. We
certainly will not be delivering Wally the Wombat-type
growth rates of 0.8 per cent — not a whole number. It
was a pretty, pretty ordinary, slovenly effort that the
member for Malvern, when he had the levers of
Treasury, delivered to the community. We know we
have to work hard to deliver the jobs and the — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister’s time has
expired.

Youth justice centres
Mr M. O’BRIEN (Malvern) — My question is to
the Treasurer. Treasurer, given you misled Parliament
yesterday about the Werribee jail, you have misled the
people of Wyndham and you have destroyed all
confidence in the integrity of your government’s
processes, will you now release the preliminary
business case — —
Ms Allan — On a point of order, Speaker, in the
shadow Treasurer’s question he has made allegations
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that can only be made via a substantive motion, and I
ask you to ask him to rephrase his question.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Rowville and the Leader of the House will come to
order and allow the manager of opposition business to
contribute to the point of order.
Mr Clark — On the point of order, Speaker, the
Leader of the House is completely wrong in her
assertion. The statement made by the member for
Malvern was that the Treasurer had misled the house in
question time yesterday. That is exactly the fact. The
Treasurer in fact came to the house and made a
personal explanation because he had misled the house.
So the question is entirely in order.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Malvern
did not suggest that the Treasurer had deliberately misled
the house. There is no point of order.
Mr M. O’BRIEN — Treasurer, given you misled
the house yesterday about the Werribee jail, you have
misled the people of Wyndham and you have destroyed
all confidence in the integrity of your government’s
processes, will you now release — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! All members will come
to order. The member for Malvern is entitled to
continue his question.
Mr M. O’BRIEN — Treasurer, given you misled
Parliament yesterday about the Werribee jail, you have
misled the people of Wyndham and you have destroyed
all confidence in the integrity of your government’s
processes, will you now release the preliminary
business case, the final business case and all associated
documents surrounding this tawdry, dishonest process?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Minister for Roads
and Road Safety will come to order.
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — I thank the member for
Malvern for his question. Imagine getting lectures on
integrity from the bloke who signed a secret side letter
behind the backs of the Victorian people — —
Honourable members interjecting.
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The SPEAKER — Order! The Treasurer is entitled
to silence. Government and opposition members will
allow that to occur.

them the truth, or will you continue to behave like a
sycophantic bootlicker to this Premier despite his
contempt for you and your constituents?

Mr PALLAS — It defies belief that this bloke’s
bloated arrogance could allow him to get up in this
place and ask such a question. But, Speaker, let us
be — —

Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — The member for
Malvern has got the memory of a goldfish and the
integrity of an amoeba. We have got a lot of people
who are very busy — —

Mr Hodgett — On a point of order, Speaker, the
Treasurer is debating the question. I would ask you to
bring him back to answering the question.

Mr Hodgett — On a point of order, Speaker, the
question again had nothing to do with the member
for Malvern. Question time is not an opportunity for
the Treasurer to attack the member for Malvern, and
I would ask you to bring him back to answering the
question.

The SPEAKER — Order! The Treasurer will come
back to answering the question.
Mr PALLAS — With regard to the issues before
the chamber yesterday and again today, can I be very
clear: this government is and remains committed to a
genuine process of engagement with the people of the
Werribee community. Can I also make the point that
the member for Malvern has misled the house around
the issues of Australian Education City and their
investment potential, which the letter before the house
makes very clear.
Mr Hodgett — On a point of order, Speaker, the
question had nothing to do with the member for
Malvern. I renew my point of order. The Treasurer is
debating the question, and I would ask you to bring him
back to answering the question.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair requests that
the Treasurer return to answering the question.
Mr PALLAS — We will produce such material as
is appropriate in order to properly engage the
community around the decisions that the government
has made with regard to the preferred location.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Malvern on a supplementary question to the Treasurer.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Frankston is warned.
Supplementary question
Mr M. O’BRIEN (Malvern) — Treasurer, you will
not release the details about the Werribee jail. You
change your story from day to day about what you did
and did not know. You refused to face your constituents
at the recent community rally. How can Wyndham
residents have any faith that as Treasurer you are telling

Ms Allan — On the point of order, Speaker, the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition is doing a fabulous
job of demonstrating he is one of the very few numbers
the member for Malvern has. However, the point of
order that he is making — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of the House
will bring herself to making the point of order.
Ms Allan — Speaker, these topics get a bit touchy
over there, don’t they?
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of the House
will make the point of order.
Ms Allan — Again, they love throwing an insult
at a female member on this side of the house, don’t
they? They are never happier than when they are
giving an insult to females on this side of the house!
The supplementary question that was asked by the
shadow Treasurer was full of bile and inaccuracies,
and I think the Treasurer is entitled to treat it with the
contempt it deserves.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Deputy Premier will
come to order. The Leader of the Opposition! The
Chair upholds the point of order.
Mr PALLAS — It was a little hard to actually glean
whether there was a question involved there, but if the
fundamental thrust of the question was: am I a fan and
supporter of the work that the Premier and his
government are doing for the western suburbs,
unashamedly I am, because when those opposite made
no investment in the west, this government has been
there. Ten per cent of all capital investment in education
is going on in the west at the moment. There is
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$1.8 billion in Wyndham alone in arterial roads, as we
have heard. So am I a fan of the Premier? Yes, because
this government has integrity and diligence — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Treasurer will
resume his seat. The Treasurer has concluded his
answer.

Ministers statements: infrastructure projects
Mr NOONAN (Minister for Industry and
Employment) — Today I am very pleased to update the
house on our record investment in infrastructure and the
jobs that are being created through that record
infrastructure.
Questions and statements interrupted.

SUSPENSION OF MEMBER
Member for Kew
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Kew
will withdraw himself from the house for the period of
1 hour. He has persistently interjected.
Honourable member for Kew withdrew from
chamber.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Ministers statements: infrastructure projects
Questions and statements resumed.
Mr NOONAN — Last week I had the great
pleasure of joining the Premier at a precast factory in
Pakenham, a very big facility based in the south-east,
which is an area hit by the automotive closure — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Warrandyte will now come to order.
Mr NOONAN — This is a factory that has the task
of building the 2200 concrete segments for the
Caulfield to Dandenong level crossing removal project.
What a great — —
Mr Andrews — Nine level crossings.
Mr NOONAN — Nine level crossings are being
removed. At this particular precast factory 200 jobs
have been created. Steel fixers, welders, concreters and
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plant operators are all working out of this precast
facility. This is on top of the 100 jobs that were created
during the construction of the facility. Overall, and this
has been mentioned in the Parliament before, the
Caulfield to Dandenong level crossing removal project
will generate 2000 jobs, and pleasingly this project will
create 233 apprentice and trainee jobs.
I am also aware that early estimates on the Melbourne
Metro project reveal that there will be up to
1000 apprentice and trainee jobs during the
construction life of the project. You would think
everyone would be supportive of creating these jobs,
but no. Some are outright opposed to these particular
projects. Those opposite are taking the mantle of
opposition to new heights by opposing projects that will
create more than 26 000 jobs. They are standing in the
way of these key projects and these key investments.
Get out of the way!

Youth justice centres
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is to the Premier. Premier, your Treasurer and
your minister have left the door open for you to admit
that you have got the location of this new youth jail
wrong. Will you for once — just once in your career —
finally admit you have got it wrong? Wyndham is not
the location for a new youth jail. Tell the people of
Wyndham you will find a new, more suitable site than
just 400 metres from their homes.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Government members
will allow the Premier to respond to the Leader of the
Opposition, in silence, on a substantive question.
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
the Opposition for his question. As the minister with
responsibility for youth justice matters in the other
place has made clear, as I think the Treasurer has made
clear and as any number of members of the government
have made clear, this is a preferred location. The
council, for instance, have indicated that they believe
there are other more suitable sites. The government is
working with them in good faith.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Ringwood will come to order, and the member is
warned.
Mr ANDREWS — That is what people would
expect, and that is what the government is doing.
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Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — Premier,
stop playing political games — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Government members!
The Chair is on his feet. The Leader of the Opposition
is entitled to silence when endeavouring to put a
supplementary question to the Premier.
Mr GUY — Premier, you are playing political
games with tricky words. Just tell the people of
Wyndham straight: is there actually any chance that
you will move this facility from the City of
Wyndham — yes or no?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Government members
will come to order.
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — The Leader of the
Opposition has gone from putting the punchline first to
then getting all angry. He is all angry now. I have
nothing to add to my earlier comprehensive answer. We
are working with the council in good faith, we are
working with the community in good faith and that is
exactly the way we will continue. And I have
concluded my answer.
Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, you can
require the Premier to give a written answer to this
house. This was a very simple question: yes or no. Is
there any chance that this prison will be moved from
the City of Wyndham: yes or no? The Premier did not
answer that question. I ask you to require him to give
a written statement to this house to answer that
question clearly.
Ms Allan — On the point of order, Speaker, I would
ask that you rule the point of order out of order from the
Leader of the Opposition. The Premier answered the
question directly.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of the House
is entitled to silence when making a point of order. The
Chair will withdraw members if they do not allow that
to happen.
Ms Allan — He answered it directly and clearly,
and I appreciate the Leader of the Opposition may not
have heard the answer because he was too busy calling
the Premier names across the chamber. Perhaps the
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Premier should not need to comply with the standing
order that the Leader of the Opposition is asking him to.
Mr Walsh — On the point of order, Speaker, I
would ask you to uphold the point of order by the
Leader of the Opposition. It was a very clear question
about clarifying for the people of the City of Wyndham
as to whether there is any chance of moving the facility
or not, because there have been so many different
answers that have come from that side of the house and
from the upper house this week. City of Wyndham
residents deserve an answer to this question, and I
would ask you to uphold the point of order and have the
Premier provide a written response.
Mr Pakula — On the point of order, Speaker, the
substance of the Leader of the Opposition’s question
was whether there was a chance that this facility might
ultimately be located elsewhere. The Premier in his
answer referred to comments by Minister Mikakos, the
Treasurer and him that said there was a preferred
location but that consultation was ongoing, including
with council, about alternative sites. So in substance the
question has absolutely been answered.
Mr Clark — On the point of order, Speaker, the
Attorney-General has misrepresented the question that
was asked by the Leader of the Opposition. The
specific aspect of the opposition leader’s question was
whether or not there was any opportunity for this
facility to be relocated out of Wyndham. That is the
point that the Leader of the Opposition seeks a response
on. It is ironic in the context of a question about shifty
answers that the Premier’s answer did not address the
question that was asked. He simply said, ‘We will
continue to talk to the City of Wyndham’. The reason
that this sessional order was created was to achieve the
objective of getting direct answers to direct questions,
and this is a classic instance of where an answer has not
been given, which is why I ask you therefore to instruct
the Premier to provide a written answer.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair does not
uphold the point of order. The Premier was responsive.

Ministers statements: penalty rates
Ms HUTCHINS (Minister for Industrial
Relations) — I rise to update the house on the
government’s work to protect our weekend workers
here in this state. They are real people with real stories.
While the coalition and their mates in Canberra want to
cut take-home pay for many of our most vulnerable
workers, this government stands up for those workers.
Honourable members interjecting.
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The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Eltham
will come to order.
Ms HUTCHINS — It is with much anguish that
during the time that we have been in this house I
report that the Fair Work Commission has handed
down its decision on Sunday penalty rates. It has
decided to cut Sunday penalty rates for hospitality,
fast-food and retail workers.
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms HUTCHINS — Because those across the way
want to talk about real people, how about we do just
that, except the real people I want to talk about are not
stock photo-type people; these are real people. Let me
tell you about Rebecca Smith. Rebecca Smith is
26 years old. She is in her second year of midwifery
but supporting herself through university by working
weekends with a catering company. She said earlier
today that for her, penalty rates are the difference
between being able to buy books for school or not.
She gives up her weekends because she knows that the
extra money will help her to get through university.
She is not wealthy — she gives up her Sundays
because she is desperate.
With those cuts to those Sunday penalty rates likely to
see between $2000 and $5000 in annual salaries cut for
weekend workers, we know there are going to be a lot
more workers out there affected by this.
Only yesterday the Reserve Bank of Australia
expressed concern about the lack of private sector
wages growth, and this decision to cut penalty rates will
have flow-on effects to other industries.
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, prior to
question time in response to my raising with you the
issue of whether you would make certain documents
public in relation to the allegations against you in
today’s Age, you indicated that you would be referring
the matter to the audit committee for examination. It
has come to attention that you are in fact the chair of
the audit committee, and I would submit with respect
that it would not be appropriate in those circumstances
for this matter to be referred to the audit committee, and
I would submit that instead the more appropriate
process would be for you to invite this house to refer
the matter to the Privileges Committee. That was of
course the process that was followed previously in
relation to a former member for Frankston, and it would
seem appropriate that it be followed likewise in relation
to your matter.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair does not
intend to be a part of that audit committee. The Chair
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will make himself absent from that process, and the
President will be the person to chair the entire
examination of those documents and any other matters
that are related to allowances of that kind.

CONSTITUENCY QUESTIONS
Mornington electorate
Mr MORRIS (Mornington) — (12 291) My
question is for the Minister for Energy, Environment
and Climate Change. This morning I raised the issue of
the Andrews government’s neglect of the Mount
Martha foreshore reserve. I now raise the issue of the
government’s neglect of the Mornington foreshore
reserve. Shire Hall Beach is a small and lovely beach at
the fringe of the Mornington Harbour precinct. Sadly
the usually pleasant sandy aspect is currently nothing
more than a collection of exposed rocks, totally
unsuitable for the families and children that usually
frequent the area. I ask: what action has the minister
taken to ensure that there is no further degradation of
Shire Hall Beach at Mornington?

Narre Warren South electorate
Ms GRALEY (Narre Warren South) — (12 292)
My question is to the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety, and it concerns the intersection of Pound and
Shrives roads, Hampton Park. I ask: what stage has the
Andrews Labor government’s much-needed project to
upgrade the intersection of Pound and Shrives roads
reached? I am regularly contacted by local residents
who are very excited about the project but remain
frustrated at the congestion and regular incidents they
must contend with. Under the previous failed Liberal
government nothing was done, so I am much happier
now that the Andrews Labor government is getting on
with improving and upgrading our local roads.

Morwell electorate
Mr NORTHE (Morwell) — (12 293) My
constituency question is to the Premier. Premier, what
is the latest information with regard to your
government finding new employment for those
workers and contractors who have already lost their
job or will lose their job very soon given the closure of
the Hazelwood power station on 31 March? People in
the Latrobe Valley are acutely aware of Labor’s policy
to close Hazelwood, but, Premier, your party also said
it would close the station gradually, and that is not
happening. It is also well recognised that the current
state government ripped an extra $252 million of taxes
out of Latrobe Valley generators in last year’s budget,
so there is no doubt at all that Labor wants Hazelwood
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closed. Workers and contractors are seeking two
outcomes: close Hazelwood gradually, as your party
promised, and initiate a pooled redundancy scheme.
These people and their families want and need a real
job, not just tokenistic words from your government. I
therefore ask the Premier on behalf of workers and
contractors: what new jobs will they be employed in
post 31 March 2017?

Pascoe Vale electorate
Ms BLANDTHORN (Pascoe Vale) — (12 294)
My constituency question is for the Minister for Roads
and Road Safety, and I ask him: what has been done to
ensure that there is clear and adequate signage in place
along the Moonee Ponds Creek Trail while works are
being undertaken to build the noise walls in Glenroy
and Gowanbrae? As he knows, work is now underway
to build these noise walls, and certainly this
construction has been long awaited by the residents of
Glenroy and Gowanbrae, many of whom are very much
looking forward to the alleviation of the noise and
therefore an enhanced quality of life. However, the
Premier would also be aware that there are unavoidable
detours in place while the works are being undertaken,
and the Moreland and Moonee Valley bicycle user
groups have brought to my attention the question of
adequate signage, so I ask the Premier: what has been
done to ensure that there is adequate signage to promote
the route during the temporary closures for the cyclists
along the trail?

South Barwon electorate
Mr KATOS (South Barwon) — (12 295) My
constituency question is to the Minister for Roads and
Road Safety. Minister, when will VicRoads work with
local landholders to rectify funding to private property
in Marshall that has occurred as a result of the
Breakwater Bridge realignment project to create a flood
relief culvert? On 24 November last year on the
adjournment I asked the minister this very question. On
16 January this year the minister responded, saying:
I have been advised that VicRoads discussed the issue with
the property owners shortly after the recent flood event and
committed to working with the property owners … to clarify
the cause and resolve the flooding issue.

Minister, VicRoads has done nothing, and the property
owners are fearful that more flooding will occur to their
properties this winter and spring as a result of your
inaction and incompetence. Work should be going on
now to prevent potential flooding later in the year.
Minister, if you are not prepared to help these people,
then simply tell the truth, which is that you really could
not care less about them.
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Macedon electorate
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) — (12 296) My question
is to the Minister for Sport. What has the Andrews
Labor government been doing to increase the
participation rates in sport in regional and rural
communities like mine? I understand that both the
Macedon Football Netball Club and the Trentham
District Football Netball Club have applied for grant
funding under the country football and netball program.
This program supports clubs to upgrade their facilities.
Through my time as the member for Macedon I have
had the pleasure of meeting both members of these
clubs and their supporters, and what I can tell the house
is that these clubs are at the centre of community life. I
would like to support both of these clubs in their
applications. Across my electorate football-netball
clubs bring people together, engage our young people
and encourage participation of women and girls in
sport. I support the grant applications made by both the
Macedon Cats and the Trentham Saints, and I ask that
the minister do the same.

Prahran electorate
Mr HIBBINS (Prahran) — (12 297) My question is
to the Minister for Roads and Road Safety, and I ask:
what is the latest information on the St Kilda Road
safety improvement study? The study was announced
in August 2015 and was to look at separated bike lanes
along St Kilda Road. There was supposed to be a
proposal to be made available for consultation by late
2016, which did not occur. We had reports in the Age of
19 February stating that the project has been delayed
for an unknown period of time to get further
information on the potential impact on car and truck
traffic of bike lanes.
St Kilda Road is one of Melbourne’s busiest, but also
one of our most dangerous bike routes. Separated bike
lanes are needed to ensure the safety of cyclists, and it
is also an opportunity to create a world-class cycling
route from the south to the city centre. Cyclists are
understandably frustrated over the lack of action on
separated bike lanes, which have been proposed by
both Port Phillip and Melbourne city councils.
Reallocating road space from cars to bikes will always
raise some concerns, but in this case it is essential to
deliver a safe, world-class cycling route. Our transport
network works efficiently when we have more people
on bikes, reducing traffic and congestion. Safety is the
paramount consideration for many would-be cyclists,
particularly women. I urge the minister to build these
bike lanes.
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Niddrie electorate
Mr CARROLL (Niddrie) — (12 298) My
constituency question is for the Minister for Training
and Skills in the other place, and I ask: how will
students in my electorate benefit from the approval of
$10 million from the Andrews Labor government’s
TAFE Rescue Fund to build a new purpose-built
Sunshine skills hub at the new Victoria Polytechnic at
Victoria University?
The $35 million centre is jointly funded by Victoria
University, which is providing $20 million, and the Ian
Potter Foundation, which is providing $5 million. The
Labor government is making sure locals in
Melbourne’s north-west have the best access to
training, facilities and equipment, which my
constituents will benefit from. Education and training is
very important public investment that we can make to
meet the needs of the 21st century. I am very keen to
see how this centre will benefit students from my
electorate of Niddrie.

Sandringham electorate
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) — (12 299) My
constituency question is directed to the Minister for
Public Transport. In the Beach Road corridor there is an
increasingly high volume of traffic, both vehicles and
bicycles. Also within the Beaumaris-Black Rock area
there are minimum interventions, either by way of
traffic islands or traffic lights, to facilitate people being
able to cross the road. One person was seriously injured
a while back by a cyclist while crossing Beach Road.
There are a number of retired medical health
professionals who are very keen to see some
interventions installed. I ask whether the minister will
be able to review, through VicRoads, the best locations
along Beach Road that might help guide the installation
of interventions.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member has referred this particular
constituency question to the Minister for Public
Transport. The portfolio of public transport does not
deal with VicRoads, so therefore I rule the question out
of order.

Thomastown electorate
Ms HALFPENNY (Thomastown) — (12 300) My
constituency question is to the Minister for Suburban
Development. Can the minister inform me of the recent
fantastic announcement of growth areas infrastructure
contribution funding for the Merri Creek Marran Baba
parklands? How will the $1.7 million that is to be spent
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on park upgrades, cycling and walking tracks benefit
those living in my electorate?

FAIR WORK (COMMONWEALTH
POWERS) AMENDMENT BILL 2017
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — Prior to question time I
was making the point that we have seen the ability of
Trades Hall to phone the Minister for Industrial
Relations and call on her to come along and address a
rally attacking one of Melbourne’s best-known
companies, Carlton & United Breweries. So instead of
the minister telling the unions to resolve their
grievances within the law and take their case to the Fair
Work Commission, we saw Victoria’s Minister for
Industrial Relations urging on a picket line an industrial
action completely outside the Fair Work Act 2009 —
indeed industrial action that has been accompanied by
assaults, threats and criminal damage.
Last but certainly not least we have seen the ability of the
Community and Public Sector Union (CPSU) to wield
huge power over the Andrews government. The
government has had legislation before Parliament
seeking to dismiss Victoria’s privacy and data protection
commissioner from office and to do so midway through
his statutory five-year term and without compensation.
He is not being dismissed due to any proven or even
alleged misconduct. One really has to wonder as to
exactly what the mix of motives is that underlie this
move, but one thing that he believes, and has said so
publicly, is it is because he has dared to stand up to the
CPSU when they sought to prevent him from taking
action against a non-performing staff member.
This is what the Andrews government is prepared to do
to a senior manager who stands up to a union. It is the
sort of conduct that sends the message right through the
public service that the best way to keep your job is to
simply give the unions whatever your minister wants
you to give them. Of course when ministers want to
give union officials almost anything they want,
however unreasonable, this is enormously destructive
of good government and the public interest. Instead of
having a government that puts the interests of union
officials and aspiring ALP operatives ahead of the
public interest, what Victoria needs is a government
that will bring fairness, balance and common sense to
industrial relations.
When it comes to public sector workplace relations, the
starting point should be that public sector employees
are one of the community’s greatest assets. State
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governments are service delivery organisations. Just
like any service delivery enterprise — indeed just like
almost every enterprise — the success of state
governments in delivering the services the community
is looking for depends on the skills and dedication of its
workforce. The state government here in Victoria is
fortunate to have many outstanding people in its
workforce at all levels, from frontline police, nurses and
teachers through to senior public servants, who serve
the community with enormous dedication and
professionalism, often working very long hours.
Thus any government should want to provide fair and
reasonable wages and conditions to Victoria’s public
sector workers, with work practices that allow people to
do their jobs in the best possible way and provide the
best possible services for clients, customers and the
community, while not placing unreasonable workload
demands on workers. Of course there can be differing
views about what is fair and reasonable, and valuing
people’s contributions does not mean everybody can be
paid what they think they are worth. But valuing
people’s contributions means that discussions about
these matters should take place on a positive, open and
constructive basis, looking at all aspects of how the
community is being served and how service is to be
recognised and remunerated.
While regrettably much of the union movement has
become corrupted and has sold out the interests of
members to the political ambitions of their officials,
there are many instances where union officials do want
to do the right thing by their members and do want to
ensure that the interests of their members are not
prejudiced or overlooked. A sensible employer needs to
recognise that is the case, and be prepared to engage
with union officials in such instances as the legitimate
representatives of their members.
So of course it is important for any government to be
reasonable when union officials are reasonable —
indeed even if they are not being reasonable — but it is
also important for any government to be firm in
protecting the public interest and the interests of
workers when union officials are being unreasonable or
putting their own personal or political interests ahead of
workers’ interests. This is where time and time again
the Andrews government has failed to live up to its
responsibilities, failed to stand up to the public interest,
failed to say no to those aspiring ALP operatives who
have put their interests ahead of their workers’ interests
or have made demands that are completely
unreasonable or unacceptable in the public interest.
This is the track record of the Andrews government,
and they should not be given the powers they are
seeking through this bill.
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Ms WILLIAMS (Dandenong) — It is a pleasure to
rise in support of the Fair Work (Commonwealth
Powers) Amendment Bill 2017, despite the fist waving
and the hysteria from those opposite. This bill fulfils a
commitment this government made before the election
to expand the range of matters that can be bargained
over and included in a public sector enterprise
agreement made under the Fair Work (Commonwealth
Powers) Act 2009. As it stands, and as a result of the
United Firefighters’ Union of Australia v. Country Fire
Authority case, some public sector employers and
employees are already able to bargain and reach an
agreement on the number, identity or appointment of
employees in the public sector, but this does not apply
to all public sector employers and employees.
So following this decision what we effectively ended
up with was a situation where there was an
inconsistency between public sector bodies that are
constitutional corporations and the ones that are not.
The ones that are constitutional corporations can
currently include a broader range of things in their
enterprise bargaining agreements — and they comprise
over half of the employees in the public sector — but
the rest cannot, and that is about 130 000 employees
who work for non-constitutional corporations, such as
the Victorian public service, teaching services, school
support and school councils. They currently do not have
the same rights effectively. This is what this bill is
about, and the inconsistency is clearly not desirable.
What this bill before us here today will do is to amend
the Fair Work (Commonwealth Powers) Act, which is a
referral act, to enable all public sector employees and
employers to bargain over and reach agreement on
these terms. This may include terms such as minimum
staffing levels, restrictions on how staff are to be
engaged or the number of casual, seasonal or fixed-term
employees at a workplace. The bill will ensure that
those 130 000 employees I just mentioned will have the
same rights as everyone else, and this will ensure a
greater level of fairness and consistency in the
agreement-making process across the Victorian public
sector. We also hope it will encourage better
cooperation and collaboration between government and
its workforce.
The amendments to the referral act will effectively
remove existing limitations that prevent some public
sector employees from making an enterprise
agreement containing a matter that pertains to the
terms I just referred to — that is, in the number,
identity or appointment of employees in the public
sector — and it also will ensure these terms can be
enforced by the parties through the courts. It is also
important to note that this bill will not permit a matter
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that pertains to these terms to be imposed on the
government, which means these terms cannot be
imposed on the government by way of, say, a modern
award, a workplace determination or a transfer of
business obligation.
Allowing for bargaining on these matters does not
mean that a department or agency is or can be
compelled to agree to a new clause in an enterprise
agreement, and it will not allow the Fair Work
Commission to impose new clauses on parties where an
agreement cannot be reached.
The bill does not affect other excluded matters that
currently exist in the legislation — exclusions such as
those that pertain to redundancy, those that pertain to
executive and senior appointments or those that pertain
to, say, the appointment of ministerial officers. These
remain as they are.
The bill will also not change the state of play in relation
to law enforcement officers, including police officers,
protective services officers and reservists. However, it
will extend to public sector employees at Victoria
Police, for example, Victorian public service staff and
police custody officers. The reason it does not extend to
law enforcement officers is to ensure the integrity and
operational independence of state laws and Victoria
Police operations.
Many of the clauses that can now be included in public
sector agreements will make workplaces safer and jobs
more secure. We know that this is not something that
those opposite are terribly interested in. For example, it
will allow for the inclusion of courses that specify
minimum numbers of employees per shift or specify,
say, ranks and locations for a shift. It will also allow the
inclusion of clauses that state, for example, that an
employer must advertise vacancies internally before
seeking external applicants. This is something that I
know matters to a lot of workers who want an
opportunity to be able to put their hand up for jobs
within their workplace. It might include, for example,
clauses that ensure that fixed-term employment cannot
be used to undermine job security or conditions, or that
secondment or lateral entry cannot be used to diminish
promotional opportunities available to existing or
ongoing staff.
These causes are fundamentally about job security for
Victorian workers, and we know this is something
Victorian workers value, and they value it strongly.
They value it strongly particularly in an age of greater
casualisation across many sectors. This is why it is very
important to a lot of Victorian workers.
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You will hear those of us on this side of the house
speak a lot about jobs. You will also see that we have
done a very good job in creating jobs. We do not just
talk; we act. I can go through the stats: you have
heard them a thousand times before, but they are
important because each one of those jobs represents
somebody’s life and it represents somebody’s family,
a family that is given much more independence and
freedom in their lives as a result of a job and the
opportunities that provides.
We have created more jobs in the last 12 months than
the previous government did in four years, let alone the
number of jobs we have created in the past two years. It
is quite phenomenal. It is no wonder that when we talk
about jobs on this side of the house those opposite fall
silent or they start chattering to each other — or, if they
are sitting at the dispatch box over there, they turn their
backs. It is no wonder because they have a shameful
record on the jobs front. But it is not enough for us on
this side that it be any job — we have demonstrated a
commitment to creating fair, secure and good-quality
jobs for Victorians. The Victorian people deserve
nothing less.
What we have seen on the other side of the house are
yet more attempts to erode workers’ rights, to erode
conditions. As always, their comments on this bill have
demonstrated that what they stand for is essentially a
race to the bottom. We saw that with the member for
Box Hill waving his fists and fearmongering about the
unions. It is all ‘reds under the beds’ stuff that we have
heard a thousand times before. Sadly, I am not
surprised to hear those things, and neither are the
Victorian workers who have heard them sing this song
a million times. They have seen those opposite trade
away their rights a million times. They have seen those
opposite do their best to strip their wages, to make them
work longer for less money because that is what those
opposite stand for.
The Victorian people have seen it all before, and
countless times they have made it clear that they are
sick of it. Well, we are sick of it on this side of the
house too. It is easy to take the position that those
opposite take when you are a silver-spooner, when
you have never experienced job insecurity or had your
wages stripped. It is easy to take that position when
you have got no experience of the real world. It is easy
to take that position when you are the one sitting at the
big desk, when you are the one taking expensive
holidays and counting your money like Scrooge
McDuck. But believe it or not, these issues have
real-life impact for many, many Victorian workers
who care about their job security and who care about
their conditions — workers who want to feel valued
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by government, who want their representatives to
understand the pressure they are under. And that is not
a lot to ask. It is not a lot to ask your representatives to
understand the pressures you are under and the
insecurity that you might face in your workplace.
Those opposite also ignore the employers who want to
deliver a quality service, the employers who want to
oversee a happy and quality operation, those who want
an environment that fosters a loyal and committed
workforce. Let us not forget those employers too,
because they are out there. You disregard these
employers when you take these wildly ideologically
driven stances without proper consideration and
without thought. Not just in relation to this bill, but to
others that have come before this place. As soon as the
‘union’ word is mentioned, the comments from those
opposite drive this debate to a level and depth of horror,
really, for the average worker that people do not
deserve, and we are sick of hearing it. It is kneejerk
ideological conservatism. That is what we hear every
time we have a conversation about industrial relations
or about agreements or about unions — every single
time, we hear the same rubbish from those opposite.
In conclusion, this bill is about fairness and it is about
consistency. It is about creating high-quality and secure
work environments. It will not operate retrospectively.
It will not disturb current enterprise agreements which
have been approved by the Fair Work Commission, and
this will have no bearing on the enterprise agreements
this government finalised last year.
This bill is at the heart of what a good Labor
government stands for. Unfortunately, that brings out
the worst in those opposite. It brings out all those issues
I have gone through, and it brings out all those
comments, all that nastiness, all that vitriol that is the
very reason that I joined the Labor Party in the first
place. On that note, I commend the bill to the house.
Mr CRISP (Mildura) — I rise to make a
contribution to the Fair Work (Commonwealth
Powers) Amendment Bill 2017. The provisions in
this bill essentially limit a current exclusion of
Victoria’s referral of industrial relations powers to
the commonwealth to allow the state or a public
centre entity to agree to include in most enterprise
bargaining agreements (EBAs) binding provisions
relating to the number, identity and appointment of
employees; to continue to exclude the power of the
Fair Work Commission to impose provisions
regarding the number, identity or appointment of
public service employees by way of arbitration of an
EBA or an award; and to allow the Fair Work
Commission to arbitrate a dispute about the operation
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of an agreed EBA, provided the EBA provides for
such arbitration.
It is a very interesting bill, and I do want to pay tribute
to the member for Box Hill for his very thorough
examination of this. I also think that it is a bill with
some quite serious consequences, and therefore it has
flown under the radar very, very well. So there are
some issues with this bill. The bill gives effect to the
ALP’s election commitment to legislate so that EBA
provisions agreed to by the state or a public sector
entity on matters such as staffing levels and who is
employed or promoted are enforceable under the Fair
Work Act 2009. This commitment was intended to
overcome the constitutional principle that the
commonwealth cannot substantially burden a state’s
capacity to function — the Melbourne Corporation
principle, which the member for Box Hill spoke about
in some detail — such as by restricting the
government’s ability to determine the number, identity
or appointment of its employees.
This flows on very quickly to the Country Fire Authority
(CFA) issue. As a result of the early 2015 decision of the
full Federal Court in United Firefighters’ Union of
Australia v. Country Fire Authority [2015] FCA FC 1,
the EBA provisions voluntarily agreed to are already
binding on public sector employers that are constitutional
corporations, such as the CFA was held to be. Such
employers are bound because the full court ruled that
voluntarily agreed EBA provisions do not substantially
burden the state’s capacity to govern and thus
commonwealth law on EBAs applies automatically to
such bodies through the commonwealth’s corporations
power. This is a very far-reaching decision for a lot of
people, and it is fairly important that what it means is
understood, particularly for Victoria and for how we
structure our public service.
However, the commonwealth law can only apply such
EBA provisions to non-constitutional corporation
public sector employers — that is, the government
departments — if that power has been referred to the
commonwealth, which is not the case under Victoria’s
current referral. For this reason the bill winds back the
limitation on Victoria’s referral of powers to the
commonwealth over public sector employers who are
not constitutional corporations so as to allow them to be
bound by agreed EBA provisions about the number,
identity and appointment of their employees. This
means that if the bill is passed, the sort of restrictive
EBA provisions unsuccessfully challenged by the CFA
in the Federal Court, or which the Premier has agreed to
with Peter Marshall, will be able to be locked into
EBAs across the public sector, such as those with core
public servants.
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The EBA restrictions challenged in the CFA case
included not allowing changes to the classifications of
employees who could do particular work, which is
clause 26 in the CFA EBA; not allowing changes to the
number of employees per shift, which is clause 27 in
the CFA EBA; and restrictions on lateral entry, external
recruitment and secondments, which are clauses 28 and
122 of the EBA. In particular this would exclude, in my
view, the cross-fertilisation of being able to bring
people in from outside the Victorian public service
experience to further enhance our service provision to
the public of Victoria.
In short, the Labor government is allowing itself to be
locked into restrictions for almost all the EBA
conditions and United Firefighters Union (UFU)-style
restrictive practices and controls across the entire public
sector. Labor justifies the bill in the various ways that
we have just heard from the previous speaker.
However, really this bill also locks in not only this
government but future governments to these sorts of
work practices. The coalition does believe that bona
fide agreements should be honoured and not torn up, as
the government did with the east–west link. However,
as a matter of principle, no state should allow its future
capacity to function to be restricted by commonwealth
law, and that leaves us in a very difficult position.
I think this bill is designed to let Labor agree with its
union mates on EBA clauses that will lock in massive
levels of bureaucratic employment and restrictive work
practices rather than provide better service to the public,
and it will give unions UFU-style control powers over
the public sector, and that is very much what concerns
country people. It has been very much in the forefront
of their minds — the CFA and the CFA’s role in
country Victoria. It is based on volunteers, and it is
those volunteers that keep most of our population safe.
It is based on the availability of those volunteers who
are distributed across country Victoria and who must
keep country Victoria safe at no notice, and they are the
backbone of country life. The CFA is an important
institution across country Victoria, and in many of my
smaller communities it is the only organisation left and
is thus very important, so it should not be threatened in
any way, shape or form.
This bill will entrench UFU practices and reward them
across all aspects of country Victoria, and that too
expands into the delivery of services across country
Victoria. The public service is there to serve the public,
and what this bill does is feed into a very popular
thought out there amongst people in country Victoria
and, I am sure, elsewhere that if this occurs, then it is a
major step towards the public service servicing itself. It
is going to be very, very hard to have our public
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services continue to function with the integrity and
confidence they need in our country areas. So this is a
very serious issue.
Perhaps on a lighter note, we have all been entertained
by the antics of Sir Humphrey, but this bill will be a
good cause to stop laughing about the antics of
Sir Humphrey and will feed the discontent in my
electorate with the public service. It is something we
really should be avoiding.
When we look at the name of this bill, the Fair Work
(Commonwealth Powers) Amendment Bill 2017, and
the Fair Work Commission, I think there are better
things we could have done with our time. One of those
would be to deal with the exploitation of backpackers in
our Victorian economy. We have had an inquiry into
that matter, the Forsyth inquiry, and there are
recommendations that are clear. When we are looking
at where we want the commonwealth to better use its
fair work powers and how we should manage those into
the future, I think it would be better to look at how we
could provide the Fair Work Commission with the
powers they need to investigate and act in these alleged
allegations — well, they are not alleged; they have been
well proven — by certain operators in that sector,
which is basically called the backpacking sector.
We also need the commonwealth to be involved in that
area. In my electorate, which butts up against both New
South Wales and South Australia, we need to avoid
border hopping so that we prevent rogue operators from
moving to New South Wales or to South Australia but
continuing to service Victoria under certain sections in
our constitution that allow for free interstate trade. We
have one or maybe two bad apples in the backpacker
barrel operating out of Mildura. What we do not want is
that barrel just shifting across the river or across a state
border and continuing to operate. I think our time
would have been better spent addressing the concerns
of people in country Victoria than debating the
provisions of this bill. With that, The Nationals in
coalition are opposing this bill.
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) — What joy it gives me
to speak on the Fair Work (Commonwealth Powers)
Amendment Bill 2017. I will give away my age. I, like
the very handsome member for Oakleigh, came of age
in the 1990s. It is fair to say that the 1990s were
characterised by the dismantling of centralised wage
fixing and the establishment of enterprise bargaining
arrangements. I think enterprise bargaining
arrangements are important, because what effectively
they did, and what our forebears decided at the time,
was recognise the fact that you needed to have a degree
of flexibility in the way in which individual workplaces
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conduct themselves. I think it would be fair to say that
there would be a high correlation between having
enterprise bargaining agreements in place and the fact
that we have not had a recession since the 1991–92
financial year. In fact one of the reasons why the
economy has grown so prodigiously over the course of
that time, under I might say both Labor and coalition
administrations, has been the ability of individual
workplaces to craft industrial agreements that reflect the
needs and requirements of those industries they work
in, of those workplaces where they are struck and for
the benefits of management and staff.
I recall having a conversation with John Gillam, who
until recently was the chief executive officer of
Bunnings. John Gillam, I would have to say in my
experience of working in the private sector, is one of
the most adroit, adept, astute, industrious, thoughtful,
considered people I have come across in business. I
found it very interesting to speak with him about
industrial relations in his workplace. He said to me that
very early on in the piece they recognised that they
would sell more hammers at Bunnings on a Sunday
than on a Tuesday. His response to that was to sit down,
negotiate with the Shop, Distributive and Allied
Employees Association and say, ‘We’ll do you a deal.
You’re not getting double time and a half on a Sunday’.
I think it might have been either time and a half or
double time on the weekend, and it was offset with a
higher base wage. John Gillam recognised the fact that
an organisation like Bunnings has its own unique
characteristics which requires a tailored response.
The agreement that came into play was not struck in the
last five years. I think you would find it would have
been struck in the early 1990s when Bunnings came in
and took over the old McEwans business that had gone
into receivership in the last great recession. And what
have we seen in the course of that time? We have seen
Bunnings grow and grow — prosper — and its
workforce prosper. Bunnings has become a dominant
household brand.
In actual fact I will tell this story. There was a
gentleman who started at the Sunshine store in 1994.
That store was opened by a former Premier of this state,
Jeff Kennett. This guy worked on the tools in the first
big box store. In 2007 he retired. The Wesfarmers
model had a high focus on return on capital
expenditure, and they ensured that shares were
allocated to their workforce to share the upside. This is
modern, progressive, sophisticated capitalism. It is not
dragging the workers out the back and giving them the
rounds of the kitchen, like you had with the
master-servant provisions. This was modern,
progressive capitalism at play.
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This individual worker retired in 2007 and was
contacted by human resources and was asked, ‘What do
you want to do with your shares?’. This worker had no
idea that he had been receiving these shares each year. I
think he had probably just got the paperwork and threw
it in the bin, which is probably what my father-in-law
would do. Six weeks later he rang me up crying
because of the fact that he had received a cheque for
$165 000 — 165 grand! Thirteen years on the tools,
13 years working away, and he got 165 grand. He sold
his shares before the global financial crisis. That is
modern, progressive capitalism. That is the basis for a
civilised society.
I listened with great interest to the member for Box
Hill’s contribution. I will put on the record that I do
respect the member for Box Hill. We do not agree on
much, but honestly! You can tell this bloke came of age
in the 1970s. He is the patron saint of centralised wage
fixing. ‘Don’t worry about enterprise bargaining
agreements. No, we don’t want those. You can all just
have this one size fits all. You get your unions, and you
get them all to toddle off to the Australian Industrial
Relations Commission and say, “Please, sir, can I have
some more?”, and you have the employer saying, “No,
you can’t do that”, and we will just agree on
across-the-board wage increases — you know, 2.5 per
cent or 3 per cent’.
Is it any wonder why the economy ran into a ditch in
the 1970s with stagflation under Fraser? It is just
laughable. I place on the record that he does come here
prepared. He is prepared to argue the case for those
opposite far more succinctly and successfully than
some others opposite, but honestly! We have gone past
that. We should not be saying, ‘Let’s go back to
centralised wage fixing. Let’s turn around and just
basically say we’ll have a one-size-fits-all approach for
every single organisation in the public sector in
Victoria’. It is just laughable.
The reality is that workforces are changing. They are
more sophisticated now than what they were. The skills
required are very, very specialised across the public
sector. You cannot turn around and basically just pluck
someone out of a government department or agency,
put them into some other public sector entity and expect
that they are going to be able to do the job and do it
well. In actual fact you are looking at a plethora of
diverse workplaces, and you need to have that level of
diversity and appropriate industrial instruments to
reflect that.
I listened to a 20-minute rant from the member for Box
Hill against all the perceived sins of every public sector
union with public enemy number one being the United
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Firefighters Union. It is just laughable. It is this
bogeyman of the union movement, and not being
particularly sophisticated and not being particularly
thoughtful and considered. I also find it quite
fascinating that one of the theses presented by the
member for Box Hill was being critical of handing
additional powers to the federal government. This I find
very curious. I would like to say that I am broadly in
favour of having a uniform national approach to
industrial relations. Having an approach where you
have got separate state awards across separate
jurisdictions — and again I refer to a company like
Wesfarmers or Bunnings — does not make any sense.
You want to have one unified approach to industrial
relations across separate workforces where you can.
What I find interesting, though, is that the member for
Box is railing against that, saying, ‘We shouldn’t be
handing more power to Canberra’. The member for
Box Hill was a member of this place — he has been a
member of this place since 1988 — and he sat on this
side of the house in 1996 and referred all the state
industrial powers to the federal government as soon as
John Howard was elected. That was one of the first
actions of the Kennett government after they were
re-elected on 30 March 1996. They got up their
industrial relations powers and they just handed them
all over lock, stock and barrel to their federal
colleagues. Again, I place on the record that I think that
ultimately having one unified national industrial
relations instrument, where practical and appropriate, is
desirable. But I am not coming in here like the member
for Box Hill and saying, ‘It is terrible giving powers to
Canberra. We must resist that; we must assert our state
rights’. He voted for this. This is what he wanted. He
got up and he voted and he supported the position of the
Kennett government.
The bill before the house is a sensible approach. It
fulfils what the government took to the election in 2014
about trying to address some of these inconsistencies. I
note that the member for Hawthorn was yelling from
the other side of the chamber that Bracksy would not
have done it. The reality is that these matters have since
been clarified by the full court of the Federal Court. The
full court of the Federal Court has clarified these
matters and we have responded. Again, I quote to the
member for Hawthorn and the member for Box Hill
John Maynard Keynes, who said ‘When the facts
change, I change’. The reality is that we have greater
certainty and greater clarity on the way in which the
jurisdictions operate and we are responding
accordingly.
It is important that we try to remedy the disparity that
exists between public sector employees of
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constitutional corporations and those of
non-constitutional corporations. But the reality is, and
let there be no mistake, one of the reasons we have not
had a recession since 1991 is the fact that we have had a
very strong and flexible enterprise bargaining
agreement. Those opposite want to take us back to the
1970s. You are stuck in the 1970s with your flares and
your polyester suits. You want to go back to the days of
wide lapels, centralised wage fixing and stagflation.
You are stuck in the 1970s, and that is where you
belong. I commend the bill to the house.
Mr WAKELING (Ferntree Gully) — It was
interesting to listen to the contribution from the member
for Essendon because when you pare it back what he
was doing was standing in this place and actually
supporting the Kennett government’s referral to
Canberra. That is the first takeaway. The second and
more interesting takeaway for me is I think this is the
first time I have heard a Labor member of Parliament
actually support the reduction of weekend penalty rates.
It is the first time I have heard a Labor member of
Parliament actually agreeing to a reduction in weekend
penalty rates — the member for Essendon said that he
supported an enterprise agreement that was struck by
Bunnings which actually reduced the weekend penalty
rate and increased the hourly rate of pay as a form of
compensation.
I just segue from that comment by the member for
Essendon to a comment that was made today by the
Minister for Industrial Relations when she criticised
companies for reducing weekend penalty rates. I think
on the government side you have actually got
confusion. You have got the minister sitting at the table,
the Minister for Finance, championing the fact that the
Labor government opposes the reduction of weekend
penalty rates, but you then have the member for
Essendon supporting an agreement that was struck by
the Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees
Association I think he said, from memory. I do not
know if the member for Pascoe Vale was an industrial
officer with the union at the time so I will not draw her
into that negotiation. Let me just say that it was very
interesting to hear that negotiation.
I, like many in this house, have actually worked in the
field of industrial relations. I was proud to work in the
field for over 15 years. In my previous role as a
national industrial advocate I negotiated enterprise
agreements around the country with a range of union
officials. Some were very good negotiators and stood
up for their workplaces; others were less so. In fact I
recall on numerous occasions negotiating agreements
with the now Attorney-General. We actually had very
robust debates, but at the end of the day we managed
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to negotiate and resolve and settle a range of industrial
agreements.
I was, however, involved in a major industrial case
which was called Campaign 2003. That was an
agreement where the Electrical Trades Union (ETU)
sought to introduce a 36-hour week into the industrial
arena in the manufacturing sector and engaged my
company as the vehicle to try to have that provision
introduced. That saw an industrial dispute occur where
the ETU organised for their staff to be in a caravan at
the front of their workplace for a period of six months.
That was an appalling situation. During negotiations
with representatives of the ETU it was put to us very
simply that there was an island and there was the
mainland and their members were sitting on the
island. Their members would be swimming to the
mainland, and between the island and the mainland
were a whole lot of sharks and along the way some of
their members might disappear, but those who got to
the mainland were the ones who were going to benefit
from the campaign.
That was an appalling negotiation. The upshot of it was
that the Australian Workers Union (AWU), which
represented the metalworkers within that organisation,
actually went in and negotiated with the company a
separate agreement which provided a significant benefit
for its metalworker staff and which in effect set the
agreement for the site. It forced the ETU’s hand and the
ETU was left with no other option than to accept the
new provisions that were agreed to by the AWU. The
upshot of it was that a number of staff — —
Ms Thomas interjected.
Mr WAKELING — I love to take up the
interjections of those opposite. I will not name the
person but a well-known person within the Labor
Party was the person from the AWU who was
involved in those negotiations. That person had made
it very clear to us that what the ETU was seeking to do
was unreasonable and they agreed there needed to be
an appropriate settlement. What was achieved? An
appropriate settlement. That is what happens when
you have negotiations occurring between employers
and employees which are done in good faith, which
are not done to push a political barrow and which are
not done to achieve a political outcome at the expense
of the members.
The unfortunate situation for the ETU in that
circumstance was that not only did their members lose
their salaries for six months but many of them did not
retain their employment. What happened was the
management of the company were ex-electrical
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workers. They took over control of the site when the
union was out on strike, and they themselves said, ‘Do
you know what? We’ve recognised that the workload
of this plant can be done with a reduced number of
staff’. The irony is that if the union had not taken that
approach, that would not have been the outcome.
I worked for a labour hire company at the time and
some of the workers who were out on strike for six
months and who were retrenched came to our office
seeking employment at another site because they were
then out of work. The irony was that we then had to try
to help workers who had been on strike find work in
another workplace because they were victims of the
tactics of the ETU.
It was the right in the 1980s — the hard right, as they
were described at the time by people like former Prime
Minister Bob Hawke — that were the ones that were
driving the need for enterprise bargaining. In fact it was
the centralised wage fixation system, which was in
operation in the 1980s, which had the accords. Various
accords were put in place with a centralised wage
fixation system, and it was the right that was actually
arguing against the accords and saying that negotiations
should be devolved to the enterprise level. At the time
organisations like the HR Nicholls Society and others
that were championing these thoughts were called
troglodytes. It was said that there was no place in the
industrial landscape for enterprise negotiation.
Fast-forward 20 years and you now have the left as the
champions for enterprise bargaining in this country.
We firmly believe in the benefits of enterprise
bargaining. We firmly believe in the rights of
negotiating enterprise agreements, because in an
organisation you should have the capacity to negotiate
enterprise agreements. But the bill before the house is
seeking to go well beyond that. The bill before the
house is not about negotiation of conditions that affect
employment relationships in the traditional sense. This
is a bill that is seeking to go further into the area of
policy development of the government of the day. Let
us be under no illusion: Steve Bracks and John
Brumby wanted a provision in place which would
enable them to ensure that they could implement
policy decisions at a departmental level without them
being impacted at an enterprise bargaining level. The
EBAs specifically negotiated terms and conditions
that affected the employment conditions pertaining to
employees in a particular organisation. Areas of
policy, which are determined by the government of
the day, could be implemented at a departmental level
at the whim of the government.
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Clearly when a party wins power on a policy platform
they have the right to implement those policies. That is
what Steve Bracks supported. That is what John
Brumby supported. Steve Bracks and John Brumby did
not support this. You have got an ideological
government in place that is more focused on driving
ideology than on enabling governments to implement
policies. You have got to be careful about what you
wish for, because if you are taking away the capacity of
governments to implement their own policies, you are
going to rue going down this path. We support
enterprise bargaining. In fact it was the right that
championed its cause.
Ms COUZENS (Geelong) — I am pleased to rise to
speak on the Fair Work (Commonwealth Powers)
Amendment Bill 2017. Thank God for the Andrews
Labor government. The previous government did
nothing for workers in this state in the four years they
were in power. Their hatred for workers and their
hatred for unions was reflected in the fact that they did
nothing for workers in those four years. I know the
people of Geelong will be happy with this bill. They
will be happy because they had major concerns and
major issues during the four years of those opposite but
nothing was done. There were continual disputes over
agreements. So I think this bill is welcomed by my
electorate.
The amendments to the referral act, the Fair Work
(Commonwealth Powers) Act 2009, will provide a
greater level of openness and fairness in the bargaining
and enterprise agreement making processes for the
Victorian public sector. This bill continues the process
begun by those opposite under the Kennett government
and continued by the last Labor government to refer
industrial relation powers to the federal government.
This step is being taken because there is currently an
inconsistency between public sector bodies that are
constitutional corporations and ones that are not. The
ones that are can currently include a broader range of
things in their enterprise agreements.
The bill implements the government’s pre-election
commitment to expand the range of matters that can be
bargained over and included in public sector enterprise
agreements, making it consistent between workforces.
The bill enables public sector employers and their
employees to bargain over, and reach agreement on, the
number, identity or appointment of employees in the
public sector. This includes terms such as minimum
staffing levels, restrictions on how staff are to be
engaged and the number of casual, seasonal or
fixed-term employees at a workplace. Public sector
employees will be able to take protected industrial
action in support of such claims. Opening up the
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bargaining does not mean agencies can be compelled to
agree to new clauses in an enterprise agreement. The
Fair Work Commission will not have jurisdiction to
impose such terms on parties to an agreement.
The bill supports the efforts of public sector workers
and their unions to bargain collectively and encourages
collaboration between the government and the public
sector. Unlike those opposite, we do not go to war with
our valuable public sector workers; we recognise and
respect the vital contribution they make to our state
every day. We know the record of those opposite:
cutting more than 4400 Victorian public service jobs,
leaving a stack of expired agreements and engaging in
damaging approaches during bargaining. Their hatred
for workers was well known. As I said, during the
lead-up to the 2014 election there were many public
servants that came to me and said, ‘It’s terrible what is
happening within the sector’.
Today is a tragic day for workers across this country
given the decision of the federal government to cut
Sunday penalty rates for workers not only in Victoria but
right across the country. This is so damaging. The
opposition here in Victoria and the federal government
have given no consideration to the impact that will have
on working people in this country and in this state.
Penalty rates are something that many workers in our
community rely on. I have family members who will be
severely impacted by the fact that they will no longer get
penalty rates. They work in the retail and hospitality
industries, just like lots of other people do, and the
impact on them will be enormous. It is just a reflection of
Liberal governments and their approach to dealing with
working people. It is a very poor reflection on them.
I think they will pay dearly for that decision, but the
concern is that it will not stop there — that it will
continue and they will start cutting more and more
penalty rates to the point where there are no penalty
rates left. I think the misconception that cutting penalty
rates will create more jobs is just ridiculous. We have
already had employers coming out saying, ‘We won’t
employ more people. We’ll just make more money’.
I think it is such a damaging thing for many people in
my electorate. Many people in my electorate rely very
much on penalty rates to put food on the table or, as we
heard from the minister this morning, to buy their
school books or their university books to keep them
going. They rely on those penalty rates enormously to
put food on the table and to pay the basic living costs
that they would not otherwise be able to afford. It is
downgrading our wages to a point where people are not
going to be able to survive. Even for people in full-time
work who rely on penalty rates, because their pay is so
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low for their normal hours of works, those penalty rates
are what keep them with their head slightly above
water. I think this is so damaging, and those opposite
and the federal government should be totally ashamed
of themselves for what they are doing to low-income
workers in our state and across — —
Ms Ryall — Can you get back to the bill?
Ms COUZENS — I am talking about the bill. The
former Liberal government adopted a litigious and
aggressive approach to try to use sneaky judicial
arguments to undermine existing enterprise agreements.
They would take an existing agreement that both the
employer and the employees had negotiated and agreed
to and waste taxpayers money trying to undermine it
and challenge its enforceability in higher courts. Again,
this was an attack on working people and an attack on
unions. As I said earlier, public servants in my
electorate were continually raising these issues with me,
saying that all they wanted was a fair go and a decent
agreement. Unfortunately under those opposite there
was no intention of giving them a fair go.
Much of what we are hearing from the opposition today
is really a union-bashing exercise, which they are really
good at. I want to put on record that for me the union
movement have fought for decent wages and they have
fought for occupational health and safety so that
workers got home safely every day from work. You
should be ashamed of yourselves for what you are
doing to working people and for damaging the basic
rights of people in this state.
Ms Graley — They want a decent living.
Ms COUZENS — Yes, that is right: creating a
decent living for people. Many of the clauses will now
be able to be included in public sector agreements to
serve to make workplaces safer and jobs more secure
for Victorians, which is exactly what workers in this
state want. For example, it will now be valid to
include clauses that specify minimum numbers of
employees per shift or specify ranks and locations for
shifts. These clauses are often written in to ensure
safer workplaces or to ensure the quality of service
delivery. It will now also be valid to include clauses
that state that the employer will employ an extra
specified number of new employees over the life of
the agreement. Secondment and lateral entry will not
be used to diminish the promotional opportunities
available to existing ongoing staff. Employers must
advise vacancies internally before seeking external
applicants. Fixed-term employment will not be used to
undermine job security or rosters and conditions of
ongoing employees.
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These are some of the many issues that have been
raised with me by constituents who work in the public
service in Geelong. Seasonal employees can only be
appointed for set periods of three to eight months at
specific locations. The intention behind these clauses is
often to ensure greater job security for Victorian
workers, which is exactly what this government is on
about. This is only becoming more relevant as our
workplaces are changing. This government is
committed to ensuring jobs for Victorians. It is also
committed to ensuring fair, secure and good-quality
jobs for Victorians. I commend the bill to the house.
Sitting suspended 12.59 p.m. until 2.02 p.m.
Mr BATTIN (Gembrook) — It gives me pleasure
to rise on behalf of the opposition to speak on the Fair
Work (Commonwealth Powers) Amendment Bill 2017.
This bill will effectively mean Victoria will hand off a
lot of power. One of our major concerns is in the area I
cover, which is emergency services. We have had an
ongoing issue around emergency services, particularly
with the United Firefighters Union (UFU), who are
currently trying to put forward an enterprise bargaining
agreement (EBA) that has been endorsed and signed off
by the current government and which will effectively
hand over control of the Country Fire Authority (CFA)
to the union.
The union are not in a position to take control. When
you are talking about issues of safety, when you are
talking about issues that affect our volunteers, when
you are talking about issues of response times in our
state, we need to ensure that we have got things like
surge capacity across our state. When you are handing
off power to a union that has focused on — as they
rightfully should — their employees, they must take
into consideration how that is going to affect the
volunteers.
Today I was in Strangers Corridor and by coincidence I
met with someone who was here visiting with the
member for Narracan. The person I spoke with, Duncan
Holman, is a very proud member of the CFA. Believe it
or not, next year Duncan will celebrate 80 years of
service with the CFA, which is outstanding. I do not
think there is anyone here who would not say that
serving 80 years with the same organisation is an
outstanding achievement. Duncan has been with the
CFA since he was 14 years old, and for all that time he
has been a volunteer. I spoke to Duncan and heard
about his history and what he has done for his local
community since he started back in 1938. He fought in
the 1939 campaign fires. He saw Ash Wednesday. He
saw Black Saturday. But he said one of the things that
has stuck with him are the car accidents, particularly
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down at Longwarry, not far from the highway. He has
seen the results of those accidents and says that they
will stay with him forever.
Duncan will be celebrating his 94th birthday tomorrow,
so we wish him a happy birthday. He also raised a
concern. He said the CFA today is different from what
it was. Obviously when Duncan started the CFA did
not exist in its current form, but he is not overly
impressed with the changes. Some of the changes that
Duncan is worried about are the changes in control of
the system that he has so proudly served for the last
79 years, a system where the chief fire officer was the
person in charge of the daily operations of that service.
This was a system where the chief, if required, could
move staff, volunteers and trucks around and make
decisions about infrastructure. They made decisions on
where they needed appliances and they made decisions
on how best to respond. They also worked with
volunteers and career staff to ensure they had best
practice training and they consulted with everybody
involved.
What we are seeing at the moment within the United
Firefighters Union is that they are trying to put
themselves on top of that process. They do not want the
opportunity for the chief to have a say — they want to
remove that control from the Chief Fire Officer. They
want to change the structure of the CFA again, and we
have a government that is allowing them to do it.
Those changes are fundamental to what will happen to
the CFA in the future. When you are talking about
‘consult and agree’ clauses in an EBA that are there
purely as veto clauses to stop the chief being able to
do what they need to do to protect the community, that
is an absolute disgrace. They have 50 clauses like this
inside the EBA that they have put through to Fair
Work Australia and now this government is trying to
do anything it can to avoid the scrutiny of Fair Work
Australia.
At the last election the Turnbull government committed
to supporting the volunteers, and they have done that.
They brought in legislation that those opposite told us
over and over again, ‘You’re bringing in legislation. It’s
a waste of time. It’s so weak and it won’t help anybody’.
What the government has found is that the legislation
brought in by Malcolm Turnbull is so strong and
effective that it is now having to work with the UFU on
secret deals to get around it, including recently putting
through an amendment to the 2010 EBA to increase
allowances and add new allowances rather than putting
this through the process of Fair Work Australia to ensure
a desired outcome, one good for the future.
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This has raised the concerns of the volunteers. This
legislation is going to push this through further. Our
volunteers are worried that if control is handed over and
you have got a government working with the United
Firefighters Union, that is going to effectively destroy
the CFA. The government will not stand up and put on
record what they are going to do. Are they going to
separate CFA volunteers from career firefighters? Are
they going to change the boundaries of the
Metropolitan Fire Brigade?
In the past they have said ‘no’. Now they have no
answer. Are they going to tell volunteers at stations like
Warrnambool, Ballarat, Pakenham, Dandenong,
Hallam and Mildura that they are no longer welcome so
they can force through an EBA on behalf of
1000 career firefighters? Are they going to tell those
volunteers that they are not welcome back at those
stations just so they can push through an EBA that is a
bad deal and that everybody has said is unlawful? The
Human Rights Commission have criticised it and
60 000 volunteers will continue to criticise it if it goes
through. What we are looking for is a government that
stands up for and side by side with our volunteers.
If we get into government, I can tell you now that the
first thing we will do is guarantee volunteers are safe.
We will guarantee volunteer surge capacity for the
future. We must guarantee volunteer surge capacity for
the future. Volunteer Fire Brigades Victoria (VFBV)
have done a lot of work on this. They have looked at
the future of surge capacity and how it affects everyday
people, particularly around the growth areas of
Melbourne, where volunteers go out and help our
regional and rural cousins during times of need. That
will be gone if the government continues on its current
path of destroying the CFA in Victoria; the response
and surge capacity will be gone.
We have a Minister for Emergency Services who
spends more time trying to bag the VFBV, saying they
are working for the Liberal Party and doing all these
wonderful things out there for us rather than actually
standing up for what they should be doing, when the
VFBV is there for the welfare of our volunteers in this
state. That is what the VFBV are there for. They are
there to make sure that our volunteers get the welfare
that they need. They are there to do exactly what
volunteers need — —
Ms Halfpenny interjected.
Mr BATTIN — I note the member for Thomastown
would not quite understand this, having no volunteers
in her electorate, but the volunteers are — —
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Ms Halfpenny — Yes, there are.
Mr BATTIN — In your electorate? Volunteers are
so vital within the CFA and we need them throughout
the whole state. Let us go back to the former Minister
for Emergency Services, who headed up the article and
was the voice for surge capacity. And what happened to
the former Minister for Emergency Services who stood
up for volunteers, who said she was going to protect
their rights, who stood up to the Premier and said,
‘Premier, we’ve got to stick by the volunteers no matter
what Peter Marshall and the unions say. We’ve got to
stick by them and make sure that we do not sign an
unlawful EBA’? The answer to where the former
minister went from there? Well, she was bullied out of
cabinet. She was bullied out of cabinet to make sure
that they could force it through.
You know what? No-one else in that cabinet had the
courage to stand up in relation to the CFA. Not one
person on that frontbench had the courage to stand up
to the Premier and say, ‘We need to protect volunteers.
We need to make sure we have the surge capacity
required across the state. We need to make sure that
every volunteer is protected, and we are not going to
bow to the pressure of the United Firefighters Union
and Peter Marshall’.
That is why a bill like this gives more power to those
unions for the future. We have seen what it has done
with the UFU, and we cannot afford that in Victoria.
We have a great state supported by 60 000 CFA
volunteers. We have also got the volunteers at the State
Emergency Service and Life Saving Victoria. And what
we do not need are unions using standover tactics,
pressuring a government and forcing through what they
want and jeopardising and risking the safety of all
Victorians. That is why we will oppose this bill.
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change) — It is predictable.
It is always predictable what they are going to say. No
wonder they are sitting on that side and we are over
here. We have got plans, we are committed, we have
got values and we are making sure that they underpin
every single decision that we make. That is why I am
absolutely delighted to speak on this bill. The Fair
Work (Commonwealth Powers) Amendment Bill 2017
is a fantastic bill that has been brought here by the
Minister for Industrial Relations, and I recognise the
fantastic work that she has undertaken in the past two
years. She is a top minister and a great asset to this
government and the people of Victoria.
The bill will enable public sector employers and their
employees to bargain over and reach agreement on a
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wide range of matters relating to employees in the
public sector. This includes considerations such as
minimum staffing levels, restrictions on how staff are to
be engaged and the number of casual, seasonal or
fixed-term employees at a workplace. These are some
of the key facets of this bill. The bill also fulfils the
government’s pre-election commitment to expand the
range of matters that can be bargained over. It will
provide a greater level of transparency and fairness in
bargaining and enterprise agreement-making processes
for the Victorian public sector.
As all members in this chamber know, we are the
state’s largest employer. Some of us in this chamber
are always wanting to shrink that and sack a lot of
people, but we remain the state’s largest employer. It
is incumbent therefore on the Victorian government
to set an example by recognising, valuing and
rewarding the vital work of the Victorian public
service and all of its agencies. Those opposite will of
course disagree and oppose. Their record when in
government was a shameful one in this regard. Let us
not forget how they treated our paramedics and our
nurses and how they sacked thousands of public
servants. Not this government. Our government,
under the Premier, will work with our employees to
continue delivering the best possible public services
and support to all Victorians.
This bill fixes the inconsistency between different
public sector bodies — ones that are constitutional
corporations and ones that are not. We are fixing this
non-level playing field and creating an equal playing
field for all public sector workers. Over half of all
employees in the public sector can already bargain on a
range of matters and include them in their agreements,
but the rest cannot. This bill has no effect on the
140 000 employees of constitutional corporations,
including public hospitals, TAFEs and water
corporations. It will, however, have a beneficial effect
on the 130 000-odd employees who work for
non-constitutional corporations. This includes the
Victorian public service, teaching services, school
support and school councils. We are legislating to equal
their rights with those of their counterparts in the parts
of government considered constitutional corporations.
This bill covers many clauses which will now be able to
be included in public sector agreements. This includes
validating clauses that specify, for example, the
minimum numbers of employees per shift, the ranks of
staff and the locations of shifts. Clauses like these will
ensure quality of service delivery and safer workplaces
for the public service workers that Victorians expect
and require. They deserve that, and our government is
ensuring that we deliver that respect and that quality
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assurance in terms of service delivery and safer
workplaces.
Further to that, the bill also enables clauses to be
included in public sector workers’ agreements to
address the issue of job security, and it importantly
takes concrete steps towards offering a solution. This is
very good because it is about allowing negotiations to
happen — and all of the creative juices and negotiations
and ideas that come out of that — but it is ultimately
about being able to offer a solution and the practical
steps that actually lead to a positive, successful
conclusion of negotiations. An example of these
expanded measures is the requirement for employers to
advertise vacancies internally before they seek external
applicants. That is a practice that is applied in many,
many workplaces across many industries. Having it
here, provided for in legislation, is a fantastic
enshrinement of what is a really important principle of
fairness and access to other work and other
opportunities within a particular workplace. There will
also be the option to have a requirement that seasonal
employees can only be appointed for set periods of
between three and eight months at specific locations.
This government certainly is working to grow jobs for
all Victorians. We know that, we have heard that, and
every single day there is a new story about jobs being
created in this state. Let us be absolutely clear: this is
happening because of our government’s agenda to grow
investment, grow confidence and grow capacity so that
we can actually get more jobs created and more
Victorians enjoying all of the benefits that come from
employment. That means being able to spend more
time with their families — quality time doing quality
activities with their families — being able to pay their
bills and being able to think ahead and plan ahead in
terms of what they need as families and what they want
to achieve. All of these things underpin every action of
this government.
We are working to grow jobs for all Victorians —
good, quality jobs that are fair and secure for all
Victorians. I am proud that this government believes in
working collaboratively with the public sector unions to
resolve workplace problems and deliver improvements
across the public sector. That is why this bill
encourages collaboration between the government and
the public sector workers and their unions to bargain
collectively. The difference between this government
and those opposite is very clear. We do not go to war
with our valuable public sector workers. We recognise
and respect the vital contribution they make every
single day to our state.
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We know the legacy of those opposite. The former
Liberal government adopted a litigious and aggressive
approach, driven purely by ideology, and tried to use
sneaky jurisdictional arguments to undermine existing
enterprise agreements. They wasted taxpayer money
trying to undermine existing agreements that both the
employer and employee had negotiated and agreed to
by challenging their enforceability in higher courts. So
you have the workforce and you have employers
actually agreeing on a way forward, and those opposite
want to throw hand grenades. That is their way, because
they are driven by ideology. They do not believe in the
rights of working people. They do not believe in
collective bargaining through their unions of choice.
Everything that this government does is a testament to
its values, and everything they did when in government
is a true testament to their values — their lack of
values — when it comes to supporting people in the
workforce and the way that they choose to bargain.
In a single day 4200 jobs were slashed under the
previous government through its falsely named
sustainable government initiative. Those who were left
were overworked, and labour hire workers were
brought in, often at greater cost. So these people who
claim that they are the economic managers do not care.
Frankly all of that means nothing in their ideological
pursuit and their hatred for working people being able
to get a decent and fair return for a day’s work — a
decent day’s work. Industrial disputes grew under that
coalition government.
I wish I had more time, because I have a lot more that I
want to say, but I do want to reflect on a decision that
was made today by the Fair Work Commission. I alert
the member for Ferntree Gully that there are a number of
people in his own electorate who are actually doing it
really tough. I would have thought the member would
have found it fitting to have actually spoken on behalf of
his constituents today in what is a very important — —
Mr Morris — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
while the two issues — the penalty arrangements and
the bill — both have Fair Work related to them, that is
the only connection. There is no connection to this bill,
and I ask that you bring the minister back to the bill.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Blandthorn) —
Order! There is no point of order.
Ms D’AMBROSIO — This is why it is important
to make sure that people get a fair return for the work
that they do and for the value of the work that they give.
Seventy-three-year-old John Kiely is a bartender at
Ferntree Gully. He said, and I quote directly from his
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remarks — I thank the Minister for Industrial Relations
for alerting me to this — that penalty rates:
… help us with the daily cost of living. I should be on the
pension, but I’m not because it wouldn’t be enough.
While CEO pay keeps going up and up, the lowest paid
workers in Australia are expected to take a pay cut. That’s
disgusting.

Absolutely. That is why our government is so
absolutely proud to have this bill here, and we
commend it to every single person in this house.
Ms RYALL (Ringwood) — I rise to make a
contribution on the Fair Work (Commonwealth
Powers) Amendment Bill 2017. This bill seeks to
amend the Fair Work (Commonwealth Powers) Act
2009 by enabling public sector employees of
non-constitutional corporations, such as government
departments, to bargain collectively and enter into
enterprise agreements on subject matter pertaining to
number, identity and appointment of employees. It also
allows for such matters to be referred to the Fair Work
Commission for arbitration, provided such method of
arbitration is an agreed term of that enterprise
bargaining agreement (EBA).
Effectively public sector employees under this
amendment will have the right to enter into those
enterprise bargaining agreements that may impose
certain restrictions and obligations on those
non-constitutional organisations, those corporations —
the employers — with respect to operational and
organisational matters. They include things like staffing
levels, minimum qualification requirements, promotion
processes and other employment-related criteria.
From the opposition’s perspective, this is a bill that we
oppose. At the outset it is important to state that this side
of the house recognises that bona fide agreements should
be honoured, unlike what we saw with the ripping up of
the east–west link contract. It is also important to note
that the future capacity to function as a state should not
be restricted by the commonwealth. A concern here too
is that those opposite, Labor Party members, in
conjunction with their union mates, create EBA clauses
that actually lock in the bloating of bureaucracy and
restrictive work practices rather than concentrating on
what the public service purely exists for — that is,
service to the public. In service to the public we need to
make sure, and Victorians expect, that the service is
efficient and that the productivity exists to get outcomes
in a timely manner and in a way that Victorians who are
paying for those services expect.
We have seen some dishonest scare campaigns in
industrial relations matters, and so we need to make sure
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that when we are talking about negotiations and
relationships, and certainly relationships between
employers and employees, it is a give and take situation.
The member for Dandenong mentioned the importance
of job security. I have been both a public servant and an
employer in various parts of my prepolitics life, so I
understand how hard we work as public servants in order
to create the outcomes expected of us by the public, but it
is also important to remember, as I do as a former public
servant — and I am a public servant now — that it is the
taxpayer that pays for the work that is undertaken and the
taxpayer that has an expectation of the service that is
being provided.
Obviously we would always work to ensure satisfaction
with the services that we provide, but at the same time
we need to make sure as a state we are sustainable,
through good times and bad, and unfortunately there are
bad times — and the member for Essendon talked
about Paul Keating’s recession that we had to have —
and times do get tough. I remember we were paying
17 per cent mortgage interest rates as a result during
that recession.
The point is that during tough times the state still has to
be able to afford to meet its responsibilities. Therefore
we cannot have United Firefighters Union-type
intimidation and drawn-out bullying of people to get an
outcome that many might consider is unrealistic. It is
absolutely important that people negotiate in good faith
and on a give and take basis, but certainly we need to
be able to afford, through good times and bad, the
bureaucracy — both the frontline and the back-office
bureaucracy — of the public service and the public
sector to be able to ensure that the public, which pays
the wages, is absolutely sustained and sustainable.
To that end, therefore, any request for an increase of
power that might have an impact on the increase of cost
to the taxpayer has to be done with that in mind. It has
to be done in the context of affordability and making
sure that people do get a fair day’s pay for a fair day’s
work but, at the same time, that it is a give and take
relationship with an understanding of what the roles are
to be fulfilled and the outcomes that are required.
The member for Essendon talked about Bunnings and
the reduction of penalty rates that it negotiated with
the Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees
Association. He talked about the characteristics of the
negotiation to achieve that. In terms of that
relationship, which he said he supported — he
supported the outcome — there was obviously give
and take on both sides for that to be achieved.
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As I said, as an employer and as somebody who has
lived off a credit card in terms of trying to expand a
business to create more jobs for other people, I know
what it is like to lose sleep. I knew that it was going to
take a couple of years to pay off that credit card bill and
to make sure that my employees were rewarded fairly
and justly. But at the same time I know the obligations
on employers, and in this instance on the taxpayer, have
to be affordable and have to be sustainable. It is a
two-way street. In talking about sharing the upside, and
I think the member for Essendon talked about sharing
the upside, we have to make sure that there is an upside.
I do not know with the United Firefighters Union
situation whether many Victorians have recognised the
upside for them out of that negotiation. It has to be fair
and reasonable, with negotiation on both sides and with
an upside for everybody.
The member for Essendon also talked about workforces
that are changing, and I agree that workforces are
changing. Efficiencies, new ways of doing things,
looking at outcomes and looking at productivity are
evermore important when you have got changing
circumstances and a lot of innovation happening. What
we do not want are restrictive practices that actually
hamper that innovation and hamper those new
efficiencies and identified methods of improving
productivity. We do not want to be drawn back to old
ways of doing things when new ways are coming
forward. What we do need is a responsive, efficient and
effective public service where we actually work
together, where there are relationships and where we do
get outcomes.
I have heard those opposite make incessant attacks on
this side. I think they are completely unwarranted
because many of us on this side of the house have been
both employees and employers and have actually risked
stuff to create jobs. It is one thing to sit on the other
side, where you have been able to take from the
members of the union as an MP and from the taxpayer
purse through political offices as political staffers. They
attack members on this side of the house who have
actually been in situations where they have had to give
and take. It is a long shot for those opposite, who live
for class envy and to create division instead of actually
working towards a unified approach to getting good
outcomes for the taxpayer and good outcomes for both
the employer and the employee — the public servant in
this instance. We should not have a situation where
there are restrictive work practices that inhibit and are
unaffordable for this state.
Ms HALFPENNY (Thomastown) — Of course it is
no surprise that the Liberal-National coalition is
opposing this bill. I am sure that they see it as their job
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to make sure that the lives of working people are as
miserable as possible and with as few rights and
freedoms as possible. They would be very happy to
have children still working down the mines and
sweeping out chimneys, pregnant women working in
lead factories and all working people living in
one-room shacks with dirt floors. But luckily for us
workers have unions, they have the Labor Party and
they have their own collective strength.
The Liberal-National opposition is opposing this bill,
just like they opposed the introduction of health and
safety legislation in the 1980s, workers compensation
laws and increases in wages, public holidays and annual
leave. Opposition speakers have tried to say that
somehow this legislation is all about the Country Fire
Authority (CFA) and the United Firefighters Union.
That is the most ridiculous thing to say and shows that
they do not understand this legislation and working
people at all. This is nothing to do with a CFA agenda
and all to do with righting a wrong and ensuring that
public sector workers are treated equally with all other
workers, even those within the public sector.
Opposition speakers such as the member for Gembrook
have talked about the CFA, and I just want to correct a
couple of things. There is a CFA volunteer brigade in
the Thomastown electorate. I have been there many
times. I have to say that they are a very dedicated and
hardworking crew. That brigade really is working well
and strongly for the community. Now on all things we
may not see eye to eye, but I tell you, I certainly respect
them and I think they have grudging respect perhaps for
the work that is being done in the area. The roundabout
just in front of the CFA premises is about to be
upgraded to traffic lights, which is a thing they have
been asking for probably for the last six years,
including under the Liberal government. These lights
are going to make it much safer for them when getting
their appliances in and out and will also assist the
community with the terrible congestion in the area.
This legislation is really righting a wrong that came
about during the Kennett era when Jeff Kennett
basically wiped out the state industrial relations system
by referring many of those powers to the
commonwealth. That meant that certain rights that
workers had had in the public sector were removed,
such as the right not to make huge gains and
breakthroughs in wages or conditions or efficiencies but
the right to bargain, to negotiate — not always winning,
but sometimes going both ways — around things that
had a direct effect on them and their lives. It was things
like workload, things like the jobs that people should be
doing, things like nurse-to-patient ratios. These are the
sort of things that they will now be able to negotiate
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with these changes to the legislation. In terms of the
example of nurse-to-patient ratios, of course that is
already in an enterprise bargaining agreement and is not
related to this legislation. But these are the sort of
things that public servants can now negotiate with their
employer to make in some cases the workplace better
and in some cases make general services to customers
and the public much more efficient and better.
This is legislation that really just ensures that the
rights of working people in the public sector are equal
amongst others in the public sector, as well as
maintaining rights that workers throughout the state of
Victoria have had for many, many years. It does not
change things in terms of the way work will be done
unless it is negotiated and agreed. It does not change
the way people do business. All it means is that there
can be the ability to negotiate and there is respect on
both sides. So it is not a one-way street like the
Liberal-National coalition would like to see, where
workers are subjugated to the whims and wishes of
their employers no matter whether they are fair or
reasonable or not. This is about giving working
people, whether they are in the public sector or the
private sector, the same rights in terms of having a say
and requiring consultation over the way they work in
their workplace.
This is a really good bill. These issues have been talked
about for many, many years. I know that public sector
workers and their unions will be so happy to finally see
this legislation pass. I commend the Minister for
Industrial Relations on her great negotiating abilities
and her ability to bring this legislation at last to this
Parliament in order to see the rights of public sector
workers restored.
Mr MORRIS (Mornington) — This is a bill with
only one purpose, and that purpose is to lock successive
governments into the Premier’s profligate public sector
wages policy, to lock them in for government after
government after government. The sad thing is if only
members opposite could realise that if they actually
stick up for the public interest and for ordinary
Victorians, instead of their mates, those people who
they owe a debt to for getting them onto the Treasury
bench, then they might actually get returned next time.
But no, they are not interested in doing that. They are
interested in looking after their union mates, and they
are hoping the public will not notice. But fortunately
they will.
It is clear from today’s debate that government
members know that they are not standing up for the
community. They know they are doing the wrong thing.
They know that their mates, the Premier’s mates, will
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be the winners from this legislation. They know that the
public interest and ordinary Victorians will be the
losers. If you look at the types of agreements that have
been negotiated by this government, the sorts of things
that have been put into them, it is little wonder that the
public simply does not trust them in this regard. We
have seen 19 per cent increases on all allowances for
the Country Fire Authority (CFA), delayed pay
increases, $5000 in expenses because of court and
tribunal proceedings, sports vouchers, allowances for
those who live outside difficult to fill areas. When the
question was asked in the outcomes hearings, the
relevant individual had to ask, ‘What is a difficult to fill
area?’. There have been awareness programs with
further loadings; road accident rescues, further
loadings; extra significant amounts for having to travel
a modest distance; plus of course the killer, a qualified
firefighter rate for communications controllers, 34 per
cent bonus That is the type of agreement we are seeing
negotiated by this government.
We need look no further than what has happened as a
consequence to public sector wage costs to see the
impact of this. In 2014–15 the public sector wage costs
were $18-and-a-bit billion. In the 2016–17 budget they
had shot up by 15.2 per cent to $21.3 billion, and they
are expected to reach $23.7 billion by 2019–20. Yet
when the mid-year budget review was released, there
was a $1.2 billion hit on wage costs in just seven
months. You cannot sustain that for a couple of years,
let alone over a number of governments. It simply does
not work.
Apparently this government has not learned its lesson.
It has not learned that an enterprise agreement has to
cut both ways. You have got to have benefits for the
employees, but you have also got to have productivity
gains. It is not a one-sided process, and unfortunately
the sorts of deals that have been negotiated — each and
every one of the deals that has been negotiated under
this government — have been extremely one-sided. It
has been all about one side to the exclusion of the
public interest, in every case.
It is clear some members of the government do not like
these grubby deals. They will not talk about the bill.
They will not talk about the fact — —
Ms Hutchins — We put out a press release!
Mr MORRIS — I am not talking about your press
releases, I am talking about this debate, because there
has been from the government benches almost no
mention of the bill. There was a ruling earlier, which I
will not refer to because it might be construed as
maligning the Chair, which allowed further matters,
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extraneous matters, to continue to be raised, because
the substance of this bill is anathema to most
government members.
In fact there has been no legitimate effort or legitimate
attempt to justify this corrupt public rip-off. All we
have heard in this debate is about penalty rates, which
are entirely irrelevant to this discussion. All we have
heard are the words of class warfare, and there is no
place for class warfare or for this sort of ideology in the
state. All we have heard in this debate is about how
members on this side are supposedly union-haters, and
that is an outright lie. But that is typical of the Premier,
it is typical of the government he leads, and it is typical
of the backbench rabble that he commands, sitting over
there. They are not prepared to stand up for the public
interest. They are not prepared to even try to justify this
appalling piece of legislation.
The coalition understands that this was an ALP election
commitment, but we also understand that if this bill is
passed, the types of provisions that the Premier has
agreed with Peter Marshall — the types of provisions
that allow United Firefighters Union (UFU)-style
restrictions, UFU-style restrictive practices and
UFU-style controls, the sorts of agreements that have
delivered those things to the CFA — will be open
slather across the public sector.
I contrast that view and I contrast the measures
contained in this bill with the provisions that were in
the bill — now the principal act — introduced by Labor
under John Brumby in 2009. In 2009 the Labor Party
understood that governments were elected to govern. In
2009 they understood that management should be
allowed to appropriately manage the organisations they
are there to run and they are paid to run. In 2009 the
Labor Party understood that genuine productivity gains
could be negotiated and could be implemented with the
workforce. But this government simply does not
understand those basic facts. Those things are all in the
principal act, and they are all things that are being
removed by this bill, because under this bill
productivity goes out the window. They have put the
foxes in charge of the henhouse.
Seriously, what union leader worth their salt would
agree to a cut in numbers, no matter how great the
productivity gain, no matter how beneficial to the
organisation, no matter the dividend to the community
as a whole? They simply would not, because it would
lower their membership. Once staffing numbers are
included in enterprise agreements the genie is out of the
bottle, absolutely.
I conclude by reiterating a point that has been made by
a number of coalition speakers today, and that is to
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make it explicitly clear that no matter how distasteful
we might find any agreement negotiated by this Labor
government, unlike the Premier, we are not in the
business of tearing up signed agreements, tearing up
signed contracts. We not in the business of setting aside
bona fide agreements. Let us not have any scare
campaigns on this score. Let us not have these Labor
backbenchers running out to their communities and
telling lies about the intentions of the opposition. This is
bad public policy, it is bad legislation and it should not
pass the Parliament.
Ms WARD (Eltham) — Can I say in response to the
member for Mornington: it is never bad policy to look
after the rights of workers. It is never bad policy; it is
Labor policy and it is the policy of this government to
always look after the rights of workers, because it is the
workers who do the work in this state, it is the workers
who keep this economy going and it is the workers who
work, and they are the ones that we are here to look
after. That is exactly what this legislation does, and I
commend the minister for the hard work that she has
done in putting this legislation together.
It allows public sector employees that are covered by the
act to bargain over and reach agreement on simple areas
like minimum staffing levels, restrictions on how staff
are to be engaged and the number of casual, seasonal or
fixed-term employees. I can tell you that these things are
very important to workers, especially around the areas of
casualisation and seasonal and fixed-term contracts.
These are the things that do not give people secure
employment, these are the things that do not give people
certainty and these are the things that make it very hard
for people to get ahead economically, so of course we
want to legislate to make sure that there is a level playing
field to help these workers bargain and negotiate to
ensure their economic viability, because this is what a
Labor government wants.
A Labor government wants economic justice. We want
social justice, but we also want economic justice, and
when we have got those opposite catcalling out to us,
‘You’ve never employed anyone’, well, I tell you what:
we work. On this side of the house we are workers. We
work, and we want workers to be paid properly. We
want them to be paid well, and we want them to be paid
fairly. We want workers in this state to have a living
wage. We do not want the working poor. We want
people to have good, viable, meaningful work that
rewards them for what they do. We want their labour to
be recognised, respected and rewarded, and rewarded
with fair and equal payment. So when we have got
those opposite bellyaching about us never having been
employers, well, they do not know who we are and they
do not know who Victorians are, because Victorians are
workers. Employers are workers; they work for their
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living. They are all workers, and they are working to
the advantage of themselves and this state, and I call
those opposite out for their ridiculous position of
rejecting this bill. They should instead support this bill,
because they should support workers.
There will be 140 000 workers affected by this
legislation. There will be 140 000 Victorian workers
able to negotiate for a better outcome for themselves
and their families. Only a party like the Liberals would
get in the way of someone wanting to bargain for a
decent working wage for themselves and their families.
Why would you put in a roadblock? Why would you
argue against that? Do you know why they would?
Because they do not support things like penalty rates.
They do not think that on a Sunday when you are
spending time away from your family you should be
paid extra. They do not think that mums who stay home
during the day to look after their young children and
then work evenings in supermarkets or work weekends
in coffee shops to help supplement their family income
should get paid because they cannot take their kids to
netball or because they cannot be home on the couch on
a Saturday night with their kids watching a movie.
They do not think that those people should be paid
extra, and they think that way because they do not care
about Victorian workers one iota.
They prance around — they ponce around — but they
do not care. They do not put Victorian workers first.
They never have, and they never will. It is outrageous,
and they should be ashamed of their position. They
should be ashamed to not support this legislation,
because this legislation is worth supporting. There will
be 140 000 Victorian workers supported by this
legislation. This is not about their petty battles with the
United Firefighters Union, this is not about their petty
pointscoring with the Country Fire Authority and this is
not about their petty pointscoring about not being able
to come to an agreement with paramedics. This is not
what this is about. They want to keep everything down
at a base level. They want to drag debate down. They
want to drag it down and take away from the integrity
of what this government is trying to achieve, and I am
happy to say that not one person on this side of the
house has allowed those opposite to drag it down into
the gutter, where their policies lie.
What we have done is lift this state — and this
legislation helps to lift this state — up to the level that it
deserves to be on, which is that of a progressive state, a
hardworking state and an economically just state,
because when we have an economically just state we
have a healthy state, we have a productive state and we
have a state that lifts for the good of all Victorians. I tell
those opposite: wake up to yourselves, get on board,
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look after Victorian workers and stop looking after
yourselves. I commend this legislation to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Ms HUTCHINS
(Minister for Industrial Relations).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

ELECTRICITY SAFETY AMENDMENT
(BUSHFIRE MITIGATION CIVIL
PENALTIES SCHEME) BILL 2017
Second reading
Debate resumed from 9 February; motion of
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change).
Mr M. O’BRIEN (Malvern) — I am pleased to
speak on the Electricity Safety Amendment (Bushfire
Mitigation Civil Penalties Scheme) Bill 2017. In doing
so I note to the house that I am taking carriage of this
matter for the opposition on behalf of the member for
Caulfield. My colleague and friend unfortunately has
had to take leave from the house this week due to the
passing of his father very recently. We certainly wish
him all the best in very trying circumstances.
The Black Saturday bushfires on 7 February 2009 were
a tragic event — an event which none of us who were
members of this house or indeed any Victorian of age
will forget very quickly, if ever. A total of 173 people
died. A subsequent royal commission called for by the
former Brumby Labor government found as a matter of
fact that ignitions caused by powerlines resulted in fires
which caused the loss of 159 of those 173 lives that
were lost. In seeking to understand the causes of the
tragic events of Black Saturday, the 2009 Victorian
Bushfires Royal Commission examined a whole variety
of matters and came up with 67 separate
recommendations, which were presented to the
government and to the public.
The coalition, in opposition at the time, committed that
we would implement each and every one of those
67 recommendations. We thought, and we still think,
that it is incumbent on every Victorian to do whatever
we can reasonably do in order to make sure that those
tragic events are never repeated.
The government of the day did not accept all of the
67 recommendations. There were some
recommendations that the government did not agree to
implement. Amongst those recommendations which the
former Labor government did not pursue were
recommendation 27 and recommendation 32.
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Recommendation 27 of the bushfires royal commission
is that:
The state amend the regulations under Victoria’s Electricity
Safety Act 1998 and otherwise take such steps as may be
required to give effect to the following:
the progressive replacement of all SWER (single-wire
earth return) powerlines in Victoria with aerial bundled
cable, underground cabling or other technology that
delivers greatly reduced bushfire risk. The replacement
program should be completed in the areas of highest
bushfire risk within 10 years and should continue in
areas of lower bushfire risk as the lines reach the end of
their engineering lives
the progressive replacement of all 22-kilovolt
distribution feeders with aerial bundled cabling,
underground cabling or other technology that delivers
greatly reduced bushfire risk as the feeders reach the end
of their engineering lives. Priority should be given to
distribution feeders in the areas of highest bushfire risk.

Recommendation 32 is:
The state (through Energy Safe Victoria) require distribution
businesses to do the following:
disable the reclose function on the automatic circuit
reclosers on all SWER lines for the six weeks of greatest
risk in every fire season
adjust the reclose function on the automatic circuit
reclosers on all 22-kilovolt feeders on all total fire ban
days to permit only one reclose attempt before lockout.

The then Brumby Labor government said that it was
not going to implement these recommendations,
because it was all too hard and it was all too expensive.
The figure of $40 billion was thrown around by the
Premier, by the then energy minister, Peter Batchelor,
and by other members of the Labor government. The
fact is that they walked away from key
recommendations of the bushfires royal commission.
They said it was too hard and too expensive.
Well, Victorians deserve better than that sort of
defeatist attitude. Victorians deserve better than that,
and that is why it took the Liberal and National parties
to have the courage to say we will implement each one
of those 67 recommendations. As the shadow minister
for energy at the time, I knew there was a way that we
could work through those recommendations,
particularly in relation to making powerlines safer and
deliver on those recommendations. We went to the
2010 election promising as a down payment, if you
like, a $50 million Safer Electricity Assets Fund. That
was a down payment because we knew the work
needed to start. The former Labor government had
allocated not $50 million, not $5 million; they had
given Victorians nothing. Not a single dollar had Labor
budgeted to improve the safety of powerlines in the
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most bushfire prone areas, despite knowing what the
royal commission had said, which was that 159 of
173 lives lost were as a result of fires caused by
powerlines.
When we got to office we expanded the remit of the
Powerline Bushfire Safety Taskforce (PBST). We said,
‘Your job is not to find ways to avoid implementing
those recommendations. Your job is to find a way to
implement those recommendations and to guide us
through how we can deliver on recommendations 27
and 32’. I pay great credit to the membership of the
Powerline Bushfire Safety Taskforce, led by Tim
Orton, an independent chair. Its membership included
representatives of the electricity distribution
businesses — Jemena, Powercor, SP AusNet, United
Energy — representatives of the Country Fire
Authority (CFA), technical experts, risk management
experts and others. As energy minister I worked very
closely with the PBST because I did think this was
something that Victorians had to do. We had to achieve
this outcome. The Powerline Bushfire Safety Taskforce
reported to me and to the government on 30 September
2011, and in December that year the coalition
government released its response.
What the PBST said to the government and said to
Victorians was that the bushfires royal commission
recommendations could be implemented in a way
which substantially improved the safety of powerlines
in bushfire-prone areas and, moreover, that it could be
done in a way which was affordable and which was not
going to have a completely outrageous effect on
people’s power bills that would make the impact one
which Victorian families simply could not bear. I think
the recommendations of the PBST were excellent then
and are excellent now.
I will very briefly refer to some of the summary of that
PBST report, because it goes to the mischief that they
were trying to address through their recommendations.
This is quoting from the Powerline Bushfire Safety
Taskforce summary and the government’s response to
it. It says:
Unlike the wiring in a house, however, electricity distribution
networks are vast, and are exposed to the elements. This
means these networks experience a large number of faults —
the majority of which are transient in nature (e.g. a branch
which contacts a wire in high winds, then blows off).
Consequently devices are required which shut off power in
the event of a fault, but then restore power (reclose) quickly if
the fault has cleared.
Automatic circuit reclosers, or ACRs, are one such device.
ACRs can be set to attempt a number of recloses and for
varying time intervals. The more reclose attempts allowed,
and the longer the gap between attempts, the less the impact
will be on customer reliability.
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What the royal commission found — and the task force
confirmed through laboratory testing — is that under the most
dangerous fire conditions even one or two reclose attempts
may be sufficient to start a fire. However, limiting reclose
attempts will increase the risk of customers losing supply.
Optimally, therefore, reclose attempts would only be
modified in response to high bushfire risk.

The response goes on. It notes:
The task force identified two types of equipment which
satisfy these requirements:
Remotely controlled automatic circuit reclosers … and
Rapid earth fault current limiters (REFCLs).

These are, if I can put it in layman’s terms, almost like
forms of safety switches that operate on single-wire
earth return lines or safety switches that operate on
22-kilovolt transmission lines. It is absolutely essential
that, if a tree or something else comes into contact with
those lines that can cause a fire, the circuit can be cut
off immediately so as to prevent a fire from occurring.
But nor do we want to see situations where power is cut
off for no good reason. We certainly never want to get
to the situation I think we have seen in South Australia,
and possibly other states, where on high bushfire days
entire areas are pre-emptively cut off from their
electricity supplies in order to avoid any chance of a
fire starting.
It is probably worthwhile noting, given the tragic loss
of life on Black Saturday, that more people died in that
period as a result of heat-related illnesses. While
bushfire is dreadful and can and does kill people, lack
of access to power where that power supports air
conditioners, fans and other things which can keep
people cool, particularly people who have vulnerable
health conditions, can be just as deadly as a bushfire, so
it was really important that the government got the
balance right. We needed to improve the safety of these
powerlines in a way which could reduce the risk of
starting fires but also in such a way which did not kill
the reliability of the electricity system, because that
would pose its own fatal risks to people who rely on
equipment, whether it is life support systems or
something as basic as a fridge, a fan or an
air-conditioning unit.
In our response to accept all the recommendations of
the Powerline Bushfire Safety Taskforce we announced
that we would be embarking on a package to roll out
the use of automatic circuit reclosers and rapid earth
fault current limiters in the most bushfire prone areas.
We were advised that this would lead to a 64 per cent
reduction in bushfire starts over 10 years. The cost for
households in most areas which would be affected
would be a cumulative total over the 10 years, starting
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at $1.30 in the first year and rising up to about $13 in
the last year. It was something that was certainly
manageable and something which would lead to nearly
a two-thirds reduction in the risk of bushfire starts but
something that would not have the sorts of impacts on
reliability that in themselves could have a risk of death.
As the shadow minister for energy and resources one of
the things I was most proud of in my nearly two and
half years of service in that role was to take on
something which was a challenging recommendation
from the bushfires royal commission. I do not pretend
for a second that it was not a challenge, but I did not
think the response of the Labor government at the time
to say it was all too hard and walk away was the right
way. We needed to find a way through it. We needed to
find a way to be true to the recommendation, to deliver
that improvement in safety and to do it in a way which
did not hit households and businesses with bills they
could not afford but that actually did improve the safety
and reliability of the system, and we did it.
We released that response on 29 December 2011
because we did say we would do it before the end of
that year, only to be met with attacks. I refer to an
article in the Australian of 30 December 2011:
Opposition bushfire response spokeswoman Lily
D’Ambrosio said the government had broken its election
promise to replace all power lines. ‘This is one of the most
dishonest announcements to be seen by any Victorian
government in a hell of a long time’, Ms D’Ambrosio said.

We had the member for Mill Park — now the Minister
for Energy, Environment and Climate Change,
bizarrely enough — complaining that our response as a
coalition was dishonest.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr M. O’BRIEN — I hear the response from
government members that it was. What have you done
differently? The answer is nothing, absolutely nothing.
They have done nothing differently. They have said,
‘Thank you very much, Liberal-Nationals government.
Thank you for doing all this hard work. Thank you for
doing these things that we didn’t have the courage or
the wit or the brains to put together. Thanks for doing
all that hard work. We’re going to criticise it when you
announce it, but when we get into government we’re
not going to change a thing. We’re going to do exactly
what you have done, and moreover we’re going to try
and claim it as our own’. What absolute hypocrisy.
They were not up to it in government, they criticised it
when they were in opposition and they try and claim
the benefit of it now they are back in government.
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When you look at this bill before the house, what you
will see is that it implements exactly what I outlined as
the government response in December 2011. How
many extra dollars has this government put into
bushfire safety apart from the $750 million package
that I announced? Nothing, not a single dollar, not one
cent. That is how much members opposite care about
bushfire safety. That is how much they care about
bushfire-affected communities. If they thought that the
coalition’s announcement was inadequate, why did they
not put more money into it? Why did they not change
it? Why have they picked it up lock, stock and barrel?
The answer is that this is just a political outfit; they do
not know anything about governing. They do not know
anything about making the hard decisions to make
Victorians safer — not a bit, not a jot.
The coalition does not oppose this bill. As I said, this
bill implements as a program things which were laid
out by the opposition five years ago. It was criticised by
the then opposition, by the Labor Party, but they have
been so critical of it they have done nothing to change it
since then.
This bill seeks to implement a path, a mandate, for
electricity distribution businesses to roll out the use of
safer technology in bushfire-prone areas. I will very
briefly refer back to the royal commission
recommendations because some of the criticisms that
came from the member for Mill Park included that the
royal commission said you should bury all the
powerlines. The royal commission did not say that, and
I will read it into the record once again for those who
might be hard of hearing or need to be reminded. The
royal commission called for:
the progressive replacement of all SWER (single-wire earth
return) powerlines in Victoria with aerial bundled cable —

which is not undergrounding —
underground cabling —

that is one option —
or other technology that delivers greatly reduced bushfire risk.

That is exactly what the REFCLs and the ACRs are.
The $750 million package that the coalition announced,
which Labor has now tried to adopt as its own,
provided $500 million to be spent by distribution
businesses on the rollout of that ACR and REFCL
technology to improve the safety of those powerlines, a
$200 million fund for undergrounding of powerlines in
the areas where that was most needed, a $40 million
fund to improve the reliability of electricity supply,
particularly for vulnerable people and communities —
such as, for example, in nursing homes, where they
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need to have the power on all the time even in bushfire
times — and a $10 million further research fund.
The rollout of technology that delivers greatly reduced
bushfire risk is exactly what the royal commission
called for, and any member opposite who gets up and
claims, ‘The royal commission said you’ve got to bury
every powerline, and you didn’t do it; you broke your
promise’, cannot read, because that is not what the
royal commission called for. I encourage them to read
the words that the royal commission no doubt spent
considerable time pondering before it committed them
to paper.
This bill provides that specified distribution businesses,
in this case SP AusNet, Powercor and Jemena, must
demonstrate compliance with enhanced fault detection
and suppression standards on all of their 22-kilovolt
powerlines that emanate from their share of 45 targeted
zoned substations in rural and regional Victoria. The
bill requires the businesses to deliver these upgrades
according to a points system, and the businesses must
achieve 30 points of zoned substations rollout by 1 May
2019, 55 points by 1 May 2021 and all residual points
by 2023.
The obligation does not specify a type of technology,
but the distribution businesses may meet the prescribed
fault detection and suppression capability by deploying
rapid earth fault current limiters. The bill also specifies
that the distribution businesses must construct or
replace high-voltage bare wire powerlines in
33 specified electric line construction areas either by
undergrounding or constructing covered conductors.
These powerlines must be compliant with this standard
upon inspection by Energy Safe Victoria. The bill
requires that the distribution businesses deliver all
remaining single-wire earth return powerlines
automatic circuit reclosers by 31 December 2020.
The bill provides for a staged rollout of this
safety-improving technology on single-wire earth
return lines and 22-kilovolt lines effectively in three
tranches — two years, two years and two years. On
that point the coalition does not demur. We said this
should be done within a 10-year period when we
announced it in 2011. I think the government has
probably slowed things down slightly, but this should
be something which the community can get behind in
terms of making sure we get this rollout happening as
quickly as possible.
The bill also provides for civil penalties to be applied to
the electricity distribution businesses if they do not
meet the time lines, so there is certainly going to be a
financial imperative on the distribution businesses to
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meet these time lines. I understand that despite the fact
that the previous government tried to work closely with
the distribution businesses to get this work happening,
the current government has not perhaps worked quite as
closely. In fact I understand the distribution businesses
did not know about this bill entering the Parliament
until in some cases the night before and in some cases
after it was introduced.
The distribution businesses are not the enemy. I do not
think they should be seen as the enemy. They should be
seen as partners in trying to improve the safety of
powerlines. While I know as energy minister I had a
few run-ins with distribution businesses — we do not
always see eye to eye, and certainly I did not always see
eye to eye with them — I think this is a program which
would be better implemented if there was a bit more
consultation happening with the businesses, rather than
just dropping things on them out of the clear blue sky.
The level of civil penalties could be significant. There
can be a maximum of $2 million for each point under
the total required for each delivery milestone, and
$5500 for each day of non-compliance that follows.
There are things in this bill which we may not have
necessarily put in entirely ourselves, but on the whole
the bill seeks to improve safety in bushfire-prone areas.
While the time line is perhaps trying to make up for
some of the government’s lost time — some might say
the time line is ambitious — we think it is important
that safety in these areas be delivered as quickly as
possible. Many of us were here in 2009 and remember
the devastation of Black Saturday — whether members
were here or not, Victorians remember it — and we
cannot afford to have that happen again.
On that basis, the coalition does not oppose this bill. I
appreciate that other members wish to speak, so I will
resist the temptation to continue my remarks and I will
wind this up. I pay tribute to the work the member for
Caulfield has done in relation to this bill and to his
work in carrying the mantle as spokesman for the
coalition on electricity and energy matters. I think this
bill will improve powerline bushfire safety, and
anything which can contribute to Victoria being safer
and to the avoidance of a repeat of Black Saturday is
something which all Victorians should take some
confidence in.
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) — I join the debate on the
Electricity Safety Amendment (Bushfire Mitigation
Civil Penalties Scheme) Bill 2017, and I do so noting
that it is just a bit over eight years since the tragedy of
Black Saturday, in which so many Victorians were
dreadfully impacted and 173 lost their lives. The large
majority of the lives lost were lost due to the failure of
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electricity distribution assets. In my own community a
fire began in Saunders Road, Kilmore East, and
117 members of my local community lost their lives.
That was certainly the reason why that fire began.
I want to thank the Minister for Energy, Environment
and Climate Change for her diligence in bringing this
bill to the house. I know that like me she has a great
deal of understanding of the impact of those Black
Saturday fires. Indeed both our electorates share a
boundary with Plenty Gorge Park, and there was a
100-hectare fire in Plenty Gorge that almost no-one
knows about because fortunately no lives or property
were lost. With a wind change, however, it could have
been completely different. There were ember attacks
from that fire in backyards in Mill Park, right in the
heart of the minister’s electorate, and she very much
understands that.
I think it was sad but not surprising that the lead
speaker from the opposition took such an aggressive
stance in his contribution, throwing around blame, as is
his wont — ‘Look over there. They’re bad, we’re good.
Gee, I was good as a minister’ — but that is the sort of
thing we expect from the member for Malvern.
I might make a few comments about what occurred on
the watch of those opposite — during the years 2010 to
2014 — which did not support bushfire communities
and which did not mitigate against the risk of fires. I
would remind the member for Malvern and others on
the other side that you do not mitigate fire risk by
slashing the budget and staffing of Parks Victoria. You
certainly do not mitigate fire risk by handing that
responsibility over to the National Party, ensuring that
parks are not able to be properly maintained to support
communities living around those parks. You also do not
mitigate fire risk by slashing the fire services budget by
$66 million, which is what those opposite did.
Mr M. O’Brien interjected.
Ms GREEN — You had your turn, member for
Malvern, and you are now on the opposition benches.
You also do not mitigate fire risk by slashing the
education budget, including ensuring the loss of each
and every single staff member in the emergency
management branch within the education department,
whose task it was to support schools to mitigate future
emergencies like this and to actually — —
Ms McLeish interjected.
Ms GREEN — What did you do about Strathewen
or any of those other schools? The member for Eildon
interjects, when she did not stand up at all — —
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Mrs Fyffe — On a point of order, Acting Speaker, I
would ask that you bring the member back to speaking
on the bill, not just attacking members of the
opposition.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Kilkenny) —
Order! There is no point of order.
Ms GREEN — I am speaking after the lead speaker
for the opposition, and there were a number of
comments made about so-called failings of Labor in
government, whether pre-2010 or post-2014. In terms
of mitigating fire risk, you do not cut the budgets of
government agencies that have a responsibility and an
obligation to support communities and to protect them
against fire. That is my point, member for Eildon. You
were silent on numerous occasions every time budgets
were cut in the electorate that was so gutted by the fires
of Black Saturday — —
Mrs Fyffe — On a point of order, Acting Speaker, I
would ask that you direct the member to address
references through the Chair.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Kilkenny) —
Order! I thank the member. Yes, I will ask the member
to direct her comments through the Chair.
Ms GREEN — Thank you for your ruling, Acting
Speaker. As I said, it is instructive that this bill was
introduced in the month of the eighth anniversary of the
Black Saturday fires. The Electricity Safety
Amendment (Bushfire Mitigation Civil Penalties
Scheme) Bill is needed because a bushfire can be
literally a matter of life and death, and strong
compliance measures are essential to ensure electricity
distribution businesses do the right thing. This bill
introduces a compliance regime that will ensure that
electricity distribution businesses deliver these safety
benefits for Victorians. The bill provides that
distribution businesses can be liable for civil penalties if
they fail to meet the safety standards and time lines
required by the existing bushfire mitigation regulations.
These penalties reflect the seriousness with which
Victorian people expect the distribution businesses to
take their bushfire safety responsibilities. These
compliance measures are a last resort that the director
of energy safety or the Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change may employ against
electricity distribution businesses which fail to meet
their bushfire mitigation obligations.
These penalties include $2 million for every point
under the total required for each delivery milestone for
the 45 zone substations and $5500 for every day of
non-compliance following. An initial penalty of
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$350 000 for every kilometre of installed powerline in
the 33 specified electric line construction areas that has
been found to be non-compliant with the new
standards, with a $1000 penalty for every kilometre
each day after. There is a $50 000 penalty for each
single-wire earth return automatic circuit recloser not
installed to standard, and $150 for each day following.
As a measure of last resort, these enforcement powers
are not intended to be used lightly or capriciously. The
bill specifically provides for extensions and exemptions
where there are valid reasons for delay or change to the
technical operation requirements for specific
installations. In this way the bill ensures that the
technology agreed to by the business is deployed to the
best of their abilities in the time frames they agreed to
and at the appropriate standards to prevent bushfires.
The member for Malvern also referred to ensuring that
there is stability in the network and that consumers
have access to electricity and the grid. I would remind
the member for Malvern that there were a huge number
of blackouts during his tenure and that of those opposite
when in government. Let us not forget that. They
presided over record customer electricity
disconnections last time they were in government. Over
the past five or six summers the largest number of
inquiries that have been made to my office have been
about interruption to supply and blackouts, so a regime
is needed to ensure that not only is safety adhered to but
that distributors are actually delivering power when it is
needed and that consumers are not endangered by loss
of power and are able to protect themselves and
continue their business.
I do not believe that those opposite were actually
tough in that respect in protecting consumers. On this
side of the house we are always more concerned than
the other side about protecting consumers and about
having effective regimes to ensure that they are
protected, which is why we have a task force set up
with oversight by John Thwaites and Terry Mulder
which will ensure there is no price gouging. I
commend the bill to the house.
Mr T. BULL (Gippsland East) — I rise to make a
contribution on the Electricity Safety Amendment
(Bushfire Mitigation Civil Penalties Scheme) Bill
2017, and state that the coalition has always been
strongly committed to bushfire mitigation and
ensuring the community’s safety. In response to the
comments by the member for Yan Yean that we cut
the Country Fire Authority (CFA) budget, the
documentation is there to show that every CFA budget
under the coalition — every one — was significantly
higher than the last Labor budget in 2009–10. Every
one was significantly higher.
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In my electorate of Gippsland East the threat of fire is
constant. It is not a case of if it is going to arrive but
when, and communities will always experience fire.
This bill addresses one aspect of fire mitigation. It is my
firm view that we need to undertake more controlled
burning in regions like mine, and I will discuss that a
little bit later. As the shadow Treasurer has pointed out,
in 2011 it was in fact the former coalition government
that announced a $750 million powerline bushfire
safety program. The program included a government
contribution of up to $200 million over 10 years
towards the replacement of the most dangerous
powerlines in the state that would otherwise have not
been replaced.
While this bill imposes additional bushfire mitigation
requirements on the major electricity companies, one
aspect of concern that has been raised is the lack of
consultation with those companies regarding the
contents of the bill. This should have occurred given
that distributors, which will be made to undertake these
works, do face large punitive fines if they do not
achieve what they are meant to. In a period of rising
power prices due to the closure of Hazelwood there
have been concerns raised that the costs of this may be
passed on to customers. Of course we have seen the
results of what wildfire can do within this state. It can
be devastating, and it can be heartbreaking. While this
bill is certainly a step in the right direction to improve
standards relating to powerlines, we must look at
protecting our towns, communities and landscape by
doing more fuel reduction burning as well. Things will
always go wrong, and it will not always be powerlines
or human-initiated fire that create these blazes that we
often see raging through our landscape. Lightning
strikes, for instance, are a major fire starter, and that is
why in line with these improvements we need to take
other mitigation measures.
While levels of controlled fuel burning did improve
under the previous coalition government, we have
increasing fuel loads in the bush that in the right
conditions will raze the forest. Many studies have
shown that the extent of fire lighting by Indigenous
Australians was significant, with one estimate being
that 40 people inhabiting 3000 hectares would light on
average 5000 fires annually. That is an enormous
number of fires lit annually to control the landscape.
They developed firestick farming, which created a
variety of habitats to meet a variety of needs, including
hunting, removing woody regrowth and protecting
rainforests and other specific habitats.
There is also considerable evidence that while fuel
reduction burns may not always halt a bushfire under
severe conditions — we are well aware of that — they
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do have a moderating effect on the fire and allow for
control when conditions improve. In putting fuel
reduction burning into context with firefighting under
extreme conditions, New South Wales State Forests
worker John Fisher summed it up well when he told a
New South Wales bushfires inquiry that:
The opponents of fuel reduction burning fail to realise the
operational difficulty of fighting a wildfire in extreme
conditions. The only option or tool that State Forests NSW
has available is the manipulation of fuel in the fire triangle …

that triangle being ignition, air and fuel — the three
things required for fire. He goes on to say:
Even in a fuel-reduced area, on extreme days there is no
question that fires would burn through those fuels as well, but
the moderating effect of that fuel reduction activity is quite
profound and is quite useful in the periods of the day when
those extreme fire behaviours wane. We use that through the
nightshift to effect further fuel reduction burnings or
back-burns, as you have seen, and that provides us with a safe
and effective means to control fires on our estate.

Here is a man who is at the forefront of fighting fires in
this country espousing the benefits of fuel reduction
burning. This fellow knows what he is talking about.
Closer to home, in East Gippsland we have seen the
benefits of fuel reduction burns as recently as in the
Tostaree fires in 2011. An inquiry after the 2011
Tostaree fire — which occurred in the area between
Lakes Entrance and Orbost — concluded that the
network of previous fuel reduction burns in and around
the Tostaree area was an important element of the
control and containment strategies used on the fire. The
network of previous fuel reduction burns was a major
element of the control strategy for this fire. Those
people that want to reduce the levels of fuel reduction
burns — they are often people living in the inner city
on concrete — do not understand the importance of this
fire control measure in rural and regional areas in
relation to asset protection.
But it is not just about protecting assets or communities.
The firestick approach of regular cool burns also looks
after our natural landscape. It is a practice that was put
in place by our earliest Australians — our Aboriginal
Australians — and has been around for thousands and
thousands of years. That has been the focus of recent
firestick information and education days in Victoria and
these more regular cool burns — environmental burns,
fuel reduction burns — are something that I very
strongly encourage the government to investigate.
I will finish my contribution now by saying that I hope
this practice is thoroughly looked at as a future way of
conducting more fuel reduction burns and making the
community safer in the great state of Victoria.
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Ms EDWARDS (Bendigo West) — I am pleased to
rise to make a contribution on the Electricity Safety
Amendment (Bushfire Mitigation Civil Penalties
Scheme) Bill 2017. Acting Speaker, as you would have
heard from previous speakers, this bill is about
implementing the further recommendations of the 2009
Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission. As people in
this house may remember, there were a total of eight
recommendations regarding electricity assets and to
date seven of those have been fully met. The remaining
one, recommendation 27, refers to the replacement of
existing powerlines with new, safer assets. With the
introduction of this bill this recommendation will be
fully met and the legacy of enhanced powerline safety
secure for Victorians.
The other point we need to make about this bill is
that — while I note that the member for Malvern was
quite keen on doing some political pointscoring around
bushfires and the recommendations — I think it is
pertinent to remind members that many, many people
lost their lives on Black Saturday and this is actually
about protecting people’s lives and assets. I would not
have thought that this was a time for political attacks
about who introduced what, when and where. On that
point I think it is also pertinent to make note of the fact
that under this government the powerline bushfire
safety program has been advanced in its delivery by
two years. That means that all of Victoria will be safer a
lot earlier.
It is also pertinent to say that under this government the
fire factor regime has been targeted to allocate
operations to the highest bushfire-risk areas. It is a
weighted and considered approach rather than a
blanket, full-state approach.
At the time of Black Saturday I was working for the
then Minister for Police and Emergency Service. I think
we can all recall how traumatic that day and the
following days and weeks were for many of the
ministers in that government and also for many, many
Victorians. Of course my city of Bendigo was not
immune. Indeed we experienced an unprecedented and
catastrophic event as those firestorms raged through our
city. The Bracewell Street fire, as it came to be known,
swept quickly and with very little warning through the
north-west of the city. The wind gusts at the time were
up to 80 kilometres an hour and temperatures were in
the mid-40s. The fire took the life of one resident along
with numerous pets and wildlife. It destroyed
58 homes, countless sheds and outbuildings, cars, boats
and caravans. In a very few short hours it devastated an
area of almost 500 hectares and came very close to
spreading to the centre of Bendigo, our CBD. It is very
clear that it changed the lives of many people forever.
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The fire in Bendigo on Black Saturday was not started
by downed powerlines, unlike many across the state.
Nevertheless I think it is really important for all
communities to have confidence in the fact that as a
government we are now legislating to ensure that
powerlines will no longer be the cause of major
bushfires. In fact the undergrounding and the
introduction of rapid earth fault current limiters and
other measures will create a less than 80 per cent
chance of electricity wires causing a fire once they are
implemented.
Importantly this bill will enable civil penalties to be
applied to electricity companies which fail to
implement the technology — which, I might add, was
developed right here in Victoria — to prevent those
powerlines from causing fires. The distribution
businesses will be required to install adjustable
automatic circuit reclosers, which help detect faults and
reduce the fire risk on single-phase powerlines. The
regulations were developed in very close consultation
with the network businesses. The distribution
businesses have also worked with government to test
and further develop these bushfire risk mitigation
technologies to meet the bushfire mitigation standards.
The penalties listed in this piece of legislation are
meant to be measures of last resort, and I think it is
important to make that point. These enforcement
powers are not intended to be used lightly nor are they
intended to be used capriciously. The bill specifically
provides for extensions and exemptions where there
are valid reasons for delays or changes to the technical
operation requirements for specific installations. The
penalties include $2 million for every point under the
total required for each delivery milestone for the
45 zoned substations, and $5500 for every day of
non-compliance following; an initial penalty of
$350 000 for every kilometre of installed powerline in
the 33 electric line construction areas that have been
found to be non-compliant with the new standards,
with $1000 for every kilometre each day after; and
$50 000 for each single-wire earth return automatic
circuit recloser not installed to standard, and $150 for
each day following.
By applying these civic compliance measures the bill
simply ensures that the technology agreed to by the
businesses is deployed to the best of their abilities, in
the time frames they agreed to and at the appropriate
standards to prevent bushfires. Basically that is the
bottom line. It is about making sure that they comply
with the standards that we have put in place to protect
our Victorian communities. I know there are other
members who want to speak on this bill, so I commend
the bill to the house.
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Mr WELLS (Rowville) — I rise to join the debate
on the Electricity Safety Amendment (Bushfire
Mitigation Civil Penalties Scheme) Bill 2017. I guess
everyone in the house remembers certain things and
certain events in their life, and Black Saturday was
certainly one of those events. At home in Wantirna that
afternoon the temperature gauge was sitting at
46 degrees. It was absolutely incredible. I went to speak
at a Chinese function that night. I left the Chinese
function not realising the severity of what had actually
happened. On the way home I was listening to 3AW
and the callers outlining just how bad the fires were.
People found themselves stuck in places and were
waiting for the Parks Victoria and Country Fire
Authority (CFA) volunteers to try to get paths open so
that they could get out of those towns quickly and with
their lives intact. Unfortunately of course that did not
happen everywhere.
I just want to pick up a point made by the member for
Yan Yean. I know I should not do this, but the facts
are very clear: for every year that we were in
government between 2010 and 2014, there was an
increase — a record increase — in the amount of
money that was given to the Metropolitan Fire
Brigade (MFB) and to the CFA. The reason I know
the United Firefighters Union (UFU) have such
control over Labor members is that they keep using
the number $66 million, and $66 million is the same
number that Peter Marshall uses at the UFU. It is
parroted by Labor members. If it was another figure, I
would know that they had mixed up their numbers and
had not read the budget papers correctly.
When it comes to the budget papers, I am still waiting
for there to be one Labor member of Parliament who is
able to come into the house to show where there was a
cut. They have not been able to do that. They have been
in office for two and a half years and they have not
been able to do that, but they still go around telling the
story that there was a $66 million cut. It is wrong. There
was a record budget in the MFB and the CFA every
single year.
This bill is in relation to bushfire mitigation, and the
shadow Treasurer made it very clear that, when he was
the Minister for Energy and Resources in the previous
coalition government, the coalition put in a lot of time
and effort into bushfire mitigation, especially when it
came to powerlines. When the bushfire
recommendations came down — there were 67 of
them — the coalition government accepted the whole
67. Yes, it was difficult, but we felt that it was
absolutely necessary to make sure that Victoria was as
safe as possible in regard to bushfires.
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Like the member for Gippsland East, who grew up
around the Bairnsdale and Metung area, I grew up
around Bairnsdale. Every summer we knew that we
were going to get hit by bushfires — absolutely every
single year, almost without fail. It is not acceptable to
have a powerline system that is not safe. When you
look at the 159 of the 173 lives that were lost because
of faulty powerlines, you start to think that we have got
to do something efficiently and as quickly as possible.
We found ourselves in the situation of having to deal
with two extra recommendations that the previous
Labor government would not pick up —
recommendations 27 and 32 — which made sure that
we were going to make Victoria safe.
This bill details significant compliance activities that
are required to be introduced by power companies. That
is a good move. High-voltage powerlines must be
constructed or replaced or be put underground and
single-wire earth return lines, where possible, are to be
fitted with powerline automatic circuit reclosers by
31 December 2020 — absolutely crucial things that
need to be done.
It is disappointing that we cannot see — and the
shadow minister mentioned this — where there has
been consultation with the stakeholders. It seems very
odd. If you were going to make such significant
changes, you would make those changes in consultation
with the stakeholders to make sure that they had a full
understanding of the compliance that is required and
the roles that they need to fulfil to make this legislation
work and work properly.
It is also worth noting that when the bushfires royal
commission implementation monitor, Neil Comrie,
spoke about the way the previous coalition government
was implementing the recommendations, he noted in
his final report in 2014:
It is pleasing to record that Victoria is now, for a broad range
of reasons, including the implementation of the VBRC
recommendations, in a much better state of preparedness to
deal with the threat of bushfire and other natural disasters than
it was on Black Saturday.

He then went on to say:
… positive progress of the powerline reform program under
the direction of the powerline bushfire safety oversight
committee …

So they were good, positive steps. We are hoping that
Victoria is a safer place as a result of this legislation,
although we do note that with the lack of consultation,
we are in a position where we do not oppose.
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Mr HOWARD (Buninyong) — I am certainly also
pleased to speak on the Electricity Safety Amendment
(Bushfire Mitigation Civil Penalties Scheme) Bill 2017.
As has been pointed out, this month marks the eighth
anniversary of the horrendous Black Saturday
bushfires. I imagine every member in this house can
remember what they were doing on that particular day
and remember the news as it came in with regard to
how dramatic and how horrifying the effects and the
outcomes of that day were across this state.
In my electorate of Buninyong of course there are a
number of areas that have high bush content both
within the Ballarat area — Mount Clear and Mount
Helen — and also in the Anakie ranges, Enfield,
Wombat forest and many parts across my electorate.
There is a lot of farming grassland, which of course is
also prone to bushfires. So there were not many parts of
the state where people did not start to think, ‘What do
we do as a result of this awful event?’. We had the 2009
Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission, and a number
of recommendations came out of that.
I note the member for Malvern has proudly said that the
coalition accepted all of the recommendations of the
royal commission, whereas our government at the time
said it had concerns about some of the
recommendations. There were issues that needed to be
reflected upon, whether that was in regard to fuel
reduction burns or other areas. There was a
recommendation to replace all of the single-wire earth
return wiring across the state. We said that would put a
substantial cost back onto electricity users —
families — across the state, and it was a matter of how
we worked through a process to best ensure that our
electricity cabling was going to be safe and that we
could ensure it would not cause future bushfires.
This legislation in fact would not be necessary if the
then coalition government had addressed this issue
fully as it said it would. It shows that there is a long
way to go. It was always going to be a slow process,
or a process that would take time, before we could
ensure that we would replace both the single-wire
earth return wiring across the countryside where that
older-style wiring was still in place and also replace
high-voltage bare-wire powerlines in specific
locations where we identified fire risks — and 33
specific locations were identified.
This bill then places those high, clearer requirements
on our electricity distribution networks to ensure that
they follow through a process of replacing that wiring
either by undergrounding, by area bundle cabling or
by constructing a covered conducting system to ensure
that the wiring will be safe in those areas where we
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have identified bushfire risk. That is a key component
of this legislation: to set in place clear guidelines for
what those power companies need to do on a regular
basis each year now until all of that is done by
31 December 2020.
We have also required the distribution companies to
report back on how they are complying with all of the
other issues such as ensuring that we have appropriate
circuit reclosers. It is important to have a system for
identifying faults when they occur and have the
opportunity to close circuits when necessary, and to
ensure that we improve the reliability so that we can
identify faults if they do occur. We try to prevent any
faults from happening but we need to identify faults
when they take place — or at least the power
companies need to do so — and address them as
quickly as possible to assure people across this state,
where we know fire risk continues to be a significant
concern, that they can rest in the knowledge that this
government, the Andrews government, is taking
further action.
The bill ensures that the power companies, having such
a responsibility over that fire risk that we saw exposed
through the Black Saturday fires, do take their
responsibilities seriously and that there is a continuous
approach to ensure that they take more and more action
to close off those risks that we still identify. It is a slow
and costly process, but it needs to be done, and this
government is clearly onto it.
I note the member for Gippsland East talked about fuel
reduction burns. In my brief contribution I want to say
in regard to the bushfires royal commission’s
recommendations of percentage burns that I am pleased
to see that we are taking an approach of not just looking
at conducting fuel reduction burns in a broadbrush
percentage of Crown land but of recognising that we
need to do it on a risk assessment basis, that burning in
one area is not as effective as burning in another. We
know that there are also great risks when you do fuel
reduction burns. They need to be done under the right
conditions or they can indeed get away and cause
greater harm than the risks we are trying to overcome.
Clearly the point of this legislation is that the Andrews
government is on track. We are looking ahead to all fire
seasons to see how we can improve our legislation and
tighten up the requirements for power companies in this
case. We also want to work through processes within
Parks Victoria, the Department of Environment, Land,
Water and Planning and other areas of the state to
ensure that we are continuing to be active in seeking to
keep this state safe against further bushfire risks.
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Ms McLEISH (Eildon) — I am pleased to
contribute to the debate on the Electricity Safety
Amendment (Bushfire Mitigation Civil Penalties
Scheme) Bill 2017 that is before the house. This bill
amends the Electricity Safety Act 1998 to impose
bushfire mitigation requirements on major electricity
companies. With regard to those requirements it
establishes a civil penalty enforcement regime. Why is
this necessary? Clearly we know that problems can
occur with bushfires in regard to electricity
infrastructure, and this is about minimising the risk to
the community and minimising the bushfire risk.
Failures of infrastructure can lead to bushfires, which
can have devastating effects. We saw that occur on
Black Saturday just over eight years ago, when 173
lives were lost. But 159 of those were due to fires
caused by powerline failures.
The 2009 Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission
made a number of recommendations to the then
Brumby government; not all of them were adopted. In
fact, those around bushfire powerline safety were seen
as perhaps too challenging and too costly, including
that all single-wire earth return power cables were to
be replaced with aerial bundled cables or to be buried
underground.
Also I want to record that the then Premier and then
police commissioner were pretty hard on the fact that
these fires were caused by arson and people were
described as arson ‘terrorists’. The fact that powerlines
had been spotted down in Murrindindi was ignored and
the finger was well and truly pointed at Ronnie Philpott.
Talk about ruining somebody’s life. It has come out, as
we saw through the class action, that it was a powerline
failure, not arson, that led to the Murrindindi fire.
Upon coming into government Premier Baillieu
promised to implement every recommendation of the
royal commission’s final report, as well as
recommendations of the powerline bushfire safety task
force. These included a number of recommendations
around powerline safety.
In December 2011 I accompanied the former energy
minister when he announced the program that would
be undertaken. That works program was to reduce the
risk to electricity assets, and it was to involve
government agencies and the electricity distribution
businesses. There was to be an investment of
$500 million in new generation electrical asset
protection and control equipment, among a number of
other things. The cost was to be borne by the
electricity distribution businesses. There would be
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strict controls and oversight arrangements to make
sure that this could be cost effective.
I have watched the rollout. It is underway in my
electorate quite a lot. We have had the undergrounding
of cables between Don Valley and Healesville. We
have had bundling of cables in the Upper Yarra quite
extensively, and the rapid earth fault current limiters —
the trip switches — have been installed at Woori
Yallock, with another one coming on in Woori Yallock
and one in Rubicon. Spacer cables have been
implemented as well. So a lot of this work is already
being undertaken in my electorate; a big part of my
electorate is regarded as being a very high bushfire risk.
The requirements that are put forward in this bill
comprise a very rigorous timetable. It is quite
demanding and it might be quite challenging for the
distributors, but I do know that they have known since
December 2011 that this was going to be happening.
They did not know perhaps that the penalty scheme
was coming on. They found that out by telephone the
night before, which I think is extremely unfair. There
was very little engagement with the energy
distributors at this point — we had worked very
constructively with them over time — and I think that
is very typical of this government’s attitude towards
third parties and consultation.
With the work that is being undertaken, certainly a lot
of this work is new. In Europe the rapid earth fault
current limiters have been installed as a means of
improving the regularity of power supply. We are
looking at a slightly different context here and it is
certainly new. It might be quite difficult but, as I said,
they have known for quite some time that they have had
opportunities to start working and testing this.
I am concerned that there have been a number of
planned outages which have not actually gone ahead.
What bugs the community more is the number of
constant unplanned outages. It got to the point that at
one time the doctors surgery in Warburton was advised
by the Department of Health and Human Services that
it would no longer be able to carry vaccinations because
it could not be guaranteed a reliable power source.
There are lots of cafes and other small businesses that
have lost considerable money with the loss of product
and stock through these outages.
I think having these penalties in place will force the
distributors to actually look very closely at what they
do, how they do it and where they can be very efficient
and productive in terms of how they allocate their
resources. Sending trucks out in slippery areas in the
middle of winter when the work cannot be done is
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perhaps not the best use of their time. I do caution that
there are a number of elements here that will be
challenging for the power companies.
Mr J. BULL (Sunbury) — I am also very pleased to
have the opportunity to contribute to the Electricity
Safety Amendment (Bushfire Mitigation Civil Penalties
Scheme) Bill 2017. This is a very important piece of
legislation and it goes to the heart of safety for each and
every Victorian.
The 2009 Black Saturday bushfires caused a level of
devastation rarely seen in this state. I, like many, can
remember exactly where I was on the day when I
learned of the lives lost and the devastation caused. The
fires occurred during extreme bushfire weather
conditions and resulted in Australia’s highest ever loss
of life from a bushfire: 173 people died and 414 people
were injured. As many as 400 individual fires were
recorded on 7 February 2009. It really was the worst
possible day. We know that the fires commenced from
several localities, including in Melbourne, and many
parts of Victoria also recorded their highest
temperatures since records began in 1859.
I do recall in the lead-up to the day the then Premier,
John Brumby, was quoted in the media as having said:
It’s just as bad a day as you can imagine and on top of that the
state is just tinder-dry. People need to exercise real common
sense tomorrow.

The then Premier went on to state that it was expected
to be the worst day ever seen in the state in terms of fire
conditions.
In the wake of such devastation the 2009 Victorian
Bushfires Royal Commission recommended the rollout
of bushfire protection technologies to reduce the risk of
powerline-started bushfires and to increase safety for
Victorians through this process. Powerline-started fires
were responsible for 159 of the 173 lives lost and
contributed to the loss of 2000 homes. To lose
everything on that day — all of your possessions,
everything that meant so much to you — would have
been incredibly devastating.
We know that Bernard Teague, AO, Ron McLeod and
Susan Pascoe in the royal commission report state that:
The 2009 Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission was an
important part of ensuring that those lessons are clearly
defined and learnt. The commission conducted an extensive
investigation into the causes of, the preparation for, the
response to and the impact of the fires that burned throughout
Victoria in late January and February 2009. As
commissioners, we concentrated on gaining an understanding
of precisely what took place and how the risks of such a
tragedy recurring might be reduced.
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We have heard this afternoon that a number of key
recommendations were made by the bushfires royal
commission. It was an incredibly powerful and
important piece of work that was done, and the
recommendations were certainly something that was of
great interest to many right across the state. The
importance of taking preventative, precautionary
measures to protect lives and property from the threat
of bushfires cannot be underestimated. As members of
Parliament and the government we need to ensure that
we take all measures to reduce the risks associated with
power providers because these can literally be a matter
of life and death and it is vital that strong compliance
measures are enforced.
I am aware that there are other speakers on this bill and
other business to deal with in the house this afternoon. I
want to take the opportunity, though, to thank our
extremely hardworking emergency services staff and
volunteers at the Country Fire Authority, the
Metropolitan Fire Brigade, Victoria Police, the State
Emergency Service and supporting agencies. I have got
no doubt that these agencies will be supportive of this
legislation as it enhances and protects the safety of all
Victorians, in particular in our rural and regional
areas — we have certainly heard from many of our
rural and regional members on this bill. Just a few
weeks ago these agencies worked very hard in my
electorate to stop the Diggers Rest grassfire. It was
through the great coordination of these agencies,
through Emergency Management Victoria, that support
was provided to all of those residents that were affected
and essentially in the path of a fast-moving grassfire.
The Electricity Safety Amendment (Bushfire
Mitigation Civil Penalties Scheme) Bill introduces a
compliance regime that will ensure that electricity
distribution businesses deliver these safety benefits for
all Victorians. It is a bill that ensures distribution
businesses can be liable for civil penalties if they fail to
meet the safety standards and time lines required by the
existing bushfire mitigation regulations. Certainly we
have heard about the extent and level of penalties that
can be imposed by government, and these are very
important penalties. We know that these are very
important measures.
We know that when it comes to the protection of lives
and property, these are the things that this government
stands for. I am certainly very proud of this legislation.
We do live in a dangerous environment and we should
never forget how quickly conditions can change. This is
an important piece of legislation, and I commend it to
the house.
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Ms SHEED (Shepparton) — I am pleased to have
the opportunity to make a short contribution in relation
to the Electricity Safety Amendment (Bushfire
Mitigation Civil Penalties Scheme) Bill 2017. This is a
bill which relates primarily to enforcement of bushfire
mitigation requirements for electricity distribution
companies. I note that it follows on from
recommendation 27 of the 2009 Victorian Bushfires
Royal Commission. Given what we now know about
how the Black Saturday bushfires started,
recommendation 27 is of critical importance. To
paraphrase, it is the recommendation for the
progressive replacement of all single-wire powerlines
in Victoria with aerial-bundled cable, underground
cabling or other technology that delivers greatly
reduced bushfire risk. It further recommends that this
task be undertaken within 10 years and continue to roll
out in areas with lower bushfire risks as lines reach
their use-by dates.
Black Saturday is certainly etched in my memory also.
As the day wore on I was shocked to feel the heat that
was outside. It felt ominous, and of course we had had
warnings days before. We stayed inside and we had
ABC Radio 774 on. It was chilling to start hearing the
news of the fires that had started, and of course it was
not until much later that the understanding of the
devastation that had occurred to our neighbouring
communities came to us. As the final figures came in
over the following days and weeks it was shocking to
realise that 173 people had lost their lives in those fires.
It was also particularly shocking to much later find
out — from information supplied by the royal
commission — that powerlines were responsible for
159 of the lives that were lost. There were also
2000 homes lost, and $4.4 billion in property damage
was suffered by Victorians at that time.
As time passes and to some extent we put the horror of
that behind us, it is easy sometimes to forget the
importance of fulfilling recommendations, but I am
very pleased to see that this house has over a number of
years consistently rolled out the recommendations of
the royal commission, and these are some of the last
recommendations being fulfilled now.
Bushfires are very much a part of the Australian
landscape. Where I live, in my electorate, we had the
Wunghnu bushfires only two or three years ago. They
were fast grassfires of an entirely different nature to the
Black Saturday bushfires, which went through large
forested areas. But we also have forest in my electorate,
and that is the Barmah National Park, and people in my
electorate talk to me often about their fear of fire in that
park because of the lack of attention to it. I have heard
the member for Gippsland East talk about controlled
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burning and about the need to keep our forest areas
cleaned up a bit and to look after them when we can to
avoid the intensity and ferocity of fire that can occur if
we do not attend to them in that way.
We have a Country Fire Authority (CFA) unit in
Barmah and in Nathalia, and they would be the first to
be called in if our national park at Barmah caught on
fire. It is 70 000 acres of forest land, and on hot, dry
days it is just a tinderbox. I would like to acknowledge
our CFA volunteers throughout the state, and
particularly my area, for the enormous amount of effort
and work they put into so willingly protecting our local
communities.
The powerlines are just a part of what needs to be done,
though, and it is the controlled burning, it is the
cleaning of our forest floors and it is the chopping down
of saplings that are unnecessarily growing that are also
important. While on the one hand we have removed
logging from our forests and we have removed cattle
from our forests, that was done on the understanding
that other protective works would be done and that we
would be turning these areas into very valuable tourism
opportunities. That actually has not happened, and I
would urge the government to consider the resourcing
of Parks Victoria to actually undertake a lot of the work
that the Victorian Environmental Assessment Council
had anticipated would happen when it did its report
some time ago. This is important, but so many other
areas of fire mitigation are too. I commend the bill to
the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr NOONAN
(Minister for Industry and Employment).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

CRIMES (MENTAL IMPAIRMENT AND
UNFITNESS TO BE TRIED) AMENDMENT
BILL 2016
Second reading
Debate resumed from 22 February; motion of
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General); and
Mr PESUTTO’s amendment:
That all the words after ‘That’ be omitted with the view of
inserting in their place the words
‘this bill be withdrawn and redrafted to —
(1) take into account further consultation about the
substantive matters of the bill; and
(2) retain the procedural components of the bill so the
operational improvements identified in the
Victorian Law Reform Commission’s Review of
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the Crimes (Mental Impairment and Unfitness to
be Tried) Act 1997 can be achieved’.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Angus) — Order!
The minister has moved that the bill be read a second
time. The member for Hawthorn has moved a reasoned
amendment to this motion. He has proposed to omit all
the words after ‘That’ with the view of inserting in their
place the words set out on the notice paper. Members
supporting the member for Hawthorn’s amendment
should vote no. The question is:
That the words proposed to be omitted stand part of the
motion.

House divided on omission (members in favour vote
no):
Ayes, 46
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Blandthorn, Ms
Brooks, Mr
Bull, Mr J.
Carbines, Mr
Carroll, Mr
Couzens, Ms
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Dimopoulos, Mr
Donnellan, Mr
Edbrooke, Mr
Edwards, Ms
Eren, Mr
Foley, Mr
Graley, Ms
Green, Ms
Halfpenny, Ms
Hibbins, Mr
Howard, Mr
Hutchins, Ms
Kairouz, Ms
Kilkenny, Ms

Knight, Ms
Lim, Mr
McGuire, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Noonan, Mr
Pakula, Mr
Pallas, Mr
Pearson, Mr
Perera, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Richardson, Ms
Scott, Mr
Sheed, Ms
Spence, Ms
Staikos, Mr
Suleyman, Ms
Thomas, Ms
Thomson, Ms
Ward, Ms
Williams, Ms
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 34
Angus, Mr
Battin, Mr
Blackwood, Mr
Britnell, Ms
Bull, Mr T.
Burgess, Mr
Clark, Mr
Crisp, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Fyffe, Mrs
Gidley, Mr
Hodgett, Mr
Katos, Mr
McCurdy, Mr
McLeish, Ms
Morris, Mr
Northe, Mr

O’Brien, Mr D.
O’Brien, Mr M.
Paynter, Mr
Pesutto, Mr
Riordan, Mr
Ryall, Ms
Ryan, Ms
Smith, Mr R.
Smith, Mr T.
Staley, Ms
Thompson, Mr
Tilley, Mr
Victoria, Ms
Wakeling, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Watt, Mr
Wells, Mr

Amendment defeated.
House divided on motion:
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Ayes, 46
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Blandthorn, Ms
Brooks, Mr
Bull, Mr J.
Carbines, Mr
Carroll, Mr
Couzens, Ms
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Dimopoulos, Mr
Donnellan, Mr
Edbrooke, Mr
Edwards, Ms
Eren, Mr
Foley, Mr
Graley, Ms
Green, Ms
Halfpenny, Ms
Hibbins, Mr
Howard, Mr
Hutchins, Ms
Kairouz, Ms
Kilkenny, Ms

Knight, Ms
Lim, Mr
McGuire, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Noonan, Mr
Pakula, Mr
Pallas, Mr
Pearson, Mr
Perera, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Richardson, Ms
Scott, Mr
Sheed, Ms
Spence, Ms
Staikos, Mr
Suleyman, Ms
Thomas, Ms
Thomson, Ms
Ward, Ms
Williams, Ms
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 34
Angus, Mr
Battin, Mr
Blackwood, Mr
Britnell, Ms
Bull, Mr T.
Burgess, Mr
Clark, Mr
Crisp, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Fyffe, Mrs
Gidley, Mr
Hodgett, Mr
Katos, Mr
McCurdy, Mr
McLeish, Ms
Morris, Mr
Northe, Mr

O’Brien, Mr D.
O’Brien, Mr M.
Paynter, Mr
Pesutto, Mr
Riordan, Mr
Ryall, Ms
Ryan, Ms
Smith, Mr R.
Smith, Mr T.
Staley, Ms
Thompson, Mr
Tilley, Mr
Victoria, Ms
Wakeling, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Watt, Mr
Wells, Mr

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Consideration in detail
Clauses 1 to 4 agreed to.
Clause 5
Mr PESUTTO (Hawthorn) — I wanted to ask the
Attorney-General about clause 5 and the proposals for
new sections 3A, 3B and 3C. Starting with 3A, many
people have asked me what the meaning and effect of
3A will be in practice. I acknowledge that, in a
consistent manner with the Victorian Law Reform
Commission recommendations, what is proposed in the
bill at one level, it is clear, is that it tries to exclude
from the definition of mental impairment a temporary
disorder or disturbance of an otherwise healthy mind
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caused by an external event. If I have understood
everything I have read and heard about this provision,
that is intended to preclude somebody who
self-induces, for example, by consuming ice, thereby
committing a criminal act and then tyring to invoke
mental impairment as a defence. One thing that is
certainly not clear at all from the example that is
attached to new subsection (1) of proposed new
section 3A is what in effect this will mean. The
example provides that:
A person who experiences psychosis as a result of the
consumption of a psychoactive drug does not have a mental
impairment for the purposes of this Act unless the
consumption of the drug has triggered an underlying mental
condition that exists independently of the effects of the drug.

It has been raised with me, and I too have to confess I
have some lingering concerns about what that
definition might allow in practice. I was hoping the
Attorney-General might be able to expand on some of
those risks about whether people who do consume a
drug that triggers an underlying condition might
therefore be able to argue that the underlying
condition triggered existed independently of the drug
or alcohol consumed.
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) — With the
indulgence of both the house and the member for
Hawthorn, I will certainly come to answer his question,
but I would like to make some initial comments of a
more general sense given that I have not had an
opportunity to do so since the member for Hawthorn’s
second-reading contribution.
I want to say at the outset that the government does not
treat the concerns raised by the opposition in a cavalier
way. We recognise that this is a complex piece of
legislation, and we recognise that, even though the
government is in large part either implementing a
recommendation of the Victorian Law Reform
Commission (VLRC) or indeed in some respects we
have declined to implement a recommendation of the
law reform commission, there are still some changes in
definitions and codification of matters that it is
appropriate for people to want some clarification on.
I would characterise the member for Hawthorn’s
contribution yesterday as being in some respects a bit
of a grab bag of not particularly clearly defined
concerns, but the sort of thing that instead one does
when one wants to suggest there are a range of risks.
If one of those suggestions happens to come to pass,
one is able to say ‘I told you so’. I do not impute bad
motives to the member for Hawthorn in saying that,
but it is not as if the concerns that were expressed
were specifically defined.
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The government did not support the reasoned
amendment because we believe the reasoned amendment
effectively takes those concerns too far — that is,
withdrawing and redrafting the bill appears to the
government to be an unnecessarily harsh response to
concerns that may or may not have validity. I would
suggest to the member for Hawthorn an alternative
course of action. Presuming this bill passes the third
reading some time later day, it will then be transmitted to
the upper house, and the opportunity does exist for
matters in the Legislative Council to be referred to a
legislation committee for examination. I say to the
member for Hawthorn now that, if the opposition in the
Legislative Council were to propose that this bill be
remitted to a legislation committee for examination and
report, the government would not oppose such a motion.
Given that this is not the most time-critical bill but there
are some elements of it that are time critical, I would ask
that those be dealt with a degree of expedition. I am
happy to have further conversations with the member for
Hawthorn about that between now and the next sitting
week and to convey in writing the offer I have just made.
I hope that is accepted in the spirit in which it is offered
because none of us wants to see any kind of negative
outcome via inadvertence. I say that quite genuinely.
In regard to the question of mental impairment, let me
say the following to the member for Hawthorn. The
terms of reference that were provided to the VLRC by
the member for Box Hill when he was the
Attorney-General did specifically ask the law reform
commission to consider whether the act should define
mental impairment and, if so, how it should be defined.
I would characterise the definition that is in the
legislation now as being a reflection of current practice
and a clarification of the common-law approach. Under
common law, the person needs to have a disease of the
mind, and that is not limited to mental illness.
I would say that the exclusion for drugs and alcohol is
also reflective of the current law, which says that a
person cannot access the defence if their mental
impairment is wholly due to an extraordinary external
event, whether that be a blow to the head or the
consumption of intoxicating substances. The note is
there to provide guidance to the court as to how the
exclusion applies to a person whose mental
functioning is impaired solely as a result of drugs and
alcohol. The government’s strong view is that no
additional people will be able to access the defence
based on the statutory definition which is, as we say, a
reflection of current practice and a clarification of the
common-law approach.
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Mr PESUTTO (Hawthorn) — I thank the
Attorney-General for his comments. I will certainly
take them on board in the spirit in which he conveyed
the suggestion of a Legislative Council committee in
the way he described. We will certainly take that
under consideration.
Turning to new section 3B of the principal act and the
introduction of the concept of unacceptable risk, I want
to get the Attorney-General’s thoughts on whether there
is any intention for that term to either expand or
constrain in any way the circumstances which might
lead, for example, to earlier release or a variation of a
custodial supervision order to a non-custodial
supervision. Is it intended to produce, for example, a
more lenient approach or a more cautious approach in
the way decisions are made?
I simply say that because the language of the current
act is serious endangerment. I am not suggesting that
the government wants to treat this matter lightly — I
certainly accept it does not — but I am just trying to
get a sense of whether, in using the term ‘unacceptable
risk’, it will produce, as I said, either a more lenient or
a more restrictive approach to decision-making in
terms of how potent the factor of community safety is
in those decisions.
Before allowing the Attorney-General to respond, in
terms of my contribution on this bill yesterday, I was
very conscious of the fact that we are dealing with a bill
and a subject matter which, like all of these matters, is
very difficult and perhaps made more sensitive and
delicate because we are talking about people who,
forgetting the cases at the margin, are seriously
disturbed and have committed atrocious acts. I think the
community can accept they are deeply sad for a whole
range of reasons and that there are some additional
considerations that apply when we consider culpability
in those circumstances. I acknowledge what the
Attorney-General said, but my comments were couched
in those terms to reflect the realities of the subject
matter that we are dealing with.
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) — I thank the
member for Hawthorn for his question. I can say quite
categorically that the change in phraseology is not
designed to, in his words, create a more lenient regime.
At the moment, as he says, the decision-makers under
this act are required to consider whether people will be
seriously endangered. The use of the term
‘unacceptable risk’ — and I do not mean to necessarily
lean on recommendations because, as the member has
pointed out previously, and as I have always said
myself, it is for government to make these
determinations — is a recommendation of the law
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reform commission. It recommends that we move to
that different test, which is a more modern test.
The court will simply be required to consider whether
granting leave would result in an unacceptable risk of
that person causing serious harm to another person. I
would indicate to the member for Hawthorn that that
wording already applies to other categories of leave and
it already applies in regard to the question of an
appropriate level of supervision. For example, the
statutory test that is being proposed in the bill is similar,
if not identical, to the statutory test which applies to sex
offender supervision and, might I say, bail. We think,
given that it is a term which is already well understood,
it does give clearer guidance to decision-makers about
how to balance the questions before them. It is a more
modern definition and it is used in a range of other acts.
But again it may be the sort of matter which the
opposition may want to seek further advice on if the
suggestion I have made with regard to an upper house
committee is taken up.
Mr PESUTTO (Hawthorn) (By leave) — This is
perhaps as much a question as a comment but I would
be interested in the Attorney-General’s views; I fully
understand that he has given these matters his deepest
consideration. I did raise the issue in my
second-reading contribution yesterday that one of the
things in the bill we certainly oppose is the withdrawal
of the Attorney-General from many of the clauses
which presently permit the Attorney-General to make
applications to the court.
I raised in my remarks what I thought was an important
point in that the bill does not confer on the
Attorney-General any decision-making power
necessarily in relation to those matters and I can
envisage circumstances where the independent Director
of Public Prosecutions (DPP) — and we have a very
good system; the DPP is very independent — will
certainly consider a range of matters when deciding
whether to make applications or take particular
positions in proceedings. It is readily to be envisaged
that there could be circumstances where there is an
interest that the DPP has very consciously, carefully
and deliberately decided not to pursue but the
Attorney-General feels is a legitimate interest that
should be ventilated before the court.
I suppose my question is more acknowledging that —
I am sure the government feels very strongly about
this — but asking whether there would be any
consideration, maybe, to reconsidering that because it
is not a power as such, it is just an ability to be a voice
in a hearing before a court and it is ultimately a
judicial decision.
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Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) — I would
somewhat facetiously suggest that it sounds to me like
the member for Hawthorn has been put up to that by the
DPP. I would have hoped that the member for Box Hill
sitting next to him might have suggested mercy on this
point given that the member for Box Hill would have
had to deal with dozens if not hundreds of Crimes
(Mental Impairment and Unfitness to be Tried) Act
1997 applications in the four years that he was the
Attorney-General.
I think it was implicit in my opening remarks that the
government is prepared and indeed welcoming of a
process whereby some of these matters can be further
ventilated by the legislation committee — forgive me
for not knowing exact name of the relevant legislation
committee in the upper house; they change reasonably
regularly. Given that the government has indicated a
preparedness to have these matters considered further
by an upper house committee, I think it follows that we
are obviously prepared to give consideration to
anything that that upper house committee might say.
In regard to the thinking behind the change that is
proposed in the bill, it is the government’s view that
the role of representing the interests of the
community can be most effectively carried out by the
DPP. The Attorney-General is in all of these matters
provided with advice on each and every matter by the
Victorian Government Solicitor’s Office, but the
DPP is best equipped, given their expertise, their
knowledge and indeed the contact that they have
with victims.
Having said that, it is also the case that the bill still
envisages that other parties could make application
and be allowed by the court to appear in a given
matter, and that does include the Attorney-General. If
there was a matter of the nature that the member for
Hawthorn describes, it would still be possible for the
Attorney-General to seek to be heard and it would be
a matter for the court to decide whether that was
appropriate.
Clause agreed to; clauses 6 and 7 agreed to.
Clause 8
Mr PESUTTO (Hawthorn) — I just want to engage
the Attorney-General on clause 8 and the question of
fitness to stand trial. This is one of the matters I
adverted to in my comments yesterday. Compared with
section 6 of the current act it does appear not only in the
language of the subsections to proposed new section 6
of the act but also the addition, if I am not mistaken, of
at least one extra ground that the scope of unfitness will
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be broader as a result of clause 6, and I want to engage
the Attorney-General on whether and to what extent
that expansion is intended and what it will result in.
One of the reasons I ask is that my understanding is that
in South Australia recently they have had occasion to
look at whether a similar type of provision dealing with
mental impairment has produced a wider cohort of
people who can establish unfitness to stand trial. Could
the Attorney-General address that issue, not just in
terms of the text itself but the fact that there is, at least
on my reading, one additional ground? Some of the
language has changed of course from section to clause
so it is not an identical match but it does appear that
there is at least one additional ground.
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) — I rely on my
previous comments in regard to being happy to have
this examined in greater detail. Let me simply say more
directly in relation to the member for Hawthorn’s
invitation that the reframe test implements
recommendation 15 of the law reform commission
report. It is correct that there are numerically a larger
number of factors in the test, but I would contest any
assertion that simply having (a) through (g) rather than
(a) through (f), as it might have been previously, means
that there would be more people who would be able to
access a finding of unfitness to plead.
The fact is that the tests have been redrafted, but the
new focus of the test is effectively that the court has to
be satisfied that the person cannot receive a fair trial
because they are unable to do one of the things listed.
So there are new grounds. Some grounds have been
removed. Numerically there are seven grounds
consecutively listed rather than six, but we would not
agree that that fact alone means that more people would
be able to access a finding of unfitness.
Clause agreed to; clauses 9 to 13 agreed to.
Clause 14
Mr PESUTTO (Hawthorn) — I just want to draw
the Attorney-General’s attention to the proposed new
section 14A. Obviously this is picking up a
recommendation of the law reform commission, but it
is a significant change that an accused will, as a result
of the bill, be able to appeal against a finding that she or
he is fit to stand trial. This ability does not exist at the
moment. Does the Attorney-General have any
information or advice on what that is likely to do in
terms of the number of appeals?
I understand and appreciate that he may not have the
information on hand at the moment. It is something he
can certainly turn his mind to later. But on behalf of my
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colleagues I would be very interested in getting a
sense — roughly, from year to year — of the number of
findings of fitness. If an appeal right is to be conferred,
as the bill purports to do, it is pretty safe to assume that
most accused persons who are found fit to stand trial
but who for forensic reasons or other reasons want to
contest that will probably appeal. So it is important to
get a sense of what that might mean in terms of the
number of appeals, if you simply work on how many
are rejected every year or through a period.
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) — I can confirm
for the member for Hawthorn that I do not have on
hand the number of fitness findings that are made in
any given year, but we may be able to provide that
information, with a bit of notice, at another time.
Obviously any question about how many of those
might seek to appeal would be highly speculative, and I
do not intend to engage in speculation.
I understand the reason for raising the question, and I
would make two points simply: as has already been
indicated by the member for Hawthorn, this was a
recommendation — recommendation 76 — of the law
reform commission. It is designed to provide an
opportunity to correct any significant errors in the initial
decision and protect against miscarriages of justice. I
should indicate and note that, as I am sure the member
for Hawthorn has already seen for himself, an appeal
will only be able to be conducted with leave of the
Court of Appeal.
Mr PESUTTO (Hawthorn) — I have one final
question in relation to this clause in light of subclause
2(b) of proposed new section 14A, which allows an
accused to appeal against a finding that she or he is not
fit to plead guilty to the charge. I have to be candid that
this is kind of a way of backtracking on the clause I
missed before. It is really just something that I would
ask the Attorney-General to consider. Unless he wishes
to, he does not need to address it at length. One of the
issues in terms of the fitness to plead, which I said
yesterday we think is by and large a positive addition, is
what are called safeguards in terms of the accused
being legally represented and requesting it. I think that
is the language of the fitness to plead conditions. The
conditions proposed for a fitness to plead guilty
proposal are that the accused is represented by a lawyer
and that the court is requested to do so by the lawyer for
the accused.
The only reason I raise that is, as in my debate remarks
yesterday, I can envisage circumstances where it might
be patently obvious to everybody in the courtroom that
an accused is not fit to stand trial but may well be fit to
plead guilty. Given that you have got judicial oversight
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of the whole process, I wonder whether the
Attorney-General might consider, in light of his
comments about the Legislative Council, which I will
take on board — this may be something that can be
referred off there — whether you actually need the
safeguards and whether there might be a circumstance
that is exceptional where the court might think that
despite the fact that the accused has made a very
deliberate forensic choice to sack a lawyer or simply
not to request a fitness to plead proposal, it might defeat
what we think is a worthwhile objective in having a
fitness to plead section in the act. It is just something I
ask the Attorney-General to consider.
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) — I renew my
general preparedness to be considerate of things that
the member for Hawthorn suggests. I would say in
regard to the question of representation by a lawyer
that it was again a recommendation of the law reform
commission. As I assume the member for Hawthorn
would agree is almost always the case, if not always
the case, it is generally desirable for persons who are
before the court, particularly with a serious matter, to
be legally represented because the interests of justice
are better acquitted when the person who may have
his or her liberty deprived is represented by a lawyer.
From a practical point of view there is always a
greater risk of matters being appealed and/or
overturned in future if the person who is before the
court is not legally represented.
As a general statement, it is desirable for those people
facing potentially serious charges, or where there are
potentially serious consequences for those persons, to
be legally represented. It is a fundamental element of
our legal system. As I say, I make that as a general
comment. In regard to the specifics of the matter and to
specifically respond to the question raised by the
member for Hawthorn, yes, as I have indicated in
regard to other matters, if this is something that is
further ventilated in proceedings that might occur in the
other chamber, of course the government would give
that consideration.
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — I raise a specific matter
regarding the proposed new section 14C, which deals
with the circumstance of setting aside a finding of
unfitness to stand trial. The explanatory memorandum
demonstrates the importance of having such a power in
the circumstance where it becomes clear that the
accused has in fact pretended or feigned to be unfit
earlier on when the accused subsequently goes before a
special hearing. However, the explanatory
memorandum on page 21 says explicitly that this new
power, and I quote:
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… does not affect cases where a person properly found unfit
becomes fit during an adjournment.

So the question is: if you have got a situation where
correctly a person was found unfit to stand trial but then
subsequently does become fit to stand trial, why should
the person then not be sent back to stand trial? Why is
this provision confined only to a situation where the
person feigned unfitness in the first place? There may
be good reason for that that I am not aware of that may
have been covered in the commission’s
recommendations or in the department’s consideration,
but it does seem to me to be a reasonable question to
ask why the power should not be cast more broadly in
the way I have outlined.
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) — With the
indulgence of the house I will just seek some advice. I
am going to choose my words carefully because I do
not want to provide any information that might be
misleading.
My advice is that this is drafted in the way it is because it
is not considered appropriate for the appeal provisions to
circumvent other parts of the act that deal with the
question of what should occur if someone is expected to
become fit to stand trial within the next 12 months. In
those circumstances there are provisions, I am advised, in
the act that would allow matters to be adjourned in the
expectation of someone becoming fit within a 12-month
period. The wording that the member for Box Hill has
pointed out is designed to create a situation where those
provisions are not circumvented. Having said that, I am
happy to provide the member with a more coherent
explanation at a later time.
Clause agreed to; clause 15 agreed to.
Clause 16
Mr PESUTTO (Hawthorn) — I wanted to ask the
Attorney-General about this new provision which
allows for an accused to be excused from attending. I
understand the reasons why the law reform commission
made this recommendation. I can understand the merits
of that and understand what it is trying to do. The
concern that I was touching upon yesterday and which I
will reiterate here is that I think this needs to be treated
with the utmost care and caution — and I am not trying
to patronise the law reform commission or anyone
else — because I can readily see how people could be
affected, not just the victims directly impacted by a
violent event, for example, but the wider family could
be deeply offended and the community also could be
deeply offended, if an approach is taken where
decisions are made to excuse the accused from
attending a hearing.
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I think we would all generally accept, maybe to
differing extents, that one of the things that victims in
particular and their support networks would expect, and
rightly so, is that if they are subject to a heinous act,
they will see the accused being held accountable.
Again, I am sensitive to circumstances where someone
could be deeply disturbed, and it could in fact be even
more traumatic to have them there, but I am just
expressing a note of caution that if this were to be
applied by the courts in the manner intended, which in
the language of the second-reading speech is to ease the
trauma or impact of the process on the accused — I
hope I have not got that wrong — then it is readily to be
envisaged that the wider community and victims in
particular could be deeply offended by that. I wanted to
ask the attorney how he sees this operating in practice.
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) — Can I say
that I do not necessarily take issue with the member of
Hawthorn’s characterisation to this extent that there
might well be circumstances where excusing the
accused from attending a special hearing may cause
upset to victims and to the wider community, but
equally it is possible that the attendance of the accused
at a special hearing causes further deterioration of the
mental health of the accused and therefore causes
delay and that that delay indeed might cause upset to
the victims.
I suppose this becomes a question of whether or not we
are prepared to accept the judgement of the court and
the DPP on these matters. Yes, the member for
Hawthorn is right that there might be circumstances
where the victim of the crime may suffer as a result of
the special hearing going ahead without the accused
present. Equally it is possible that the victim may suffer
if the special hearing goes ahead with the accused
present, depending on the circumstances of the
individual matter, which is why we think we have
struck the appropriate balance, which is that the judge
can only excuse the accused from being present with
the consent of both parties. We would assume that in
that case the Office of Public Prosecutions would take
into account the views of the victim in determining
whether or not to provide consent.
I understand the rationale for the member’s question,
but given that we are in a situation where attendance of
the accused may cause distress in some cases and
where the non-attendance of the accused may cause
distress in some circumstances, we think that the
appropriate balance is to allow the court to grant the
excusing of the accused, but only where both parties
agree, and in the absence of that agreement that excuse
cannot be granted.
Clause agreed to; clauses 17 to 27 agreed to.
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Clause 28
Mr PESUTTO (Hawthorn) — In the same vein as
my question about the courts excusing the accused from
attending, I wanted to just engage the Attorney-General
in the short time that I have left on a record of subsequent
offending order. Again, I understand the reasoning, I
understand the basis for it and indeed in some cases I can
see the arguments for using a record of subsequent
offending order rather than additional supervision orders,
whether custodial or non-custodial. However, the
concern I have with this clause is similar to the concern
about non-attendance at hearings or trials. I can
understand how the Victorian public and certainly those
more closely associated with the events to which a record
of subsequent offending order might apply may be
deeply alienated or offended by the idea that somebody
has committed a further act of wrongdoing, particularly,
say, somebody who is on a non-custodial order who
commits an act of wrongdoing and who then simply gets
hit with a record. This could cause deep offence not just
to those immediately associated with the events but also
the broader community. I am simply asking whether the
government will have a good look at that. I can
understand it is probably very committed to it and that
the court ultimately will decide whether it is appropriate.
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) — Just quickly,
the short answer to the question, like all the questions
about whether we are prepared to look at things, is yes.
I should indicate that a record of subsequent offending
order will only be made if a person is already subject to
a supervision order and the court considers it
appropriate, so I think that deals with the second part of
the member for Hawthorn’s question. All supervision
orders are indefinite, therefore the decision to make a
record of subsequent offending order will not mean that
there are no consequences attached to further
wrongdoing. The court must take into account a record
of subsequent offending order when deciding whether
to vary or revoke the existing supervision order.
Clause agreed to; clause 29 agreed to.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The time
allocated for consideration of items on the government
business program has expired, and I am required to
interrupt business.
Clauses 30 to 152 agreed to.
Third reading
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FAIR WORK (COMMONWEALTH
POWERS) AMENDMENT BILL 2017
Second reading
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Ms HUTCHINS (Minister for Industrial Relations).
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The question is:
That the bill be now read a second and third time.

House divided on question:
Ayes, 45
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Blandthorn, Ms
Brooks, Mr
Bull, Mr J.
Carbines, Mr
Carroll, Mr
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D’Ambrosio, Ms
Dimopoulos, Mr
Donnellan, Mr
Edbrooke, Mr
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Foley, Mr
Graley, Ms
Green, Ms
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Angus, Mr
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Dixon, Mr
Fyffe, Mrs
Gidley, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hodgett, Mr
Katos, Mr
McCurdy, Mr
McLeish, Ms
Morris, Mr
Northe, Mr

O’Brien, Mr D.
O’Brien, Mr M.
Paynter, Mr
Pesutto, Mr
Riordan, Mr
Ryall, Ms
Ryan, Ms
Smith, Mr R.
Smith, Mr T.
Staley, Ms
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Walsh, Mr
Watt, Mr
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Question agreed to.
Read second time.
Third reading

Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Knight, Ms
Lim, Mr
McGuire, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Noonan, Mr
Pakula, Mr
Pallas, Mr
Pearson, Mr
Perera, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Richardson, Ms
Scott, Mr
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Motion agreed to.
Read third time.
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ELECTRICITY SAFETY AMENDMENT
(BUSHFIRE MITIGATION CIVIL
PENALTIES SCHEME) BILL 2017
Second reading
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change).
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Third reading
Motion agreed to.
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process was then for the buildings and land to be
offered to Victorian government departments or, if it
was not needed or suitable for their needs, it would be
offered to Knox City Council. If Knox did not want it
for community purposes, then it would be offered by
tender for other purposes — for example, for housing
development.
In 2014 the site was known to be no longer needed by
the education department. In August and October 2015
I brought up the future use and the deteriorating state of
the buildings and grounds, here in this very chamber. I
note from the minister’s response to one of my
adjournment matters, on 15 September 2015, that,
when I talked about security, he said:
… I have asked the department to review security measures at
the site.

Read third time.

CONSUMER ACTS AMENDMENT BILL
2016
Second reading
Debate resumed from 22 February; motion of
Ms KAIROUZ (Minister for Consumer Affairs,
Gaming and Liquor Regulation).
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Third reading
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.
Business interrupted under sessional orders.

ADJOURNMENT
The SPEAKER — Order! The question is:
That the house now adjourns.

Wantirna Heights school site
Ms VICTORIA (Bayswater) — (12 301) I rise to ask
the Minister for Education to take immediate action to
secure the former Wantirna Heights school site in
Kingloch Parade, Wantirna, and pay a visit there with me.
After the Liberal-Nationals coalition built the new P–12
Eastern Ranges School to give specialised education to
children with autism, the standard program for
assessing whether the disused site would be retained
took place. The site was declared surplus to the
Department of Education and Training’s needs. The

The minister also said:
The Department of Education and Training is currently
reviewing the status of the site to determine its potential for
future educational requirements, and I will make a decision
on its future once this review has been completed.

We know now that that in fact had been completed and
it has been declared surplus.
I read now that the department intends to demolish
these solid buildings, which were built very strongly to
stop further vandalism. This is exactly what happened
at the old Mount View campus at Boronia, a school the
minister knew only too well, given that it was within
the former boundaries of his electorate. In that case
literally millions of dollars of state taxpayers assets
were razed because he could not keep the site safe,
cutting power and therefore the security system; he was
told by me, the community and the media. It would
have been perfect to convert the solid brick buildings
into an aged-care facility or a similar worthwhile
development.
The Wantirna Heights school buildings are equally
robust and perfectly suited to usage by a community
organisation such as Knox U3A, which has hundreds
upon hundreds of over-50s eager to expand their
knowledge and which has outgrown its current location.
I implore the minister to visit the site with me before he
orders the bulldozers to demolish these perfectly sound
buildings and to see for himself what a disgrace it
would be for history to repeat itself because of a lack of
management and forward thinking.

Thompsons Road duplication
Mr PERERA (Cranbourne) — (12 302) The
matter I raise is for the Minister for Roads and Road
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Safety. I ask the minister to explain the action the
government is taking to upgrade Thompsons Road,
the major arterial road in my electorate of Cranbourne.
Leading into the 2014 state election the then Andrews
Labor opposition promised that, if elected, Labor
would ensure Thompsons Road was duplicated
between EastLink and Clyde Road in Cranbourne. On
top of this, Labor promised to remove the notorious
level crossing along Thompsons Road right near
Merinda Park railway station.
Thompsons Road is a very busy road indeed. Over
26 000 people use Thompsons Road every day, with
many of them unfortunately spending more time on the
road and less time with the people that count in their
lives — their families. Only Labor believes in taking
action when it comes to Thompsons Road. During the
last term Labor was in government we listened to the
local community and gainfully commenced the
much-needed duplication of Thompsons Road.
Thompsons Road was widened between the South
Gippsland Highway and Narre Warren-Cranbourne
Road with an investment of $22 million, and
Thompsons Road was widened between the
Mornington Peninsula Freeway and the
Frankston-Dandenong Road with another strong
investment of $30.5 million.
Over $52 million was duly invested in upgrading
Thompsons Road by the previous Labor government,
but what did the Baillieu-Napthine coalition do to finish
the job during their term of government? Nothing. That
is what they did: nothing. While our local area was
growing and growing, the Baillieu-Napthine
governments turned their backs on the 26 000 motorists
that use Thompsons Road every day. Not a red cent
was invested by the Liberals in completing the fine
work of the previous Labor government.
What the Liberals did during the 2014 election
campaign was to make a desperate announcement on
the run to duplicate Thompsons Road a couple of
weeks out from the election. What a desperate stunt
from a much-wounded government of the time with no
vision. The local community saw right through this as a
political ploy and a desperate stunt.
The much-needed works along Thompsons Road
complement the fine work that is also being delivered
along the Monash Freeway as we speak, and the
announcement that a Labor government will upgrade
the intersection of South Gippsland Highway, Evans
Road and Hallam Road with traffic signals. I call on the
Minister for Roads and Road Safety to advise the
Cranbourne community what action the Andrews
Labor government is taking to improve Thompsons
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Road, this main arterial that runs through the electorate
of Cranbourne.

Water policy
Mr WALSH (Murray Plains) — (12 303) My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Water. I call
on the minister to conduct a formal review of the
carryover rules for water in northern Victoria so that
Victorian irrigators do not continue to have their
annual allocation reduced by the outcomes of those
current rules.
Carryover was introduced in the mid-2000s to allow
irrigators to manage some of the risk of access to water
allocations from one irrigation season to the next. But
after a number of years of operation it is now clear that
the carryover rules are actually reducing the amount of
water available to irrigators in any given year.
As storage levels rise, water entitlement holders’
carryover is placed in a spill account, which is only
accessible when the risk of a spill is low at some time
throughout the season. This year, particularly on the
Murray, that did not happen until recently. If there is a
spill event — that is, the storages overflow — as did
happen on the Hume this year, water that is in the spill
account is lost by those particular irrigators. It is also
lost, obviously, by the environmental water holder. But
the environmental water holder received some benefit
from that spill in downstream flows.
As I said, when a spill like that happens, the
environment gets those downstream benefits, not
only from their spill water, but also from the
irrigators’ spill water, whereas the irrigators get
absolutely no benefit from that water once it is going
down the river. We had an issue raised by the
member for Mildura in this place last year when
irrigators in his area around the Sunraysia district
were losing water out of their spill account. Three
months later it was going to run past Mildura, but
they were not going to be able to access that.
There is a strongly held view that because of those
irrigation storages being held higher, particularly
because of environmental water carryover, the risk of
spills is greater. That means there is an increased risk
that irrigators will lose their water, but there will be
downstream benefits for the environment. I believe the
environment is benefiting to the tune of something like
200 gigalitres of water per year because of the perverse
outcomes from irrigators via these current rules. No
credit is given to meeting the Murray-Darling Basin
plan water recovery targets by this particular water,
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hence the urgent need for a review of the Victorian
carryover rules, which are unfair to irrigators.
As I said, they lose something like 200 gigalitres a year
of water that just goes down the river, but it does
deliver a benefit to the environment and should be used
to make some credits for the Murray-Darling Basin
plan if the rules are not changed. In the strongest
possible terms I urge the Minister for Water to have an
urgent review of the carryover rules so that they are fair
in the future to both irrigators and the environment.
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continued planning for a suitable location for a green break
between Torquay, Jan Juc and Bellbrae. I understand council
will be undertaking a strategic planning exercise to determine
the uses to be encouraged in this area compatible with this
objective …

The panel report for the C114 Spring Creek structure
plan handed down on 23 January this year on page 33
recommends the following:
4.5 Recommendations
3.

Council include ‘urban growth potential’ for the
balance of Spring Creek with appropriate
community engagement as part of its rural
hinterland futures project.

4.

Provide a notation on the precinct structure plan
showing the area south-west of the precinct
structure plan boundary as a ‘strategic investigation
area’.

Racecourse Road, Flemington, pedestrian lights
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) — (12 304) I direct my
adjournment matter to the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety. The action I seek is for a meeting to occur
between me, residents and VicRoads to discuss the light
sequence outside the Woolworths Newmarket Plaza
shopping centre in Racecourse Road, Flemington.
A commuter recently lost their life at tram stop 26
outside the shopping centre while waiting for the
57 tram. Stephen Alomes, who is a constituent, met
with me and raised these concerns, and in particular the
length of time that the pedestrian light crossing
sequence that operates on Racecourse Road is green.
Residents are keen to see the crossing made safer, and I
would welcome a meeting on site with VicRoads and
concerned residents.

Torquay boundary structure plan
Mr KATOS (South Barwon) — (12 305) My
adjournment matter this evening is for the Minister for
Planning. The action I seek is that the minister not
accept the C114 Spring Creek precinct structure plan
panel’s recommendations that the area west of
Torquay’s western boundary be included as ‘urban
growth potential’ and be a ‘strategic investigation area’.
Former Labor Minister for Planning Justin Madden in
2009 moved Torquay’s western town boundary
1 kilometre west of Duffields Road. At the time the
then Labor-dominated Surf Coast Shire Council
accepted this and said and did nothing about it.
However, after the election of the coalition government
in 2010, all of a sudden the Labor councillors on Surf
Coast Shire Council found their voice and commenced
amendment C66, which included moving the western
town boundary back to where it originally was.
In the letter accompanying the gazettal of C66 the then
planning minister, now Leader of the Opposition, said:
For the remaining land zoned farming in Spring Creek
beyond the first kilometre area to Bellbrae, I support council’s

The C114 panel’s recommendation is inconsistent with
the original intention of the minister’s decision in C66,
which is to preserve a green break between 1 kilometre
west of Duffields Road and Bellbrae, and to not have
residential development in this area.
The Surf Coast shire is yet to make a decision on C114,
and I would also encourage it to remove these
recommendations seeking to open the door to further
expansion of Torquay’s western town boundary for
residential development. The minister needs to
understand that the Torquay, Jan Juc and Bellbrae
communities do not want any further residential
development 1 kilometre west of Duffields Road. I call
on the minister to ensure that no residential
development occurs in this area.

Rate capping policy
Ms GRALEY (Narre Warren South) — (12 306)
My adjournment matter is for the Minister for Local
Government, and it concerns the Fair Go rates system.
The action I seek is that the minister visit my electorate
and meet with local residents to discuss the impact of
rate capping in our community — a community that for
too long was burdened with excessive and unnecessary
rate rises year after year.
Every time rate notices were issued my office would be
contacted by countless local residents who were
frustrated and angry to be facing another rate hike —
not to mention incorrect rates on some occasions. That
is why I was so pleased when the Andrews Labor
government introduced the Fair Go rate system, which
ensured that the average rate increase for local residents
for 2016–17 was capped at 2.5 per cent. It was a big
change and one that local residents have welcomed.
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Unsurprisingly, the City of Casey sought a higher rate
cap of 3.47 per cent, spending thousands of ratepayers
dollars on their application. It was all to no avail as the
Essential Services Commission found that the council
had the financial capacity to do its job without the
proposed higher cap, including its capital works
program. Despite this damning finding, it appears that
the City of Casey is preparing to again waste ratepayers
money on another application for a higher rate cap.
At a recent council meeting a majority of councillors
provisionally endorsed council officers continuing to
plan for a possible, and let us be honest, very likely
application for a rate cap variation. Only councillors
Tim Jackson, Rex Flannery, Steve Beardon and Geoff
Ablett stood up for local residents and refused to
support the push, despite not one councillor
campaigning for higher rates at the recent council
elections. Let us look at what some of these councillors
actually said during the campaign.
Cr Damien Rosario said:
I pledge to continue to be responsible with our rates and to
control rate rises.

Cr Amanda Stapledon said:
The cost of living is also a priority, together with
strengthening the economy, growing local jobs and keeping
rates low.

Cr Susan Serey said:
I’ll continue to push for lower rates, keeping council
expenditure down, and focus on delivering more efficient
services.

It is always easier to make excuses and run scare
campaigns to hide from your own poor performance
and failure to deliver. Mayor Sam Aziz claimed in a
recent article in the Berwick News that because of the
rate cap council is:
… facing a cumulative black hole of around $200 million
over the decade to 2025.

Yet there was no problem finding $125 million for
Bunjil Place. I wonder which services had to be cut and
how many assets have recently been sold to fund that.
Conveniently council has the Fair Go Rates system to
use as an excuse and hide behind. Too bad that local
residents can see straight through the poor excuse. They
deserve better. They deserve a fair go, and that is
exactly what we are delivering through rate capping.
We have put an end to the massive and unnecessary
rate rises of the past and helped ease the cost-of-living
pressure on local residents and their families. I look
forward to the minister coming to my electorate.

Thursday, 23 February 2017

South Yarra railway station
Mr HIBBINS (Prahran) — (12 307) My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Public
Transport, and the action I seek is for the minister to
upgrade South Yarra railway station. I have had an
overwhelming response to my recent community
survey seeking views on what is needed in a station
upgrade, with over 800 responses received so far. I am
happy to report some of the results to the chamber. For
the existing station the clear priority for commuters is a
northern entrance with a platform overpass. The station
currently has one overcrowded entrance. To reach the
station, residents in the Forrest Hill growth area and
Melbourne High School students need to traverse the
congested footpath outside the station and a dangerous,
busy, uncontrolled, unmarked crossing at Yarra Street.
A small section of land has been set aside at the end of
Yarra Lane to accommodate a second entrance to be
built. This would relieve the crush that occurs daily
outside the station and give Melbourne High School
students and Forrest Hill residents safe and convenient
access to the station. As well, it would be a second
option for passengers wishing to transfer between
platforms that would be disability-access compliant,
unlike the current ramps. Such an entrance with a
platform overpass is a significant undertaking that would
require substantial funding, but it would be similar to the
platform overpasses that have been built as part of the
North Melbourne and also Footscray stations.
Other priorities for South Yarra commuters are
maintaining the heritage character of the station,
expanding the current foyer — and I note the previous
project to expand the foyer was proposed and then
abandoned under the previous government — and a
safe pedestrian crossing at both Yarra Street and
Malvern Road, as well as an increase in train and
connecting tram frequency given the current
overcrowding that occurs on the Sandringham and
Frankston lines and on the number 8 tram. I have also
called for a task force to be established, made up of
local government, relevant authorities, traders and
residents, to lead and guide the upgrade process. The
community has spoken loud and clear: an upgrade to
South Yarra station is needed. I urge the government to
upgrade the station.

Gaffney–Sussex streets, Pascoe Vale
Ms BLANDTHORN (Pascoe Vale) — (12 308) My
adjournment matter is for the attention of the Minister for
Roads and Road Safety, and the action I seek is that the
minister visit the current roundabout at the intersection of
Gaffney Street and Sussex Street on the border of
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Coburg North and Pascoe Vale to meet with local
residents and see firsthand the road safety issues that
arise at this intersection. I was pleased to discuss this
matter with the minister this afternoon, and I know from
his previous work in the area before he was in this place
that he certainly understands that Gaffney and Sussex
streets are very busy roads that cross right through the
middle of the district that I represent.
There are already three schools on Gaffney Street —
Pascoe Vale Primary School, Coburg Special
Development School and St Oliver Plunkett’s
School — as well as a fourth school quite close to the
precinct, Coburg North Primary School. As well there
has been a lot of development in recent times along
Gaffney Street. There is a new homemaker precinct that
has a Bunnings as well as some other big retail outlets,
and there is the new Coles village on the corner of the
very intersection in question.
It has always been a busy precinct, but the changing
nature of the area has made it more so. At the moment
we are seeing traffic banking all the way up and down
Sussex Street and up and down Gaffney Street. It is a
very dangerous precinct for pedestrians and cyclists, as
well as for motorists. Motorists are taking silly risks
trying to get through this precinct. They are looking for
any gap and they are rushing through it, often to the
detriment of themselves, other car traffic, foot traffic
and bikes.
I recently met with local residents Sarah Jefford, Troy
Nutley and Genevieve Maguire to discuss their
concerns. They live in some of the first houses right off
the roundabout. Sarah certainly made the point to me
that with her home office at the front of her house she
has come to learn the sounds of cars colliding with each
other, how bad the accident will be and how quickly
she needs to dial the emergency services number. I
know that the minister understands this issue; he has
told me as such. I ask that he join me in a visit to the
roundabout to witness the situation and to meet with
local residents to discuss their concerns.

Yarra Boulevard, Kew
Mr T. SMITH (Kew) — (12 309) My adjournment
matter this evening is for the Minister for Police, and
the action I seek from the minister is for her to meet
with George Mihailides, who is the leader of the
cycling action group which was complaining about the
tack attacks on Yarra Boulevard at Kew,
representatives from VicRoads, local police inspector
Steve Noy, and representatives from Parks Victoria.
This group has a similar composition to a group I met
with before Christmas at a forum hosted by Victoria
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Police at VicRoads where lawlessness around Yarra
Boulevard was raised — lawlessness in the parks,
lawlessness on the roads and lawlessness in the
surrounding streets.
The tacks are but one issue that arises in that part of my
electorate. There are rave parties that are occurring in
the parklands at night and local residents are
complaining about the noise. There are assaults on
wildlife. Graffiti abounds in public areas. It is a very
dark area of a night. There is no closed-circuit
television at all, and the street lighting is poor. I think if
the police minister was to meet with representatives of
the cycling community and the local community, and
indeed other relevant agencies, that would be an
important step to solving what has been an ongoing
issue in that part of my electorate for almost three years
now, where individuals have been laying tacks which
have been bursting the tyres of cyclists, causing a great
degree of harm, damage and concern.
I have raised this now on a number of occasions,
Deputy Speaker, and I am sure you are becoming very
well versed in this issue because I always seem to raise
it when you are in the chair. I simply make the point
that the police minister now really has to step in. I have
also raised this matter with the Minister for Roads and
Road Safety who has been very forthcoming with
regard to resources from VicRoads. I thank the Minister
for Roads and Road Safety for his efforts in enabling
Yarra Boulevard to be swept magnetically six days a
week to clean up the tacks, but the perpetrators have
still not been caught. It is simply unacceptable that that
part of my electorate has the level of concern from local
residents that it currently does.

Betrayal of Trust report recommendations
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) — (12 310) The
Victorian Parliament’s Betrayal of Trust report exposed
the heinous abuse of children and provided a blueprint
for the subsequent royal commission. The government
committed to implementing all of the recommendations
made in the Family and Community Development
Committee’s report, including a redress scheme. The
Attorney-General has indicated Victoria’s preference
for a national redress scheme, following a
recommendation in September 2015 from the Royal
Commission into Institutional Responses to Child
Sexual Abuse.
The action I seek is for the Attorney-General to provide
an update on the progress being made toward such a
scheme. I raise this matter on behalf of Gabrielle Short
and my constituent Wendy Dyckhoff who are acting for
the forgotten Australians. Just to give the context of
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their concerns, they argue that there is confusion and
concern among forgotten Australians who participated
in the Victorian inquiry into all forms of abuse, and
they are concerned that, as they perceive it, the rules
may have changed and that the Victorian government
will now be working with the federal system, which
only covers sexual abuse. They are concerned to
establish what will happen to those who participated in
the Victorian inquiry into all forms of abuse.
One of the propositions that they have argued is that
redress will be a long time coming and many of the
survivors are sick or dying and will not live to see the
day that redress is implemented, so they want this to be
put before the Victorian Parliament and the
Attorney-General.

Responses
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport) — The
member for Prahran raised a matter regarding his and
his community’s desire for an upgrade to the South
Yarra train station. The member for Prahran and I have
had a few discussions about this very issue during the
course of this week, so I will confess to not being
entirely surprised that he has raised it this evening
during the adjournment debate. I have said this to the
member for Prahran, and I have also said it publicly on
a couple of occasions now: I understand that there is
both a desire and indeed a need from the community
who use the South Yarra station to see that station
upgraded, as has been identified through his
contribution and the petition that he has organised in his
local community.
The member for Prahran talked about some of the
challenges with more and more people living in the area
and wanting to use public transport. It is an area that is
well serviced by trains in and out of South Yarra, so it
is no surprise that there are more and more people using
those trains. I have indicated publicly that we
understand that there is a need for an examination of
further works to be done. I am considering how best to
progress that and hope that the member for Prahran can
pass on to passengers who use the station and the
broader community that the government understands
this is an issue. We understand that a range of factors
need to go into how we address that, and as that work is
done I will be able to provide further information.
Nine members raised a range of matters for a range of
ministers, and they will be referred to those ministers
for their action and response.
House adjourned 5.34 p.m. until Tuesday, 7 March.
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